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INTRODUCTORY.

In view of the increasing number ofnew names

on the subserii)tiou books of our magazine,it may
seem proper at the commencement of another

volume to state that our Monthly Hints arc not in-

tended to teach what should be done in the garden

at the stated times. A " Calender of operations "

might do for a nation only three hundred miles

square, where the idea of these monthly rules

originated. In a country so large as ours,where

at one end people are eating their first Strawber

ries ; while at the other they are juSt going into

winter quarters ; a list of things to be done every

day becomes an absurdity—our aim is to treat of

special things, but in a general way
;
giving each

month rather an idea of what might be done in

our particular latitude, but in such a way that

the reader North or South may profit by it when

his proper season comes. The idea of our hints

is in accordance with that of our whole work.

AVe do not aim to make gardeners of our readers.

There are good books especially written for that

purpose, which, with some practical experience,

will teach the art,—our object is improvement.

Whatever can be learned from either old or new

sources,—whatever will improve what we already

practice,—whatever will aid the progress of

any horticulturist or lover of nature, from the

merest tyro to the one who has already achieved

the highest success in the art, is the object of

our journal.

Our hints cannot always be new,—what is true

in one vear ought to be so the next. But it is

for this column without feeding that the old story

has presented some new phase. This year for

instance, in talking of the

v9

not exactly so. New circumstances and con-

ditions, if they do not alter old truths, certainly

reveal new ones, and we seldom take our pen

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE
GROUND.

we shall have to to talk more of planting flowers

in " ribbands " and colored masses, which seems

growing in popular favor, and we may as well

remark at once, as appropriate to this season,

that the form of the beds in which plants have

to be grown on this system, is a matter of very

great importance, if we would not offend the eye

of taste. Our floral beds are seldom in good

taste. We mark out a plan on a piece of pa-

per. Every line accords with another line— all

is in harmony. But when we lay it off on thc^

ground it has a very different effect, because we

look on at an acute angle and not from a perpen-

dicular point as on the plan. The circle in the pic-

ture becomes a dull ellipse in practice. For this

reason any plan worked out on a circular idea,sel-

dora looks well on the ground ; oval or elliptical

lines do much better. This is particularly the

case where this ribbon style of gardening is to be

carried out. Indeed the V3ry best effects we

have seen have been where the two sides of a

straight path have been bordered by straight

lines of different colors,—or where a raised bank

has had the colors properly arranged with the

tallest colored plants at the back.

Of plants that are now used in massing for

their colored leaves, we name some as follows :

Gnaphalium lanatum, grey; Centaurea ragusi-

na, silver grey ; Koniga maritima variegata, or

variegated Sweet Alyssum, white and green

^l)<=\ TjO
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stripe*(t; rv/ethiH.ini;*9urciiji4,"fol(kjl Tlcmvcd ; i
trope, Mignonette, Lantanas, Ju

Ccrastmmt(fmc'*ntosum, greenish gray ^ Achillea ! Cyrtanthera magnifica, Ilabrotha

Justicia carnea,

v.....o»r..w v.»..»........,^....._.^.^^, ^ ^^ .„ .., mnus elcgans,

tonicntosa,grej»9h^»ctK; OalaJUJiiVi e^ulentum, I Hose Geraniums, Oxalis floribuntla, and multi-

used rather foy; fH,»'pQCuUa»4ffl^V(3f its large
j
flora, Lophospermum, Alon>oa iucisa and

eather veined leaves of a glaucous green ; Canna i AVarcevvizii, Maurandia Barclayana, Verbenas,

AVarcewiczii, blood red; Coleus VerschalFeltIi, I Tropieolum, (Jazanias, Autumn Salvias, Plum-

of these there are now scores of varieties, varying i bago capensis,Asclepias curassavica, Angelonia

chiefly in the proportion of purple to the gieen

in each leaf; Geraniums,—the old zonales or

horse shoe leaved Pelargoniums, have now in

numerable forms ; there is the old green with

the black mark, and another class called " tri-

Gardneriana, Torenia asiatiea, Iluellia elegans,

Browallia elata; a fair selection can be made

from these, but there are yet others which can

be obtained from any nurseryman's catalogue.

Many annuals last a long time in bloom in

colors" which have a shade of pink between the
j
spring, or come into bloom in fall, and are all

black "horse sho.^ '' and the outside. Some have ! well in their way, also. It is rather early to talk

white edges, and others with mixtures of gold, about thise matters ; but a month or two will

white, i)ink. black, or green —Vinca major va- soon come on. and it is as well to havo these

riegata ; Vinca major venosa with gold veins ; things arrangt'd in time. There are many

L«»nicera brachybotrya variegata, with gold things which will be benefited by a pruning at

veins ; Variegated Balm with yellowish white this season.

edge on a body of green ; Stachys lanata, bluish Wherever any part of a tree does not grow

grey; Sedum villosum, grey; Sedum acre, freely,pruningofsuch weak growth,at this season,

greenish yellow; Sedum carneum variegatum,
j

will induce it lo push more freely next year,

gray and white ; Thymus aurea. Golden Thyme; ' All scars made by pruning off large branches,

Veronica Andersonia variegata, cream white ; should be painted or tarred over, to keep out the

Funkia variegata, yellow and gieen ; Trades- | rain. Many fruit trees become hollow,or fiill in

-

cantia discolor, purple with green upj/cr surface; ' to premature decay, from the rain penetrating

Dracienas, varieties from dark copper to rose and ' through old saw cuts made in pruning. Also

white ; Croton, gold and green ; Japan Euony- ' the branches should be cut close to the trunk,

nius, gold and green ; Begonias, various shades so that no dead stumps shall be produced on the

of leaves in rather shaded warm places; Irisene i tree, and barl< will readily grow over. Many

Herbstii, vermilion with gold veins, there are ! persons cut off branches of trees in midsummer,

some forms with gold leaves; Teilantheras, in order that the returning sap miy speedily

many varieties, with leaves of shades of red,

brown, green and vermilion ; Alternanthera,

shaded like Teilantheras ; Wigandiacaraccensis,

large, coarse, but striking green leaves ; Farlu-

<num <Trande jrreen with gold spots ; Cineraria

maritima, tloury white ; llumea elegans and

Amaranthus melancholicus, both brown ; these

clothe the wound with new bark, but the loss of

much foliage in summer injures the tree, and

besides, painting the scar removes all danger of

rotting at the wound.
Some judgment is required in pruning flower-

ing shrubs, roses, etc., although it is usual tc act

as it it were one of the most common-place opera-

are all that we find on our memorandum book tions. One of the most clumsy of the hands is

as bein- ^rown anywhere the past season, there commonly set with a pair of shears, and he goes

are we think some others. Xo lists complete

have ever been made, and we shall be glad to be

reminded if we have omitted any. We hope,

however, that the ' page " for these will not su-

persede the old fashioned bedding plants.

To be a good bedding plant, one must have

the power of blooming through most of the sea-

sou. The best of the well known things for this

purpose are Abutilons, Petunias, Lobelia, Chi-

nese Hibiscus, zonale Geraniums, Coleus, some

Begonias like Sandersii and some others ; Lem-

on Verbena, Blue Eupatorium, Cupheas, Bou-

vardia leiantha, Brugmansia suaveolens, Ilelio-

through the whole place, clipping off" everything

indiscriminately. Distinction should be made

between those flowering shrubs that make a vig-

orous grou'^th, and those which grow weakly
;

and between those which flowtr on the old wood

of last year, and those which flower on the new

growth of next season, as the effect of pruning is

to force a strong and vigorous growth. Thos3

specimens that already grow too strong to flower

well, should be only lightly pruned ; and, in the

same individual, the weakest shoots should bo

cut in more severely than the stronger ones.

Some things like the Mock Oranges, Lilacs and
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others, flower on the wood of last year—to prune

these much now, therefore, destroys the flower-

ing ; while such as Altheas. which flower on the

young wood, cannot be to severely cut in, look-

ing to that operation alone. We give below a

full list of the shrubs in most common cultivation

of the different classes.

Ornamental shrubs that flower chiefly from the

wood of |he preceding year ; Snowy Mespilus,

Dwarf Almond, the diffl-rent kinds of Androme-

das, Azaleas, Kalmias, Rhododendrons, Caly-

canthus, Corchorus, Cornelian Cherry, and the

Dogwoods ; Philadelphuses, Duutzias, Me-

zereon, LeatherwooLl, Fothergilla, Golden Bell,

Hydrangeas, Itea Virginica, Jasmines, Privet,

Upright Fly and Tartarian Honeysuckles, Py-

rusjaponica; the Missouri and other ornamen-

tal Currants ; most of the early flowering Spi-

rteas. Dwarf Pavias, Snow Berries, Guelder Rose,

Wie^elia rosea, Persian and other Lilacs, An-

nual Roses.

Shrubs that flower from the present season's

growth ; Amorpha fruticosa, Ceanothus Ameri-

cana, Bladder Senna, Coronillas, Burning

Buslies, Genistas, Scotch Broom, Althaja, Hy-

pericums, such as Kalmianum, prolificuin, etc.

;

Green-fringe, Flowering Locusts, the Fall-flow-

ering Spiraeas, Tamarix, Vitex agniscastus, &c.

These lists also embrace the most desirable of

oruamental shrubs iu cultivation, from which

the amateur may select when the planting sea-

son arrives.

<•»»

GREENHOUSE.

The season of the 3'ear has arrived when this

department of gardening is more attractive than

any other. It is one that calls for a great part

of a girdener's skill—indeed intelligent garde-

ners can seldom be found willing to accept a sit-

uation where there is " no glass."

Glass houses of late years have become so pop-

ular since their economical building has been

better understood, that it is rare indeed that we

do not find in most gardens, however small, the

owners of which have any pretention to taste or

elegance, a plant cabinet of some kind—whether

it be a conservatory or greeenhouse, large enough

to demand the constant care of an intelligent

irardener ; or a small case of a few dozen plants,

under the management of some lady of the fami-

ly. The methods of culture of plants too are

better understood than they were formerly. At

one time specific directions were thought essen-

tial for nearly every variety of plant. Now a

few general rules, varied to suit circumstance

when once understood, render the culture of

plants in a gcjiieral sense, easy. Whereas, at

one time as many variety of soils as there are

drugs in an apothecary'« store, and a prescrip-

tion giving the exact proportion in weight or

measure of each simple material was the rule for

success ; now any light rich porous loam an-

swers for most purposes ; and only those who

seek great perfection in their particular fancies,

pay particular attention to any great minutiai of

soils.

The surface soil, containing the spongy mass

of surface roots, from a wood ; the first two

inches of an old pasture-field ; the turfy spony

mass called peat from sandy bogs or swamps
; a

little well decayed hot-bed manure ; some sharp

sand; are now about the only "elements" that

the most skillful gardener cares to have by him
;

and many a good gardener has to find himself

minus of some of these, and be satisfied.

The soil for potting should be used rather dry;

that is it should be in such a condition that it

will rather crumble when pressed, than adhere

closer together. Large pots -those over four

inches should have a drainage. This is made

by breaking up broken pots to the size of beans,

putting them in the bottom a quarter or half an

inch deep and putting about an eighth of an inch

of old moss or any similar rough material over the

mass of "crocks" to keep out the earth from

amongst it. Little benefit arises from draining

pots below four inch, the moisture filtering

through the porous puts quite fast enough ; and

the few pieces of "drainage" often thrown iu

with soil placed right over, is of little or no use.

In managing plants, treatment depends on

what we want of them. If we want them to

bloom as soon as possible,we keep a high and moist

temperature ; if we wish to keep them back, we

keep the temperature as low and dry as the

plants will bear. In the Camellia for instance,

those we want to flower now, or soon, should

have a temperature of 45- to 50^, and if the

house be not naturally moist, should be often

syringed with clear water, soft water when to

be had, and always made, by adding warm wa-

ter, of the same temperature as the house. If

the flowers are not wanted till March or April,

38^ or just above freezing, and the atmosphere as

dry as possible at that degree, should be the

rule. When Camellias are in bloom, if the

house be kept moist, the temperature should
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not be allowed to fall suddenly, or moisture will ! We would not discourage these by any means,—

condense on the petals. For forcing, we have

generally found the strong growing kinds most

successful : those of the Anemone flowered sec-

tion for instance. Azaleas rquire much the

same treatment as Camellias. The best time

for repotting these, as it is of almost every plant

that requires but one yearly repotting, is just

before the new buds start into growth. It is not

well to have pots removed into larger ones, un-

less they are very full of roots ; nor into a much

larger one than the plant was in before. When

too large a pot is employed, much of the beneti-

cial elements the soil contains is carried away by

daily waterings before the roots get the benefit

of it. Occasional repottings of fresh soil are ad-

vantageous to plants for the same reason.

This is the proper time to trim Camellias,

Azaleas or any other strong-growing greenhouse

l)lant, that may be desirable to bring into a good

shape. Those shoots that are required to grow

the fastest should be pruned in the most severe-

ly—those that are already strong and vigorous

if in their right positions should be let alone.

Sometimes a strong shoot is growing where it is

not wanted, and cutting away might make th^

matter worse, as the young bud near the cut will

push all the stronger for the pruning ; but these

are to be pinched right out after they push.

Sometimes Camellia buds drop—most generally

from injury to the root—the fibres either wither-

ing for want of water, or rotting from too nmch.

An atmosphere in which the soil does not re-

quire frequent watering is the best security

against this trouble. There is no sweeter pot

pTant than the Daphne. They like a cool and

damp place. Epacris, Acacias, and most of

these hard-wooded greenhouse plants, frequently

suder from too much heat at this season ; 40^ to

let us have plenty of these rari and curious

things,—but at the s ime time let us have those

banks of blossoms which once made our

old greenhouses so gay, even if the individual

plants are not quite so well grown.

•»•»

WINDOW PLANTS.

These suller much at this season fronv the high

and dry temperatures at which it is necessary,

for human comfort, to keep our dwellings. Air

can seldom be admitted, f)-om the lowness of the

external temperature. Saucers of watir under

the plants do much to remedy the aridity from

which room plants sutler. In such cases, how^-

ever, so much water must not be given to the

plants as to those without saucers. The water

is drawn up into the soil by attraction, and

though the surface will appear dry, they will be

wet enough just beneath. The more freely a

plant is growing, the more water it will require ;

and the more it grows, the more sun and light it

will need. In all cases, those which seem to

grovv the fjistest should be placed nearest the

light. The best aspect for room plants in the

south-east. They seem like animals in their

. affection for the morning sun. The first morn-

ing ray is worth a dozen in the evening. Should

any of our fair readers find their plants, by some

unlucky miscalculation, frozen in the morning,

do not remove them at once to a warm place,

but dip them in cold water, and set them in a

dark spot, where they will barely escape freez-

ing ; sun light will only help the frost's destruc-

tive powers.

—•»

VEGETABLE GARDEN.
Cabbages and lettuces in frames for protection

WM^u" to enough forUiem.^ 'irEtigirncl wher^
' through the winter, should h^yo all the air pos-

these plants are grown to perlectioB, they never
i
fie. whenever the thermometer is above the

apply fire heat except when mats are insutr.oient freezing ponit; when it is below, they need not

to keep out the frost. Vinerariax, ir-.a/isms, be uncovered. Tliey require no light when there

C«I«o!an-«.s i'e!<"!;om«ms, and such soft wood- '« not heat enough to make them giw. Ex-

cd creenhouse plants, of which fine si)eeimeDS """"e for mice occasionally. If noticed, soak

nre desired, should have their final shift now,
,

P«as in water till they swell, then roll in arsenic,

iheir branches tied out a little so that every leaf and bury in the soil. They prefer these to let-

has room to develope itself, and get all the light ;

tuce when so prepared.

The preparing of manure ready for sprmg ope-

^^°Iu the choice of greenhouse plants we often rations, at every favorable opportunity, should

feel sorry that our old fashioned blooming plants not be forgotten. Next to draining and subsoil-

should be so much neglected for some new fash- lug, nothing is of more importance than this,

ioned fellow, whose only merit may be a curl of Much has been said of guano, phosphates,

the leaf or pig tail dow^n the back of the fiower. ' &c.— all very well in certain cases—but nothing

is so well adapted to the per nancnt improve-

ment of soil as manure composed in the main of

d;.>composing vegetable matter. It is always light

and porous, thereby allowing air to circulate

freely through the soil ; it absorbs moisture,

which in dry weather is given off to the drier

soil slowly, to the advantage of the plants near

by ; and, what is not a small point in its favor,

it aids in giving a dark black color to the soil,

which renders it so much warmer in early

spring ; and, by so much, better adapted to the

early raising of vegetables. It is also a good

rule to have the manure well decomposed before

using it. There are few things which do not

object to fresh manure, and a still fewer number

that might, perhaps, prefer it ; but the major

part do best in thoroughly fermented material.

Leaves, litter, and refuse vegetable matter of all

kinds, should be got together at every favorable

opportunity, and well mixed in with manure.

C M M U ?s' I C A T I N S .

LETTERS FROM THE PACIFIC COAST.

Salt Lake Citt, Ortoher IWi, 18G0

Bear Monthl]! : Among the largo pnriy that

lea Philadelphia on the evening of the the 0th of

October, bound for the Golden State, was one,

who, from childhood, had longed for an oppor-

tunity of beholding the varied and enormous veg-

etation of the Pacific Coast ; who, in many a bril-

liant day-dream had climbed the Sierra Nevada ;

rode mustangs among huge masses of (lowering

shrubs, and beneath the giant pines that skirt

the glorious Yo-Semite,—and then in imagina-

tion, would soar away to the Sequoia groves,

with their old tops shattered and scarred with

the tempests of centuries ; and see as if in per-

son, their tremendous bodies, standing like tem-

ples of a past age, their rough, shaggy bark

marking them out by a glance from their lesser

companions :—and again, mingling in his dreams

would appear the rich productions of tree and

vine, which a mild climate has so gcnerou.sly

lavished upcm this favored state. The reality

has so far exceeded the visionary, that the wri-

ter trusts his readers may feel some little interest

in the narration of his wanderings.

The ride through the States has now become

an old story ; but to the writer always new, as

he sees for the first time many a little homely

wayside plant thrusting up its head for recogni-

tion; but railways are poor conveyances for botan-

izing, and with a backward, wishful glance, we

go whirling past scores of unknown candidates

for our herbarium, until we reach the ^'Father

of Waters." On the morning of the 9th, we

awoke to find ourselves steaming across the

broad prairies of Iowa, a great ro:ling country

stretching away for many miles, as far as the

eye can roach, with immense fields of wheat and

corn on every side, the crops giving evidence of

a highly fertile soil. AVe arrive at Council Bluffs

about 12 o'clock. M, and cross over the rapid

muddy waters of the ^lissouri to the city of

Omaha. Nebraska. This place, t!ie eastern ter-

minus of the Union Pacific 11. R., contains about

50,000 inhabitants, and is rapidly increasing in

size. Our arrival here "three hours behind

time'' in railroad phrase, gives a short interval

for inspection, and we are consequently hurried

on board, and now fairly start on our ride through

the wilds of the West. For many miles are evi-

dences of cultivation, but before night closes in

upon us, we see nothing but the unbroken level

prairie, with the hills in the far distance. We

l)ass Elkhorn Fremont. North Bend, Schuvlcr,

&c., all true western towns, each composed of a

cluster of lonely-looking one story houses, the

larger portion of which are conspicuously labeled

'vSaloon," "Restaurant," "Hotel,'' and other

alluring and suggestive titles. The streets are

plentifully strewed with the "modern signs of

civilization,' i. c, empty bottles and well-wom

car.ls, -gentle (?) recreations, largely indulged

in by the inhabitants ofall'such embryo cities.

Another night's rest, and we awake to find the

air clear and bright, as we stop at Sidney, to

breakfast. Herds of Antelopes are now seen

gracefully cantering over the hills ; .ind we pass

I numerous large villages of Prairie Dogs, the lit-

1 tie inhabitants running from mound to mound,

I

or standing erect and greeting us with their fee-

! ble bark. Their occasional companion, the Owl,

'

is seldom noticed. The large Jack Rabbit hops

! aside among the tall grass, and a fierce looking

i Cayotte or Prairie Wolf, gazes at us as we pass

i
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his lair. At Cheyenne City, the largf^st town

between Omaha and Corinne, we have a short

time to examine the dried specimens of plants

surroundini^ us, but find nothing; of interest,

their beauty having departed with the rainy sea-

son. We are now at an elevation of 5,931 feet,

on a broad open plain, the soil j;ravelly and

abounding in marine fossils. This place boasts

of several fine stores and comfortable dwellings,

although in 1867 it consisted of but one house.

Tn the distance are the U. S. barracks, with the

*'stars and stripes" floating from the flag-staff,

beneath whose folds many a "boy in blue"

dreams peaceful visions of the dear ones at home.

We are now passing through Wyoming Territo-

ry, with Colorado just south of us, teeming with

its rich ores and precious metals which time

must more fully develop ; and as night again ap-

proaches, reach Sherman, the highest point of

the Eocky Mountains over which we pass The

altitude is here 8,235 feet. In the far distance dim

ly looming up, we see Pike's Peak and Long's

Peak. The smaller vegetation is still confined

to patches of coarse grass and plants, with an

occasional shrub along the streams ;
and for the

first time in many a weary mile, our eyes are re-

joiced with the sight of a tree, and soon large

clumps of a peculiar short-leaved species of Pine

are neared. Passing rapidly by, we suppose

them to be P. edidiH, from the general appear

ance and small cones. At Rawlings, we stop

for supper, and have an opportunity to examine

the repulsive Sage bush, a straggling shrub,

with a disgusting odoriferous quality, which is

found all over this section of country, where

nothing else can survive. The air is now un-

pleasantly impregnated with minute particles of

alkali, and white flakes of the same are seen in

many places. As we retire to our berths, we

pass over the *'back-bone" of the llocky Moun-

tains,—the great divide of the Continent ; a bar

ren spot with uneven desolate hillocks and sandy

flats, entirely devoid of interest. At Carter's,

on the morning of the 11th, we once more alight

for a short time, and are soon after en route

through the bleak region of Utah In the dis-

tance we can distinguish pines on the mountain

slopes, and a species of Poplar along Bear River;

these, with a dwarf Willow, are the only ligne

ous forms that greet us. About noon, we enter

upon tlie grass country, and soon after arrive at

Echo Canon We bid adieu for awhile to bar-

ren tracts, and standing on the rear platform of

our train, feast our eyes on the grand scenery

by which we are surrounded. On either side,

the mountains rise to a great height ; in some

places almost perpendicularly, in others with a

gradual slope. We gaze spell-bound at the great

red sandstone blufls, all worn and seamed by

many a storm, and see with startling distinct-

ness, the forms of many a ruined castle, the

gothic columns fretted over with rare mouldings

and quaint designs, standing out in bold relief,

one thousand feet above our heads. Through

this deep defile, our engine rushes swiftly on

with a continuous scream, the echos reverbera-

ting back from hill-top to valley,—through

chasm after chasm awful in their depth, until we

leave the clifls behind, and out into the open

vale again, where we stop at Echo City. Pass-

ing along the banks of the Weber River, we see

no change in the vegetation, but pass a few Mor-

mon settlements scattered on the mountain side,

and in the fertile valleys, their little farms irri-

gated and tended with the great care Soon we

near the narrows of Weber Canon, similar ia

some respects to the last.
.

Many evergreens, possibly Red Cedar (Juni-

porus virginiana,) and Edible-fruited Pine (P.

edulis,) with AVillows, Poplars &c., are growing

here. Rushing past the "-One thousand mile

Tree,"*' (an old veteran pine, which, by a sign

board on its trunk, reminds us we are that dis-

tance from Omaha.) we again enjoy the most

n.agnificcnt scenery imaginable.

Tiie Weber river runs for forty miles down

this deep glen, with the mountains on either side

towering far above. AVe have barely time to

glance at the ''DcviVs SUde,'" a wonderful freak

of nature, formed by two ridges of rock, extend-

ing side by side up the whole length of the moun-

tain slope. We rush through long tunnels and

over high trussel-work bridges, with the great

masses of rock above us on every side, and the

river plunging torrent-like over its stony bed at

our feet. We leave Weber Station behind us, a

Morrpon settlement of some note, with its little

adobe cottages, and soon are abreast of the

''DeviVs Gate,'' where the river comes roaring

and tumbling down among the rocks, through a

narrow chasm between its high and massive

sides. We glance at this sublime spectacle as

we pass over fifty feet above the seething caul-

dron, and on once more to the open plain, until

we arrive at AVintah Station. Ileie we leave the

cars for a time, and take passage in the strong

four horse coaches, bound for Salt Lake City,

myself in an outside seat, where I can fully en-

joy the delightful view. On the one side, sretcli

ing away in the far distance, is the blue waters

of the Great Salt Lake ; on the other, the Wah-
satch Mountains in all their beauty, rising grand-

ly to a great height Our road for several miles,

is over a rough hilly country, winding amidst

masses of Scrub Oak (Quercus ilicifolia,) and

Sage bush (Artemesia). The grain raised in this

valley is of prime quality, and the straw exceed-

ingly bright and hanilsome. We notice many a

little orchard of thrifty trees, and clamber down
from our perilous perching place, to obtain some

luscious yellow Gages and Peaches Apricots

are here in perfection,and the Apples and Pear dif-

ficult to excel in appearance. At dusk, we pass

by the "Hot Sulphur Springs" boiling up out of

the ground in a thick volume, from the foot of a

high rock ; and the air for a considerable dis-

tance is impregnated with the disgusting odorif

crous vapor. We arrive at our destination in

the evening, a distance of 30 miles from the rail-

road ; and the ensuing morning are up betimes,

and ready for our excursion around Mormondom.

The City is charmingly situated on a level plain,

with the streets regularly rectangular, very wide,

and especially neat and clean. On each side of

every thoroughfiire, runs a stream of pure limpid

mountain water, rendering the air cool and

pleasant, as well as providing au excellent sani-

tary measure for the preservation of health.

Bordering the streets are also avenues of trees,

principally of the Common Yellow Locust (Ro-

binia pseudo-acacia), afibrding a speedy and re-

freshing shade to the low one story residences.

The houses are generally formed of sun dried

bricks or grey granite, and present a very cosy

home like appearance. Around each, is the in-

evitable garden, well stocked with fruit trees,

vines and flowers, whilst the luxuriant vegeta

hies in many, gave evidence of well stocked lar-

ders. The scarcity of rain in all this region, is

counterbalanced by introducing the water from

the streets and irrigating the whole place. This

is free to all, and the supply is ample. Timber

and coal can be procured in the mountains, but

is ditficult of access ; the former selling in the City

at ^20 i^er cord, and the latter at S17 per ton.

The Tabernacle is an immense building, capa

ble of seating 8,000 or 10,000 persons, and boasts

of one of the largest organs in the country.

From the roof, we had an extensive view of the

surrounding district for many miles. The resi

Young arc opposite, wherein arc quartered his

extensive household, and difll^rent oflicers of the

tything fund. The markets are bountifully sup-

plied with excellent meats of every description,

and the display of fruits was really splendid in

appearance, although somewhat lacking in fine

flavor. The Peaches are principally seedlings,

and the many fine varieties of clingstones seen

here are unknown to our poraologists of the East,

In fiict the larger portion of all kinds of fruits

grown in this section, have originated in the vi-

cinity. The Grapes are all of foreign parentage,

of large size, and well colored, but not of bes^

quality. As an off*set, however, I have not no-

ticed the work of a destructive insect since I

have been in the place, -not a curcullo mark,

not a destructive fungus on tree or fruit, nor a

borer or voracious caterpillar on tree or vine.

The following measurements and weights I

noteddown, as I passed through their market

Boston marrow squash 13} pounds ;
cucumbers 2

feet long ; onions (grown from se.d the present

season,) \\ to 1} pounds ; celery 3 feet highland

ten inches in circumference (the plant). Pota-

toes of enormous size, mostly seedlings of the

place ; the Early Rose was here quite sinall and

of poor quality, so we were informed. It is said

in this valley, there are about 2,000 acres annu-

ally devoted to the cultivation of sonihum ;
9D0

in apple trees ; 1,000 in peaches; 75 in grapes;

195 in in currants, &c , &c. The raiin portion

of their fruit ia dried, and stored away for winter

use

dence and buildings of President Brigham

When I looked around upon this thriving city

25,000 inha' itants, hundreds of miles from civil-

ization, in the midst of a desert country, and

surrounded by savage tribes, I could not but ad

mire the perseverance and undaunted courage of

its founders. And were it not for the curse of

its peculiar instUation, hanging like an incubus

around it, and threatening at any moment to be

its destroyer, all would rejoice to do it honor.

Why any Christian people that have been so

bountifullv blessed "in basket and in store'*

should so' far overlook their obligations to the

-enerous Giver, as to flagrantly transgress his

Taws openly and defiantly, is beyond my ability

to discern. We turn our backs on Salt Lake

City, with its plurality of wives, and return with

pleasure to Wintah, whence we shall resume our

journey once more Westward ; but reserve tlie

narrative for another letter.

Very sincerely, etc.,

JOSIAH IIOOl'ES.
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LANDSCAPE GAKDEXING.

BY CHARLES II. MILLER, PIIILADELrillA.

Jfpdd before the Pa. Horticultural Societ,)/, Dec. 1th, 18()9.

The irrowiiii: taste amon£r our citizens for re-

must, however, be remembered that while the

Landscape Gardener is an imitator of nature,

yet he should never attempt her on such an ex-

tended scale as to be incapable of the same ex-

tended harmony and variety of expression,—con-
sidencos, when they can enjoy country life, beau- I gequently where a place is of limited extent, and
tiful scenery and rural emjoyments, induced me I ^^-^^ admits of a single phase of natural cxpres-

to select this subject for discussion this evening.
| ^j^^^ ^|^^ ^^^^^ sl.f>uld be to hoishton or make

How to improve and adorn dwellincrs and
j

^^^^^ ^^^ character predominate : thus adoptmsj
grounds in the country, so that they shall afford

, ^^^^^^^ ^|^^ Beautiful or the Picturesque, in pre-

an increasing pleasure, and continue to attract
ference to a confused combination of both.

their occupants to remain, becomes then an im-

portant question, at once apparent to a reflective

mind. T will, therefore, briefly point out some

of the principles and rules of the art of Land-

scape Gardening, as a guide to those who arc or

may Ix'come interested in rural enjoyments.

The love of country is so intimately connected

with th(! pleasures of home, that whatever leads

man to gather around him the comforts of life,

tends to increase local attachments, and renders

domestic life more delightful, thus not only add-

ing to his own comfort and enjoyment, but also

to the happiness of others.

The art of Landscape Gardening may be divi-

ded into three separate classes : the Ancient or

Geometric, in which one sees beauty in straight

When, however, a private or public place of

large extent comes within the scope of the Land-

scape Gardener, he should embrace the opportu-

nity, and give to each stvle a separate and distinct

expression, suitable to its general character

The dwelling beincr the most important, and

consequently the leading feature, the choice of a

site is a matter of some consideration. In fact,

too much attention cannot be given to the matter

of location, and other matters connected with the

choice of a suitable spot to place the house. In

most cases, and where it is possible to accomplish

so desirable a result, a site should be selected

^\ here there is some wood or a few already grown

trees upon it. It is better to forego some other

lines, regular forms and uniformity everywhere ; I

^^"cied advanta-e or yield a little in the extent

in the Picturesque, where one enjoys a certain |

of prospect, in order to accomplish this important

wild and incomplete natural harmony, so delight- j matter; for T have -cnerally found that those

ful to lovers of country life ; while the Beautiful
I

^vho have paid little attention to this subject,

furnishes the highest and mo'st perfect develop- but commenced improving on a bleak, bare loca-

tion, have been among the first to lo.se cohrage

and faith in country homes. Knowing this to be

so, I earnestly urge this fact on the attention of

those interested in rural improvements, for it

seldom happens that the Landscape Gardener is

called in before it is too late to remedy fhis mis-

take, as every one fancies himself perfectly ac-

ment of art in modern Landscape Gardening.

The Ancient, or Geometric style of gardening,

is not so much an clement of interest in this

country as it should be, for it must be confessed,

that there is much to admire in its artistic and

regular f)rms ; in its long and majestic avenues;

in its perfectly straight and handsome walks and

prouK

sones.

•nades. and in the exquisite shapeliness and ,

^"^^"ted and able to judge of his own wants, and

symmetry of forms ; and because of its polished ;

consequently endeavors to plan and arrange his

and domestic air, which readily admits the in-
i

own residence. Having Hltle practical know-

troduction of architectural cmbellishments,-of j

^^dge and few correct principles for his gmdance,

vases, fountains, and other harmonious acces- ;

^t is not surprising we so often see mistakes,

j.j^J I

end in great waste of time and money. Even

The Beautiful and the Picturesque are the those that are most familiar with the subject

modern elements that enter into the composition ,

oftentimes find obstacles in the practice, growmg

of our Landscape Gardening ; and although the out of the difierence of soil, climate and other in-

Beautiful and the Picturesque may l3C considered l

Auences, which have to be overcome,

quite distinct, yet it by no means follows that they
I

The improver who combines with practical

may not be combined in the same landscape, by
|

knowledge the refined taste to' detect the true

artistic planting. It is often so seen in nature, i character, and builds, plants, and embellishes as

and in landscap^cs of larse extent they are gene- ! he should, constantly aiming at perfection, will

rally found thus harmoniously combined. It i
soon arrive at a far more satisfiictory result than

one who works at random. The latter may and

often does succeed in producing pleasant grounds,

and certainly do add to the general beauties and

appearances of the surrounding country ; but the

former, working with taste and correct principles
'

of the art, will not only attract the attention of
|

the general public, but will command the ad mi-
j

ration, and impart a lasting pleasure to the most

refined and cultivated taste.

PLANTING.

Nothing, at first thought, would appear more

easy than to arrange a few trees in the form of a

natural and beautiful group ; and to one that

knows how to do it, it is certainly an easy mat-

ter ; yet experience has shown that the generality

of persons, in their first attempt at ornamental

planting, make ludicrous mistakes, and encounter

such mishaps, that generally ends in confusion.

In the disposition of trees and shrubs, either

in that of the Geometric or in that of the NaUiral

system of planting, great care is required in the

selection, and in the arrangements of the varie-

ties. The planter should be thoroughly acquain-

ted with the different varieties of trees and

shrubs : as the great difficulty in planting so as

to produce the pleasing effect desired, consists

chiefiy in selecting the kinds that are to succeed

each other, in color of bloom and foliage, and at

the same to ai range them with due regard to

height and form, maintaining that requisite am-

].hitheatrc-likc arrangement, from front to back

of plantation, as to present to the spectator, in

walking along, the appearance of a beautiful

symmetrical outline. In doing this, however,

care must be exercised so as to preserve that in-

dividuality of form so essential to produce that

pleasing effect, which is the object aimed at.

The form or plan of the shrubbery should be,

and generally is, a winding border, with hand-

some'curved outlines, and generally accompanied

with a walk,—sometimes with a walk on both

sides, or passing through or along its front.

Shrubs are best adapted to the embellishment of

small gardens and pleasure grounds, that do not

admit^trees of larger growth ; there they can be

used to great advantage, and although they do

not possess that grandeur of form and outline as

larger trees, it is folly to plant the latter in places

that do not admit of the necessary room for their

development.

The Shrubbery is often a matter of utility as

well as of ornament, and is often made for the

purpose of obtaining an agreeable walk to some

particular place or scene, such as an elevated

spot, where the best views of the surrounding

country can be had, or leading to summer houses,

rustic seats, grottoes, and other places of especial

interest ; and of course the most desirable is one

where both of these objects arc combined, as in

that case it gives the greatest satisfiiction.

AVhen used for the purpose of screening the

outhouses or vegetable garden from the view of

the house ; for sheltering the latter or the garden;

connecting or separating the garden from the

lawn and flower-garden, the shrubbery then be-

comes useful as well as ornamental ; and when

arranged and planted in an artistic and tasteful

manner, with a judicious admixture of choice

and select dwarf evergreens, can be made highly

attractive.

In closing these remarks, T will just say, that

I think the system of Landscape Gardening called

the Beautiful, which is really a mixed or transi-

tional style, partaking partly of both the Geome-

tric and Natural systems, is the best.

In the former, in which is combined that ar-

tistic uniformity and formality of the one school,

with the freedom and natural grace of the other;

where the former, consisting of terraces, straight

lines and level walks, and other artistic forms

which it is necessary to adopt in the immediate

vicinity of the House, is gradually diminished,

until it entirely disappears, and the Beautiful is

looked upon in all its blended natural and artifi-

cial loveliness.

MULCHING.

BY ISAAC HICKS, OLD AVESTBURY, L. I.

How often have we regretted when passing

through the country, to sec the great waste of a

good tiling, when a fire in the field is sending its

smoke to the annoyance often to the travellers

and others. It is but a heap of rubbish you say,

a lot of weeds, potato stalks or corn stalks, that

were in the way. There is that row of trees

along your lane or around your building, that

woufd have been highly benefited if you had put

them as a mulch around the trunks. There are

tflose pear trees growing in the grass, and the

soil packed hard and dry over the roots, that

would have rejoiced in the protection this trash

would have given, and W(nild have doubled their

growth, and borne finer fruit next year. You

planted some desirable shade trees may be, by

j

the roadside, and you deserve the thanks of the

1

community for so doing, but the soil is poor as
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is too often the case, and, if, although it may be
rather unsightly, you would give them a mulch of

coarse manure, or even these weeds j'ou are

burning up, how much sooner they would be ob-

jects of beauty, and rejoice the hearts of all lovers

of beautiful and thrifty trees. And further, my
friend, is the apple orchard so thrifty and pro-

ductive that a mulch would not improve it ?

We have seen barren knolls produce a fine

growth of grass where the potato tops and weeds
such as you burn up were strewn. The prudent
farmer will not allow this waste, when his trees

and his orchard if not kept plowed, would be so

much benefited by it. If this rubbish which too.

many thoughtless persons burn or neglect, were'

thrown around newly planted trees, not one-half

would die that now do. Some fifteen years ago
we planted a number of quince trees, part of

them were put in the fruit garden and kept cul-

tivated, about one-third were planted in grass

land among apple trees. Continual cultivation

so disturbed as we supposed, the quince tree roots,

that those in the garden are now dead, while

those in grass land, and mulched with coarse

manure and other things enough to partially

keep the grass from growing, are all liv ing, and
arc quite healthy and productive.

«•»»

QUESTIOXS FOR DR. HOUGIITOX.
BY PARKER EARLE, SOUTH PASS, ILLS,

Dr. TToughton is justly regarded as an author-

ity in Pear culture, and his boldness and energy

in planting and manaijing one of the largest pear

orchards in the world, challenges the admira-

tion of all lovers of Pears. But his interesting

paper in the November number, —while it em-
phasizes many truths, yet contains so man}' ques-

tionable statements and ideas, which seem to me
calculated to discourage and mislead, that I ven

ture a few inquiries concerning them.

The leading theory of the Doctor's paper ap-

pears to be, that all Pear culture is a failure

which does not produce very fine "specimen, 11

of well grown fruit of medium size, whether of

pears or apples, for general use. The "big

fruits" are a nice thing for creating a sensation

in the exhibition, or for a few fancy dealers as

an advertisement ; but if Pears are even to be-

come one of our staple fruit crops, they must bo

grown for the taste of the general market—for

the great mass of plain comfortable livers, who
will regard fancy sizes less than sub.stantial ex-

cellence at a moderate price. Our object should

be to grow pears in such quantity and quality, as

to supply families by the bushel or barrel, just as

apples are sold in our markets. No a- I question,

if your sensible Philadelphia ^'j^ater familias^''

would not prefer a barrel of clean fair-sized Doy-

ennes or d'Anjous, to the very largest specimens

that could be grown of those varieties. Audi
am certain that our first-class hotels, like the

Continental and Fifth Avenue, and alarge share

of our retailers, prefer lots of bright-ltxced sliape-

ly fruits of medium size only, to the "magnifi-

cent ' specimens which often adorn our exhibi-

tion tables; an<l for the simple reason,that a barrel

of Pears weighing a pound apiece count out very

badly. And so I inquire again, if all the wri-

ting and the talk, which encourages that system

of extravagant culture, which only can produce

the fiincy Pears, and which can only show but

"twelve or fiiteen dozen Pears of one variety" of

"respectable fruit,'' from "the most celebrated

orchard in America,'' is not very unhealthy in

its influence over the horticultural community,

and very sad and pitiable in its results, as Dr.

Houghton's accumulated testimony shows ?

But does the Doctor expect us-to believe the state-

ment, that "on standard trees, even in their best

condition, scarcely half of any crop is marketa-

ble at one dollar per bushel V" The remark is

certainly not true at ill of any respectably man-

a*Ted Western orchard. As low a i)rice as one

dollar per bushel, for the poorest hdlf of any crop

from standard trees, would surprise any of our

Southern Illinois growers, and I fear disgust

them with the dealer who should make such re-

turns. And while it may be true that 'the fi-

nest Pear orchards in the United States,"—

which are hereby acknowledged to be located

"near Bost<m or at Rochester," with possibly a

or exhibition "Pears" as the weight of a crop.

Supposing that not only fair and shape!}', but

very large Pears are meant by these terms, I

ask if it Is essential, that the bulk of a crop of

Pears for the general market should be of extra

size or overgrown; and if that orchard which ^cw around Philadelphia-"cannat produce twen-

produces a moderate crop nearly every year of I

ty-five dozen specimen Pears oi any one variety,

fair sized, well formed and flavored Pears, is to
|

(oinitting Bartlett and Seckel,) without com-

be re-arded as a failure ? My impression has Pl^tely stripping the stock of all its good fruit

;

beearthat a majority of consumers, prefer lots !

(the eastern Pear growers must be men of more

than puritan heroism, to hold on to such a busi-

ness !) yet that remark will not be found correct

if applied to some Western orchards, which make

no pretensions to being the "finest" in the coun-

try. I could instance the Duchess d'Angou-

leme, the Belle Lucrative, the Beurre d'Anjou

and others, as having often contradicted such an

assertion. And does the Doctor forget that Cal

ifornia has this year sent "specimen Pears,"

not by the dozen, but by the cart-load, to the

Chicago Market ?

While all advoca'tes of moderate culture, or of

culture in grass, will readily admit that the lar-
j

gest spectimens will be produced where the ground

is manured and often stirred, yet they claim a

much greater certainty of having more bushels of

equally /an- Pears,withequalflavor,if not solarge.

The hint that grass cultivated trees necessarily

bear "small scrubby Pears,'' is not quite a fivir

one. They need not be small if properly thinned,

while the scrubbiness orscabbiness is due to fun-

gus and insects, and not to the system of culture.

A single fact here, which I will ask the Doctor

to explain I, this year had Belle Lucratives on

trees with their first crop, and which were grow-

ing finely under "good culture," and nearly one-

half of the Pears on these trees, numbering sev-

eral hundred, were cracked and unlit for any

use ; while on older trees, which had stood in
j

grass and weeds for two or three years—the

fruit though smaller, was entirely sound and fair.

In a neighbor's orchard, I observed the same

facts. It looks as if the powers controling the

spread of fungus did not understand the Doc-

tor's theory 1

My practical conclusion is, that we should

seek to observe those conditions in Pear orchard-

ing, which will give us the greatest quantity of

regular crops of fiiir clean fruit—great enough in

quantity to sell by the barrel, rather than by the

dozen, and good enough in quality and appear-

ance to please the sensible majority of consu-

mers. Let us discourage all this misleading

nonsense of exhibition, display and talk, which

is fast corrupting the public to a belief that all

fruit to be worthy must, be hig. Let us rather

promote the understanding, that Doyenne and

d'Anjous are better than Duchess, and that

Belle Lucratives and Lawrences have far more

value than Vicars or UvedalesSt. Germain, hun-

dred for hundred.

GEAPE CULTURE IN TEXAS.

BY S. B. BUCKLEY.

«•»>»

The native species of grapes in Texas, show

that a large portion of the State is well adapted

to jxrape culture. Now nearly all of its hills and

valleys abound in native grapes, a description

of which I gave in the Annual Report of the

Agricultural Department at Washington, for

1861.
^

Grape culture is now in its infancy in this State.

Previous to the late civil war, only a few grapes

were cultivated in some few gardens. Since the

war, a few persons have planted grapes for wine

and market. They report favorably, and con-

tinue to plant more of others Seeing the success

of these, their neighbors begin to plant grapes

also ; and soon Texas will rival California in good

orapes and wines. Especially is Western Texas

suited to the grape. Its dry summers and clear

skies are unfavorable to the rot, and other dis-

eases to which the grape is subject during wet

seasons in other countries.

The experience of Europe and America in the

.rrowth of the grape, shows that a hilly or gently

undulating region, with a dry and moderately

fertile soil and warm summers, not too moist,

produces the best grapes and wines, where they

have the proper care and the proper culture.

We h ive these conditions in Western Texas, in

its hills, soil and climate.

Not but that fine grapes and excellent ones

may be produced in valleys and on plains. It is

highly probable that future experiments in the

growth of the grape will prove that certain spe-

cies of grapes thrive best in valleys and on rich

river bottom lands, also on the rich prairies of

the West and Southwest. The ^lustang grapes

of Texas grow best in such places, and is sel-

dom found in a thriving condition on hills. Some

of the largest vines of the native Labrusca which

I have ever seen, were growing in rich river bot-

toms, and loaded with large fruil. Now as the

Isabella, ("atawba and other varieties in cultiva-

tion are said to have been derived from the La-

brusca, why should not they do best in fertile

valleys? Again,the parent of the Isabella is said to

have lived ''in the warmer portions of one of the

Carolinas—not in their mountains—then why

should not the Isabella grow better at the south

than at the north ? But it does not ; on the con-

trary, its culture has proved a failure through-

out most of the Southern States.

To return toTexas-to Western Texas—where
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many Germans have recently engaged in grape
culture, who report that others of their country-
men will soon leave Europe to engage in the
business here. The European experiences of
these men in the culture of the vine, may be ser-
viceable to them in this country ; indeed their
careful industrious habits will certainly make
them successful grape growers here.

A few more words regarding the climate of
Western Texas. It seldom rains here from the

'

jniddle of June until in Autumn. 'Ihat is dur-
|

ing the hot summer and early fall months, we !

rarely have long continuous rains, but only show-
|

ers at rare intervals. This season was an ex I

ception : when we had a long rain during the '

first days of July, which caused rivers and
streams to overflow their banks and do much
damage

; but such a time was never before known
to our oldest inhabitants. On the contrary, dry
sunny weather is the rule for summer and au-
tumn in Western Texas, and such weather is

very favorable for the growth of some species of
grape, and the making of choice wines.

The elder I'liny informs us, that the year be-

fore Christ one hundred and twenty-one, was
remarkably suitable for the growth of the grape
and the making of the best wines, on account of

the groat heat of the autumn. The wine made
this year was called Vinum Opimianum, from L.
Opimius, who was consul that year. Some of

this wine of that year's vintage, was carefully

kept until the time of the elder Pliny, nearly two
hundred years afterwards. He says it was re

duced to the consistency of rough honey ancl like

other very oUl wines, so strong and harsh and bit-

ter,as to be undrinkable until largely diluted with

water. Such wine, he adds, was useful for fla-

voring others, by mixing small quantities of it

with them
Some of the European varieties of grapes do

very well at Austin and in other parts of Western
Texas, such as the Black Ilambuig, the Golden

Chasselas, the Burgundy, the Esperione and
others. As j'et they have only been cultivated

to a small extent in gardens. It is not probable

that they will be as profitable for field culture as

the American varieties, nor is it likely that the at

tempt will be made to cultivate them beyojid the

garden.

The American varieties, (at least some of them,

for there are many exceptions,) do very well here,

such as the Delaware, Concord, Diana, Ilerbe-

mont, Hartford Prolific, Israella, Ives' Seedling,

and some few others which have been tested and

found to grow well and bear good fruit. The
Isabella and Catawba are both failures here.

In Eastern and Southern Texas, it is probable

that the Scuppernong will prove the most profit-

able for cultivation. There its parents, the Vi-
tis vulpina is indigenous, and there the climate

and soil are similar to many other portions of

the South where the Scuppernong is successfully

cultivated. The Scuppernong needs no pruning
;

is said to be a very constant bearer, and to pro-

duce enormous crops—grapes sufficient to make
fifteen hundred gallons of wiYie per acre ; nor is

it liable to the attacks of insects ; besides, its

wine is said to be superior to any other made in

the United States. All this is claimed for it by
those who have cultivated it for many years,

and who have informed us of their success in the

columns of the Agricultural Press at the South.

Here, several varieties of grapes ripen in June,

such as the Hartford Prolific, the Delaware, etc.

These we can send north and sell before north-

ern grapes are fit for use. This is an important

item in favor of grape culture here and in other

parts of the South.
«•»»»

FRUIT GROWING.
BY J. II.

The experience of Dr. Iloughtcm in Pear cul-

ture, very much resembles the trials and difficul-

ties of school teachers. We have frequently mit

with young and inexperienced persons, who hav-

ing been drilled in a normal school, an I read

the best works on school teaching, believe

they can manaire a school with as much preci-

sion as a machine shop ; but alas it is not true

—

Young America is rebellion •«, and disappoint-

ments mar the beautful vision of human perfect-

ability. So it is with many of us fruit growers,

full of ardor when we start, and full of theoreti-

cal knowledge, we intend to grow our fruit ac-

cording to the rules of science ; and we shall have
all of our fruit like those we observe on the ta-

bles at our fairs. But we are all born to disap-

pointment at times, for the sensons and the in-

sects are not at our command. The invisible

fungus spores blast our bright prospects, and the

frost kin*; nips our hopes in the bud ; but wa

I

have read the Doctor'sessay with one satisfaction,

i
and that is. as we now think, the cause of our
moderate success, was not altogether in expo-

sure to ocean winds or Long Island soil or cli-

mate, for others have the same failures to re-

cord, and the fruit fit for the exhibition table,

rewards but seldom their toil and skill. We
have pears in grass, and pears in the garden and
orchard,plowed and tilled, and there is but little

diflference in either one, and the victory belongs

exclusively to neither.
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EDITOR lAL.
PEACHES UNDER GLASS.

i We notice a paper on forcing Peaches in an
English contemporary recently, in which the

writer attributed many of the failures to the fact

that so many growers expected to get "Peaches
by the peck." We know that,generally speaking,

we are not as successful as our English friends in

any kind of gardening under glass, because there

are not the same inducements for the best garde-

ners to continue in private establishments,as there

are in England. Yet if it is fair not to expect

Peaches by the peck in England, our fruit grow-

ers under glass.have room for encouragement, for

we have seen them grown in this way h\j the

bushel.

It is to be regretted that Peach houses are not

more common in our country than they are.

The tendency of our age is to lose sight of the

pleasures of gardening, and to calculate it as a

mere question ofdollars and cents. In many cases a

beautiful crop of Peaches would be carefully

measured and priced, and if found to cost a hun-

dred dollars, and the same could be bought for

ninety-nine in the market, it is a chance if the

Peach house does not get converted into a bowl-

ing alley. To our mind, there are few things

more beautiful than a house full of Peaches in

blossom in early spring,— opening even before

the first spring violet dares to peer above the

snow. This is profit enough to a true lover of

natural beauty. The Peaches are actually

thrown into the bargain.
Peach houses cost so little. A lean-to is far

the best, and the best aspect is the southeast.

No sashes are needed—the now common fixed

roof being as good as any. Ventilation may be

provided for by openings in the back wall, which

will cost less than if framed in on the glass face

of the house. The pitch should be steep—for a

Peach house, we would have an angle of 45^

which is very sharp. The floor should be paved

w^ith brick, to give the whole a neat appearance,

and to stand the tubs level. The plants should

be in tubs, boxes or pots, and need not be over

eighteen inches in diameter for very large trees,

and with annual top dressings of rich soil,they will

stay fruitful in these for several years. No fire

heat is required. In very cold climates it may
be as well to put the plants in a barn or shed,

and pack litter in about the tubs to preserve the

roots ; for it is found that in cold dark places

frost will not injure the buds,—and bring the

plants in to force about February. But when-

ever the temperature does not fall below zero,

the plants may remain in their regular positions

in the houses, and allowed to come on whenever

they find the natural circumstances call them to

do so. Here they may remain till the fruit has

stoned and swelled to nearly their natural size,

when they will be safe from injury from the cur-

culio, and be plunged in the earth up to the rim

of their pots in the open air The fruit is much
better flavored in this way than if sulTercd to ri-

pen in the fruit house. The inferior .flavor of

house grown Peaches is indeed an objection

sometimes made against them.
Peaches are often planted in the ground under

glass in this way and vve know of some instances

where they produce by the bushel. An advan-

tage is, that they require no care in watering.

But it is not so easy to keep thi;m clear of insects,

and not to go deeply into the matter in this pa-

per,we may say in short, that the plan is not so

pleasing or satisfactory generally as pot culture.

We think one reason why these things are so

much neglected, is because people think it costs

f-o much to build the houses ; but very good struc-

tures for the purpose can be erected for from five

to ten dollars per running foot, according to the

amount of ornament one likes to have displayed

on it.

Of course to have the best and most satisfac-

tory'^ results, an excellent practical knowledge is

required ; but very good success can be had even

with clumsy assistance, if there be some intelli-

gence to occasionally guide it.

SUCCESSFUL PEAR CULTURE.
A friend, in a late contemporary, hints that

we have done injustice to Pear growers, when in

our recommendation of Dr. Houghton's essay to

the thoughtful consideration of our readers, vve

virtually admitted that Pear growing was a
failure. He thinks he does know a few, at least

one, who can grow Pears well, if we do not.

We think it unfortunate that in the discussion

of these broad national questions, they should be

taken up in any other than a generous spirit.

The discovery of truth is of far more consequence

than the overwhelming of an antagonist ; and we
are quite sure that though those who glory in the

latter feeling,may think that in our expression we
"said " nobody can grow Pears, those who en-

tered into the spirit of our remarks only, know
that we imputed no such thing. Nojournal has

given more credit, if as much, to the great suc-

cess of some of the Boston Pear growers, as we
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have,—and in the same number of the magazine

as the expression aUuded to occurs, we published a

report of the remarks of the editor of this maga-

zine at the discussion on Dr. Houghton's essay,in

whicli the great success of many growers, in some

parts of Pennsylvania was referred to. Certainly

we know of many successful Pear growers,—but

for all that our readers know, that, taken as a

great public question, Pear growing has not been

the success which the few, much less the one, has

found it.

We have frequently to regret the disposition

we see to dispute in this narrow way, instead of

taking a broad view of the writer's meaning,

lieturning from our long journey last summer,

we happened to say that in growing strawberries

in hills, Mr. Kn(!X added many incidental prac-

tices. That we had seen people who pointed out

beds on " Knox's " plan as "a failure," when it

was evident they did not understand what that

system was. Indeed, that the Hill system, as

practiced by KnoXy we did not see any where

West. Whereupon we find in the Bnral World,

that the " Editor of the Oarclener''s Monthly says

he saw no strawberries on the Hill system in the

"West,—he did'nt see much." Perhaps not. But

the misapprehension as to what we did say is of

some consequence.

growers. This one will be looked for by all those

interested in beautiful hedge plants.

OUR NEXT COLORED PLATE.

Our frontispiece, given in the December No.

for the volume just past, has received the com-

mendation of many of our friends ; but we think

that, although adding considerably to the

attractions of the work, it is not by any

means second in usefulness to the complete In-

dex given with it. No one should fail to pre-

serve and bind the volumes They form a com-

plete Encycloptcdia of the progress of American

Ilorticuhure We would again refer to the pub-

lishers' announcement, that colored plates will be

given in alternate months ; no expense will be

spared to have these in the highest style of art.

They are given freely to suhscribers as the very

best premium we cm offer to them as a recom-

pense for their endeavors to add new names to our

lid. They will only be furnished to those who

subscribe for the whole year, as the cost of these

plates is as much as that of the number without

them. They are really, not pretentiously, given

away.

We have now in hand for our next number, a

plate which we think will be as well received as

our last, which was of especial interest to Fruit

IMPROVEMENT OF ALPINE STRAW-
BEKRIES.

The attention which has been drawn to the Al-

pine Strawberrie8,in consequence of the introduc-

tion of the one known as *'Mexican,"will nodoubt

result in the improvement of a class which has too

long been neglected. The strawberries common in

cultivation were first introduced into Europe

from America ; one portion from Virginia, and

another from Chili. It may seem strange that

a plant obtained from so far south as the Chili

Strawberry, should prove hardy in the highest

northern regions, but so it is. The probability

is that it is geographically an immigrant from a

northern point, as many other things have been.

It is indeed not uncommon for plants to follow

mountain chains flir down into hot regions.

Our Linden, Ash-leaved Maple, Magnolia gran-

diflora, and others are found extending down to

the peak of Orizaba,—slightly differing perhaps

from northern forms : but little more than these

differ from one another.

The Fragaria vesca, or European wood straw-

berry has never had much attention given to it,

chiefly because it is not as large as the Ameri-

can. There is always a tendency to admire big

things—a tendency which is all right when we

have good qualities with increased size. There

is also a feeling that this strawberry will not

vary from seed ; but will always reproduce it-

self exactly from seed, and therefore any im-

provement in it is impossible. That this is a

mistake is apparent, from the fact that nature

has herself furnished three distinct forms. The

common English wood strawberry, the Ilaut-

bois, or higher wood strawberry, and tbe Alpine,

or highest elevation strawl)erry, which are all

forms of F. vesca. Then we have white and red

Alpines, and if they vary in color, they must

certainly vary in flavor, for these two variations

always go together.

But those who think there can be no improve-

ment in these, say, that they will not hybridize

together as other species will, and there can

therefore be no improvement at any rate, beyond

a very limited circle. Our own impression is

that there is really but one species of strawberry

in the whole world ; and the reason why
so many specific names have been given to so

many forms, is because botanists have not been

acquainted with the laws of development, and

have therefore been unable to distinguish be-

tween changes wrought by external influence,

and those which depend on the plants own in-

nate laws of form. In all the known species of

strawberry there are no characters to distin-

guish one from another, that any seed grower

may not find in a greater or less degree, in any

bed of strawberry seedlings. Therefore there is

no reason for diritinguishing any of them as dis-

differcnce between Walter Grape and the Diana,

or none between Romeyn Seedling Strawberry

or Triomphe de Gand, and yet other equally

good authorities say they see abundant differ-

ences. It will be so with these Alpine races,

amongst one another differences will often be ap-

parently minute, and some acquaintance w th

their mode of variations will be necessary to

distinguish them. To one who has no practi-

cal acquaintance with the variations of the com-

tinct species,— nothing but divergent races of
1

mon strawberry, no doubt any bed of strawberry

one specific type, and no physiological reason
j

would look like another, although the pomolo-

why they should not any one of them, easily

hybridize together.

That this view of the science of the matter is

correct, Hon. Marshall P. Wilder has proved by

experiment. He has Alpines, Ilautbois and

gist would wonder why the dullest apprehension

could not tell the difference bi^tween a lot of Tri-

de Gands, and the Shaker Seedling, and it will

be so with these Alpine forms—only those who
will give them practical attention,and find minute

Virgiuijins, so hybridized together, that though differences, which the common observer would

seedlings fmm each have been raised, it is scarce-

ly possible to tell to which each plant belongs.

We saw these plants in six inch pots last fall on

Mr. Wilder's grounds, and we certainly never

saw more evident crosses. There were some

plants of Hovey seedling which had been im-

pregnated with pollen from the Royal Ilautbois,

also some Wilson and Napoleon III., with the

fail to appreciate, will be apt to make much pro-

gress in improving the Alpine race.

IMPERFECT POLLEN.

A few years ago theeditorof this journal, in an
address at St. Louis, remarked that in the cat-

alogue of Pear diseases, "general debility"

same male parent, and the proof that the cross should be a prominent one. To this was refer-

impregnation had been really effective, was ap-

parent from the appearance of the leaves.

Though varj'ing between Ilautbois and the scar-

let varieties, no one could detect anything like

Iloveys, Wilson, or Napoleon III. in the foliage
;

indeed there were far more indications of the

male parent than of the female. We regard

these experiments of Mr. Wilder highly interest-

red the fact that many Pear blossoms which
open do not mature. Dr. Horatio Wood sub-

sequently showed by microscopical examinations
that these unfruitful Pear blossoms, though ap-

parently perfect, had no pollen in the anthers.

We attributed this to the debility before refer-

red to.

Recently a German naturalist has discovered

ing,—not only because of the solution it gives to
j

that the pollen of the wild Blackberries of Europe

the problem, as to whether these distinct races :

have also pollenless anthers. He uses the fact to

will blend together ; tut as very promising of i
account for the numerous forms of wild Black-

something good.
j

berries. He says they are hybrids between

Mr. Wilder had a pretty good collection of
:
original species -mules—and that is the reason

these Alpine forms, amongst others the Red

Alpine and the Mexican Everbearing Alpine,

and examining them togetlier there, we both

they have no pollen. This is as interesting as
the previous discovery of Dr. Wood. Dr.
Wood's observations on the Pear, however, does

concluded, as the writer did on another occasion,
j

not support this use of the facts, as no one

that they were distinct varieties. It may be sug-
|

would say the Pear has hybridized with any
gested that many may be unconsciously led into other species. The apple is its ''next friend,"

error in deciding the identity or difference be- but it will not enter on any intimate association

twecn two forms of Alpine, by comparing in with it.

their minds the leaf of an Alpine, with the leaf
j

In connection with this, we may say, that on

of an ordinary strawberry. We know in judging our grounds is a large Beurre d'Aremberg Pear,

of our common forms of strawberries, how hard perhaps 50 years old which is apparently very

it often is to tell one form from another—not
,

healthy, and always bears a crop. Usually we
only strawberries indeed, but apples, grapes, or know this Pear does not come in eating condition

other fruits. One will tell you that there is no til December, yet they are quite tolerable in
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October, they will however keep till December,
but always rot at the core first, no matter how
much attention is given to their preservation.

The interesting point is, however, that the seeds

are never j^crfect, and it is quite likely that this

deficiency of fertilizing power, together with the

early and imperfect maturit}', are all due to the

general debility we have before suggested.

SCKAPS ATvD aUERIES.
Substitute for the Mationia.—"Green,"

BaUiniore,, Md , asks : "In my opinion there is

nothing more beautiful than the common II0II3''-

leaved Iku'berry, with its golden yellow flowers

and green leaves in early spring ; ifthe plantsare

any way exposed to the wind, the foliage gets

shabby, and detracts much from the beauty of

the plant. Is thore any other variety- of equal

beauty, but hardier ?"

[The Japan Berberry is hardier—very much
hardier, and in its own w^y is beautiful, but we
think it will never be substituted for the IloUy-

leaved. We know of nothing to take its' place.]

Planting Large Onion Sets.—J. 3/"., asks :

*'Last spring I received for trial from the De-
partment of Agriculture, a packet of seeds of the

*Wethersfield Large Red' Onion. They were

sown early, and grew well ; on taking them up
lately, 1 find a great many of them are very

large for sets, much larger in fact than those

usuallv sold for such in stores.

I am told that I should not i)lant the large

ones next year, as the}'^ will surely run to seed
;

but being led by the name to expect something

large, I thought I would ask your advice l)efore

acting. The largest of them are probably 1^

inches in diameter. "Whilst writing on Onions,

I may state, that an interval of two weeks in the

planting of some sets made a difierence in size of

nearly one half, so much does size depend on

early planting of them."

[Large Onion sets will go to seed ; but if the

flower stalks are broken ofi" as soon as they are

visible, pretty good Onions will result for all.

The smallest sets aie however always the best
]

It is very hard to raise fruit here, except Si-

berian Crab Apples, so wc must go on the har-

diest.

I planted two acres in grapns last spring,

mostly Concords as an experiment, but shall

make it my business and only business, to have

a fruit garden."

[Seedling Pears will bear in 12 or 15 years.

We think most of our regularly grown Pear

trees are less able to resist disease than a seed-

ling never grafted ; but a tree grafted from a

thoroughly healthy stock is as good as the seed •

ling can be.]

Hardiness of Seedling.—J. r.Z».3/cGrcco?%

Jowa, asks : "From seedling Pears, in what
time can I expect any fruit ?

Don't you consider these seedlings hardier

than grafted trees ?

I

Alpine Strawberries.—:Mr. Campbell says

in the Small Fruit Becorder^ about some seedling

Alpine Strawberries

:

'•The originator had planted seed of the old Al-

pine in a boggy corner of his garden, which had

been filled up with rich earth some eight or ten

feet ; and he produced both pimts and fruit so

extraordinary in size, that he really believed he

had a new and valuable variety. As soon, how-

ever, as the plants were removed to ordinary

garden-soil, with common culture, it degenerated

into its normal character, and became simply

the old Red Alpine ;" and the Editor of the Small

Fruit Becorder adds, ''there is some diflfercnce of

opinion between Mr.Campbell and Mr.Meehan.''

No difference at all. Rather we quite agree

with Mr. Campbell.

It served the fellow right. Why not be satis-

fied with his fruit of "enormous size" in boggy

ground. What did he want to plant them in or-

dinary garden soil for? Served him right,we say,

or any body else who, finding they grind excel-

lent corn from the mill-race, move the machine

to the top of the hill, and then complain that

they have no water, and that a grist-mill is a

bad business. Whether Mr. Whiting's Straw

berry is old or new, don't matter much. If ''old

kinds" can be made to produce such enormous

mmm
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crops as we saw at Dundee -such superb fiuit as

we afeat Dundee, it is worth %\ per dozen lo kmow

how to do it. If one m:in can't do what another

man can, we say again '"it serves hiu\ right.''

other two ; flowcfs very free, and the foliage

long and slender. They have a fair mixture of

li'dit and dark color,—are amongst the earliest

to flower, anil are generally able to furnish the

"last Rose of Sammcr" to any pathetic poet who

may be looking for a theme. They arc not

highly perfumed. They are tolerably hardy,

j
ranking in this respect witii the Bourbons. They

have little fragrance. The Ti;a roses, have

somewhat the characters of all the other classes.

Some of them are small and d(>licate, others arc

rampant growers ; somotimos thoy grow in

bunches ; .but generally they are medimn in vig-

or, and have solitary, large and full flowers,

with a waxy texture of the flower stalks and

calyx leaves ; and a delicious perfume. They

(lower very easily under glass, and are very pop-

ular for growing in pots for winter blooming.

They are rather tender.

There are other classes, but these are the lead-

ing ones
]

Cl.vsses of Ro.ses.— a. B S., Clifton, K C—
"I notice in the florist's catalogues many classes

of Roses. I supposed there were but two, those

which bloom only in summer, and those which

bloom several times a year. How are the sev-

eral classes distinguished ? And what is the ob-

ject and use of the distinction ?''

[There are two leading (dasses, as our corres-

pondent says. June flowering, and everbloom-

ing,—the others are mere subdivisions, and have

their uses, as the plants of the sub-sections are

of different habits, and sometimes require differ-

ent treatments.

The so-called Hybrid Perpetuals or Remont-

ant for instance, are the large C ibbago or June

Roses which have acquired a fall blooming

habit. These June roses have a roundish re-

ceptacle or termination to the flower stalks un-

der the flower, and are called in the lists. Hy-

brid Chinas. The Hybrid Perpetuals. can be

readily distinguished from these when in flower,

by this receptacle being usually pear-shaped.

They do not generally fl')wer very freely in fall,

but their large sweet flowers and hardy charac-

ter, render them favorites. Of the fall tlowercrs

there are four very distinct and popular classes;

The Chinas, the Bourbons, the Teas and the

Noisettes. But these have become so mixed up,

that j^ometimes it is not easy to tell which is

whicU. The Nois;;ttcs do not usually possess

very hi-^h fragrance, and what they havens of a

musky smell. They usvially bear their fiowers Passiflora trifasciata.-P. L. X., Nash-

in paniculate bunches at the end of the vigorous f//.>, Tcun., says: "In your Moidld,/ of Xo-

summer branches in much the same way that vember, in referring I o the P.ssillora trif.sciata

our fall bearing raspberries do. They flower a as exhibited by Rc»bert 15uist Sr
,
at the late ex-

little in summer, but their greatest glory is about hibition, you remark, 'vve have not seen the

the fall of I he year They are mostly rampant
|

flower, but suppose ?i wid have also an intercut

strong growers. The Bourbons approach them, with all others of the genus.'

but do not usually grow so rampant, and they I have in my stove, a beautiful and well-grown

flower much more freely, earlier in the season specimen, trained on an oval trellis, and is ni

than the Noisettes The leaves are usuallyrounder
j

flower at this time, though not so profusely now

and of a more -lossy hue, and while the Noi-
j

as it was last summer. It was exhibited by me

scttes are usually white, or of light shades, the
|

at the September display of the Tennessee llorii-

IV.urbons are usually crimson or dark rose,
j

cultural Society, and proved to be one of the

They have httle fragrance, nothing much but choicest as well as most dazzling novelties in the

iheir beauty and free-llowering habit, and ele- ,
floral department. Mr. Robert Buist, Sr.,s.3ia it

Grafting Apples on the PERf^iMMON".— 7?.,

.Vricon, Geo —"I have been informed that thcsii

apples can be made to grow on Persimmons. I

can get plenty Persimmon stocks and should bi^

glad if you can give me any further information.'

[The statement originally appeared in our jour-

nal, from the pen of a valued correspondent in

Florida, that this could be accomplished, and the

object gained was a greater power of enduring a

hot climate. But we Ixjlieve our correspondent

was misinformed by others, at least we have r«'-

ceived no confirmation of the fact that sucli

crafting can be elfccted. ]

1

y\

i

m

gant foliage to recommend them. The China to me about a year ago. In a recent trip through

Roses are generally dwarfer than either of the the North, I visited many private and public
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conservatories, but failed to sec this beautiful

l)lant, save at the extensive establishment of our

friend Buist. It is, indeed, all that you claim

for it. and perhaps more, from the fact that it

has flowers together with foUaije. I presume,

liowever, you can form no opinion of its size,

shape or color Jrom the one enclosed to you. I

Avill simply rcmayJc, Hint it is white, and smaller

than the bloom of the well known Passion vin^.

If grown where there is plenty of room in a stove,

I (io not believe anything would be prettier.''

quite deep enough, and eflfective in clay or sand

lands. ADDL

Crataegus CORDATA.—/. II. C, Athens, O —
Sends specimens of this very beautiful Hawthorn

and says : ' I will send a small specimen of a

red Haw that I found near this place. Ic is a

Crataegus, but as the leaves are off, I can't tell
;

anything about it. The fruit was very beautiful,
j

red and very attractive, and quite good to eat—
j

very soft and buttery. They may not retain that
1

when they reach you, but to my taste they were

fine. 1 will send an old leaf and a thorn and a

bunch of the berries. How long they have been

ripe I know not. The tree is about 12 feet high,

and has nothing different in appearance fr>m a

common thorn, except the fruit, which may not

be new to you.

Dr IIouGiiTOX ox Pear Culture.— I read

the Monthlij of November cont lining Dr. Hough-

ton's article, and had a quiet laugh to myself;

Imd you, Meehan, been by, it would have been a

iM-oad one. To day comes the Journal of Ilorti-

cuUnre, with a funny taking up of the Doctor's

items as all in good faith and honest belief in ex-

l»ression. And 1 had another quiet laugh ; be-

cause on reading his article I bethought me of

Prof Turner, as well as of acts of my own —

writing ideas and thoughts, asserting opinions

and views, for the mere sake of dr.iwing out

others, and thus gaining information, that by the

ordinary process of a polite request, could not be

((btained. Now, to-day, comes the Montkh/ with

Dr. Houghton's sequel to his novel ; and I have

another and this time a broad laugh in thinking

back, what a month of cavil and questioning has

been about nothing. Dr. Houghton in his se-

quel, says he cultivates with a plow. H he will

allow a suggestion, 1 would suggest to him, the

use of Holbrook & Small's Cultivato- or Horse

Hoe, as the only thing needed in his grounds.

M)re rapid in its execution, stirring the soi

Mammoth Cluster Raspberry. A. M.

Purdij, Palmyra, N. F., writes: *'l notice two

or three slight errors in my article, headed

'Mammoth Cluster Raspberry,' page 303 of Gar-

dener\3 Monthly.

1. Last line of 1st verse, should read had

growing, instead of 'had grown.'

2. 3rd verse 4th hue, should be 4) years, in-

stead of "70 years.'

3. Last part of 3i-d verse, should read variety,

instead of 'quality.

'

4. 1st line of 4th yerse should read in Indiana,

instead of 'Illinois.'

5 Gth verso 3rd line, instead of word 'their,

^

should be thes3.

These mistak is m ly seem slight, but I see a

ch\nce to take advantage of them by certain

ones and hence call your attention to them.''

Productive Grapes.— L. B., Philadelphia,

sends us the following interesting note : ''I

have felt that I needed a certificate of credibility,

almost, when at several times referring to the

numbered bunches of grapes grown on vines in

my yard ; and I therefore feel greatly relieved on

seeing the enclosed article in the daily Trihane

of Ojt. 8Lh. I think this will show that the

grape is capable of much greater productiveness

than is usually accredited to it:

Mr. R Kx presented sjiue line close clusters of grapes

grown in Mils city from a seedling, and asked the club

to nani£ the variety to which tliey belonged The gen-

eral oi^nion was that they were Isabellas, but some
thought otherwise Mr. Lawton pronounced them re-

markably fine Isabellas, produced by careful cultiva-

tion under favorable olreumstan<'e.s, and said that lio

had never seen the hardier varieties of grapes-the Isa-

bella, Muscadine, lUack Eagle, Black Hamburg and
others—succeed so well anywhere with slight cultiva-

tion, as In this city. Judicious pruning is all that is

needed. He knew a shoemaker, down on Water St.^

some 3) years ago, who planted a Muscadine cutting lu

allttlestripof ground by his shop, and bricked up the

yard, leaving only the orifice for the stalk of tlievine;

he put a little water on it and pruned it occasionally,

and it becjin\e so luxuriant as to cover the wliole place,

and was so loaded with fruit tliat hundreds of people

went to see it daity in the bearing season. Mr. Lawton
also said that he had himself had an Isabella grape vine

in Walker St., which in its fourth year hadyieAdcd mora

than 500 6«ic/ie.* of the finest quality. In view of these

facts he was not surprised at the superior flavor and ap-

pearance of these grapes; he thought, moreover, that if

the Isabella grape always received the aJvan ages

which these haiJ, the ancient high reputation of that

species would be revived in this vicinity, Tiie Chair-

man announced to Mr Rea the verdict of the Club that

they were I.sabeila Grapes, and Mr. R. said that he had
bought the seedling for an Isabella, but so many had !

declared on tasting the fruit, that it was superior to i

that species, that his faith had been .sliaken* Mrs Rar-

low said that she had raised even finer bunches than
I

those upon a brick wall with south exposure. The
j

c/iainnan spoke of a vineyard in Columbia County, of

500 vines of the Isabella variety,which produced several hun.

dred bunches to a vine, of a quality which he thouffht would
comp'ire favorably with the finest varieties which have
been presonted to the society this season. He ascribes

this success to tlie fact that a liberal allowance of solid

bone was planed around the roots of each vine, as ex-

periment h.ad proved to his satisfaction that bone was
the natural food of the grape.

And I also hope that it will encourage the

more ceneral planting of native grapes. I have

for years felt great interest in ascertaining what
the capacities of the vine are, for practical pur-

poses, and for people who cannot alTonl to build

green!\ous;^'s ; and in this purpose I have often

endeavored to enlist our society, feeling regret

"at my want of success "

all think them better than the Buckeyes. So fiir

as flavor and appearance goes, we regard this as
a very promising variety.]

The "White Cedar.— ^ L., Jacksonvilk, N.

Y.—This is not a native of your State, but is the

Ciqyressua thuyoidcs of New .Jersey and the South

.

The so-called White Cedar of the North is the

common Arborvit«2.

Propagattxg Paulownias— /}. 7?., Fred-

ericJcshnrg, Md—Th\s, is not at all a difficult tree

to raise. 1st, By seeds, sown in light soil in the

spring ; 2d, by cuttings, with two joints cut off

and planted in the fill ; 3rd, by root cuttings,

made into 3-inch lengths, and set out in spring.

Root cuttings are most popular. They make

the strongest plants. We agree with you, that

the tree is "beautiful,'' when that term is con-

fined to a tree in blossom. It is a very rapid

grower, however, and where "fast" trees are

wanted, and little else, it is a first-class thing.

Seedling Potatoes -^. tt J5 , Pittshur^.—

* We send you, per Express, a sample of our

new potato, which we wish you to cook, and

^ive us your opinion of its quality. We will

merely state, at this time, that it is wonderfully

productive.''

[We are " shy" of new Potatoes. This one

has a blue skin, and cooks yellowish. After try-

\\\fr most of the kinds, new and old, we found

this year some " White Buckeyes," sent us a

couple of years ago by a subscriber, from Marys

viile, Kentucky, " for a name," the best for table

use. Wc tried these seedlings with those, and

l^ORTHERX Ramie -J. B , Cohmhia, Pa.,
writes :

" Enclosed please find a very small quan «

tityofwhat is called "Northern Ramie!'' sent
me by a Missouri correspondent. He states that
you, when there some months since, pointed out
this plant as probably a valuable fibrous plant.
Do you know its botanical name ? and will you
inform me if it is known to you ? A history or
description of the plant, and its probable value,
through the Monthly, might be interesting to
many others besides myself. Let us know
mord about it.''

[This plant i.s the Urfica }iur}virascen!'. The
fibre is at least equal to that of the B(elimeria,
now so popular as Ramie ; while it has the ad-
vantage of being a northern plant, and hardy,—
which the tro])ical one is not

]

Jerusalem Cherry— 3f. 0. McL., Charles-
ton, III.—''' I have this day sent you, per mail,
leaf, stem, bloom, thorn, green and ripe fruit, of
a new kind of plant, the seeds of which were sent
out from Europe last year, under the name of
Jerusalem Cherry. Plants from seed, this sea-

son, have made a growth of from three to six

feet, and at this time present the novelty of
bloom and fruit, in all the stage?* ofgrowth up to

maturity, on the same bush. You will greatly
oblige me by giving name. &c "

[This is the Solanum IlyHrix. The common
"Jerusalem Cherry," of gardens, is a small red-

ben ied variety, named So-anum scmibaccatum.]

Construction of Plant-houses.—^. A
3/., Piltyhurff. Pa, writes: "In one of your
numbers in fall of '(J8, there was an article on
Economy in Construction of Commercial houses.

Was the subject continued in '09 ? If so, in how
many numbers, and in what months ?"

[We can only say that the manuscript of the
"continuation " never came to our hand, and all

our efforts to procure it failod.]

Tomato Duration— TT. G.P., Sacrrmnto.
Cat, asks: "Is the Tomato a perennial in its

native country ? It seems to me at least a bien-

nial.''

[It is rather a biennial,— one of those things

which linger on, not doing as well the second
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year as the first, but existing long enough to go

beyond the annual class ]

Specific Heat in Plants.—L- F., Emns'

ville, Indiana, says :
'' If agreeable, 1 will send a

Khort article for the Mmthly ou "Specific heat

of plants,'' which, ifyou find of sufficient interest,

you may use.

[We shall be very glad to have the article.]

Planting Lauge Trees.— A Corresjwnd-

ent says: " My experience is decidedly against

planting large trees. I see reports from Paris

of many of the large trees planted on the new

Jioulevards, are now in a sickly or dying state."

[Large trees planted on the old system of

••lar-^e balls,'' are not successful; but on the

j.lans we have frequently given in the Gardener's

Monthly, trees from about six inches in diameter

and 15 to 20 feet high, do as well as younger ones
]

Seedling Bouvardias~5. B. F., GreenviUe,
j

•ff Y.—'"' I herewith send you a White Bouvar-
j

dia, which I believe to be a new production.
;

Please infoim me, through the Monthly, whether
|

1 am correct or not ; and please favor me with
|

your opinicm about it." I

[There is a while ]5ouvardia ; but this appears
\

to be, (for it is very dry,) a white variety of B.

ieiantha, and if so, will be valuable]

Na3!E of Plant- SuUcriber, Allegheny, Pa.

—Your weed is (Entthera bicjiju*",—-' Evening

.Primrose.''

in the winter, and that the whole functious of

the plant were at rest in the winter season. We
have done our best to explode this notion in the

GardenA-'s Monthly Leaf growth of course is not

in operation ; but cell life in all except genera-

tion, is as active in winter as at any time.

Hence grafting can be donethorugh the whole of

this season, union of scion and stock takes place

as freely then as at any other time ; no heat to

start the sap is necessary. A scion put on now

and tied tight, and waxed over, will be thoroughy

united by spring, though the tempcraturt* should

not tro above 40' in the soil, sand, sawdust or

mass in which it may be imbedded. It is not

neccessary to put them in the open ground after

grafting. The usual plan is to keep the stocks

in any moist material, cool as possible, and sot

out in spring. Some few things will unite to-

gether when the scion is set down on the root

:

others when placed in the collar of the stoek, bufc

most things do best when set on old wood .
just as

in regular tree grafting. The earlier in the win-

ter season the grafts are put on the stronger

thev crow, althouuh the operation is continued

until the setting time comes.

Pemale AiLANTHUS.— TF. F. I?., Ilammon-

Um, N. /., asks: "Is it a fact that the female

Ailanlhus does not throw up suckers ? and if so,

.can it be propagated from roots V"

[Sex makes no ditference in power to sucker.

It can be raised from roots, or top cuttings.]

Winter Gu\¥'n^Q.—^^'L.,Ei'ansville, Ind.

gays: '^AVhat are the most necessary rules for

winter grafting? Have the grafted trees to

be put'' right after the operation into the

ground in a^warni house, to start the circulation

of the sap so as to unite the stock and graft by the

formation of callous V Could you no give a short

answer in your Gardener's Monthly'^ I have not

succeeded with this operation in the best manner

iast winter."

[The old notion was that the snp was at rest

Wax Plants and PiTTOsroiiuM.— IF IF,

TFe.sf J?ox/n<r>/, jVa.'? «!.—'• Please inform me how

to treat the wax plant so as to induce it to bloom

It is eight years old. Also a Pittosporum."

[The Wax Plant Jloyacamosa and the Pittos-

porum are often shy of llowering when grown

in the shade. We have never known the sun

treatment to fail. Give them them good rich

soil, in not over large pots, and grow all next

summer in the full sun, and wc believe th»y will

liowor very freely the spring following]

Demand fou Cut Flowers—^ Bnchester

Correspoyultnt says: 'The demand for flowers,

and especially cut flowers, is very much on the

increase."

Small Boiler for Propagating House—
L. r, enquires : "Which is the best for this pur-

pose ?" and refers to some account in a back vol-

ume, of Munroe's Cannon Boiler. Wc gave an

account of that under our 'Toreign Intelligence,"

which refers to what is being done abroad ;
we do

not know of any one in use, in America. Myer's

small boilers are the best of that class that wo

know.
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OBITUARY.
Joshua Pierce, Washington, D. C.

It is remarkable, that one so widely known,

amongst Horticulturists, and so highly esteemed

for his knowledge and goodness of heart, should

have so quietly passed away from us, without its

becoming generally known. We only learned of

it recently, and feeling it due to one who has

worked so long with us, and who was one of the

first and firmest friends of our magazine, that

some mention of his worth should go on record,

we asked a friend, who knew him well, to pre-

pare a memoir for us, which we now give :

His father caiuo from Choster County. Pennsylvania,

about the time when the seat of Kovernment was es-

tablished at Washinfiton, and settled on Rock Creek

about:] miles from the city; attracted there by tlie fine

water power of that stream ; and carried on the m 1111 no;

business In connection with ills farm. He was

born in March, 179.-,. It was, as I have understood, his

original intention to study law, but his academical

studies were Interrupted by the ^var of lSl-.>. when he

was kept home at to attend the mill, tlie jniller having

been drafted into the army. His studies were never re-

sumed, and in the year 1820. he married, and settled )n

1S23 at Linnfean Hill upon a part of a homestead Riven

him by his father, wherebelived in sight of tie house in

which he was born, until his death at the age 74, April

II. 18fi9.

His taste for horlicnlturo was early developed. He
conducted a nursery for some years at his father's place,

and planted the seeds of numerous trees which he after-

wards removed to embellish bis home, and which now
form a grand and towering monument to his memory.

He was tliroughout bis life devoted to the cau.se of hor-

ticulture, and remarkable for his attachment to the

beautiful place on which he live<l , a trait so uncommon

among a people so restless and roving as ours. His at-

tachment to bis home maybe tlie less remarkable, as

Linnfean Hill is renowned for Its picturesque and ro-

mantic beauty. In addition to horticulture, he also

devoUd much attention to floriculture. For many
years, his greenhouse was the only considerable one In

the district. It was a great attraction to the throng of

briilant spirits who then resorted to the metropolis of

the country. All who were distinguished in the politi-

cal and social circles of the Capital used to frequent the

place to wander among its groves and carry home with

them what were then rare and costly llowers. Upon

the establishment of other greenhouses In the City of

Washington by Douglass, Buist and others, the green-

houseat Llnmean Hill being too far from town,that busi-

ness was discontinued and extensive attention given

to the nurseries, which he conducted until his death.

He wasengtxged In the Morus muiticaulls movement

with the usual result. He was the first to appreciate

the value of the Tennessee Rose, and by hybridization

produced the rtrst varieties of the wide spread and val-

uable family of Prairie Roses. I have heard him say

that Hovey of Boston, claimed the merit of originating

the Prairie Rose, but that he was prior to Hovey. He

also introduced the Catawissa M(.nthly Raspberry,

which has proved—particularly in the Southern States

a very Important addition to the small fruits. From

the time of the organization of the American Pomolog-

ical Society, he took an active Interest in its proceed-

ings, and attended a number of its blennml
f^^\'']f]'

and contributed his experience of the climate of tus

region. Ho was very much Interested in the subject o

Pear Hlight,-that r/^^^^-o vexato with pomologists-and

I believe sent you a paper containing his views for the

Gardener^s MonthW. He maintained a correspondence

with manv of the leaders and veterans .)f pomologs to

whom he Was well known. Dr. Brinckle of your city,

was one of his warmest friends, and among h.scorres-

pon.lence are many of the letters of Mr. Wm. R. Prmce.

who was eloquent over Strawberries and Chinese Yams.

Mr. Prince was very hard upon the English, who m.

used to say had too little electricity in their humid cli-

mate to develop their brains. With the lamented

Downing, he was on very cordial terms, and always re-

gretted his early loss to the cause of the advance.nent

of horticultural taste in America. There »« " ^'^^^ '"t"

little to be told of his llfe.asltwas marked by no sal-

ient features. Many men have made more "«»«« 1"

the world, but have accomplished less real good than

he did. He used to say of Fame, that one murder

makes a felon, but the man of ten thousand 'nurders N

a hero. The best that can be said over the ton»b of an>

man. Is the shuple phrase: He has done his duty audl.s

now at rest.

"The boast of heraldy the pomp of P"^y,fy*

And all that i)eauty, all tliat wealth e ei gave,

Await alike the Imvitable hour.

The paili of glory lea.ls but to the grave."

Large Lkmon Verbenas.— F. C,. P.. Sic-

ramento, (Ml , writes : "I sent you by tins

mail, but in another envelope, a twig ot Alo>sia

Citriodora-Lemon Verbena. I cut it this day.

from a bush in the open ground, that had been

there without protection for 8 years. It is now

about H feet high, showing some four feet above

the fence. A year ago, it was over 12 feet, but

the building against the side and higher than

the top of which it grew, had to be removed,

and the bush was dug up ; but the workmen

were so careless, that they mutilated the roots

very badly- in fact pulled it out by main force

with very Ultlc or no digging I cut it back

about two-thirds, and planted it against a fence,

giving it an eastern exposure, whilst before, it

was protected on the east and exposed to the

west. It has never fully received its pristine

vigor, though it is healthy and doing well, some

of"the shoots it made this season being four feet

long. 1 send it, to show you cold-suttering peo-

ple—I formerly lived in Germantown—that it is

still partially in bloom nothwithstanding the

time of year.

I also send a smaller specimen taken from the

same plant when it was in full bloom in summer

4 years ago."

[This was a very vigorous specimen, and we

have placed it in our Herbarium, putting to

shame the small 'bits" which have held promi-

nence there so long]

:i
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NEW AND KARE FRUITS.

Germantowx Apple.—Mr. Downing has
prepared for us the following note :

This is a pretty apple ; but not, so far as the

specimen before us permits us to judge, one of
the highest flavor. It possesses some interest
liovvever in the circumstance of its origin, as
throwing some light on cross fertilization. The
facts as communicated by a friend from Ger
mantown, are that two trees, oce "Wrigley,"
the other a local variety known as "Sheepnose
Pippin," grew with their branches interlacing^

together by themselves. It is not abso^.utely

certain which produced the fruit of this seed-

ling, which was found germinating in the ma-
nure of a horse to which the fruit had been fed.

This circumstance from its novelty caused the

plant to be saved, and is only mentioned, as fix-

ing definitely the origin of the parent seedling.

The tree partakes of the characteristics ofthe two.

The fruit being of the exact form of the "Sheep-

nose Pippin," but rather larger, and retaining

the yellow ground color of that variety ; whi'e

it has the bright red of the "Wrigley" shaded
over it.

The tree is but 12 years old, but so for,

shows the habit of the Wrigley. The foli-

age and wood also favor that variety. There
is little room to doubt that it is a natural hybrid
between two varieties. The following is ihe de-

scription from the single specimen sent to me;

^^Germantown—Fruit medium or above, round-
ish conical, sometimes oblong-conical, rejrular •

skin pale yellow, shaded and mottled with light

bright red, and a few broken splashes of a darker

red, moderately sprinkled with areolea and brown
dots ; stalk rather short and small, inserted in a
deep, rather narrow cavity, slightly russeted

;

calyx closed ; segments short erect ; basin ab-

rupt, deep, slightly corrugated ; fiesh, whitish,

tender, moderately juicy, with a pleasant sub-

acid flavor ; very good ; core small."

The Eumelan Grape.—W. II. W., Read-
ing, Mass , says

:

This new variety is just now attracting a

good deal of attention, and any information in

regard to it from one who has had some little

experience with it, will doubtless be welcome to

many of the readers of the Gardener''s Monthly.

A vine was sent me for trial by Dr. Grant in

the spring of 186S. It was planted in the open

garden with a southern exposure, in a rather

pjor gravelly soil. It grew strongly, and though

twice pinched, had by the end of the season

formed a cane about seven feet in height and as

large as a large lead pencil ; it was eiv.lrvlij

healthy. The wood w^as very hard, and for such

a vigorous grower very short-jointed, the inter-

nodes averaging about four inches ; the leaves

were large, very dark colored, thick and tough

:

This season it has made about twenty-five feet

of cane, and has borne nine bunches of fruit.

On account of the vigor of the vine, they were

all allowed to mature. Both fruit and foliage

were entirely exempt from any appearance of

disease. The clusters were some of them small,

and the berries were thinly set ; but this was

only on the upper part of the trellis where there

was no protection from the storms which raged

while the vine was in flower. On the lower por-

tion of the trellis werets\oor thr^-e bunches of

very good size and very compact ; one of them

was nearly as large as the representation of the

grape given by Dr. Grant's pamphlet. The fruit

ripened nearly a week before Miles' (growing at

its side) or Hartford growing near, but with a

western exposure. In quality, the fruit is very

fine. It is more delicate and refined than any

othi r hardy black grape that has yet been offer-

ed to the public. It has no perceptible pulp.

If it shall prove elsewhere as strong and healthy

a grower as it has thus far proved with me, it

must take rank at the very head of black grapes

for out door culture.

Princely Apple —I send you specimens of

apples from my orchard. I fear that your at-

tention was never called to the same kind biifore.

I was never able to ascertain tlvMr name, till I

took a specimen to the meeting of the Pomolo<j-

ical Society. and*there, S Noble not only told

me the name, but showed me specimens of the

same kind from his orchard. Sinee, at the West-

chester Agricultural Fair, I showed them to

John Rutter, who declares them to be what No-

ble called them, and told me he had been ac-

quainted with them for many years. They are

Princehi Apples.

I have six trees of them, which I hive never

known fail to bear more or less every year ;
an I

they remain in condition to use a Ioul^ time, from

August till December; and they rot loss than

any" kind of apple I am aequiiuted with. I

should have sent them earlier, as their s.-aso i is

nearly over and many of them are much wither-

ed now, but it is not yet too late for you to judge

of their quality. Some persons when they hear

the name of Princely mentioned, think that

Priesthi is meant. There is no resemblance. I

know the Priestly ; a long apple aiul very sour.

The Princelys are rather larger and finer this

year than usual.
•^ Wm. G R

,

Glen Mills, Pa.

[Princely and no doubt ; and one of our best

sweet winter apples ; and as pretty to look at as

it is good to eat.—Ed.]

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE.

The Baldwin Apple in New Hampshire.

— According to tradition, the first scions of the

Baldwin apple ever brought into New Ilamp

shire, were grafted into an apple tree on the farm

of Mr Eleazer Jackson, in the town of Cornish

The scions were cut from a tree in Billerica,

Mass., in or about the year li^OO, at which time

they were successfully graftal into the tree as

above stated, and which is still in a remarkably

vigorous state Last year the limbs of this tree

were fairly bent to the ground with their great

burden of fruit. When the tree first bezan to

bear its new fruit, the fame of the lardy, re-

markable apple spread throughout that section

of the State, and immediately the farmers from

far and near flocked to the tree for scions for

their young orchards, and the number of tiny

twiTS which have thus been cut from the parent

scion are numbered the thousands

An interesting fact in connection with this

tree is that the ftirm on which it stands is own-

ed by the oldest person in the town of Cornish,

Judge Eleazer Jackson, the son of the original

owner of the tree.

Tradition further has it, that the Baldwin

Apple was brought to the notice of fruit growers

by a man named Baldwin, from whom it takes

its name, and who by chance found the fruit

' while bunting in Woburn, Mass. He carried

' some of the Apples home, and by keeping them
' some time, noticed their undecaying nature and

' their juicy and delicious qualities. In conse-

Hl
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quence of this he obtiiined some scions from the

tree which bore the apples, and enfjrafted them
into his own orchard trees. 'I'his occurred about

ten years previous to the introduction of the

a|)ple into New Hampshire.

—

ConcordJ^. 11.)

Vcojilc.

The Campbell Apple—An accidental seed-

ling that spruni; up about fifteen years ago close

to the wall of a brick house occupied by Geor<ie

W. Campbell, Esq., of Delaware, Ohio. The
tree is a vigorous, strong grower; habit open

spreading ; limbs not crowded ; shoots stout, ra-

ther blunt ; foliage abundant, leaves rather large.

It has borne a good crop regularly every year

since it commenced bearing. Fruit quite uni-

form ; size from medium to large, and hangs

very finely to the tree. It is evidently a late

keeper, but heretofore they have been " too good

to keep " later than January.

—

Iowa Homestead

Uses of the Ailantiiits Tkee.—The Jour-

nal of Applied Chemistry states that the active

proijcrtics ot the bark of this tree have within

the jiast few years been examined b}- several em-

inent French chemists, and especially by Prof

Iletet of Toulon, who has pronounced it partic-

ularly valuable as a vt rmiluge. Its odor pro-

duces strongly narcotic effecis, while its taste is

bitter and nauseous, somewhat similar in its re-

sults to the internal administration of tobacco.

When the bark is digested with alcohol, and the

latter is evaporated, a thick resinous oil remains,

which acts as a cathartic, and like the powaercd

bark has proved successful in the expulsion of

the tape worm.

TToxEY Locust for Posts —A correspon-

dent of the Country Gentleman of August 5th,

inquires of those who have had experience in

using honey locust for posts as to its durability.

It is about as durable as sassafias, but not equal

to black walnut One ilack locust post is worth

three or four of honey locust ; but for rails it is

excellent, retaining its weight a long time. The
honey locust is much less durable in some sec-

tions than Others ; in Missouri it will not last

more than half as long as in Kentucky. Young
sound mulberry, when seasoned, is as durable as

cedar, and makes a better post than the major-

ity (»f red cedar posts.—J. S., Fiorisaant Valley^

Mo. in Country Gentleman.

Improving Oats—Samuel Dixon, of Chester

county, cut a field of oats on Wednesday, the

14th inst. This is at least a week or ten days in

advance of the common oats crop. The cause of

its earliness in ripening is owing to its being

mixed with barley, the product of seed so grown

for several years. Barley ripens earlier than

oats when grown separate, but it is a singular

ffict that when mixed they both ripen at the

same time, the oats coming to maturity at the

same time as its earl'er neighbor. The cause of

this we are unable to explain. Mr. Dixon ob-

tained the seed of a farmer near West Chester,

who at the time of mixing the seeds, used equal

quantities of each, but now, after several years

sowing, the barley constitutes only about one-

twentieth of the grain. Mr D. thinks the mix-

ed seed has not only a tendency to ripen earlier,

but the oats are improved in weight and a much
better crop. This is an experiment worth know-
ing to farmers Franklin Darlington, of East

Nottingham, who has the same kind of oats,

cut about the same time — Oxford Press.

Horticultural School for AVomen. —
'* The working plan of the school comprises a

farm, to be procured in the vicinity of Boston,

containing about 20 acres ; 5 acres to be used for

the cultivatitm of small fruits, flowers, salads,

and such vegetables as are sui'able for cultiva-

tion by female labor, the rest to be devoted to

mowing and pasturage ; a good dwelling-house

capable of accommodnting about 30 inmates ; a

barn large enough for the farm stock ; an experi-

mental plant-hou.se, for growing flowers and

early vegetables, and the forwarding of plants

for field crops. The control of the institution is

to be vested in a president, secretary, treasurer,

and 24 managers—one-hulf of whom shall bo

women—who will be aided by a competent in-

structor, an experienced farmer, and the other

necessary assistants The pupils will be instruct-

ed in plain sewing, the use of sewing machines,

and all kinds of house-work, as well as in horti-

culture ; the lecturers and teachers in kindred

branches of labor and service will be employed

from tune to time.

It is intended to receive pupils to the number
of 25, who are to be from the ages of IG upwards,

of good character, fair education, and able to

work as may be required. The course of in-

struction will extend through two years. The
estimated cost of procuring the farm and out-

buddings and maintaining the school for 3 years

to be §30,000.''
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Removing Trees in Full Leaf.—During
a recent call at the nursery of Mr J. Nelson, of

Ilallowell, he showed us one or two hundred

cherry trees, set out for the purpose of starting

a cherry orchard for his own use, all of which

were transplanted the middle of June, when in

full leaf, and every one of which was growing as

well, and looking as vigorous as if set out last

fall. Mr. Nelson said he would hardly have

risked the job, had he been obliged to purchase

the trees, but now that it is done, is quite strong

in the opinion that any kind of tree can be trans-

l)lanted at almost any time in the year, with a

that which was perfectly sound was being stored

away for winter consumption. We spent the

day and night here, and thoroughly examined

Mr. Iluggins' grounds. There was much on

this well managed farm to interest us. Among

the things, miles of Osage hedge, making as per-

fect a fence as could be deslied. The, first hedge

set out in this county was planted by Mr. Hug-

gins, seventeen years ago ; it has taki'u the

piemium whenever entered at the c )unty f.iir.^,

and would take the premium, if entered at our

state fair. Those who have any doubts ab)ut

the utility and practicabiliy of Osigc hodj^es

good prospect of living, provided care is taken i should come down into old Macoupin, and look

in performing the operation. Mr. Nelson also I at their live fences. Mr. Iluggins, this year,

grafts at any time from March to August, and I raised three or four hundred bushels of goose-

has lost but very few scions out of the many ! berries and currants, the Houghton and lied

hundreds he has set out.

—

Eastern Paper

Gardening In Mississippi.—A Correspon-

dent of the Prairie Fanner says :
" Tishamingo

is one among the foremost counties in North

Mississippi. The people are cultivating their

grounds in accordance with scientific rules, to a

great extent. Farmers clubs are meeting reg-

ularly in almost every district, and lecturers are

exertmg themselves for the general good.

Market gardening is beginning to claim the

attention of many here, and it should. This lo-

cality should produce one of the successions in

your Northern markets. You now have un-

broken lines of railroad, so to speak, running

directly to your Northern cities, and marketing

may be sent along them at low figures. In this

region products will bj r ady for m irket several

weeks earlier than at Chicago, and they can be

grown here as cheaply as at any point in the

world ; hence you must see its importance No-

body has yet undertaken the thing, that I know

of, but there is being consid'rable talk on the

subject. And yoa should agitate for none are

more deeply interested than 3^•ursL>lves. People

down here, as a general thing, dont know much

about market gardening ; but you have the mar-

ket gardeners up North, and it is to your inter-

est to send them down. They will find a friend-

ly and intelligent set of citzens down here,

ready and willing to give them any encourage-

ment
;
provided, they behave themselves.

Orchard of Jonathan IIuggins—The

Prairie Farmer says : "Mr. Iluggins has well

nigh one hundred acres of apple orchard ;
much

of his fruit was being manufactured into vinegar,

the best of it into cider and the small portion of

Dutch; the market price was low, and while

the crop was an excelK'nt one, the rciniinn-atlon

was scarcely such as to make it profitable to

grow them The Keswick Codling is largtdy

planted in this orchard, as one of the most profit-

able kinds for market, the Sops of Wine and the

Red Astrachan, are the next favorites. The

Baldwin and the Newtown pippin were so sadly

disfigured by the louse and the unknown curcu-

lio, as to be worthless. "

Pear Culture in CANADA.—The Canada

Farmer reports a very interesting paper on

Pear culture, bv Uev. B Burnett of Hannl-

ton, Canada. The White Doyenne, Flemish

Beautv, Shekel, (ilout Morceau, Napoleon, On-

ondaga, Louise Bonne de Jersey, and Belle An-

gevine are the healthiest The Winter Nidis,

Easter Beurre, Rostiezer, Beurre d'Aniou,Louiso

Bonne de Jersey, Bergamotte, Cad itte. and

Bra vn Beurre, are the hardiest. Louise Bonno

de Jersey is the most productive, next Vicar and

White Doyenne. Doyenne d'Ete prolific m alter-

nate years. The Beurre d'Anjou has a habit

peculiarly its own. "It re<Tulates the crop to bo

borne, and has its fruit mere evenly distributed

over the tree than any other with which 1 am
am acquainted. I cannot speak too highly of the

cultivation of this variety. Notwithstanding the

size of the fruit, it rarelv sheds its burden, and

for its eatimx qualities it has scarcely an equal.'

The Brown Bi^urre is next. Winter Nelis is ex-

cellent for winter. Best fruit is the Sockel, IJelle

Lucrative, Beurre d'Anjou, Brown Beurre, Win-

ter Nelis and Heurre Diel. The Duchesse he ranks

along with these, but does not rate the fruit so

hi.diTy as some growers do. The Easter Beurre

is praised, but it is gritty. The Jalousie de Fon-

teuay is tlie prettiest in shaixi. For color and

form, in a market fruit. Louise Bonne de Jersey

has the perference. For size, Duchisse d'An-

gouleme and Onondaga.
An<:evine to 24ouncjs.

'i

\ 'I

He has grown Belle
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GiiAFFixa Potatoes to Get Xew Varie-
ties.—Tho follovvini^ is reported of a recent

meeting of the Koyal llorticultunil Society :—
Mr. Berkeley having adverted to Mr. Fenn's

exhibition of Potatoes, consisting of two series,

in which Hogg's Coldstream and Shutford Seed-

ling, and Early Emperor and Fenn's Onwards,
were respectively the male and female parents,

mentioned that some of the progeny hid actuiUy

degenerated so much as to resemble the wild

Potato. He then read the following paper by

Mr. Fenn ot the results of grafting Potatoes :
—

I grafted ^his year lied Ashleaf on Dickson's

Premier, Paterson's Scotch Blue on Royal Al-

bert, and ui'ce rer.sa. I have been unfortunate

this season in regard to the "taking" of the

grafts I planted and kept the grafted sets in

6-inch pi)ts, contrary to my later practice of

planting them in the open ground when the

shoots in the pots have pushed 5 or G inches out

of the soil. This may have tended to cause non-

success as regards the cicatrisation of the skins ;

nevertheless, sufficient results have been arrived

at to alford conclusive evidence as to the possi-

bility of grafting one Potato with the eye of an-

other

On July 14th, I examined two sets, an eye of

Royal Albert (a handsome, round, white Potato),

grafted on Paterson's Scotch Blue. The eve had

held perfectly fast to the tuber, thereby giving

hope of some inrtuence being exerted between the

stock and graft. I made the graft tit as perfectly

as possible into the wedge-like, sliced out cavity

in the tuber, but at the above date the graft had

swelled out of its first position, though not suffi-

ciently to disunite i self from the cicatrix of its

own skin and that of the stock on one side. I

gave several good tugs at the graft, but could not

displace it, and I sent it to Dr. Masters to verify

this result. Dr. Masters wrote me in answer,

** In one case the cohesion was evident, but I do

not see that ihe new tuber or the hauhn is at all

affected by the grafting process We must have

more conclusive evidence than that. I see the

union is not merely along the rinds, but in the

cellular mass of the Potato as well. I have for-

warded the tubers toChiswick. The whole sub-

ject is very interesting."

The other sort S3nt to Dr. Masters was the

eye of a Paterson's Scotch Blue on lloyal xVlbert,

no cicatrix, or union of the skins had formed,

but some of the young tubers were half-colored,

others less colored, and one was perfectly white,

none of them showing blue all over like the sort.

I asked Dr. Masters to forward them to Mr.

Barron, and request him to plant them and note

whether the coloring was permanent.

Now for " more conclusive evidence."' I wrote

on the 14th of July that I durst not then meddle

with the roots of my last year's grafted Potatoes.

Their appearance I noted thus:—Fenn's On-

wards on Almond's Yorkshire Hero: an Onwards

haulm, but earlier, and very diminutive in com

parison. Hero on Onwards: lean perceive no

dilforenco in the haulm as compared with those

not gratled, except, perhaps, that the foliage of

the grafted sets is of a more glazed green. York-

shire Hero on Fluke : haulm looking like that of

the tiue Yorkshire Hero, with not a symptom

of the dark green tinge of the Fluki foliage.

Milky White on Yorkshire Hero: haulm like

tint of a diminutive Milky White, quite ripening

off, whilst its namesake by its side was in full

vigor of leaf. Milky White grafted on Fluke

(this I did by mistake ; I intended to have graft-

ed the Milky White on itself, to try what would

be the effect, if any) : haulm showing quite a

different character from that of Milky White,

being not so branching and of a darker, more

upright, and more robust habit. All the above

eximplcs in 1S08 united at their rinds more or

less completely soon after they were planted out

— a fict which I proved by inspection.

I planted the above-named Potatoes on April

15th, when the graft of Onwards on Hero showed

sprouts decidedlj' greener than those of the true

Onwards ; and when I dug them up, on August

Oth, their haulm was not nearly so ripe as that

of the latter, and their produce generally, for

form, proved rounder than Onwards. The Milky

White grafted on Fluke is the only other decided

"conclusive evidence,'' and that is concliisive

enough in the wrong direction ; the character a-j

well as the Potato, being quite spoilt. In short,

I may have gained (but I must wait another

year to prove it) an improvement by grafting

the Onwards on Yorkshire Hero, and that I fear

will prove at the most but a mere penny-worth

of Potato to a sack of trouble, though I shall be
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well content if, by the experiment, I have added

my mite to the science of horticulture.

Art of Valuing Agricultural Land —
''Although it is exceedingly dangerous to at-

tempt to judge of the quality of a soil from the

crops grown upon it in one particular year only,

still many most useful indications may be ob-

tained from its more permanent products, espe-

cially from the trees and grasses. Most of our

©"rdinary forest trees have special proclivities for

the various soils on which they flourish, and a

careful observation of their growth, and of the

hedgerows, affords information which will sel-

dom mislead. A really thriving Elm tree or

Hazel cannot be found where there is not a good

mixed soil, whilst an abundance of Oak and

Blackthorn are indications of heavy land ; and

the growth of the trees will generally correspond

with the depth and quality of the soil. The Al-

der and Willow are only found in wet places,

chiefly by the water-side, and the Poplar usually

in wet places. On the other hand. Coniferous

trees prefer the lighter soils, and the Scotch Fir

grows on thin lands which will produce nothing

else except Heather ; and the Beech, though it

will grow elsewhere on good land, is usually indica-

tive of a calcareous soil. The Sycamore is par-

tial to light or sandy soils, whilst the Walnut,

and I believe I may say the Maple also, usually

grow on good mixed loams. The Ash is scarce-

ly a sign of any particular kind of land ; if it is

of rapid growth, it indicates good land ; in poor

stiff clay it is constantly met with, but isof slow-

er growth and often stunted. The Whitethorn,

if it grows rapidly, is a sure indication of go;Kl

land ; and one never sees a strongly-grown

Quick fence on inferior ^o\\s.''''—En(jlish Paijer.

of the Rye-grass plant, an annual and perennial,

as deponed to by a great number of witnesses

;

that the land on which he sowed the seed was in

good condition and well prepared ; and that a

portion of the field sown with difll-rent seed pro-

duced a second year's crop. On the other hand,

the defenders pleaded that the land was in poor

condition ; that according to scientific evidence

there was no such thing as an annual llye grass,

that being merely a trade term for the lighter

kinds of seed ; and that the seed supplied was

from a bin from which they had supplied their

perennial seed that year to numerous customers,

without failure in any case except that of the

pursuer. The Sheriff-Substitute has decided in

favor of the defender, assessing the pursuer in

expenses.— Gar. Chronicle.

Perennial Rye Grass.—An important seed

case, of which the following is an abstract, was

recently tried in the Sherifl's Court at Hadding-

ton :-Mr. John Ried, jun., farmer, Hilton of

Aldih, Kinross- shire,sued Messrs Roughead and

Park, seed merchants, Haddington, for 100^

damages, on the ground that a quantity of Grass

seed purchased by him in 1805 as perennial ; fail-

ed to produce a second year's crop, and must

have been annual seed. A great deal of evidence

was led on both sides, the witnesses being seeds

men, practical farmers. Grass seed growers, and

practical botanists. For the pursuer, it was

contended that there were two distinct varieties

Trained Pear Trees —A correspondent of

the Lond(m Journal of Horticulture says : We
have no objection to old-fashioned orchanls, and

especially when the under crop is grass, ma-

nured at times. These are excellent f >r insur-

ing always an abundant supply to an establish-

ment, and the gardener is little troubled, if a few

trees should be barren each year, which he must

be, if be has only a few trees altogether in a

kitchen garden to depend upon, l^ut where

room is to be made the most of, and the greatest

pleasure is to be derived from the culture of fruit

trees, commend us to low bushes or pyramids-

say frotn G to 8 feet in height. The wind will

have but little power on these, comparatively

speaking, and the fruit is easily examined, and

easily gathered. If we had the chance, we

should be inclined in small gardens to adopt the

cordon system of training— that is, having only

one or two shoots from a tree, and spurring them

from top to botiom. We have little faith in

mere fanciful modes of training but by the one-

shoot system a great variety can be grown in lit-

tle space, and each kind on its own bottom, as it

were. We I elieve that great results may be

achieved by this plan in small gardens, where

the lines of fruiting sterna can be kept near the

ground, and a protection given in severe weather.

LiLiUM auratum.— The special feature of

the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society,

on August 7th, was undoubtedly a large speci-

men of lalium auratum, from the gardens of

the Dowager Lady Ashburton, of Melchet Court

which was a plant of great beauty, and so fine a

4
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I

i
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specimen of which he believed had never before
been shown. The Lindley Medal, which is only
.i^iven to extraordinary specimens of good cultiva-
tion, had been deservedly awarded to it by the
Council, on the reco emendation of the Floral
Committee. It is well known that there are several
varieties of L. auratum, some being more deeply
spotted than others ; this was one of the paler col-

ored kinds. What a splendid subject for hybridiza-
tion this variety would mike, remarked Mr.
Saunders, if it were taken as a basis to work
from, and color and other characteristics were
introduced.

most effectual mode of securing early flowering
and seediniT.

I

American Potatoes—Describing Carter's

;

Seed Farm—^ Corresjiondent of the Gardener^

s

I

Chronicle^ says : The much-vaunted Early Rose

I

was here, very small in produce, and not at all

;

coming up to expectation. Another American
variety,- the Early Goodrich, was growing

i

alongside the former ; it is a round, smoolh, and

j

cleaned skinned variety, and that is about all

that could be said in its favor. There was also

a very prolific red Potato, having foliage strong-

ly resembling Raspberry leaves.

Ckleky.— 4 Corrrespondent of the London
Journal of IlorttcuUure, says: A. single fact is

often worth a number of inferences. That fact

clearly shows us all that has been advanced on
the bit-by-bit earthing- up of early Celery is

based on a principle that scarcely permits of error.

On examining some Celery washed and ready
for use, we noticed it was harder and firmer to

the touch than it ought to be, so as to be short
and crisp, as well as sweet, the three essentials

for good table Celery, as an accompaniment to

cheese, &e. That Celery had been thoroughly
soaked more than once before earthing-up, and
yet on taking up some roots W3 found these dry
enough The tops of the leaves exposed had
evaporated all the barrels of moisture we had
given in the parching weather. That Celery
had been earthed up at once. If we had put the
earth to at three or four times, and without fresh

watering, we should have expected almost every
plant to h ive thrown up its flowerstalk. If the

weather had continued dry and hot, we should
have exix?cted the same result. No rains that

fell would ever reach the roots ; they would only
act in lessening evaporation from the foliage.

Openings and holes were therefore made between
the rows, and enough of water pouied down to

saturate the soil at the roots, and now the Celery

is crisp as it ought to be The man who gave
the last waterings before earthing-up could

scarcely believe that it was possible for the

great mass of roots to become so dust dry.

There are few plants that evaporate more
moisture than Celery in a hot sunny day. By
this or other means allow the roots to become
dust-dry, and in self-defence the plant will throw

up its flower stalk to perpetuate the race. The
same principle holds true in all vegetable

growth. A severe check to luxuriance is the

Mushroom Culture in France —In a
work entitled ' The Parks, Promenades and
Gardens of Paris," by W. Robinson, F. L S..

published by Mr. John Murray, London, there

is contained much useful and interesting informa-

tion on mushroom culture. The perusal oflhosc

chapters on this subject cannot fill to open to

the English culturist quite new ideas as to the

cultivation of this excellent vegetable. The
mushroom caves at Montrouge, as described

and illustrated, arequite a wonder. It appears

that they are something like the shallow coal

mines of our country, but have the great disad-

vantage of diflicult access. The author, in de-

scribing them, says

:

"'Although we are from 70 to 80 feet below

tlie surface of the ground, everything looks very

neat—in fact, very much more so than could

have been expected, not a particle of litter being

met with. A certain length of bed is made every

day in the year, and as they naturally finish one

gallery, or scries of galleries, at a time, the beds

in each have a similar character. Once more
we plunge into a passage dark as ink, and find

ourselves between two lines of beds in full bear-

ing. The beautiful white butter-like mushrooms
appearing everywhere in profusion along the

sides of the diminutive beds, something like the

drills which farmers make for green crops.

When I state that there are six or seven miles

run of mushroom beds in the ramification of

this cave, and that their owner is but one of a

large class who devote themselves to mushroom
culture, the reader will have some opportunity

ofjudging of the extent to which it is carried on

about Paris. These caves not only supply the

wants of the city above them, but those of En-
gland and other countries also, large quantities

of preserved mushroom being exported, one

house alone sending to our own country no less

than 14,000 boxes annually."— Cof^ar/e Gard.

Phylloxera Yastatrix : or the new Grape-
vine Insect —We are very sorry to learn that

this most formidable of all the enemies of the

Grape-vine has made its appearance in England.
We were the first to call attention to it in this

cross T. assamica with T. Bohea for the maleiia-

rent; also T. Bolica with T. assamica for the
male parent, but never could got a single fruit to

set. However, some suspect that the so-called

hybrid is only a sport from the original one
with a more compact habit and broader, thicl-er

leayes. T. assamica is f^aid to be not so well
suited for the manfiicture of green tea as the

the infusion ; in flavor, some think that of the
China more delicate and agreeable. The out-
turn (after infusion) of the Assam plant is much
paler and generally more uniform than that of

he fact,

quickly

China plant ; but whether that be a fact or only

««„„«„ .,^1 • 1 4. *i r>. X- i 1-. I a supposition I cannot say. Intestine samn'p«3country as being prevalent on the Continent ; lit- r- xi x o j. i r .. '^
"'unp.cs

., T 1 ii xt • 1 .X . T \,^ of the tea manufactured from the Assam nnrl
tie did we then think it was at our doors. AVe ' ^,. . , , . ,

, ^ •
, . ..

^^-"'^•i'" ana
«,«i *i f 11 • X X /. , .. 1, China plains, weight for weight, the Assam siir-make the following extract from a letter address * ^„ . , „ . ° . ^ ^i^-feam sui-

«,i x„ .., 1
°,

• T^ X . >r ^r- passes the China both in strength and C(>lor nred tons by^a gentleman m Kent: 'My Vines !
'. - -

" ' ^^"'^ ^^

have all grown well except two, a Mrs. Pince's

Muscat and JMeredith's Alicante ; these did not
move more than two or three inches, and I

etermined to take them up and examine the !, ,,, •
i r , r / ,

mat ot

^.^f^ X- *i i. • . , T„ ,
the China ; i)erhai)s from the fact, that in mnnii-roots. :Now the roots were swarming with Phyl- r » • -I V . •

, ,

'".mu-

i»xr-.,.^ , , . ,. , X, . . '
fiicturing It ferments more quick y and rc^ulirlvloxera vastatrix ; there was also the winged;,, „ ri •

^ '^ ^^o^uui}
1 . , ^^ 1 . ,. . . ,, than the China.
Kind. 1 our description in the May number of

the Gardoier is very accurate. With a glass of
good ijower. you can see it in all its stages, but

|

Chinese Teas -At a recent meetin- of the
you can see it with the naked eye. It looks like I Linnfcan Society of London, Mr. Wm. Tiell said
grains of 3'ellow sulphur in the crevices of ihe

\

in reference to Chinese tea culture in India •

roots; with a higher power it resembles small
! Whether Thea Bohea of botani.sts, and T. viridi.s

yellow tortoises. It barks all the roots and de i be distinct species, or only varieties dependent
fitroys the Vine.'" The writer further expresses

]

on soil and climate for their existence, mailers
a fear that this pest is known to be in some nur-

,
but little to the Indian tea manufacturer. So

series, but is kept a secret. If so, no time should
j

fjir as my experience goes, any variety of that
be lost in discovering which these are, and in ; comtnonly known as the China Tea pl.mt which
getting it "stamped out," to use a phrase only

j
produces leaves suitable for the manufacture of a

too liui/iliar to us.—London Jour, of Jfort.
\ first-class black tea, is equally suitable for the

I

l)roduction of a first class green tea. In some
Assam Tea.—At a meeting of the Linnajan •

districts I am told that a custom prevails, as re-
Society of London recently, ]\Ir Wm. Bell said, 1

strictive as caste is in India, which prevents men
in India the Assam was originally neglected for engaging in more than one kind of work. For
the China plant, but it has long since been found |

instance, a box-maker is not permitted to trv his
that the yield is greater in quantity, and the ;

1»''^"J f^t sheet-lead making, or lining or solderincr
quality better, than that from the China plant I

down ; neither is he peimitted, even if out of ^11"*-

when cultivated in Assam. It seems to have
i

pl<>yi»ent, to try his hand at manufactures. Xor
a rather tender constitution for the climate of

j

is f^ "''^" ^'i^o l>J»s served an apprenticeship to the
the north-west and the Punjab. In the Deyrah • manufacturing of green tea permitted to try the
Dhoon the points of the young wood are often ' manufacturing of black. These facts may to
killed back by the frost, besides losing nearly all

I

s«»^e extent account for the plausible supposi-
their h-aves. If not in a sheltered situation, the \

tion> ^'iJ^t green and black teas are the produce of
young leaves get scorched during the months of 1 two altogether different plants. There are, no
May and June by the hot winds that generally !

tloubt, a great number of varieties of T. Rohoa
then prevail, although they are nothing compared •

in cultivation, some of them of little value—not
to'those experienced on the plains. For these

j

worth cultivating, as a small papery leaf is not
reasons it is doubtful if it can ever be cultivated

i

well suited for making a fine tea. Some of tlie

with success in North India. They cultivate !

small myrtle-leaved varieties are said to have a
extensively in Assam a well marked variety gen- i l^''irdier constitution, and arc better adap-
erally known as the hybrid. I have tried to ,

ted for cultivating at high altitudes than

I . J

i
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any of the large-leaved varieties, which are best the surface by pressing it the bottom of a small

suited for low, moist, warm localities. All of
1 flower pot, and scatter the seeds evenly, just

these different varieties seem to intermix or cross ^ covering them with fine soil. Give a gentle wa-
readily with each other

;
at least there is now a

|
tering, place the pan in a cold frame or under a

greater number of varieties in cultivation than
;

hand-glass, and shade from bright sun. Keep
were originall}' recognized.

Cultivation of Stra^vberries in Egypt.
—It may be interesting to some of yonr readers

to know that Strawberries succeed well at this

])lacc. 1 have grown them with great success

for the last two vears, and find that vouns
l)lants produce the best crops and the finest

fruit. I put out young plants in September and
October, and have gathered ripe fruit since

Christmas up to the prvisent time, from the open

ground. The plants are now in a healthy and
vigorous state, producing j^ienty of flowers and

fruit of excellent quality. I have no doubt they

will c(mtlnue to produce fruit for the next two

months, thus stretching over a period of seven

monihs in full bearing. Is this not something

extraordinary ? [Yes ] The varieties are Ajax,

Dritish Queen. Keen's Seedling, La Constante.

Omar Pasha, Admiral Dundas, and Sir C. Na-

j)ier. James Hardie, Palace Gardens^ Gazeereh,

Cairo, Ejijpt, Jane 2, in G'irdcncr''s Chronicle.

Vine Leaves Turning their Under Sur

moist and close until the young plants appear,

then admit a little air, increasing the amount

with the advance in growth of ihe plants When
these are large enough to handle, they may be

pricked oft' in pans at about 1^ to 2 inches apart,

and kept rather close and shaded for a few daj's

until established. Harden them well off', protect-

ing them only from frost and heavy rains, and

giving them all the air possible ; before severe

weather sets in, remove them to a shelf or light

airy position in the greenhouse. In February or

March the plants may be shortened to 2 or 3 in-

ches, and cuttings made of the parts removed,

Avhich will strike freely in a mild hotbed. AVheu

the plants have made fresh shoots an inch long,

they ought to be potted off singly, or placed

4 inches apart in pans, and shaded until estab-

lished ; then harden them olf and remove them

to a cold frame, protecting them from frost by a

covering of mats. You may obtain one or more

lots of cuttings from them, and these, with the

old plants, will be fit for planting out in May.

Seedling Verbenas are of little use for bedding

face to the Lioiit.-I have a seedling Grape
;

^^-^^^P^ i" "^^-^^^ ^^'^^' '^'^^^ «^^^ ^'-^^ ^^ «^^^" ,^^

Vine here which has the strange peculiarity of I

^^'^'^^'^ ^"^^ ^he plants from that sowing wil be

turnin- the backs of all its leaves to the light, '
l'^^^'« enough for planting out at the end of May.

and no constraint will induce it to turn the up-

]>er side to the light. 1 send you leaves from it,

which show how the leaf-stalks bend to effect

the purpose. It is inarched on a Muscat, the

leaves of which are in their normal state. On

entering the house where it grows, the conclu-

sion at once is suggested that some one has sev-

ered the Vine's connection with the earth, and

that it is in the act of dying, yet it is perfectly

healthy, though it has shown no fruit, while

seediin'^s of the same batch are in fruit beside

it. It is a cross between the Golden Champion

and Black Alicante I shall be glad to know if

your reader^ have met with a vine having the

s.iinc habit.—W. Thomson, in Card. Ckroniclc.

Sowing Verbena Seed —To have good

strong plants for blooming early next year, you

may sow the seed now. Well drain a seed pan,

and fill it to three-fourths its depth with two-

—Engliish Journal of Jlorticidturc,

thirds turfy light loam and one third leaf mould,

then to the rim, or nearly so, with the same soil

sifted adding one-sixth part of silver san^l. Level ' i)€rm«m, SoZaHitm, SrAlyii, Kcnnedja, and last,

Tomatoes in France.— In France the gar-

deners cut oft the stems of the Tomato plants

down to the first cluster of flowers which appear

on them, thus impelling the sap into the buds be-

low the cluster. When these appear, the branch

to whuh they belong is topped down to Iheir

bud, and this is done five times successively. By
th s means the plants become stout dwarf bushes

not over IS inches high, and they are kept erect

in the rows by sticks or strings. This treatment

produces fruit which ripens early and is of ex-

cellent quality.

Culture OF Greenhouse Climbers.— T/jc

Gardener's Ckronkle, says: There are few green

house or conservatory climbers which do not re-

quire to be grown freely before they begin to

show blooms ; more especially does this apply to

Tacsouas, such as the truly beautiful Tacsouia

Van A^olxemi, the many varieties of Jikynchos-

1870. TEE GARDEJEER'S MOJ^THLY. 1

though not least, Lapag'^ria, which should all be

permitted to make as free a growth as possible,

a judicious system of training alone >>eing ne-

cessary in their case.

Cherries as Single A^ertical Cordons —
The varieties best adapted for this very interest-

ing mode of culture are those of the Duke tribe,

such as the May Duke, Arch Duke, Empress

Eugenie, Royal Duke, Nouvelle lloyale, Du-

chesse de Palluau, and some others. Young
pyramidal trees three feet apart should be plant-

ed in rows, and their side shoots pruned in to

within two inches of their stems. They require

the same summer pinching as that recommended

l)y me for vertical cordon Pears, and should not

be allowed to exceed eight or ten feet in height.

Xotliing can be more charming than these cor

don Cherry trees. I have at this moment trees

five years old. of the Duke tribe, with their

bright ripe fruit hanging close to the stem, and

shining through the net that prot>'cis them from

the birds. The best of all protection, both from

birds and wasps, is, however, Haythorn's net-

ting, or coarse muslin, formed into a narrow

bottomless bag, which should be let down gent-

ly over the trie, so as to leave the leading shoots

out, and tied at the bottom and top ; Duke
Cherries may thus be preserved till August. I

may mention here, that with these Chtu-ry cor-

don trees, root-pruning or removal is seldom re-

(juired, their vital force is so reduced by contin-

Uf)us pinching of the 3'oung shoots ; but if a rich

soil gives to much vigor, it may be practised.

Then; are a few kinds of Plutns, of upright

growth, which may also be cultivated as verti-

cal cordons. Rivers'' Miniature Fruit Garden.

sential p >int in the sue 'e^sful cultivation of

these plants.

—

Gardener''s Ckroniclc.

AVintering Geraniums in Moss—Last

winter, we kept a number of large geraniums in

dry moss, and propose to do the same thing this

season, as it is a very cheap method of preserv-

ing plants not wanted to decorate the house in

winter. The plants were taken up soon after the

first lipht frost, the soil shaken from their roots,

and then all the leaves and the 3'oung succulent

branches removed. Some moss that had been

previously taken from the swamp and thorough-

ly dried was spread over the bottom of a box
;

upon this we placed a layer of plants, then more
moss, and so on alternately till the box was full.

The box was then set away upon a shelf in a dry,

warm cellar,where it remained undisturbed until

sprin<r. The plants came out in good condition,

and have grown well this summer in the open

ground, and are now in fidl bloom. There is

dinger of the plants rotting if the cellar is damp.
A warm room will probably answer as well as a

<'.e\\^r —Exchamje Paper.

Cyclamens.—Seedling Cyclamens sown this

spring should be pricked off" into small pots, and

hd pushed along freely as soon as they show the

second or third leaf. This is the real secret by

which the fortunate few grow these lovely plints

to perfection, 'i here nmst be no rest—no check,

until they are produced in full and abundant

bloom. They like a nice brisk and moist growing

temperature. Above all, they must be kept en-

tirely free from scale, red spider, and especially

thrip. When the latter attacks them, or gains a

lodgment, they invariably become safely enscon-

ced upon the crown, amongst the tender young

leaves as they form, and these they oftentimes

eat entirely away before they are observed by the

naked eye. Thoroughly good drainage is an es-

FiLTiiY Dogs and Cats -I think if your

correspondent will try the following simple rem-

edy he may save himself the trouble of taking

cits and bricks to the river. I^ct him i)ur-

chase a fl!w ounces of cayenne pepper, put

it in a pepper box, and the last thing before

dark, dredge the pepper lightly all over the

plants liable to their beastly attack-. A calm

and dry night will be the bjst for doing it, and
let it be repeated every few nights, especially j f-

ter rain. I saw this remedy tried some years ago

with effect. A larire yard dog when let loose in

the morning would go to a fine young plant of

Laurustinus, and back himself right into the

middle of the bush ; this was rather an annoy-

ance to the gardener, who thought of the remedy
us above, and applied it as I have stated with

the most complete success. A man had to go

and open the gate every morning after that to let

"Bingo" out into the road, for neither that

plant nor any other would ever serve Bingo's

purpose afterwards. If your correspondent had

seen him try every corner of that garden to get

out after being cayenn?d by the Laurustinus. I

think he would have concluded that Bingo did

not like it, or that he was mad, as the owner
thought him at first. —Robin Rove, in Cot'aye
G:inlener,

I 1
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CYANOniLLUM MaGNIFICUM TREAT3IENT—
The plant is an evergreen. The shrivelling .and

falling of the leaves is owing to a sudden change

of temperature, probably from cold. During the

winter no more water should be given than will

keep the soil just moist and the foliage fresh
;

indeed, the plant ought to be kept dry, not cans

ing the leaves to fall or the wood to shrivel. A
temperature of So'' or GO^ at night is suitable un-

til February, when an increase of temperature

should be given, and it may be gradually raised

to (W or 05 J at night. 70" to 75^ by day without

gun, and 80" to 85" with sun and abundance of

air. A moist atmosphere should be maintained

by frequently sprinkling the i)aths, stages, walls,

&c., but avoid wetting the foliage, and slight

shade ought to be afforded from bright sun. The
plant should have abundance of room, and light

on all sides, so as to keep it from growing un-

equally. Pot it in March or April when growth

commences, using a compost of four pans fibrous

loam, two parts leaf mould, two parts sandy

peat, one part old cow dung, one part charcoal,

in lumps from the size of a pea to a hazel nut,

and one part silver sand, the whole well mixed.

Do not sift the compost, but tear it in pieces,and
make ralher fine, affording extra drainage.

—

London Journal cf IlorticuUure.

ri

nORTICULTURAL iXOTICES.

FRUIT GROWER'S SOCIETY OF PEXXA
The annual meeting this season will be held

at Lancaster, Pa , commencing on the 10th of

January. No better place could be selected, as

il is in one of the most intelligent and successful

fruit centers ; and those who want to know ''how

to grow fruit," will certainly be there. From
all we can learn there will be a very full attend-

ance.

LEAYENWOllTII CO., (KANSAS) HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.'

At a recent meeting of ti»is Society, the apple

blight came up for consideration. When we
first nt)ticed it in the Gardener''s Monilihj on our

return from that section, three years ago, few

who read about it considered it a matter of much
importance. At this meeting ;Mr. Carney said

the apple blight commenced with him in 'G5,

after a heavy warm rain, and had been on the

increase until this year. It commenced on the

j'oung growth; he cut it out at first, but f)und it

did no good. The Keswick Codlin, which blight-

ed very badly, this year appeared to recover.

The Red Astrachan, Famcuse and Summer
Pearmain di'l not blight but little.

Mr. Cadogan, said the Rambo, Ycllov/ Bell-

fiowiT and Jonathan blighted the worst, he

thought it was a living plant, a fungus. He said

Dr. Hull of Alton, Ills., had propagated it by

iuoculati(m and he had also this season done the

same by macerating the deceased wood and tying

it on \ healthy tree. He thought Carbolic Acid,

had proved a remedy, he also tried a liquid from

old rusty Iron, and he thought he saved a tree

by it.

Dr. Housely thought it caused by an insect.

It was nonsense to talk about it being produced

by a fungus. Stop your trees from growing too

fast, and you will never hear of pear blight.

Dr. Stayman did not favor the fungoid theor}',

as producing the disease, because he found under

the microscope the same fungoid development in

the healthy as well as the unhealthy ; conse-

quently he thought we had no right to infer from

fungus found on blighted treerf, that it was the

cause, while the sanie was found on trees not

blighted. He favored the theory of plethora,

and for the want of a name, he called it vegeta-

ble apoplexy, as they are struck dead suddenly

in the appearance of full health.

At this point the meeting became animated,

when a conversational discussion ensued, and

ended in the following resolutions by Mr. Barnes:

1. Itesolvcd, That it is the sense of this so-

ciet}', from investigation of the fiicts as develop-

ed at present, that the Apple tree blight and the

Pear tree blight are distinct diseases, and pro-

duced by distinct causes. Rejected ; one vote

atlirming.

2. Besoh'cd^ That it is the sense of this so-

ciety that the immediate cause of the Pear tree

blight is not, as yet, fully explained by any theory

produced before us, but that treatment inducing

a slow, healthy growth of the tree appears to be

almost a sure preventive. Carried by a unani-

mous vote.
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HINTS FOR FEBRUARY,

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE
GROUNDS.

Bearing our Southern friends in mind, so many
ofwhom are again amongst our regular readers,
we may say here, what for northern readers
would be better said next month, that all pru-
ning operations be ended as soon as possible,
lawns rolled as soon as they can be after the
frost leaves them, and while still wet, in order to
fill up the inequalities, apply a top dressing of
bone dust, guano, wood ashes, or whatever other
'* seedless" manure may be adopted, before the
rolling. Arrangements should be made also for
spring planting, by getting good soil hauled near
where it may be wanted, for it is a sad loss of
time to plant in poor ground, and the holes may
even now be dug and the new soil put in. Plant-
ing, however, should not be done until the soil is

quite dry, so that the earth can be crushed finely
in about the roots by the feet, instead of being
pressed closer together. Avoid watering the
roots at planting. If they appear dry, dip them
in a tub of water if small, or sprinkle with a
water pot if large, before setting. The soil im
mediately about the fibres will then adhere to
them, and while the water thus benefits, the soil
is not rendered a mass of mud. If the trees ap-
pear very dry, prune accordingly to the degree of
probable injury. If a tree have a large mass of fi-

brous roots,and these not dry,and the top not very
large, no pruning will be necessary. If the roots
are injured, prune them too, a little. If the in-
jury to the root or top be very great, prune the
top severely. No tree or shrub need die of trans-

planting, no matter how great the injury, unless

entirely dead. If there be any life at all a severe

pruning will save it. It is often recommended to

bury up entirely in soil for a few days plants

that become dry somewhat during removal,

which usually does pretty well ; but we would
prefer to prune away a portion of the branches.

For a collection of desirable trees, not partic-

ularly scarce, but which could be had in most
nurseries, we would select the Norway, Red,
Sycamore and Sugar Maples; English Horse-
Chesnut, where the soil is not too hot and dry

;

Engli'j'^White Birch ; English Hornbeam, a
rather small tree ; Judas tree, either English or
American ; European Beech, also the Blood
leaved variety ; European Ash, including the
Weeping variety and Flowering Ash {ornua)

;

European Larch, and the American to make a
pretty tree when mature ; the tj-weet Gum ; Mag-
nolia tripetala ; Mimosa tree {Julibrissin), south

of Philadelphia ; Paulownia, for those who
like sweet or showy flowers regardless of an ugly
growth ; Oriental Plane for grandeur and rapid
growth ; and of the Oaks, the English, Scarlet,

Mossy cup and Swamp White are the best. The
deciduous Cypress, American Linden, and where
the Elm-worm is not troublesome, the American
Elm.

There are few things which add more to the
beauty and interest of a place at all seasons of
the year than the judicious employment of hardy
flowering shrubs.

Of those which are beautiful and can be readily

and cheaply obtained, we may name Dwarf
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HINTS FOR FEBRUARY,

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE
GROUNDS.

Bearing our Southern friends in mind, so many
of whom are again amongst our regular readers,
we may say here, what for northern readers
would be better said next month, that all pru-
ning operations be ended as soon as possible,
lawns rolled as soon as they can be after the
frost leaves them, and while still wet, in order to
Mil up the inequalities, apply a top dressing of
bone dust, guano, wood ashes, or whatever other
"seedless" manure may be adopted, before the
rolling. Arrangements should be made also for
spring planting, by getting good soil hauled near
where it may be wanted, for it is a sad loss of
time to plant in poor ground, and the holes may
even now be dug and the new soil put in. Plant-
ing, however, should not be done until the soil is

quite dry, so that the earth can be crushed fmely
in about the roots by the feet, instead of being
pressed closer together. Avoid watering the
roots at planting. If they appear dry, dip them
in a tub of water if small, or sprinkle with a
water pot if large, before setting. The soil im
mediately about the fibres will then adhere to
them, and while the water thus benefits, the soil

is not rendered a mass of mud. If the trees ap-
pear very dry, prune accordingly to the degree of
probable injury. If a tree have a large mass of fi-

brous root8,and these not dry,and the top not very
large, no pruning will be necessary. If the roots
are injured, prune them too, a little. If the in-
jury to the root or top be very great, prune the
top severely. No tree or shrub need die of trans-

planting, no matter how great the injury, unless

entirely dead. If there be any life at all a severe

pruning will save it. It is often recommended to

bury up entirely in soil for a few days plants

that become dry feomewhat during removal,

which usually does pretty well ; but we would
prefer to prune away a portion of the branches.

For a collection of desirable trees, not partic-

ularly scarce, but which could be had in most
nurseries, we would select the Norway, Red,
Sycamore and Sugar Mai)los ; English Ilorse-

Chcsnut, where the soil is not too hot and dry
;

Engli- White Birch; English Hornbeam, a
rather small tree ; Judas tree, either English or

American ; EuroiR*an Hi-ecli, also the Blood
leaved variety ; European Ash, including the

Weeping variety and Flowering Ash {ornus)
;

Euroi)ean Larch, and the American to make a
pretty tree when mature ; th(} :j,weet Gum

; Mag-
nolia tripetala ; Mimosa tree [JuUbrissin), south

of Philadelphia ; Paulownia, for those who
like sweet or showy flowers regardless of an ucrly

growth ; Oriental Plane for grandeur and rapid

growth ; and of the Oaks, the English, Scarlet,

Mossy cup and Swamp White are the best. The
deciduous Cypress, AiiKjricau Linden, and where
the Elm-worm is not troublesome, the American
Elm.

There are few things which add more to the
beauty and interest of a place at all seasons of
the year than the judicious employment of hardy
flowering shrubs.

Of those which are beautiful and can be readily

and cheaply obtained, we may name Dwarf
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Ilorse-Chestnut, tiqwering in June ; the differ-

ent Dogwoods, Cornus Florida, C. sanguinea,

C. mascula, C. alba, and particularly the varie-

gated English ; the Hawthorns are very pretty

when in a cool soil and situation, partially shaded

from the sun in summer—there are many fine

double varieties of the English which do best

when grafted on American stocks : the Double

White and Double Red and Pink are particular

ly desirable ; the Laburnum is rather a strong-

growing shrub, also wanting a cool soil and sit-

uation. When the season happens favorably, it

is the most orno mental shrub we have. The Sea

Buckthorn is very desirable for its pretty silver

foliage ; but it should not be set upon a lawn, as

it suckers somewhat ; the shrubbery border is the

place for it. Of the silver-leaved class the Ole-

asters are very desirable. The yellow is not

hardy north of New York ; but the small-leaved

[JEleaijuus parvifolia) is perfectly so ; it has in

addition very sweet flowers and pretty berries to

recommend it. The Silver Bell or Snow-drop

tree is also a large shrub ; but its early white

flov^ers give it a claim on most shrubberies, es-

pecially as it blooms quite young. The Magno-
lias purpurea and glauca are very desirable. The
latter, as it grows in swamps when wild, is not

often seen cultivated, as it is supposed it will not

do in dry soil. This is a mistake. In a deep

rich soil it thrives amazingly. It requires a free

use of the pruning knife on transplanting. The
European Bird C'herry is one of the handsomest

strong-growing shrubs of its season—June For

a single specimen on a lawn it is not to be excel-

led. Its habit is good, and its flowering abun-

dant ; its l^erries are also very enticing to birds,

which form no mean addition to the pleasure of

a garden. The Pyrus japouica every knows
;

the white variety is desirable, though it is more

pink than white. The Mist tree is indispensable,

from its striking peculiarity of flowering. The
White Fringe, with leaves like the Lilac, and
large pendant clusters of white tlowers, no less so.

There are several Willows which, as shrubs, we

would on no account be without, for their flow

era large and sweet, so early that the first sun

that thaws the March snow, brings them out also.

The Goat Willow and the Villars Willow— male
varieties ofcourse—are esiDecially to be mention-

ed. The Indian Cherry {Amelanchier)^ follow-

ing the Wil ow in flowering and very beautiful

;

and the Double Pink, and Double White Dwarf
Almond, are also early and pretty. The Yellow,
White and Crimson Azaleas, are magnificent,

but so scarce in nurseries, we are almost afraid

to have them in this list. The different Ber-
berries can be scarcely spared for their pretty

red berries in fall. The Sweet Shrub or Virgin-
ia Calycanthus, is one of the sweetest of all flow-

ering shrubs ; though its color is dull. The
Bladder Senna is very desirable for its love of our
summer heat,flowering profusely during July and
August. The Mezereon is particularly sweet
and attractive, blooming very early, but like the
Azalea, rather scarce in Nurseries.

The Deutzias are well known,—scabra and
gracilis are the two best. The Burning bushes
are beautiful in the fall,—the Mississippi Purple
{atropurpurea)^ and the European, are two most
desirable. The Golden Bell and early Spiroeas,

(as prunifolia, Blumeana and Reevesii), every one
wants as well as the Weigelia rosea. The pub-
lic taste is divided on the Althea. yet there are

few gardeners without some one variety or other.

The variegated leaved is scarce, but as desirable

as any shrub grown. The Oak-leaved Hydran-
gea makes a very striking object in a collection

;

and the common garden Hydrangea indispen-

sable for dense shade. For flowerinir in August,
and for dwarf compact habit, Hyi^ericum Kal-
mianum, or the A. prolificum, is perhaps un-
rivalled. A rather scarce, but particularly

pretty pretty native shrub is Itea Virginica,

which, like the Magnolia glauca, a swamp plant,

cultivates well in dry ground. The Jasminura
nudiflorum should be trained to a stiff stake, and
get a pruning with the shears twice a year ; it

then grows very compact, and will support itself

after the stake rots away ; then it makes one of

the prettiest shrubbery bushes imaginable. As
an oriental looking plant, the common privet is

good ; indeed, its pure white flowers, fragrant as

they are, and jet black berries, always attract

attention. It is a plant that will thrive in the

most gravelly soils. The Upright Honeysuckles
are perhaps the most common in gardens ; the

Tartarian deservedly so—few things are prettier.

The Fly Honeysuckle is also desirable, for though
the flowers are not quite as showy as the Tar-
tarian, the habit is most graceful. Then the

Mock Oranges or Philadelphu8,thoughall white-

flowering, aftbrd, by their diversity of habit,

many good shrubs. The sweet one, {P. corona-

riMs), one of the oldest and best, is least common.
The Lari;e flowered and Gordon's Upright are

the two next best. The Tree Pseonies, thoui'h

rather expensive, every one wants. The Red
and White Snowberry make good show in winter

by their interesting fruit. As for the Lilacs, we
need scarcely recommend them ; common as they
are, no garden is complete without them The
Persian is a very distinct one from the common
kinds. There are many new varieties, but they
are but shades of old colors.

The Taraarix is not often seen, but a great fa-

vorite of ours. In the class of Viburnums the
Snowball is well known ; also the high bush or

false Cranberry, the Black Haw and the Way-
faring tree are the best.

«•»•»

FRUIT GARDEN.
Pruning of fruit trees, when required, should

be proceeded with at favorable opportunities.

All fruit trees like a rather dry, rich soil. On
a cold clayey bottom, disease! are usually fre-

quent.

As to whether underdraining, although a ben-
efit in the abstract, is sufficiently so as to be a
profitable operation in many cases, is a question
deserving some thought before embarking large-

ly on labor and materials, costing say a
dollar against an improvement not worth more
than one or two per cent, per annum, is not the
most judicious'' expenditure. When one has a
very wet piece of ground there can be no mistake
about the value of underdraining it, providing
one has no other ground fit for fruit trees that is

not wet ; but when the ground is naturally in

fair condition, it would be well to go by the ad-
vice of some practical man, or at least experi-

ment on a small scale first, before embarking
largely in the improvement.
Do not plant deep ; cut off tap roots, and do

all you can to encourage surface fibres. Surface

manuring is the best way of doing this after the

tree is planted. Do not allow anything to grow
vigorously around your trees the first year of
planting, nor allow the soil to become hard or

dry. Let trees branch low, and prune a little at

transplanting.

The rule, in pruning grape-vines, is to shorten
the shoots in proportion to their strength ; but,

if the advice we have given in former summer
hints has been attended to, there will be little

disproportion in this matter, as summer pinch-
ing of the strong shoots has equalized the

strength of the vine. Those who are following
any particular system will, of course, prune ac-
cording to the rules comprising such system As
a general rule, we can only say, excellent grapes
can be had by any system of pruning ; for the

only object of pruning in any case is to get

strong shoots to push where they may be desired,

or to add to the increased vigor of the

shoot, which pruning supposes will follow the act,

increased size in the fruit it bears.

Manuring of grapes should be regulated by the
nature of the soil If it be damp -in most cases

a bad condition for grape-growing—stable ma-
nure in great quantities means diseased vines.

In dry ground, it has a beneficial effect. Many
persons of small places have grapes in damp
ground, or can have none. They must take

care to keep the roots near the surface ; never
crop the ground about them to destroy the small

fibres, if it can be avoided ; and even good may
often follow, when the vines seem failing, to

carefully follow up the roots, lift near the surface,

and encourage, as much as possible, those re-

remaining there. Wood ashes, bone-dust, and
such like fertilizers are best for grape vines in low
ground.

The Strawberry, where it has been covered du-
ring the winter, should be uncovered as early as

possible in spring, that the warm spring suns
may exert all their influence in producing an
early crop. As soon as growth commences, a
sowing of guano has been found to be of great

benefit to the crop of fruit.

Raspberries and Blackberries may be planted

towards the end of the month ; they should be

cut down to within a foot of the ground at plant-

ing ; they will, of course, not then bear the next
season after planting. But this is a benefit ; no
fruit tree should be allowed to bear the same
season.

«••»

VEGETABLE GARDEN.
In managing the vegetable garden the highest

excellence should be aimed at. This is the chief

source of pleasure in a garden. If one can take no
pleasure in his garden,—if the watching of the

beautiful processes of nature in furnishing him
food, and the many lessons they teach him, which
he in a thousand ways can so pleasurably and pro-

fitably apply,have nocharms or attraction for him
—he had better give up gardening, for assuredly

in most cases,—even to 99 in 100 instances, the

market gardener will bring the vegetables to his

own door cheaper than he can ffrow them. Ama-
teur gardening should primarily be pursued for

the lessons it teaches, and the pleasure it affords*

when it ceases to do this, it should be abandoned.
A south-eastern aspect is best for a hot-bed

I
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and it should be well sheltered from winds on the
cold quarter.

Those who have hot-beds will now sow Toma-
toes, Egg-plants, Peppers, and other vegetables

that can be forwarded by this means ; and those
who have not, will sow them in boxes or pans,
and forward them in windows. Every garden
ought to have at least a few hot-bed sash to for-

ward early vegetables ; for if they have no means
of applying artificial heat to them, the sash will

of itself forward some things considerably.

All those kinds that are grown for their leaves

or stems, require an abundance of nitrogenous

manures ; and it is useless to attempt vegetable

gardening without it. To this class belong cab-

bage, lettuce, spinach, etc. The other class

which is grown principally for its seeds or pods,

as bean?, peas, etc., do not require much manure
of this character, in fact they are injured by it.

It causes too great a growth of stem and leaf, and
the earliness,—a great aim in vegetable growing
—is injuriously affected. Mineral manures, as

wood ashes, bone-dust, etc., are much better for

them. For vegetables requiring rich stable ma-
nure, it is best that they have it well-rotted and

decayed. Nothing has yet been found so well

fitted for the purpose as old hot-bed dung; though
to the smell no trace of "ammonia" remains
in it.

Many parties like to have Turnips sown in

spring. The only way to succeed with them is

to sow as early as possible, and on a very rich

piece of ground, where they may grow speedily.

If they do not swell before the hot weather comes,
they will certainly run to seed.

About the middle or end of the month, or still

later at the North—say the middle of March—
Celery and late Cabbage may be sown. Here we
usually sow the second week in March.

All gardens should have beds of herbs. They
are always looked for in the Fall, and nearly al-

ways forgotten in the Spring. Now is the time
to plant Thyme, Sage, Mint, Balm, and other

perennial herbs, and Parsley and other seeds of
hardy kinds may be sown. When we say now,
it is of course understood to mean where the frost

has evidently broken up for the season. Our
readers in less favored climes will not forget

when it does.

COMMUNICATIONS
^ FRUIT TREES AND FUNGI.

BY JOHN L. RUSSELL, PROF. BOTANY TO
Mass Hon. Soc'tj. Honorai-jj Member of IlUtutis State Hor-

ticultural Society, Ac.

The well-known, or it may be, supposed influ-

ence ot the fungi on vegetation, frequently gives

rise to many a very good theory, which facts do

not always bear out. Intended to destroy and
reduce to original elements, these insidious and

patient laborers in the economy of Nature gener-

ally are found on substances in which are traces

of incipient decay. Some, however, rioting in

the juicy tissues of leaves and fruits, quickly ap-

propriate the saccharine and amylaceous portions

and fill the cells with numerous fibres, commonly
known as mouldiness. Others deeply buried in

the earth, attack ihe fibrous roots of different

kinds of trees, and communicate disease by slow

processes to the trunk, branches and twigs, so

that premature death or protracted sickliness

succeeds. In such cases, the entire soil be-

comes penetrated with the living and enduring

,

principle of the fungus, and would be unfit for

replanting, without some corrective, or better,

by total removal . and the substitution of new and
purer earth. The mouldiness of the leaves of

the garden pea, on the foliage of the phlox, of the

lilac, etc., ruining the effect of the plant, and de-

priving it of its very leaves, the stems becoming
bare and unsightly, are among those which per-

meate the tissues and spreading over the surfaces,

close effectually the breathing pores, so that suf-

focation is the result. The same is seen on the

fruit of the gooseberry, and to some extent on
the berries of the grape, especially of the hardier

kinds. In the cultivation of the more tender

grapes under glass, the gardener has to contend

with other species, imported accidentally with

his foreign vines ; for every country has its own
fungi, and almost every species of plant the wide

world over, has some one peculiar to itself. So
similar in general appearance and external char-

acter, it is only known to the mycologist that

i
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though similar, yet they are si)ecifically distinct;

and so inclined to counterfeit and imitate, tha^

forms entirely innocuous and unimportant are

mistaken for those mischievous parasites.

The Fire-blight of the Pear tree, for exam-
]>le, has given rise to many conjectures respecting

its origin, nature and effects. "I send you,"

writes a friend, " specimens of a fungus which

seems to be a Pear blight, ' fire-blight' on a

small scale. It keeps the tree very poor and
scrubby." Surprised to find such a dangerous

looking fungus on the still living shoots of the

pear, it was submitted to a careful investigation,

to ascertain how this could be. Removing the

outer pellicle or skin of the bark. I found the

tissue just beneath, entirely altered by some
cause, and the cells filled with a brown grumose
ninss. It had all the appearance of the brown
spots just under the skin of the Baldwin apple,

and which is known as the bitter rot. Not a

trace of the Mycelium or fibrous system of a

fungus existed, and in close proximity and be-

neath was perfectly healthy tissue. It was this

partial destruction that was so remarkable, quite

unlike the operation of fungi. By this lower

laj'cr of parenchymatous or pulpy bark, the

branch was able to maintain its vitality and to

develop healthy buds. But there were the pus-

tules cracked on their tops, and the dehiscence

betraying a black layer, so that they had the ap-

pearance of the fruit vessel
{
perithecium) of a

species of veritable fungus. The highest powers

of the microscope failed to detect the spores or

seeds. ,
Here, then, was a fine example of a pseudo-

fungus, something simulating a mischievous

plant Now what is bitter-rot ? Is it not some

chemical change in the maturing fruit ? In a

similar way I explain the brown mass which fills

the diseased cells of the Pear-tre*^ bark : in the

instance before me, the chlorophyll in one case,

and the starch in the other, changing into some-

thmg else. Every cultivator knows the necessity

of leaves in ripening fruits, and how the trunks

of the Apple trees and of the Pear trees become

dead and yellow, and the outside dry and black,

by too direct horizontal rays of the summer af-

ternoon's sun. And so we have an explanation,

that disease may be induced as well by external

causes as by internal fungal action.

To these pseudo-fungi," Mycologists have ap-

plied the name Noso]}hlcea, bark disease. The

illustrious Fries, of Sweden, hns specified many
which have been described by the older botanists

as genuine fungi,—on the bark of the Apple tree

in raised pustules, emitting abundance of cells as

fine as dust {Lycoperdi Mali, Wiegel) ; on the

bark of the Willow {Ht/storium salicis^ Worms
kiold) ; of the Alder

(
Uneclo alnea, Persoon) ; to

which may be added the Pear bark before us,

and various colored and singular leaf excrescen-

ces to similar causes. Promote a healthier

growth and the trouble will vanish.

LOCHIEL, NEAR IIARRISBURG.

BY J. M.

The residence and grounds of J. D. Cameron,

Esq., at Ilairisburg, are among the attractions of

the place. A great deal ofmoney has been spent of

late by him in improvements, by planting largely

of trees, and in the erection some few years ago,

of several fine glass structures. Passing through

them lately, I found them well kept, and the

grounds had a neat appearance. I understand

that still further improvements are in contempla-

tion, which will greatly enhance the beauty of

the estate. Situated as it is on high ground,

everlooking the Susquehanna river, and com-

manding a view for miles around, it is capable

of being made one of the finest places in the

country.
»*«*p

THE GILLIFLOWER.
BY JOSEPH AMRAM.

When many years ago T visited England, few

things interested me more than the beautiful

Stocks, or as the English called them Gilli flow-

ers,—and well I remember the interest with

which on my return I watched the gradual de-

velopment of the numerous varieties of seeds I

brought back with me. The most common kind

then grown in the old country was the Brompton

Stock, which, if I remember right, was what

was chiefly known as "Gillyflower." This kind

is the large dark rosy one, with a strong shrubby

habit. Most of the English Cottagers had a

fondness for flowers, and dilapidated crockery

ware seemed to be streaks of good luck to gr^w

flowers by. Flower pots were rare, but cracked

pipkins and such kinds of utensils monopolized

the honors of plant growing. In these a daily

Rose, a Wallflower,ora GilUflowerwas sure to be

grown, let what other floweis might be wanting.

This bushy "Gilliflower," which after associat-

ing more with the professional gardeners, I got

to call Brompton stock, was raised by them from

cuttings, and was always thus perpetuated. I

li !
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doubt whether any of the hundreds T saw were
raised from seed, and yet wc are told this variety
of stock is a Uennial. This has always been a puz-
zle to me on the theory of Knight, that a cutting
18 but a portion of an individual plant, and can-
not live longer than the individual. Here is a
plant which naturally dies in a couple of years
and yet by annually striking cuttings the same
plant can be reconstructed so as to last for a cen-
tury. But this is only in passing, for the main
pomt I want to suggest is why not introduce this
o d faMiioned plan of propagating this beautiful
plant Now we depend on seeds,and have the half
to come but single rubbish, and the few we do get
double do not seem to live long. I think I hear
the Editor say, ''what nonsense I a plant from a
seed dying sooner or easier than one from a cut-
ting ;" but for all I hold to my opinion, that it is
so in this case. I don't know why. Perhaps it

18 that the continued reproduction from cuttings
had somewhat changed the plant's temporary
nature and made it feel more like apeing the ways,
as it had been made somewhat to partake, of the
dignity ofa perennial plant. But I am a poor
hand for reasons ; when I know that a fact's a
fact, it matters not how many so-called laws of
philosophy are against me. And I do know, and
am sure that I have never had anything like the
luck with my stocks from seed that These old
English Cottagers had with their cutting plants.

I wish we had here in Maryland a Ilorticul-
ral Society like yours in Philadelphia, and that
I was on the committee for premiums. Would'nt
there be some fun at my suggestions ? Instead
of prizes for Poly bolbions and Bolly poniums
and other new fanglcd trash, I would have offers
for Heartseases and Wallflowers, and Candy-
tuft, and Ragged robbins, and even the old Can-
terbury Bells should not be forgotten. Above
all should these old fashion Brompton Gilliflow-
ers have an honored position in my schedule.
Only those should have anything who grew them
well,—and growing well should mean such nice
things as the old English grannies raised. If
modern gardeners cannot beat their grandmoth-
ers, Where's the use ?

I have often wondered where our name of
•'Slock'' came from. Gilliflower I was told was
a corruption "July" flower, -because these old
fashioned kinds were the pride of the gardens
about that season ; but no one could tell me any-
thing about "Stock." Our modern term "Stock
Gilly" seems to me meaningless ; but perhaps
that is no matter about raising these Brompton
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stocks from seed. The books and guides tell us
to BOW in the fall, and they will bloom in the
spring. I never had much luck in this way. I
usually sow them in spring the same time as
other annuals, and dibble them out after they are
about one inch high into rich garden ground
and in the fall lift them carefully and pot into
four or six inch pots. Then they bloom beauti
fully in the spring, and though I feel a twinge of
sadness when I compare them with the lovely
things I used to see on the old English windows

;
still they are pretty, and others who have not
had the chance I had, to see better ones, call
them beautiful.

The annual Stocks from Ten-week to other va-
rieties of German conception, are very well in
their way

; but for me they may all go while I
can get the lovely Bromptons. No great variety
of color it is true

; but what of th it. give us one
lovely form, and stick to it through life.

CLIMBING PLANTS.
BY J. H., OLD WESTBURY, N Y.

We are pleased to observe the growing taste
to cultivate climbing plants around the door or
porch of those in humble life, no less than the
more spacious piazza or veranda of the rich.
Indeed it affords as much delight to notice the
neatly trained Morning-Glory turning around
the strings that meet over the door, or the hop
vine or scarlet runner beans, where they give an
evidence of taste and an appreciation of the beau-
tiful^amoHg those who go to their daily toil, as
when we see ihe elaborate lattice covered with
the rarer beauties of Flora. Climbing plants can
be easily grown and in abundant variety. Pass-
ing by the hard wood climbers such as Wisterias
and Honeysuckles, which deserve an article by
themselves, we will notice those which shoot up
and die in a season. Few are aware that the
Chinese Yam is a pretty, desirable climber. We
have seen it cover a trellis of two stories in
height, and few plants were more attractive

;and in the latter part of the season the vine is'

full of the little balls like small potatoes, which
are quite curious and interesting. If these balls
are planted they will grow and produce young
plants

; they will need protection in winter by
covering for a few years. After they have pene-
trated one or two feet they will be out of the
reach of frost. The Madeira-vine is well known*
and is, to those that will give the care of digging
up the plants and protecting them, quite desira-

ble. A species of Tropseolum, the Canary bird

flower, makes a very ornamental climber,but the

best we have ever seen of these deciduous climb-

ers is the Cobea scandens ; for two summers we
have noticed vines that covered the trellis of the

piazza of the residence of W. C. Bryant at Ros-

lyn, that grew to the height of twenty feet and

met over the entrance at the top ; they must

have extended three or more feet in width, and

when covered with their rich blue flowers and

the flowing branches with their delicate tendrils,

excited our highest admiration. The seed of the

tubers of this class of climbers should be started

early in spring under glass, as the season scarce-

ly ever is long enough to develop their perfec-

tions and the soil should be rich and of the best

quality.

We had a plant in our garden this summer
that encircled a cedar stake six or seven feet in

height and the branches left about one foot long

at the bottom of the pole and at the top four

inches, it coveredit completely, and the branches

or spray if that is a proper term, swept down,

and when gently moved by the wind, was ex-

ceedingly pretty. The flowers are about the size

of the biennial Canterbury-bell of the gardens,

and when it first opens, is greenish, ciianging in

a day or two to a purplish blue. The seeds are

for sale by nearly all seedsmen, and are easily

grown. There are many other of the annual

climbers worthy of notice, the Morning Glory,

Miiurandia, Ipomoea, &c. , that with a little care

and training add much to the beauty and enjoy-

ment of our country homes. And how eheering

and invigorating to him that labors, when he re-

turns to his family and his home, to see as, he en-

ters his door, instead of the naked, bare boards

or wall, the neatly trained vine sending forth its

frasrant odor or bright gems of flowers amid the

leaves.
<••»

LETTERS FROM THE PACIFIC COAST.

No II

Yo Semite Valley, Cal., Oct. 16«/i, 1869.

Dear Monthly : My last was dated at Salt Lake

City, whence we left on the morning of Oct. 13th,

arriving safely at Wintah Station, rejoiced to

find ourselves once more comfortably seated in

the commodious " Silver Palace Cars," and re-

newing our western journey.

» After leaving the hilly section, the country

soon becomes very uninteresting,with undulating

mounds in every direction, almost devoid of veg-

etation at this season of the year. Stopping at

Ogden for a few minutes, which place will even-

tually be the connecting point between the Union

Pacific and Central Pacific Railroads, we pass

rapidly on by the famous Hot Sulphur Springs,

with their accompaniment ofvapors and nauseous

odors. Occasionally glimpses are caught of the

Great Salt Lake, its margin approaching and

receding as we wind along our course ; and small

Mormon towns are still seen with their neat little

irrigated farms surrounding the modest one-story

adobe mansions.
We slowly toil up the steep grade, until we ar-

liveat Promontory Point, the present terminus

of the Union Pacific Railroad, and where the

last tie was laid and the last spike driven,—thus

connecting the Atlantic and Pacific coasts by a

continuous line of railway travel. During the

night we pass over the Great American Desert,

about 60 miles square,—a vast sandy plain, with

out a green twig to enliven the monotonous level

waste! We alight for breakfast at Elko, on the

morning of the 14th, and on once more through

the wild treeless region of Nevada. The Indians

are at every station,—dirty, degraded, and ar-

rant beggars,—a fearful burlesque on the fanciful

creations of Cooper, and sadly degenerated from

the Delaware bravi s whose memories are cher

ished by every lover of Wm. Penn. What a sad

commentary for the advocates of the enlightening

influences of the higher caste of civilization For

here we see these poor semi-barbarians, who are

exposed to the influences cf a lawless class of

white inhabitants, carelessly disregarding all

virtuous example, whilst eagerly seeking initia-

tion into the mysteries of every species of vice

and immorality. That the followers of Penn may

be encouraged to labor for the regeneration of

the red race, is the writer's heartfelt wish.

The Chinese, with their semi-European cos-

tumes, and inevitable queues wound around their

heads, are at work on the roadside by hundreds.

Passing Humboldt Canon,—a weak imitation

of Weber and Echo, yet quite beautiful in the

distance, we stop at Humboldt City for supper.

Near here are extensive sulphur mines of great

value ; and not many miles distant, silver is

being taken out with encouraging results. In the

night we enter California, and soon pass Downer

Lake, a perfect gem of a pure mountain water,

clear as crystal, mirroring on its surface the im-

mense trees by which it is surrounded Towards

morning on the Sierra Nevada mountains, we

arrive at Summit Station, 7,042 teet elevation.

i
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Where we pass through numerous tunnels, one of
which is 1,700 feet long, and awake to find our-
selves in the immense snow-sheds. These struc-
tures extend for 40 miles on the cold bleak moun-
tam sides, thus affording ample protection from
the awful blockades and avalanches, for which
this range is so justly noted. Breakfasting at
Cisco, on the morning of the 15th, we soon after
emerge fr-.m our artificial canopy, and again en
joy with keenest satisfaction the glorious view
presented. On every side the mountains are
clothed in verdure of deepest green, and the
myriad spires of Pine and Fir impart a peculiar
air of picturesque beauty to the scene The de-
clivity from here to the j,la ins below, is an easy
regular grade, and our train runs thundering on
over skeleton bridges and through tunnels with
niarvelous rapidity. We wind around the base
of some mountain spur, looking hundreds of feet
mto the valley below, until ones head becomes
giddy with the sight

; and then in throu-h the
deep cut, and out again to a broad plat'eau,-
every where, above, below, on either side, we see
enormous trees towering high above, and shrubs
of every hue beneath. On the higher altitudes
we notice the heavy-wooded Pine {P . ponderosa)
and the Douglass' Spruce {Abies Douglassii), and
as we descend to the Foot Hills, the lovely Sa-
bine's Pine (P. Sabiniana), with its huge cones
persistent for years, hanging in clusters from its
branches. Large bushes of the Californian
Horse Chestnut {^sctilus California), with its
wealth of fruit

; many species of Ceanothus
; the

Manzanita {Arctostaphylos glaucus), with red
bark, shining leaves, and orange-colored fruit •

Oaks with holly-liko foliage
; Photinia, with

great clusters of intense scarlet berries, and at-
tractive glossy foliage ; are among the many ob-
jects of botanical interest. We have only time
to glance hurriedly at each, as we rush swiftly
by one afler another beautiful feature, longing
for the time when we shall exchange to the more
wearisome but convenient stage-coach. We no-
tice the flumes conveying the water to the gold-
diggers in the many rich gulches ; and at Gold
Bun the miners are planting their little cultiva-
ted "patches '

' with trees and vines, which so
soon in this climate repays their labor with rich
rewards of beautiful fruit.
As we come on to the level plains, the whole

face of the country is entirely changed. Giant
old Live O&ks [Quercus agrifoha, and Q Hindsii),
all leaning in one direction, gnarled and stunted
in their growth, are on every hand, scattered

I

with a curious regularity, and resembling the old
fruit orchards of our far-away homes. At noon
the City of Sacramento, with its massive capitol
building, and many steeples, appears in sight,
and soon we have stopped in the capacious depot.
Our stay is of short duration, and as we slowly
glide through the suburbs of the place, the thrifty
Fig, Apple, Pear, and Peach trees, as well as the
numerous vineyards, are marked features in the
landscape. To one like myself, who has been ac-
customed to see the few bunches of foreign
grapes, grown with the greatest care and atten-
tion under glass, now suddenly brought in con-
tact with the same varieties laying piled up in
careless confusion, bushels and bushels together,
and so cheap that "two bits" (25 cents), will
purchase enough to satisfy a party of three or
four lovers of the commodity, appears almost like
fairy land. And then such Apples and Pears as
we see '^peddled " through the cars,-noble high-
colored specimens, such as would put our ''

first
premium plates'' to the blush, as far as appear-
ance and size are concerned

; but, alas ! the fla-
vor is deficient. We miss the rich buttery tex-
ture, the delightful aroma, and peculiar spicy
flavor of our best Eastern fruits.

After leaving Sacramento, we do not see much
to interest us in our ride across the level plains,
and towards evening we arrive at Stockton!
where we disembark once more, with the inten-
tion of proceeding to the Yo Semite Valley from
this point. A hurried walk around the town,
shows evidence of a thriving business locality.'
We notice in the public square four splendid spe-
cimens of the Agave Americana (popularly Cen-
tury Plant), each ten feet high, and fourteen feet
across; several Cupressus sempervirens

( Common
Cypress), like great green columns, 25 or 30 feet
high, and then the large flourishing trees of
Melia Azederac, show conclusively that they feel
perfectly at home in this congenial climate.

All our surroundings constantly remind us
that we are in a new country, just as distinct as
It is possible for two continents to appear, in-
stead of being only on different coasts of the same
land. The animals, the birds, the insects, the
fishes, the minerals, the plants, and, yes, the
people, too, cosmopolitan as all the towns of Cal-
ifornia strictly are,—causing us even to exchange
our boasted currency for coin before we could
purchase a single article,—not only refusing to
accept our "Greenbacks," but positively ignoring
all the lesser coins,—all, every thing, and every
body, differs from our old Eastern home. Such

> I » t ^
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is California to-day. But a new era is dawning,

with the advent of rail road facilities, and the

influx of a new emigration ; and before many
months shall have rolled over, these obsolete cus-

toms, and cherished ideas, shall be as surely ob

literated, as that the sun will rise and set in its

regular routine.

On the morning of the 16th, our party, in three

substantial coaches, depart on our long and dusty

ride to the Foot Hills. The modern Jehu, as in

the old, old times, when coaches were the thing,

and cars a chimerical vision in the brain of a

progressive dreamer, mounts the box with all the

ancient pride of a veritable Tony Weller, flour

ishes his whip, and we are oft* at a spanking rate

through the streets. Once beyond the suburbs,

and vast fields of yellow stubble tell the tale of

plenty throughout all the region of the San Joa-

quin Valley. No active vegetation is seen at

this season of the year, save the old gnarled Live

Oaks scattered here and there, singly and in

groups, as on the lawn of old English parks. The
lively httle Ground Squirrels, like the Prairie

Dogs in habit, are running from mound to

mound; and the Burrowing Owls, with sedate and

sleepy stare, gaze at us as we pass. The dense

clouds of dust, penetrating and almost suffoca-

ting, as the heavy volumes roll and encompass

stage and passengers, render the ride almost in-

tolerable ; but with pleasant visions of the pro-

mised land ahead, we draw down hat-rims, and

choke and cough, and gasp, until a turn of the

road allows us a short respite. We stop to take

on fresh horses. A Chinaman and wife are sit-

ting beneath the porch, patiently awaiting our

arrival. Our drivers, with a few choice oaths

(almost universal here), unceremoniously toss

the female on the top of one coach, and systema-

tically push the man into the "boot," amongst

the trunks, of another ; and after tying him se-

curely to prevent accidents, enjoy a loud laugh

at their rare invention, and unappreciated talent

for business. Such is a specimen of the respect

usually paid this race by their predominant white

brethren. We arrive at Knight's Ferry for din-

ner, and soon thereafter enter the hilly country,

—the long-looked for region, where the naturalist

finds new wonders at every step. Gladly we ac-

cept the invitation to alight and walk up the

hills. In a group of Oaks we notice three new

species, to us, and quickly specimens are trans-

ferred to pockets. Scarcely a tree but what is

festooned with the green coral like Mistletoe

{Phmadendron jkivescens) ; and the long delicate

moss hanging like floss ;silk, sways gently and

gracefully in tUe p^issing ore?,z§. !

In the gloaming*, we' arriW at* Chinese Camp
to supper. This town is appropriately named,

for passing by hut after hut, and cabin after

cabin, we are irresistibly led to believe that wo

are in the Celestial Empire in reality. As we

ford the Tuolumne River on a flat-boat, the

bright full moon sheds its clear rays over hilltop

and valley, and in a short time we commence

the arduous ascent of the Sierra Nevada Clam-

bering up the mountain path in advance of the

cumbersome, slow-toiling stage, we are well re-

paid for our walk. The Pinus Sabiniana, a

second-class tree in size, with broad spreading

top,—unlike the family in this respect, is scat-

tered plentifully on every side. The leaves are

very attractive in appearance, of a pale bluish

tint, long, slender, and very delicate. Over the

multitude of shrubs, a vigorous species of Cle-

matis is climbing, and hanging in pretty festoons

its wealth of silvery-white feathery carpels, look-

inty like balls of down. And now Pinus ponder-

osa is seen above us, and we stop to admire its

rough deeply-creased bark, and dark-green rigid

foliage. Looking far up into their tops, one

guesses in vain at their immense heights. But

weary, sleepy, and almost exhausted with a long

day's ride of 55 miles, we are quite ready for rest

as we stop at Garrotte. Bright and early we are

up on the morning of the 17th, and out to see

the peculiar vegetation immediately surrounding

us. Along the streams, though late in the sea-

son, we find the gorgeous scarlet Monkey-flower

[Mimulus cardinalis) in bloom besides a yellow-

flowering species, and a few other homely plants.

A<^ain we enter our coaches, and once more as-

cend the mountain, with an occasional walk up

the longer grades. Here the trees are numerous

and exceedingly interesting. Pinus Lambertiana

{Sugar Pine), is becoming quite common, and the

t^round beneath them is covered with great long

cones. Libocedrus decurrens rears its lofty shat-

tered head on every side, and Pinus ponderosa,

and Abies Douglassii, with their monstrous

bodies, are frequent sights. Along the streams,

the beautiful Acer macrophyllum {large-leaved

Maple), grows luxuriantly, six and seven feet in

season, and the leaves enormously large. Cornus

Nuttalli {KuttaWs Dogwood), with compact

round heads of scarlet fruit, is also seen in simi-

lar situations. On the level flats, the Sympho-

carpus racemosus {Snowherry), with its pure

white berries, nod their welcome to us as we stop

I
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to gather 8omfe;biniiant crimson blossoms of the
Zauchneria OnliToinic.l In a little glen we find
a strong stem of the Lilium Washingtonianura
Washington Lily), a agnificent species ; and

bulb, and seed, is soon transferred to my already
over crowded pockets, to keep company with a
bright red species of CastiUeia (possibly C. his
2naa) We find large patches of a handsome
txoodyara (G. Menziesii), with delicately veined
leaves, -a lovely Orchid

; and close by alon- a
stream, young trees of a peculiar Alnus are re-
markable for their slender vigorous shoots.
Late in the afternoon our coaches arrive at the

end of the constructed road, and we stop at Ilar-
d.nge's ranche for the night. The proprietor,
sole occupant of the place, although somewhat
alarmed at the sudden increase of visitors, never-
theless makes us as comfortable as the circum-
stances will admit ; and whilst a portion of the
party are snugly ensconced in his barn amidst

!

the hay, the rest are dreaming of home, as they
,

snore out their discontent on the hard floor of his
'

cabin. And this is California life, real and un-
varnished It is needless to add that our com-
pany required no calling in the morning. Soon
after partaking of our homely yet wholesome
meal

,
we mounted our little Mustangs, and set

out in single file along the mountain trail for the
valley But we are not up to the summit by i

many a weary mile, as yet. As we slowly wind
'

along the path, now clambering over and among
huge rocks, our sure footed little steeds carrying
us over the dangerous spots with self-reliant airl-

and then with an easy lope, at a quickened pace
along the level stretch, or down the gentle de-
clivity, until we reach a small grove of "Big
Trees," [Sequoia gigantea). Meanwhile we hare
been off our saddles scores of times to measure
the vegetable giants by which we were surround-
ed. The following measurements of such trees
as we selected, were all made five feet above the
ground, and may be relied on for accuracy:
Pinus Lambertiana, 18, 20, 21^, 24, and 25 feet

;

P. ponderosa, 15^, 17, and 20 feet ; Abies Doug-
lasii, 15 and 18^ feet ; Libocedrus decurrens, 15|,
19, and 22 feet, &c. These are not isolated spe-
cimens, for hundreds of others equally as large
are all around us.
The small group of Washingtonias, or Wel-

lingtonia, or more properly still. Sequoia, known
as the '^Tuolumne Grove, consists of seven trees.
The most curiousare the " Siamese Twins,' two

;

immense shafts, joined ,u the base, but above
form two distinct and handsome specimens We i

I

measure around them at the ground 114 feet.
The bark was 25 inches thick, and the height, we
were informed, 215 feet. The other members of
this group were somewhat smaller. As we had
many miles to travel before reaching the valley,
we departed, with a lingering glance at these
great old roonarchs of the forest, and soon neared
the region of Abies grandis, and A. amabilis.
We now rode through dense forests formed of
immense trees of these darkened sombre looking
Firs, with their rich, glossy foliage adding an air
of grandeur to the scene.

I cannot give an adequate description of the
great beauty of these mountain heights, but by
remarking that we rode on in a perfect ectasy of
delight, beneath thousands of trees, any one of
which would prove a countless treasure to an ar-
boriculturist at home. In open spots cleared by
storms and fires, the young groves are springing
up, and show to advantage the remarkable beauty
of the species Trees from 10 to 20 feet, branch
regularly from the ground, and an as unilbrm in
growth as it is possible to be. Each individual
forms a perfect green cone,—not a leaf injured,

—

not a twig wanting to perfect their regularity of
outlines, but all perfection itself The old vete-
rans rear their huge stems 150 and 200 feet high,
with often a naked body of 100 feet, and then the

I

rich green mass of r)liage at the top, defying the
i
storms of many years, still charms us as in

I

younger trees. At Crane's Flat, where, we stop
to rest, and enjoy with keenest relish the pure
sweet mountain water, we measure a few o the

I

specimens
: 13}. 16, and 18 feet, respectively, in

' circumference.

i

On the high cold elevations, where soil is

I

damp, we now find groups of Pinus contorta, a

I

true Alpine species, and one of the most beauti-

j

ful medium sized trees we have seen In general

I

habit, it is not unlike P inops, to which it^is also

i

botanically allied ; but for regularity of form,

I

compactness ofgrowth, color otfoliage,'and in fact
every other good quality requisite in an ornamen-

I

tal tree, we do not know of its superior among
j

the Pines.
As the sun is setting behind the distant moun-

tain tops, we arrive at Tamerack Flat, 8.200 feet
elevation, -a broad plateau of rocks, from which
the glory of the Yo-Semite breaks upon our view
thousands of feet below But our girths have to
be tightened now. and we prepare for the peril-
ous and difficult descent. As we cautiously go
down the altn)st ixjrpendicular path, the air has
changed, and drops of rain come pattering down,
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which soon after changing to hail, renders our

journey extremely unpleasant. Before arriving in

the valley, the storm breaks on our unprotected

party with all the fury of a Sierra squall ; and

the slippery path is scarcely seen for the great

sharp hailstones cutting face and hands with a

pertinacity rarely excelled. Still, a fine plant of

the Torreya Californica [California NiUmeg)^ is

too rare a prize to pass heedlessly by, and quickly

a piece is transferred to my herbarium, and we

go on down, down, down,—to us an almost end-

less journey, —until we are cantering our weary

steeds along the level valley, through well-nigh

an Egyptian darkness. Tired, sore, and com-

pletely soaked through, we arrive at our desti-

nation, Hutching's Hospice, where we are soon

laughing at our mishaps, before the genial blaze

of a hot fire in the ample old fashioned chimney

corner. And here I leave you, dear old Monthly,

to dream of the rocks, and trees, and waterfalls,

that make this magnificent valley the wonder and

admiration of Californian scenery.

Very sincerely. &c.,

JOSIAH HOOPES.

CALIFORNIA FRUITS COMPARED WITH
EASTERN.

BY MR. T. O YEOMANS, WALWORTH, N. Y.

In Mom'e'>s Rural New Yorker of December

18th, is a lengthy article of nearly one and a

balf pages, introduced in glowing style, to give

an account of some of the marvelous fruits of

California, and having heard so much of the suc-

cess of growing fruits there of enormous size, we

might well expect the description of these exhi-

bition fruits to follow such an eloquent introduc-

tion would be quite wonderful.

But an examination of the list of fruits des

cribed shows very little to sustain former repre-

sentations of their equal 8ize,orto render proj^erto

such a flourishing style of introduction as the

article in the Rural.

The writer says 'When i)eople see specimens

of pears, apricots, plums, apples, &c , the equals

of which the world has never looked upon—when
they see all this, the wondering multitude are led

to inquire: Whence come these marvelous pro-

ductions of nature ? these prodigies of the king-

dom of Pomona ? Can it be other than from the

famed gardens of the Hesperides ?''

These were not presented as new varieties, but

to show the difference between the same varieties

grown in the East and in California. *' We give

the size and weight, so that the difference may
be made more readily apparent."

The following description of a large number of

varieties, and embracing those more generally

grown in Western New York, and well known at

the East generally, will serve as an illustration,

an<l show comparatively the difterence between

the fruits of California and New York.

And it should be borne in mind that these are

specimen fruits, exhibited at the Industrial Fair

held at San Francisco in September and October

last.

For our first comparison we will take Tomp-

kins Co King, described as being 14 inches in

circumference longitudinally and weighing 10

ounces The writer measured one the past fall

measuring the same, but not weighed, and put

up three or four barrels that counted 172 to 185

to the barrel, and some more on hand not put up

in the barrels that weigh 16 ounces.

Belle flower 10} ounces, Esopus Spitzenburg

12 ounces. Fall Pippin 16 ounces. R I. Green-

ing 15 ounces. Baldwin 16 ounces. N. Spy 16.

Seeknofurther 10. Swaar 10 ounces. I think

there are none of them larger than the best speci-

men of these varieties often found in Western

New York, and Roxbury Russet at 11 ounces is

smaller than best samples grown here the past

season. ^

In the comparison of Pears those from Califor-

nia do not compare as favorably as the apples.

For example: White Doyenne 5 ounces, Shel-

don 8, Easter Beurre 13, are certainly not ex-

travagantly large, nor better than specimens

often seen ; neither is Beurre Diel at 15 ounces.

Clapp»s Favorite at 13 ounces I think would

not at all surprise Mr. Clapp at Boston.

The Duchess d'Angouleme at 11 ounces,

Beurre d' Anjou 8}, and Beurre Clairgeau 11

ounces, are decidedly small for specimen fruits

at exhibitions : reliable statements show Duch-

esse at Boston 24 ounces or over, and at Wal-

worth we have had them 22 ounces, and filled a

barrel at a time with specimens weighing over

a pound each, and by reference to Gardener's

Monthly, December, 1865, it will be seen that*

I sent to the editor, Mr. Meehan, Duchesse 19^

ounces, Beurre Clairgeau 15 ounces, aud Beurre

de Anjuon 18 ounces. Now, one of each of these

California specimens (3) weigh together 30^

ounces, while three of same varieties as sent to

G M. as above, weighed 52^ ounces ; or making

an average difference on these three popular va-
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rieties in favor of Walworth pears of over 65 per
cent.

Most of the other varieties of pears and ap
pies described in the Ttural New Yorker are
smaller fruits, and grown comparatively little in
Western New York.
The Gloria Mundi apple 26 ounces, and the

Vicar Winkfield pear 24 ounces, are both larc^e,
but conceded to be not very good.
Therefore if these specimen exhibition fruits,

are the best California can produce, Eastern
fruit-growers need not fear for their laurels, and
Doctor Houghton need not except California
when he challenges competition in growin<r fine
pears.

"

PEAR CULTURE ONCE MOKE.
BY DR. J. S. HOUGHTON, PHILADELPHIA.
Mr. Earle, of South Pass, Illinois discusses

the pear question in such a genial style that I
cannot refrain from answerinir some of his " ques -

lions." As the ghost in Hamlet says, "brief
let me be.

"

'' Is it essential that the bulk ofa crop of pears
for the general market should be of extra size?''

I answer, not at all : but it is essential that
the fruit offered for sale should be nearly perfect
samples of each variety, of full size, and fair
skm, free from fungus and marks of insects,
worms, &c. As a general thing, in open market,'
large, handsome, highly colored (yellow and red),
well ripened pears, free from marks and bruises'
will sell better than small, dark skinned, some-
what spotted fruit, even when the latter is of the
very best quality, and the first named is indiffer-
ent or poor. In common markets no small
sized fruit, except the Seckel, will bring the high-
est price. But in the first class fruit stores,
which are visited by persons of intelligence (and
especially by amateur fruit growers,) small pears
of high quality, like Josephine de Malines, sell
readily enough, at good prices, but even then
they do not pay the grower,-why ?-because
they do not measure-up well They are not the
''fill-baskets."

It is a great mistake to suppose that only the
"Continental Hotel," in Philadelphia, and the
" Fifth Avenue," in New York, require fruit of
the largest size and finest quality. Why, even
the poor Italian street peddlers, who sell apples
and pears on the head ofa barrel, will '' turn up
their noses,'' with a sign of indifference, at the
second or third quality of pears, at any price, in
the months of September and October, in all the

large cities, while they will eagerly buy first rate
fruit,- large, beautiful and perfect,—at eight
dollars per bushel. Why ? Because the mar-
ket, in those months, is glutted with medium and
common fruit, and the fruit stands are covered
with even fine fruit in an injured or partially
rotted state, which can be (and must be) sold
very low, immediately. Now it may be a little
exaggeration to say, as I intended, in my first
article, that " one half the crop, on old standard
trees, is scarcely marketable at one dollar per
bushel," but it would l>e perfectly true to say
that the larger portion, of common small pears,
on common orchard trees, are not marketable, in
our large cities, in September or October, at one
dollar per basket -a basket being about half a
bushel. The truth is, the dealers don't want
common or inferior pears when the thermome-
ter is at 60° to 70^-at any price, because thev
are unsaleable, and they cannot fail to rot in two
weeks, or less.

The Italian fruit dealer, says :
" I wants the

fine pears. I wants the best. I pays your price.
I gives you the cash moneys. I got plenty
small pears.''

"Our object should be," says Mr. Earle, * *to
grow pears in such quantity and quality as to
supply families by the bushel or barrel, just as
apples are sold in our markets.'*
My personal experience in the pear market,

leads me to question whether this will soon be
accomplished to the satisfaction of all parties.

Tn the first place, families rarely, if ever, buy
pears in quantity at any price. Why ? Because
they are looked upon as a treacherous commod-
ity : thus -if hard, or not ripened, or not ready
for use, they do not know how to keep or ripen
them

;
if ripened up, soft, and ready for use, a

peck, even, is too much for the immediate wants
of any ordinary family.

Secondly, if *' sold just as apples are, " pears
would pay the growers not more than $2 per
barrel, (after deducting cost of barrel, freight
and commissions.) which would be worse °for
Mr. Earle than my original dollar per bushel.
No, Sir What we want, to make pear-grow-

ing pay, is a quality of fruit which will bring -

from S6.50 to $8.00 per bushel, for retail dealers
—and the balance of the crop (if I were not a
temperance man) T would make into Perry. It
is an injury to a good market to flood it with
medium and poor pears, at a low figure. The
dealers dislike it, and the public never thank you
for it. Everybody wants fine pears -the very
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finest that can be grown. Pears are like " Jere-

miah's figs—the good are very good, the bad not

fit to give the pigs."

, Now, Mr. Earle, gentlemen, " ADDi,"and^the

rest of the critics, you don't rightly understand

me. What I mean to say is this :

1. Pear culture is difficult and precarious.

2. All climates are treacherous and doubtful

.

3. Insects and fungus are suspicious, to say

the least.

4. White man is "unsartin,'' and so are

pears (about keeping and ripening) after you get

'em.

5. All markets are "queer," and your mar-

ket will probably be glutted, just when you

desire to sell, unless you have fine specimen

fruit, in the finest possible condition.

6. To grow the finest specimen fruit, with

certainty, every year, will require more care and

skill than has hitherto been given to it, in

America.

7. " Barrel '' pears won't do. It must be spec-

imen fruit, each specimen in tissue paper, to

command the first price.

Mr. Earle asks : Is not *" all the writing

which encourages extravagant culture,—which
can only produce a few fancy pear<, &c.—un-

healthy in its influence ?'' I answer not at all,

for the reason, that if, by the best culture we can

raise magnificent fruit, which the public are will-

ing to pay for, you are sure to have enough
good, common and inferior fruit for those who
choose to buy it. Families can then buy
" barrels " of pears at a low figure.

The boarding school miss, who attempted to

paint a vessel under full sail, in a brisk breeze

,

said that what troubled her most, in her artistic

work, was wind^ and she couldn't manage the

water to her satisfaction.

Now in pear culture, it is wind, water, frost,

dry air, &c., (the elements) that trouble me
most. But I am not alone, in this difficulty.

In the London Cottage Gardener^ for November

last, I find the following remarks from T. C.

BREHAUT,the eminent fruit-grower of the Island

of Guernsey, (off the coast of France) where the

climate has been supposed to be perfection. He
says :

" It is too often supposed that the fruit-grow-

equable night temperature ; but for most other

fruits the south of England is our equal, and in

almost every garden production France and Bel-

gium are naturally superior. Apricots here will

rarely succeed on the open wall ; open air grapes
are inferior to those of England. The preva-
lence of strong sea breezes laden with salt) is op-

posed to success.

"This year we had a damp and gloomy spring,

succeeded by a sunless summer, and this by an
unfavorable autumn remarkable for the most fu-

rious hurricane ever felt here. Hail showers and
low temperatures closed in the record* of this try-

ing fruit season with a grim appropriateness.
" The hurricane of the 12th of September last,

which exceeded a hundred miles an hour in

speed, destroyed every leaf which was exposed
to it, and shook down most of the crops. Last
year, also, a gale occurred in the middle of
August. Even in the case of orchard houses,

the spring was disastrous, gloomy, and cold,

while the summer was nearly sunless ; in the

month of October we had smart hail showers,
and have now violent wind. All these matters
are troublesome in the extreme."

I may add, that Rochester had a bad spring,

in 1869, and Boston had a gale in September
which "shook down " the pears sadly.

What we need most in the culture of fine

dessert pears, is protection against spring frosts,

and cold winds and rains, at the blossoming
period. That this can be done with profit, I

begin to believe.

«>»

THE ROUND TUBERED DIOSCOREA.
BY PRINCE A CO., FLUSHING,N. Y.

We have received so many letters requesting

information as to the late Dr. Prince's collection

of Dioscoreas, that we propose, with your per-

mission, to answer them all collectively throut^h

the medium of your valuable Monthly.

For a number of years Dr. Prince was en-

gaged in endeavoring to obtain shorter and
rounder varieties of the Dioscorea than that

which we had (batatas). The very shape which
made the long variety indispensably valuable in

China, where land is scarce and labor abundant.

became an objection in America, where on the

iug powers of the Channel Islands are so great I
contrary, land is abundant and labor scarce,

that little skill i.s needed to produce almost any- About two years since, Dr. Prince succeeded

thing. This has mainly arisen from the reputa- 1 in obtaining a few little tubers of shorter varie

tion of our noble Chaumoutel Pears, which I ties, at an expense which seems almost fabulous,

happen exactly to suit our cloudy summers and I Those that grew proved to be Rotwnda^ a round
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variety, quite similar in appearance to our ordi-
nary potato Last spring he received a large
collection of comparatively short varieties, and he
congratulated himself greatly on the prospect of
soon introducing these interesting and valuable
esculents to American culture.

His sudden death, however, put an end to his
efforts in the matter ; and by a very unfortunate
accident, the rare tubers and roots which he had
placed in a closed box in his own room, were not
observed and taken out until the beginning of
summer. Probably from their long stay in a
heated room, the yams when discovered were
dry, hard and apparently dead. Determined,
however, to leave no effort untried to save these
varieties which had been obtained with such
great trouble and expense, we had the roots di-
vided and planted, notwithstanding ther dried up
appearance.

They were of various kinds, which from the
shape and general appearance of the yams, we
called " Co(joa-nut shaped," '* Banana shaped,"
and *' Sweet potato shaped,'' besides the round
variety before mentioned.

Shortly after August 1st, when we had given
up all hopes of life, two vines showed themselves
from the '' Banana shaped " yam The *^rowth
of these vines was very different from that of the
ordinary Dioscorea batatas. The vine instead
of being round, was quadrangular, and spiral in

its growth, while the foliage was lighter in color
than that of the regular batatas.

We need not say with what interest these little

vines were watched from day to day ; but al-

though reaching perhaps three feet in length,

they made no tubers ; and the result on difrtrinc

at the end of the season, showed that the little

dried up bits of yam had exhausted themselves
by their ambitious efforts to produce vines • so
that it is doubtful whether we have not lost that
as well as the cocoa-nut, and sweet potato
shaped varieties.

It is sincerely to be hoped that some enterprising'

American will hasten to introduce this variety
so unfortunately lost. Its shape, size and gen-
eral appearance are just what is to be desired
for an esculent root.

A few of the Rotunda (probably the most val-
uable variety) fortunately grew ; although, of
course, commencing their growth very late.

We enclose a photograph of some of them to

show the general shape. We have so few that

we do not propose to part with any at present,

but reserve them for exixjriment another year.

We may add that we have in our possession a
limited number of the pamphlet issued by Dr.
Prince descriptive of the varieties of these yams,
and explaining their special value, which we
will, with pleasure, forward to those interested,
so long as they last, without charge.

THE GREENHOUSES OF MRS. GEO. W
CARPENTER, GERMANTOWN.

BY J. M., PHILADELPHIA.
On a visit to the above place a few days pre-

vious to Christmas, I >aw so much to admire
that I am about to give you some notes taken
at the time. There are several plant houses on
the place, but one only is devoted to the growth
of winter flowers, and o.' that one I intend to
write. It is a mistake too often made to fill

plant houses with rare plants which bloom sel-
dom and are desirable only for their rarity.
Here it is not so. The plants are all selected
for winter flowering, ;md are carefully grown for
months beforehand for that purpose. The col-
lection consisted chiefly of Gesnerias, Choroze-
mas. Heliotrope, Mignonette, Chinese Prim-
roses, Lopezia, Stevias, Ageratums, Centrade-
nias, Abutilons, Cyrtantheras, Habrothamnus,
Salvias, Daphne, Camellias, Aphelandra, Belle-
perone, Lantanas, Syphocamphyles, Oestrum,
Veronica, Acacia, Begonia, Euphorbia, Olea,
and many others. Some 8-inch pots of Migno-
nette had over 75 heads of flowers

; their sweet-
ness, with that of the Daphne, Olea and Helio-
trope, pervaded the whole house. One large
Heliotroi)e from last spring's cutting had over
200 heads of bloom then open on it.

The house is span roof, about 50 feet long,
and kept only moderately warm in winter. The
gardener, Mr. David Joyce, I found busily en-
gaged in making floral designs for Christmas
decorations, and had flowers by the bushel to cut
for the purpose. The Abutilon album I noticed
as being a remarkably showy plant in winter •

its flowers are sulphur yellow rather than white,
and flowering very freely makes it very desirable
for winter. The Camellias for which this place
is famous were not yet well in bloom. Some
double White, and Lady Hume's Blush were the
forwardest—the latter is one of the best for
bouquets, owing to the small size of its flowers
comparatively, and its beautiful creamy color.
I was much struck with the intense green of the
Camfillia leaves on all the plants, and found they
had been watered with lime water, which was
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thought to be the cause. This destroys the i is mostly composed of water ; it is the medium
worms and insects in the soil, but whether it i in which the nutritive parts or salts, etc., are

does any other good or not I cannot say, but I 1 dissolved. But in the winter time, when
certainly never saw a more deep green, healthy ' the cells and vessels of the plants become

color before. 1 so contracted as to make the endosmosis

In response to an objection of mine that there (or the circulation, if you may call it by this

were not colored flowers enough, I was told that ' name) hardly perceptible, the suction force hav-

it was partly owing to the owner's taste, who
preferred delicate, sweet-scented flowers to those

of showy colors.

«»»»*
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ON SPECIFIC HEAT OF PLANTS.
BY DR. L. FRITSCHE, EVANSTON, INDIANA

An article in the November number, by Mr.

Walter Elder, called back to my memory obser-

vations which I made when a school boy, roving

through the forests and swamps on the coast of

the Baltic and Northern seas. Many a time

when I was out hunting in the cold of the winter

in those regions, where the snow covered the

pine and beech forests to a considerable depth,

my observation was drawn to the trunks of the

trees, which, without hardly any exceptions,

had no snow around them to about the width of

one to two inches from the surface of the snow

down to the soil ; the snow being sometimes

from one to two feet in depth. It looked like a

hollow cylinder around the trunks of the trees

The natural explanation that I could give my-

self about this phenomenon, was that the inter-

nal or inherent heat of the trees must have pro-

duced it.

In later years, when I learned in the Medical

College about the specific heat of men and ani-

mals, in my study of human physiology, the

phenomenon from the boyhood was called back

to my memory, and I always thought that

ceased by the fall of the leaves, cessa-

tion of evaporation, it follows that the sap must

contain by far less water than in the time of their

greatest vitality. The quantity ofwater in the sap

may decrease to such an extent that freezing or

crystallization could not take place. And may
not the motion of the sap, which even in winter

time is not at rest, produce a certain degree of

heat that may also prevent the freezing of the

sap ?

How do plants freeze? Undoubtedly by the

solidification or crystallization of the water in

the sap ; when the cells and vessels are filled

with sap, and in the process of the formation of

ice, their taking up a larger volume than

the water had before freezing, consequently the

cells and sap vessels of the plants must burst by

this expansion ; because it is a well known phys-

ical fact that the water takes a larger volume in

the formation of ice Do we not see every year

that cherry and some other trees freeze easier

here than in the coldest parts of Europe V The
very mild days here in winter sometimes fill the

cells to their greatest extent, and then a follow-

ing frost increases the volume of the contents of

the cells suddenly by the formation of ice—death

is the natural consequence. Some plants of

course can support a very great expansion of

their cells by the very elasticity of their fibre.

Thanking Mr. Elder for i)utting these ideas in

motion, I must conclude with this statement

:

There is no life without motion, and motion issuch a thing like the specific heat of a living

animal body must likewise exist in the vegetable I the eternal source of light and heat.

kingdom. Observations in later years haye

proved to me without doubt that the motion of

the sap in plants never is at rest, though some-

times so slow that it cannot be observed with the

naked eye. After so many years passing by, is

it not pleasing that the ideas of a man, those oi

Mr. Elder, call back to my memory all the dif-

ferent thoughts I had about this subj(;ct.

Though Botany has not been my field of study,

and time being so precious to me in my profes-

sional occupation, I wanted to call the attention

of your readers to this subject for further obser-

vation. Water and the sap of plants is of course

a very different thing, and we know that the sap

Perhaps other friends of horticulture may have

made better observations, and will give us more

light on this sut ject, or may these lines produce

a more thorough observation of the matter.

NOTES ON FRUITS IN WISCONSIN.

J. W. C , GREEN LAKE CO., WIS.

Jn central Wisconsin there is a section of farm-

ing country that for general grain crops is not ex-

celled by any equal area in the far West ; this

conclusion being arrived at after travel, obser-

vation and comparison. This section embraces

all the county of Green Lake, most of Dodge

J
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county, and part of Columbia Fonddu Lac and
Winnebago counties, the extent of it being, in
round numbers, about thirty square miles,' or
900 sections of land. The soil is about in equal
parts of rich dark prairie and strong loam, or
sandy loam, opening on thinly timbered ground.
The district generally is rolling, with good nat-
ural drainage, and pretty well watered, in all or-
dinary seasons, most of it even in long drouths;
and settlers,—it is all settled, and farms are
worth from $30 to $100 per acre—from different
States, say it is not excelled as a wheat produ-
cing country by any in the North-west. The
basis of this success in wheat is probably Lime
and good natural drainage.

It is also true that lime and good drainage are
equally favorable to fruit generally; prominently
to apples. It is therefore not a matter of sur-
prise that while in the latitudes of Illinois, Mis-
souri and Southern Iowa, apples have been very
defective, on land saturated with moisture, in
the season of '69, the apple crop has been excel-
lent here. But as it may be news to men further
South, I will state a few facts as to apples in 44°

North latitude.

The Northern Spy does well in several places
in Green Lake county. I have several barrels
ofNewton Pippins in my cellar, though this ap-
ple is scarce here. It is only slightly spotted

;

not enough to damage its keeping qualities. The
American Golden Russet is largely grown and
an annual bearer in this district. Sops of Wine
red Astrachan and Oldenburg, are very success-
ful. By-the-bye, why call it Duchess Olden-
burgh? Is not the name Oldenburg longenou^^h
and distinct enough ? Rambo does well in some
localities.

Fall Orange, Autumn Strawberry and Fa-
meuse, do well, both as to tree and fruit, and
Fall Pippin does well after the tree attains age.
but is tender when the trees are small. I find

the Fameuse variable in size according to soil.

It needs a well drained soil to give size and
quality in the fruit. With the million this is the
most popular apple of its season, though inferior

in quality to the Fall Strawberry, particularly as
a table fruit.

The Yellow Bellflower is the most popular
apple in Central Wisconsin for cooking ; and the
million eat it with relish. If we could get as
good a cooking apple, with as fine and firm grown
and texture, as the Swarr and Golden Russet
have, it would never be superseded while pro-

ductive.

The Apple growers of Illinois and Iowa seem
be at sixes and sevens about the Yellow Bell-
flower being profitable. A few of them admit
that it is profitable on "gravelly knolls, '» &c.
This qualification, ^'gravelly knolls"> tells the tale
and gives the clue. It will not bear early, nor pro-
duce good fruit except on well drained soils.

With me, on a sandy loam, it bears annually.
Some of the trees give a full crop, and a light
one alternately,—and singularly, for I have seen
no other tree do this so conspicuously,—one-half
or one-third of a tree will be laden down with a
heavy crop, while the other part bears only a few
scattering apples. On the whole, the Yellow
Bellflower,—soft though it be,—is generally pro-
ductive, and always marketable at a fair price
here.

The Ben Davis is now having a run. One nur-
seryman near me will use 10,000 scions of it this
winter. The Minkler is also being largely pro-
pagated

; while Perry Russet, though a shy
bearer, is gaining in popularity as the trees in-

crease in age and value.

A nurseryman, formerly a neighbor of A. J.

Downing, on the Hudson, and for years in the
business in McHenry Co., III., but now doing a
large business at Ripon, in the district I have
outUned, tells me that the latter is far superior
as a fruit growing country to North Illinois, etc.

I think two facts in favor of this view are, our
greater elevation and very much superior natu-
ral drainage. Nine-tenths of these nine hundred
sections are both naturally well-drained, and
either top soil or subsoil,—and frequently both,
—is more or less strongly impregnated with lime
in a condition that favors the growth of trees,

and the production of apples, as well as of wheat
and grass

; and should you have time, I am sure
you would be greatly gratified by what you would
see, if you should take a trip to the Ripon Agri-
cultural Show next September.

I may add, that the Bartlett Pear, and Diana
Grape, are doing well in this vicinity, on the bor-
ders of the Fox River north, while Delaware is a
general favorite.

»«»>i

THE RAPHANUS CAUNDATUS.
BY MC K., JEFFERSONVILLE, IND.

In the December number of the Gardener s

Monthly I notice the prediction of the Nova
Scotia Journal of Agriculture "that the time
will come when the "rat-tailed radish will be
grown in every garden." My experience with

»
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this curious vegetable, satisfies me that, owing to
its strong propensity to hybridize with other va-
rieties, it cannot maintain for more than one
season its distinctive character when cultivated
in the same garden with the common radish.
The pods of the hybrid are short, stift", tough,
and utterly unfit for eating. To succeed with
the Raphanus caudatus it will, I think, be ne-
cessary to procure imported seeds every year, or

to abandon entirely the cultivation of the old and
more valuable variety, the Raphanus sativus.

i>«»i

CULTIVATION OF ALPINE
BERRIES.

STRAW-

BY MR. CHAS. CRUCKNELL, HARRISBURG, PA.

I have been much amused at the discussion
going on in the papers as to the identity of the
Mexican Ever-bearing Strawberry. I have not
seen the new candidate for public favor, and
cannot speak as to its merits ; but the fact of
some of the most noted cultivators being divided
in opinion as to its real character, leaves the
matter open to conjecture. Such being the case,

the following account, drawn from my own per-
sonal recollections and experience, may hwe
some bearing on the subject.

Every person who has tried the experiment of

growing Strawberries in hills, where weeds and
runners have been kept down, and the ground
well mulched, knows the vast difference in fla-

vor, and in the size of the berries as compared
to those grown in beds, where weeds and runners
alike are allowed to run riot.

For several yeais I grew exclusively the Al-
pine varieties for table use. On account of their

diminutive size, and the time spent in gathering

them, I had repeatedly introduced new kinds,

with the view of discontinuing the cultivation of

the Alpines, but the proprietor, who was a

Frenchman, declared they wc^re all too acid
;

neither^ had they the rich aromatic flavor of the

Alpines.

The system pursued then of growing them in

beds, and digging between the rows every spring

and fall, tended as much as anything to dwarf
them to lilipuiian proportions indeed, and each
succeeding year they grew leas, with a fair pros-

pect of the fruit becoming as large as—peas.

To me they were an eye sore The bedf< had
twenty years previous been devoted to Straw-

berry culture, and like the law of the Medes and
Persians, it changed not. By dint of consider-

able urging, consent was at last given to make a

new bed, on new ground. In July the first run-

ners were laid in pots, all others being kept

pinched off, and when they were sufficiently

rooted they were planted in double rows. The
garden line was stretched the length of the row,
and on each side, at the distance of six inches

from the line, the runners were planted one foot

apart in each row, and alternately, so that the

plants on one side of the line were not opposite

those on the other side.

The distance between each double row was
two feet. The ground heavily mulched, and all

runners cut off" as soon as they appeared. The
beds were made in the open ground, clear of all

trees and vines, and where they could have the

full benefit of an American summer's sun. The
bed did well, and bore considerable fruit the fol-

lowing spring, the berries being almost as large

as the best Wilson's I have ever seen. This
was quite a change from what we had been used
to. No person looking at the two beds would
suppose for a moment they were the same variety

of Strawberry The second year we picked more
Jinefruit from this bed than I have done before

or since from any other variety on the same
quantity of ground.

«•»*»

SUCCESSFUL FRUIT GROWING.
BY MR. T. T. SOUTHWICK, DANSVILLE, N. Y.

I remember reading an article some months
since

, written by some distinguished writer,

claiming fruit culture in the United States to

be a failure as compared to Europe
Now, I have no disposition to quarrel with the

professional " croaker. '
' He stands in about the

same relation to Pomology as the regular critic

does to art and literature. There is probably no
pursuit that embraces so large a proportion of
enthusiastic followers as that of Pomology—and
an occasional array of the unpleasant things - a
careful record of failures and disappointments,
can serve but a good end. Gratitude should be
felt for the " croaker " for taking upon himself
such unpleasant duties,— for while the great

body of Pomologists are basking in the glow of
their genial enthusiasm, he is shivering in the

chill of his own gloom.

But I ramble. I merely intend to present an
item or two touching the apple crop of some
of the counties of this State.

Orleans sent to market this autumn two hun-
dred and eighteen thousand and nine hundred
(218,900) barrels of apples, bringing upwards of
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six hundred and fifty-six thousand dollars ($656,-

000.

Niagara county claims to have marketed this

fall five hundred thousand (500,000) barrels,

bringing one million five hundred thousand dol

lars (Sl,500,000). The figures do not include a
large amount held for home use, spring sales, and
those sold for cider.

I have not yet received returns from Monroe,
Ontario and Wayne counties, but should judge
it safe to place them at half a million. This
would make for five adjoining counties a cash
income of upwardi two and a half million of dol-

lars for apples.

This season's crop is by no means an unusual

crop, and the prices paid are not as high as some
other years.

The first apple tree planted in Orleans county
is still standing. The crop for 1866 was 280,000

barrels.

Will our friend referred to state whether any
part of Europe produces, for the same extent of

ground, more bushels of select choice fruit as

shown above as follows :

Niagara county, 500,000 barrels of

Apples at $3 - - - - SI,500 000
Orleans county, 218,000 do ;

- 656 000
Monroe, Ontario and Wayne, 200,000, 600 000

Total for fiye counties. 2,756 000

EDITORIAL
HOETICULTURE AT MILWAUKEE.

li

• I

In the course of our run West this winter, we
spent.a few hours at Milwaukee, and were sur-

prised to find it so much more of a pleasant and
prosperous place, horticulturally, than we had
anticipated. True, our magazine has many
readers there, and much might be expected on
that account

; but then Milwaukee is but, as it

were, a thing of yesterday. We found a mag-
nificent city of a hundred thousand souls—one
tenth the size of Philadelphia in two centuries.

It is our good fortune to find kind friends at
every town, and here our good and hospitable
host chanced to be one ofthe early settlers, who
only thirty years ago came here and found but
twenty white families ahead of him. At that
time it was the headquarters kA some Indian
ribes, and of Juneau, the great trader, whose
house, and whose descendants still are here.

Like William Penn, Juneau was much beloved
by the aborigines with whom he had intercourse.

He married one of them, and honestly attended
to their best interests, even to the sacrifice of his

own. He and his descendants might have been
amongst the wealthiest if his own personal ends
had alone been sought.

Milwaukee is peculiarlydivided intothree sections

by reason ofthe river, and singularly enough,each
section represents adifferent civilization. One sec-

tion is thoroughly Irish, another German,and the

thirdAmerican. Amongst the German class, mar
ket gardening extensively prevails. They are the

chief feeders of this large population. They

have a well organized Gardener's Association
amongst them, which, however, is chiefly with a
view to the business affairs of the members, than
as a society for mutual improvement in the
higher branches of gardening, as horticultural
societies usually are. They own a valuable tract
of land in the heart of the city, which is known
as the German Market, and is a very popular
spot with those citizens who wish to buy in the
cheai)e8t and best place. This market is quite a
curiosity, reminding one very much of the
" fairs " annually held for the purpose of trade
and fun, or hiring of the country laborers of
Europe. Each stall is a frame box averaijinii about
eight by twelve feet—generally with alley-ways
between each, and very narrow streets for foot

passengers running between them. These booths
are not confined to fruits, vegetables or provis-
isions, but supply everything from a darning
needle to a rocking horse. It is sad to say, that
as of stage coaches and many other good things
of the past, this relic of the good old time is also
soon to pass away. The Association has de-
cided to build one large, handsome market
house on the lot, after the fashion of some of the
modern palatial affairs in Philadelp.hia,—and in

this, at any rate, these German gardeners show
themselves fully up to the modern idea of pro
gressive times.

The nursery business, strangely enough, seems
to have no hold at Milwaukee, and the nearest
establishment is that of Stickney & Baumback,
who are some twenty miles off; at Wauwatosa,
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and we found that much was done by the pa-

trons of gardening here in direct importation of

things from Europe. If the nursery business
was behind, such, however, was not so with the
florists. The German gardeners deal largely in

flowers
; and there are two firms who, in seed

and cut flowers, do business equal to many of

our large Eastern houses. Messrs. Whilnel &
Ellis have nine houses, chiefly devoted to cut
flowers, and Mr. Dunlap has also a very fine

establishment for the same purpose, and he pur-
sues the business not only as a means of living,

but with a keen zest, such as only a real lover of
flowers for their own sake only, ever shows
His collection contains many rare things, which
are rarely ever found outside of the house of the
wealthy amateur.
But one of the richest treats was afforded by

the private residence and grounds of Alexander
Mitchell, Esq. The property is less than an
acre, probably, but so divided by well kept
evergreen hedges as to appear very much larger.
The house—a mixture of ancient Ionic, with
the modern Italian style, is l^eautifully propor-
tioned and chastely adorned, and is a highly ad-
mired specimen of architecture. Against the
boundary walls of the lot are the greenhouses
for fruit and flowers, so that one can walk all

around the property under glass. There are six

distinct sections of houses, each about 100
feet, besides many smaller concerns. These
are heated by hot water, circulated by means of
Myers' Philadelphia boilers. The house imme-
diately in connection with the dwelling, is a
handsome curvilinear structure, having a table
in front over the pipes; but the main portion has
the plants—very rare species—growing in the
open ground. The back wall is covered chiefly
by Abutilons, which had hundreds of blossoms,
and we never saw this plant used with better
effect. One house is devoted to cut flowers, an-
other to lioses, another to Orchidjea, and plants
of similar habits The Orchidsea list exceeded
fifty of tiie rarest kinds,—and on the place
there were over 9,000 pot plants altogether. In
the Orchidoea house one of the most striking
plants is a Colocasia, marked odorata, said to
have been received direct from Cuba. The com-
mon Caladium, or Colocasia esculenta, is

well known, its large, shield-like leaves being
now a very common summer ornament of our
gardens,—but these had leaves /our to six feet
long, and only for the width of the leaves, might
be taken for a gigantic Banana. It seems^to

grow up with a sohd stem, also, not exactly like
a Banana, but rather like a tree fern. The
back wall of the Orchidsea house had been a
pretty object,- a layer of moss had been put up
against the brick wall, and then a strip of wood
about half an inch fastened against the moss
to keep it in place—more moss, and then
another strip, and so on until all the surface was
one sheet of greenness. The Ficus stipulata
and other creeping plantsh
So far here is no novelty, although such neat
little fancies are not often done; but it has been not
mfrequently practiced in some of our best houses
The novelty here was to us in the employ'-
ment of the variegated leaved Begonias, to grow
out through the moss. No one can conceive the
beautiful effect produced by these plants, as the
position was so very favorable to lookincr at the
undersides of the leaves, wherein lies the rarely
appreciated beauty of this lovely tribe.
But to return to more practical matters per-

haps one of the most interesting departments
was the Mushroom division of the cut flower
house. Usually the under stage of a creen
house, is an untidy, dirty mass of old pot's old
flower 8talks, and other rubbish. Here a walk
behind led to a tidy place well enough arrancred
to be part of the household of a first class house-
keeper. Along the shallow side were set up the
Mushroom boxes like feed chests in a farmer's
barn, -or the sugar cases in a grocery store
The movmg and sloping covers prevented any
drip from the plants entering the Mushroom
beds, and Ifnabled the gardener to keep the mois-
ture, so necessary to be regular, completely under
control. These boxes are only about fourteen
inches wide, and are divided into sections of
eighteen feet each. Each bed of Mushrooms
continues productive about six weeks, so that a
new section is made up at those regular periods
and thus a succession of the esculents is kept up
all the season. About one hundred large, fat fel-
lows are the product of each section
The heat maintained here with such regularity

is 65° or 70°, and is communicated from small gas
pipes running through the boxes, and th« bottom
of the lied is elevated a little from the bottom of
the boxes, so as to allow a current of air to
get under, which all helps to keep the
soil and the air at the same tempeiature,
which, as we showed in our recent paper on
Mushrooms, is so essential to success. Arran«re
ments are also made to catch in a small trough
any moisture which may condense on the surface
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ofthe lid, and which, running down on the beds,

would do injury by making them too wet.

The material for the bed is pretty much as we
described also in our recent article. Droppings

from oat-fed horses, not allowed to ferment too

rapidly, pressed firmly into the boxes—spawn
from Mushroom-bricks, and then an inch of

soil beaten firmly.

Mr. Jos. Pollard is gardener here, and though

we made his acquaintance here for the first time,

feel that he is one of the gardeners American

Horticulture may be proud to own.

Milwaukee, though feeling itselfsomewhat the

rival of Chicago, and apparently seizing on

everything which may aid it to regain a prom-

inence Chicago has achieved over it in many re-

spects, is 3'et strangely slow to take up with

some good chances which lie at its door.

Industry and natural advantages are not all

that build up a place. Intelligence—science and

art—must receive due encouragement. Where

these are fostered, fame follows and wealth en-

sues. It is very questionable whether Boston

or Philadelphia would ever have achieved their

present eminence, but for their great reputation

as seats of learning. These highly educated

men are not often themselves wealthy—too often

the pursuit of their fancy leaves them poor,

—

but they are the great source of wealth to others,

who learn how to put to a practical use the

discoveries they make. Chicago understands

this, and is fast becoming the literary and sci-

entific centre of the West. Milwaukee, with

100,000 inhabitants, has little of ihis spirit. It

has a small commencement in a very pretty public

library room, and about 10,000 volumes; but al-

though it is continually growing in public esti-

mation—slowly, perhaps—yet it is not near as

much prized as one would suppose. The city has,

perhaps, a better chance for this reputation

than Chicago ever had. It is in a rich region, and

has some eminent men of science, among whom
is Dr. I. A. Lapham, for whom the genus of

North American plants, Lapfmmia, has been

named, and whose fame as mineralogist and ge-

ologist is no less than his Botanical reputation.

His collections are very extensive. The Herba-

rium alone embraces over 8000 si)ecies. We heard

that he offered to present the whole of his vlaua-

ble collection to the city, if the citizens would

provide a suitable place for them, but the propo-

sition does not seem to be valued. Chicago

would ''jump " at such a chance, and we were

much surprised that Milwaukee did not appre-

ciate it.

Dropping in "on change," we were happy to

meet among the money men one of our readers,

Mr. David Furgusson, whose fame as an ama-
teur Hose grower is not bounded by Milwaukee.

He makes importations of most of the new kinds

as they appear. A visit to his pretty town

garden, though the grounds were covered with

snow, disclosed great taste in arrangement,

and must be a source of much enjoyment in the

summer season. A small greenhouse was well

filled with flowers, the rather

Jioribanda being one of them.

rare Lihonia

HEMLOCK HEDGES.
(see plate,

)

Wherever we go over the Union, we hear sur-

prise expressed that the Hemlock makes a good

evergreen hedge. Around Philadelphia, it is

one of the most popular hedge plants, and we
see a few about Boston and New York, but else-

where it seems almost unknown for this pur-

pose. We thought it might serve a useful pur-

l)ose to give a colored plate taken from a hedge
grown on the grounds of ,1. M. Aertsen, of Ger-

mantown, which has been planted fifteen years,

ten of whi('h it has been as higly admired as it is

now.
Some think that as the hemlock is a larjre

forest timber tree, it cannot be kept down as a

hedge plant, but summer pruning will keep the

strongest tree in a dwarf condition for a great

number of years. The pruning has to be done
just after the young growth pushes out, which
about here is the end of May. It is very im-

portant the hedge should be cut with sloping

sides, so that every part of the surface should have

the full belieft of the light. No hedge with the

upright sides or square top will keep thick at the
bottom long.

Some objection has been made to the Hem-
lock that it is difficult to transplant. This is

only when tlie roots are allowed to get dry, or
are not beaten firmly in the soil at transplanting.
The roots are slender and soon dry through,
and they suffer from this neglect more easily
than other trees; but it is so easy to j^uard
against this, that no one but a confirmed lazy
bones will have anything to say against it.

Our artist has represented a N orway Spruce as
it is growing on the left of the picture, and in
the front a bush of Mahonia aquifolia^ with the
rich rosy purple tint which it puts on in the
winter season, and which, independently of its

golden yellow blossoms in spring.gives it a great
value in all sheltered srrounds.
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THE ILLINOIS HORTICULTURAL SOCI-

ETY.

Receiving an invitation to address the meet-

ing of this society at Ottawa last month, the

editor of the Gardener's Monthly found himself

there at the time indicated. It was very grati-

fying to find that the members were fully alive

to the importance of these meetings. The large

hall was filled every day with as intelligent a

body of men as the Union can produce. The

practical men and men of science -farmers and

fruit-growers on the one hand, and on the other

Geologists, Chemists, and Entomologists, mixed

together not merely, as is often the case, to

listen, but to throw in cheerfully for the common
good what each had learned.

Mr. Shaw gave one of the most interesting

Geological addresses it was ever our pleasure to

listen to, showing how soil was originally made.

Mr. Shimer, the Entomologist, interested those

who studied abstract science by his views on the

proper classification of some insects. Mr. Riley

also spoke on the insect question, giving some

highly novel and interesting facts concerning

curculio and other troublesome pests, which

will enable fruit growers to know how best to

defeat their operations.

Mr. Barry, of Rochester, discoursed on Pear

culture, giving the practical experience ofhis very

successful career as a pear grower, and satisfy-

in*' all his hearers that what one man has done

so easily, it ought to be very easy for another to

do again. We are quite sure that no one who

attended this Ottowa meeting but went away

convinced, if their faith ever wavered, that there

was nothing in the way of successful fruit grow-

ing in that part of the Union, which intelligence

and industry may not overcome.

Dr. Hull added very much to the interest of

the meeting, by his physiological observations.

The Editor will long remember the kind at-

tention and civilities offered him by members of

the Society and citizens of Ottawa; but the

princely hospitality of Prof. Bassnett and family

left no room for additional honors.

SCRAPS AND aUERIES.

A\

i)

.

I

Dwarf Pears—*''-4mrtteitr," Busselville^ Ky.,

writes : "I am an amateur in fruit culture, and

feel a lively interest in your most excellent mag-

azine. I am in rather a quandary in regard to

covering the Quince stock of my dwarf Pears.

I notice quite a difference of opinion amongst

some of the learned fruit culturists, and have

decided to be governed by what you advise.

Shall I cover the Quince stock up to and above

the graft, or not ? In trimming my pears I will

have a large amount of wood, and I am thinking

of ordering either Quince or Pear stocks.

Which is the best? And will it do to graft

early in the spring, as soon as stocks are re-

ceived, or must I let them grow a year in the

nursery row before grafting ? An answer will

greatly oblige."

[It is an excellent plan to cover the Quince

stock in the Dwarf Pear,—but usually the Quince

stock is 12 or 1^> inches long, in which case the

lowest part of the Quince will be so deep that it

will gradually decay and communicate disease

to the tree. This is why so many Dwarf Pears

fail. Cut away all but six or eight inches of

this long stock. Sometimes there will not be

many roots on the six or eight inches left. In

such case cut away a large portion of the top of

the Pear tree at the planting.

Pear grafts grow stronger when the stocks

have had one year's growth before grafting.]

Editorial Courtesies—Mr. Samuel B.

Parsons recently wrote to the Journal of Horti-

culture that the ungentlemanly language allowed

to appear in its paper did not help the cause of

horticulture. In the last number of that

magazine, a correspondent refers to Mr. Parsons'

remarks, and commends them.

A remarkable coincidence is, that in the same

number in which this endorsement of Mr. P. 's

strictures appears, is an article in which the

Editor of this journal is spoken of as the Editor

of the " Gardener's Oracle,"—" one wiser than

Sir T. A. Knight, Van Mons," and Mr. Hovey,

—" One who now tells us in the language of
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the old nursery rhyme, ' get out, you are all
quacks. " " Such an oracle " who " tells Col.
Wilder he is a mere charlatan, "-papers "mar-
red by the interpolations of an ignorant editor,"
&c. What ^ve did say, we believe, was very dif-
ferent from all this. It was that "Thepw6^^c
Idea of Pear culture /or pro/?/ has been an utter
failure, -that the knowledge and skill which has
directed it to this day is merelv empirical, hav-
ing no foundation in science and no success in
practice to recommend it, -and that we have
the whole subject to begin anew, and the hard
lesson to learn over again."

Col. Wilder, Mr. BcCrry, Mr. Quinn, Mr. Yeo-
mans. Dr. Houghton, and perhaps a score of
other gentlemen that we might name, have had,
as we have frequently stated, tolerahle success
in the profitahk line with their pears,-but we
think as we said, that ihi^ puhUcidea oUhx^ pro-
fitable culture han not been reached, and we still
think so,-but if in such a discussion we have to
dtiscend to argue the matter with persons who
write in this disgusting manner, we beg to be
excused. We prefer to hand them over to friend
Parsons, and the critic who commends him. It
may do for papers who aim to get up " high
toned journals badly wanted,'' instead of those
now " edited by persons connected with horti-
cultural establishments," but not us.

will send us specimens in their matured state-
When under a microscope probably fungoid
traces may be found.

EVERGREEN Climbers- R. 5. L., Fitchbitrq,
Mass H^ys

: '^We have tried, and tried again,
with English Tvy as an evergreen climber, but
It does not give us much satisfiiction. It is to be
regretted that we have nothing of an evergreen
character that will in any way compare

'

with
tins. " To which we agree. But yet the Japan
Evergreen Honeysuckle is' so very beautiful and
so very hardy, at the same time so nearly ever-
j?reen, that we are surprised so little use is made
of it.

Fungus in Apple Shoots. -Last month we
referred to a sort of gall sent in by Mr. Barry,
which seemed new to us. We have since placed
It in the hands of a friend who gives all his time
to Entomological studies, and who reports :

"The curious production found bv Mr Barry
on his yearling apple trees, attached at the base
of the leaf-stalk, sent me, is something new I
have found similar excrescences on oak trees
produced by a species of cynips-called the fic.1

gall-when fresh are crimson and yellowish
plicated and conglomerated along the voun-
branches, at the base of the leaf-stalk

; and the
general appearance led me to think, like Mr.
Barry, that the excrescence was produced by an
insect, but on close microscopic inspection I
have come to the conclusion that it is a fun-oid
production

; and if jelly-like, in its early stl<re
may belong to the class or genus TremeUa'
the genus character is very uncertain, and seems
to be made up of various gelatinous produc-
tions.''

We shall be very much obliged if Mr. Barry

English Floral Works. -^. Y. T., Bich-
mond, Ind.- "Can you give me the name and cost
of some of the best illusf rated Floral Ma-azines
or papers published in English in Europe."

[The Oardenerls Chronicle, Journal of Horti-
culture, and Gardener^s Weekh/, are liberally il-
lustrated by wood engravings, and are all ex-
cellent works. For (colored illustrations. Hook-
er^s Botanical Magazine in England, and Ver-
schaffelt\s Illustrated Horticole^ and Van Hontte^s
Flores des Serres in French, are unequalled for
beauty and interest.]

Photographs of Round Tubered Diosco-
REAS.—We have from Prince & Co. a photo-
graph of the Dioscoreas noticed in anotlier arti-
cle. They are much rounder than Sweet Pota-
toes. Indeed, except that they are slightly more
irregular in outline, they are no longer 'than a
common oval Potato. The length and depth of
the old Chinese Yam were its leading objections.
These certainly remedy this character.

Sweet and Sour Apples.-Wc expect to
have a few notes from L. B. for next month H*

number, on this curious subject.

Crossed Wheat.-Mr. Chas. Arnold re-
cently communicated to the Ontario Farmer,
some experiments on crossing wheat. One of
his crossings gave him last year 17 bushels 2
quarts and 1 i)int, from 7 pounds of seed. The
Michigan amber was the female parent. Mr.
Arnold's success will stimulate others to like
exertions.
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Seed OF Irish Juniper.—/. A. J, C, Da-

vt^ille, California.— Th'iH variety is but an up-

right form of the common Juniper, and is con-

tinued by cuttings—never by seeds.

Black Knots in Plum Trees.—B. -S.,

Winchester, Fa., asks : "Is there'^any known

remedy to prevent the Curculio from making

knots on the Plum ? Some years ago they did

not exist in this section, but now it is a serious

trouble in Plum culture."

[The best way to keep down the Plum knot is

to cut away the branches in the winter that

are covered with the knots, and then watch in

May and June for the first ai)pearance of the soft

matter oozing through the bark, and pin(;h out by

finger and thumb. It is probably a fungus,certain-

ly not an insect. A few years ago it was universal-

ly believed to be an inscict. but the Gardener''s

Monthly led off against this notion, by showing

that the Plum knot came through l)ark which

was often too thick for the little insect to effect,

and that the Curculio existed badly in districts

where there were no knots, and often troubled

Plums little where knots prevailed extensively.

This was laughed at, at the time, as the "logic of

an ignorant editor," but it prevailed,and it is now

the accepted doctrine, that the knot is not of in-

sect origin, and its treatment on this basis has

been so successful, that this disease is no longer

feared. It is one of those things which we look

back on with pleasure, as indicating our labors to

make American Fruit Growing a success, have

not been in vain.

Subscriptions to the Gardener's

Monthly. —The publishers wish that whenever

the occasion calls for it, our friends will let the

fact be known, that our paper is only sent to

those who pay for it, and order it every year. A
few friends feel hurt every year that we stop

them off; and complain that other journals do

not treat them in that way. Let them remem-

ber that ours is published for only two dollars a

year, and yet the size of our pages, and the

amount of the lines of type nearly equal the mat-

ter of journals of double the number of pages.

Our first year's experience entailed a loss of

S2,000, from parties many of whom would be

offended at our disposition not to trust them.

It is strange that those who know their own

true interests do not always insist on all their

papers receiving pay in, advance. The American

Naturalist started at |;3 per year, but it had to

go up to $4, evidently because so many " hon-

orable " people were not ready to pay, and in

their January number they announce that two

thousand three hundred and forty-eight dollars are

yet due them. One would suppose that scien-

tific journals would find more good subscribers,

but it seems thev too are blest bv a class who

think it an hmior to the publishers to be pa-

tronized by them.

Fortunately, the Oardener->s Monthly is so

popular that we can do without this class, and

we rather glory in our motto " Pay in advance."

To save this loss, publishers have usually to

charge more for the paper, or add to the price

of the advertisement, on the basis of a "larger

circulation " amongst people who would as soon

cheat the advertisers out of their wares as

the publishers out of their pay.

The publishers have not made any boast thBt

they have "as great a circulation as all other

Horticultural magazines combined," because

they cannot ])ossibly know that fjict ; but the

system on which this magazine is conducted en-

ables the advertisers to bring their wares before

Hie vei-y best class of paying custonurs, at the

lowest advertising rates.

Road Making.—^ Subscriber, Stuyvesant,

N. v., writes : "I am in some trouble about

making a road through my grounds. The soil

has Ijeen excavated to the depth of eight or nine

inches, and the road bed filled with rough cob-

ble stones, of all sizes, thrown in at random. II

was proposed first to cover them with gravel,

but I am told now that the stones will be con-

tinually working up to the surface, making the

road rough and uneven. Now, Mr. Editor,

what shall I do with it ? I do not like to gravel

it in its present condition, and I am a complete

novice in road-making. Any information you

cjin give me through your Montfily will be most

gratefully received.''

[The round stones will certainly work to the

top. We think this will be the case no matter

what you do. It will be too expensive to take

them out and break them. Under the circum-

stances we should be disposed to bear with the

annoyance, and have enough cobble-stoHes bro-

ken to cover the surface about two inches deep.

Break the size of walnuts. Every spring proba-

bly many of the large round ones will work

through,—then set a man with a stone hammer

j
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to break them as they lie. Under the circum-
stances this is the best thing to do.
Road makini; is founded on very simple

principles, easily understood, and yet requires
great art to carry out to perfection. First, the
bottom must he dry, or after a frost the stone will
sink in the mud, which will work through the
spaces to the top. Then the surface stones
ahould he angular, because round stones move
about under a wlieel, and make "rough driv-
ing.'' The smaller the stone, and the more an-
gular, the tighter it packs -this is the principle
of McAdam. The harder the; stone also the
hotter, unless the hardness is of that brittleness
which will powder like glass when crushed.
Provision must he made for surface waHhinr/s,
whi('h will soon destroy a road. Slightly
rounded in the centre, the water is thrown to
the sides of the road, and trouble often comes
here through a miscalculation of the volume of
water to come down the road. Try to so ar-
range the road that if possible no more water
shall run down it than falls on it. A road is

frequently so made that it receives nearly all

the water of the place. Then it is a canal and
hard to keep in order. Frequent turn-out| on
the surface are the best to keep a road in good
order, but they look bad, and hence under-
drains are used, lint these are liable to choke
with sand washings, so deep wells have often
to be made below the mouths of the drains into
vyhich the gravel will fall. These arc called
side basins. With a gootl common sense appli-
cation of these principles a novice may make a
first-class road, but the cheapest way to make
a good road generally will be to employ a first-

class landscape gardener.]

Pole Cats for Pears.— ,Sf. writes : "What
will Mr. Quinn do when short of Pole Cats ?

No more ' culture for profit !' Might I not sug-
gest that a supply be obtained from the North
Pole ? It is said to be a fur country ; and we
own nearly up to the base of the pole. I never
thought of it before when admiring the exquisite
flavor of Quinn 's Pears, but I now see that it

proceeded from the mew—thyVic acid exhaled
from the carcass of the Polar quadruped. I
have tried almost everything in the way of Pear
fertilizers, but never thought of this. You know
that Alaska has been considered a poor invest-
ment for Uncle Sam, but since reading Dr. Q. 's

experiment, a company of us has been formed to
offer the Government one million of dollars for
the exclusive privilege of hunting. We pretend
it is the Seals we are after,—but in reality it is

Pole Cats. Won't we have Pears ? Don't let
the cat out of the bag, however, until you read
of our success in the papers."

.-»i.j)

Large Pears.—^. 7?. McK., Lawn, III,
says

: "I think this town can com[)are favor-
ably, if not outdo any other i)lace I know of in
raising large Pears. For instance, an old friend
ofminehada Pear tree in his yard that was
load(?d with nice large Pears, and on one little

twig there were eight Pears. Tlt^ decided to let
them remain on the tree until they should be-
come mature, which h(> did. In the fall, when
he gathered them, lu; weighed them, and the
eight weighed nine pounds, one of them weigh-
ing twenty-two ounces. He placed them care-
fully in his cellar, and ate the last of them on
the 24th day of December last. They were of
the Duchesse d'Angouleme variety.

r give this as a little bit of Pear history, which
I think is tolerably hard to beat. I will further
say, the last one was sound and nice, as were all
the others."

Cold Winter.—While in our section the
winter has been very mild, in other parts of the
Union it has been very severe. We gathered a nice
bunch ofDandelion flower this morning, January
26th. and the .same day brings us a letter from
Texas, which says : "We have had an unusu-
ally severe winter." It will be strange, if one of
these days we have to send to Galveston instead
of Boston to fill Philadelphia ice houses I

Communications.—In our earlier volumes,
we gave nearly everything which came to us of
an interesting nature, long or short, under the
head of "Communications," and appended our
own notes when necessary thereto. Some of our
readers used to write that these " long papers "
were not so interesting as the " short\rticles "
under "Scraps and Queries," and we fell into
the habit of condensing many papers which
would bear such treatment, for that depart-
ment. A friend now writes, that " communica-
tions would be better filled out a little—the

other departments do very well." This was in

response to our request for suggestions as to

how our magazine can be improved. Very

well, friends ; send them along, and we will

make use of them.

"Lindley's Adjustable Octagonal Horse Hoe."

We have seen neither of these, but judge that

they may be valuable l)y their appearance in the

eugravmgs.

CniNESE Quince.—J. C. W., Staimton, Va ,

writes : " The accompanying fruit was sent to

me from the Eastern shore of Virginia. The

lady writer says she knows not what it is—thinks

it is of the Quince family—has several trees

growing in the garden—makes a good jelly.

I send these two to you to have your opinion .

They smell like the Japan Quince. One speci-

men sent to me was as large as three of those I

send you, but being bruised and decaying, I did

not like to send it along. I hope you will not

consider it too nmch tnmble to ins])(;ct it, and

let me know what you think it is—or a newfruit,

as a Baltimore nurseryman pronounced it."

[This is the Chinese Quince, Ci/donia sinensis.

We are glad to know it is in cultivation, as it

makes a very ornamental tree. The rosy white

flowers, and showy fruit, will make an interest-

ing variety in our ornamental grounds. As a

fruit, we don't think it will compete with the

common Quince {(Jt/donia vulgaris), and per-

haps the flower may not be as gay as the

common Cijdonia Japonica, often called " Py-

rus " Japonica ; but its different habits and

character will give it an interest of its own.]

Pears in Utah.—J. D., writing from St.

George, on the Rio Vergen, says :
" I am a

native of Long Island, and familiar with the

large Pears grown there, but can say this

country is far superior to that. Mineral sub-

stances so abomid in the soil, as to have the ap-

])earance of a light fall of snow in some places."

[The leafsent for name was probably a Solid-

fif/o, but there are so many leaves like it, with-

out the flowers, or a branch at least, it cannot

be distinguished.]

The Fallowater Apple.—Discussion still

continues as to the orthography of their name.

The original name was Farawalder, or Phara-

walder, which signifies the Parish Minister ; the

tree having been found on the grounds of a Ger-

man clergyman. We do not, however, advocate

any change in the orthography adopted by

Downing. Just as in the case of Monsieur Le

Cure, we have got to say " Vicar of Winkfield."

So we prefer to accept what is generally received,

than to attempt the impossible task of alter-

ing it

Ottawa Lecture.—L., Kainsas City, Mo,

says :
" I have been much interested in the

notices of the Lecture given by you at Ottawa,

Illinois, and ex]>ected to find some account of it

in the last Monthly, but was disappointed. Can

you not give it to us in full ?"

[The lecture r(;ferred to was prepared for the

Illinois Horticultural Society, especially for

thtmi, and is therefore their property. We sup-

pose it will appear in full in their transactions.]

Westbrook or Speckled Apple.—R ,

Fre€})ort, Pa.— Speckled, wc believe, is the ac-

cepted name of this apple. Dr. Warder thinks

the Westbrook of Virginia an older name, and

another variety. Mr. C. W. Westbrook, the

nurseryman at Ridgeway, N. C, may know

more of it.

Horse Hoes —We have before us cuts of two

cultivators, both of which seem to have merits,

which should make them worth a trial at least

One is " Perry's Scarifier,''—the other

Action of Frost on Seeds.—if. G., Belle-

view, Nebraska : "Is it necessary to put seeds

out to freeze in order to have them grow. I

set some Peach Stones last spring and they did

not urow. I am told they should have been

frosted."

[ Frost is an injury rather than a benefit to

most seeds. AVe doubt whether frost ever helped

any seed. It is, however, a popular notion fhat

it is of service. This has probably arisen from

the observation that frost breaks bottles of

water, and splits wet stones. The opening of

seeds is a vital effort, and the effects of cold on

vitality are injurious, and not beneficial. Mois-

ly

1.
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ture^ atr, heat and darkness are the essentials to

make seeds grow, and the first the most impor-
tant of all. Give moisture to a Peach Stone, so

that the kernel will absorb it, and then apply a
little heat in the dark, and the kernel will swell

and split the hardest stone. Hard shells tak(^

longer to absorb moisture. Ilenee time is ne-

cessary, but never frost.]

Cold Grapery.—if. E. D., Gloncxster, Masa.
" I wish to ascertain whether grapevines six

years old from the bud can b(? safely ninoved,
and re-planted in the same garden ; and if so, at

what season of the year it had best be done ?

I have a cold grapery that has been standing
five years in a part of my garden that is not suf-

ficiently drained and exposed to the sun,—the
fruit and wood not completely ripening before

the frosts, and I know of no bettt^r way of reme-
dying the difficulty than by i)utting it upon a
more elevated and better lighted spot."

[Vines of the age of yours can be safely re-

moved. April would be a good time.

But we once knew a grapery suffering as

yours, which was cured without removal. A
wall, 12 feet from the vinery and 2 to 3 feet

high was built and filled with soil, making a
raised border. The roots were carefully lifted

as the soil was being put in. and spread Just be-

neath the surface of the new border. It was a

perfect success.]

Hearth and Home.—In all our long connec-
tion with horticultural literature we have never
seen or heard of any charge of discourtesy from
us to a contemporary. Our wish and constant aim
is to give full credit to all our fellow laborers. We
cannot say the same of others' treatment of us.

A late number of Hearth and Home, for instance,

says : "In a late article on Dionaea Musclpula,
or Venus' Fly-Trap, an account was given of
some recent experiments which showed the

Dionaea absorbs the juices from the insects

which it (its leaves) entrapi)ed." It was not ex-
pected that a journal which could only refer on
another occasion to this magazine, as a " certain

Horticultural editor,'' should care to give credit

to the Oardener^s Monthly for this article on
Dionaea.

However, we do not measure our rules of

justice and courtesy, by the ill manners of

others,—and therefore give place to the follow-

ing from the publishers of Hearth and Home,
at the same time explaining that the credit to

"exchange paper" was the original fault of

a West(»rn magazine from which we copied at

second hand. We are the more gratified with

the chance to make this correction, as in spite of

the little peculiarities we have hinted at, we
like the Hearth and Home^ and wish it too well to

want to rob it of any idea which is justly its

due :

Thomas Mcehan, Esq.—Dear Sir: -On page

81 of your January number you have an item
" Winter Geraniums in Moss,'' written for

Hearth and Home by one of its editors. You say

to it '''Exjchange Paper.''''

We notice that you practice giving the names
of the papers from whi<*h you quote in other

cases, and we call your attention to this ca.se

with request that you will do the ssime with

Hearth and Home
Yours truly,

Pettingill. Bates & Co.

Laroe Grapes.—We overlooked to notice

the following from W. G. B., Cuyahoga Falls,

Ohio, under date of Xovember 30 :
" Last week

I cut a bunch of Grapes weighing nine pounds
thirteen ounces oft* a young Prince Albert vine,

first year of bearing. As there has been some
dispute as to the Weight of grapes grown in this

county, please inform us in your next Gardener'>s

Monthly whether it has been beaten. Mr. Cook,

my employer, sent it to President Grant, with
four other fine bunches. I cut eighteen bunches
off one vine, weighing from three to six pounds.
The Prince Albert I consider the best late Grape
that I know of, when properly grown."
[We doubt whether a Prince Albert ever

weighc^d more than this.'']

Rkubex Uaoan.—a short paragraph in our
paper njcently referred to the death of Richard
Ragan. of Fillmore. Indiana, in August last.

It should have bi'en Reuben Ragan. By a re-

markable coincitlence another good Horticultur-
ist and reader of the Monthly from the com-
mencement, Richard Ragan, of Hagerstown,
Maryland, died albo in August last.
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BOOKS, CATALOGUES, &C.

Gems of the Lybic Dkama. Edited by George^W.
Tryon.Jr. Published by the American Opera Pub-

lishing Co., Philadelphia.

It is proposed by a company of music lovers

in Philadelphia, to issue bi-monthly volumes

containing the overture and principal music

of the best operas.

The volume before us contains '' Fra Diavolo,''

and is independently of the music, beautifully

illustrated as a work of art. We are interested

in the success of the undertaking through noting

the names of some of our leading Horticultu-

rists and men of science connected with the enter-

prise, whose souls are filled with ''music every-

where."

The Weeds of Maine. By F. Lawson Scribner, of the

Massachusetts Agricultural College.

This is a littlework of 62 pages,in pamphlet form.

Without much pretension, and possibly a com-

pilation, it is yet just the thing to circulate

amongst farmers and gardeners— not only of

Maine, but of other places,—as the worst weeds

are pretty generally distributed, and the means

resorted to for their destruction in one State, are

alike pretty much everywhere.

memoir of the late D. B Walsh, whose loss

every one connected with rural aftairs so deeply

deplores. The next number is to have a steel

plate engraving, and further particulars of Mr.

Walsh.

The London Gardener'^s Chronicle comes to us

as the first of a new series. The old style of

heading has been lightened ; the " general news ''

columns have been abandoned, and their places

filled with Horticultural and Agricultural mat-

ter. The Chronicle has many readers in this

country. It has had an extraordinary influence

for good on Horticultural progress in the past,

and^every lover of gardening will wish the new

series the good fortune of the former one.

HORTICUI^TUKAL JOURNALS.

The Horticulturist has now completed its

twenty-fifth ya&T. It is a pleasure to note the

continued prosperity of this old favorite. Under

the management of its present editor, Mr. Wil-

liams, the contents are very varied, and always

interesting.

The American Entomologist.—The last num-

ber of this excellent journal contains a brief

VNNUAi, Register of Rurai. Affairs. By Luther
' Tucker & Son's, Albany, N. Y.

AMERICAN AoRicuvruRAi. Annuai.. By Orange Judd

&Co.

American Horticultural Annual. Orang« Judd

& Co.

These little works are all well known, and are

annually looked for by immerous readers, who

find summed up in them most of the progress of

the year.

Garden Calendars.

We have before us three admirable little se-

rials, which in addition to being catalogue.^ of

their owners' seeds and wares, are useful guides

in ordinary practical affairs. Landreth's,

Vicks', and Dreer's " Calendars " are the three

we refer to.

NEW Xm HARE ERUITS.

Monte Bello Apple.— I am indebted to A.

C. Hammond, of Warsaw, III., for specimens of

this new and tine Apple. Mr. H. writes me that

it was raised from seed on the place of Matthew

Gray, at Riverside, in Monte Bello Township,

Hancock Co., Illinois. It is there considered an

Apple of great promise, the tree being hardy,

rather upright, moderately vigorous, and

healthy ; an early and annual bearer, very pro-

ductive, and the fruit always fair and smooth.

Fruit above medium, oblate, regular ; skin

pale yellow, shaded and mottled with light red,

and splashed and striped with dark rich red

nearly over the whole surface, and sprinkled

with a few light dots ; stalk very short and

small, inserted in a broad cavity, russeted ;
ca

lyx closed, or nearly so ; segments short, erect,

almost closed ; basin medium, or rather large,

deep, smooth ; flesh very white, fine grained, a

little stained next the skin, very tender, juicy,

mild, subacid, vinous flavor; quality very

I
good, or best; core medium or small. Ripen

i

I
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from September to December.— O/ias. Downing
in American Agriculturist.

Mr. Downing hands usWrigley Apple.
the following note :

"I find the Wrigley Apple named in your
January number is the same as Kigley, or Coop-
er's Redling or Cooper's Market, first described,
I believe, by Coxe, in 1817, as " Rclling." It

is quite popular in some sections as a late keep-
ing market variety."

[So far as our ex])erience goes, this Apple is

most generally known ns Cooper's Redling, in

New Jersey,—Cooper's Market in the interior of
Pennsylvania,~and Wrigley or Regular in

Nf)rth-Rastern Pennsylvania. We suppose
*' Cooper's Market" will be the most generally
accepted name It is a very showy fruit, an
cxcell(;nt keeper, and a good healthy tree ; but
in our district by no means " enormously pro-
ductive."]

thinned, well grown, and well ripened, it is one
of the best of its season. When the tree is al-

lowed to over-bear for two or three years in suc-

cession it loses its vigor, and the fruit is poor in

quality. At least this is my experience, yet it

may be different with others.

Chas. Downing.

DucHEssE DE Bordeaux Pear.—I notice
there is much said relating to this Pear as an
excellent winter variety,—so it is if properly
treated. I would remark that the tree is very
productive, and unless the fruit is severely
thinned out when young, it will be small and
poor in quality ; but on healthy trees, sufficiently

Irish Pippin.—Spt-cimens of this fine Apple
were sent to me by Benjamin Borden, of Norris-

town, Montgomery Co., Pa., and " is said to

have originated with Stephen A. Porter, of that

town. Tree a free an 3 upright grower, and
forming a handsome head ; a very productive

and showy fruit, and inclined to bear every year

unless the season is unfavorable.''

Fruit rather large, roundish, slightly conical
;

skin whitish, shaded with light bright red and
stripes, and broken splashes of dark red, sprin-

kled with a few light dots ; stalk very short and
small, inserted in a medium cavity, sometimes a
little russeted ; calyx closed, segments short

;

basin small, corrugated ; flesh white, fine

grained, tender, juicy, with a pleasant, mild,

subacid, vinous flavor
;
quality very good ; core

rather small. Ripens in October and Novem-
ber, and with care, will keep until April.—CiiAS.

Downing, in American Agriculturist.

NEW AND llARE PLANTS.

Gerrardanthus portep^tosus.—M. Durieu
describes under this name a curious Cucurbita-
ceous plant growing in the Botanical Garden of

Bordeaux, ft produces at its base a large napi-
form swelling, which is said to attain 2^ yards,

sometimes more, in diameter. The Bordeaux
plant has, in the space of two years, produced a
tuber of about 18 inches in diameter. It is, how-
ever, remarkable that the young ones which
have been propagated from it have not produced
the tuberosity to which the seedling individuals

give rise The plant referred to in the above ex-
tract from the Revue Horticole, must surely be
the same asGeriardanthtis megairhiza. of which
the following acount is given in Harvey's " Ge-
nera of South African Plants :" ^'G.megarrhiza,

Dene, and Harv., the only species grown in the
Natal colony. It has a large placentiform, tu-

berous root, lying on the surface of the soil,H to

4 feet in diameter, I to 2 feet thick, slightly acrid

and bitter, and used, as Mr Gerrard informs

me, ' by the Kaffirs for various medicinal pur-

poses ; among others they give it to heifers,

after the first calf, to increase the quantity of

milk ; but it appears to deteriorate the quality,

for it is s lid the cows give no butter during the

time they are taking the root.' "— OarrZ. Chron.

Agave dasyliriodes (Amaryllilacese)—

A

stemless greenhouse succulent plant, forming a
noble tuft of narrowly ensiform attenuate recur-

ved coriaceous leaves, which are from 3 to 4 feet

long. From the centre rises a flower-stem, 10

feet long, the flowers bearing on upper part pen-
dulous and densely packed small green flowers in

pairs, while below these the whole of the erect

basal part of the scape is clothed with crowded

sickle-shaped secund bracts. The plant was in-

troduced many years since from Mexico, and has

thrice flowered in the conservatory of the Royal

Botanic Society.— Botanical Mag.

Alocasia Jenningsii, (Araces3e).--A beau-

tiful-leaved stove perennial, of a remarkably dis-

tinct character. The leaves are 6—8 inches in

length, peltate, cordate-ovate acuminate, with

their blades de flexed from the top of the erect

mottled stalks ; their ground color is a slightly

glaucous green, but their surface is marked with

Targe wedge-shaped blotches of dark brown, al-

most black, between the green veins, which are

bright green. It has been introduced from In-

dia'^by the Messrs. Veitch & Sons.- i^^or. & Pom.

culture. Next to its clear and beautiful silver

hue, is its remarkably short and low-branched

habit, which never runs into exuberant vigor,

but uniformly retains it under-growth through-

out the year, with nearly the same compactness

and dense habit as the ordinary dwarf garden

Box. By these attractive features it will not fail

to prove an invaluable acquisition for picturesque

leaf groups, extensive ribboned lines, and mar-

ginal belts, and must eventually be considered

as the most neat and eflfctive plant of its class

yet offered.- Gardener's Chronicle.

AcHYROCLiNE Saundersoni.—This in its

style is one of the most elegant and effective

plants, with silvery-surfaced foliage, for garden

decoration yet offered to the notice of cultivators.

It forms a very dwarf and compact densely-

branched shrub, from 4 to 6 or 8 inches in height,

being easily retained to any relative under-size

required. Its leaves are narrowly lanceolate,

close and densely set, the upper and under sur-

faces being alike silvery white, forming a beauti-

ful contrast with opposite green leaf tints ;
and

it retains its attractive character throughout the

winter months for conservatory or greenhouse

GNAPHAliiUM TOMENTOSUS.—A very elegant

low shrub, of free compact growth, ^ to 1^ feet

in height, as required, with pure silvery-grey

willow-like outline, snow-white stems, and under

leaf surface. It is finely adapted for very effec-

tive third ribboned rows, between self-green,

chocolate-red, or crimson leaf tints, retaining its

j

ornamental character throughout the year for

I

conservatory decoration. In freeness of growth,

neat habit, and bushy outline, it is superior to

I

any other plant of similar growth and effect yet

I

offered for summer beds. As an outward single

! or double belt to masses of evergreen shrubs, in

extensive pleasure grounds, it is remarkably ef-

fective, and equally adapted for portable si^eci-

mens, in pots, in the formation of temporary

groups and beds, and for decoration in basket-

work or terrace ornament.

—

Oard. Chronicle,

INTELLIGENCE.

Broom Fibre.—The following account from

a foreign journal probably refers to the Genis-

ta scoparium :

'* A letter from Calabria contains the follow-

ing curious statement of an industry unknown

to'us : In Calabria, in some districts, espe-

cially in the Albanian ones, no linen is made

except from the broom plant. Hemp we hardly

cultivate, and flax is only used by people in

easy circumstances. Th^B poor, therefore, are

glad to make use of the broom, which abounds

on our mountains. In the month of August,

when the young plant has attained its full con-

sistency, it is gathered point by point, and bound

in bundles of a diameter of about five centime-

tres each ; then boiled for several hours in a

large cauldron. When the fibrous part only re-

mains, the bundles are removed from the caul-

dron and carried to some stream or torrent,

where they are allowed to macerate sufficiently,

after which they are withdrawn from the water,

and undergo the necessary preparations. The

linen which is made from the broom is white,

strong and lasting."

Mark Miller's Fruit Farm.—The Iwoa

Register says :

"A few days since we had the pleasure of vis-

iting the farm of Mark Miller, which is located

m

I
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about a mile and a half from this city. In

choosing the location, Mr. Miller displayed the

admirable taste of a true lover of the beautiful,

who combines good sense and practical ideas

with the ornamental and romantic,—for the

ground on which he located is just what a per-

son would mould, or scoop, or carve to their

hand, had they the power to do so. He has

been on this farm only four years, but in that

time he has made astonishing headway toward

the growing of fruit and the general ornamenta-

tion of his place. An orchard, numbering about

six hundred trees, set out at that time, shows

the healthiest, thriftiest appearance of any
young orchard we have looked through.

What he has done in the Apple tree line, he

has also accomplished with Pears, Cherries, &c.

All his trees look healthy, and it seems that

bugs, caterpillars, borers, &c., which trouble

other fruit growers, don't visit him, but it is

probable that their absence is owing to constant

care and watchfulness on his part.''

Sugared Wines.—A committee 'of the Ten-

nessee Horticultural Society, says. In view of in-

dubitable proofs that wines, choice enough for

any taste or any purposes, can be i)roduced from
grapes to any desired extent in Tennessee, would
recommend the society seriously to consider the

following measures

:

1. To offer no more premiums for b(irry or other

wines than those made from the grape.

2. To refuse premiums to all grape wines not

strictly unadulterated ; approving thus such only

as are made without the addition of smjar or

other ingredients to the pure must of the yrape.

These recommendations are based upon the

facts that we now have native grapes, sufficiently

endowed with saccharine and other necessary

qualities, to furnish wines pleasant and ricli, and
that, by the use of sugar and other extraneous
articles, drinks, any thing but healthful and pro-

motive of sobriety, may be made from the juice

of almost any fruit or vegetable, whether ripe or
green,and endowed with acid or other properties

friendly or inimical to the human system.

As the design of our Society is to encouracre

relined tastes, habits of sobriety and industry,

and so the greatest good of the community,
the committee hope their recommendations will

not pass unheeded.

A Cypress-tree converted into a Dor-
mitory.—Lady Mary W. Montague, in her in-

teresting travels, mentions a Cypress tree in a

garden at Kujek Checkmedji, that was converted

into this rather singular use. The house and

garden which she visited belonged to the "hogia"

or schoolmaster. '' I asked him," she says, "to

show me his own apartment, and was surprised

to see him point to a tall Cypress tree in his gar-

den, on the top of which was a place for a bed

for himself, and a little lower one for his wife and

two children, who slept there every night. I was

so much diverted with the fancy, that I resolved

to visit his nest nearer ; but going up fifty steps,

T found I had still fifty to go up, and then J must

climb from branch to branch, with some hazard

of my neck. I thought it therefore the best way
to come down again."

Fuchsia Rose of Castile.—This is a grand

subject for conservatory decoration. In Febru-

ary of last year I started a batch of about a dozen

old plants in a vinery then at work. Early in

the following April they began to flower, when
they were removed to the conservatory, where
they continued in full beauty through the sum-
mer. I started the same plants again this year,

in heat, and pinched the new growth once ; they

are once more rich with their delicate flowers,

and of the greatest service to mix with such

things as azaleas, calceolarias and pelargoniums;

there is no fuchsia that I know that flowers so

freely and lasts so long.—J. C. C, in Oardener^s

Chronicle.

Brandy from Keindeer Moss.—Experi-
ments lately made in Sweden, on a large scale,

upon the production of brandy from lichens, and
especially the reindeer moss, have, it is said,

proved so successful as to warrant the practical

application of the i>ro(ess. The method is boil-

ing the moss for about eight hours, with six or

seven per cent of sulphuric or hydrochloric acid

and water, then neutralizing the acid, adding
yeast, fermenting and distilling. From 20 lbs.

of the air dried moss about 5^^ (juarts of brandy,
of 50 per cent, of ah^ohol, have been obtained.
The theory of the process consists in the trans-
formation of the lichenin or lichen-starch into
glucose, by boiling with the acid mentioned, and
then changing this to alcohol by subjecting it to

fermentation.

1870. THE GARDEJEER'S MOJ^TEty es

WES-HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF

TERN NEW YORK.

At the Winter meeting of the Horticultural

Society of Western New York, the following ofli-

cers were elected for the ensuing year :

President—Patrick Barry, of Rochester.

1st Vice President—T. C. Maxwell, Geneva.

2j[
u 4t _c. L. Hoag, Lockport.

3d " ** —W. Brown Smith, Syra-

cuse.

Secretary and Treasurer—Sam. P.* Wakelee,

Rochester.

NORTH CAROLINA HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

Col. Steele called together a meeting of the

State Horticulturists to organize a society, on

the 21st of January, which we believe was a

success.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE MONTGOMERY
COUNTY, OHIO, HORTICULTURAL

SOCIETY.

annual meeting.

The attendance on Wednesday, January 5th,

1870, on the occasion of the annual meeting, was

much larger than any meeting for a great

while.

The meeting was called to order by President

Ohmer, and Secretary Heikes read the proceed-

ings of the former meeting.

The essay was read by J. H. W. Mumma, on

the "Winter Protection of Fruit and Plants,"

as follows :

'' While many look upon Horticulture as one

of the greatest sciences of modern times, as yet

not fairly and proi)erly understood, except by the

smallest number, who are classed as Horticul-

turists, I look upon Horticulture as one of the

most beautiful in all its bearings, in the cultiva-

tion of fruits, vegetables, &c. But there are

many failures in this useful and pleasant pursuit.

Not because it is not a profitable one, but be-

cause there are many who go into the business

with the expectation of making a fortune in a

few years ; but when in the business, they find

it not to be the case. The question is often

asked nie by many that are successful, "W^hy,

you are making a fortune in that business 1"

But a fortune is not made in a day, or week, or

year. It is by a steady and correct way of doing

business that a fair .remuneration for the Horti-

culturist is obtained. It is a business that re-

quires close attention and observation, and to be

always on the lookout to see that there is a

" place for everything, and everything in its

place."
There should be careful study in the purchase

of plants as well as the planting of them. One

very important object should be kept in view-

not to purchase any article because it is cheap,

but in the end may prove very dear. I might

say, on the other hand, it is not always safe to

purchase at too high prices. It is true the most

expert will once in a while be caught in the pur-

chase of a worthless article at extreme rates. As

a general rule we should always try to purchase

of some one that is reliable. As is the

case now-a-days there are many new

plants, vines, seeds, etc., brought before the

public—many that have not been tested—and

when tried, artf worse than worthless. My
main object in this essay is to speak of the pro-

, tection of plants in winter.

I

I will give as brief a history of my mode of

winter protection as is practicable. But in the

first place permit me to ask the question : why

is it we find many Horticulturists that neglect

thif: very important part of their work—the

winter protection of their plants, flowers, &c?

It is not because of the great amount of labor

that it requires, thou^jh it is accompanied with

cost and labor. There is an old adage which reads:

*' Anything that is worth doing at all, is worth

doinc well." And that is the rule which should

especially govern Horticulturists.

I will say to all interested in the growing of

small fruit principally, that a protection of their

plants in winter will pay largely. There are

many kinds of material used for a winter protec-

tion, which I will speak of in turn. I have

tried all of those I am about to mention. As

the Strawberry is one of my siiecialties, I will

confine my winter protection principally to that

kind of fruit. Our climate is very changeable,

and causes the ground to rise and fall from the

plants, and by that means the roots are left bare

in the spring of the year. I have lost thousands

of plants in this way, by not having them prop-

erly protected in the winter. I planted 11,000

Wilson's Albany Strawberry plants in my Apple

and Peach orchard, five years ago, and three-

fourths of them I covered with sawdust. I put my
plants out about the middle of June, and I ap-

plied the sawdust in early winter, but to my
surprise in the spring found at least three-fourths

of all that was protected with sawdust frozen

i W»r

fill

I,

I

I
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out and dead. The other fourth of my plants I
covered with the refuse of my wood-house, and
to my surprise found them all right in the
spring. 'IMiis settled the point with me, that
sawdust would not answer for a winter protec-
tion, while the litter proved very good, having
the properties ofwarmth, which "the sawdust hali
not. I have tried spent tan-bark with tolerable
good results

; but in its new state it is apt to sour
the ground, and also cause mildew to plants.
This has been the objection of many that have
used it. I have seen it thrown on a pile in its
green state, and not removed for a month ; it

had exhausted the soil of all its fertile qualities.
I have known sorghum stalks u.sed for protecting
Strawberry plants, but from the appearance ol"

the plants in the spring, I Judge it was not good
for them.

Straw is a very good protection to plants,
where it can be procured with little or no grass
seed, which is an objection. I have tried it'with
very good results, where I had it clear of seed.
I have also seen straw tried, which set the
Strawberry bed with grass, so that it was about
as much work to clean the gniss out as the
profit derived from the berries Where straw is

used it should be clear of grass seed.

I have seen the offal of a liax mill used for
protecting plants. I do not recommend it, as it

lays too dead, or heavy on the plants, and has
to be taken ofi'in the spring ; but what makes it

more objectionable is the amount of all kinds of
seed that is cut with the tlax in harvesting it. I

consider the leaves of the fon^st as good^ pro-
tection of plants as can ])e had, there being but
one objection to them, and that is they arc apt
to blow away when they get dry. When they
can be placed around the i)lants so as not to be
scattered l»y high winds, I consider them ot
great value. I have tried them with great sue-
cess.

The Ixist material I have used for protecting
my Strawberry plants is fodder. I have used i't

with perfect success 1 will state here my mode
of using it. I have a power machine which cuts
and grinds stalks so that they become very fine
andean be worked in around the plants, keeping
them protected around the roots so as to prevent
freezing and thawing.

For the benefit of my fellow Horticulturists, I
would say the machine I refer to is made by B.
C. Taylor. It is of double value to me—for
feeding stock, and to make bedding for my hor-
ses ; and I apply it to my plants after it is

I

thrown out of the stalls. It acts as a fertilizer

I

and a winter protection at the same time. I

,

have used this kind of mulch for my flower-beds

in summer, and it has proved very beneficial in

holding moisture and keeping the weeds down.
It is good to protect all plants, as fodder is free

of all seed. I apply a good sized double-handful

to a hill ofStrawberries, so as to nearly cover it.

1 leave it on in the spring, and let the plants

grow up through it, so the fruit stalks and fruit

rest on the mulch.

Fodder is not a very costly material for pro-

tecting plants in winter for any one that has a
machine to cut stalks. For the mulching of

ground around the Strawberry, Raspberry,
Blackberry, Currant bushes, etc., and indeed

everything in the line of Horticulture, this ma-
chine is invaluable for cutting fodder. A ma-
chine will pay if two or three fruit growers pur-
chase a machine together, the cost being com-
paratively light to each person. Now, there
are very few Horticulturists that do not plant
fromfimrto five acres of corn, ami the fodder,
in any ordinary season, is worth from one-half
to three-fourths as much as the corn, if properly
managed. All who have had any experience
in the wiiiter protection of plants with the use
of fodder, will sanction what I say on this sub-
ject.

r would advise all who grow Strawberries, and
otlier small fruit, to give them a winter pio-
tection of some one of the three last named ar-
ticles. If it is but a partial covering it will do
better than none The great fault with too
many of us is to plant too much, and protect too
little, which is a very great mistake. We should
plant less, cultivate; better, and give more atten-
tion to winter protection, and success will be
sure '»

President Ohmer was renominated by accla-
mation, and elected with entire unanimity,
every ballot being cast for him.

The President returned thanks for the
h(mor so unanimously tendered. He said he
had earnestly labored for the good ot the society,
and for the cause of Horticulture, and he would
continue to do so, whether he was President or
not. However, In; was grateful for this evidence
of appreciation of his fellow-workers, and would
endeavor to merit tiie honor conferred.

TOPICS FOR THE YE.\R.
February —Soils and Locations.
March- Selection of Plants.
April -Profits <>f Horticulture.
May—Birds and Insects.
June—Hedges.
July—Fertilizers.

August—Sub-soiling aud Drainage.
September—Grapes.
October—Atmospheric Changes.
November—Winter Proteotiou.
December—Horticultural I'eriodicals.

« dartUtt^r^s Montlilir.I
DEVOTED TO

Horticulture, Arhoriculture, Botany and Rural Affairs

EDITED BY THOMAS MEEIIAN.

Old Series, Vol. Xll. MARCH, 1870. ^^^^ ^^^^^^' ^o^- 1^^- ^'o. 3.

IIIKTS FOR MARCH,

FLOWER-GARDEN AND PLEASURE
GROUND.

"We are advocates of fashions in flowers as

well as of fashions in dress, but often wish that

they had more reason in them. Still, so far as

fashions in flowers are concerned, we feel that if

anything unreasonable exists, it is the fault of

our magazine, and others like it, who rule, or

ought to rule the leaders of fashion. The great

public are too lazy to think for themselves, or

are unable to do it. Like the ancient Israelites,

who tiring of the old man Moses, and wanting a

young man to lead them, shouted for a King,

and got soon tired of him, -so our people cry

out for a fashion leader, and yet murmur at the

slavery their own voice has_ herein brought on

themselves. We follow the Empress or Empe-

ror of the French in our dress fashions,—or the

Duchess of Sutherland, or some other Duchess,

in our flower gardening, and though rebelling

at the absurdity of the styles, acknowledge our

weakness, and fall in with the humble crowd.

If we can ever get to England, we shall ofler

I^ady Middleton or the Duchess of Sutherland,

or some other great lady Floriculturist, a posi-

tion on the Monthly as fashion editress, and with

our superior wisdom to suggest rational modes

of arranging flowers, have no doubt that it will

be a very nice world, and that everything will be

just as it ought to be.

When that good time comes, we shall perhaps

discuss the question whether it is wise to so ar-

range plants with colored leaves in masses, that

everybody's flower bed, shall be an exact copy of

every other body's bed. AVe would rather go

into some old style garden with its Marigolds,

and Sunflowers, and wild Pansies, for real en-

joyment, than in some of our modern leaf gar.

dens. Still, it is fashionable to have them, and
not having influence enough to control the lead-

ers of fashion, we must go along till it sees, fit to

alter its mandates.

We fancy the arrangement ofleafplants in mas-
ses will be very popular this season. If we cannot

have much variety of color or form in the plants

in the beds, we can at least have some in the beds

themselves, and really some of these beds look

very pretty. While in Milwaukee we saw a

very pretty lot of beds on the grounds of Mr. D.
Ferguson. The snow was on the ground, and
we could not see exactly the outlines, but we
believe the sketch on the next page gives pretty

nearly the idea. It was set along a walk on a

narrow plot ofgrass, with a walk between the two

sets of beds, which led to the fruit garden.

So far as the general hints applicable to the

every year management of the flower garden

department is concerned, the annual pruning

must be got through with as soon as possible.

Many delay pruning shrubbery until after se-

vere weather passes, so as to see what injury

may be done,—but with March all should be fin-

ished,—taking care not to trim severely such

Shrubs as flower out of last year's wood, as for

instance the Wiegelia—while such as flower

from the spring growth, as the Althaea, Mock
Orange, «&c. , are benefited by cutting back vig-

orously.

If flowers have been growing in the ground

many years, new Foil does wonders. Rich ma-
nure makes flowers grow, but they do not always

flower well with vigorous growth. If new soil

cannot be had, a wheelbarrow of manure to

)|
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about every fifty square feet will be enough. If

the garden earth looks gray or yellow, rotten

leaves- quite rotten leaves— will improve it. If

heavy, add sand. If very sandy, add salt—about

half a pint to fifty square feet. If very black or

rich from previous years' manurings, use a little

lime, about a pint, slacked, to fifty square feet.

Jf the garden be full of hardy perennial flow-

ers, do not dig it, but use a fork, and that not

deeply.

Dig garden soil only when the ground is warm
and dry. Do not be in a hurry, or you may get

behind. When a clot of earth will crush to

powder when you tiead on it, is time to dig—not

before.

If perennial plants have stood three years ia

one place, separate the stools, replacing one-

third, and give the balance to your neighbor

who has none.

Prune Shrubs, Roses and Vines. Those which
flower from young wood, cut in severely to make
new growth vigorous. Tea, China, Bourbon
and Noisette Roses are of this class. "What are

called annual flowering Roses, as Prairie Queen,

and so on, require much of last year's wood to

make a good show of flowers. Hence, with

these, thin out weak wood, and leave all the

stronger.

To make handsome, shapely specimens of

Shrubs, cut them now into the fori» s you want,
and keep them so by pulling out all shoots that

grow stronger than the other during the sum-
mer season.

The rule for pruning at transplanting is to cut

in proportion to apparent injury to roots. If not

much worse for removal, cut but little of the top

away. Properly pruned, a good gardener will

not have the worst case of a badly dug tree to

die under his hands. In nursery, where these

matters are well understood, trees *' never die.''

Box edgings lay well now. Make the ground
firm and level; plant deep, with tops not more
than two inches above ground.

Roll the grass well before the softness of a

thaw goes away. It makes all smooth and level.

Graft trees or shrubs where changed sorts are

desirable. Any lady can graft. Cleft grafting

is the easiest. Split the stock, cut the scion like

a wedge, insert in the split, so that the bark of

the stock and scion meets ; tie a little bast bark

around it, and cover with Trowbridge's Graft-

ing Wax, and all is done ; very simple when it is

understood, and not hard to understand.

Prepare for some little ' out of the way ' no-

tion in the gardening way. The great Land-
scape Gardeners will tell you to make everything

look as natural as may be. Perhaps they are

right in a general way ; but we never see in na-

ture a pole with a hoop at the bottom, leading a
lozen of strings to the top of the pole like a su-

'ar-loaf, with scores of Cypress-vine branchci
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running over them ; trees trained like fans, or a

dozen of colors grafted on one bush ; or upright

Irish Junipers, or Weeping Willows, or, for the

matter of that, Double Roses. In fact, in some
|

complished ^^^''^^Sj;^ tlie wmtcr

things, the more unlike nature, if not ridiculous,

the belter it will please.

«•»>»

FRUIT GARDEN.
Where there is danger of choice fruit suffering

injury from late frosts, protect by a few evergreen

branches, or muslin. Some trees can be trained

so as to be suited easily to different modes of

protection.

Take borers out of fruit trees, and wrap oiled

paper round the stem at the collar, to keep them

out for the rest of the season.

Wash the bark of trees, where not done, to kill

the eggs of insects, and soften the old skin so as

to permit it to swell freely.

For small places, a plentiful supply of Straw-

Iwrries, Riispberries, Blackberries, Gooseber-

ries, and Currants should be provided, and the

Grapevine by no means be forgotten. These sel

dom fail to do well. Strawberries do well on a

rich, dry, but deep soil. On banks that are not

too poor or dry, they seldom fail to do well, and

are often three weeks earlier than when on level

soil. The Blackberry also will do on a dry,

rich bank. We mention this as there are often

such spots in small gardens which it is desirable

to render useful. Strawberries seldom do well in

?oio, wet ground. Raspberries and Gooseberries

do better there.

In planting Raspberries they should be cut

down nearly to the ground when planted. You

lose the crop, of course, but you get good strong

canes for next year. If you leave the canes long

enough to bear, it will probably be the only crop

you will ever get from them. Never expect any-

thing to bear the year after transplanting. It is

generally at the expense of the future health of

the tree.

Grapes that have become weak from age may

be renewed by laying down a branch some feet

just under the surface, and then cut back, so that

one good eye only be left at the surface of the

soil.

Any choice fruit may be grafted, at this sea-

son, on others less desirable. The scions should

be cut before the buds begin to swell, and set in

the ground as cuttings. But they should not

be grafted till the stock is just about bursting

into leaf. Those who have much of this work to

do begin earlier—we speak principally to ama-

teurs with but a few things to graft.

Pruning of most kinds of fruits has been ac-

Tt is custom-

ary, however, to leave the Peach till towards

spring, in order to cut out any wood that may be

injured through the winter. In other respects,

the Peach should have little pruning at this sea-

son, as it tends only to make it grow more lux-

uriously ; and a too free vigor of growth is a

fault of the Peach in this climate. The only

pruning admissible is that which has for its ob-

ject the production of shoots in naked or desira-

ble places.

The Strawberry, where it has been covered

during the winter, should be uncovered as early

as possible in spring, that the warm spring suns

may exert all their influence on producing an

early crop. As soon as growth commences, a

sowinfT of guano has been found to be of great

benefit to the crop of fruit.

In vineries where they have been forced early,

the fruit will be setting, when it is usual not to

syringe so freely about the flowers as before.

Cold vineries will be about bursting their buds,

and should have every encouragement to break

regularly, which is most usually accomplished

by bending the canes down as horizontally as

possible. Most vineries are now built much

flatter than formerly, and less anxiety is there-

fore felt in regard to this bursting trouble.

Where vines are grown inside altogether, care

must be used to guard against the soil becoming

too dry. Usually about the time of stoning, a

thorough soaking is given to the soil about

them. AVhere vines grow in outside borders, the

objection is that melting ?nows cool the roots too

much, and make too great an extreme between

the temperature of root and branch. The best

English gardeners now place hot stable manure

on their borders, and cover these with boards,

so as to throw off" the rain.

It may be said of all fruit trees, they should

be severely pruned at planting, and every other

means resorted to iiTorder to produce a vigorous

healthy growth. Fruit, worthy of the name of

fruit, is the result of healthy growth the season

previous, and it is impossible to obtain both the

same season of planting. If any fruit sets in a

transplanted tree, it should be remorselessly torn

off" and cast away.

Whitewashing the stems of orchard trees has

a very beneficial effect in clearing away old

bark and destroying the eggs of innumerable in-

.1
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Beets. The white color is bad ; throw in a little

soot or some other matter to make it brown. In

greenhouses sulphur has been found of benefit in

keeping down mildew. Possibly if mixed with

the whitewash in tree dressing, it might do

good against Are blight, and such like fungoid

troubles.

«•••!>

VEGETABLE GAKDEN.

Where new Asparagus beds are to be made,
now is the time ; the ground should be rather

moist than dry, and be trenched about two feet

deep, mixing in with it a good quantity of stable

dung, and, if the ground be inclining to sand,

add some salt ; the beds should be marked out
four feet wide, and the alleys about two feet. If

pegs are driven down at the corners of the beds
permanently, they will assist operations in fu-

ture years. Having marked the positions of the

beds and procured a stock of two year old

I)lants, place them on the soil nine inches apart
in rows one foot asunder, making three rows in

each bed ; then cover the whole with soil from
the alleys and rich compost a couple ofinches.

To have Turnips good in spring tliey must be
sown very early ; they are hardy, and must be
put in as soon as the ground can be caught right.

Salsify, too, must be in as soon as possible—it

prefers a strong rich loam.

Those who have no Spinach sown m the fall,

should do that right away ; no amount of stable

manure but will be a benefit to it, though guano,
in even small doses, will kill it

; guano produces
excellent Cabbage, mixed with the ground while

it is being dug for that crop. Cabbage, by the

way, may be put in as soon as the ground is

ready ; and Potatoes are better in before the be-

ginning of next month, if the ground is not too

wet ; many plant Cabbage between the Potato
rows.

Deep rich soil, now so generally condemned
for fruit gardens, is of the first importance here.

Soil cannot be too rich or Uio deep, if we would
have good vegetables. It is indeed remarkable,

that in many respects we have to go very differ-

ently to work to get good fruits, than we have
to perfect vegetables. While, for instance, we
have to get sunlight to give the best richness to

our fruits, our vegetables are usually best when
blanched or kept from the light. So also as we
keep the roots as near the surface as we can in

order to favor the woody tissue in trees, we like

to let them go deep in vegetables because this

favors succulence.

It is best not to sow tender vegetables too

soon, they get checked, and the last will be first.

Asparagus is one of the earliest crops to set out.

It was believed at one time that the varieties of

this would not come true from seed, and that

there was but one best kind. We art not so sure

of this now. Many plant them too deep and

fail ; four inches is enough, rows 20 inches, and
plants one foot apart will do. Make the soil par-

ticularly rich.

To have Brocoli it has to Ix; sown very early,

or it will not head. The purple Cape, and white

Walcheren are the most popular varieties. In

Cabbages there have been many new varieties the

few past years. It is hard to decide on the best.

The Early Dwarf York is still largely planted

for a first crop, and the large Early York plant-

ed for a second coming in. The Early Wake-
field is, however, very popular in some districts.

The Winningstadt is approved as a summer
sort, and its tender quality is appreciated. For
late crops the Marblehcad varieties have justly

earned a good reputation, although the Large
Late Drumhead, and Flat Dutch are still largely

planted. The Savoy's and lied Dutch are also

sown now. For protection against the Cabbage
fly we find nothing so good as water slightly im-
pregnated wiUi coal oil, and syringed over the

seed beds.

Celery for the main crop will do about the end
of the month, but a little maybe sown now.
We have never been able to make up our mind
whether there is such a thing as an absolutely
solid variety of Celery ; and whether pithiness
in any degree depends on soil or culture. Cer-
tainly we buy all the most improved '^solids

''

every year, and never yet found one satisfactory

throughout. We cannot say which is the best of
the many candidates.

«•»*

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &C.

Dahlias should now be brought forward. A
good plan is to shorten the extremity of the
roots, put them in six inch pots and place in a
warm greenhouse. In a few weeks they will

sprout, when they should \ye shaken out, divided
with a piece of root to each sprout, and sepa-
rately potted in four inch pots.

Camellias will require rather more water while
growing than at other times. Just before they
grow is a good season to graft. Cut down the

stock, cleft graft in the crown, wax and plunge

in a bottom heat of 70o. A great many kinds

may be had on one plant by the bottle system,

practised by the writer's father, thirty years ago.

A shoot about to grow is (.btained and attached

to the stock as an\narching, the end of the shoot

being put in a small phial of water suspended

beneath it. This plan does best, however, with

the young wood in July.

Azaleas succeed well by grafting with the

half ripe shoots of the present season's growth

on plants raised either by seeds or cuttings. Old

wood docs not take readily.

Chrysanthemums should now be raised from

cuttings for fall flowering. They make better

blooming plants than ofl-sets.

Fuchsias may now be readily struck from the

young growth from the old plants, which will

make^'excellent blooming plants for the next sum-

mer season.

Geraniums, Pelargoniums, Cinerarias, and

Chinese Primroses must be kept as near the

glass and light as possible ; they do little good

in shady places. Keep off" the green Aphis -for

this on a small scale there is nothing like hot

water ; on a large scale, tobacco-smoke in scv-

eral successive light doses is still the best

""' Au'riculas, Carnations, Pinks and Polyanthus

-the prettiest of florist's ttowcrs-must bcpt
.

cool, just free from ffost, with plenty of air, U-

the best results are desired.

New Holland and Cape plants, such as Apa-

cris, Acacia, Heaths, etc., are now the glory ot

the grcenhou83 ; hot bursts of sun on them

should be avoided, as it lays iti them the seeds

of "consumption,'' which frequently carries

them off the following summer.

Lookout for a good stock of bedding plants m

time, by striking cuttings of such things as

grow rapidly and speedily, and sowing seeds ot

such annuals as maybe advanced to advantage.

Pansies are coming now into flower. Ihey

like an airy frame, where they will not be roasted

at midday nor exposed to drying winds, and ye.

have a free circulation of air and plenty of light.

Planted out in such a framc,and the old shoots cut

away as soon as the plant has done flowering,

the plants will keep healthy over till th3 next

"""superior varieties can b3 raised from seed

Choose those with the roundest petals, bast col-

ors! and the first flowers that op.n, to raise seed

from.

COMMUNICATIONS,

THE SOUR AND SWEET APPLE.

BY li. B., pniLADELPIIlA.

Having for manv years distributed and com-

mended the »'Sour and Sweet" Apple which I

had the honor to bring to the notice of the Po-

mological Society, at its recent meeting, I beg

you to give me the opportunity of stating some

'facts in its history. I was surprised to hear the

expression of doubt in regard to it by Mr. Barry

at the time, and also at the argument he pre-

sents in your December number against the pos-

sibility of a bud hybrid being formed at all.

First, I must confess my incredulity at the

possibility of a "sport" producing any tangible

mixture of qualities capable of perpetuation. I

have had the sour and sweet Apple growing on

large and strong trees, not merely for 30 years,

as this " sport ' ' has been known, but for at least

3(5 years; the trees having been grown by my

f\xther so early as to produce fruit in ^'^^^^^^

probably, though a. his death occurred m 13.3S,

I cannot say certainly, for at least two or three

years earlier. And I have grafted the scions

into a hundred other trees, all of which are true

to the type of the original.

My earliest recollection, dating back to 1S32 or

1833, is of this mixture on which my father con-

crratulated himself as a feat of skill in buddmg, n.

mode of propagation which constantly engaged

his attention, and by which he filled a large or-

chard with every variety of cultivated fruits

then known. From 1834 forward for twenty

years I gathered and stored this soar and sweet

Apple, with my own hands, and though the ob-

iect my father had of mixing a red with a green

apple was never attained by him, I had nev. r

ii
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heard the* question raised as to the fact of his
success in producing the Apple which we have
for so many years distributed. Certainly it

never came from Rochester, and quite as cer-
tainly, in my judgment, it never was a "sport.»'
In fact, though grafting and budding every
known variety together, and setting Apples and
Pears, together on large trees with succxjss, I
liave never seen the anomaly called a " sport

»'

in any variety of fruit.

Mo:?t of the trees of this sour and sweet Apple
have the strong growth and lateral thrust of the
Greening, but many branches are also upright
like Tallman Sweet. I have gathered half a
hushe) of Apples entirthj sweet from a tree pro-
ducing twenty bushels, and perhaps a full bushel
cou'd be found entii^'.y sour. The sweet ones
would be almost exactly the size of the Tallman
Sweet, which is but half the size of the Green-
ing, and the greater part of the fruit would be
mixed in variable segments of sweet alternating
with sour ; the sweet segment always wnall-
er, and 3'ellow, would be large, elevated,
and identical in taste and color with
the Greening. On the sweet ones there
was also to be seen the peculiar russet
mark characteristic of the Tallman Sweet,
which arc waved cross lines near the blossom
end, and one, two or three marked lines d'yjrg-
ing fn»m the stem. Four years since I gathered
a few bushels with my own hands, and distribu-
ted them as widely as possible, asking a careful
exainination of them on this precise point.
They were so clearly marked in segments, de-
veloping the contrast in size, color, taste, and
every sensible characteristic, that I supposed no
difference of opinion remained as to the fact of
mixture of the Rhode Island Gi-eeningand Tail-
man Sweet in the same Apple. The season of ISiiO
was singulariy adverseat the locality of my farm,
which is 1200 feet above sea level, in the north-
ern border of Chautauque County, New York,
and not only was the crop short generally, but
the growth was late and small. In September,
at the meeting of the Pomological Society, it was
so imperfectly grown as to prevent the produc-
tion of satisfactory samples, and none, in fact,
could be got reasonably perfect at any time. I
am therefore unable to distribute them now.

I must insist that the Apple we have grown
and distributed, as I have before said, since
1834, as the sour and sweet Apple, ori:;inated
at that locality. Having been a faithful reader
of all the Agricultural and Horticultural period

icals and reports of New York, from the first

number of the Genessee Farmer to the present
time, I can safely assert that no description or
claim other than our own has appeared ; and
having distributed this Apple myself in Central
New York in 1842 and 1843, as my father did to

some extent ten years earlier, I think the Ap-
ples grown as sour and sweet throughout that

section fully accounted for. I have bought them
frequently in the Washington and Philadelphia

markets for fifteen years past, and have called

attention to them on many occasions without
hearing ofany other original source of distribu-

tion I cannot see, therefore, how so wide a dis-

tribution could come from the "Sport »» of Mr.
Ban-y 's grounds, or from any other sport. H av-

ing a large number of Greening trees, in bearing
more than thirty years, and having proi>agated
the Greening very largely, I have never seen a
sport of this character. If such is the case, no
phenomenon of fruit growing would be more re-

markable, or better worthy a thorough illustra-

tion from all sources.

The possibility of so uniting two segments of
buds as to produce a stem in which each shall

be represented appears to be one of mechanical
accuracy merely. If the sap cells of two grafts,

or a graft and a stock, may be so united as to
grow together, it cannot be intrinsically more
difficult with the parts of a bud, since vitality is

represented by small cells only, and the shoot
carries into its parts two cellular distinctions,

which follow to the fruit and are^ represented in
it, as we know them often to be In the woody
stem. The doctrine of *' sports, '» and ofa "ten

|

dcncy to sjwrt," appears to me wholly wanting in

scientific authority. Whatevert is now sup-
posed to be more easy to get along with by
charging to " sport," will ultimately be ascribed
to a mingling of di.stinct cellular life, a mechani-
cal hybridization, which the stems and zones of
plants and trees readily admit.

«•»

CHINESE SAKD PEAR.
Bvj. n.

I have sometimes met with persons who re-

commended planting fruit trees by the road or
lawn instead of ornamental trees. If wo want
fruit trees that are purely ornamental we might
introduce the Chinese Sand Pear. They are
truly beautiful trees when they open the leaf
buds in spring, presenting such an unique ai>-
pcaranco with the newly formed leaves uearly aa
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red as the blood leaf Beech. The ttowers are pret-

ty and the tree retains its large, deep greenlcaves

late in the autumn, when the Apple and Pear

trees are quite denuded. Our single tree bears

rcularly this season, picking over two bushes

of fruit from it. fine and large. They are great

bearers, and the fruit, although not eataWe, is

valuable for canning, or will keep until middle

of winter. We esteem them also to make spiced

pickles of, and we have thought strange that a

[ree that grows so readily, is quite ornamental

and as wc have found, is also profitable, should

be so little planted. There is a variety, a

seedlin", called the Japan Pear, although nei-

ther of them is a true Pear, which is of finer tex-

ture, and probably more valuable.

«*»»

ABOUT RASPBERRIES.

BY ISAAC HICKS, OLD WESTBURY, LO-TG ISLAND.

While working among our Raspberry plants

to-day, it occurred to me that perhaps a little ot

my experience among them might be amusmg it

not instructive. Believing that too Uttle atten-

tion has been given to this most excellent fruit,

which to us is more valuable than Strawberries,

because they continue to give us fruit lon-er

and are more easily cultivated,we have planted

manv varieties.

Our first experiments were with the tender

varieties, such as Franconla, II. R. Antwerp,

Fastolf, Brinckle's Orange, &e.; but although

wilUncr to cover them in winter, our soil did not

suit them, and they did not even bear as well as

the Purple cane, and we have had to abandon

them The Catawissa bore finely in the spring,

its fruit resembling the P-irple Cane, but more

productive. But the autumn crop was of little

value. It ripened slowly, the fruit was not as

good as in the spring, and added to this, we

found the catbirds ate them as fast as ripe 1 ne

Philadelphia thus far is the most profitable fruit

for us to grow. No variety we have met with

equals it in productiveness, and on our light soil

it certainly is good when brought on the table

nicely powdered with sugar, and the spaces filled

with cream (or boiled milk, a very good substi-

tute), and few of our guests refuse to be helped

the second time. Of course every one likes the

Clark, and the bees and wasps are fond of it, too,

as we found last summer it was dangerous to

pick them without care ; but the question with

us now is, will the Clark succeed on light soil (

We fear not, as ours do not grow and bear as

they do in heavier loamy or clay soils.
.
We also

have a small lot of the Elm City, amce, very

early berry, ripening a day or two before the

Black Caps last season. It is a pleasant fruit

not a vigorous grower, and is quite too small to

be a favorite. Raspberries consume much more

time in picking than Strawberries or Blackber-

,

ries, and no small berry will please us long.

There is no disputing the excellent flavor of

the old Purple Cane, but unfortunately they are

too small, and take so long a time to pick a quart

of them that ours were of scarcely any value

The first year the Duhring bore a fine crop the

next year all were killed by the seventy of the

winter, and last season they were larger, it is

true, tkan the Philadelphia, but not as produc

tiveorofas goodflavor. They will be dismissed.

Corse's Seedling, from Baltimore is a good grow-

er, but it does not bear sufficiently for us, and is

too small.

We will pass by a few other varieties but itt e

known and notice the Black Caps. Dool.t le is

too well known to speak of now, but we t nk

the Mammoth cluster is more valuable, but is

not as early. We received over 100 plants under

the name of Miami, but as our 1«"-«'1^^"^'^°"-

ties of the Pomological Society affirm that they

are identical, we care little for the name The

'arge cluster; of fruit, with their rich and peas-

ant flavor, will delight all v,ho love this class of

Raspberries. Summit is the «^™« "^ ^/»P^
sweet yellow cap, but it is too s™*";/"'^'^^

Garden, both disseminated by Dool.ttle, is with

us a poor bearer.

Yellow caps arc frequently found growing wild

around the fences, and we hope we 'hall have a

variety which will give a good report. Those we

Cves'een change their bright ye"- c^- ^^» .^^

brownish tinge when ripe, which spoils their

rautv Our Yellow Blackberries change tlieir

Sn the same manner. ^Vha\there is in h

value of the EUisdale to warrant the high price

that has been paid for it we cannot discover. It

sof the Purple Cane family, more product^e^

but we think not ofas good flavor, and it must be

too soft for long transportation. It '« » ™"

pant "rower, and requires much more room and

care in its c;itivation than the Clark, and is n^

ts eood or will, we think, yield as much per

a re We would encourage all cultivUors to be

1 t';e lookout among the plants they find grow-

uU in places remote from their c-'t'^ted kinds

Most of our varieties are accidental seedUngs,

rrnsFi* s

^
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and the coniinir Raspberry that fills all our
wishes, is yet unknown, or untested.

«••»

EXPERIMENTS O^ FRUIT TREES.
BY DR. G. B. WOOD.

Atea recent meeting of the American Philo-
sophical Society, the usual dry facts of abstract
science gave place to a discussion on Horticul-
tural topics, and the following report of what
took place will probably interest the readers of
the GanUncrs Monthly.
Potash experiments at one time were very

popular amongst gardeners to avoid the crackin<r
of the Pear. Mr. Edward Tatnall, of Wilmiii-!
ton, was particularly an advocate of it. 13ut It
has not been found to possess the virtues claimed
lor it in this respect.

Whether it will prove of any more benefit,
permanently, in the present case remains to be
seen, but the distinguished source from which the
Ideas come render them worthy of consideration.

-Ur. Geo. B. Wood communicated his experi-
ments and views on the revival of Peach and
oiher Iruit trees, by the application of potash to
their roots. A discussion followed, in which
Dr. Coates, Dr. Emerson, Prof. Trego, Jud-e
Lowrie and Gen. Tyndale joined.
Dr. G. B. AVood described a discovery which

he believes that he has made, and which if
verified by further experiments, will be 'of
great value to the agricultural interests of the
country. Potash, combined with one or more of
the vegetable acids, is an essential ingredient in
vegetables, particularly in fruit, which, it is
probable, cannot be produced without it. Some-
times fruit trees cease to bear, prematurely

;and, in relation to Peach trees, it is well known
that, in this vicinity, after producing a few
crops, they not only cease bearing, but perish
themselves in a short time

; whereas their natu-
ral life is 50 or GO years or more. The fact seems
to be that potash is wanting in the soil in suffi-
cient abundance to allow the tree to
bear fruit continuously. Dr. Wood believes
that by supplying potash to the tree, so that it
will reach the radicals, and be absorbed, the de-
ficiency may be supplied

; the fruit-bearing pow-
er is restored, and the tree itself, if prematurely
perishing, revived. He was led to this conclu-
sion m the following way : Having a considera-
ble number of Peach trees, which had ceased en-
tirely to bear fruit, and were themselves obvi-
ously decaying, and believing, with most per-

sons, that the cause lay in the worms at the root
of the tree, he put in operation a plan which he
had seen his father perform more than fifty
years since, of digging around the base of the
stem a hole four or five inches deep, scraping
away all the worms that could be found burrow-
ing at the junction of the stem and root, and fill-

ing the hole thus made with fresh wood-ashes,
recently from the fire, and of course retaining
all their potash. The ashes were used with the
view of destroying the worms that might have
escaped notice. This was done in the autumn
of 1868. In the following spring he was himself
astonished at the result. The trees appeared to
have been restored to all their early freshness
and vigor. They put forth bright green leaves,
blossomed copiously, and bore a crop of fruit
such as they had never borne before ; many of
the limbs breaking down under their load of
Peaches. In refiecting on these results. Dr. Wood
came to the conclusion that all this change could
not possibly have been produced by the destruc-
tion of a few worms

; and, besides, there were
several of the peach trees treated in which no
worms could be found. He was thus led to the
belief that the real cause of the revival of the
trees was the ashes, the potash of which, bein^
dissolved by the rains, had descended along the
roots to their rootlets, and presented to them
the very food for want of which the trees were
dying. He has, accordingly, had hundreds of
various kind of failing fruit treea treated in this
way this fall, in the expectation of an abundant
harvest next year. Should he live till then, he
will inform the Society of the result. Should he
not live, the experiment will at least have beea
put on record.

In answer to an inquiry. Dr. Wood said that
the soil was of all kinds, sand, loam and clay.
Dr. Coates remarked that trees at first grow-

slowly, and have but Utile chance to get potash
from the limited area which they occupy. For
instance, around the body of large trees there
are seldom other growths.

Dr. Emerson gave his experience of peach
growing. The Peach, brought from Persia,
loves a mild climate, and suffers when brought
North, unless protected. WHien first brought'^ta
this country it grew luxuriantly, in all parts,
well. Of late years, however, owing to the
clearing away of the forest, which aflforded it the
same kind of protection which, in Xorthern Eu-
rope, was given it by glass, it has become limited
to the soft climate of the peninsula between the
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Delaware and Chesapeake Bays, where it has no

disease and bears abundantly. The *^Yellows,'*

however, although looked upon as a disease

spreading from tree to tree, is in fact produced

by colonies of a paras'te, which propagates un-

der favor of a low constitutional condition of the

tree, produced by the failure of the necessary

climatic protection. As to the nourishment of

the tree, salts, especially of potash, are very nu-

tritive. But there is another element in wood

ash, phosphorus, which is the prime mover of all

vegetable life. Dr. Emerson described one of

his unpublished experiments, with a peach or-

chard, which yielded inferior fruit, but only as

to color ; otherwise the fruit was as good as oth-

ers. He gave a top dressing of 200 or 300 lbs.

of superphosphate to the acre, and the next year

his Peaches brought 10 or 20 cents more in the

market. At a certain exhibition, some Pears

of a very high color were displayed, which

brought a very fine price. (Their raiser had used

dog dung in quantities) which lent additional

force to Dr. Emerson's belief that phosphoric

acid heightened the color of his Peaches.

Dr. Wood repeated that his experiment bore

especially upon the mode of application of the

potash. The spreading of potash over the sur-

face of the land produced no great result. But,

when placed where the rain water would carry

it along the descending roots down to the root-

lets, it is im;n3diately absorbed by th'3 plant,

and produces its effects.

Judge Lowrie said that he bought, in 1838, a

wild place near Pittsburgh. It was covered

with forest trees and underbrush. He cleared

away the undergrowth and weeds. Within three

years he discovered that all the walnut and hick-

ory trees were beginning to die, although in rich

soil, and 4 or 5 feet in diameter, and some of

them one hundred feet high. In the course of

five years none were left. The oaks, maples,

lindens and elms were not affected.

Prof. Trego said that in Bucks county, black

walnut trees, planted along the fences, grow and

flourish well, and are not hurt by standing quite

alone as shade trees. He had placed wood

ashes around the foot of a fine pear tree, bank-

ing it up around the tree, but it had no effect.

Pc°ach trees have many roots running horizon-

tally, and the rootlets are near the soil. To this

Dr. Wood replied that, according to his obser-

vations, they descend into the ground obliquely.

General Tyndale said that the finest peach

grounds iu the United States are the highlands

of Southeastern Tennessee ; the tops of mountain

spurs of the Cumberland plateau, around Chat-

tanooga, above the conglomerates of the Coal

Measures and the cavernous limestones of the

sub-carboniferous, two thousand feet or more

above sea-level, and many hundred miles m the

interior of the country.

••*»

CHESTNUT HILL.

BY CnRONICLER.

January 11, 1870, being a pleasant day, we

took our first trip out to Chestnut Hill, and

spent nearly three hours in admiring its im-

provements. It is a large town, of highly orna-

mented gardens ; adorned with chaste cottages

and elegant mansions, with unique stables, &c
,

to match. The highways and dividing avenues

are strong McAdamized roads, with sidewalks .

hi-h and dry, and paved. The many churches

are all noble looking struc tures. But the most

striking beauty of the place on a winter's day,

consists in its numerous evergreen hedges,

shrubs and trees. The hedges are made of Amer-

ican, Chinese, and Siberian Arborvitffis, Hem-

lock and Norway Spruce, all of thrifty growth,

kept smooth with the shears, and each one shines

in its own peculiar beauty. Nearly all the well

known flowering climbers and deciduous shrub-

bery are grown and kept in neat trim. Among

the evergreen shrubs there are the various spe-

cies of dwarf and tree boxwood, yews and jum-

pers ; and of the arborvitro, the Chinese, Sibe-

rian, the Globe and the Golden, The larger spe-

cies are kept compact and neat by clipping, and

all make a charming display. The trees most

plentifully set out are American Arborvitre, the

American white and yellow Pines, Scotch and

Austrian Pines, the Balm of Gilead and Sdver

Firs and the Hemlock and Norway Spruce, all

of thrifty growth, and make a beautiful contrast

with their different statures and habits ofgrowth

,

and various hues of verdure upon some small

crrounds. All the species are growing upon spa-

ces not over a fourth of an acre, around the

houses, and the spread of their branches are kept

within certain limits by judicious annual prun-

in<T Every species is trained in the natural

form of its growth, and is a dense mass of foliage

from base to summit. There is room enough left

between them for air and light, and the grass to

arow around them ; so none of them suffer from

mffocaiwn, nor the mange. There they show the

practicability of growing evergreen trees {cMca

i
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of large growth) upon small spaces of ground,
and every one a model of perfection. Every tree
well taken care of is a lasting blessing, and those
who neglect them lessen their own enjoyment.
Upon larger grounds, the trees are set wider

apart, and grow up as nature directs them. They
look more elegant that way, though less massy,
than those that are annually pruned. Now, in
comparing the individual beauties of those trees,

we think, that for erect and noble stature, ele-

gant form, graceful foliage, and smooth, clean
and shining bark, the White Pine (Pinus Stro-
bus) excels them all. The Silver Fir (Picea pec-
tinata) and Hemlock Spruce (Abies canadensis),
are also remarkable for their clean and smooth
bark and leaves. The Norway Spruce (Abies
excelsa) serves as a double link in evergreen em-
bellishments

; it makes an ornamental hed^^e,

and a noble, handsome tree.

Among the larger evergreen shrubs, the Chi-
nese Arborvitai has the cleanest look, and foliafre

Of the liveliest green, and forms a compact,
massy bush, by annual clipping, and kept under
seven feet tall. Among dwarf evergreens, the
dwarf Boxwood (Buxus sempervirens), shows
the liveliest green, which it retains in all weath-
ers, and makes a pretty bush by annual clippings.

We know that the White Pine, Chinese Ahor-
vitoe and DwarfBox, will be among the last cho-
sen by many, because ** they are common," yet
that does not detract from them their surpassing
beauties.

All our various species of ornamental ever-
greens are needed for contrast ; not one can be
spared. Even the Austrian Pine (Pinus Austri-
aca), though a nondescript of coarse awkward-
ness, and slow growth, makes other evergreen
trees look the more beautiful by its ugliness.

It is likely that many of the newer ornamental
evergreens are growing on Chestnut Hill. The
following are of great beauty : Abies Douglassi
and Mensiezi, Buxus Fortunii, Cedrus Africana
andDeodara, Cephalotaxus Fortunii and drupa-
cesea, Cupressus Lawsoniana, and McNabiana,
Picea Cephalonica, Grandis, Nobilis, &c., Pinus
excelsa, Coulterii, &c., Retinospora plumosa-
leptoclada, &c., Taxus elegantissima, varie-
gata, &c. ; Thuja gigantea, cristata, Tom Thumb
and llosedale varieties, &c,

As the above is principally intende.l for the
distant readers of the Gardener'>s MontJdy, we
niay state that Chestnut Hill is eight miles north
of Philadelphia, and a forty minutes ride by its

own railway. It is a high piece of land, very

healthy, and has an extensive view of the rich

and beautiful landscape surrounding it, dotted

with forest clumps, farm buildings, elegant

mansions, &c.

LETTERS FROM THE PACIFIC COAST.

No. III.

Clark's Ranche, Oct. 23r(Z, 18C9.

Dear Monthly : And now, what shall I say of

the Yo Semite ; or rather, what in so small a

space as a single letter, must be left unsaid? In-

deed, pen cannot describe, nor pencil trace the

manifold beauties of this lovely spot, and do it

justice. I have ridden for hours beneath the

giant pines and firs that are dotted in groups
and masses on every side, and found it impossi-

ble to comprehend the vastness and sublimity of

my surroundings, short of days of study. The
great rocks towering almost perpendicularly

above us, appear taller as we gaze, and the

bright sparkling water-falls pouring over the

immense heights, grow more brilliant as we
watch the sun light playing through the mist,

until calm and untroubled- they mingle with the

mirror like surface of the beautiful Merced Ri-

ver. The Yo Semite Valley is 4,000 feet above
the level of the sea, and is, I think, about ten

miles in length, and from one half to one mile in

breadth. On either side are the great mountain
peaks, rising abruptly, and averaging 4,000 feet

in height, thus forming a perfect barrier to

either ingress or egress, excepting by the trails

at the northern end. The steep declivities pre

sent the appearance of gray granite, and are

mostly bare of vegetation, with here and there a
shrub or tree springing up out of the many
crevices in the rocks. In fact the tops are gen-

erally wooded, with what appear to the specta-

tor from below, small shrubs ; but which upon
approach, prove to be Conifers of the largest

size. In the valley, these immense evergreens

grow to astonishing dimensions. I measured
Libocedrus decurrens 25^ ft. and 24 ft. in circum-
ence ; Pinus ponderosa 21^ ft. and 18 ft. ; Abies
Douglasiiy four of which stood in group, were re-

spectively 18}, 18 i, 18 and 18 ft., and three

others 10^, 17, 17§ ft. An Abies grandis mea-
sured 13} ft. around,—all the above being taken
five feet above the ground, to avoid the al-

most universal enlargement at the roots. Our
first day in the valley was unfortunately the
commencement of the rainy season, and owing
to a succession of showers, we were compelled to

keep under our roof, and enjoy the landscape as

best we might through the open door. Imme-

diately in front was the lovely Yo Semite Fall,

2,534 feet in height, now increased in volume by

the recent rain, and pouring over the rocks in a

perfect sheet of spray. This body of water forms

three distinct falls before reaching the valley,

thus adding to its attractiveness. The first is

1.500 ft.,—then striking a projecting angle of

the rock, it glances off, and forms the second,

434 ft.,—and lastly from its level bed, it makes

the final plunge of 600 ft. to the huge masses of

debris in the valley below.

Towards evening the clouds became scatter-

ing, the rain ceased, and we mounted our ponies

for a trip to the "Bridal Veil»' Falls, called by

the Indians '^Spirit of the Evil Wind." After a

wearisome clamber over the rocks, we are well

rewarded for our exertions, by a near view of

this silvery cascade. The last rays of the set-

ting sun light up the spray, and produce a bril-

liant, misty, gauze-like eff"ect, beautiful beyond

description. It is well named, for nothing in

art or nature could possibly exceed the feathery

lightness of its appearance. At the base

of the mountain, it rushes madly over and

amidst huge boulders of granite, until lost to view

in the copse beyond. Here the pure invigora-

ting mountain air is fragrant with the odor of

Laurels, which the slightest contact visibly in-

creases ; and the flaming scarlet of the Zauchne-

ria dazzling in its brightness, adds to the gener-

al beauty. Groves of the Oregon Maple, (Acer

macrophyllum,) hang their great leaves over the

stream, and a species of Sambucus with remark-

ably pubescent shoots and edible purplish fruit

is in abundance. An occasional specimen of

Bubiis ^Tutkaensis is also noticed, but not in fruit.

Another night's rest, and our tough little steeds

are asain in requisition for a visit to the main

falls, and where the largest body of the Merced

River enters the Valley. After a laborious ride

of three or four miles, over as rough and hilly a

path as one can possibly imagine, we are at last

compelled to leave our horses and proceed on

foot. The wild scenery now becomes pictur-

esque in the extreme and the lover of nature

finds new wonders at every step ; but we hasten

on, and soon the roaring of the distant cataract

is distinctly heard. *u« t,„^
Slowly and cautiously we climb oyer the huge

rocks, many weighing hundreds of tons each,

and torn from their mountain beds by the storms

and frosts of many winters, until turning the ab-

rupt corner of a jutting cliff, the Vernall Falls

break upon our view in all their grandeur. Al-

though apparently so near, we must devote an

hour to the arduous ascent, before we can stand

at the base of this sheet of water ;
and so with

the music of the cascades deadening all other

sounds, we pass on up, until we can feel the

spray sprinkling our persons, and the rarest of

delightful breezes cooling our fevered cheeks,

and^now almost exhausted, we stop to i-egain

our strength. It certainly requires a lively im-

a<rination to comprehend the various accessories

that combine to make this spot such a finished

picture,—such a perfect illustration of all that is

<rrand and overpowering in the wildest form of

natural scenery. The Vernall Falls are 350 feet

in height, and as we had the pleasure of viewing

them after the recent rains, the Indian name of

'Ti-my-ack," literally "Cataract of Diamonds,"

seemed especially appropriate. Looking through

the bright sparkling waters to the opposite rock,

appearFng as if hung on a prominent spur, was

the most enchanting circular rainbow I ever wit-

nessed ; and indeed the illusion was only broken

when we had once more continued our progress

up the dizzy heights. Here we met some Indian

hunters, each with a deer strapped upon his

back, carelessly and lightly leaping from rock to

rock, and running down the declivity like goats ;

whilst we, with the greatest care, could scarcely

walk erect. In the crevices of the rocks, I find

many pretty little species of ferns, fresh and vig-

orous amidst the continual 8pray,-a silvery

leaved Gymnogramma with its golden spores,

bein- particularly attractive. A Seelam too of

the "smallest size, grows luxuriantly in many

places, and a gnarled Oak, with long pointed

acorns, forms a new and puzzling prize ;
so that

with a very slight effort of the imagination, we

can readily appreciate the guide's story of

Flora's great beauty in the early spring. We

wander through the dense forest of pine and

spruce, and are soon in front of the Nevada

Falls, where the water pours down a perpeudic-

lar leap of 700 feet, into a circular basin, almost

miraculous in its depth, but pure as amber in its

translucent state. Far from satisfied, but with

a foreboding of the work yet to be accomplished

e'er reaching the valley, we reluctantly bid adieu

to our romantic surroundings and prepare to re-

trace our steps. Once more on the plain below,

we enter an Indian village, where we are vocif-

erously greeted by curs of every description and

half nu& children, dirty and weird looking, who

k *
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stare and chatter and beg by turns. T\u. ..
their harvest time, and the large quantity of
dried acorns heaped around, were sure indica-
tions of its plenty. The process of preparing
tlieir winter supply, was of no little interest
Ihe nuts are collected as they fall from the treesand carried in sacks to the village, where thewomen and children gather around the heap,and commence the operation of nutting. This
IS performed by biting off the end, and then bya dexterous twist of the fingers the kernel is laid
bare and split open

; these are at once conveyedby children to a flat rock in the near vicinity
and evenly spread over the surface thereof to
ury

;
after the moisture has all been extracted,

they are gathered up and placed in their store-
liousc,-a curious basket-like contrivance form-
ed of willow twigs, and elevated some three feet
above the ground, where they remain until need-
^d for use. The preparation of this article for
food IS primitive in the extreme, but answers
every purpose. The dried kernels are placed in
the hollow of a rock and ground to a powder, by
means of a smooth stone ; and the meal after
mixing with water to the consistency of mush
IS placed in a tight closely woven basket and is
then ready for the cooking operation. A shallow
hole in the ground forms the receptacle, and
a.ter the introduction of hot stones into the
paste, the whole is well covered up with soil

;

thus the cooking and extraction of the tannic
acid 18 performed at once by the simple method
employed. We were cordially invited to test
the delicious delicacy, but after the unwashed
fingers of numerous owners had previously been
inserted therein, our digestive organs rebelled,
and we accordingly declined with thanks. One
of our party, who was determined to obtain
knowledge, despite the adverse circumstances
boldly shut his eyes and complied with the wishes
of our hosts

; but his report was not sufficientlv
satisfactory to induce a repetition, nor to per-
suade his companions to emulate his example.
The last day of our stay in the Valley, was de-

voted to an examination of the autumn flora
of this region, and more especially to the plants
inhabiting the deep canon above Mirror Lake.
This charming little body of water is so pure
and translucent, that the surrounding cliffs and
trees are as plainly reflected on its surface, as is

a near image on the polished plane of the' most
costly glass. Looking into its perfectly calm
and untroubled waters, we could distinctly see

every pebble on the bottom, several feet below.

After tethering our horses, we were soon explor-
ing the vicinity of a mountain stream for speci-

mens, and with handkerchiefs, bag^ and portfo-

lios soon loaded with weeds^ we could easily pass
for the *'great medicine men," that the chance
Indians we met, readily granted we were.
The most be lutiful species of Oak seen in this

region, was Quercus fulvescens of Kellogg, after-

ward called Q. crassipocula by Dr. Torrey. The
tree is only 6f medium size, but the beautiful fo-

liage reminds one of a fine specimen of Holly
;

glossy on the upper surface, but of a glaucous
yellow color below. On some plants the foliage

was remarkably dentate, whilst on others, it was
entire. The most striking effect however, is

produced by the fruit,—the long pointed acorns
being set in a saucer shaped cup, which is com-
pletely covered with a bright golden fuscous
coat, like soft velvet. The most prominent spe-

cies of oak found in the valley, is undoubtedly
Q. Kelloggii, a near relative to the Black Oak
(Q. tinctoria ) of our Eastern States. It here
forms quite a large tree, and the fruit being also
larger than others, as well as exceedingly plenti-

ful, the Indians prefer it for their winter stores.

Close to the stream, the deciduous portion of
the timber was confined to a few species ; the
most plentiful of which were the ^cer macro-
phyUiun, now laden with their many loose ra-
cemes of beaded fruit ; Populas monilifera,

straight as arrows, and growing in dense clumps;
Cornus JSTntlallii, with luxuriant foliage and
round, bright scarlet heads of fruit (compact
spherical capitulums of botanists) ; Oreodaphnc
Californica of Nees, (the Californian Laurel,)
sometimes called Laurus regalh incorrectly, with
long, dark, glossy leaves, emitting an exquisite
fragrance

; and then innumerable thickets of
shrubs, embracing a small species of Cornus,—
possibly a. paniculata ; several kinds of Ceano-
tkiis, Pentstemon, Samhucus, &c. Clambering
over the rocks, we detected the Lonicera Califor-
nica (California Honeysuckle), with its wealth
of scarlet fruit ; and growing in dense clumps,
were fine specimens of Symphoricarpus (Snow-
berry). Numerous dried-stalks of different spe-
cies of Lilies and other bulbous plants also attract-

ed our attention ; for next to obtaining a fine speci-

men for our herbaria, was a desire to procure
the seeds or roots. On the mountain top above
us, was growing a fine specimen of that chief of
Junipers, the Janiperus occidentalit^ with silvery

resinous foliage, and large, dark purple berries
;

the Wood of this species, unlike our J. Virgin-
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tana or lied Cedar, is pure white in color. All

around were the usual Conifers, already men-

tioned, with their now ripening canes just begin-

ning to fall. The Indians have a sagacious

metliod of collecting these seeds. Aware of the

ftict, that squirrels can detect the cones with

fully developed seeds, they watch the little ani-

mals carefully cutting off only such as are per-

fect, and immediately gather them up and await

a fresh supply. Thus two points are gained,—

the trees with their long naked bodies of 75 or

100 feet, prevent all idea of climbing up to the

top to the treasure in the first plfice ; and sec-

ondly, the squirrels with a natural instinct that

teaches them to select such cones as will best re-

pay their labor, saves the collector much unne-

ccbsary annoyance.

As the last rays of the setting sun falls on the

topmost peaks of the mountains above, we re-

turn to our transit home, well pleased with the

result of our day's work. But I have said no-

thing as yet, in regard to the many objects of

interest contained in the mountains themselves.

To the readers of these letters, who imagine that

the range of rocks surrounding this valley is

tame and monotonous, I would remark, that

travelers who have visited the most noted

scenery of the old world, emphatically declare

that the Yo Semite cannot be equaled in point

of wild romantic plcturesquencss and truly aw-

ful grandeur. As we enter the Valley at the

northern end, the first object that attracts our

attention is the rock known as *'El Capitan,'' or

by the Indians as the *'Great Chief of the Val-

ley." This massive wall of granite rises perpen-

dicularly to the height of 3,100 feet, presenting

a bare smooth surfiice, without a tree or shrub

to relieve its aspect ; on its surface, several hun-

dreds of feet in the air, we notice the curiously

formed outline of a human being, which has re-

ceived the title of the "Old Man of the Moun-

tain." The figure is in a stooping posture, with

one hand pointing down the Valley ; his great

broad-rimmed hat is very well shown, and the

the life-like features are excellently delineated.

Opposite El Capitan are the "Three Graces,"

embracing that number of rounded mountain

tops, 3,750 feet high. Near by are the "Cathe-

dral Spires'' with their sharp pointed turrets

side by side, extending up into the air 2,400 feet.

The "Sentinal Rock," 3,270 feet high, stands

alone in all its majesty of expression, and cer-

tainly well deserves its suggestive title ;
its clean

shaft rising far above the clouds, appears as if it

special task was to keep watch and guard

over the beautiful vale below. Two of the

most imposing peaks are undoubtedly the

"North Dome" and the "South Dome," situa-

ted on either side of Mirror Lake, and respec-

tively 3,725 feet and 6000 feet in height. Stand-

ing in the vicinity of the Nevada Falls and look-

ing down the Valley, the form of the North

Dome is so accurately rounded, and so complete-

ly proportioned, that we can scarcely disabuse

our minds of the idea of artificial aid in its con-

struction. The immense height of the South

Dome, forms a grand and prominent feature in

the contour of this locality. The Indian name

of "Tis-sa-ack'' literally, "Goddess of the Val-

ley, '» proves how appreciative the untu ored

mind can be, when conferring appellations on

the natural objects of beauty. Beyond the South

Dome we can distinctly discern the outline of

the tallest spur of the mountains called the

"Clouds Rest," which is G.450 feet in height. In

close proximity to the North Dome, are the

"Mountains playing at Leap Frog." so called

by Indians, in allusion to the position of three

leaning cliffs, one above another, and each in

the attitude of springing out in the air. The in-

habitants of the Valley call them the "Three

Brothers," and record their height at 4,300 feet.

"Washington's Tower," 2,400 feet; "Cap of

Liberty," 4,000 feet ; "Sentinal Dome," 4,500

feet and "Mt. Starr King, ''5,600 feet, are all ob-

jects of deep interest to the visitor, and affords

an equal pleasure to those more particularly de-

scribed.

Afier four days of unalloyed pleasure, I bade

forcwell to the Yo Semite, and in company with

a botanical friend, passed down the banks of

the Merced River, with the bright speckled trout

sporting in its clear waters, as if playing at

"hide and seek" among the rocks that formed

its stony bed. We turn in our saddles for a last

lingering glance at the fleecy clouds, hanging

like a veil on the mountain sides ; whilst far

above on their topmost peaks, the snow had cov-

ered them with its pure whito canopy,--a curi-

ous contrast to the warm summer-like climate

of the Valley below.

We leave these scenes with mingled feelings of

pleasure and regret,—of pleasure, in the rich

promise of many an object of interest dear to

the sight of a lover of nature,—of regret, for the

passing away of all that has enlivened and

1
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cheered us in the many happy hours spent in

this delightful spot.

Sincerely, &c.,

JOSIAII IIOOPES.

««•»

ABOUT PnLOX DRUMMONDII AND
OlHER THINGS.

BY JOSEPH AMRAM.

A friend at our house last week was discussinjr

the question, whether in the Phlox Drummendii
the termination should have two i's or only one

;

of course the meaning of the thing is Drum-
mond's Phlox,—and this puts the matter in the
' genitive" or "possessive" case, as we say in

grammar. So we turned to the Latin grammar,
and we found that Latin nouns ending in us

made i in the genitive, and when ending in ius

made ii in the genitive. Our puzzle then, was
to know whether Drumraond when rendered into

Latin should be Drummondit.s or Drummondtus.
My friend insisted that the only rule in making
new I^itin words, as these plants names reallv

are, is to go by sound. It will depend on
whether the accent is on the first or second syl-

lable. If Drummond it should be Drummondus,
and of course Plilox Drummondi \ but if Drum-
mondy then Drummoudius, Brummondii. He
thought that the first was most likely to be ihc

proper sound of Drummond, and therefore Phlox
Drummondi would be correct. I could only

say that it seemed right, but that authorities al-

ways used the two i's. We compromised the

matter by agreeing to drop the Latin name alto-

gether in our common conversation, and always

say merely "Drumraond Phlox."

And this brings me to ask why not use these

o n names oftener than we do ? To be sure

some of them are worse than the hard names I

would avoid. "Lovelie8Bleeding,»'"Kobinrunin

the hedge." Joseph's Coat," Rag, tag and bob-

tail" and such expressions, are worse than War-
cewiczii^ which our gardener pronounces "worst

kind of whiskey I,'' or any other tremendous ef

fort of the Latin tongue.

But there are names not intelligent or rough
which one might use,—and where there are

none, I do not see why some one in authority

might not make them so as to be generally ac-

ceptable, I remember while a reader of Down-
ing's UorticiiUuriiit, that he gave the name of

"Golden Bell" to the Forsythia on its first ap-

pearance. It has proved generally acceptable,

and we have only to picture to ourselves what

we should all be, twisting our mouths to say
Forsythia vtridissima on every occasion, in or-

der to thank Downing and all those good friends

whose foresight keeps us out of all these evils.

I suppose I am treading on dangerous ground,
and that you, Mr. Editor,will want to differ from
me. I fancy I have heard all you will want to

say before. You would keep together "the har-
mony and unity of the science. " "A Frenchman,
a German, and so on, all know Latin, and thus
know what is meant at once on reading the
Latin word." All this well enough for botany.
I say let there be botanical names by all means

;

but let us have garden names as well. My two
girls are Charlotte and Jane, respectively ; but it

seems more home-like, and does, I think, bring
them nearer our every day hearts to call them
Jenny and Lottie,—and so I am sure we can ap-
preciate Pansy, Gilliflower and Mignonette, bet-

ter under these names, than we ever could as
Viola tricolor maxima superba^ Reseda odorata,

Mathiola annua^ or the sweetest Latin sound
ever uttered. I think so.

And now about these Drummond Phlox ; is'nt

it strange how much they have been improved
by seed selections. I remember the first

time I raised a packet of them ; the plants all

produced flowers of a pale rose color. After
some years, one was noticed with a little deeper
color, approaching crimson. In those days we
were under the old law of the botanists, that
like producing like applied to species ; that varie-

ties would not reproduce themselves again from
seed ; so we tried to raise this crimson tinted

Phlox from cuttings, and well I remember how
carefully we petted the weakly things so raised.

But the florists soon got ahead of the scientific

men. You praise Darwin for his great dis-

courses in these matters ; but he should nt have
all the credit. Hundreds of us who loved flow-

ers, and who knew some of their little secrets,

as only lovers can know, saw that varieties

would as truly perpetuate themselves from seed,

as undoubted species, long before Darwin took
the field. And it was thus we found that if we
kept the crimson Phlox separate from the others,

so that there should be no chance of inter-mix-

ture of pollen, we could get crimson Phloxes
from seed, just as pure and good as if we raised

them from the cuttings.

Since then, what changes there have been in

these pretty little flowers. We have now Drum-
mond Phloxes of all shades, from white to deep
crimson, and all these can be perjietuated from
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seed as well as we once thought only true spe-

cies could.

I often wonder if the Indians had any love

for flowers ; of course they could not be botanists

as we understand it ; but I suppose some of them,

as with us, must care more for such things than

others , and once in a while no doubt, some one

or another among them, noted pretty closely

the various pretty flowers growing wild about

them. How such an one, who perhaps admired

the pretty Drummond Phlox in its Californian

home, would stare at the numerous shades of

color and form the plant now exhibits in our

garden borders. And all this, not by any pecu-

liar skill on the part of our seed growers
;
but

simply by watching for any slight change in the

color of a seedling, and then] again perpetuating

it by seeds.

This is I see too far a rambling letter. Per-

haps you can cut it up and make some use of it

for your scraps and queries, at any rate,—but I

find I have not yet come to the kernel of the

subject I started out to speak on. It was this :

I wanted to suggest to ladies and gentlemen

who take pride in gardening, how so many new

Drummond Phloxes were raised—that there is

no skill or great secret about it ; and that if they

will look out and save the seed of any little va-

riation they see in theii flowers, they may have

as good varieties as they often have to pay a dol-

lar a package of a dozen for, and besides feel

something of the pride of authorship.

C

A TREE HOLDER

BY MR. A. PAYNE, SCIPIOVILLE, N. Y.

Having frequently to plant trees alone, I have

had to invent a contrivance to hold the tree,

while filling in, which may be useful to others

so situated.

It is easily made. A piece of piank two feet

long, one foot wide, and one foot thick, makes

the'base (d), which rests on two pieces of plank

or feet (e) ran crosswise to the base. The arm

(a) is about five feet long, and has a piece of

leather string go round the tree, and fasten to a

nail as a button, to hold the tree. A brace (b)

stiffens the whole—(c) is the ground line.

A GOOD WHITE WINTER FLOWER.

BY P., BALTIMORE, MD.

In these days, Mr. Editor, when so many peo-

ple wander after new things, it is perhaps worth

while to remember the merits of old friends, es-

pecially when they will do for us all that the

best new comer ever could be expected to do.

Of this class is the Double White Emjlish Prim-

rose.

As a window plant it is particularly valuable,

as it does not suffer so much for the want of full

light as some plants do. To be sure it does best

with an abundance of light ; but some things

must have this or nothing comes of them. Then

the flowers are so fragrant. In my taste the

m
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EDITORIAL.
STRAWBERRY CULTURE IN SOUTH-

ERN PENNSYLVANIA.

In a recent letter from the West by the Editor

of this magazine, the remark was made to the

eflect that the hill system of growing Strawber-

ries did not seem to be much of a success, except

in the hands of Knox and a few cultivators in

Southern Pennsylvania. Of course there are

many ways of growing Strawberries in hills ; one

may be a very good way, and the other a very

bad one, and yet both properly be called a, if not

the hill system. Cutting off the runners and

leaving nothing but the hills to bear fruit, is a

very good principle in itself; and this way may
be called a hill system. It is known that as

soon as a runner takes root in the soil, the

crown is injured, and cutting away these run-

ners is therefore a good principle. But there is

something more. The ground must be kept

cool to produce the best results ; and cutting

away the runners exposes the surface to the

heating action of the sun, and is therefore an in-

jury. So far we see that what we gain by the

cutting of runners, we lose by the exposure ; and

we are just where we were before. Indeed we

loose, as we have had the cutting and clearing to

do with no advantige.

Here are two distinct principles, operating one

against another ; and we see from this how one

who proposes to himself to grow Strawberries on

the " everlasting principles of science " is just as

likely to get wrong as one who goes blundering

along "just as his grandfather did." In all

things we must use common sense. That is to

say, go by no one principle alone, but generalize

from all. Then in this matter we shall see that

to have the besi results from cutting off straw-

berry runners a mulch to shade the ground must

go with it.

It is generally here that we have noticed hill

cultivation to fail. Even where mulch is used

there are so many ways of doing it. Even in

Southern Pennsylvania and Northern Maryland,

which we excepted when speaking of those who
did not do as Knox did, the system is scarcely

like the famous Pittsburg plan. JAs one can learn

something from every new plan, or variation of

an old plan, we give the practice of one of the

most successful we know in this particular region

The notes we made were brief, and we may not

have them full in all respects, but stilLwe think
enough to be understood.

The tract we have in view, is in Carroll Co.,

Md., near the village of Westminster, on Parr's

Ridge of the Blue Mountains, and is probably

1000 feet above tide water. The plot comprised
about ten acres, had a north west exposure sim-

ilar to Knox's, and is a light loam on a clay

sub-soil. The land was manured before plant-

ing, at the rate of about 20 horse loads to the

acre. The plants have plenty of room,— the

rows being 3G and the plants about 18 inches

apart when they are first set. In March and
April the plants are thoroughly cleaned by a cul-

tivator, after which rye straw at the rate of one
ton to the acre is spread between the rows. The
runnners are kept cut off during the summer
season with sharp hoes, and nothing allowed to

grow but the great bushy hills. The kinds

chiefly relied on, were Russell, Downer, Green
Prolific and Agriculturist.

By this simple system 507 bushels were gather-

ed from about three and a half acres ; which
were all sent to one firm in Baltimore, brinsinjj

the owner even in the past abundant sL'ason S4
per bushel, less about 12 cents per bushel freight.

All around through this section of country

strawberries are grown very successfully ; and
the best growers are those who practice some
such a hill system as the one described. It will

be seen that one of its essential is, that the shad-
ing of the surface and runner cutting should go
together.

We are fully satisfied that any one who will

practice this system judiciously will never want
to return to the bed or any other system.

«*»•»

A COOL SURFACE FOR FRUIT TREES.
As is well known to our readers, we have long

labored to show that to have healthy fruit trees

the fibrous roots must be kept near the surface^

cool and dark. No one has ever disputed these

premises. We have further labored to show that
all the popular fruit-growing doctrines are op-

posed to these premises, and must he wrong.

Then we have proposed sometliing better than the

prevailing modes,—either grow short grass,

mulch, branch low, or plant close. For all this

we hare been roundly abused. '* Does the Gar-
dener's Monthly pretend to know better tban aH

the great men who lived centuries ago ?" We

do not intend to be drawn into any such side is-

sues, but shall continue to show, as occasion of-

fers, the inconsistencies of those whose practice

is opposite to the principles they profess ;
and to

insist that herein lie most of the failures wher-

ever they do exist.

Indeed, the sore point seems to be just here,—

for the very ones who attack us the most abusive-

ly, usually furnish the best facts against them-

selves,and would probably see them as we do,only

for this natural disposition to oppose. One of

the most distinguished of this class of writers

has recently written a paper to show'how tern

bly we are leading the people astray by our

teachings, and then goes on to give the figures

which,-suppo8ing that he treats his figures

more fairly than he treats his opponents—show

a profitable Pear orchard. It so happens that

we have seen this orchard, and it is one of the best

arguments in favw of what we teach. The trees

are closely planted, and moderately low branch-

ed, so that the roots are admirably shaded and

cool ; and this excellent condition of things is

still more aided by frequent mulchings of sea

weed, which is easily obtained. No grass is re-

quired, because the conditions we ask for are

better obtained without it.

No better instance of the value of our teach-

in'^s could be obtained any where than from the

Pekr orchard of Ilovey & Co. ; and it is only m
accordance with our theory of the love of opposi-

tion that the recent vulgar attack on us m the

Boston Journal of Horticulture, can be accounted

for.

SKIMMIA JAPONICA.

This beautiful plant has dark evergreen leaves

similar to the Daphne, and is succeeded by large

red holly-like berries, something like the ber-

ries o^ Daphne Mezereon. The earlier attempts to

introduce it to our hardy collections failed,

chiefly, we believe, because it was found not to

endure our summer suns.

I

We see by recent English accounts that it is

found to thrive very well in the shade, and is

likely to become one of their most useful deco-

rative plants when so employed. It is possible

that if we. were to try it in such situations we

might be more testing. It is well worth test-

ing again.
<#•»

-«M

VARIETIES OF AUCUBA.

All the plants of Aucuba Japonica were from

one female plant, introduced from Japan many

years ago, until comparatively recently a male

ilant was introduced, since which the plant has

been able to bear berries in great abundance,—

and from these a great number of varieties have

been raised.

In this section ofPennsylvania the plants have

proved hardy only in very sheltered situations.

Possibly some of these new varieties may be

found hardier. There are some pretty green

leaved forms amongst the new ones, and green-

leaved plants are generally hardier than the va-

riecrated ones. At any rate, our Southern read-

ers^'should look out for these Aucubas. They

are just the thing for their grounds.

RAISING GOOSEBERRIES.

In a recent number, in answer to a correspon-

dent, we gave the plan by which Gooseberries are

successfully raised about Philadelphia. We re-

ferredthen to the American varieties-chiefly

Houghton's seedling. But the foreign varieties

do not grow evert by this plan. Wherever we

have seen them, and however grown, they al-

ways mildew.

Now it is so clear why they fail, and it is so

easy to apply the remedy, that we are very

much surprised that no one understands it.

The Gooseberry is essentially a mountain plant,

and besides this, it is as warm a lover of " syl-

van shades " as the most poetic amongst us.

This wood loving character makes a very rich

soil as necessary to success, as the other two

points. So that to have first class Gooseberries

we must have a rich soil, a cool soil, and a shady

situation. Y'et we put them in a warm sunny

spot, and getting nothing but disease, decide

that '* foreign Gooseberries cannot be grown in

the United States."

It is we know, very hardfor most of us who

have been educated in different climates to alter

our practices to suit another. We put in Goose-

berries as we always put them in, and as they

always brought ROod results. If they will not

do here under that system, it seems hardly

worth while to study out another one. In-

deed, we have too many things requiring

our attention, that unless anything is likely

"to pay," we can hardly spare the time to experi-

ment. Hence, though gardening is rather a fine

art than a source of profit ; and though enjoy-

ment, and not dollars, is its first aim ; we have

to depend more than any other country on be

! '1
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fX)nimercial men, for our progress in practical

knowledge.

Now, let the market fruit grower take this

matter in hand. There is "money'' in the English

(rooseberry. It is not an aristocratic fruit, al-

though wo have seen a Queen smack her royal

lips over a *' Roaring Lion.'' Yet with the av-

erage man and woman, it is one of the most pop
ular fruits. As a general market fruit there is

no doubt of a ready sale, at high prices, for all

that can be raised.

Here is a prize well worth contending for.

Only comply with the conditions,and the victory

is easy. Places where cool soil and partial shade

tan be found, already exist in many grounds.

AVhere these are not naturally, they can be

easily made. Grapes and Gooseberries, for in-

stance, may be grown together. The vines may
l)© 80 trained as to aflbrd a partial shade, and

the Gooseberries grown under them. Besides

this, many ways will suggest themselves to an
ingenious mind. Only remember that shade

must net include dry soil. And the roots of

trees dry ground very much, so that such shade

will not do The shade must be afforded b}'

rocks or hills, walls or fence, arbors, or the

spreading branches of trees over spaces where
roots do not extend.

At one time it was granted that wc could not

raise Seedling Pines in America. They were

mountain plants, generally just as our Goose-

berry. But it came to be understood that the

little shade required could be easily given. Then
came the Illinois Douglas with his acres of

brush and arbore. The thing was done, and the

money came in— and what is more important to

T
US, a great lesson was learned of value to all

Americans.

Now let the same thing be done for the Goose-
berry. Let another Douglass come, that we
may sound his praises, and eat his fruit.

WINDOW FLOWERS.

It is much to be regretted that window flow-

ers are not so often seen as they once were. It

cannot be that the taste for beauty is declining.

It is rather that the arrangements of modern
housekeeping make flowers in the way of con-

venience. Yet why not make windows to suit ?

The demands of modern society are all well in

their way, but surely they need not be so imper-

atively exclusive as to banish all floral adorn-
ments from our tasteful houses.

The introduction of heaters had some influ-

ence in driving away flowers from our sitting

rooms, but coal as gas light has been a wor^e
enemy, yet these can be easily kept in place.

Bay windows now often have an inside enclo-

sure of glass,—making a kind of cabinet, as it

were, and in this the plants grow to perfection.

But this arrangement is not essential. A friend,

whose window is at all times gay with blop-

soms, and whose success is the envy of all the
neighbors, has nothing but a broad win-
dow sill, and she has the window curtains

so arranged that they fall between the room and
the plants. The lace curtains are down day
and night, and the damask over only at night.

This seems entirely sufficient to prevent injury

from gas and dry air—no plants can possibly li
healthier than hers are.

SCRAPS AKD QUERIES.
Names of Plants— S. S. T., Carbon Cliffy

TIL—Your kindness and patience in replying to

correspondents, emboldens me to ask informa-

tion on some points in which I am much inter-

ested. Is there any difficulty in starting the

seeds of the Erythrina, or Cactus, and how old

must they be before they blossom ? Will you

give the names of the enclosed specimens, and

tell me if there is a plant by the name of Cary-

omolis, and what the name of the scarlet-coned

cedar?

My huaband suggests that I have asked too

many questions already. If so, I trust you will

pardon me, as they do not arise from an idle cu-

riosity, but an earnest wish for information.

Permit me to express the great profit and pleas-

ure I receive from the pages of the Oardcner'^s

Monthly. I consider it worth twice the price.

[No 1 is Olechoma^ or Nepeta liederacea.. It

is a native of Europe, where it is called "Ground
Ivy." It is also naturalized to some extent in

this country. As a basket plant it has few su-

periors, as it requires so little light in order to

do well.

No. 2 is J^iumymus Japonicus^ the "Japan
Evergreen Bumingbush.'' In the Northern
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states it is only hardy on the north side of

buildings, or some other place shaded from the

sun in winter ; but it must have the full light in

summer. In the South it makes beautiful orna-

mental hedges. It has small green flowers

when old, scarcely visible without close looking

for; when the green capsules open they disclose

reddish seeds, which in the South gives addi-

tional interest to the plant.

Erythrina seeds, when they have once got

dry, do not vegetate freely. The best plan is to

soak them in cold water a few days before sow-

ing. Cactus seeds grow very easily in sandy

soil, kept moist by putting a piece of glass over

the flower pot, instead of regular waterings,

which are apt to rot the young plants.

Perhaps Coreopsis is the plant by the name men-

tioned. The scarlet-coned cedar is not known

by that name, but some varieties of the Norway

Spruce have beautiful rosy purple young cones

when flowering in spruig, for which they are

highly esteemed.

We are always glad to have such questions as

these, as what one wants to know often proves

of value to hundred of others. We shall be

pleased to receive your further inquiries at any

time.]

EarlyPeas—When *' we were boys,'' and

for a hundred years previously, new Peas made

their appearance occasionally, warranted to be

"earlier than any others known.'» Between

twenty-five and thirty years ago, the

" Early six weeks " was thought to be a prod-

igy, and we all know how many "earlier ones "

have been raised since that day. The Royal

Horticultural Society now says that " Suttnn^a

Uinglcailer is the earliest of all.'' It would be

interesting to know how much less than six

weeks we have gained in twenty-five years.

Transplanting Large Trees.—J. W. TT.,

Hyde Parle, Duchess Co., N. F., writes:—"!

am a new subscriber to the Oardener^s Monthly,

and note with great interest your statement in

the January number in regard to transplanting

large trees. If you will send me such back

numbers as contain the articles you refer to,

with the price, I will forward the latter.''

[In view of the great number of new subscrib-

ers this year, and the importance of the subject,

instead of referring to our past issues as re-

quested, we thought it might have a more gen-

eral interest to repeat the recommendations we

have before given in regard to transplanting

large trees.

In the first place, we may say that the prac-

tice has been very successful in this vicinity.

Trees 25 feet high and two feet in circumference

having been moved during the last ten years by

different people, and trees of different kinds have

been moved, and in all cases have done as

well as trees but two or three years old. There

is, however, one point which has been learned

by experience since we first wrote, and that is

that a half starved tree from poor soil, is not so

successful as one that has been pretty well taken

care of, and in pretty good ground.

The best time to move large trees is about three

weeks hefm-e the fall of the leaf, or about two

weeks before the bursting of the leaves in spring;

in the former case, operations may be continued

until a week after the fall, and in the last, until

the leaves have been once fully expanded.

A rope is fixed to the top of the tree, and ojic-

rations commenced by digging eight feet from

the base of the tree, a circle two feet wide and

at least two feet deep. It is difficult to make

workmen do this, as if they "see no roots " they

don't want to dig there. Then use digging forks to

undermine the ball. When undermined, fork out

the soil from the horizontal face of the ball.

This, also, is very difficult to get workmen to do.

They tciZZ work at the horizontal face before the

ball is undermined, which injures the roots, and

doubles the labor. The earth must rather /aZi

away than be dug away, and this the undermining

permits. It is also very difficult to keep labor-

ers deep enough under the ball. The operation

is very much shortened in time, by keeping deep.

In ordinary soil, two men will have such a large

tree as we have described, ready for removal at

the most in half a day.

For removal a pair of wheels and a pole, or a

common two-wheeled cart is necessary. It is

backed up against the tree, the shafts set up

against the trunk, and the top of the trunk and

the top of the shaft or pole lashed firmly togeth-

er. If the roots are very wide—as sometimes

they will under this treatment be twelve feet

—

six feet will have to be elevated to keep from

dragging on the ground. This, of course, can be

done by side-boards on the cart, across which a

heavy board is placed, protected by a mat from

rubbing the bark off the stem. The rope being

pulled, the tree and shafts come down together,

and the tree is about exactly baUinced on the

w
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two wheels ; and the cart with the tree drawn
away hind side before, to the place where it is

wanted. A couple of poles are placed across the

new hole, on which the tree is set up, so as to

give a chance to unlash from the shafts, then
the cart taken away, the poles one by one taken
out from under the roots.and the tree falls straight

down into the hole prepared for it. Previously, if

the head is found very heavy, and the roots pro-

portionately light, some is cut away. The soil is

pounded in around the roots with a narrow ram-
mer. So important is this part of the operation,

that usually two men are kept to ram in earth for

every one who fills itin. Properly done,no staking
of the tree will be required. There are some
other little details, which any one will readily

]ierceive, but we think the main principles can
l)e understood. It is simply to get all the roots,

and rapidly before they dry; And ramming :n so
hard and firmly again that the trees cannot blow
over, but are often firmer than when they grew
naturally before ; and to do this work at a time
when the roots are very active, so that evapora-
tion from the stems and branches will not be go-
ing on without new rootlets to supply the waste.
It is new rootlets or fibres which do this busi-

ness. Old, hard roots do little of this.

A circle sixteen feet wide, and two feet deep,

seems a big task ; but by keeping deep, out of
the way of the roots, it is astonishing how quick
ly it is performed. Germantown men, who now
understand it, will often contract to move a hun-
dred such trees for about ^10 each.

On this system we have seen the following trees

very successfully moved, and probably others
which do not now occur to us: American
Chestnut, lied Oak, Ilorso Chestnut,
Larch (only when done in September),
Norway Maple, Sugar Maple, Silver Maple, Red
Maple, Catalpa, Willows, Poplars, Elms, Plane
trees, Norway Spruce, White Pine, Hemlock
Spruce, Arborvitffis, English Ash, American
Ash and Birch. The Tulip Poplar, and English
Oak we have seen done, but not with the same
good results.

If there is anything not yet quite clear, we
shall be glad to give more information where
obscure.]

Drawing Visitors.—America has been
credited with the best genius for "dodges »' to
draw full " houses " to fairs and other exhibi-
tions ; but the capital plan disclosed in the
following paTagmph,8eems to show that England

is following rapidly behind us. The Oardener^s

Chronicle says :

"At the meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society on Tuesday last, Mr. Bateman an-

nounced that he would give a prize of £o for the

best collection of cut flowers of varieties of Cat-

tleyas, indigenous in cool countries, with the

stipulation that the flowers were to become the

property of the Society, for distribution amongst
the ladies present on the day of competition,

and which was fixed for the first meeting of the

Society in 1871."

Number of Grapes in a Vinery.—Many
good grape growers in England are tending to

the opinion that one vine allowed to fill one

house with its branches, is more favorable to

success than the general practice of having a
number. The Oardener^a Monthly has always

advocated this view.

Opuntia Rafinesqui.—p., Alton, 111—
*• I have noticed recently a plate of this plant in

an English work, which has long Pear-shaped
joints. I send you a specimen from our town,
which you see is round. Are there many spe-

cies of hardy Cactus, and have they got the true

one in Europe .^''

[Opuntia Rafinesqui is very variable. Indeed,

it is not unlikely that it is a mere variety of O.

vulgaris. The seeds of both are exactly alike.

There are many species of hardy Cacti, but
only a few, we believe, under culture. Around
Ottawa, III., the O. Rafinesqui is an abominable
pest. These fronds are intermediate betweeu
round and pyriform.]

Transplanting Loctsts —^n Old Subscri-

ber, Moi-ristmon, X. J.—"I had sown on the

11th of May last two pounds of yellow Locust
seeds ; first soaking them for 8 hours in water
13(P, which caused four-fifths of them to soften

and swell.

I then rolled them in Farmer's Plaster, and
sowed them immediately. The seeds grew in a
few days, and made a rapid growth during the
summer. The greater part of the plants are be-

tween three and four feet high, and pretty close

in the rows. I mean to transplant them into
nursery rows next April, and what I want to
know is, would you recommend me to head them
down close after transplanting, so as to get
good clean stems. Should I wait till the roots

Ik

would be better established, the spring following,

or would they do as well not headed down V"

[We should head them down to about two

inches from the ground at once after transplant-

ing.]

Gunpowder Dogwood.—It appears that the

Docrwood Charcoal, which brings about $50 per

ton"for the wood in Liverpool for making the

finer kinds of gunpowder, is not from a Dog-

wood at all, but from a Buckthorn-mainnus

frangula. Our Carolina Buckthorn is nearly like

'the European one, and might do as well. At

any rate, at this high price, it might pay to

grow the species itself for our owa uses.

Shirley HiBBERD, ofthe Gardener's Weekly,

and well known to American readers as the au-

thor of "Homes of Taste,'' in which acqua-

riums, and other floral devices for beautifying

our dwellings were first brought prominently to

notice, has been engaged by our contemporary,

the HoHiculturist, as associate editor and foreign

correspondent.

We are glad to hear that Mr. Hibbcrd will

thus in a measure become identified with Amer-

ican gardening literature.

Patrons OF Husbandry.-We have before

us the address of Mr. Wm. Saunders, master of

the National Grange of the Patrons of Husband-

ry, at its third annual session. He thus defines

its objects :
. ,

" To increase the products of the earth by Increasing

the Icnowleagc of the producer, is the basis of our struc-

are; to leara and apply the revelations of science «o

farasrelatestothe various products of the
^^^^^^^

world, aud to diffuse the truths and general principles

of the science and art of agriculture, are ultUnateol,-

jects of our organization. We freely avail ourselves of

the valuable results of sclentlrtc investigations in^-

tablishlng principles (which, although sometimes dlfll-

cull of dls'crvery,'lre always of e-X application wheu

properly understood ) and seek to disseminate know!

edge upon every subject that bears upon the increase of

the productions and wealth of the nation.'

And in reference to some objections made

against the order, said

:

e cret ceremony of Initiation of members has.

a. was anticipated, been objected to by a few Perao'is

:

but we are already well convinced i hat the efficient dis-

clpllne necessary to secure permanent o-'K^"^^^^^^^^^^

could not be attained by any other means thus com-

pletely realizing the only object that
«"8K«««,«f *^«

a lopllon, and It meets the warm approval of ^^^
^hose

who have experienced the transitory existence of rural

clubs and societies, and who recognize in our simple

but efficient rules elements of success based upon a

solid and lasting foundation."
, . -,

It was our privilege to have the whole details

of this Society placed in our hands before its or-

ganization, and though we could give it no aid,

through all of our eff^orts being demanded in

other directions we may say that our knowledge

of its objects enables us to ofler it our best wish-

es for success.

Hand Cultivators.— Georg^e G., York, Pa.,

writes: "Noticing the advertisement of

Thomas Smlthey's hand and broad cast weeder,

I would like to know what you think of it.

The hand culture of corn is so very expensive

that if it will do all that is claimed for it, it must

be of great benefit to all farmers.''

[We do not know to what advertisement our

correspondent refers. We suppose he wishes a

hand cultivator that will work in agarden amongst

corn. We have never found anything satisfac

tory We have tried many inventions, but a?!

have proved too laborious for one man to work,

and we have had to fall back on the hoe.

So far as Horse Cultivators are concerned, we.

have since our last received one from Mr P. L.

Perry, which appears to be a very good thing.

The thin tongues loosen the soil, and a sharp

bladed hoe follows, and easily cuts up the weeds

and levels the surface.]

Situations. -Again as spring opens we are

flooded with inquiries about gardeners, foremen,

nursery hands, &c. ,-although we have so re

-

ixiatedly declined to do anything. If we had

but a few score a year, we should be very glad to

aid parties in getting together. But every reader

thinks that he is our only friend, and that we

might at least help /im. Alasl We have too

many friends 1 W^e would if we could, but this

answering hundreds of letters a year is impos-

sible.

BASPBERRIES.-'' Subscriber,'^ Scipioville,

JV Y says- "I have seen no recommenda-

tion oF Clarke except by those who have it for

sale. Am I safe in planting it tor a market fruit

What are the merits of the Philadelphia aud

Mammoth Cluster?"

FThe Clarke is of the European race of Rasp-

berries. They seem more liable to suff-er from

disease and improper culture in our cUmate,than

the native kinds, and are not so reliable for mar-

\n'

't}
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ket purposes as the two last named, which are
of the native race. These are not quite as good
flavored, but not being so particular, are more
certain to bear profitable crops.]

Knight's Monarch Pear still continues to

l)e one of the most popular of English winter
dessert Pears.

Orchideous Plants—These costly and most
singularly beautiful plants, continue to receive

great attention from English plant growers, and
are amongst the chief attractions of their exhi-
bitions.

Amateur and Market Fruits —i?. D.,

Lansing^ Michigan.—'^ I notice that fruits are

frequently divided into those adapted to amateur
and to culture for market. What is the differ-

ence ?"

[Some fruits require more knowledge and skill

to bring to perfection than others—these are the
amateur fruits. The man who markets fruits

has to employ very rough laborers to work his

))lantations. He cannot oversee himself eyerv
detail, he has therefore to grow kinds which
have the happy faculty of taking care of them-
selves. It often happens that these are not often

as good as those which require more knowledge
and skill. Hence a ''market fruit" simply
inci\n» a k\n(\ prf>fitah!e to grow^ and an "ama-
teur fruit "one extra good, when one knows how
to grow it.]

Golden Yarieoations.— It is a singular
fact that while plants with silver variegations
are much more tender than those with the nor-
mal green leaves, the golden onts are quite as
hardy as their originals. This was first sug-
gested to us by Mr. Harris, gardener to II. H.
Hunnewcll, Esq., at Boston, in the case of the
<ioIden Yew, Taxus elcgavtissima. We think
there are some exceptions, but yet it is true of
ten enough to make it remarkable.

Grounds ofGeo.Merritt, Esq.,at Tarry-
town, N. Y.—In the history of Gardening in all

countries fine places rise and fall,as in the history
of nations; and the United States is no exception.
A few years ago one of the very finest places
near Philadelphia was Mr. Camac's Now it

is cut up into streets and thickly built over. Yet
from time to time other fine places rise, some
of them far excelling those of the olden time.

Of this class is the new residence of Mr. Geo.

Merritt, on the beautiful Hudson, between Tar-
rytown and Irvington. Mr. M. was well known
in former limes in the leading dry goods circles
ofNew York, but of late years has chiedy busied
himself in the pleasures of rural life. His estate
embraces about six hundred acres, most ofwhich
will be devoted to improved fanning. The
pleasure grounds, will be, when completed,
about fifty acres, which is being laid out in the
highest style of landscape gardening art. Over
one hundred men are continually employed on it.

'Ihree years ago he commenced the erection of a
magnincent range of greenhouses, which arc
now nearly completed. Over eighty thousand
dollars have already been spent on them. These
are chiefly for flowers, and a new range entirely
for fruit is in contemplation
The present houses are built somewhat in the

form ofa T. The main leg ofthe letter, as it were,
being a palm house 25 feet hi^h. A beautiful
fountain is to be in the centre or this house, and
the upper portion of the main limb terminates
in an immense glass dome, from the top of
which one of the most magnificent pros-
pects on the Hudson can be obtained.
The cross position of this imaginary
T Is a lean to line, and the two pendant
portions of the letter, two beautiful curvilinear
span roofed houses, one of which is entirely de-
voted to Camellias. The houses of Messrs. Kel-
ley at Rhinebeck, and of Mr Aspinwali, are fa-

mous for their extent ; but these of Mr. Merritt
go a long way -beyond.
The gardener in char^je, wc have not yet had

the pleasure to meet. He is from France, and
exhibits great knowledge of the gardening art.

Boyle's Temperature Alarm —This is

one of of the most ingenious contrivances we
have seen for some time. By the application of
a column of mercury to a dial finger, and a con-
nection by wire in one's bed room, an alarm bell
is struck whenever the temperature rises or falls

between a certain fixed range. The gardener
may now go to bed with a certainty that his
houses will not take fire or go down towards
freezing without his instantly knowing about it.

The same arrangement could be put into pub-
lic halls or anywhere where there was any dan-
ger. We regard it as one of the best inventions^
next to the thermometer, that has been found
for mnny years.
Mr. Boyle was once a gardener, and well known

at Detroit, when in the fine establishment of Mr.
Hubbard ; and wc are proud for the honor of
the '^ craft'' that so much genius as this contri-
vance shows, should have originated in it.

Mr. Peter Henderson, we observe, always
alive to ''gardening for prjfit,' has been
amongst the first to introduce it into his houses.

Omission.—By an oversight of the Printer, a
portion of the article on *• A Good White Win-
ter Flower »' was omitted under the head of
communications. The cutire article will appear
next month.

(

BOOKS, CATALOGUES, &C.

lUpoRTOFTHE COMMI33IOS1SE OF AaBICDI,TOB« FOB

1888. u * * tViP

The Commissioner announces, that m ine

present volume he has endeavored to conhne

himself to statistics on such matters as would

not come in contact with the regular agricultu-

ral journals of the country *, but we doubt

whether anything that appears a year after date

would ever seriously interfere with anythmg

published by private enterprise. For this, how-

ever, Mr. Capron is not to blame. It must be a

source of annoyance to him that the national

authorities are so late with the appearance ot

what would otherwise be a very useful work. As

it is, the facts mostly become known before they

are published, and the issue is by so much stale

and unprofitable.

We notice that some thirty thousand plants

have been distributed, and many new varieties

of seeds of vegetables, grasses, and farm articles.

The recipients, Mr. Capron tells us, are requested

to report the results ; but with the exception of

a few responses on wheat, oats and clover, noth-

iaq has been received as to the great mass oi

matter distributed. We think this ought not to

be. Persons who send articles frea to the de-

partment, are of course entitled to similar cour-

tesies ; but anything distributed to other people

should be only on the condition that they report

the result for publication in the annual report.

Mr. Capron has a very difficult position to fill.

It is very easy to suggest improvements, but

only those behind the scenes know the difficulties

of executing them. That with so many obsta-

cles, so much improvement should be accom-

plished as these reports indicate, is much to the

credit of the Department.

Many useful facts and receipts are given m

this pretty pamphlet, which is for gratuitous cir-

culation amongst ladies of taste and refinement.

Harrison's Flavobinq Extracts.

This is a catalogue of the various perfumes

gold bv the firm of A. W. Harrison, a name

which," as Kecording Secretary of the Pcnnsylva-

nia Horticultural Society, is widely known.

One of the best essays ever read before the

Pennsylvania. Horticultural Society was by this

gentleman, describing his visit to the flower

farms of Europe, and giving explanations of the

various ways of extracting perfumes from flow-

ers.

Catalogue of Dudi^ey 4 Merkili., Geneva, N. Y.l

So many catalogues are almost copies one ot

another, that we look in vain for any item of

special interest that will command the attention

of the readers of this department of the maga-

zine. This one not only contains descriptions of

a great number of fruit and ornamental trees

grown by the proprietors, but has a very inter-

esting chapter on profits and methods of fruit cul-

ture.
.

.

To ''ive an idea of the matter of this depart-

ment "of the catalogue, we give the following

about the culture of the Pear

:

"On several accounts the Pear possesse-i ^^l^'^^/^^K^

over other fruits. The flrst i« ^^s delicious quality a«

found in the finest varieties; Its butte^ry or melting

texture, and Its delicious and P^rfun^ed flavor In this

respect It greatly excels the apple, and keeps nearly as

well. Even the peach Is scarcely superior, while It

keeps only two or three days.
,„„i.ia -nrt

But the pear, like everything highly desirable and

valuable, cannot be bad without attention laboanci

skill. There are only a few exceptions to this general

rule. The relative prices of the ^PP^« ^^'^
Pf;„^e*;/r

about asone to ten,show at thesame time tbe superior

value of the latter, and the greater; skill required

%r.^ret^vTr oTAne pears Is a .-d ^-^^d::
measure of the amount of attention which this fruit de

serves. The following are a few examples: !»••

^ ^^
Grant. Newburgh. gathered four i*^"^^'-^^ .«P^,"^™;7,

from a tree of the Flemish Beauty, only eight years

planted, which ho sold for $30, or 13 cents each. T. G^

Yeomans. of Walworth, NY., sold in
1^;[. "-^^.^

entire crop of one variety, at 12 cents each by the bar

rel In IsSo one barrel, fllled with one hundred and

w;n y-ttvepears, sold for $a> 62, and eleven barrels ^r

rr Very la'rge «Peei-ensof Angouleme
have.^n some

instances, retailed at a dollar each. A us In
J^^^^J^^

ruirkston N. Y , sold some of his pears at 10 cents eacn.

oCperbusW J.Stickney.of Boston obtained fo

^a^^StpU raised With"-^1^^^^
t^^Z'^^r.'^^oJ-^^^^^ common care
per l>«8»^e''

J
" .^ „er bushel. Ellwanger & Barry, of

!;rtlres:"r'n:./:o.r.'.,''oVn-.orne a. eight o.

ten years Of age, under good culture.

orchards of standard P<^^"/^ "« ^" ,^,?\esX
but recently set out. have not yet «^^^" ^"j^ ^^ve
But as dwarf pear* come quickly into bearing, wc have

F

' }l

ill
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alrepxJy many examples of their great success. Among
them are the following:
T.R. Austin, near Boston, (says Col. Wilder,) set out

500 dwarf pears about twelve years since. They com-
menced bearing in about three years, and have borne
regular and abundant crops ever since. An account
was kept of the sales from them for the past six years,
which amounted to $.3,498. They occupy about an acre.
W. P. Townscnd, of Lockport, had about an acre of

dwarf pears of d I fforont sorts, that bore the fifth year
from the bud, forty-one barrels, selling at SlOper barrel,
or S4 10 for the acre.

T. G. Yeomans, of Walworth, N. Y., has large planta-
tions of dwarfs about twelve years old. They are ten
feet apart, and are cultivated, and the soil kept perfect-
ly clean by two horses walking abreast, at less cost
than a corn crop requires. They have yielded from a
half bushel to a bushel per tree, and have sold from S14
to $,^5 per barrel-whlch is at the rate of $2,000 and up-
ward p* r acre.

Ono Hurtlett pear tree belonging to Philo Bronson
yielded from thirty to fifty dollars worth of fruit for a
series ofyears, when fruit was only worth one-half Its
present value.

A Geneva fruit buyer paid S90 for the fruit of three
pear trees, and picked the fruit and marketed it himself.
The trees stood on the farm now owned by J. O. Shel-
don.

F. A. Stow, of Troy, N.Y., sent to New York In the
fall of 1868, two barrels ofSeckel pears. The purchasers
returned him ?40a barrel, and at the same time sending
him word that if he had any more such fruit they would
give him $60 per barrel for It.

Inl8.-,7,aflrmln Geneva came Into po-ssesslon of a
place having ten or twelve pear trees which had been
planted four years. The fruit brought five dollars per
tree per year for several years on the average, when
fruit was much lower than it now is.

At a recent meeting of the Geneva Horticultural So-
ciety, on the subject of profit, Mr. Graves said that Mr
John Morse, of Cayuga, had been planting pear trees
fjr twenty-five years, regarding it more profitable than
any otherfrult or farm crop. He liad known of pears
soiling at $&5 per barrel. Mr. Thomas Smith said that
his brother sold two barrels of Beurre Clalrgeau for $80
last year.

In all these cases the best cultivation was given to
the dwarf, in connection with the yearly application
ofgood stable manure. It may be laid down as an un-
alterable rule that dwarf pears cannot live, much less
flourish, unless a complete system of broadcast cultiva-
tion is given. Digging small circles around the foot of
each tree is wholly insufllclent. The roots of thrifty
trees soon spread over the whole surface, and the whole
surface must, therefore, be kept clean and mellow."

To be sure there are many who would say they
never obtained such results as these, and that
they exhibit only one side of the picture, which
is true

; but yet we hold that what has been
done can be done again, and generally might he
done. It is rather ignorance than impossibility
which makes too many failures—not all, of
course—but still too many.

I

Nursery Catalogues.—Our nurserymen
seem particularly alive to business. Our table

is covered with lists, and many of them are so

meritorious, and do so much credit to American
business men, that we should like to notice them
more in detail. But amongst so much to com-
mend, we can only spare space to enumerate
them. They are as valuable in many respects

as the current horticultural literature of the day;

and as they are given freely to all who ask, it

will be every one's interest to send and get them.
We have them from Djwner & Sons, Fairview,

Ky. ; Clarke & Sons, London ; R. Douglas &
Sons, Waukegan, 111.; Yilmorin, Andrieux «fe

Co., Paris, France ; X. II. Lindley, Bridgeport,

Conn.; E. H. Krclage & Son, Haarlem, Hol-
land ; J. Draper, Worcester, Mass. ; Jas. Stew-
art, Memphis, Tenn.;T. Hubbard & Co., Fredo-
nia, N. Y.; Nursery Association, Chambers-
burg, Pa. ; Sleeper «& Sons, Oxford, Ind , Hen-
derson & Fleming. No. 67, Nassau St , N. Y.

;

C. Platz Sl Sons, Erfurt, Prussia ; A. C. Fish,
Rochester, N. Y.; E. Y. Teas, Richmond, Ind.;
H. Nette, Quedlinburg, Prussia ; W. H. Mann
& Co., Oilman, 111; J. Kift, West Chester, Pa.;
Bronson & Ilerendeen, Geneva, N. Y.; C. Black,
Uightstown, N. J.; Otto & Achelis, West
Chester, Pa.; Robert Halliday. No. 1^ North
Charles street, Baltimore ; Lukens Peirce,
Coatesville, Pa. ; J Manning, Reading, Mass.;
J. Ransom, Hammonton, N. J.; Hasbrouck &
Bushncll, lona, N. Y ; S. S. Jackson & Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio ; J. Charlton, Rochester, N.
Y.; A. Bryant jr.. Princeton, III. ; Storrs, Harri^
son & Co., Paincsviile, Ohio; Calkins & Brooks;
Bricksburgh, N. J ; Hubbard & Davis, Wayne,
Michigan; Wm. Sumner, Pomaria, S. C; Eu-
gene Verdier, Paris, France ; Kemp & Kerr,
Denton, Md ; J. Adams, Springfield, Mass.; Ell-
wanger & Barry, Rochester, N. Y. ; E. Benary
Erfurt, Prussia ; W. AVilson, Astoria, L. I.; J.
Thorburn & Co., No. 15 John street, N. Y.;R.
Buist, 07th street and Darby Road, Phila. ; W.
F. Heikes, Dayton, Ohio ; J. MeAdams, Mt.
Pleasant Nurseries, Westmoreland county, N.
Y. ; J. Knox.^Pittsburgh, Pa.; T.C. Maxwell &
Bros., Geneva, N. Y.; R. H. Allen, 119 Water
street, N. Y.; Jas. Vick, Rochester, N. Y.; J.
E. Ennisifc Co., Lyons, Iowa ; Isidore Bush &
Son, Jefferson Co., Mo. ; Frost & Co,, Rochester,
N. Y.; Ilargis &Summer, Quincy, HI.; J. Vest-
als, Cambridge City, Ind.; J. G. Booth «& Co.,
Hamburg ;F. Meech, Albany, N. Y.; Crane &
Co., No. 449 Broad street, Newark, N.J. ; Graves,
Selover, Willara & Co., Geneva, N. Y.; Julien
Monnier & Co., near Angers, France ; A.
Hance & Son, Red Bank, N. J.; Pfiffner <fc

Marquardt, Delaware, Ohio; J. Said, Washt'n,
D. C; Hoopes, Bro. & Thomas, West Chester,
Pa. ; Wm. Bull, London, England ; Anthony
Waterer neai Woking Surrey, England ; L.
Menand, Albany, N. Y.; Peter Smith <x, Co.,
Hamburg; H. A. Dreer, No. 714 Chestnut street
Philadelphia.
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NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

New Plants for 1870.—We see in Europe

seeds of many new plants offered for the first

time, many of which, however, are not likely to

be of much interest to Americans. Some things,

however, promise to be of value. Great im-

provement seems to have been made in " Colum-

bines." These plants, botanicaliy AquUegias,

seem to have been broken up into as many vari-

eties as Phloxes.

The "Cow Parsnips'' of Europe have recently

received attention as decorative plants, on ac-

count of their large leaves. One of these which

grows along our own river banks, Heracleum

LANATUM, is really more striking than the Eu.

ropean species, but has not yet got into cultiva-

tion. Amongst the novelties in Europe this year

is an ally of these Cow Parsnips, called Cali-

SJSA Daiiurica. The leaves are represented as

six feet long by four wide, which w^ould produce

a novel effect on a lawn. The stem grows about

eight feet high. The head of the flowers is very

much like that of the wild Carrot, only it is

nearly two feet across.

NewCANNAS are spoken of, but whether ot

the early summer flowering kinds, or merely

leaf bearers, does not appear. Probably the lat-

tar.

Amongst Ten week Stocks, pure blue varie-

ties are announced.

In Chrysanthemums, quilled dwarfs have been

produced in the Pompone class.

The old "Dusty Miller,'' or Cineraria MARi-

TIMA, the silvery leaves of which have rendered

it so valuable in the modern fashion of foliage

masses, has had a new species of similar tint,

but with the leaves nearly entire, brought in

company with it. It is called Cineraria acan-

TIIIFOLIA. .^„
Our own American tree, CORNUS nuttalii.

which ever since it was figured in Michaux's Sylva

every lover of hardy trees has desired to possess,is

at least offered in Europe at one dollar an ounce.

It is much more ornamental than the common

Dogwood of our woods, Cornus florida.

A Blue Lantana-like plant from Mexico,

Cornutia pyrimidata is also well spoken of.

All of this class, to which the verbena also be-

longs, make good summer blooming plants for

our climate. . .
, ^ „«-,r

Chinese Pinks in great variety seem also ver\

popular.

One of the grandest things seems to be a new

Dicentra from California, which it is said will

be a great rival to our popular hardy plant Di-

centra spectahilia. This new candidate is named

D. CiiRYSANTHA. Seeds are cheap—100 for

about 75 cts.

A hardy cucumber-like plant from the north

of China, with round golden fruit like oranges,

and leaves like grape vines, called Eopepon

vitifolius, is highly praised. But in our cli-

mate we have already some cucurbitaceous plants

which somewhat resemble this.

IIepatica angulosa, with flowers blue, and

as large as a silver dollar, will please all who

like these early spring flowers.

Some new " Morning Glories " of the Ipomoea

section, are offered at 25 cts. a seed.

A rose colored variety of the scarlet Flax will

be a good novelty.

Paranepiielius UNIFLORUS.-Thc London

Journal of Horticulture figures and describes this

plant recently introduced from Peru into Eng-

land. The plant is herbaceous, having no stem,

and is something in habit like the old Gazama

rigens, to which same natural order of compo-

sites the plant belongs. The flower is about the

same size as the Qazania, and of similar golden

yellow color ; but the leaves are broad and more

thistle-like. It makes a good winter bloomer.

Eranthemum Andersoni, 3Xast.—Owing to

an unfortunate oversight, the plant exhibited by

Mr Bull under the garden or provisional title ot

E ele-rans was described botanicaliy under that

uame,"in forgetfulness that the appellation in

question had been given to a very different plant

by Robert Brown. We hasten to repair the er-

ror and avail ourselves of the opportunity of as-

sociating Dr. Anderson's name with the plant,

as no one has done so much towards elucidating

the difncult family of Acanthacero as the ener-

cretic Superintendent of the Calcutta Garden.

Moreover, it now appears from the appende d let-

terof Mr. Prestoe, Superintendent of the Botan-

ical Garden of Trinidad, which clears up the his-

tory of the plant to a great extent, that Dr. An-

derson had himself recognized the plant as new,

though we are not aware that he has anywhere

i
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published it. Mr. Presloe's letter is as follows:

*'I observed in your number of Nov. 28, 1868, a
notice of an Eranthemum, exhibited by one of
the Floral Committees at South Kensington, and
as there is some doubt expressed as to the liabi-

tat there given it, I am induced to give, for gen-
eral information, what knowledge of its history I

possess. In the latter part of 1866 we received,

by one of the East Indiamen coming here annu-
ally, from the Calcutta Botanic Gardens, two of
Ward's cases of plants, amongst which were two
that have since proved very fine Eranthemums.
The plants in these cases were numbered, but I
did not receive the lists of them till a year or
more later, the first list sent never having
reached its destination. By these I found that one
of the Eranthemums, the subject of this letter,

was marked E. sp., by which I was induced to

regard it as a distinct new species, the more so
from knowing that Dr. Anderson had given the
family to which it belongs special attention.

Meanwhile the plant became extensively propa-

I gated here, and in June, 1867, we supplied a

plant of it, amongst a general collection, to

Judge Fitzgerald of this island, on the eve of

his departure for England ; and this plant, no
doubt, is the one, or the parent of those, now in

Mr. Bull's possession. On my visit to England
last year, I was surprised to find that this plant,

so far as I could learn, had not yet found its

way into home collections. I thereupon com-

municated with my assistant here to have it, as

well as the species mentioned above, sent to

Kew, and I now have the satisfaction of know-
ing that a case containing, amongst other

things, those two beautiful plants, arrived in

Southampton about the time of my departure

from England in October last. Both species

make a magnificent display in our flower gar-

dens. At this moment both species in our gar-

den are massed over with flowers, the weather
of late having been very dry, and therefore par-

ticularly favorable for their development.—G.
Chronicle,

NEW AND RARE FRUITS.
KocHER Apple.—From Messrs. Engle &

Bro. This is a beautiful fruit. It is as larare as

thebsst King of Tompkins Co., rather more
oval, with a more slender ptem, and lighter

flesh, which, indeed, is nearly white. In the
specimen before us the flavor was not quite equal
to the popular variety we have named ; but that
might be exceptional. It must certainly become
a popular variety.

Mount Vernon Pear.—We arc glad to see
that Mr. Little is making an effort to introduce
this fine fruit In addition to our note about it

last fiill, we see that it has the endorsement of
Messrs. Wilder, Hyde, Hooker, Frost, Elliott,

Downing, and other well known Pomologists.

The Archduke Cherry.—This is the best

of the Duke Cherries, and should be more wide-
ly disseminated wherever the cherry will suc-

ceed, which, unfortunately, is not generally in

the South. It is very erect and upright in habit

of growth, vigorous and hardy. The fruit is

large, very dark shining red ; flesh, light red,

slightly adhering to the pit; sub-acid, rich and
very good. Considered very valuable in the

West and Southwest.—CaroZma Farmer.

The Rasche Apple—This is a new variety,
originating in Missouri, with Mr. W. Rasche.
The tree is said to be a strong grower, produc-
tive and hardy, and the fruit juicy, mild, sub-
acid, rich and high flavored.— Caroh'na Farmer.

IIuTCHiNosoN Apple.—Origin unknown. II

is thus described in the Jour)vil of Agriculture:

*'Size, when well grown, and thin on the tree,

large to very large ; form, roundish, being a lit-

tle broader than long ; skin smooth, color green-
ish yellow ground, striped and splashed with two
shades of red, quite dark in the sun, so it looks

blotched with the dark red, with bronze around
the stem ; stem, slender ; cavity, narrow, rather
deep ; calyx, small, nearly closed ; basin, very
narrow and shallow ; flesh, white, very tender,
juicy, mild sub-acid, not rich, but very pleasant;

core, large ; seeds, large, long, dark brown
;

season, November to March, and if well taken
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care of, to April ; tree, hardy (very much so),

healthy, moderate grower, of rather diverging

habit, not very strong wood, rather brittle,

bearing annually the largest crop of any apple I

kniw of from Kentucky.

PitmastonDuchesse PEAR,isthe na«ie of a

new variety introduced in England by Mr. Wii-

Uams, of P'itmaston, It resembles Marie Lomse

and was, as we understand thefJ^S-'^P^^^^'^^^^^

London Cottage Gardener, raised from Duchesse

d'Angoulemo.

INTELLIGE^XE.

LlTnOSPERMUMFRRUTlCOSUM.-ThlSlS a 8U-

l>erb plant for hanging baskets, or, indeed, for

any place where a pendulous-habited plant is

required. I filled two hanging baskets with it

for our conservatory a month ago ;
it was then

in full flower, and has continued so ever since,

and promises to keep so for at least a month

loncrer I grew it with the intention of using it

for sprins gardening out of doors, but I was so

struck last season with the habit of the plant for

this work, and its intensely deep blue flowers,

that I could not for the life of rae risk it to bat-

tle in the open air with the colds winds of

March. And right glad am I that I did not do

80 for we require a number of plants of that de-

scription for drawing-room and other indoor dec-

orations, and at this season of the year there is

nothing to beat it. Its color is rare and rich,

and when suspended, so effective that I can with

confidence recommend it to all who require

plants of the kind. It is one of those hardy

crems of which we gardeners, as a body, know

but too little. The young growth roots Ireely in

sprin-, and in a compost of leaf-soil, peat, and

silverlsmd, it grows very fast. In summer I

crrow it out of of doors under a south wall, and

winter it in the front of the orchard-house. It

does not need this protection in the winter, as it

is quite hardy. I give shelter because it flowers

earlier than it would do if left out of doors.-

London Journal of Horticulture,

been ripe since September, and was
f^«^.^ j^^

^'^

good condition as to receive a special certificate.

VICOMTESSE HeRICART DE THURY STRAW-

BEBRY.-Assuming that the above and the

Prince Imperial are the same, I may observe

that I tested the latter carefully this year, both

under glass and in the open ground, side by side

with Keen's Seedling. Admitting that it is

quite as early, more even in size, and firmer in

flesh than Keen's, it always proved deficient in

sweetness ; so much so, that I purpose adhermg

to Keen's.
,

^..
For home consumption, where large quanti-

ties are required by persons whose palate is not

hicrhly educated, I recommend Empress Eu-

ge°nie ; for fastidious tastes, the British Queen,

mvers' Eliza, and Myatt's Filbert Pine. To

these, as a late variety, not to be eaten till a -

most black, the old Downton, somewhat acidu-

lated, perhaps, but very rich, should be added.-

G. S., ia London Journal of HorHculture.

AN Old Grape Vine. -At a recent mectmg

of the Royal Horticultural Sociecy of England,

Mr. Fowler, of Ilarewood, sent a dish of Mus-

CM of Alexandria Grapes from an old vine eighty

years old, now existing in the garden there, and

Which annually bears between four hundred and

five hundred bunches. The fruit exhibited had

Varieties of Ivy. -Evergreen Ivies are

much grown for parlor gardens in England. At

a recent meeting of the Royal Horticultural So-

ciety the Undon Journal of Horticulture says :-

Oa this occasion prizes were offered for the

best nine Ivies in pots. There were three ex-

hibitors-namely, Mr. 0. Turner, of Slough

Mr. William Paul, of Waltham Cross; and

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, of St. John a

Wood Mr. Turner sent very neatly trained

plants, beautifully clothed with foliage, trained

for the most part as tall cones. The kinds were

Hedera Helix major, with small silver-veined

leaves ; H. H. minor with still smaller leaves,

but otherwise resembling those of the preceding

H. marmorata minor, with small leaves marbled

with pale yellow ; H. elegantissima, with smal

{
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foliage i reulirly bordered with rose color and
yellow

; II. graadifolia arborescens, a large-leav-

ed tree Ivy ; II. grandifolia latifolia raaculata,

the leaves extensively mottled and splashed with
cream yellow ; II. algeriensis, with large, vigo-

rous, pale green leaves ; II. Icida, with beauti-

ful, shining, dark green leaves, but bright green
near the principal veins ; and H. lobata major,
with very distinctly lobed foliage. Mr. AV. Paul
had II. latifolia maculata ; H. Rgeo^neriana, a
a most valuable dark-leaved kind ; Rsegneriana
arborescens, having a stem like a tree ; II. ja-

ponica, the leaves variously edged and marked
with white or pale cream color ; II. canariensis
aurea, with some of the leaves entirely yellow,

others with but a small patch of green, whilst

others, again, are entirely green, but a charm-
ing and most effective variety ; II. algeriensis va-
riegata, with white variegated foliage

;

H. rhombea variegata, the leaves small, with a
narrow white edging; H. arborescens baccata
lutea, the berries still in a green state ; and H.
taurica, a very neat small-leaved kind. From
Messrs. E. G. Henderson, came II. Helix rhom-
boidea, II. algeriensis arborea, H. japonica va-

riegata, II, canariensis marmorata ; II. dentata,

apparently of vigorous growth, and having large

leaves ; arborescens alba lutesceas, a flue yellow
variegated kind with rather small leaves ; arbor-

escens latifolia striata, with dark grreen folia<Te,

blotched, splashed, or marked with broken
of golden yellow: II. Helix margiuata alba ro-

busta, edged more or less broadly with cream
white ; and II. Helix minor marmorata elejians,

with minute marbled leaves tinted with red.

Barnes' Theory of Culture.—This grectt

horticulturist has studied to good practical pur-
pose the profound theory of the correlation of

force. He has impressed upon the soil the great

art of giving, and yet increasing. Cropping is

the cultural weight that imparts stability to the

earth's inexhaustible storehouses of growing
power. The one thing to guard against is an
unclothed surface. Give the earth work to do,

and it will never flinch from its accomplish-
ments. Mr. Barnes' first efforts go to secure

mass or bulk of soil. He does not believe in the

motive power of light or small bodies ; he goes

for the impetus acquired by mass. Hence no
mere surface of the earth suffices for him. Down,
down, deeper down, is his watchword, until he

obtains a tilth to work with of from 3 to 5 feet

in depth. This is his grand storehouse of cul-

tural force, from which his momentum for pro-

pelling vegetation is obtained ; this is his mass of

earth that works with such might and energy in

the manufacture of such an astonishing bulk of

sweet and crisp vegetab.e matter. We have
seen the first elements of his productive energy,

we will now try to unearth his second agency

—

heat. How does he enlist this transcendant

power into his service ? Chiefly in three ways.

First, by conserving the heat already in the

ground ; by freely admitting fresh supplies, and
by creating new sources of heat within the earth

itself Thorough drainage is the great conserva-

tive power of heat ; it bars up the widest doors,

through which it is ever ready to escape. A
dry surface or well drained mass of earth stops

the loss of heat by evaporation, and it is well

known to every one that evaporation is the most
powerful known robber of heat. By allowing

the water a free passage downwards instead of

upwards the greatest amount of heat is preserv-

ed in the earth with the minimum loss. Next
to thorough drainage, a covered surface is

the best means of keeping heat in the ground.

The crops arrest the escape of warmth, and re-

turn a large portion of the heat back to the earth.

They erect a barrier against the energy of radia-

tion outside. I advance another step here with
more diffidence. It is this, that life itself—the

mere vitality of vegetation —becomes a source of

heat to the earth. The temperature of plants

has oflen been observed to be considerably high-

er than the surrounding air or earth. Thus
probably every living plant becomes a conserver

of the heat of the earth of lesser or greater pow-
er, or a generating centre of heat. Another
mode of increasing the temperature of the earth

is by the free admission of heat, by texturial

management, and a frequent inversion of tha

surface soil. A friable soil may heat more grad-
ually, but it retains the warmth longer than on3
of the opposite character, and if fresh surfaces

are continually turned up, and exposed fully to

the sun, and thj heat so acquired be persistently

turned In, it is astonishing, how much may thus

be done to raise the temperature of the ground.

The last plan to be noted is the direct creation

of heat within the earth itself. This it accom-
plished by the addition of decomposing matter.

It is too much the fashion to look upon such
materials as possessing only an enriching or ma-
nurial valu3. The term stimulant would, how-

ever, be more correctly descriptive of their pow-

ers
'

It is by the performance of quickening

functions that the worth of many so-called ma-

nures ought to be measured, and they stimulate

less by their feeding properties than by their

heating powers. Wherever decomposing mat-

ter and air meet together, either within the earth

or out of it, heat is the product of their union

Thus every atom of matter undergoing decom-

position becomes a centre of warmth. Infinit-

esimally small as the heating power of each cen-

tre may be in itself, yet their powerful aggregate

strength makes up for their individual littleness;

and their combined energy may be, and I believe

is sufficiently potent very sensibly to raise the

temperature of the earth.-Cor. o/ G(XTamtr^i

CJironicle.

Hardy Climbers.—The following account of

some climbers, or, as they are called
J
in the Uni-

ted States, vines, is from the London Journal of

Horticulture and Cottage Gardener :

Akebia guinata.—Evergreen twiner. Flow-

ers lilac pink, in spring and early in sum-

mer. Propagated by division of the roots, and

cuttin-s of the half-ripened shoots in sand

on a g'entle hotbed. It requires a south wall,

and peat and sandy loam.

Ampelopsis hederacea (Virginian Creeper).—

The mo3t vigorous of all climbers, succeeding on

any aspect, and excellent for covering trellises

and rustic work, thriving where many other

climbers will not do so, especially on a north as-

pect. The flowers are inconspicuous, but the fo-

liacre is a full compensation for any deficiency of

flowering. It gives a close mantling to any

building or object, the leaves dying off a bright

puri)li8h red. It will grow in any kind of soil,

but succeeds best when encouraged with good,

rich, well stirred loam. It is deciduous, and in-

creased by layerings and cuttings of the ripened

shoots. Being of vigorous growth, it is very

suitable for covering high walls and buildings

with unfavorable aspects. A. quinquefolta docs

not differ from A. hederacea.

A. japonica.-A. new Virginian Creeper, of a

compact steady habit, the leaves being broad

ovate-oblong, and in autumn assuming a bright

red tint, in this respect surpassing A. hederacea.

It will doubtless prove as hardy as the preced-

ing.

^A. FeitcTiu.—Foliage smaller than that of A.

hederacea ; the leaves are sometimes entire and

occasionally thrice-divided, and are very close

and dense ; color green, shaded with purple.

Very fine for walls with north aspect and rustic

work of all kinds, being very hardy ;
and on ac-

count of its peculiar colored foliage and young

shoots, which are quite purple, it is worthv of

greater attention than it has yet received. It is

the best climber for planting against walls where

nailing cannot be practised, as it needs no train-

ing, but clings to any building with the greatest

tenacity. The leaves turn red in autumn before

^Ar%tolocMa sij^/io.-Foliage bold, not unlike

Roecrner's Ivy ; flowers yellow and brown, pro-

duced in July. It is suitable for walls with east

or west aspects, and for verandas and summer-

houses, but in warm situations only. Sandy

loam is the most suitable soil. Deciduous.

Propagated by division of the roots or layers,

either in spring or autumn. 30 feet.

Atragene Arviericarta.—Deciduous, succeeding

in any common soil. Fine for rustic work,

flowers purple, in July. 15 feet. A. Austriaca.

—Flowers brown and yellow, July. 8 to 10

feet. A. jSiberica.—whitish yellow flowers.July.

12 feet. Increased by seeds sown in sandy

soil in a frame, the seedlings being pricked off

when large enough, and gradually hardened oft';

also by layers in autumn, or by cuttings under

a hand-glass or in gentle heat, either in spring

or summer.
Berhendopsis coraZIma.—Evergeen, not exact-

ly a climber, being only a sub-scandent. Flow-

ers fine deep red, in clusters of two or three, on

long pedicels. It is but little known, and ap-

pears very hardy.

I

Bignonia grandiJUyra.-Vree growing climber

I with orange-red flowers produced in summer,

but it requires a south wall. The foliage is bold

and handsome. As the flowers are produced on

the short shoots which proceed from the wood

of the previous year, care must be taken to have

the latter well ripened by thorough exposure,

keeping the shoots moderately thin and rather

closely nailed or tied up.

Bignwiaradicans.-TXowers orange, in July.

Vigorous, and similar to the preceding, but not

so good, though it is hardier. There is a better

colored variety called superba. This and the

preceding are deciduous, and only suitable for

trellises, against walls, verandas, and other

warm situations. They are increased by cut-

tings of the shoots, and by pieces of the roots

! )
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Bignonia capreolata.—Flowers red. In

warm situations, against a south or west wall,

it is very ornamental.

Caprifolium flavum»—Ye\\ow. 10 feet. De-
ciduous. Trellises in warm situations. C. Doug-
iasiV.— Orange. 20 feet. Deciduous. Pillars^

arbors, and rustic work. C. periclymenum —
Yellow ; 20 feet ; the Woodbine so fine for cover-

ing rustic trellises, arbors, or trunks of trees.

June. It and the varieties are deciduous. Per-

iclymenum belglcum, or Dutch, larger and ear-

lier flowering, June, 20 feet ; Periclymenum se-

rotinum (late Dutch), yellow and red, 20 feet,

June ; Periclymenum quercifolium, yellow

and red flowers. June. There is a vari-

egated variety of this. Except the first,

all are fine for pillars, arches, and covering all

kinds of rustic work, but they should have open
situations, for though they may grow, they do
not flower freely on north aspects or in the

shade. Against walls they are smothered with
aphis.

C. sem/jennrens.—Evergreen, also its varieties

Brownii, floribunda, and Youngii, all with scarlet

flowers. Fine for trellises, verandas, and
poles, the flowers being long and trumpet-shaped.
Rather light soil is most suitable.

The Caprifoliums are increased by cuttings of
the ripened shoots in autumn, in a shady bor-

der, covering them with a hand-glass or insert-

ing them under a frame. Layering in autumn
when the leaves are falling is the most certain

method of propagation,

Celastrus scandens^—Deciduous. Flowers yel-

low, in May or June. 15 feet. Seeds in a hot-
bed in spring.

Clematises.— CfRTu\ea. grand! flora, pale azure
blue, 10 feet : flammula, white, 20 feet, sweet-
scented : florida, while, 10 feet ; and its double
variety, white, tinged with green ; bicolor (Sie-

boldi), straw, puce and green centre ; Fortune!,
large, double, white ; hybrida splendida, deep
violet, stamens green; Jackmanni, violet purple,
centre veined, stamens light green ; lanuginosa
lavender, large ; lanuginosa Candida, large,
white

; lanuginosa pallida, pale lavender; mon-
tana, white, stamens green ; montana grand! flo-

ra, larger than the species, flowers white ; He-
lena, large, semi-double, white ; Louisa, white,
with purple-tipped stamens ; Sophia, mauve,
centre of petals straw-colored, stamens tipped
with chocolate ; there is a double variety of this
similar in color ;rubro-violacea, maroon, shaded

reddish violet, stamens pale green ; Standishii,

deep bluish violet , Viticella, purplish violet

;

and its variety multiplex with double flowers of

the same cclor ; Viticella atrorubens, deep pur-

plish red ; venosa, reddish purple, veined crim-

son, light centre, stamens chocolate ; Vitalba,

or Traveler's Joy, white. Ihis is the most
hardy, and quickly covers any surface.

All the Clematises are fast-growing and free-

blooming, indispensable for covering trellises,

walls, rustic, and all kinds of ornamental wire-
work. Their rich and varied colored flowers,

many of them large and sweet-scented, render
thenj particularly desirable. All are deciduous.

Propagation is effected by cuttings of the firm

side shoots in summer, inserted in sand under a
hand-glass or frame, keeping them shaded and
close ; or by layers in September. A light, rich,

well drained soil is most suitable.

HolboUia {Staunionia) fa/ijoh'a.—Evergreen,
having fragrant green flowers in spring. It re-

quires a south wall, with protection in severe
weather, and peat and sandy loam. Increased
by cuttings of the half ripened young shoots in

sand under a bell-glass, in a gentle heat.

Jasminum officinale (AVhite Sweet Jasmine.

—

Deciduous ; valued on account of its white sweet-
scented flowers. The variety grandiflorum only
differs from it in having larger flowers. Jasmi-
num officinale foliis aureis has golden variegated
leaves. There is a kind with white variation,
but very scarce, and a double variety, which I

believe is not in cultivation. It is remarkable
that a bud of the variegated Jasmine taking on
the common or green, will frequently cause the
whole of the plant to become variegated. To
thrive well, thete varieties requira south-east,
south, or south-west aspects, not succeeding on
trellises in the open ground. The flowers arc
produced in July.

J", /ruftcans.—Deciduous. Flowers yellow

;

only suitable for low walls. July.

J. nudi/forum.—Deciduous. Yellow flowers,
produced in mid-winter. It is so hardy, that in
Yorkshire, 500 feet above the sea level, it grows
vigorously, and blooms most profusely on a north
wall in January. It attains a height of 15
feet, perhaps more, and is a rapid grower. It is

very well adapted for forcing or the greenhouse,
and succeeds on any aspect out of doors. The
flowers are produced before the leaves. It ought
to have a place in every garden.
The Jasmines are propagated by cuttings of

the shoots after these Lccome firm, inserted ur.-

I

dcr a hand-glass in sandy soil ; also by suckers

and layers in autumn. Good, rich, light soil,

with a little leaf mould or peat, is the most suita-

Lardizahala 5it€rnata.—Evergeen, of rapid

growth, and having purple flowers. It requires

a south wall, or warm situation. It flowers in

winter, and in severe weather needs protec-

tion. Soil, sandy loam and peat. Propagated

by cuttings of the half ripened young shoots, un-

der a bell-glass in gentle heat.

X2/cium6ar6arum.—Deciduous. Flowers vio-

let, in June. X. EuropoRum.—Dec'idnous.

Flowers lilac, in June, followed by yellow

fruit, i. a/n'cam.—Deciduous. Violet flowers,

in June, succeeded by pretty fruit, of which

birds are very fond.

The Lyciums are suitable for walls, trellises,

or arbors, being of a free, rambling, half-shrubby

nature. They are propagated by cuttings of the

ripened shoots in autumn or spring, in a frame

or under a hand-glass.

Periploca grceca.—A deciduous twiner of rapid

growth, and quickly covering an arbor or wall.

The flowers are brown, and appear in July.

Cuttings in summer under a hand-glass, or lay-

ers in autumn.

V^tis vim/era apn/oha.—Leaves crumpled or

Parsley like ; its only merit.

V.itis heterophylla varkgata.—White and red

variegation on a green ground, pretty. The viti-

scs a° e suitable for south walls or trellises in

warm situations. Light rich soil. Cuttings of

the ripe wood, or eyes, in a mild hotbed early in

spring.

Wisteria (
Glycine) sinensis. Deciduous, and of

free growth ; foliage light brownish green, flow-

ers light purplish blue, in clusters not unlike

bunches of Grapes. A south aspect is most

suitable, though it will succeed on east and west

walls and other warm situations. It is increased

by cuttings of the young shoots when their

wood is becoming firm, inserted in sand under a

hand-glass or in a frame. Layers, however,

form the best mode of propagation. If a young

well ripened shoot, the longer the better, lay-

ered its full length in autumn, almrist every eye

will form a plant or shoot, which will be well

ripened and rooted by the following autumn.

The variety alba has white flowers.

HORTICULTURAL NOTICES.

FRUIT GROWER'S SOCIETY OF PENN-
SYLVANIA.

The recent meeting at Lancaster, was one of

the most successful ever held, and the amount

of business crowded into two short days, was so

great, that one scarcely knows how to make any

rviport that is consistent with the brief pages of

A monthly magazine. Over 200 persons were

present during the session, and from seventy-

five to a hundred on the average were continual-

ly in the room. A very full report will be soon

published by the Society, which will, alone, do

the matter justice.

The collection of fruits was particularly fine.

We have seen nothing like it, at any winter

meeting of \ny society. One of the most inter-

esting fruits was the Penn Apple. This is sup-

posed to be a "sport'' from the Baldwin, from

which it is certainly distinct, though much re-

sembling it. It is better than any cf the many

specimens of Baldwin exhibited. The tree has

a more compact head than the original Baldwin.

Tlio Koecber, noticed in another page, was re-

markably fine. It is said to be from a seedling

found in a wood at Little York, Pa , by Dr. Ko-

zier. A very fine apple is the York Impcria'.

On this occasion a sweet variety was exhibitc(\

It is a little rougher on the surface than regular

forms of York Imperial. A variety from Ger-

many, called the Glass Apple, was on exhibition,

said to keep *'almost'» forever. The "Imperial

Russetf exhibited, was a noblo fruit, somewhat

resembling the old fashioned Ribston Pippin.

The Nickajack, a Southern Apple, was shown.

It seems to do very well in Pennsylvania. The

Cooper's market (Wrigley of other places), was

in very superior condition. Some apple vary

much. Wo noticed White Doctors with rich

rosy checks, such as we never saw them in East-

ern Penna , and Tewkesbury Winter Blush in

many varied forms. Pears were not numerous,

though some from Mr. Brinton of Christiana,

and from John Perkins of Moorestown, attract-

ed much attention. President Iloopes' address

I' '
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is without doubt, one of the most valuable ad-

dresses ever read at a Poraological meeting ; it

not only goes into a full history of the fungoid

diseases of fruit trees, giving all that is known
of the subject down to the present time, but con-

tains many original observations of his own. He
also gave a good account of his recent visit to

California, from a Pomological pen. One thing

was made clear from his remarks, that though

California could compete with the East in the

size of fruits, it will never probably equal the

East in the quality of the article.

Mr. \Vm. Saunders, formerly of the State, and

an honorary member of the Society, read a very

instructive essay on pruning. Mr. Saunders is

gradually growing to the belief of most observ-

ing horticulturists, that though we cannot by

any means do without pruning, the evils it

brings with it are nearly as much as the gain,

and that the best rule in pruning, is to do as little

of it as possible. Mr. Jacob Stauffer read an in-

structive essay on the importance of a study of

principles to the fruit culturist,— and Mr. Ra-

thvon gave an essay on the insects injurious to

fruit culture, which contained many points of

novel interest. All these essays will be publish-

ed in the Society's proceedings.

The discussions of fruit matters were very va-

ried. An attempt to fix a fruit list for Pennsyl-

vania failed. The general fruit committee con-

densed answers received to their questions, and

the result was that Early Harvest was a "best'*

applenaracd. A great many present spoke against

it, and on motion, it was by a very strong vote re-

jected. Another had to be proposed, and nu-

merous favorites with individuals were proposed

in its place. Primate seemed to have most fav-

orites, and it was voted to put it in the place of

Early Harvest, which was done. A sharp-car-

ed individual didn't hear many approving voices,

and expressed a belief that Early Harvest would

get more votes than Primate. The votes were

reconsidered, and taken by numbers, and there

was really found by this test a majority for Early

Harvest. Our reporter has this memorandum
amongst his notes, *' lists by Societies made in

oi^en meeting, are not worth shucks ;'» "shucks"

being probably some worthless thing. Again

societies are easily ruled. They sec things gen-

erally only as it momentarily impresses them.

At the discussion in grape culture, in order to

bring the matter to a vote, a gentleman moved

that the atmosphere of Pennsylvania was unfavora-

ble to grvpe culture ; which was carried ^unani-

mously. But the next day, after some more re-

marks had been made on the grape question, this

was reconsidered, and another motion adopted

in its stead, which implied that that the climate

of Pennsylvania was as good for grape culture

as that of any other State.

The Dwarf Pear was ably discussed, some
had bad luck, and others tolerably good success.

The rooting of the Pear stock was thought an

evil by some, while others thought it a great ad-

vantage. On the whole we thought Dwarf
Pears were getting better understood, and rather

gaining in favor, though slowly. The Pear

blight seems to be dying out in the State,—at

least there were not the dolorous tales told as in

former times. Keeping offruits brought out very

much that was valuable. It seemed clear from

many views given, that Pears require a rather

warmer and moisture atmosphere to ripen prop-

erly than the Apple. This is a very novel point,

but the facts were strongly that way. There

were also some strong facts brought up to show
that not only the future plant from the seed, but

the fruit itself is changed by cross fertilization.

Mr. Meehan was down on the programme for

a written paper, but apologized by a "multiplica-

tion of duties," and made an extemporaneous ad-

dress instead. There was not much in it ; but

it produced one of the most interesting discus-

sions ever heard in a horticultural society, as

to the rah'onaZcof manyof the various operations

of gardening. The debate occupied about three

hour?, and was listened to by the convention

with marked attention. The gentlemen who en-

gaged in it were Josiah Hoopes, Dr. Seusserott,

Prof. Heiges, Wm. Saunders, Dr. Kozier, Cas-

per Hillcr, S. H. Purple, Edwin Satterthwaite,

Wm. Parry, Dr. Reed, H. M. Engle, Chas. H.
Miller, Chas. P. Hays, J. E. Mitchell, A. W.
Harrison, Jacob Stauffer, Thos. N. Harvey, and

some others.

Resolutions were introduced asking the Leg-

islature to interfere against the vandals who de-

stroy trees, instead of setting telegraph poles a

few feet further,—in favor of a State Entomolo-

gist, and to ask for an appropriation to defray

cost of transactions.

The officers for next jear are :

Josiah Hoopes, President ; Alexander Harris,

of Lancaster, Secretary ; Thos. Meehan, Cor.

Secretary ; Robt. Otto, West Chester, Treasu-

rer, and the next place of meeting was fixed for

Chambersburg.
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HITsTS TOR ArEIL,

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE
GROUNDS.

The most interesting feature of a garden

in April, is its lawn ; and any efforts to im-

prove its beauty, are never regretted. One of

the best ways of keeping up a nice green surface,

is by occasional top dressings. There are some

weeds which thrive much better than grass m
poor soil, and hence when the lawn gets impov-

erished, these weeds grow better than the grass,

and kill it. Encourage the grass, and by so

much we discourage the weeds; this should be par-

ticularly attended to where lawn mowers are

used, as tliese cutting so often and so close, tend

to weaken the plants more than the old scythe

system For all this, these lawn mowers are ex-

cellent things ; and any one who has much lawn

will find profit in getting one. For small places,

hand mowers can now be had for less than one

liundred dollars, and do the work very well. In

old times they were so expensive, and so soon

crot out of order, that they were not popular.

These things are now better arranged. As a top

dressing for lawns, salt has been found very good

about fi°ve bushels to the acre might be tried, and

more added another year, if it is found the lawn

will bear it. The proper quantity to the acre de-

pends on the soil ; sandy soils will take more

than heavy ones.

April is a good planting month. There is not

much art in planting trees, though it is often

much of a mystery. Not to let the roots dry for

an instant between taking up and planting, every

body knows, but everybody don't do it ; in tact

everybody deceives himself. We have seen this

distin<mished individual leave the tops of treea

exposed to the sun, with a mat or straw thrown

over the roots ',
and think aU was right.-oc heel

in for a day or two. by just throwing a Vntledirt

over the roots. This is a little good ;
but every

body's fault is, that although this may be ten

minutes of good, he expects to get ten hours, or

even ten days value out of it, and thus he sutlers

more than if he had done nothing, because he

forgets that the branches evaporate mois-

ture from the roots in a dry wind, and the

juices go from the roots through the branches,

very nearly as well as directly to the air from the

the roots themselves. So with heeling in. The

soil is thrown in lightly, or at most just

" kicked " down. " It is only temporary,'* very

few of the roots come in contact with the soil.

They can draw in no moisture to supply the

waste of evaporation, and thus they stay day af^

ter day,—everybody satisfied because he sees the

' the roots covered, really worso than if they bad

been exposed. AVe have no doubt that mwt e)c«s

are \o8i from imperfect h(elin(j t« than from any

other cause whatever. Of course if Ihe tops bo

covered as well as the roots, there is less waste

of moisture and moru ohanco of success.

This hint will help us in planting. That is,

pound the soil in well about the fibres, so that

they may be in close contact with it ; or they can

not draw in the necessary moisture. Should tho

trees appear a little dry, or the roots badly mu-

tilated in digging, or have few fibres, cut away

the plant according to the sewrity of tlie injury.

It is scarcely necessary to repeat that for

this evaporation reason, it is best to plant trees

when the ground is irather dry, because it then

powders best in pounding, and gets well in about

the roo^. AVet ground plasters, and leaves largo

hollows in which roots cannot work.

All treea like manure. The roots grow faster.

A cutting even is more likely to do woU in rich
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than in poor ground. If put on the surface after

plantini; it will do.

We approve of thick planting. Trees grow

faster for one another's company, and a place

%vell filled at once, save many years of time to

see them grow. Those not wanted after the

place has grown some, can be transplanted to

other parts of the ground. How to remove large

trees successfully we explained last month.

Where thick planting is to be adopted, of course

rare must be taken in locating those permanent-

ly to remain.

Evergreens trees are best moved just as the

buds begin to burst in Spring. Here, that is the

end of this month. The best of all the Ever-

rrecn trees is the Norway Spruce. Then perhaps

tl.e following in order as named :

Hemlock Spruce, American Arborvitffi, W^hite

Pine, Silver Fir, Balsam Fir (for deep rich soils),

Austrian Tine, Scotch Pine.

Amongst the less known evergreens, the fol-

lowing are very hardy and beautiful : 13hotan

Pine, Oriental Spruce, Cephaloniau Fir, Nord-

man Fir, Siberian Fir, Grand Fir {Piceagrimdis),

Lawson Cypress, Yellow Cedar [Tkujopsis bore-

alis) and Libocedrus decurrens. Of the very new

introductions in the way of evergreens, we have

seen nothing that we feel sure will be very pop-

lllll*

In your flower-beds, if the plants sickened last

year, change the soil. Renovated earth is renew-

ed health to consumptive flowers. Sow Annuals

as soon as the ground is warm. Too early sow-

ing and deep covering rots seeds very often.

This is frequently the cause of ones seeds being

'•bad." Prepare flowers in their winter quar-

ters for the summer campaign, by gradually in

uring them to the air before setting out finally.

Set out when all danger of frost is over. Don't

set out a plant with a dry ball ; but water well

while in the pot an hour or so before.

Of flowering plants which thrive well in our

climate, we have a good selection The Gerani-

' urns are amongst the best, although, botanically

they are not distinct from Pelargoniums; yet it

serves a good purpose to retain the name as a

popular (Fesignation of an useful class in flower

trjirdeuing. The Verbena used to be the main

reliance for bedding-but the great ravages of

the verbena rust, has made it somewhat unreli-

able ; and, although it is indispensable Jet, it

does not take the front rank as formerly. There

arc now double varieties ; but for flower garden-

ing purposes, double flowers are inferior. These

varieties do not flower as freely as the single

ones. This has proved to be the case with the

Petunia, the Pansy, and other things, and we

suppose the rule will hold good here. The Rose

Geraniums flower somewhat steady throughout

the year, and are indispensable for their delight-

ful fragrance and elegant foliage.

There are many hot house plants, also, which

seem only just to have had their merits, as sum-

mer bedding plants, discovered. Of such are

Madagascar Periwinkles, Chinese Hibiscus, To-

renias, Angelonias, &c. This list misrht be much

added to, and we should be much obliged if our

corresp')ndents would, from time to time, let us

know of any they And to have merit in this res-

pect.

FRUIT GARDEK.

Grafting can bo continued till the buds of the

trees are nearly pushed into leaf. Som'->times,

from a pressure of other work, some valuable

scions have been left on hand too late to work.

It may be interesting to know, that if such

scions are put into the ground much the same as

if they were cuttinu's, they will keep good far six

weeks or two months, by which time the bark

will run freely, when the scions may be treated

as buds, and will succeed just as well as buds

taken from young summer shoots.

In planting dwarf Pears, it is very important

to have them on a spot that has a moist sub-soil

either naturally, or made so by subsoiling or

mixing some material with the soil that will give

out moisture in dry weather. Trees already

planted on a dry gravelly sub-soil, should have a

circle dug out two feet deep and two or three

feet from the tree. This should be filled up

with well enriched soil If the dwarf Pear does

not grow freely, it is a sign that something is

wrong. It should at once be severely pruned, so

as to aid in producing a vigorous growth.

Strawberry beds are very frequently made at

this season, and though they will not bear fruit

the same year, are much more certain to grow,

and will produce a much better crop next year

than when left till next August Though it is a

common recommendation, we do not value a

highly manured soil. It should be well trenched

or"sub-soiled ; this we consider of great value.

In rich soils there is too much danger of having

more leaves than fruit.

Those who have vineries will have them, at

this time of the year, in various stages of growth.
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The "extra early" houses will have their fruit

ripe ; but we suppose most of our readers whom

these hints are likely to benefit, will have the

crop about coloring as their earliest efforts. It is

the critical period, as if any check be experi-
,

"
,, ^ „„ ur,,! uw.

enced by the roots, they will not color well.
I
few warm days often makes us feel like

Hence 4eat care must betaken to keep the fo- gardening," but unless the ground is warmed,

liacre healthy. Sudden bursts of sun on tender the seeds will be very likely to rot. Here we sow

Here we seldom risk them before May. The

same may be said of Sugar Corn, dwarf and Lima

Beans, Okra, Squash, Cucumber, and Melons.

No * time ' can be set for sowing these, except

not to sow till the ground has become warm. A

foliage, or red spider, are the chief points to

guard against. The roots in the outside border

also, if the borders have been covered with litter

through winter, should be aided by having the

covering removed. If, however, any of the litter

has decayed, it should be left as a covering to

the roots. The outside grape border should nev-

er be disturbed by digging. Hundredsof graperies

are ruined by this '• surface culture." No graw

grower of any excellence digs up his vinery bor-

ders that w^e know. The importance of keejung

grape roots at the surface is now so well under-

stood, that it is very common for good grape

growers to uncover and lift their roots occasion-

ally ; and to do this and yet get a first class crop

of grapes the same season, is considered by the

English journals an eminent achievement. With

reference to the coloring of grapes, most good

gardeners use the syringe very sparingly, and

admit more dry air during this process than at

any other period of grape growth.

In late houses, where there is no artificial

heat, grai^es are often injured by the houses be-

ing kept too close. The temperature rises under

warm suns, and the buds burst only to be sadly

aflected by our cold March and April nights

Mauy try to remdy this by flues ;
but the best

way is to keep on all the air possible to keep

down the temperature of the house, and where

practicable, the canes may be laid down along

the front of the house out of the sun's reach.

In the orchard-house proper, Peaches, Necta-

rines. Apricots, Plums, Cherries, &c., as they

grow must have attention given to pinching

back the strong shoots as they push, and taking

out altogether those not wanted. The green and

black aphis are liable to be troublesome ;
light

doses of tobacco smoke, repeated at two or three

days intervals, will keep them well under.

— •»

VEGETABLE GARDEN.

Tomatoes, Egg-plants, Peppers, and similar

plants, every gardener tries to get as forward as

possible. South of Philadelphia they must be

out unprotected by the middle of the month.

about the first week in May. Onions for seed

should be sown in rich soil, bat very thickly, so

as not become larger than marbles. Very far

North, where they perfect in one year, this ad-

vice, of course, is not intended. A crop of Car-

rots should be sown the end of April. In moist

seasons the earlier crops are liable to run to seed.

Early York Cabbage sown last month, or kept

over the winter, must now be planted out, where

there is a demand for summer greens ; and to

meet this want, another crop of spinage may yet

be sown.
, , , n i

Lettuce for a second crop of salad, shouWl be

sown about the end of the month. The Drum-

head Cabbage is usually sown for a summer croj^

but the old kinds of Cos Lettuce would, no doubt

be found very valuable in rich soils.

Where Brussels Sprouts, Cape Broccoli, and

Autumn Cauliflower are desirable, now is the

time to sow. They require the same treatment

as the general Cabbage crop.

Bean poles may be planted preparatory to

sowing the Lima Bean in May. Where bean

poles are scarce, two or three hoop poles, set into

the ground one foot from each other, and tied to-

gether at the top, make as good a pole, and per-

haps better.

Dwarf beans should have very warm and deep

soil—sow them only 2 inches apart. The Val-

entine is yet the best early, take it all in all.

Celery, with most families, is an important

crop, and should be sown about this period. A
very rich, moist spot, that will be shaded from

the mid-day April sun, should be chosen,—or

box in a frame, by those who have the conveni-

cnces.

Jt is not a good plan to cut all the Asparagus

as soon as they appear. A few sprouts should

always be left to grow from each, to strengthen

the plants. ^^ ^ ^

Much attention has been given of late to vari-

eties of Asparagus. It has been argued that

this vegetable will not come true from seed ;
but

like Rhubarb, they can be propagated true only

by division of the roots. There is no reason why

they may not do as well from seed as Peas or

Beans. We hope attention will be given to this.

!
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COMMUNICATIONS.
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LETTERS FROM THE PACIFIC COAST.
NO. IV.

San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 27th^ 1869.

.Dear Ilmithly: Early on the morning ofthe 23d,

in company with a botanical friend,—and to

whom, bye-thc-bye, I am greatly indebted for his

excellent knowledge of Californian plants,—

1

left the Yo Semite, with the intention of return-

ing to Stockton, by another and more diversified

route.

Having obtained the services of a competent

guide, and procured an extra horse for our speci-

mens and seeds, we ascended the tortuous, hilly

trail that leads to the mountain peaks. It is

imnecessary to describe again the fatigue we

were forced to undergo during our toilsome

march, nor how we were repaid by finding many

little plants, fresh to novices like myself. To-

wards noon we stood on the high peak known

as "Inspiration Point,'' where the valley below

was spread out before us, the grandest of pano-

ramas. AVe were now fully aware how vain

are all conjectures. The trees around us of the

larf^e^t size, were the small shrubs of the morn-

ing, whilst those beneath, which we knew by

actual measurement to be equally as large, were

now seemingly but pigmies in growth. The

view was of the most enchanting character,

—

far as the eye could reach, stretching away for

miles, were the mingled hues of Oaks and Pines,

relieved by the gray background of granite walls

that encircled them in ; and over all, the filmy

October haze cast a veil of such exquisite tint

and purity, and created such a quiet air of se-

renity, that we felt fascinated to the spot.

Tlie prosj^ect of a long ride, however, urged us

forward, and soon we were eagerly examining

the plants belonging to the summits of the Sier-

ras. We rode through thickets of Azalea occi-

dentalis of Torrey & Gray, closely resembling A.

calendulacea in growth, but said to produce pure

white flowers Intermingled with these dense

masses, were hundreds of Castanea chrysophylla

of Douglas,—the beautiful Dwarf Chestnut of

California. Although but 3 or 4 feet in height,

and producing fruit, we were informed that near

the coast, St forms quite a large tree. It would

doubtless prove hardy in our Eastern States,

and I can fully endorse its claims as a desirable

ornameut to our colUictions. Upon arriving at

the mountain summit, we again enter the for-

ests of Abies amabilis and A grandis, which for

many miles constitute the only timber, except-

ing an occasional clump of the Pirns conforta.

At noon, we dismounted at thft door of a log

hut, and in the dense shade of these trees, enjoy-

ed our lunch with the keenish relish imaginable.

Before starting onward, we endeavored to find

a few perfectly ripened seeds. Our host, who

was a close observer of nature, (as are all these

mountaineers,) informed us, that although this

sjiecies is annually supplied with a fair crop of

cones, it is only in alternate years that it per-

fects its seed ; and such, unfortunately for us,

we found to be the case,—the present autumn

being the unfertile season. As we passed over

one of the highest points, we were surprised to

find hillocks of pure gray sand, glistening in

many places with handsome specimens of Ob-

sidian, a volcanic formation resembling broken

scales of black glass bottles. This is hard as

steel, and is eagerly sought after by the Indians

for tipping their arrow-heads. The trees bor-

dering this route appear larger, if possible, than

those near the trail by which we entered the val-

ley. Our record shows the circumference of a

few of the larger specimens, to be as follows :

Pinus iMmbertiana, 25:J ft., 24 ft. and 22 ft. P.

^yonderosa, 21 ft. P. contorta, 12i ft. Abies ama-

bilis, 23^ ft., 23 ft. and 20 ft., &c., &c.

As night approaches, the chilling air warns

us to hasten onward our weary steeds, and

amidst the dense foliage of pine land fir, we can

scarcely distinguish each other in the gathering

gloom. Soon, however, we see the lights at

"Clark's Ranche,'' and amidst the boisterous

welcome from several huge dogs, we dismount

at the door of this mountain retreat, having rode

24 miles. The long, rambling, one-story frame

building, reared in the style of Californian homes

generally, proved to us exceedingly inviting ;

and as we found a roaring hot fire in the main

room, our late sense of weariness was quickly

dissipated, whilst enjoying the crackling of the

great pine logs, and the brilliant cheerful blazo

shooting up the wide stone chimney. In the

evening, we paid our respects to the pioneer of

this region, who had erected a comfortable little

cabin in the near vicinity. Ask any man with-

in 50 miles of this spot, no matter what Uis vo-
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cation, if he knows Galen Clark, and the same

affirmative answer will be returned. Durmg

our visit, the time passed quickly by convers-
^

in- on his favorite theme,-the trees by which

he was surrounded. To our great delight, he

was well informed on all the flora of this region,

-not confining his researches to the trees

alone, but to the humbler plants as well. The

correct nomenclature of each was given with

as much aptitude as if by the most finished bot-

anist of our learned societies ; and the distinctive

characters of each were pointed out with a clear-

ness, only acquired by a daily intercourse with

the livin<r specimens themselves. And yet tnis
^

man, with his vast fund of practical information,

made no undue pretentions to knowledge,-liv-

incr in his plain, simple backwood's style -un-

shaven and rough in appearance, but gentle and

kind as a child in manner,-his silent household

companions, the cones and seeds collected in

many a weary trip, laying in careless confusion

around him. His state could not possibly have

found a more capable, nor yet more conscien-

tious guardian of her trees and valleys, than

this same Galen Clark. Loaded with the tan-

gible proofs of his generous hospitality, m the

way of specimens and seeds, we left his humble

dwelling for a visit to the Sequoia groves, whose

reputation has now become world-wide, m their

wonderful proportions. During our journey

over one of the highest points, our attention was

directed to the numerous stems of a gorgeous

six^ciesof Lily,-the LiZmm Waslxincfi^nxanum

of Kellogg; and our regret in not seeing it m

flower, was only recompensed by col ecting a

generous quantity of the seeds and bulbs. AVe

were agreeably surprised at finding a species of

Iris growing abundantly on all the hillsides m

this section of country, wherever the soil was

dry ; and although we used every precaution m

packing the rhizomas carefully in tin boxes, they

nuickly withered and became worthless.

After riding about five miles from Clark's, our

<.uide inquired if we noticed any thing strange in

the appearance of the forest, when suddenly our

attention was attracted to the tall spires of the

Sequoia, extending far above the surrounding

vegetation, and soon we were riding amidst im-

mense specimens of this lordly tree. This co -

lection of -Wellingtonias" or -Washingtonias

is known as the-Mariposa Group,''and embraced

in former times 612 trees, but owing to occasion-

al accidents, the number has been reduced to

about 600. The collection is divided into two

well-defined groups, with a few scattering trees

of this species between, and are entitled the

"Lower Grove" and the "Upper Grove," ^^-

spectively. Among the very many erroneous

statements published in regard to these trees,

is that there are no young plants coming on to

perpetuate the species. I may say in refuting

this absurd theory, that I saw large quantities

of seedlings, of every conceivable size, and that

they appeared in as flourishing a condition as

any Conifer in the whole range of the Sierra Ne-

vada. After passing several immense speci-

mens, we stop at the -Fallen Monarch," a trunk

lying on the ground, and possibly uprooted

many years ago.
, . ,.

We clamber up on the top, and standing on

what was its base, measure with our tape line

to the ground, 22 feet. We then step along its

len-th 150 feet, and at this point the first branch

was placed. Beyond this the many fires ignited

by Indians have burned the entire top, but evi-

dence is shown by numerous remains, that it

was over 300 feet high. At the smaller end of

the trunk, the diameter was ten feet and the

wood throughout solid and undecayed.

To ^'ive an idea of its immense size, I may

say that the surface is worn level, and a carriage

can readily be driven its entire length, turned

at the base, and return with ease. One of the

smallest trees in this lower grove, measured 17

feet in circumference, five feet from the ground.

A larcre one close by, was 50 feet around ;
and

numbers of others in the near vicinity qmte as

I ride ray mule inside iv hollow tree, turn

around with ease, and out again to wonder at

its immensity. Leaving this Lower Grove with

iU enormous specimens in every direction un-

measured, we pass on and take <"^
"-""'^"^

trail towards the Upper Grove. Midway ^ e

stop at the gre4,test wonder to be seen,-the

^^QrizrXy Qianl." It is truly marvellous m size

We step carefully around the base, and coun

just 31 paces. Measured as high as we could

•possibly reach by standing on the projeetms

Lse, 12 feet above the ground, it was 06 fe t m
circumference; 60 feet high the first Umb

branches out, and is 10 feet m d.*»>«ter This

tree is supposed to be emirely solid, with the ex-

ception of two or three spots burned out of its

sides by camp-fires. There are others here as

Urge as the ibove. but none with sueh a ma-

e «c appearance as this grand old veteran pre-

heats. '^s.ing by another large specimen mea-

£
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suring 77 feet around, with a few smaller ones
near at hand, we soon arrived at the Upper
Grove. This embraces about 365 trees, in the
midst ofwhich is built a cozy little cabin called

^'OaleiVs Hosince'>\ where the weary traveller
can sit down and rest whilst viewing these as-
tonishing vegetable growths. On the outer edge
of this grove, we notice the ^^Diammd Group,^^
consisting of four large and very handsomely
shaped trees. We now step around the base of
a number of trunks with the following results:

84 ft., 09 ft., 73 ft., &c., &c. Two immense trees
.stand close together, one of which is entirely hol-
low, in fact a mere shell, in which 10 horses with
their mounted riders, have stood at one time.
We next came to the ''Tunnel,^' a prostrate
trunk hollowed out by fire, and which is 42 feet

in length
; through it wo walk erect from end to

end. Ten thrifty and very handsome trees stand
in a cluster, and are named the ''C(mimission-
e/'S.'» They arc from 4 to 8 feet in diameter, re
spcctively. The ''Chimney'' is a hollow stump
50 feet high, burned out through the centre to
the top, and is 32 paces around. An old charred
stump lying on the ground, was without the bark
27 feet in diameter. A curious tree of immense
size, forks into two distinct growths about 00
feet above the ground, and is called the ''Faithful
Couple.'* We measured the thickness of the
bark taken from this grove, 20 inches, and which
was soft and pliable as cork.

Not having time to visit the "Calaveras Grove,''
located in Calaveras County, I am indebted to
the kindness of a friend for a detailed list of trees
composing this collection, and will therefore
give a slight sketch of the principal trees, before
r.^suming my narrative. Although fewer in
number (93 I think) than the Mariposa Grove,
it is nevertheless noted for a few gigantic growths.
One of the largest of these which was cut down
for an exhibition, was 93 feet in circumference,
and over 300 feet high. It was felled by augurs,
and required five men working steadily for 25 days
to accomplish it. The "Sentinels'' are over 300
feet high, and the larger one 23 feet in diameter.
The "Miner's Cabin" is a prostrate tree, 21^

feet in diameter and 319 feet in length. The
"Mother" is a grand old tree, with its bark
stripped off, but yet measures 78 feet in circum-
ference and 327 feet high. A wonderful sight is

the decaying ruin of the "Father of the Forest,"
which although centuries may have passed since
ho succumbed to the elements, measures to day,
112 feet in circumference at the base, and 312 in

length, notwithstanding a large portion of the

top was evidently broken off in its fall ; it is hol-

low, and a horse and rider can enter for some
distance. "HerciileSy'' a grand old tree, was
blown down in 1862 ; it measured 97 feet in cir-

cumference and 325 feet long. There are nu-

merous other trees to be seen here of immense
size, but the foregoing comprise the largest spe-

cimens in the place.

Ueing anxious to reach *White & Hatch's"

(our only stopping place) before night, we were

reluctantly obliged to resume our seats in the

saddle and return to Clark's, where after par-

taking of a generous meal prepared from the va-

rious mountain game, we once more started on
our journey towards civilization. We find no-

thing at present in the flora to interest us, having
already become well acquainted with its trees and
plants during our former trip. The remarkable

brilliancy of the heavens as seen in this cleat

mountain air, was indeed a beautiful sight, and
aided in keeping up our spirits, when we could

no longer enjoy the natural objects of interest

surrounding us; and yet we felt exceedingly

weary after our ride of 25^ miles.

At White & Hatch's, where we spent 'the

night, extensive saw-mills have been erected,

and a large number of laborers were employed
converting the immense pine logs into boards
and planks.
The following morning we rode over the Foot

Hills, where the luxuriant shrubs had formed
impenetrable thickets on every side, and we saw
for the first time the Fremontia Califomica of

Torrey. This desirable plant when in bloom, is

said to be exceedingly attractive ; but we found

it during the fruiting season, and consequently

were unable to judge of its greatest beauty It

forms a large sized shrub about 10 or 12 feet in

height, with small densely pubescent leaves, and
covered with Hibiscus-like capsules, in fact

strongly reminding us of a Malvaceous plant, to

which this genus is nearly allied. A shrub evi-

dently belonging to the Rhamnacew,—possibly
Frangula Califomica of Gray, also attracted our
attention, owing to its handsome pubescent
leaves and stiff, erect habit of growth. The
Cercis occiclentalis of Torrey is likewise seen here
for the first time in our journey, and which we
found quite similar to the C siliquastrum of Eu-
rope. The leaves are shaped like our C. Cana-
densis, but very much smaller ; and the flowers,

we were informed, are less in size, but more nu-
merous. The CeanoUius family was well repre-
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sented by many species, very unlike in general

appearance, but all vigorous and beautiful m

<Trowth. _,__
'
At noon we entered the the town of Mariposa,

a thickly settled place, and in the heart of a

considerable mining district. Large Quartz

Mills are in successful operation here, and the

deeply lobed, and of a dark glossy green m color;

the fruit hangs in long racemes, occasionally

five or six on one stem, and thus difters from

our solitary fruiting species. Indeed it reminds

one more of the European Sycamore, (P. onen-

(alis) than of our own.

We have been anxiously looking for the Red

Mills are in successful operation here, ana ^"N ^^'.^'rc^ufornia (Sequoia sempervirens) but

yield of gold is said to be very ren.unen.tive
^jlI'dtt iL The lumber however.

Jhe Company having the works in charge. The

Gulch mining in this region has been abandoned

by the original workers, but the Chinese have

taken possession and are industriously going

oVer all the old water-courses again, apparently

well satisfied with their scanty gleanings.

We now enter the Concord Coach once more,

and are soon off over the hills for Stockton, a

continuous ride of 70 miles in prospect before us.

We stop at Oineias for supper, an old mining
.

>y "
"";/;;7'^Vd "goon^^are crossing over to

town, wit^h a large portion of its population con- ou ^^^^ ^f^^^^,, fl,,^^ of Wild Ducks

sisting of Chinese laborers, -and then on, with a
^^/^^^^^^^^^ ,f ^,ter fowls are swimming

motl/load of passengers, stowed away in the
,

^^^^^l'^^^^^^^^ to us, and as our boat

smallest possible space.
, , , ,. .,.« oon« tbroucrh them, we have an excellent oppor-

Sic. and weary, I have liUc as c '- ,th ^U throu .Jh ^^^_^^^ be-

have been disappointed. The lumber however

19 everywhere in use, and appears adapted to

every purpose ; the houses, the fences, il>e rail-

rrdVes.'even the furniture, are construete,!

from this beautiful mahogany colored wood.

As we approach the waters of the Bay, the

Coast Mountains loom up in the .lif
='"-;J'^-

at their base we can see the myriads of ves.eU

anchored in the harbor of San Francisco.

We now remove our baggage to the commod,-

rou-di jokes that are being perpetrated around

me° but a smile will occasionally arise, as an

o^riady, strong in the faith of -Woman s

Ri^^hts,'' pre-eraptorily orders all cigars thrown

out, and indulges in very expressive, although

far from polite threats, as a Chinaman en-

croaches on her share of space. The almost in-

cessant music (?) of a twin pair of juvenile mi-

ners on the back seat, drives away all idea of

sleep ; whilst the passing around of a suspicious

looking black bottle, keeps a portion of the pas-

sengers at least in a glorious good humor. Du-

ring the forenoon, the steeples of Stockton are

noticed in the distance, and with thankful hearts

we are soon enjoying the society of our travel-

ing companions who had preceded us by another

""""Next morning we enter the cars, bound for

fu^t to Xtch tWir gambols-now diving b.

low, or sluggishly skimming the surface of the

'^

Ab'ut noon of the 27th, we step «« shore, and

prepare for sight-seeing in this wonderful Co»-

niopolitan City.
Sincerely, &c.,

JOSIAU IIoorES.

TEARS IN IOWA.

BY n., M'QREOOR, IOWA.

Your correspondent, J. T. L., M'Gregor, in

January No. of the JfontMy, in
""f

'"""'
^^^^

I'ear trees, states that it is very hard to ra^..

any fruit but Siberian Crab Apples, m this pa t

i—
,, ^ f„, of Iowa To correct any wrong impressions h>.

Next morning we enter the cars bound for
^ «^1«J ^^^^ ;„ „„ard to the capab.h-

San Francisco or in the vernaeular of he Golden totemen y ^^^ ^^.^._^^^ _^ ^^,,

State, "Fmco, " and see very little interesting
,

ties o« «i
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ j^,^^

vegetation on this broad flat c»»°''y- JVT i nrf
ofthiscounty,ha9some400appletreesinbear-

place is a field completelylcovered with the £.cft- nell ot th.^^ ^^J
,

^^_^^.^_^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^

\choVzio. Californica, which reminded us of Dan- ,

n,
^ ^e second best and greatest variety ol

delions in our Eastern meadows. Then agam,
;

lasttal

,

^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^.^ ^^„„jy

along the water courses are a few scattering ApP
-^ ^^^^^^^ j^^,, j^ ,,,aring ; and

trees of the Californian or Mexican Sycamore,
j ^^^ ^'^^J .^^ ^ number of other orchards ;

but

IPlaUinm racemosa). Although not very "°-,
-n'^o („ samples. As to other fruits,

like our Eastern species P. occid<mtahs, in gen- ,

these

^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ .^^^^^.^ ^,.,^._ p|^,„,_

eral outline and other characters, yet, on close
^ ^ p^ars as one would wish to

inspection, we perceive its claims to rank as a
,

Cherries,

distinct species. The leaves in this are more see.

f ,
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SOME ILLINOIS PLANTS.
BY J. L. RUSSELL,

Prof, of Botany to Mans. Hort. Society, and Cor, Member
of Illinois State Horticultural Society.

There is a County Society in the State of Mass.
known as the Essex Institute, and one of its

methods to promote a mere general taste for beau-
tiful scenery, as well as for a study of natural ob-
jects, is that of field meetings, excursions in fact

to some neighborhood little known to others than
the inhabitants, in which the different produc-
tions of the animal and vegetable kingdoms are
sought. A similar arrangement has been made
by a local society in Springfield, of that State,

and the floral treasures of the Berkshire hills

have been frequently sought and found. Beside
the immmediate pleasure and profit of this kind
of knowledge seeking, the naturalist and more
especially the botanist becomes acquainted with
sites of lovely plants, and spots where rarer and
humbler species may be gathered. The season
of the year considered most favorable, is in

balmy June, or later in September, or perhaps
Early October, uniting thus the Spring beauties

yet lingering in woods and on sunny banks,
with the glowing and purpling blaze and golden
glories of the composite plants in Asters and
their kindred species. But who, except hardy
and adventurous spirits would essay such excur-
sions in the last days of the faded j'ear, or hope
to gather '' fresh laurels '' in such an enterprise ?

Yet the remarks, which we present our read-

ers in this paper, were elicited by the writer's

receiving from some friends a box of miscellanea

of what the distinguished botanist Nuttall used

to call " hybernal vestiges " of vegetation, repre-

senting, with the exception of the Algte every

department of our Native Flora. To do jus-

tice to these dessicated and rude specimens,

required a long but a compensating study, and
served to open a new field of enquiry on the struc-

ture and habits of the seeds of plants,the flowers of

which ordinarily looked upon as the most inter-

esting phenomena connected with them, paled in

contrast with the beauty of the raaturer and
consummated portions.

A little expedition of eight persons, ladies and
gentlemen, left Ottawa, Ills., on a fine winter's

day, for an excursion to a promontory on the Il-

linois River, known as Buflalo Rock. The traces

of a late snow storm were still visible in shaded
places, and covered many winter plants from
sight. The soil beneath, geologically speaking,

consisted of a small rounded gravel or quartoze

sand, and the rock seemed to be an aggregation

of the same material. It was graphically des-

cribed by one of the party as *' Sand chiefly and

about three teaspoonsful to the acre," just fitted

for the Opuntia Raffinesquii which grew in a

most luxuriant manner, and testified to its ex •

cellence by the numerous fruits and ferocious

spines which it bore. This plant has been con-

sidered but a variety of O. vulgaris or common
prickly pear, which, strange to say, for a plant

with such a penetrating name, is scarcely prickly

at all ; but Dr. Engelmann in his valuable paper

in Pacific R. R. Report, has made it as it should

be, a distinct species, the seed itself alone being

characteristically distinct, while the straight,

grey, single spine suggesting natural pins and

the color of the flower confirm his decision. On
the surface of this rock grew the compact and

crustaceous Urceolaria scruposa and parasitical

on it grew the yolk of egg-colored Candelaria or

Candle lichen, so called because it was formerly

used to color candles for festive occasions. Gea-

erally it is found elsewhere, growing upon old

rails, and weather beaten boards, the entire sur-

faces of the outside of houses near the sea, ren-

dered as bright by it as if artificially painted.

Endocarpon pusillum, too, nestled in this harsh

composite rock, consisting of irregularly shaped,

dark brown scales, from the upper surface of

which issued minute papillse indicating when the

pretty seeds were lodged in its substance. Then
the elegant & fringed Physci'a Chrysophthalma or

Golden Eye hung pendent fromdead branches,and

the Parmelia Caparata spread widely over the

surfaces of dead wood and bark, a noble and
showy species when found on rocks. The showy
Parmelia (P. spedosa), like some design in chased

silver, and the branching lichens (Cladonias)^

some with the tips of the stems dilated into gob-

lets fit for fairy mouths, the dwarf and pungent-

tipped C. uncialis, the reindeer lichen (C ran-

giferina)^ the Elkhorn Cladonia and many others

common in sterile soils, indicated that they

were at home there as well as if growing in vast

Lapland pastures beneath white trenched birches

and other boreal trees. And various fungi oc-

cupied the attention in the puff balls, the Agarics

the elegant zoned Polypori of which one,P. versi-

color is Cosmopolitan, assuming a great variety

of shapes, and clustered velvety Stereum hirsu-

tam, with the thin flattened and soft silky Thel-

ephora punicea^ and black purple Spkceria deus^ta^

seeming like some burnt surface of the wood on

which It grows, and myriad specked, and dotted

minute forms, well suited for microscopical

studies in such kinds as Sphceronema, Septoria,

Microthyrium, and dead leaves of oak, mottled

with irregular spots of yellowish white, encircled

with a thickened crimson line or border {Bepa-

sea\ every twig, indeed, and almost every de-

caying herbaceous stem, a garden of delights to

the instructed and cultivated eye. Next in or-

der came the green and refreshing mosses, re-

newing their youth and beauty in a colder and

raoister atmosphere, of which were gathered

Cylindrothecium seductrix matting the ground

and bravely bearing its bright reddish brown

capsules erect and fearless, and smaller kinds in

Desmatodan and various Hypnums, a name sug-

gestive of mossy couches where also the curious-

ly hooded Polytrichums compactly grow, inviting

to repose in the shade. One of the finest and

well developed specimens of the rock lycopodiura

[Selaginella rupestris) occured, a pretty plant,

but defying culture, preferring the most dried

spots, the chinks of rocks or gravelly soil, where

a scant herbage prevails, and with it the green

fronds of the equally hardy rock polypody, of

ancient fame, in the simpler and ruder healing

art; a few bright green stems of the crested

shield fern, and fragments of the little, brown,

blunt lobed Woodsia attested to the variety in

this section of the botanical domain.

It was hardly to be expected that plants next

in order, viz. : the grasses could be prominently

represented; yet a flattened and outspread tuft

of the creeping love-grass [Eragrostis reptans)

came to hand and the concealed flowering panic

grass {Panidim clandestineum), with a pretty

sedge in Cyperus Engelmanni were among the

spoils. A rush {juncus) or a liliaceous plant

would have helped to maintain the continuity in

our floral series, the fruits of this day's collect-

ing ; but nothing of the sort seemed to have oc-

curred, although the Smilax family next in order,

exhibited itself in the large globular bunch of

black berries of Smilax herhacea, and in the

cUmbing stems and leaves of S. rotundifolia.

What a pity some variety of this last species

should not be originated, which dispensing with

its prickly armature, might invite to cultivation

and affcn-d a beautiful climber ; why not, it is as

lucid in leaf and graceful in tendrilled wreath as

Myrsiphyllum asparagoides of the greenhouse ?

Had the waters of the river been searched,

doubtless those vegetable naiads of the stream

the Potamogetons had come to view, of which no

trace has been found; while of the Coniferm, Ju-

niperus Virginiana claims mention, bearmg on

its twigs the 'anomalous Cedar Apple, the ma-

trix of the splendid Podisoma, whose golden and

tremulous gelatinous threads, after a warm rain

frequently arrest the attention, a» if tl^^^^^;^'^

apples of the Hesperides were revived. Of the

Willow fiimily were found the Angled Coiton

Wood and the Salix humilis bearing on the ends

of its summer twigs those curious excrescences ot

of closely imbricated leaves of a cone-like form,

the work of insects, and known to Entomologists

as <-alls ; of the cup bearing trees and shrubs,

Witd Hazel Nut, the Bear Oak, Post Oak and

the White Oak ; the Buttonwood or Plane tree

showed bv the size of its foliage a vigorous

growth ; the Elm was represented in the corky

barked White Elm ; of other trees and shrubs

were: mgundo aceroides, Ostrya Americana,

Ptelea trifoliata, Lonicera fiava, Euonymus

Americana.Celastrus scandens, Bhus glahra^Cep-

lialanthus occidentalus,&c. Pods and seeds mdi-

cated where grew spontaneously Echinocystis

triloba, cultivated as a curious creeper elsewhere

and Asclepias cornuti, whose young and tender

shoots are boiled for Asparagus, and downy

heads of soft silk, betrayed the presence of An-

tennaria Margaritacea, whose shining pearly

flowers belong to the Autumn days. And the

early summer had brought the Virginian Ane-

mone, whose densely packed wooly seeds still

were adherent to the flower heads. Of annuals

and herbaceous perennials, were found the three

seeded Mercury, Acalypha, with its purple and

crimson leaves, and threatening but harmless

spikes, resembling some nettle, whence its an-

cient and classical name ; and Teucrium Cana-

dense or American Germander, commending

itself by its royal surname of the King of Iroy,

who found healing virtues in its leaves, as Plmy

tells us of some such species, which was known

in his day. Onosraodium moUe told of southern

boracres, helped by Lithospermum longiflorum,

with^'its seeds of stony hardness; Ludwigia al-

ternifolia presented a tall dry stalk with the most

ele-aut boxed formed or casket seed vessels, and

a singular aperture on the top. Quite too elegant-

ly to^'be passed by, Geutiana ochroleuca whis-

pered about sister species, growing and blooming

near c^laciers and on Alpine slopes, blue and in-

tense°as the sky above ; Gerardia auriculata as

one of our native Foxgloves was there; Sarotha

gentianoides offered its citron or lemon-peel

scent to the gatherer, asking only to be

squeezed into expression, and keeping company

r
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with Hypericum Sphserocarpon ; Lechea minor
and L. thyniifolia told that the rock rose could

be found too, though unlike that, very small

purplish flowers were all they could boast. The
elegant family of leguminous plants was repre-

sented in yet standinir stem of Petalostemon
violaceum and P. candidum fit for any garden;
while the tall aspiring yet modest T^spedeza capi-

tata spread before the observing eye its curious-
ly netted foliage.

Some coveted autumnal flowers are known to

florists as Rudbeckia,% conspicuous on Western
prairies, and helping to add to the gorgeousnoss
of the scenery. Of these were the stiff* chaffy

heads of Echinacea purpurea a bold and striking

plant, and the compass plant Silphium lacinia-

while to remember the merits of old friends, es-

pecially when they will do for us all that the

best new comer ever could be expected to do.

Of this class is the Double White English Prim-
rose.

As a window plant it is particularly valuable,

as it does not suffer so much for the want of full

light as some plants do. To be sure it does best

with an abundance of light ; but some things

must have this or nothing comes of them. Then
the flowers are so fragrant. In my taste the

Violet is not more grateful than the smell of

a good English Primrose.

As a bouquet flower it is equal to the best. The
pure white flowers are always welcome, and then

they already have somewhat long stems, and
turn, yet survived, of which marvellous stories i need little tying to twigs to get Ihem of proper
are told, credited and disbelieved alike. Then length. One after another, too, flowers come
came other Componta of which Grindelia hirsu- jnto succession. From one of my plants I ob-
ta may be cited, the heavy scented Dysodia tained forty-eiirht blossoms from the first of Jaa-
chrysamthemoides no unapt resemblance in as- ^ary to the middle of this month.
2)ect and odor to the garden marigold ; the spiny it jg, moreover, a plant of very easy culture,
and curved-hooked clotbur, scarcely differing i

ry^^ ^^rst time is the summer, but I put all my
from its form as it grows on the sands by the ' plants out of pots, and set them thickly together
sea; and lastly appear the Asters, bearing on in a box of rich earth in April, and set the plant
their slender wandlike stems, the starry dish- ^ox out under a cool shady wall till fall ; when
leaves or flower-cups filled more or less with they are divided into as many as I can make, and
feathery seeds, each kind a study in itself, so di-

! potted into four-inch pots, with very rich soil,

verse the erown or pappus, and so differently and then keep them in a cool frame till wanted
marked the achenium or nut-like wedge-shaped for flowering. As they never produce seed, they
seed. Of these was discriminated Aster anoma- ^re scarce, because there is no way to propagate,
Ins, with smooth achinium and forty bristly rays but by divisions ofthe roots; but I am sure if the
to its pappus or down, in fact that, the true and public who like window and bouquet flowers,
refined calyx; the A nemoralis with narrow lilac

\ ^^Xy knew what a little treasure it is, nursery-
purple florets; the A. concolor with silken ache
nia and bright violet purple ray-flowers, the A.
sericeus with ribbed achenia, and described as an
elegant species, with silvery foliage, faded dry,

unpretending—now buried beneath the drifts or

standing in patient heedlessness—yet worthy
a passing memento for departed worth. A few

men would soon get up enough plants for them.

*••—

POTATOES FROM CUTTINGS.
BY J. M.

I would call the attention of your readers to the

fact that those of them who wish to raise Potatoes

more weeks, and fewer months, and summer from cuttings, should loose no time in starting

and autumn will again visit these haunts, rous- them. This method of raising them, I think,

ing to vitality their now dormant buds and call- was first mentioned in the Monthly, by "W. C.

ing on others to celebrate their charms, as has
;

Strong, of Mass. Some months ago, when at

been done now by one who was not there to
\

Fairhill Nursery, Ilarrisburg, Pa. , I was shown

see, but who was remembered by those of that ' by Chas. Crucknell, the Superintendent, over a

social, merry party, which made up the field

meetmg at Buffalo Rock.
*—

A GOOD WHITE WINTER FLOWER.
BY P., BALTIMORE, MD.

In these days, Mr. Editor, when so many peo-

ple wander after new things, it is perhaps worth

bushel of the *' Early Rose, " raised from a sin-

gle tuber, which is certainly more than usually

raised by cutting into eyes and planting in the

old style. Those desirous of increasing rapidly

their stock of high priced Potatoes, the above

mode of striking the top in bottom heat in-doors

is le.
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ESSAY ON BEDDING PLANTS.

BY WALTER ELDER.

Rend before the Penna. Hort. Society, March 1st, 1870.

As bedding plants have become so universally

popular, and generally cultivated by the lovers

of ornamental gardening, I have thought that a

few statements about them might not be uninter-

esting to the Society. They are composed of

annuals, biennials and perennials, to suit cir-

cumstances ; some of the hardy species are raised

from seeds in the open ground in summer, and

protected in cold frames during winter. But

the greater number are tender exotics, and are

propagated in glasshouses and transplanted into

small flower pots, in which they are sold in spring

and summer; some being more tender than others?

should be later set out. The species and varie-

ties are almost innumerable, and their diversi-

ties so great, that a harmonious combination of

them in groups, gives a splendor to the parterres

most charming to behold. They are not only in-

dividually beautiful, but their contrast when

nicely blended on beds and borders, far surpass

in loveliness, our fondest anticipations and most

anxious desires of former years. Some are ad-

mirable for the beauty of their blossoms ; others

for the marvellous variegations of their foliage ;

some blooms are delightfully fragrant, and many

of their leaves are sweetly perfumed. There are

some to suit every special mode of ornamenta-

tion, and every exposure ; some flourish best in

full sunshine ; others best in partial shade ;
some

are only a few inches in height ; others are one

to three feet tall ; some are adapted for decora

-

ling rockworks, earthen mounds and edges of

ponds, or to grow in fancy stands, vases, hang-

ing-pots and baskets, both in-doors and out-

doors.

There are various modes of arranging them on

parterres. Some cultivators prefer the promis-

cuous arrangement; others like the *'Ribbon

Style," and some set the dwarfs and those of

stately growths upon separate beds, so ihat all

will display their peculiar beauties to the best

advantage. From the countless numbers of

species and varieties ; the old and young ; the

rich and poor, and even the most whimsical can

find a choice to suit their fancies ; and the rapid

and successful systems of propagation now in

practice by our commercial florists make all

kinds cheap.

It is about a third of a century since the gen-

eral bedding out of tender exotics began ;
before

that time, perennial, hardy, herbaceous flowers

were set out as standards, and annuals and bi-

ennials were yearly raised from seeds and n ixed

with them; it was weeks after annuals were

sown before they bloomed; biennials took

months, and perennials one or two years to

bloom. How different it is now with our mul-

titudes of bedding plants? We can make a flow-

er garden of splendor in a few hours, that will

give a blaze of blossoms of sweet perfumes and

foliage of various forms, hues and variegations,

all the growing season. The lukewarm cannot

now make the excuses they made of old ;
"our

seeds did'nt come up, our patience gets worn

out before our garden mal<es a show.''

An occurrence connected with this subject,

happened in this city, about thirty-five years

ago, which I think is worthy of mention here,

as it gave the first impulse to the general bed-

ding out of plants to decorate our gardens.

Robert Buist, our famed Nurseryman, got two

packets of Verbena seeds of new species, from a

traveling botanist, which he soon converted into

growing plants,and in due time they showed their

colors; one bore clear pink blooms in large trusses;

the flowers of the other were white, with the fra-

grance of Hawthorn blossoms. I well remember

of the joyful tidings spreading over the nation

like wildfire, and produced a sensation of delight

in our Flora, the like of which she never before

experienced ; and the same was the case through-

out Europe. By that I claim for Philadelphia,

the laurel of laying the foundation of ornament-

ing our gardens with choice exotic plants from

every clime, and which has attained such prom-

inence, and award to Robert Buist the honor of

"setting the chief stone of the corner.'' Skill-

ful amateurs and gardeners became so excited,

they began hybridizing and using special culture

to produce new and superior varieties of the va-

rious genera, and were successful. Sports made

vaiieg'ations in both blossom and foliage, which

carried their enthusiasms to greater heights.

Botanists were successful, in their far off" explo-

rations, in the discovery of many new species of

merit, and brought them home for propagation-

These combined efforts have been perservered

in up to the present time, and it is through

them that we now have the vast legions of bed-

din^ plants, with which we can decorate our

gardens so quickly, cheaply and beautifully;

their like was never before seen growing in the

same latitude. Now, although Mr. Buist "set

the first stone," he has not been "foreman" o^

.1
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the wliole work, m the erection of chaste floral

structures, as many of his contemporaries have

equalled him in producing superior varieties,

and Henry A. Drcer of Philadelphia, is one of

them.

Our National Government, with commenda-
ble liberality to encourage the healthful amuse-

ment of floriculture, has enacted laws to carry

bedding plants and seeds in small parcels by its

mail ; so now a dozen of small plants, or twenty

packets of flower seed are as swiftly and safely

transported as epistles in script. Express Com-
panies are also serviceable in safely carrying

larger parcels ; so our citizens in remote parts,

can be supplied as well as those in the vicinity

of nurseries. Nurserymen's catalogues, with

directions how to grow flowers, and descriptive

lists are also carried by mail. Again, very small

baskets are made in thousands for our commer-

cial florists, to pack in them six or a dozen bed-

ding plants without pots, for ladies or gentlemen

to carry in their hand, out to their summer ru-

ral residences to plant. They look as clean and

gay as if living bouquets ; and they are admira-

ble gifts for the heavx to compliment their helles

with in spring and summer. The plants are

carefully set out and watered when need be

;

their increasing growths and beauties, swell the

fond aflections which burn in true lovers' breasts.

The species and varieties are too numerous for

me to describe here. Distant purchasers should

send for Nurserymen's Catalogues, and make

selections from, or leave the selections for the

Nurseryman to make ; they possess the knowl-

edge to do so.

The following summary may assist the unex-

perienced to make their arrangements ;
yet some

here named for shade, will also flourish in sun-

shine. Plant in partial shade, Daisy and Prim-

rose, Polyanthus, Sweet Violet, Lobelia, Sweet

Alyssum, Lily of the Valley, Mimulus, Green

Leaved Pinks, «&c , the above are dwarf. The

following grow stately ; Feverfew, Fuchsia, Cal-

ceolaria, Geranium, Hydrangea, Dicentra, Chry-

santhemum, Dahlia, Larkspur, &c. Set the fol-

lowing in sunshine ; Ageratum, Eschscholtzia,

Gazania, Verbena, Petunea, Phlox Drumraondii,

Heliotropium, Salvia, Vinca rosea, Lantana,

Pansy, Double Portulaccas, &c. The following

five genera are hulhs planted in spring ; bloom

in summer and autumn, and are dug up in fall,

except Japan Lily ; all of great beauty ; Gladio-

luSj hundreds of species ; Iris, several species ; Ja-

pan Lilies., several species ; Tigridia, two species
;

Tuberose, two species. The following three ge-

nera are of many species and all varieties, with

ornamental leaves of various colors and variega-

tions, and are admirable when judiciously mixed

among the blooming kinds ; AchyranthuSy Coleus,

Caladium ; these should not be allowed to bloom,

as that makes them look too lean, and spoils

their peculiar beauties. Very many of the bloom-

ing varieties are also of variegated foliage.

The following notice of the colors of blooms,

may help new beginners. Rose, Dahlia and Chry"

santhemum, show nearly all colors but blue ; Ger-

man Aster, Phlox Drummondii, Verbena, Green

Leaved Pinks; Sweet William, &c., give nearly

all colors except yellow ; Carnation, Fuchsia,

Geranium, Gladiolus, &c., show white, pink,

buff, salmon, scarlet and crimson ; Vinca rosea,

gives white and rose ; Gilliflower, white, crim-

son and purple ; Petunia, white, red and crim-

son, on double and single blooms ; Salvia, scar-

let, purple and blue ; Feverfew, Sweet Alyssum,

and Nierembergia, are all white ; Calceolaria,

Eschscholtzia, Mimulus and Gazania, are yellow;

Agapanthus, Larkspur, Lobelia, Forget-me-not

and Browallia elata, are all blue.

The following four genera are annual climbers

and bloom four months : Maurandia, a white, a

purple, a pink and a blue. Thunhergia, a white,

a buff and an orange, with black eyes. Tropceo-

lum., yellow, orange, scarlet and crimson. IjX)'

mea., white, pink, purple, lilac and blue.

The splendor of finely arranged parterres with

the bedding plants, is almost indescribable, and

the sweet odors they emit, are delightful. The

demand for them is so great, that Verbena, Pe-

tunia, Phlox Drummondii, Dahlias, Hose, Ger-

man Asters, Gladiolus, Tuberose, Tigridia, Ja-

pan Lilies, &c., are each grown in acres by in-

dividual florists ; and Fuchsia, Feverfew, Gera-

niums, Antirrhinum, Chrysanthemum, Month-

ly Carnation and Picotee Pinks, and Green

Leaved Pinks of constant bloom ; Heliotropium,

Sweet Alyssum, «&c., are grown in half acres,

and sold in hundreds of thousands, yearly. Du-

ring the past twenty-three years, I have been an

extensive planter, and have not yet seen the sup-

ply to equal the demand for them.

Now, as the beauty and pleasure of the flower

garden depends much upon the judicious ar-

rangement, as well as the excellence of the plants,

the following memoranda might assist the un-

initiated to make out their selections. It is the

harmoniously combined diversity, which gives

that exquisite enchantment, which we feel in

passing along the walks of the flower garden,

where our scent and sight are equally gratified.

As the species and varieties of showy bloom are

most numerous, they should be most plentifully

set out, for there cannot be a flower garden

without flowers; yet sweet perfumes are also

needed ; and foliage of pretty variegations are

admirable for variety. Therefore, in selecting a

hundred plants for one garden or parterre, I

would choose from the different classes, to make

a comely whole. Of fragrant flowers. Rose,

Sweet Alyssum, Mignonette, Heliotropium,

Musk Plant, Gilliflower, Sweet Violet, Tuberose,

&c. [Of sweet-scented leaves, Aloysia citriodora,

(Lemon Napoleon), Geraniums, Apple-scented,

Rose-scented, Nutmeg-scented, Lemon-scented,

&c. Of variegated foliage, Achyranthus, Co-

leus, Caladium. Geraniums, Silver-leaved and

Zonale ; these should not be allowed to bloom^

as leaves are the beauty. Of variegated flowers.

Antirrhinum, Carnation and Picotee Pinks,

Dahlia, Petunia, Pansy, Mimulus, Calceolaria,

Sweet William, and many of the Green Leaved

Pinks, Fuchsia, &c.
, ,. ;i j

All the balance to make up the hundred,

would be of showy blossoms of various colors,

and the plants of different habits and statures

of growth, and times of blooming.

I saw at the exotic establishment of Thomas

Mackenzie of this city, a few days ago, about

fifty new seedling Coleus, all of surpassing beau-

ty and clear distinctions. The forms, sizes, col-

ors and variegations of their leaves, all different

;

some were maroon, edged and bordered with

clear pea green ; others were dark purple, edged

and bordered with bright grass green; some

were light and dark bronzy brown, edged and

bordered with lemon, orange and golden yellow ;

others had their colors mixed in blotches and

marblings. I thought them more peculiariy

beautiful than any of the genus I had seen, (not

excepting the famed variety. Setting Sun),

Close by the Coleus, were about thirty new seed-

ling Geraniums of the Zonale class ; the zones

orVmgs on their leaves were white, yellow,

brown° maroon and green of various hues, all

faintly shaded with a coppery bronze, which

made them look transparent. Some of them ex-

cel in beautiful variegations, the famous varie-

ties, Mrs. Pollock and Mountain of Snow. Other

commercial florists, will, no doubt, have raised

new and superior varieties of the various genera;

60 I may tell the lovers of flo«yers, they will be

presented the coming season, with varieties so

choice and new, they will illuminate their par-

terres with far greater splendor than has ever

been seen heretofore.

Surely, the Millenium of Ornamental Garden-

ing is at hand 1 Surely, we are now near the

point of perfection! The Garden of Eden may

soon burst open before us, with all its dazzling

splendor of everlasting delight.

I- «

1
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CONTAGIOUS DISEASES AMONG
PLANTS.

BY H., OLD WESTBURY, L. I., N. Y.

I have frequently observed that where the Ar-

borvitse has been planted from the forests of

Maine, that it is very rare that one is found

dead alone in the rows in the nursery, but that

generally from 3 to 5 or 6 are dead ; then a space

perhaps of 20 live plants intervenes before dead

ones occur. I have noticed this so often for a

few years past, that it has arrested my atten-

tion, and an inquiry as to what is the cause of sev-

eral'being found dead together. The dead ones,

where they do occur among deciduous trees, are

without any regularity. Now, if this is the case,

and found to be the fiict with other nurseries,

why and wherefore ? AVe know that contagious

diseases, such as measles, scarlet fever, dipthe-

ria, &c., occur very probably in families or

neighborhoods, and some are tdken, and others

left" or escape without any attack. May there

not be a fungus that assists in killing the young,

poorly rooted Arborvi'ro, and attacks its neigh-

bor and periiaps the next one, until one is met

with, that is strong in vitality, and resists its

attacks, or after causing the death of 2 or 3,

nearly exhausts its energy. Now, friend Meehan,

these are crude ideas, and perhaps are only co-

incidences, but as thou art an observing man,

please look among thy young Arborvitais first

year planted, and notice if the circumstance I

have related occurs with them. The phenom-

ena of life and death is but Uttle understood,

and perhaps never will be fully, but there is in my
opinion, much that will yet be unfolded of

the forces of vitality, even if we are not able (as

Prof. Youmans thinks we will yet be) to bring

the exact forces and materials to produce a liv-

ing organism together.

[In an address by the Editor of this Journal,

before the American Pomological Convention at

St. Louis, and which is published in the Socie-

ty's transactions, direct experiments were de-

I
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tailed, which proved that the suggestion by our

correspondent is correct. The fungus found in

the roots of diseased apple trees, was placed on

the end of a row of Paradise stocks, which were

heeled in about two or three inches apart ; and

it spread to the roots of the next and so on,

gradually, for several weeks, until the whole

row of about fifteen feet was killed. First the

leaves would get blotched with brown, and grad-

ually the whole plant die away.—Ed.]

smut of corn crops, with many other more or

less familiar objects, are so many fungi, all

agreeing in the main particulars, which are in-

dFcated'on fruit and trees,-however variously

developed, the same general law no doubt applies

to most, if not all of them.

««•»

•#»•»

DISEASES OF PLANTS.

BY JACOB STAUFFER.

Mildew (in Ger. Mehlthan, rust on corn),

this term is generally applied to a particular

mouldy appearance on the leaves of plants, pro-

duced by innumerable minute fungi, which if

not checked in their growth, occasion the decay

and death of the parts on which they grow, and

sometimes of the entire plant. The causes fa-

vorable to the production of mildew, are a rich

soil and a moist atmosphere, without a free cir-

culation of air or sunshine,— such as moist

cloudy weather, continued for a few days ; again

it sometimes occurs in excessive dryness, which

checks the action of the natural functions of the

vegetable organs. Under certain circumstances

it may be checked by the application of sulphur

in the form of powder on the leaves covered by

the fungi, this being found to destroy them

without greatly injuring the leaf.

Bast. The common name of Trichohasis

Jiuhigo vera a parasitic fungus, which, with one

or two closely allied species confounded with it

by the farmer, preys upon the leaves, glumes,

stalks, &c., of cereals. This seldom giows on

plants, but when they are over luxuriant ; ex-

cept when it attacks the chaff or seed, it seldom

proves injurious to any extent, this fungus al-

thout^h by that name usually confined to cereals,

like the

Smut A disease incidental to com crops, by

which, the farina of the grain in the whole body

of the seed is converted into black soot-like

powder. Is to be regarded as a fungus growth.

Mr. Berkely, considered one class of fungi as

springing up from various bodies, whether ani-

mal or vegetable, in a more or less advanced

stage of decomposition. The ephemeral toad

stools, of the hot bed, the mushrooms of our

rich pastures, the sap-b ills on decaying trees,

the moulds which infest our food, and even the

tissue of living animals, the mildew, blunt and

LARGE TREES EAST OF THE MISSIS-

SIPPI RIVER.

BY S. B. BUCKLEY, STATE GEOLOGIST,

AUSTIN, TEXAS.

I propose in the Gardener's Monthly to notice

some of the large trees growing east of the Mis-

sissippi River, such as are included in the fol-

lowing genera : The Tulip tree, called Poplar in

the West and South, and sometimes White AVood

{Liriodendron) ; Sycamore or Buttonwood {Pla-

tanus), Chestnut {Ca^tanea), Oak {Quercus),

Black Walnut {Juglans), Pecan {Carya), and

perhaps some others.

First, the Tulip tree, which is probably the

largest tree of the older States. It extends from

New England westward to the Mississippi, be-

yond which it is rar.'ly found. It grows in Ar-

kansas as far west as Crawley^s Ridge, thirty or

forty miles west of Memphis. It was not found

west of this by those engaged in the gecdogical

survey of Arkansas. According to Dr. Engel-

man it is found in Southern Missouri, but Prof.

Swallow in his report on the geology of that

State, states that he and his assistants did not re-

cognize it. It is not indigenous in Texas, and is

rare in the gulf cotton States east of the Mis-

sissippi. It is rare in the western part of Mas-

sachusetts, and in New England does not extend

farther eastward. Michaux says, that its north-

ern limit is the southern extremity of Lake

Champlain, in latitude 45". It occurs in Cana-

da in the vicinity of Niagara Falls, from whence

it extends westward into Michigan, where it is

as far north as Ann Arbor. It is a stately, mag-

nificent tree, as seen in southern Indiana, Ken-

tucky, Tennessee, and the western part of North

Carolina, where it is upwards of a hundred feet

in height, with a diameter of six or more feet,

all of sound wood. I have measured some Syca-

mores or Buttonwoods, with a circumference

greater than the Tulip tree, but they were hollow

and mere shells, and only sixty or seventy feet

high. The Tulip tree has, I think, ampler di-

mensions and more wood than any of its associ-

ates in the forest.

The following measurements of Tulip trees

18'/0. TEE GARDEJ^ERS MOJVTELJ. Ill
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were made by me at the height of three feet

from the ground, unless when otherwise stated.

One near Waynesville, among the mountains

of North Carolina, 26 feet 10 inches in circum-

ference. One 33 feet in circumference, at Cold

Spring, on the waters of the Pigeon River, in

Haywood County, in North Carolina. Another

29 feet 3 inches in circumference, on the head

waters of the Little Pigeon, and several of 20
I

feet and upwards in circumference, near the

same place. One 24 feet in circumference, on

.Jonathan's Creek,— all of the preceding were in

Haywood and its adjacent Counties, in the

mountains in the western part of North Carolina.

They grow in the rich coves and valleys, at the

base of the mountains, where are also large

oaks and big chestnuts. All of these Tulip trees

have a height of upwards of one hundred feet.

Near Rising Sun, in the southern part of In-

diana, are many large Tulip trees, such as 18

feet inches in circumference, IG feet inches

in circumference and 17 feet 9 inches in circum-

ference. The elder Michaux measured one three

and a half miles from Louisville, Kentucky,
I

which was 22 feet 6 inches in circumference, at

Ti feet from the ground, and whose elevation he

judged to be from 120 to 140 feet high. A few

years ago I visited Dr. Short, the botanist, who

dwelt near the locality of this tree. He inform-

ed me that he had seen it, but that it was blown

down many years ago during a thunder storm.

He assisted me in measuring some large Tulip

trees in that vicinity, but we found none up-

wards of 6 feet in diameter.

Dr. A. Flournoy, who lives near Slireveport,

in Louisiana, told me that he saw a Tulip tree

in Middle Tennessee, which squared fifty inches

at the butt, and measured 105 feet to the first

limb. From this tree a dug out boat or canoe

was made, which was 105 feet long. A young

gentleman informed me, that one was cut down

near his father's in East Tennessee, on a small

creek emptying into the Pigeon River, in Sevier

County, which was fourteen feet in diameter.

The Tulip tree is a moderate grower, and dif-

ficult to transplant from the woods, as I know

very well from experience having tried several

and failed, hence 1 was very glad to receive one

from your nursery this winter, Mr. Editor,

which is now alive, and which I hope will con-

tinue to live in Texas long after we have passed

away.

I counted 215 annuals rings in one at Camp
Stoneman, near Washington, in the District of

Columbia, which was 2 feet 6 inches in diameter,

and another which had 9 annual rings, and was 5

inches in diameter. '1 hey grow on upland, in a

soil of moderate fertility. Prof Meek, the well

known Geologist and Paleontologist, informed

me that there was a Tulip tree standing on the

farm of G. C. Schank, near Middletown Point,

in New Jersey, which was 10 feet in diameter.

Prof. Wood in his "Cla.^s book of Botany, "states

that he measured a Tulip tree, which had been

recently felled, which had a circumference of 23

feet at 4 feet from the ground, at 30 feet from the

ground it was 5 feet in diameter, the whole

height 125 feet.

Where the'larg^Tulip trees grow and grew,

pines suitable for lumber are rare. The timber

of the Tulip tree is used as a substitute for the

pine - hence, the large Tulip trees of the country

are fast disappearing.

The Tulip tree is decidedly ornamental and

deserving of general cultivation. Its smooth

curious leaves atford a fine contrast with those

of other trees. In autumn its leaves turn yellow,

or yellow with green spots. Occasionally some

of its leaves are very beautiful, being yellow

with green along the rims, or tinged wth brown;

I saw such on the Indian Reservation, ou Cata-

raugus Creek, near Buffalo, New York, in the

Fall of 1805.

«••*

WINDOW PLANTS.

BY IL, M'GREGOR, IOWA.

Primroses afford more satisfaction for the

little care they demand than any plant of which

I know for the window,—troubled by no insect,

and continually in bloom. I have two plants

that have bloomed this makes the third winter.

They are now 3^ feet in circumference, their

large pendant leaves nearly obscuring the pots,

making beautiful objects for brackets each side

of the window. I have counted a hundred blos-

soms open at once on one plant. They are the

P. macrophylla of seed from Hovey & Co. Have

tried several other sorts, but these are far

superior.

[This note has reference to varieties of the

Chinese Primrose, and not the English Primrose

referred to by another correspondent.—Ed.]
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EDITOKIAL.

now TO RAISE NEW PEARS.

Under this title, Mr. Tho8. Rivers contributes

a paper to the Qardener's Chronicle, which is of

great interest. He shows that Pears are not

cross fertilized from other trees to near the ex-

lent supposed, as when he sowed seed from trees

not artiGcially crossed, the general character of

the parent was nearly maintained ; while,when the

same variety was purposely impregnated by the

pollen, the most diverse characters ensued. He

thinks that, as a rule, thorny trees produce the

best fruit, and that the best Pears have been the

product of chance ;
quoting the fact particularly

that Major Espcren by his chance seedlings has

done more permanent good in fine varieties,

than Van Mons did by his celebrated and much

vaunted system. This accords with our fre-

quent teachings, that the credit which scientiflc

men are apt to give to the " skill of the hybridi-

zer and the intelligent horticulturist in amelior-

ating the sour crab,'' and so forth, should rather

be placed to the account of nature's own inhe-

rent laws of evolution. He further proves that

Van Mons' notion that by successive genera-

tions of Pears can be brought to bear so

youn<-, that fruit may be had from a two

or three year old tree, is not correct. An-

other very interesting point, and one which also

we have always contended for, is that there is a

limit to the direciion of improvement in Pears.

One will probably have better success in raising

from a second class fruit, than from one ranking

as first quality. He has been all his life raising

from such fine kinds as Seckel, Duchess, Bartlett,

—in fact, most of the popular kinds, without

finding one '» better" than the parents, though

from s'uch parents fruit is uniformly " good.''

Kot so much from our own personal experi-

ence, as generalizing from the facts presented

by others,"*we have seen and taught these prin-

ciples for some years past. These direct results

of a long lifq of actual experiments are therefore

of incalculable value to those interested in the

improvement of fruits.

The great law undoubtedly is, that there is no

limit to the variety of change, but that there is

to direction. Nature does not advance in one line

far before she returns to the hub, and starts

again another spoke, only soon however to reach

the circumference of her ever revolving wheel of

change. However much it may go against our

feelings to overthrow idols we have given our

heart worship to so long, it is getting evident

that in many respects "Van Mons," " Knight"

and other worthies have to go; we have '*to

learn the hard lesson over again," although in

this particular case, it is not so very severe a

task to remember, there is much 'nwre chance to

get the best seedlings from poor kinds with hardy

vigorous constitutions, than from kiiuls already as

good as they can he.

Our own Rogers has taught us this in the

grape ; but this experience of River's should add

force to the lesson.

ORCHIDEOUS PLANTS.

It is a pleasure to note that the culture of

these beautiful plants is increasing. A few years

ago they were only seen as one may say—here

and there, while now they are comparatively

common.
Much of this has been the result of a better

knowledge of culture. All we know of orchid

growing in the past, was derived from exiMjrience

in another country,—an exi>erience immensely

valuable when slightly varied to suit our circum-

stances ; but yet when too closely imitated not

the most favorable to success. Certainly we

know that when we had our hot, moist, dark

houses, just the things for tropical ferns ;
but

not for flowering plants of any kind, we never

had the successes of modern times.

To day we saw a beautiful si^ecimen of Euh-

phia or Zygopetal&n Mackai, with numerous

flowers three inches across, and filling the large

house with fragrant odor, which had for years

been grown in a greenhouse, in which only

enough heat was given to maintain a bare growth

The house, indeed, was kept for preserving bed-

ding plants over winter. The plant was ex-

posed to the full sun, both in summer and win-

ter, and though we have seen much larger speci-

mens, and though if this plant had even under

these circumstances, the advantages of a good

gardener to grow it, it would have been larger

—yet there was a pleasure in seeing this beauti-

ful plant succeed so well under these circum-

stances, which could not be excelled by the sue- beautiful theories are founded on these wrong

cess of the most expensive orchidia house of the facts, it has made it necessary for all of us to

olden time.

And so again, when people fond of flowers

visit the gardens of Mrs. Baldwin, H. Pratt

McKean, Stephen Morris or W. Weightman,

and see what their excellent gardeners Joyce,

Newett, Young and Johnson are doing in these

"learn the hard lesson over again."

We often think it strange that people are too

lazy to hunt up facts for themselves in cases

where personal observation would be priceless to

them.

We have been present this season at various

plant8,-8ee Dendrobiums, with hundreds of 1
meetings of horticulturists, and have heard dis

flowers open on a single plant at once; Catleyas,

Oncidiums, Maxillarias, and so forth, blooming

more freely in houses which the good men of the

past would suppose fit only for Geraniums, than

cussions by the hour on questions which a few

minutes of personal observation would at once

settle ; and we have thought that we could do

no greater service to our readers than continu-

they did with all their well elaborated plans; it ally to urge them to see for themselves.'

is clear that we have made a great advance in

horticultural knowledge.

We hope to see these beautiful plants more

generally known. The only thing against their

extended culture, is their price. They propa-

gate very slowly, and it is not every one who

can afibrd from five to fifty dollars for a good

flowering plant. But there is always this sat-

isfaction ; that if misfortune should overtake

one, the plants will always bring all they cost.

A rare tree, costing a large price, has to be left

behind when one moves away; or a new rose or

plant of any kind rapidly deteriorates in market

value ; but a collection of orchidcea, packed up

and sent to any of our large towns, will generally

bring far more at public sale than the cost to

collect them.

We make these remarks in order to induce

more attention to these remarkably beautiful

and rare plants, than has hitherto been given to

them. They have an interest no other tril)e of

plants possesses; their culture is but little, if any

more difficult than other plants, and they have

an intrinsic value to which time only gives ad

ditional weight.

4«»*»

SEARCH FOR OURSELVES.

It is very strange in these days to find persons

when they argue on any new idea, bringing up

the "experiments of Sir T. A. Knight," Lou-

don, or others who lived a hundred years ago,

when often a few moment's experiments would

furnish facts of their own. In our own expe-

rience, we have looked on no man's observa-

tions as sacred as our own; and whenever we

have heard or read of any one's experiments,

have endeavored, whenever practicable, to repeat

them over again. It has often resulted that we

have found former observers wrong, and as the

Some years ago we all believed that a very

finely pulverized and clean surface soil, kept the

substratum cooler and moister than a closely

shaven grass surface. When the writer put his

hand on a lawn and found how cool it was, and

how hot it was on a cleanly weeded surface, and

knowing that evaporation was always in propor-

tion to the heat of the surface, we felt that such a

warm surface must of necessity be hotterand drier

than that under the grass But it was easy to try

it with the thermometer, and sure enough the

glass told the tale by many degrees of more heat

under the clean surface.

Thousands of persons must have read our

statement of this fact,—yet on a recent occa-

sion, our repetition of it at a meeting, called

forth a volume of disbelief from eminent men
present ; but not one had ever tried it. Of the

thousands we have referred to, we doubt wheth-

er one has ever repeated it,—and yet the whole

body of fruit growers base their practice on a

theory, which has no foundation in fact. Any one

with a thermometer may satisfy himself any
summer's day, that a finely pulverized surface

IS not as cool as one protected from the sun's di-

rect rays, and the fact should be of immense

value to fruit growers.
«••>

THE MEXICAN AND MONTHLY RED
ALPINE STRAWBERRY.

We hold it to be the duty of a leading horti-

cultural magazine to fearlessly expose error

where it manifestly exists Newspapers gener-

ally need no stimulus to this. It is every one's

experience that those who err, get little mercy

from the press. It requires more nerve, however,

for a newspaper to defend a man who is wronged,

when all the world unites in condemning him.

Few will do it ; but we hold it to be no less a

duty. For ourselves at least we think the pub-
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lie generally gives ua credit for no object but a

desire to arrive at the truth.

This Mexican Strawberry case to day stands

thus

:

A year or two ago some western men adver-

tised a new variety of Alpine Strawberry. It

was at once condemned as the "Monthly Red

Alpine," by some of our friends in the East.

Judging from what we had seen in the adver-

tisements, we thought so too ; but not having

seen the plant, gave no opinion. Being in Chi-

cago last June, we went to see the plants at

Dundee, and to the best of our knowledge and

belief, found it not " Old Monthly Red Alpine,"

although familiar with the latter variety.

We have always, however, granted that we

rai*»ht 1)6 mistaken, because we had not had the

plants side by side. We have seen enough in

horticulture and botany to know how easy it is

to be mistaken. Mr. Fuller very kindly offered

to send us some of his Monthly Red Alpines

last fall, and we obtained some from him, as

well as all the varieties of Alpine we could get

from any source. All strawberry men know

that when the young leaves are first making

their Spring growth, they are more readily dis-

tinguished than at any other season, the fruit-

ing time not excepted. AVe put them to this

test. They were potted in three inch pots,

placed all side by side in a cool greenhouse.

AVe have many varieties thus together, and so

distinct are they as they now push up (1st of

March), that any boy of ordinary intelligence

can pick out one from the other, and no one

whom we have selected has chosen the Red

Monthly Alpine to compare indentity with the

I^Ioxican. First, we may say, that Mr. Fuller's

Monthly Red Alpine is undoubtedly genuine.

We have them from Knox, Trince and others

and they are all alike and true to name. But

they are not like the Mexican, and the difference

is here

:

The Monthly Red Alpine of Fuller, when it is

sending up its first leaves, has the petiole as

lon<' only or barely longer than the central leaf-

let. This leaf stalk is densely clothed with long

hair, and the stalk itself is of a pale green color,

or with a fivint tint of purple. The leaf itself is

of a bluish green, the leaflets are broadly ovate,

and the teeth on the edges of the leaves are, in

botanical language, rather crenately notched

(not deeply), than serrate, and these notches are

abruptly pointed.

But the Mexican (received from J. P. Whiting,

after Mr. Fuller), have the leaf stalks nearly

dmible the length of the terminal leaflet, and has

shmt and scattered hairs. It also has a strong

pink tint. The leaflets are paU green, nearly

ovate, deeply toothed and sharply pointed.

We are very glad for the sake of justice, to

have this opportunity of so clearly demonstra-

ting that the Mexican is not the old Red Monthly

Alpine.

Indeed it comes nearer to others than to this.

Its nearest ally amongst all we have, is the old

Red Alpine (not the Monthly). Differences can

be detected, but it requires sharp eyes to point

them out, so far as leaves or habit goes. But

herein is a great difference ; while this has at

this time has no sight of a flower bud on the

dozen plants, all the Mexicans have pushed up

leafy flower shoots, and one flower is open. This

floriferous character therefore distinguishes it

easily.

There is, therefore, no longer any doubt about

the entire distinctness of the Mexican as a varie-

ty from all others.

Only one other question remains,—its value.

There are some who like apples, while others

would prefer olives. No doubt some don't like

Alpinps, while others do; and we are amongst

the last class. For those who do like them, and

who are willing to give them the cool and moist

soil Alpines should have, there is no variety so

good as this American variety. The introdu-

cers deserve the thanks of Pomologi8ts,not mere-

ly for introducing an improved variety, but for

turning attention to a class of Strawberries

which have not yet had justice done them.—•»

LANDSCAPE GARDENING.
{See FYoiUispiece)

In prolmbly nothing is the intelligent progress

of a people better indicated, than in their pat-

ronage of the fine arts. If we enter a cabin, no

matter how humble, and find a love of pictures

displayed, though they may be of the rudest

execution, we think the better of the inmates

than of those who have none. This is more par-

tiularly true of garden art—pictures wrought on

the living canvas of nature—the rudest attempts

draw the residents amid such garden scenes

nearer to us,no matter how humble or uneducated

their efforts may be. The higher the style and

the more successful the results, the more eleva-

ted in the intelligent social scale we esteem the

the owner.

The commercial part of gardening has pro-
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gressed wonderfully the few past years; but gar-

dening as a matter of taste and mark of civiliza-

tion has not kept pace with it. We have thought

that it might aid and encourage the efforts of a

few good men who are laboring in this field, to

show how beautifully a small place may be laid

out, by giving a plan by the famous German

landscape gardener Siebeck, which we have been

allowed to copy. It may be remembered that

in our first volume we gave some account of

Siebeck—how he was but a gardener of humble

origin—how, imbued with a love of his profes-

sion, he strove to understand and master it,—

and how,8ucceeding,—such efforts almost always

succeed,—wealth and fame followed in his foot-

steps, and culminated in his having the degree

of L. L. D. conferred on him by a distinguished

German University.

The piece of ground covered by this plan, is

only about 250 feet square ;
yet the most is so

made of it by judicious massing of shrubbery,

that walks, arbors, seats, lawn and flowers are

as freely employed as though the place were

double the size, and variety of the most pleasing

character follows every footstep through the

grounds. We have added ourselves to the orig-

inal plan a small tract in the rear, showing how

a small vegetable or fruit garden may be com-

bined, without destroying the pleasing effects of

well arranged grounds.

As our aim is to furnish hints raiher than a

model for copying, we give no details of theplar,

as the leading points will be apparent to all.

4<»»»

LEARNED LATIN.

It is curious to note that in proportion to one's

ignorance is the tendency to use big words. The

plainer the language generally is, the more sense

we are .ikely to find behind it.

In Germantown, at the corner of Fisher's Lane,

is a very old cemetery. In building the wall

around it, some artist carved a death's head and

cross bones, and beneath it the latin inscription

Memenlo mori, only it is rendered " memen do

mory. " If he had put the idea in plain English

he would not have made such a ridiculous mess

of it.

We are reminded of this by reading m a con-

temporary, that a correspondent at Knoxville,

Iowa, is using the "Lorbus, do Mestica," as a

stock for the Pear. The Editor seems in doubt

what to make of it, and tells his readers the

" Juneberry '' is meant.

Pity when people,mean to write about such

things as Mountain Ashes, or Servicebjrries

they'^cannot say so in plain language. It is in

such cases as these that a " little learning is a

dangerous thing."

SCRAPS AND aUERIES.

Camellia Culture.-X TT. 5?., Altm.,

Ills., writes : In the February number of the

Gardener's Monthly, I find an article on the

**GreenhouseofMrs. Geo. W. Carpenter," and

si^eaking of Camellias says, '*found they had

been watered with lime water.'' Will you do

me the favor to inform me how often and in what

proporti<m to use it ? The Camellia is one of nay

favorites, and anything that will assist me in

bringing them to perfection, I accept with

thanks. Raised mine in a pot without fire heat

;

come later, but got finer flowers; have a white one

in bloom now, (C. alba pleno) should like for you

to see it ; think it perfect.'*'

[We sent the above to the correspondent re-

ferred to, and have the following note from him:

"In reply to the inquiries of your correspond-

ent from Alton, Ills., in regard to the watering

of Camellias with lime water, the facts are as

follows: The plants are grown in large pot?,

and have been in them undisturbed for several

years ; a large reservoir on the place, containing

500 gallons ofwiter, receives annually, about 3

bushels oflime; before watering the plants, the

lime is usually well stirred up with the water, al-

lowing it to settle before use. Lime water was

first used to kill worms In the soil, which it effec-

tually did. It has since been continued regularly,

the thriving,healthy appearance of both roots and

branches, seeming to warrant its use. ']

Gladiolus Bulbs —With some remarkably

nice bulbs. 3fr. Siich, of South Amhoy, N, J.,

sends us the following note : *'I have seen it

mentioned, that Gladiolus Bulbs should be kept

during winter in the same warm temperature

as is calculated to keep Tuberose bulbs in good

condition. But the fact is, the cooler we keep

;*.
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Gladiolus bulbs, short of freezing, the better ;
a

warm, moist atmosphere will surely start them

into untimely growth, and heat without mois-

ture, will shrivel the bulbs, and prevent vigor-

ous growth.

By this mail, I send you a small Gladiolus

bulb, which is one of the many thousands that

1 have kept cool all the winter, and you will see

that it is in perfect order. I also send two

Tuberose bulbs, which have been kept warm,

and these also are in perfect order.

By-the-way, I think you will consider these

Tuberose bulbs tolerably good specimens, and

when you make that promised visit, will not

turn up your nose at our sandy soil, that pro-

duces such good results."

had been feeding badly on the roots and to some

extent on the others "slightly" injured. At

Pittsburg, vines ought not to be injured h]iposi

under a glass covering. If they are really so hurt,

bending down in early winter and covering with

earth, would be a protection. Pinching in the

laterals, by preventing a mass of leaves from

growing so thickly as to smother one another,

is an aid in ripening the wood. Decan's Superb,

makes a beautiful "show" when the fruit is

ripe, but is not much to eat.]

AViNTER FLOW OF SAP —The Ohio Farmer

says: 'Modern research has established the

fact, that in the winter, vegetable life is not sus-

pended, as has been generally supposed. The

roots, especially, grow, and there is a general,

though slow circulation of sap throughout the

season.'*

The Farvier must look out, or it will get some

hard knocks for such heresy. It is nearly 20

years since the Editor of this journal started the

public on this track of modern research, but

the stake burners have not yet done with him,

and the gallant Colonel of the Farmer may share

the scorching, if he gets too close.

Ol course the dullest wood chopper knows

that there is no 'sap" in the Maple at the

fall of the leaf, and that there is a gradual

increase up to sugar boiling time; but with the or-

thodox there is no truth possible, but that writ,

ten in the books. They say "the warm suns in

spring, start the sap's flow''—and it therefore

must be so.

Beatu of a Grape Vine.— J. TT., PiUshurg^

Pa. writes: "We planted last spring about 20 va-

rieties of grapes, in a cold grapery ; they all

grew very well, but the Decan's Superb was the

champion grower. We had a hard frost in the

latter part of October, which killed it to the

ground, while the others were but sli^jhtly in-

jured. Please state in the Mmthly how we can

manage a new vine this year, to prevent the

same (to us mournful) result.

p. S. Has pinching in the laterals, the first

year, any effect in ripening the wood ?

[We do not think Decan's Superb is a tenderer

variety than any other grape. Perhaps mice

The Chinese Yam as an Ornamental

Plant.—We entirely agree with the following

from II. a B., Painesvilk, O. : ''An article on

page 38, No. 2 of the Monthly, speaks of Chinese

Yam as a good climber. I have long admired

it. It grows rapidly, has a heart-shaped leaf,

of a rich glossy green, and is never, so far as I

have noticed infested by insects. It t« 'perfectly

hardy. The small tubers which form on the

vines, fall to the ground in the fall, and after

freezing and thawing all winter, vegetate freely

in the spring. The Yam, whether old or young,

never needs protection. '

'

Nursery Rules —H.M. K, Marietta, Pa.,

asks for the "standards of nursery rules" for

digging trees ; especially as to the height of trees.

"Whether height is calculated from the ground

up, or is the root included in the measurements."

[Height is included only from the ground up. In

fact in theory, the act of purchase is for the trees

as they stand in the ground, and anything else

that is done bj the seller, is ' for account of and

at the risk of the purchaser
'

» In digging, packing,

shipping and freighting, from the commence-

ment of digging, to the customers door, the sell-

er acts as the agent of the purchaser ;
packing,

charges and freight, when paid in advance, being

added to the bill. Sometimes nurserymen vol-

unteer to make no charge for these things, in

which case, the legal effect is probably to assume

all responsibility to the customer's door,-but the

rule is to dig and ship at the risk of the buyer,

and to charge for the agency in the matter—of

course feeling it to be the seller's interest to

charge as little as possible, and barely enough

to give a claim to a mere agency in the matter.]

The Buffxbi Pear.—-P., Bordentown, K. J.

"I notice in articks on Pear culture, certain dis-

tances are recommended for Pears ; ought not
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the distances to be regulated by the habit of the

tree ? I propose to plant a great many Buffums

this spring. Might I not plant them closer on

account of their very upright growth ?"

[We think not. When theycome into bearing

they bend over pretty much all alike Cer-

tainly the Buffum, when it comes into full bear-

in<y is as round headed as an apple tree. [

Tomato Culture.—We have received from

J. Payne Low a circular in which some excel-

lent hints on Tomato raising and Tomato va-

rieties are given.

Col. Wilder's Alpine Crosses.—In a pa-

per on Alpines last winter, we incidentally re-

ferred to Col. Wilder's curious crosses, with Al-

pine and Virginian breeds of strawberries. In

a private letter, with other things, we have some

further account of them, which we know Mr.

Wilder's lov« of the subject will pardon us for

extracting for our readers:

"My seedling strawberriesS months from S3ed,

are now in full bloom, and I can assure you that

they are the most interesting experiments in

crossing I have met yet, with Wilson, with Roy-

al Hautbois, crosses with Hautbois foliage and

Wilson flower. Pistillate No. 60, crosses with

Napoleon III, produces a noble truss of pistillate

flowers. Napoleon III crossed with Hautbois,

brings a new type of Hautbois, with very dark,

round foliage and large flowers. Wilson crossed

with Triumph, some plants are hermaphrodite

and others pistillate. Napoleon III and Tri-

umph, glorious plant with splendid trusses. Ju-

cunda by Napoleon III, very promising, Ac,

&c. But what will you say to the fact, that

some of the crosses of varieties by the Hautbois are

regular mules. In addition, I have some forty

pots more to come into bloom."

Intelligent Horticulture.-A Canadian

correspondent, in a private letter to the Editor,

has some excellent ideas, one of which wo are

sure we shall be pardoned for extracting. He

says •

"We have fewer carefully trained scientific

minds, faithfully and earnestly devoting them-

selves to this, the most interesting and impor-

tant of all material subjects, than to any other

scientific subject. True, it can hardly be re-

duced to a system of rules and reasons like the

exacter sciences ; but look at the hundreds, de-

voting themselves to the subject of the constitu-

tion of the sun and moon and planets whilst

only one here and there devotes himself (I mean

of the men with big brains) to the nearer theme

-by exact and repeated experiments of
terrestri-

al plant life, and of the conditions of its growth

and of the elements which nourish it, and ot the

best mode of their combination, of the exact et-

fectsoflight,(by itself) and of heat, (by itselt)

and oflight and heat conjoined."
^

We think the fault has in a great measure lam

with ourselves, that there are not "^^^ "^^^^^^^

aent horticulturists. When we started the Gar-

lener^s Monthly, we were warned not to make it

-too learned." It was said, ours was a prac

tical people,^' who only cared to know ' how to

eat, drink and be clothed." We have, however

stekdily kept on in our track, emleavormg to

stimulate thought and mind, and elevae in-

stead of going down to the levelof the masses, and

we feel amply rewarded.

.'How can I best keep Irish Juniper* from
^

coming scraggy ? Mine wore ^^'^ Pf^'^ '"

this season when the snow has bent them apart,

ntl unCihey come up again, their beauty w.ll

''^^ri:!:'julipers should never be ailowed to

.rrow up with more than one leader. All Bide

rrts that are strong and seem "''elj -^^^^
the leadership, should be cut

^^^I'^'^J^ll
then the plants will retain their great beauty

ThVTs'ue of all similar evergreens-, only

permit one leading fboot to grow.]

THE S.^P8 ASCEKT-/., ''«''•!"»"';•
f' .I'

"Conversing with an intelligent g^^ener last

week, the subject t"'°«d on the cause of ^ap s as

cent. I have always supposed .t « '^j'y
^^^^^^^

lary attraction. One part th*

f-'.
a^-^^S

from the other not so dry. But he »"""

to beat,and instanced a grape forcng.n a vme .

Growth commenced as soon as heat was applied.

''rxlher"'aUh:ugh there is an approach to

trE both. Heat, nor capillary att«.cUon

would make the sap dow through a dead stick

Tt will not do to reason of living thmgs as we do

o r^d ones. Nothing is definitely known as to

the cause of the ttow of the sup, except that it is

some way or another connected with the convcr-

t
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sion of heat into other forms, which is the pecu-

liar mission of vitality.]

Covering Old Stumps.— ilf. P., Monocacy.,

Md.—"We have some old stumps on our grounds

which we are anxious to have covered with

vines ; which are the best for this purpose ?"

[The size or extent of the stumps are not stated,

hut supposing them to be the remains of single

trees, and about two or three feet from the

ground, we would in your latitude use the En-

glish Evergreen Ivy for some, and the Ever-

green Japan Honeysuckle for others. Where
fall and summer effect only is desired, the Vir-

ginia Creeper is a pretty thing, and for large

stumps or trunks the Trumpet vine.]

Vitalized Compound.—iistcr Bros., send

us a package of a plant fertilizer, which by its

odor, we should judge ought to be good to make
plants grow. These portable manures are very

handy for pot plants in windows and towns

where heavier manures are hard to get. •

But why should these parlor manures have

such atrocious smells. When our physicians

dose us, they sugar-coat the bitter pills ; and
surely our plant feeders might mix something

with their "compounds'' to give them a sweet

savor if nothing more.

Foreign Grapes in the open air.-'* Fitis,''

Berksville Junction., Va.—*'I am a recent settler

in this section of country, and believe, from all I

can learn, that this is an excellent country for

the grape. The climate is so much milder than

my northern, (Manchester, N. H.,) that I have

an idea to set out for experiment, some foreign

varieties. What varieties of these are likely to

do best ?"

[None of them. It is not a question of cli-

mate, so far as temperature is concerned, which

prevents the out-door culture of the foreign

grape, but of atmospheric moisture. The fur-

ther South, 80 much the worse for the grape, ex-

cept in high elevations. The foreign grape

would do better in Canada than with you. But
if you will try, get (r »i<leii Chasselas, Allen's

Hybrid or Diana Hamburg, Royal Musca-
dine, Montgomery, AVeehawken or others such,

which have been raised from seed, either from
or near infancy in the open air, and may proba-

bly be a little more able to endure our climate

than those like Black Hamburgand others which
have been long raised under glass.]

Yellow-flowered Window Plants.—2?.

P. S., Philada., asks : "I have never much ad-

mired yellow as a color, but have had much en-

joyment from a pot of yellow Oxalis this winter,

with our other flowers. Is there any other

plant which requires little skill to manage, and

which would flower freely in a window during

winter ?"

[Try Genista Canariensis, Coronilla glauca

and Wallflowers.

Apples for Southern Virginia.—" Vitis.,^'

Burl-esville, Fa., asks : "What would you name

as the best 12 Apples to plant in this section of

country?"

[Virginia has had other matters to attend to

for the past ten years, and the materials at hand

are not ftivorable to making up the best list ; but

the following will be found a good one : Albe-

marle Pippin, Smith's Cider, Benoni, Monmouth

Pippin, Northern Spy, Pryor's Red, Domine,

Early Harvest, Early Strawberry, Gravenstein,

Maiden's Blush, Limber Twig. This will give

a preponderance of early winter fruit, which will

probably be best for your section.]

The best Strawberry.—JB. U., Leeshurg,

Va.—"I have been anxiously awaiting some de-

cision as to the best Strawberry to plant, and

have carefully watched yours and other journals,

but feel still at a loss. Please advise me ?''

[Well I we are waiting for "that same'' decis-

ion, but the farther we go, the worse we fare !

The truth is, the "best" will never be known,

and you had better be satisfied with some known
to be tolerably good fellows. Try any of the fol-

lowing that you can get easily, treat them well,

and you will not go far wrong. Wilson's Albany,

Triomphe de Gand, Jucunda, Agriculturist, La
Constante, Fillmore, Downer's Prolific, Chas.

Downing, or even Hovey's Seedling, if fertil-

ized.]

Missouri Mammoth Blackberry.—A cor-

respondent from Wilmington., O., says: "I feel

badly sold by ray investment in this miserable

fruit last season, and feel half disposed to quar-

rel with your horticultual Journals for puffing

such trash. True, I do not remember the Oar-

defter'^s Monthly advocating it strongly, but I do

not , at any rate remember any word that it said

against it.''

[Most certainly our correspondent never saw

anything from our pen in the Monthly, m favor

of this fruit, simply because we knew nothmg

al)Out it. It is not our habit to either praise or

condemn without evidence. Whenever there is

a chance of any new tiling being good, we try to

.ret the earliest information ; and the only rea-

son we did not say anything of it was that we

could find no one of character who had seen it.

We may perhaps seem sloai, because we do not

give information without facts to warrant it; but

that is our way. We have no sympathy with

those who have no patience to wait for evidence,

and who run after every new notion that comes

up, and find they have been swindled. Insteau

of crying to the newspaper Hercules to he p

them, let them help themselves and learn to

wait. Our advice to those who have lost money

by the Missouri Mammoth, is to "grin and bear

it," and learn wisdom for next time.]

Vine Cultuke in the United States.-

In Flagg's recent tour amongst the vineyards of

Europe, are many useful suggestions. He thinKs

the great foe to the success of grape culture in

the United States, has been long prunmg and

had drainage. On the last point, our readers

know that he is most certainly right ; our maxim

has been that ground can scarcely be too dry to

grow good grapes.

The Parks of Chicago, together, compnse

3,500 acres. Riverside Park alone, has 1600.

Mr. Olmstead of New York has, we believe

something to do with the last, which means that

the Chicagoans will have something to be proud

of.

Geneva NnB8EaiE3.-These are attaining

mammoth proportions. There are eighteen

firms, and near one thousand acres under nur-

sery culture The soil is said to be remarkably

well adapted to the growth of trees.

Greenhouses of Jos. Peekins, Esq., at

Cleveland, Ohio.-A Cleveland paper de-

scribes these as very fine. The main conserva-

tory is a curvilinear structure. The regular

planthouses open Into it. One is for Camellias,

another Roses, and another for tropical p ants.

George Morgan is gardener, and the health and

beauty of the plants are highly spoken of.

PEAK CULTUBB.-At a late ™«f"S
"f

'^;

Central Illinois Horticultural Society, after a,

essav on Pear culture by Parker Earle, a d.scu.-

rCk place on the subject. The- has been

a persistent endeavor on the part of some peo

Die to confound neglected trees m gras.% with

tiZltioaM trees in gra.>, and even those wh

do understand thedifferenceaswehave explained

it, regret that we take the course "because people

wUl mis-understand." At this discussion, Mr^

Parker Earle was asked whether some one who

had starved his trees, had'nt given up grass

Mr E. very properly replied. "I presume he

did but wc do not know that those persons had

eltied out Mr. Meehan's ideas; tlunks Mr

Meehan has been misrepresented. And Mr

Dunlapwasin just "bout the same conditio

.

with regard to pears as his friend Earle ,
thoug t

he once" knew all about it, b«t was now a stu-

dent; thinks Mr. Meehan's practice has not

^„ understood; has ninety dwarf pears on a

lawn seeded to clover and blue grass. T ese

trees do not bliglit; some varieties bear we ,-

for instance, the Bartlett, Belle Lueratue,

Beurre Diel, Beurre Gobault, Louise Bonne

Swan's Orange, Steven's Gen^ssee etc. Some

varieties, such as Madeline and "^ite Doyenne

crack there just as badly as ^^y.^^ere The

lawn has often been top dressed with manure

the c'rass is cut and fed to his teams. Does not

prune at all ; wants to learn first when and where

To do it. Many of his varieties are worthless

and would probably not bear anywhere The

trees are healthy, and those «"'
™»~^^^;Y.

profitable crops. He has several hundred stand

ard trees planted in orchard, which are both

cultivated and in grass ; many of them have

been killed by Wight the past season ;
wou d ke

to have some one tell him how to prevent it.

HOT WATER.-In heating large establish-

ments, where by the use of ora\<^<^p^^^^
fires would be required, there .s c^n^'^^

savins in the use of hot-water. Even where

Zt is some object, the -Pf"-;-'"^ nu -

wat^r arrangements, will often decide the ques

of their adoption. In private
g"^«f'j'^/^

pleasure is or should always be "^oreoM^^^

than profit, the use of hot-water cannot well be

*:;^sed ;ith. For small h--, however, o

for houses especially intended for profit, hot-wa

ter is frequently more costly, and les efiTective

,

than when healed by hot air. A small propaga-

I*

< tl
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ting house is best built narrow, with a flue run-

ning through it, and an arched chamber of some
thin material—one thickness of brick for in-

stance—built over the flue ; wood must not be

used anywhere near this chamber, as confined

heat will in time set the wood on fire. A pit

built on the top of this chamber and filled with
sand, will make one of the cheapest and best oi

propagating arrangements.

uw.
Mr. Suel Foster, 0/ Muscatine, Jowa, says :

'Farmers 1 plant Larch. Plant 5,000 of these

trees instead of one Mexican Ererbearing straw-

berry, and try to take such agricultural papers

as will caution you against all such humbugs.''

[A very good question for a village debating

society is, "what is a humbug ?'» Mr. Foster

does not care for everbearing strawberries, there-

fore those who do are clearly humbugs. A
"humbug" at Muscatine, is "one who does not

think as Mr. Foster thinks.*' Now what are

they in other places ?]

A School for Horticulture.—Miss Em-
ma Marwedil is to open a Horticultural School

for women, at Brentwood, L. Island. House-
keeping is also to be taught. Three years are

proposed for a course ; bouquets, wreaths, flow-

ers, &c., will be made up. The money thus ob-

tained, will constitute a large portion of the reve-

nues of the school.

The Larch Ring.—Dr. Michener, in the

Practical Farmer, describes a very curious ring

which has four years existed round a Larch tree

he has. The ring is about one foot wide, and
advances that much every year, killing the grass

as it grows ; the abandoned, or last year's part,

then resumes the growth of grass.

Some would say this was caused by the devel-

opment of a fungus under the ground ; but Dr.
M. is one of our leading mycologists, and he
does not give this as a cause. It is a curious
subject.

A Large Iowa Orchard.—Suel Ftster
has an apple orchard of sixty acres, twelve years
old. He recommends Benoni, Duchess of Old-
enburg and Maiden's Blush among the early

sorts, and Jonathan, Ben Davis and Willow for

winter.

The Blue Ash.—A correspondent of the

Country Gentleman, speaks of the Blue Ash
{Fraxinus quadrangulata). He says that it grows

fast, is almost as durable as Walnut, and is as

strong as the best White Ash ; it requires a deep

rich soil.

Dendrobium nobile.—a magnificent plant

of this fine orchid has recently been flowered by
Mr. Kewett, gardener to H. P. McKean Esq.,

near Philadelphia. It had thirty stems and two
hundred and twenty blossoms. Can any one

beat this ? AD. densiflorum was also beauti-

fully in bloom.

Utah Currants, appear to be all varieties

of Rihes aureum, the common Missouri currant,

but they are all superior to the original.

Papaw Bark, is said by a correspondent of

the Rural World, to be equal to Linden or Bast

bark for tying. It is macerated in water, when
the layers of liber e-isily separated.

LiLiUM auratum.—This ought soon to be-

come common. Importations from Japan are

not infrequent. At a recent sale in New York,
some thousand sold at auction at an average of

25 cents each. On March 23d, 800 more were
sold, but we did not hear the price of these.

New Hot-bed Sash.—Cridge & Sons of Alle-

gheny, have invented a new sash, in which
the glass is firmly held without putty.

The arrangement is simple, and a broken
glass can be replaced in a very few minutes.

u
Seedling Geranium. H., McGregor, Iowa.

I send you by mail, specimens of flowers of a
seedling Grcranium. The ones on the bit of

glass shows the size and form, and the pressed

one, the color of the flowers, which I think very

rich, and of a shade I have never before f-een.

The plant is a cross between Christine and one
with white flowers and pink centre, with leaves

very darkly marked. The seeds were planted

last May in a cold frame, this plant bloomed
about the first of December, and is now about
7 or 8 inches ; having the compact habit and
leaves of the Christine, with the large size and

1870. TEE GARDEJEER'S MO^THLl. 1^1

blooming one.shape of flowers of the white

What do you think of it ?

[The flower was very much like Magenta

Queen, one of our best bedding varieties

The raising of new varieties of these and simi-

lar plants, is a very interesting part of garden-

ing, and we give the note of our correspondent

in full, in the hope that it may incite others to

experiment in the same way ]

Curious Movement in the Flowers of

Genista tinctoria.—This plant grows wild in
|

Massachusetts as well as in Europe. Rev. Geo.

Henslow has noticed in the European plant,

that the claws of the keel petal turn backwards

when touched by an insect, thereby exposing

the stamens and pistils to the fertilizing agency

of insects.

ANewVegetable-Polymniaedulis.—In

the southwestern States is found a coarse weed

with pale yellowish flowers, called the "Leat

Cup," botanically Tolymnia uvedalin, belongmg

to the composite or Aster tribe of plants. A
species -PoZ?/ninia edidis has been introduced m-

to Europe from Bolivia, having roots like the

Dahlia, which also belongs to the composite

family, and which are said to be almost or quite

as good as sweet potatoes when cooked. 24 lbs.

weFght can be had from one plant. It is ad-

verUsed in Europe at 4 cents per seed, and we

suppose will soon be introduced here.

Work on Greenhouse Plants.— I?. B. D,,

Rochenter, says : "I have got SweeVs Botanical

Cultivator. What is the best work on green-

house plants?''

[There are no very recent works on exactly what

our correspondent wants ; but those of Mr. Rand,

published by J. E. Tilton & Co., are the near-

est approach to them.]

Thornless Honey Locust.—G. F., South

Pass, Ills. This is the Gleditschia imrmis of

old Botanists, but now known to be raised at

times from seed of G. triacanthos, the common

kind. Our correspondent makes a good sug-

gestion, that it makes a handsomer lawn tree

than the thorny variety.

Books of Reference for Nurserymen.—

R. B. D., Rochester, N. Y. "Are there any

better works of reference than Loudon's Arbo-

retum ?"

[Unfortunately not. The increase of periodi-

cal literature has made book making by hard

students unprofitable. Any one, with ready use

of the pen, can "make a book" with a file of pe-

riodicals before him; true, they teach nothing but

what the average reading mind knows already,

and with these such books are not bought, or if

bought not estimated, and they soon die out of

mind. Yet there are just enough to whom an

indifferent book is as good as one of original

thought and research, and this just enough to

make such good works unprofitable. Yet we

think there are more persons who can appreciate

the genuine article than good authors believe.

The'successoflloopes' Book of Evergreens, is a

good proof of this. We believe if men of real

knowledge would enter the field against the mere

hack writer, they would find the pubUc really

appreciated good books ]

Fuchsia coccinea.—Dr. Hooker, in the jour-

nal of the Linnteau Society just issued, makes

the remarkable discovery that the Botanical

Magazine in 1789 figured the Fuchsia magellanica

as the Fuchsia coccinea. Almost all the plants

in cultivation are of this species, having the

leaves tapering at the base. The true F. cocci-

nea, has the leaves heart shaped at the base.

The common one is a native of Chili ;
but the

country of the true F. coccinea, has never been

found.

Seeds from Mr. Bridgeman.—Mr. B.,

whose advertisement appears in our regular col-

ums, sends a few samples, which suggest to us

to note how great are the advantages which our

modern amateurs have over the florists of the

past age, in learning what things are, and how

to grow them. Formerly the bare name was on

each seed package ; now a neat label with a

complete history goes on each. The following

is a sample

:

CENTRANTHUS MACROSIPHON.
Nat. Ord., Valerlanacew. Linn., Monandrla Digynla.

Hardy Annual- VA ft. Fl- bright rote. June toIAagu.t-

Native of Grenada. Introduced 1849.

A ahnwv annual for large beds and borders. Sow out

ofd^«Y. Inrgcli ^oiu'^in March or AnHl and cover

lightly. Forlate llowering, seed may aibo be bown m
JMii,[ay. Succeeds best In light soil.

I
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BOOKS, CATALOGUES, &C.

Pbockedinos of the Twelfth Sersion of the
American Pomot.ogicat. Society. Held In Phlla-
dolphJ.a, September 18G9.

Tliis, at first glance, does not seem so full as

some which have before appeared ; but a close

examination shows how much labor has been
spent on it by the Secretary, and how well the

matter in his hands has been sifted,—or as a

good housewife would say, "boiled down.'' It

is, we think, one of the most valuable of the

series.

President AVilder's address, which was so well

received at its delivery, is still more interesting

in print, where we have time to take in all the

points bearing on the progress of fruit culture.

The Treasurer's Report,—a sure test of the suc-

cess of a society,—shows a prosperous state of

affairs.

The discussions at the session are briefly but

pitliily r.'jiorted. A feature of this session is,

that chiefly the newer fruits were discussed, as

the merits of the older ones, as adapted to dif-

ferent sections of the union, were gone over by

the Fruit Committee which met in New York,

in February previous, whose report was adopted.

To those who attended the Convention, the

most interesting part of these proceedings will

probably be the extracts from correspondence

and reports of Committees.

Amongst other good idens. we glean the fol-

lowing facts : The foreign fruit Committee, re-

port on many new varieties ; some bad. others

indifferent, and a few " very good " to "best."

Amongst those in Pears are AntJre Defi)wrt€s^ an

early sort ; Beurre Duniont ; Louise Bonne de

Printemps, figured in our second volume, ripen-

ing in February. Foreign Grapes, Mrs. Pince''8

Black Muscat "will prove to be the finest late

grape," which is risking much to say ; Due de

Magenta, black, "two weeks earlier than Black

Hamburg ;" Early Smyrna Frontignac^ earliest

of this class ;" Jura Black Muscat^ "valuable ;"

Champion, "better than Black Hamburg,"
which, as the newspapers say, is important if

true. Amongst Foreign Strawberries, Perpetual

Pine gets good praise. Of Apples, many are

named, of which a " few will be important addi-

tions to the catalogue of useful sorts," say the

Committee. Only descriptions are given ; no

opinions being hazarded as to which the " most

useful sorts " will apply. In Pears there is less

reserve. The Committee believe FwjVs Seckel

"is really a first-class Pear;" Moicvt Vernon

" ranks as best ;'' Dr. Eeeder is " valuable for

amateurs," probably because it is "small" as

well as " delicious ;" Mary is a "very good July

Pear.'' Sarah is "nearly best." Bedfeld is an

Utah seedling, like and ripening with Bartlett

;

Sam Brown, nearly best. The only one which

the Committee ventured to call best, was one

from Salem, X. J., called Mannington, a "small

red and yellow fruit.''

The "great fight" is generally about Grapes.

The Committee seemed to feel they that they

were walking over a battle-field, and all the char-

acters are given with a " said to be" reserve. Of

Walter they say, however, unconditionally,

" promising well."

Of Strawberries which "promise to be valua-

ble," are President Wilder, Charles Downing,

Nicanor, Philadelphia, Ida, Barnes', Boyden's

30, Moore, Michigan, Lady of the Lake, Clinton,

and America.

Of Raspberries, Mrn. Wood is said to be double

the size of the common Black-cap ; and the

" McCormick, Miami, or Mammoth Cluster," is

deemed "valuable"

The correspondence is very valuable, but to

which only a perusal will do justice.

Members get the volume free. Two dollars

sent to Thomas P. James, Cambridge, Mass.,

will entitle one to meml>ership.

Frost A Co 's Geneual. Catalooue. Rochester, N. Y

Frost & Co., in sending this say : "We are

very anxious to have as correct a catalogue as

possible, but works of reference- are scarce, and

we should be much obliged if you would make

any corrections you may note." The catalogue

referred to is so remarkably creditable to the

getter up of it, that only for this note we might

have simply passed it by with the general com-

mendation that it was " well done.'' Certainly

the errors are not more numerous than the

" types" might be charged with. But as we are

asked to criticize, and as we note a few errors,

which though perhaps trifling, may, as accuracy is

a good thing to aim at, point them out, especial-

ly as the said errors are very often met with.

Crataegus oxycantha should be oxyacantha,

having reference to its sharp spines ; Liquidam-

ber should be Liquidambar (a very common

error) ; Sorbus vestata should be vestita (but this

is probably a typographical error); Virgilea

should be Virgika. But really this should be

Cladastris. Rafincsque gave it this name, but in

former times American botanists were not re-

garded by European men of science with as

much veneration as they deserved. The tree has

subsrquently been proved to be not a Virgilia,

and that Rafinesque was right in making it dis-

tinct. Cladastris tivctora is the right name for

the Yellow Wood. Thuja gigantea, may or may

not be correct. The real Thuja gigantea is no

i-reat acquisition to our list of hardy plants ;
but

nine-tenths of all the "Thuja gigantea" in cul-

ture are Libocedrus dccurrens, which is a good

thing. We pointed out the difference in our first

volume, but the truth progresses slowly. Wel-

lingtonia should be Sequoia. The name Welling-

tonia was given when the plant was supposed to

be distinct from Sequoia,-which it is now con-

ceded not to he.

These are very few corrections to be made in

so very large and full a catalogue.

Grapb CrLTrBE at Erie.

We have before us an address delivered at

Erie, before the Lake Shore Grape Growers' So

ciety, Oct, 15, 1869, by Mr. Griffith. It is a very

elaborate and interesting document,giving pretty

much all that is popularlyknown of Grape culture

and incidental matters up to the present time.

TjTR AMKKirAW NATrRAUST FOR MaRCH.

This i£ one of the most interesting of the se-

ries. If any one has thought the articles, valua-

ble as they have been, were not varied or numer-

ous enoush, they will find it corrected now.

Botany, Geology, Zoology, Anthropology, and

other branches of science, receive full attention.

John Saul's Descriptive Catalogue of Plants.

Washington, D. C. . .

Until lately the idea of colored illustrations m
Nursery catalogues was not thought of. But now

we are pleased to see that our leading nursery-

men have taken much pains to make them at-

tractive. Among the finest in this respect is one

of Mr. Saul now before us ; he has a colored

plate representing the Pelargonium Andrew

Henderson. The Geranium makes a flower as

large as the Hydrangea. As a work of art, the

picture is superb.

Thr Prairir Farmer ANsrAt. f'ir 1S70.

This comes late to our table. It contains

articles by L. F. Allen. Dr Hull, Sanford

I Howard. Dr. Warder, L. B Arnold, Edgar San-

l ders, and has a list of the l^urserymen and Im-

plement Makers of the United States.

NrRSBRV Catat.ooces.

In our last, we gave a very full list of Nursery

Catalogues. The following have since been re-

ceived --W. J Hesser, Plattsmouth, Keb. ;
D.

W Sar-ent, Rochester, N. Y. ; B M. Watson,

Plymouth, Mass. : T. Mackenzie, Philadelphia;

L. Menand, Albany, N. Y. ;
Bennett & David-

son, Flatbush, L. I. ; Bridgeman & Son, N. Y.;

W. Mann, Bangor, Me ; J. L. Galloway, Mil-

ford, Ohio ; J. R. & A. Murdoch, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; Michel, Bro. & Kern, St. Louis, Mo.; Dex-

ter Snow, Chicopee, Mass.; Mahlon Moon, Mor-

risvillc. Pa.; Ferre, Batchelder & Co., Spring-

field, Mass.; F. L. Perry. Canandaigua, N. Y.

M. B Bateham. Painesville, O.; S B. Conover,

New York ; T. McElroy. New York ;
William

Parry, Cinnaminson, N.J.; L. Ellsworth & Co.,

Naperville, Ills.; M. II. Lewis, Sandusky, O.;

J. M. Jordan, St. Louis, Mo.; A. Manning,

Reading, Mass.

NEW AND RAKE PLANTS.

New Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums.—This

section,-the Pelargonium peltatum of botanists,

—has remained for many years apparently re-

sisting all attempts to change it. It has always

been "a favorite plant in American gardening,

and the following, from the Gardener's Chronicle,

will be read with much interest

:

"In regard to the Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums,

such a break has been obtained that, in impor-

tance, it amounts to a kind of floral revolution.

What Mr. Wills has done in the way of hybndi-

zln- the Ivy-leaved kinds after much patient

labor, has been imitated by Messrs. Ford and

Eckford with results similarly successful, and in

Willsii rosea. Gem of the Season (Ford), and

Lady Edith (Eckford), the floral world is put

into possession of some valuable acquisitions

having the habit and growth of the Ivy-leaved

.
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varieties added to the novel colored flowers,

round and smooth, like those of the zonal kinds.

For house decoration these hybrids will be most

valuable. In Compactum (Turner) and Mr.

Lambert (Ilarman), are obtained two good addi-

tions to the variegated Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums.

With the exception of Imperatrice Eugenie

(Downie & Co.), the gold and bronze section has

only presented subjects inferior to those already

possessed ; and of the variegated zonal section,

of which new varieties have been sparingly pro-

duced as compared with the rush of last year's

produce, but two golden-edged varieties have
l3een selected for First-class Certificates, namely,

>facbeth (Bell & Thorpe), and Peter Grieve (E.

G. Henderson & Son) ; and only one silver-edged

kind, namely. Lass of Gowrie (same). Of the

ordinary variegated section, Bright Star (Turner)

and the white-flowered Waltham Bride (W.
Paul), are both good, the leaf and foliage effec-

tive, the habit compact, and yet robust. That
useful section most requiring improvement, the

golden-leaved varieties, has shown no advance
on what we already possessed.

campanulate, bright blood-red flowers, with

blunt obovate emarginate segments, the two

lateral lower ones marked by a white transverse

red-spotted zone running out into a lanceolate

stripe. Introduced from Natal by Mr. Bull, and

now in the hands of Messrs. Standish & Co.,

who have successfully employed it for cross-

breeding purposes, and have now a large crop of

seedlings obtained from \L—Florist & Pom.

The Great Tree of California.—This

has done well only in special localities in the

United States. In Europe it does better. A
Golden Variegated variety of it is one of the re-

cent English novelties

Salvia splendens varieoata. — In the

collection of Rol>ert Buist, Sr. , is one of the most
promising variegated plants we have seen. No
one can do without the brilliant scarlet of this

splendid variety in fall gardening ; and the effect

of this rich color must certainly be heightened

by the rich variegation of the leaves.

Viola corxuta alba.—A very pretty in-

troduction was the homed violet. Its blue flowers

being produced all summer in our flower borders.

A white variety has been raised in England.

New Plants.—In a beautiful little catalogue

now before us, from Thos. J. Mackenzie's estab-

lishment, we find many plants, of which notices

from foreign journals have from time to time ap-

peared in our columns. Amongst these we no-

tice Alocasia Jenningsii, Scuttelaria mocciniana,

Bouvardia jasminoides, Viola cornuta alba,

Clerodendron Balfouri, besides many of the new
Coleus now becoming so popular.

Aloe Crouciieri —This very handsome

greenhouse succulent, somewhat resembles A.

acinaecifoliainhabit,being8temless, with spread-

ing ligulate unequally trigonous leaves, a foot

long, dark green, marked with oblong whitish

spots, and bearing branched scapes, with nu

merous long racemes of pendent curved tu'mlar

flowers, pale rose-colored in the lower half, white

with green veins above. It has long been culti-

tivated at Kew ; origin unknown, and is now

named in compliment to Mr. Croucher, " under

whose care the succulent plants of the Royal

Garden are placed, and to whose zeal and espe-

cial love for this class of plants the collection owes

much of its value and interest.'' It belongs to

the group Gasleria, of which Dr. Hooker re-

marks :
'* I suspect it will prove to be as good a

genus, both in habit and floral characters, as

most of Lilacese. "—iJotamcal Magazine.

Gladiolus cruentus. - A strikingly hand-

some species of Cornflag, growing from two to

three feet high, with large linear-ensiform leaves

and a distichous spike of numerous large broadly

Gymnogramma Laucheana gigantea.—

A remarkably fine Gold Fern, having the general

features of G. chrysophylla, but distinguished by

its broad leafy decurrent lobulate pinnules, which

give it a peculiarly bold aspect. The under surface

is of rich deep golden color. It was raised by

M. Stelzner of Ghent, and is said to have been

obtained by sowing the spores of G. Laucheana

mixed with those of G. Stelznerlana—I/'Ii. Hort.

MiMULUS luteus albo-marginatus.—

a

variety of the well-known hardy perennial Mon-

key-flower, in which the leaf-stalks are rose col-

ored, and the leaves broadly-margined with blush

white. It is cultivated in the Belgian gardens.—
Flore des Serres.
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Peach Culture.—At a recent meeting of the

Vineland, N. J., Agricultural Society, Mr. J.

C. Parsons said: '*A gentleman at Newport,

near Cape May, has an orchard of peack trees

12 years old. On planting, he seeded his ground

to clover, in a small circle around the tree. He

laid on a compost first, then sowed clover. The

clover he does not cut, but allows it to die down

and grow again. The circle gradually enlarges

itself. Outside of this circle he cultivates the

ground. The result is he is not troubled with

the borer, and his trees are flourishing. This

The Beurre D'Anjou Pear.—Hon. Mar-

shall P. Wilder thus writes to the Country Qen-

tleman : "Its merits increase in my estimation

every year. In fact, its use extends over many

months It may be ripened in October by being

placed in a temperature of 60^, or it may be

to this date, (Feb. 19th,) in perfection, no other

conditions being necessary than those of a cool,

dry, north cellar, free from frost. Such also is

the opinion of Messrs. Ellwanger & Barry, who

have just visited roe, who also had them in fine

order when they left home a few days since.
the borer, ana nis trees are uuuiisinug. *"••=' loruer wucu «iicj iv.^- .w — — .,

system might be practiced in Vineland. He Whether for my own table or for market, I have

_Mi i. It. u:.««^ir Tf will ««vA mnoh labor of «« variofv that aurnasscs it, if size and excel-
will try it himself. It will save much labor of

cultivation. Strawberries, if mulched, will give

a better crop, though somewhat later. If oat

straw is laid on it keeps the fruit clean. Our

raspberries and blackberries, if mulched, would

last longer in fruit. At the North they are in

the habit of mulching with salt hay so thickly

as to prevent the growth of weeds.

no variety that surpasses it, if size and excel-

lence are considered ; and so generally is it now

sought for both in this market and New York,

that my crop is always engaged before the time

for gathering. The d' Anjou sells in New York

readily for twenty-five dollars per barrel, as they

come from the trees without selection, and in

Boston at this time commands twelve dollars a

box of less than a bushel—and excellent and re-

freshing as the Easter Beurres are from Califor-
I
iresniUg HS me J2Ja.o^.^:L A^v.«..iv>« .»-w ...V,... ^^....^.

Charles Downing.-F. R. Elliott gives, in , ^ia, my Anjous are in as perfect condition and

the the Rural Kew Yorker, a deserved tribute to
1 y^j^^g kept as well as those,

the horticultural labors of Charles Downing, i

Mr. Downing was born at Newburgh, N. Y., in

1802. He took charge of his deceased father's

grounds in 1822, admitting his brother A. J.

Downing, into partnership with him as nur-

seryman, in 1836. This partnership continued

Orchards of Western Virginia.—These

seem very successful. Mr. T C. Hubbard in

Michigan Farmer, names the following as among

the most successful orchardists : S. B. Peck,

S. R. Sanford, George Ruddiman, J. R. Rowe,

tested on hUowngro'unds, over 2000 varieties John Ruddiman, 11. S. Tyler Land runs from
lesteuou mawwu g , «in fn ftioo ner acre. The best varieties are—
of fruits, excluding berries, etc. His recent re

vision of the "Fruits and Fruit Trees of Amer-

ica," has made this the most complete work of

the kind in the world.

Thinning Fruit.—The Country Gentleman

points out by a reference to the practice of Dr.

Hull, that over blooming injures the subsequent

vitality of fruit trees; and from this basis

an intelligent argument in favor of thinning out

fruit buds and young fruit.

Vineland Peaches to Boston.—Last year

these went to Boston, by steamer, and netted

the shippers SI 60 per bushel. It is found a

cooler way to transport fruit than land carriage.

SIO to $100 per acre. The best varieties are—

of apples ; Red Astrachan, Sweet Bough, Ear-

ly Harvest, Gravenstein, Fall Pippin, Jersey

Sweet, Baldwin, Golden Russett, Yellow Bell-

flower, King of Tompkins County, Wagener,

Seek-no Further, Tallman Sweet, and Roxbury

Russet. Peaches -Early Crawford, Hale '8 Ear-

ly, Stump the World, Rareripe and Early York.

Pears—Louise Bonne de Jersey, Duchess and

Butfum, on quince stock, Bartlett, Flemish

Beauty, for standards. Plums—Imperial Gage,

Green Gage, Smith's Orleans, Coe's Golden Drop

and Washington. Cherries—Early Richmond,

May Duke, Elton, Yellow Spanish and Gov.

Wood. Grapes—Clinton, Concord and Dela-

ware. Blackberries—Lawton and Black Cap
Strawberries, currants and goo8el:)erries pro-

duce abundantly.
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Pear Culture in Mississippi.—A Corres-

pondeut of the Southern Horticulturist^ says: An
old friend of his, living near Natchez or Vicks-

biirg, raised and sold, before the war, S10,000

worth of Pears per annum, the whole crop sell-

ing at from $5 to $(> per bushel, and that pears

are the most profitable of any crop for their

market.
Dr. Swasey, the editor, however says, the

blight, and other diseases make pear culture

down there, uncertain in good results. Dwarf
Pears he thinks much more successful than

Standard.
Raising Double Petunias—The Rochester

Express says of a visit to Vick's flower farm.

('The Petunias have been quadrupled in size and

grown double, of various shades. The original

flower was very small, white and always single.

Now the seed produces large flowers, seventy-

five per cent of them double, and of various

beautiful shades. The double Petunias produce

no seed, and the seed to grow double flowers

from all has to be artificially fertilized every

morning with pollen from the double flowers,

which are cut off" for that purpose. This opera-

tion requires great care, cutting out all the pol-

len on the single flowers so soon as they expand

It must also be performed under glass, or dews

and rains would wash off the pollen and destroy

the seed. Of com se double Petunia seed grown

in this expensive manner is scarce snd high

priced.

Grape Culture in California—Seems
profitable. In 1867, a number ot Germans, ac-

quainted with grape culture, etc., purchased

(for $2 an acre) some 12l50 acres in the valley of

the Santa Anna river, Los Angeles county, Cal-

ifornia. They divided this land into twenty

acre lota, with streets between them; certain

parts were, of course, reserved for pur)lic uses.

Furthermore, a town was laid out ; each of the

original proprietors had one lot in it. At this

moment there are a million of bearing vines at

that settlement; 100,000 gallons of wine and

10,000 of brandy are made annually, and the

association has an agency for their sale in San
Francisco.

Mignonette in Living Rooms.—I have
learnt a useful lesson, not from ray own practice

but from—well, it must come out, from the gar-

dener's wife. About six weeks ago I took

home to my wife to place in our living-room a
pot of mignonette, then in full flower, and, of

course, gave up all charge of it. Now, under

her care, the same plant is to this day carrying

quite a respectable appearance, for it has never

ceased to flower and give off its perfume. It has

stood close to the glass on the window-ledge in-

side and had no air, for the room is entered from

a passage. However, here is the secret of its

well-doing; it has had but little water; that is

to say, only once a week. When water is given

it is taken into another room, and the whole ball

of the earth is gently moistened, and the plant

returned to the window again. When 1 con-

trast the condition of this plant with those in

the garden that have had to do the same duty in

the rooms of the mansion, I may well say I have

learned a useful lesson, for only after a few days

mignonette plants return from the house half

dead with nothing but yellow leaves. All plants

which go for indoor decoration are under the

care, for the time being, of one of my active as-

sistants, who, in the case of keeping mignonette

in bloom and good health, has simply failed by

giving it too much water. Perhaps some others

may profit by the lesson taught me.—J. C. C. in

English Journal of Horticulture,

Suspended Animation.—I have read of trees

remaining dormant for a season, but
J.

shall te 1

of a case thai is probably unique of its kind.

'1 here used to grow against a wall of my house a

Virginian creeper. It was an old plant with a

stem thicker than any man's arm, and it spread

across to the next house,and my neighbor has as

good a share of it as myself. By some accident

the stem was broken or cut through—I ihink it

occurred when some workmen were about the

place. Well, it was cut down to the ground and

the place was paved over for some distance round

about, for the roots of the plant were in a yard.

Last summer, to my surprise, a strong shoot of

Virginian creeper started by the edge ofa paving-

stone and grew four or five feet. That shoot is

now pushing a new growth, and I have no doubt

at all that my creeper will be restored oa the

very spot where it stood before. The story so

far may appear nothing extraordinary. I must
add that between the disappearance and the re-

appearance of the plant /our years have elapsed.

That there may be no mistake about my mean-

ing, let it be understood that we saw nothing of

it through four successive summers. I suppose

some part of the root, still alive, was quickened

by the intensely hot weather of 1868.—James
Crute in London Journal (/ Horticulture.

HORTICULTURAL NOTICES.

PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL i

SOCIETY.

The March monthly meeting was held on the

14th inst. It was a fair average exhibition, and

afforded many objects of interest.

Perhaps the most attractive feature was the

collection ofcut Camellias from Mr. T.J. Macken-

zie. Not only beautiful in themselves, they

were tastefully displayed, which care gave them

a double charm. Amongst the numerous varie-

ties, we note the following as the best :—A. J.

Downing, Peter Mackenzie, Dunlap's Imbricate,

Haines' Blush, Wm. Niblo, Double White, Cup

of Beauty, Duchess de Orleans, Reine de Fleurs,

Archduchess Augusta, Ochroleuca.

Another very attractive thing was the table

design of cut flowers from Mr. A. Gibson's gar-

dener. It was in the form of a diminishing

series of temples, one above another. We have

seen similar designs exhibited, which were really

ugly; but the taste and judgment exercised on

this, made it one of the most beautiful objects

ever exhibited here. The lower '*hall'» if it

might be so termed, was constructed chiefly of

Camellias, Azaleas and other heavy, and deep |

colored flowers ; while the upper had mostly

sprayey, light colored, and graceful forms. It

was no doubt this judicious arrangement which

gave so pleasing an effect. On the upper por-

tion we noted that Spiraea Reevesii, Sweet Alys-

sum and Maiden Hair Fern, (Adiantum Concin-

num) had been freely used. Mr. Dreer had

beautiful Dwarf Cinerarias, Pansies and other

good things, for which he is so famous. There

were several good collections of Azaleas and

other plants, but nothing superior to what we

have had on former exhibitions.

The vegetable department was chiefly sus-

tained by Mr. G. Huster, gardener to Mr. Heyl;

and Mr. Satterthwaite. The former had Cauli-

flowers, and good lettuce. The chief attraction

in Mr. Satterthwaite' 8 collection was in the Ra-

dishes and Asparagus. For forced Asparagus,

we never saw better ; and we were glad to learn

from Mr. S. that it had proved one of the most

profitable of his market garden crops. In

making up his hot beds for early Lettuce and

Radishes, he fills the whole bed with strong As-

paragus roots. The lettuce and Radishes are

grown on the surface of the same bed. The As-

paragus comes through, and interferes very little

with'the quantity or quality of the Radishes or

growth ; while from a dollar to a dollar and a

half for a bunch of 25 or 40 stalks, adds consid-

erably to the quantity and quality of the con-

tents of his purse. It should be remembered,

however, by those who calculate profits, that

Mr. Satterthwaite, nothwithstanding his emi-

nence as one of our leading market growers,

does nothing with middle men or commission

merchants, but with his own hands to the plow,

goes himself over the field of the retail market,

and of course gets the best prices. President

Schaffer has some fair specimens of the Boston

market Celery, a dwarf, crisp, sweet variety.

Apples were very well represented by Saml. W.

Noble, and President Schaffer. The Pennock of

the former, was so very fine, that no one is will-

ing to believe in its "running out,'' and with

the noble Fallawater, also exhibited, many look-

ers on felt proud of these two of " Pennsylvania's

favorite sons." Mr. Noble had also a kind we

never saw before, called Kennedy Bed. It is

something of the style of Cooper's Redling, but

the calyx is still more closed, the basin still

shallower, and the whole of the apex with a

more "pinched up" appearance. The stalk

cavity is also narrower and deeper than Cooper.

Another Apple not seen before on our tables

was from President Schaffer, though originally a

New Jersey Seedling, called the Sweet Cann. It

is oblong, conic, almost rivalling the Gilliflower

in this uncommon form; but the color is light

yellow, with numerous black dots; and, on the

sunny side, a beautiful light rosy blush. As a

sweet apple it is certainly superior to the very

popular Talman Sweet.

GENEVA HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

We have the following encouraging letter from

Geneva, and hope as many as can will recipro-

cate the Secretary's kind wishes :

"Shouldyouatany time visit this "benight-

ed region,'' we should be only too glad to have

you time your visit so as to be at one of our

weekly meetings. We have a good room and

have full attendance every week, and many ac-

tive working members. In fact, although only

a little over a year old, we are full of vim and

vieor We had two successful exhibitions last

summer, and expect to exert ourselves the
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coming Spring and Fall. Wc shall hold an ex-

hibition in June, at which time, the Western

New York Horticultural Association will meet

with us, and we intend to have a good and

profitable time. Want all the assistance we

can get from abroad, and trust we shall have a

full delegation from Philadelphia, when the

meeting is held,

Yours truly,

Geo. S. Conover, Cor. Sec.

MICHIGAN STATE POMOLOGIOAL
SOCIETY.

Officers for 1870.

President^ Dr. II. G. Sanders,

Treasurer, Hon. S. S. Fuller,

Secretary^ A. T. Linderman,

The office of the Society is at Grand Rapids,

Mich., where the next meeting will be held on

the 1st. Tuesday in April next.

leme. The Seckel, a smaller pear sold at 6 cents a

piece, as fast he could pick them from the trees.

After he had two or three crops he says to me :

" Mr. Pennoyer, how are your pear trees that

you took to your farm ? Mine are all dying out.''

Said I, "there is a very good reason for that

;

you took too much pains with them. You stim-

ulated them too much. You got an un-

natural growth, and the frosts of winter

struck the branches and the blight runned

through the bark to the wood and finally killed

the whole tree. '» I merely set my poor trees in

the earth with no manure, and nothing to enrich

the soil. I let the grass grow round the trees.

I do not allow the grass to be disturbed for any-

thing. I trim and use the knife freely so as to

bring the tree into exact proportions, or just the

shape my taste may desire. In my opinion that

is the true way to raise pear trees.

WESTERN MICHIGAN FRUIT GROWERS
CONVENTION.

This meeting, on the 8th of February, at

Spring Lake, was one of the best successes of

Western Conventions. The town has a Horti-

cultural Hall, and the spirit of Horticulture is

not only alive in the place, but decidedly active.

The gentlemen who spoke were numerous, and

distinguished for their general intelligence. In

talking of Peach culture there was a singular

unanimity, that high and dry land was the best.

The prospects for Peach culture were very good

for this region. Whether soil should be poor or

rich,—or as to what was the best system of cul-

ture, there was no harmony. Grape culture was

considered profitable, with the somewhat sus-

picious condition of "proper varieties ' being

employed. On Pear culture, Hon.',M. Pennoyer

d3tailed some ^interesting experience. He said

:

" I claim to be the first in this town to start

fruit culture. I made up my mind that I would

cultivate a garden and would see what I could

do with pears. I had thtse trees a couple of

years when Mr. John W. Cook said to me, " I

want to buy two village lots oflf your garden."

We agreed on the price and he took them. In

the Spring, he went and dug the dirt away
around his trees some four or five feet, and went

down into the earth three or four feet and filled

it up with compoft manure. The result was he

had a splendid growth of pears for two or three

years, and pears that commanded readily 20

cents a piece. They were Duchess d'Angou-

«••»

THE LAKE SHORE GRAPE GROWERS
ASSOCIATION.

Met on the 16th of Feb., at North-East, and

decided to hold their flUl exhibition there. Prun-

ing and training the grape was freely discussed.

Messrs. Mass, Babcock, Dodge, Griffitli and
Hubbard all gave their experience. All had tol-

erabl-^i good success, although their practices all

mainly differed from one another.

Mr. Griffith, the retiring President, then

thanked the Association for the courtesies ex-

tended to him during the past year, and in a

happy speech, introduced Mr. Mottier, the Pres-

ident elect.

Vice Presidents, A. S. Moss, Fredonia; J. P.

Vincent, Erie ; A. S. Couch, Westfield ; C. L.

Iloag, Lockport; J. A. White, Girard.

Treasurer^ Robert Evans, Erie.

Secretary, J. W. Fall, North-East.

Mr. Evans asked that he might be excused,

and on motion, he was excused, and Stephen

Griffith, Esq , of North-East, substituted in his

place.

«•
MUSKINGUM COUNTY (O.) HORTICUL-

TURAL SOCIETY.

This appears to be a very useful and prosper-

ous society. The President's address, (S. Jacobe
Moore, Esq ,) is one of the most interesting of

many similar documents that have come on to our
table this year ; and we have laid it by in hopes

to be able to use it wholly or in part in the

future.

Mi dard^wf s
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HIKTS FOR MAY,

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE
GROUND.

A friend remarked to the writer recently, that

he thought it a great mistake that more decidu-

ous material was not employed for ornamental

hedges. In some respects we agree with him.

Wherever perpetual screens are desired, Ever-

greens should undoubtedly be chosen. For win-

ter effect also. Evergreen hedges cannot be dis-

pensed wiih. They give at that season a warmth

and cheerfulness, which contrast agreeably with

the prevailing bleakness of other things. Again

when there are parts of the grounds particular-

ly gay in summer time, evergreen hedges, judi-

ciously placed,'tonc down other parts of the sce-

nery with excellent taste. But as we usually see

them,evergreen hedges are very much out of place,

—or if the hedge itself is desirable, much better

results would be obtained from deciduous plants,

rather than from Evergreens. We have thought

that perhaps some account of the best deciduous

plants for hedges might not be quite unseasona-

ble ; for although too late to plant now, it will

serve to lead people who do not know the plants,

to make their acquaintance at this growing sea-

son.

In our mind, there is nothing more beautiful

than a hedge of European Hornbeam, Carpinus

betulus. It has no flowers of consequence, true ;

but when it pushes forth its new growth in

Spring, there is no one but will admire it.

The shoots are then pendulous, and the silvery

plaited leaves are laid alternately, the one over-

lapping the other. As a specimen for lawn

adornment, few things are more popular than a

good Hornbeam ; but in a hedge the effect is

heightened. The American Hornbeam does not

grow quite so close, but has a special beauty in

its rich colored leaves in fall. There is not a

prettier sight in the word, than a hedge of

American Arborvitce in the fall of the year. For

colored leaved plants in early summer, the gol-

den leaved variety of Spircca opulifoUa, called S.

aurea, is a grand hedge plant. The leaves arc

as deep a yellow as the flowers of Forsythia vir-

idlssima, and have a very unique appearance.

We have not known any other Spiroeas used to

any great advantage. The Beech is employed

with very good results. Its twiggy branches

make a good strong mass, which would almost

make a protective fence for a farm. The Coik

barked Maple, Acer campestre, makes a very

strong, and peculiar looking hedge, which is

valuable from its looking like nothing else but

itself. The European Alder we have heard sug-

gested, but have not seen it so that we could

judge practically ; but it is worth trial, especial-

ly for its very rapid growth. The different Haw-

thorns are well known for their perfect adap-

tation to hedge plant purposes. The English,

the Washington [CraUxguscordata) and the

Cockspur [C. crusgalU), are the kinds employed

The purple and green leaved Berberries, the

Calycanthus or Sweet Shrub, Forsythia or Gol-

den Bell, Altheas, Privets, Pynis japonica. Li-

lacs and Tamarix, about complete the list.

Evergreen trees and shrubs are generally the

safest to move, just before the young buds push,

or even after they have started considerably.

Those with broad leaves, such as Mahonias,

Yews, Euonymus, Tree Box, etc., should be

planted only on the north side of buildings,fence8,

or screens ; or under the shade of trees or bushes.

The great danger in the latter case is, that they

will become too dry in summer, by the roots of

the trees abstracting so much moisture from the

i
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soil. Tliis is the common cause of ftiilure with

the Rhododendron, Kahnia, and similar ever-

greens, which it is often attempted to grow un-

der the shade of trees. In this case the proper

course of procedure is to dig out the bed, pre vious

to planting the evergreens, two feet deep; filling

in or mixing with the natural soil some spongy

or fibrous material. This will keep the soil

moist and cool through several summers, until

the roots of the covering timber, attached to so

much loose and moist soil, will be pretty trou-

blcsome. When this trouble arises, the way to

proceed, is to dig out all around the mass of

evergreens two feet deep, severing all the roots

that have interloped from the trees—and this

should be repeated every few years, or as often

as the soil seems to suffer from drought through

the summer season. By this care, which in prac-

tice is found very trifling, evergreens thrive wi'.h

a vi^or and beauty in our climate that is truly

surprising.
, , „ i r

The system of bedding plants has called tor a

new class of character. Formerly viewed as

'•florist's flower," a Verbena, for instance, would

require roundness ofform in the individual flow-

er as a first requisite. The lobes of the edges of

the border should seem so to overlap each other

as to form a perfect circle. Then there should

always be an "eye," and the colors of this eye,

and the margin beyond, be well defined, and not

run gradually into each other. But for l3edding

purp^'oses, a new and striking shade of color, a

free blooming cliaracter, neat habit of growth,

and power to endure a hot, dry sun, are of far

more importance ; and the energies of our im-

provers should be devoted to this end. Seedling

raising with this view is very interesting, and
,

wc would recommend all our amateur friends to
|

try their hands at it. It is a highly interesting

source of gratification even in itself. The way

to proceed is to note some variety that approach-

es neariy to the desired shade, and select seed

from these. The next season some flowers will be

produced probably deeper, and in a few genera-

tion8,by careful annual selection each time,the de-

sired shade can be obtained. The old notion that

'like produces like,'' is a fiUlacy. There is

always more or less of difference in the progeny

from its progenitors, though most generally so

slight that we do not observe it ; but a little art

added to nature's own process, brings out the va-

riations very remarkably. Where quite different

characters to the original are desired, hybridiza-

tion may be resorted to. For instance, we may

have an excellent habit of growth, and free

blooming quality, but a dull colored flower
;
a

kind as nearly allied to the good qualities as pos-

sible, but with better colors should be selected

with which to fertilize the other. Flowers

should be selected for fertilization soon after

they have expanded, and the one used as a fer-

tilizer chosen when matured. The flower of the

former may then have the latter shaken oyer it,

and fertilization will probably ensue. This is a

rough method. The passage of a camel-hair

pencil from one flower to another is better ;
the

pollen from the stamens of the one is more cer-

tainly carried to the other. When hybridizing

is carried on with nicety, it is best entirely to

remove the anthers with a i>air of scissors before

applying the pollen of the other kind. This les-

sens the chances of self-fertilization, and renders

the operation either a certain failure to produce

seed at all, or a different race/rom its parents

by the seeds so produced. New fruits may be

produced in the same way. It was at one time

supposed all these productions were mules, and

though they might produce flowers in their pro-

geny, would not produce fruit, and so the oi^era-

tion would not benefit the pomologist. But this

is now found not to be the case. The progeny is

sometimes barren, but this is rather the excep-

tion than the rule.

The first week in May is usually the time to

set out Dahlias. They do best in a trenched

soil, say 18 inches deep at least, and prefer cow-

manure to any other when it can be obtained.

If planted on thin or dry soils, ihey will not

hloom till near the approach of frost, when the

chief enjoyment of the Dahlia is lost, It is best,

where possible, to plant a duplicate of each

kind.

Tuberoses should also be planted this month,

but they like warm, rich, sandy soil ; though,

like the Dahlia, they do not like dry soil. As a

rule. Tuberoses that flowered last fall will not

do so this, but the off*sets will do so the year

after.

••m»*

FRUIT GARDEN.

Look out for insects. If taken in time and de-

stroyed, they seldom become troublesome. These

rebels gain strength only by time. Fruit trees

swelling their fruits, are always improved by a

soaking of water just before ripening. This is

particularly true of the Strawberry. Corn stalks

make a good mulch for the Strawberry,—some-

thing is necessary to keep the fruit clean. As

fruit trees push out new shoots, pull out vigo-

rous ones, to strengthen the weaker. Thin out

fruit where there is danger of over-bearing,

which newly planted trees often will do. Black-

berries and Raspberries, set out in spring, may

kill themselves by overbearing. It is pardon-

able to wish for some fruit the first year. If a

tree seems to be growing freely, some fruit may

be left. Cut out Black-knot, or any syptoms of

disease that may appear, and as they appear.

<•»>

VEGETABLE GARDEN.

In the cultivation of garden crops, the hoe and

rake, should be kept continually at work. Weeds

should be taken in hand before they are barely

out of the seed-leaf, and one -half the usual labor

of vegetable gardening will be avoided. Hoeing

or earthing up of most garden crops is of im-

mense advantage in nearly every case. One

would suppose that in our hot climate flat culture

would be much more beneficial ; but a fair trial,

say on every other row of a bed of cabbages, will

show a great difference in favor of the earthed-

up plants. It would be easy to explain the rea-

son of this, but in this column we try to confine

ourselves to '* hints," and leave reasons to our

other departments.

Cabbage, Cauliflower, and Brocoli, are now
set out for fall crops, and Endive sown for winter

Salad. Lettuce also for summer and fall use.

This, however, must l)e sown in very rich soil,

and in a partially shaded situation, or it will go

to seed. Peas, Beans, and other crops, should be

sowed every two weeks. They do much better

than when a large crop is sown at one time, and

then have too many on at one time to waste.

Melons, Cucumbers, Corn, Okra, Squash,

Beans, Sweet Potatoes, Lima Beans, Pepper,

Egg-plants, Tomatoes and other tender vegeta-

bles that do not do well till the sun gets high,

and the grouud warm, should go into the soil

without delay.

Bean poles should be set before the beans are

planted ; and near cities where they are compara-

tively high priced, their ends should be charred.

This will make them last some years.

COMMUNICATIONS.

LETTERS FROM THE PACIFIC COAST.
NO. V,

Sa^ Francisco, Cal., Oct. 30t/t, 1869.

Dear Monthly : The markets of a city are very

likely to give one an unprejudiced opinion of the

resources of the surrounding country ', so our first

visit in this place was to its market houses,

which we found conveniently situated in a cen-

tral locality, and erected in a very substantial

manner. Upon entering the spacious doorways,

our attention was immediately directed to the

great variety and Ixjauty of the fish deixirtment.

In my visits to similar places, in many of the

larger cities of the Eastern States, I have never

seen anything to equal it ; and although we no-

ticed many familiar looking types of our own

species, yet there existed a iMJCuliar appearance

that at once marked them as being distinct, as

well as very characteristic of the western wa-

ters. Leaving the fish, we next approach the

game-dealers, and once more are obliged to con-

fess how superior the supply of every descrip-

tion, to the majority of our houses at home.

Quails both mountain and valley species ; Orouse

in variety; Jiabbits, or rather /fares of very largo

size; Wild Ducks of manyl<ind8; Venison in

abundance ; Terrapins, Oysters j Shrimps, &c.,

and indeed all in such large quantities, that we
were surprised to find one city consuming so a great

a supply. Nearing the fruit stands, we were

soon enjoying the pleasure of examining the fine

collection spread out before us ; and let me say

that it is not alone owing to their very large size,

which gives the Californian specimens their wel\

merited celebrity, but to their very beautiful ap-

pearance and regularity of shape as well. I un-

derstand that curculio marks have been seen

here, but with the closest observation, I did not

find a single puncture. Apples and pears were

offered by the barrel, the specimens in each so

exactly alike in size, color, and indeed every

other quality, that there could be no possible
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choice in the whole lot. Baldwin, Rhode Island

Greening and JEsopus Spitzeuberg, were espe-

cially fine in appearance, and Bellefleur enor-

mously large. Large heaps f oranges, limes

and lemons, fresh from Mexican plantations,

were displayed in profusion, and of first quality

hi size and color. Cranljerries from the East

were selling at ^18 per barrel ; and a large fruit-

ed species of Tree Cranberry from Oregon, not un-

like Viburnum opulug'ix} appearance, were offer-

ed at a less price.

The Grapes made a glorious show, not only in

the vast quantity offered for eale, but in size,

color and flavor also. The Black Hamburg was

fully equal to any specimens of that variety

grown under glass at home. It is not however, a

popular market fruit here, owing to its tender

tlesh. The flame colored Tokay is considered

the most reliable and profitable kind grown. It

is of large size, ripens readily, is a beautiful pink

in color, but unfortunately of rather poor quali-

ty. Bunches of this variety weighed 1, 2 and 3

pounds each, resi^ectively. The Muscat of Alex-

andria was remarkably fine, as it always is in the

East when properly ripened, and although not

very extensively grown, is most excellent in fla-

vor. A very peculiar smallish black grape of

foreign parentage, although a native of the State,

appeared to be exceedingly popular, judging

from the quantity offered for sale. The bunches

were very long and somewhat open in structure,

after the manner of the Palestine. In quality,

it was only medium, but very juicy and refresh-

ing. Numerous other scedlinijs of the place, of

less prominence, were also on sale, but none suf-

ficiently good for extensive cultivation. The

vegetable gardeners were offering their produc-

tions in a tempting manner, fresh from the sur-

rounding farms. Great heads of luscious look-

ing Caulirtowers, Green-curled Savoy and other

Cabbages of large size *, String Beans, Peas,

Brussel Sprouts, young Radishes; crisp, firm

heads of Lettuce ; huge bunches of well blanch-

ed Celery; Strawberries emitting a delightful

fragrance ; Potatoes that would assuredly graiify

the most insane disciple affiicted with the ''po-

tato-mania ;'' and all this just as the wintry

weather is fast locking up our vegetable re-

sources at home.
After leaving the market, we next visit the

Mechanic's Institute Fair, which is now in sue

cessful operation in the city. Passing by the

many objects of interest in the Mechanic arts,

we soon arrive at the Horticultural Department,

which is fitted up with considerable taste.

Larger specimens may possibly be met with at

our fairs at home, but I very much doubt if any

collection could possibly comprise a more uni-

form display than was here shown.

As my time was limited, 1 hastily made a few

notes of some of the finer contiibutions as I

passed along the tables, and accordingly repro-

duce them here. B. S. Fox of San Jose, exhibi-

ted Gloria Mundi apples more like small pump-

kins in size, than anything else, and 1 presume

in texture as well. Bachelor a very large striped

apple, was attractive in appearance, and elicited

universal admiration ; Chester Red Winter was

another immense variety of a deep red color,

also handsomely striped ; Baldwin, Fallawater

and Bellefleur, were all as fine as any I have

seen at home. An adjoining display from

Sonoma Co., embraced Gloria Mundi, Tompkins

Co. King, R. I. Greening, Bellefieur, Golden

Russett and Baldwin, all so large and beautiful,

I could scarcely detect them. Close by, were

three apples from Oregon of such enora ous pro-

portions, that to name them was entirely out of

the question ; but a guess, Gloria Mundi would

not be far wrong. One of these measured fifteen

inches in circumference. A splendid display of

Grapes was presented by R. S. Thompson, pro-

prietor of the "Hope Vineyard." Well ripened

Muscat of Alexandria was, however, the attrac-

tive object in the collection, although there were

excellent bunches of Flame -colored Tokay and

other kinds. Other gentlemen presented credit-

able displays of Grapes. A large collection of

Apples from Placer Co., was shown by J. R.

Nickerson. J. Strentzel of Alhambra, in addi-

tion to a large and beautiful assortment of grapes,

had Oranges grown in the ojien air, hard and

soft Shelled Almonds, Pomegranites, &c. This

was a decided feature in the Hall. R. Kercheral

exhibited enormously large Apples and Pears.

On one plate I noticed an apple weighing 1 J lbs.

and a pear 2^ lbs. D. T. Adams of San Jose,

made a very creditable display of Apples and

Pears. L A. Gould of the same place, gained

the prize for "best collection of fruits." In this

display, I noticed a plate of Catallac Pears, one

of which weighed 1 lb. 11 oz., and all appeared

alike in size. The great variety and remarka-

bly fine appearance of this contribution, elicited

very general remark. I noticed a single bunch

of grapes taken from a seedling vine, which

weighed 7 lbs. ; in general appearance it was not

unlike Black Barbarosa, but inferior in quality

to the latter. Some of the California vineyard-

ists are now experimenting with the foreign va-

rieties of the jrrape grafted on our native kinds,

under the belief that such a course will impart

to them a more hardy constitution ; but the spe-

cimens on exhibition were certainly not corrobo-

rative of this theory. I tasted Muscat of Alex-

andria taken from a vine that had been worked

on an Isabella root, and which was quite below

the usual standard of this time-honored variety.

Through the kindness of the Committee in

charge, I was enabled to test some of the finest

looking specimens of Beurre d'Anjou and Glout

Morceau Pears I had ever seen, but I am obliged

to add they were very far inferior to the same

varieties grown in the East.—that is, so far as

flavor was concerned. The texture was coarser,

and notwithstanding there was a certain amount

ofsprightliness and juice, they lacked the per-

fume and richness so essential in a first class

fruit. I was greatly interested in the tables de-

voted to the display of dried and preserved

fruits, and can sincerely say that nowhere have

I ever seen more beautiful Figs, Raisins and

Prunes, than were here shown ; and I cannot see

anything to prevent California from competing

successfully with foreign countries in producing

these remunerative articles. Apples and Pears

were also admirably conserved, and neatly arran-

ged in boxes in a very tempting manner. In the de-

pirtment allotted to fruit, my attention was di-

rected to a branch not two feet in length, on

which was grown and perfected the present sea-

son, fifty fine sized Louise Bonne Pears ; near

by was suspended a life size photograph of the

same,—a wonderful example 'of the profuseness

of these western fruits. The Committee in-

formed us, that last season a gentleman exhibi-

ted before the Society, a pear weighing 4.} lbs.

,

but the name was not known. I should be very

fearful however, that as regards flavor, it would

be quite useless for the table at least. The veg-

etables were poorly represented, but the few on

exhibition were really fine. I noticed some Po-

tatoes weighing three pounds each, very smooth

and perfect ; immense Pumpkins such as we have

annually at our Eastern shows, and no doubt

quite as worthless ; and Sweet Potatoes that

were really surprising in size. One exhibitor

of the latter, showed a single bunch, the product

of one vine, with seven tubers, each measuring

12 inchts in length, and 6 inches in diameter.

Quite a good display was made of greenhouse

plants by several contributors, among which

were fine specimens of Ferns and Lycopodlums

of fair size. One firm had a nice assortment of

rare evergreen in pots, embracing many species

not hardy in the Northern States. I must not

forget the good collection of Cacti from San Jose,

deposited by G. W. Tarlton. As most of this

tribe of plants succeed admirably in the open air

at the above place, my readers can readily

imagine the size and thrifty appearance of spe-

cimens grown under such circumstances. The

wine houses of the City also'contributed theirshare

to the general collection, and as California wines

are now becoming so well known and apprecia-

ted among consumers of the article, I may be al-

lowed to say it attracted much attention and ap-

peared to be one of the features, that the resi-

dents prided themselves on having very superi-

or. Specimens of all the principal woods of Cali-

fornia were on exhibition, beautifully dressed

and polished to show the grain of each. It is

needless to add, they were greatly admired.

A place of considerable interest to the stranger

in San Francisco, and more especially to the Nat-

uralist, is Woodward's gardens, located in what

is now the suburbs of the City. The grounds

are several acres in extent, and are prettily di-

versified with rocky eminences, mounds, &c., all

under excellent cultivation, and very neatly and

judiciously erected according to the prevailing

style of picturesque gardening. The proprietor,

with the natural love for the beautiful, and a

taste for science in all its various branches, con-

ceived the idea of devoting his property to the

establishment of a Zoological and Botanical Gar-

den. The collection of wild animals is quite ex-

tensive and rare, as are also the numerous spe-

cies of birds. In the museums may be found

mounted and very neatly preserved speci-

mens of the same in great variety; here too is

the nucleus for a complete suite of the minerals

of the State, as well as many fine shells, &c., &c.

For several years the founder of this beautiful

resort, threw open the gates to the public free of

charge, but as the collection rapidly increased in

size,l;he additional expense rendered an admit-

tance fee necessary ; but certainly no one could be-

grudge the merely nominal charge that is now ex-

acted from the visitor. The greater portion of my

time allotted to this visit, was spent among the

trees and plants, which are mostly such as will

not live in the open air with us at home ;
but as

seen in this congenial mild climate, are objects

of unusual interest to the botanist at least. The

size of some of the specimens is not alone the
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onl}' remarkable feature, but the i>eculiar habit

and luxuriant growth of each, i» worthy of re-

mark.
One of the first plants upon entcrinf^ the en-

closure, is a fine s[)ecimen of Spartium junceum

or "Spanish Broom," 15 feet high, and at the

time of our visit, covered with myriads of large

yollow pea-shaped flowers. Growing beside it,

was a large Acacia cyanophylla from Australia,

S") feet in height and elegantly trained. A grove

of the charming native species, Pinwi insir^is of

Douglas, WMS here seen by myself for the first

time, and greatly admired for the feathery light-

ness of its deep green foliage, and for the dense

fompact habit of its growth. With us at the

Xorth, it will not stand in any situation, but

liore, notliMig could exceed its beautiful appear-

ance, and I can hereafter appreciate the many
encomiums bestowed upon it by our transatlan-

tic brethren. These cultivated specimens are

about 25 feet in height.

Another of the handsome native trees belong-

ing to California, was the Ciiju'csaus macrocarpa

of ITartweg. and one of the finest species of the

Cypress family ; but alas I also unreliable in the

Northern States. It is familiarly known as the

"Monterey Cypress," and is particularly noted

f>rthe size and abundance of its cones, hence

the specific name. Quite a large number of

these plants are scattered through various por-

tions of the gardens, all in the liighest state of

]>crfeclion. and averaging about 15 feet high, al-

though in their native localities, they form trees

50 and GO feet in height. Passing by a fine plant

of the Acacia linearis, with its long linear leaves

and at least 20 feet high, we arrive at the main

Cypress collection. A well marked form of the

'•Common Cypress" of Europe,

—

Cupressus sem-

pervirenSy was labeled var. stricta^ on account I

suppose of its very erect habit of growth. C.

funchris was represented by a dense plant about

C feet in height, but it was not in so flourishing

a condition as were otherj of the family. C.

Lusitanica was 20 feet high, and one of the very

best species seen. I must not forget the beauti-

ful hedges of C. macrocarjm^ 10 feet in height,

remarkably dense, and of the brightest shade of

green. Near the above, were growing several

LiTiic plants of Vihurnum tinus or "Lauresli-

nus," from to 10 feet high, and all in full

bloom. An Araucaria Bidwilliij 8 feet in

height, and regularly branched, was a pretty

bight. This species is from Australia, where

it grows from 100 to 150 feet in height.

Ahies MenziesH is here in the greatest per-

fection ; one specimen 35 feet high, was without

doubt as handsome a plant as any conifer I ever

saw; it wa»8o regularly conical in outline, so dense

in form, and so very attractive in color, that for

the time being I could not resist the impulse of

envying the proprietor such a decided acquisi-

tion. One of the graceful type of so-called

"AVeepers," was well represented in the Schinus

muJti or "Peruvian Mastic Tree," a native of

South America, and seemingly peH'eclly at home

in this pure mild climate. Tlie plant is about

15 feet high and the same in diameter (spread of

branches.) A large Canuarina not unlike a i^reat

"Scotch Broom," was here 20 feet high. Pittos-

porum tohirn, 8 feet in diameter, with its leathery

evergreen leaves formed a pleasing object ; it

produces early in the sunnner a great profusion

of fragrant, cream colored flowers, but its bloom-

ing season is now unfortunately passed. Close

beside the above, was an^excellent specimen of

the Acacia pulchella, known here as the "Zigzag

Spiny Acacia ;" it comes from Kew Holland,

and is entirely successful at this place, forming

a round compact bush 8 feet high, and the same

in diameter. Pfiotinia serrulata a well known

Chinese species, cultivated fi-equently under

glass at home, is growing here feet high and at

least 10 feet Mirough. I was exceedingly pleased

to see the great plants of Veronica macrocarpa

scattered through this garden, each covered with

long spikes of purple flowers, and all thriving

with the most perfect luxuriance. Another of

our old greenhouse plants is one of the fine sights

of California gardens, and that is Fabiana im-

bricata; plants 5 to 6 feet high, each surmounted

with numerous long spikes of pure snow white

flowers, must be seen to be thoroughly appre-

ciated. Abutilom, 15 and 20 feet high, growing

in the opi'n air all the year round, and always

loaded with their drooping graceful bell-shaped

flowers were very handsome of course. A spe-

cies of Eucalyptis, a myrtaceous genus from New
Holland, was exceedingly conspicuous and quite

pretty. The best tree was 25 feet in height,

with long slender branches, each terminating in

a long loose panicle of green, fruit. The speci-

men of Sequoia yiganiea although very good, had

not the perfectly healthy appearance of those

srrowimi wild on the Sierra Nevada. Acacia

verticillataj 15 feet across and the same in height,

was very fine. This species, a native of Van
Dieman's Land, succeeds admirably here. The

A. cultriformis is more curious than handsome,
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and is well represented by a specimen B feet high.

A fine plant of LeplOHpermum 10 feet high, was

doin- well, as was also Escallonia mnntividiemis

from Brazil, a specimen 10 feet in height, show-

in^ favorablv its pleasing form and habit. An

Acacia deaXbaia 25 feet high, was remarkably

fine, and although it is suflSciently hardy to

stand in the open air in England, it will not suc-

ceed in the Northern States. At this place it is

unsurpassed for gracefulness ; and in addition,

to its lovely foliage, when in bloom, the rich gold-

en colored balls of flowers are delightfully fra-

crrant, thus rendering it one of the most valua-

ble of the genus. A glorious specimen of Lvjus-

trum lucidam or "Shining-leaved Privet" from

China, was 20 feet in height, and was conspicu-

ous for its lilac-like leaves Melaleuca armillaris

a Myrtaceous plant from New South Wales, was

10 feet high, and formed a beautiful specimen

with long'drooping branches ; the aromatic fra-

grance of the foliage was exceedi.)gly fine. A

pretty species of E-^calionia, a Chilian plant of

considerable value for ornamental purposes, was

here 2.^ feet in height. Eriobotrya Japomca of

Lindley {Mesinlus Japonica of Thunberg) usually

known as the "Japan Loquat," was remarkable

for its large leaves and showy appearance ;
it

measured 10 feet in height.

Before leaving the place, we made a hurried

tour of the various conservatories and vineries,

all of which gave evidence of careful attention

on the part of those in charge. Large numbers

of strong vigorous plants of CaUa ^ihiopica or

more properiy Richardia JEthiopica, were grow-

ing on the edge of a little lake, and attracted our

attention by their unusual size and vigorous ap-

pearance, being at least 5 feet high, and sur-

mounted by exceedingly large creamy white flow

era.

As my present letter is quite long enough, I

shall have to curtail my notes on these specimen

plants, but at the same time, I desire to advise

every one visiting this city to spend a few hours m

examining the many objects of natural history to

be found here. In my next, I will have some-

thing more to say about the gardens of San

Francisco, as well other topics not strictly hor-

ticultural.

Sincerely &c.,

JOSIAII ITOOPES.

JUDICIOUS STOCKING OF SMALL
GBOUNDS.

BY WALTER ELDER, PHILA.

This is a laudable desire with many lovers of

rural life, to prow a numerous variety and spe-

cies of ornamental trees and shrubbery, flowers,

fruits, &c -, but those who have small grounds

are often at a loss as to what species and what

number will best suit their fancies and ornament

their crrounds without causing confusion in after

years" and as many purchase rural estates every

year, it behooves all who are skilled in such

matters, to give their opinions, and those need-

in^ knowledge, should subscribe for. and read

oifr horticultural masazlues for information, and

they may be saved hundreds of dollars, and se-

vere disappointments in stocking their lands.

An evercrreen hedge around small grounds,

should be one of the first embellishments set out.

Ever-^reens trees being also green all winter,

may be numerouslv set. The diflerent species

.rive diversity and impart beauty to each by their

contrast •,each one can be kept within certain limits

by annual pruning, which is very much in prac-

tice now. Some deciduous species of trees grow

lar-er than others, and for immediate shade

aro^und the house, the large, of compact forms,

may be set out : others of more dwarf habits,

may be set upon the lawn, at such distances as

will suit, and so arranged as to make a pleasing
_ 1 e .\i^ ^^ If ia flipWill OUll(, niiv* iJ ' r>

Ti.
• 41 a

contrast of their forms and folmgc. It la the

apparcnl mrktu that gives beauty and an air of

wealth. All can l)e kept compact and within

proper bounds, by pruning ; so it is with shrub-

Lry, both evergreen and deciduous, they can be

..rown in many forms by annual clippinR
;
the

Evergreens are clipped in April, some of the de-

ciduous arc clipped in winter, others atter their

blossoming is over, others should not be clipped,

as they produce their blooms on top of branches,

say Lilacs Mountain Ash, Hydrangea quercifo-

lia, &c., if they grow too tall, top them just after

blooming. Many flowers are better for pruning.

Bv cutting off the end of running branches of

Verbena, Petunia and other creepers occasion-

ally, they will produce double the number Of

blossoms, and will occupy less space
; »;»<1^l'™^"

crs by nipping olT the ends of upper shoots the

. ants'wiuVranch more at the bottoms and bet-

Fruit trees can all be kept within certain space,

and yield plenty of fruits by judicious pruniug ;

'

I
i !

'-

1
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the trees will also keep thrifty, and will be made

into handsome forms. So quite a variety of tree

fruits can be produced upon small grounds to

serve the family necessities, and the varieties so

selected as to give a continuance of fruits, by the

earliest, medium and late varieties. Grape vines

should have racks or arbors to climb upon, or be

trained upon them ; say Concord for early, and

others for later fruits. Berries ore also nice

and wholesome, strawberry earliest, and later

varieties ; next follows Raspberry. Gooseberry

being used green for tarts, gives a change ; Black-

berries,—Early Wilson and Kittatinny, make a

long season of berries. Currants are useful when
half ripe for tarts, and for jelly when ripe. Now
let any one consider how many delicious fruits,

pretty and fragrant flowers, handsome trees and
beautiful shrublxjry they can have upon an acre

or two of good land, besides vigorous health and

cheerful spirits, with fresh country air. All

must get landfor gardens.

ABOUT MOULD OR FUNGI AND ANI-
MALCULiE.

BT JACOB STAUFFER, LANCASTER, PA.

Those microscopic objects, in regard to which

much has been discovered, and much more re-

mains yet to be discovered and explained, and

which have much to do with vegetables and
their diseases, demands our attention.

I shall not stop to enquire into the controver-

ny as regards the origin of fungi—from the yeast

cells to the more highly organized cryptogamous

plants—or the arguments advanced to prove

''spontaneous generation," but am willing to ac-

cept the opinion, that all have their germ, and
under favorable conditions will manifest them-

selves.

A numl)er of essays have been written

about Malaria as the cause of intermittent fever.

Dr. Salisbury has demonstrated that "Malaria''

was caused by a fungus, which he terms the

"Ague palmella," growing in certain localities

where the soil and hygrometric conditions are

suited for their development ; and that he has
found these plants in the blood and urine, differ-

ing in no respects from the plants in their nat-

ural habitat ; and further states, that when qui-

nine is for sometime taken, it destroys the pow-
er of reproduction or spores of the plant, and is

the means of cure. Now it is a fact, that any
vegetable solution will develop infusoria, ex-

cept that of barks, or which contain the

quinia.

Dr. Salisbury has been somewhat criticized,

but the facts remain. I will here mention a

matter that came under ray observation, which

I never published or heard of. On a botanical

excursion along the banks of the Juniata river,

I took shelter beneath the rocks during a brisk

shower about noon, in the summer of 1856 ; the

sun came out brilliantly, I stepped out with a

view of descending from the railroad to a flat

delta on the bank of the river. From my elevated

position, I had a fair view of the flat place be-

neath me. Casting my eyes over the field for

some object of attraction, I noticed here and

there a puff of smoke-like vapor arising from the

soil, which was speedily dissipated and became

invisible ; this arrested my attention, and led me
to consider the matter. I then came to the con-

clusion that the moisture produced by the show-

er of rain, and the sudden warmth of a mid-day

sun, caused the bursting of certain puff-balls

or fungi and the apparent smoke. The dense mass

of sporules discharged, such as I have seep, form-

ing incrustations on plants in malarious districts,

and the idea then occurred to me, that that was

the "Malaria," and that I had better keep on

high ground, and change my course to hunt

along the mountain sides for the time being.

which I

Asue."
did, rather than risk "catching the

TIow far can these sporules be conveyed ?

They can be buried up by fogs and held for a

long time, and carried to a great distance ; like

saline particles which are known to be so con-

veyed. As an evidence, we may cite the expe-

rience of the farmers on our eastern sea-board,

were fogs are frequent,and it is found that at a dis-

tance of 15 miles from the salt water, they never

need to salt the cattle, as there is enough of salt

upon the grass which they daily eat. Taking it

for granted then, that these minute germs float

in the air, and will develop under suitable con-

ditions, the question now arises, what are

those conditions ? Alternate moisture and heat,

cloudy or foggy weather, seems to be the leading

conditions to promote their development, and a

proper nidus or combination of matter to foster

them.

But we find certain excrescences which have

puzzled mycologists and naturalists generally.

The great diversity of galls formed by insects,

which puncture the tender shoots, and cause an

extraversion of the sap, which produces the gall

and forms the nidus of the larva, in which it de-

velopes. Those are pretty generally well under-

stood.

But an extraversion of the sap can be in-

duced by other causes, which also result in form-

ing spongy excrescences, which on drying, be-

come hard and woody or powder. For instance,

if in early spring the weather is prematurely

mild, the blossom or leaf bud is forced before its

time ; may be subsequently destroyed by frost,

or so far altered as to produce a swelling and

rupture of the tissue, and cause granular swell-

ings, which only form a receptacle for a species

oUijcoperdon, which attaches itself and converts

it into a fungoid excrescence.

I have now before me a similar excrescence to

that sent you by Mr. Barry, growing on a young

hickory tree. I can easily discover the fungus

from ihe external surface dipping downwards,

but not under the bark ; but I do trace a black

cicatrix, that seems to indicate a wound in the

bark, from which the sap exuded.

Fungoids of this class are usually (in their

early stage) formed of a gelatinous substance,

and called Tremella-but nothing is more un-

certain than the generic character, and even

the natural order of Tremella. The genus is

made up of various gelatinous productions, in

which no traces of fructification have been detect-

ed. Having no shields, tubercles or warts, they

could be referred to Lichen or its allies ;
neither

have they seeds imbedded throughout their sub-

stance to make them U7i'ce, much less any aggre.

gated seeds with or without a perceptible peri-

carp as in Fwcus. They moreover differ from

both the latter genera, in not being submersed

Algce, for the aquatic species are, as Roth and

Persoon observe, much better excluded. The

able cryptogamist, Persoon, refers the Tremella

to the order Fungi, but without any attempt to

show that they produce powdery seeds from the

surface of a Hymenium, or superficial membrane.

Persoon defines 24 species, generally parasitical

on the bark or branches of living trees, or on

dead wood.

It would be idle to detail all the imaginary

species of various genera by the name of Tremel-

la, Clavaria, Pt^cinia, &c., which authors of the

first authority have made out of similar produc-

tions. It is vain to attempt to reconcile the

statements, and I have come to the opinion that

some at least, are mere gummy exudations,

caused by immoderate wet, accompanied by re-

sinous or ligneous particles, insoluble in water,

which give them when dry, often a powdery ap-

pearance, or of a woody character. I am aware,

objections may be advanced, but whether cor-

rect or not, it is simply my object to awaken

closer inspection; we must observe and note

facts, be the theory what it may. I have now

studied the matter only far enough to enable me

to begin to make research the coming summer,

with a basis to start from. Any facts on this

subject will greatly interest me. All of which is

respectfully submitted

.

CONDITIONS FAVORABLE TO PEAR
GROWING.

BY J. TV. CLARKE, GREEN BAY, WIS.

There can be no particle of doubt but that the

Editor of the Gardener's Monthly is right in em-

phasizing the opinion, that a ''cool surface" of

the soil is necessary to success in growing Pears.

The radical difficulty we have to meet is, the

extremes of atmospheric temperature, the prime

cause of disorganization, giving rise to many

forms of disease in grape wood, and in Apple

and Pear trees. The simple principle of keeping

the surface free from extremes of heat, may be

carried further, and applied also to the stems

and branches of Pear trees particularly.

Many years ago, Mr. Barry of Rochester, New

York, proved conclusively by actual experiment,

that rapid and extreme changes of temperature

caused leaf curl in the Peach. And as changes

in the color of Pear leaves, always indicating dis-

organization, usually and quickly follow extreme

changes of atmospheric temperature, there is

littlelf any room to doubt, that extreme and

rapid changes of temperature, cause rupture of

of cell-growth in the leaves and albumination of

Pear and Apple trees. In 1869, vast numbers

of Apple trees here, in central Wisconsin, were

affected with what is called Pear Blight. The

edges of the leaves curled, and turned to a dark

brown ; and this was as much the case on North

slopes as in orchards with a southern aspect ;

showing that the causes were actively atmos-

^ Theseason, the air, and the soil, were in 1869

more moistthan is ugual; this gave a more watery

sap and succulent condition to the newer wood,

with greater heat absorbing capacity-by excess

of succulency-hence it would result that rup -

ture and Leaf Blight would prevail from excess

of moisture-to growth made in a usually dry

climate-and extreme absorption of heat, even

when the atmospheric temperature was no high-

it
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er than in average seasons. It does not seem

necessary to admit that in any instance fungoid

growth can cause disease, as these parasites are

a scavenger provision of nature to use up disor-

ganized structure. The Pear makes more rapid

succulent and tender shoots than the Apple, by

reason it forms structure and abundance of sap:

the young wood corresponding with the fruit in

this particular.

Suel Foster is said to be intending to set rows

of Evergreens on the south side of his Pear trees

with branches of Pearlapping with those of Ever-

green. This close proximity is, I think objec-

tionable, as no heat is required from the Ever-

green by the Pear, and both protection from

S. W. winds, and shade can be as well secured

by putting the evergreens a few feet distant It

appears to me that the shade of evergreens will

be too dense or complete for the best growth of

the Pear, and that the parts of the tree alternate-

ly exposed to the ten o'clock sun. before shading,

and to the four o'clock heat afterwards would

subject the pear wood to too great changes of

temperature, besides excluding light and air in

too great a degree on the shaded side of the fruit

trees.

Equability of temperature is a great desidera-

tum, as a preventive of rupture—the great

source and seat of disease. To secure this re-

sult without too much excluding light and air, I

suggest that thrifty growing Apple, Maple, or

other deciduous trees, that are, and will continue

twice as large as the Pear trees, he set on the

S. S. ^Y. or two o'clock side of the Pears. Trees

that leaf out as easily and retain their leaves as

late as the Pear, to be benefited, can be em-

ployed ; and in this way the principle of the

practice of protecting Evergreens, to secure

equality of temperature, by partial shade, may
be as easily applied to the Pear, giving it a cool-

er and more equable climate, within one of

greater extremes of heat, as we see exemplified

by the naturally cooler shaded or inter climate,

in which countless multitudes of evergreens

flourish in the woods of the far north and in the

mountains farther south. More of a practical

cast can be suggested, but for the time we will

postpone.
«»•»—~

ALPINE STRAWBERRIES.
BY MR. CIIAS. CRUCKNELL, IIARRISBURG PA.

The argument advanced by some of those who
think the Mexican Everbearing and the old Red

Alpine one and the same, is, the late wet season

had much to do with their everbearing character.

This statement becomes valueless, when com-

pared with the following testimony from the pen

of an eye witness, who saw them growing. The

Editor of the Oardener'>s Monthly, at page 240,

of last year's volume says : " We 1 ave seen Al-

pines boar a few flowers occasi^mally from the

runners, but this ono bears profusely from the

ritnncrs as they grow. Another bed which we

saw on the grounds of Mr. J. P. Whiting, at

Detroit, set out on the 12th of May, was not

only bearing large fruit abundantly, but the run-

ners from them were also bearing.''

At Wintertheen an expensive system of tanks

had been built with a view of irrigating the beds

at ])leasure. When the spring rains ceased, ir-

rigation was commenced, and continued so

long as the beds bore fruit, which was generally

to the end of July.

The plan adopted was to turn the water on

the beds at night and in the morning stop it off".

If water was an advantage to the plants, they

certainly had enough of it. Irrigation certainly

prolonged the fruiting serason somewhat by caus-

ing the old stools to throw up a succession of

flowers, but I do not remember ever having seen

any of the growing runners show a tendency to

flower during the several years I had them under

cultivation. Occasionally some of the old stools

would throw up a few flower stalks, but so late

in the season, that the frost generally nipped

them before the fruit had attained any size.

There was one kind grown which did bear fruit

the whole season, the fruit both red and white

being inferior to the Red Alpine. This kind

made no runners, but was increasei by division

of the stools.
M*-

CELLULAR TISSUE in the PAULOWNIA.
BY TROF. RUSSELL, SALEM, MASS.

Examining a branch of Paulownia, I was

struck with the appearance of the cellular tissue

in the immediate vicinity of the buds. That

next the bark was tender, impcrfect,and the cells

of smaller size, while the wood cells about the

buds or "eyes" was a transition from the cam-

bium cells ; elongating, hardening and becoming

fibrous and ligneous. The first named, and

therefore the Cambium layer or Cambium tissue,

was filled with minute granules, the contents of

the several cells yet unchanged ; those around

the eye of the buds were bent in a circular man-

ner, the incipient bud was only a more compact

granular mass, and similar but smaller masses

were here and there found in the cells, at a dis-

tance from the eye of the bud I could find no

connection with the medullary rays, and if any-

thin<- is particularly wrong in the old fashioned

term's, it seems to mi calling those woody plates

" Medullary rays '' is certainly so. The 3ledulla

is the pith, ami pith is nothing but dead paren-

chyma, shrinking and breaking away as the

stem expands, particularly in hollow stemmed

l)lants, and those plants which grow rapidly.

The marrow and pith of bones are always living

structures; but of plants, of use only for a few

weeks or months of their first growth. The

analogy between animal and vegetable structure

in "pith" is only ideal, looking and seeming,

but not identical or homologous These smaller

clustered cell-content masses I consider reserved

forces, in case the eye of the bud fails ;
and hence

as they have issued from the cambium layer near

the normal eye in the axil of the leaf, which eye

you have proved by observation becomes abor

tivc, so similar ones can be created in the cam-

buim layer, which extends in a straight line

above the axillary bud to form a second, and

a<'ain above that to form a third, which in cassia

pushes and grows into the leaf stalk (you say).

Here then the node system ofnew leaves seems only

defective, and the true leaf, though looking like

springing from the wood, in reality sprin-s from

the cambium tissue or layer, which is always on

the surface of the sap-wood and lines, on the

other side the inner layer of the bark. With

this plan I can see no sort of use in the vitality

of the apex ot the medullary ray,even were I sat

isfied that it possessed vitality, because the cam-

bium layer,with its ever living cellular tissue sub-

ject to the same law of reproduction as the cellu-

lar tissue of the crvptogamous plants,is always ca-

pable of forming possible bud germs in any part

of its extension.

AVhy the yet tender cambium layer or

tissue bends around in a circular manner, and

hardens in circular plates of wood so as to

form the knot at the base of the yet coming

branch, or rather of the yet to be developed

branch, I cannot imagine, but presume it may

have something to do with the spiral arrange-

ment of the foliage as well as of all branches; only

we see it here in its very first start, so that what

is true of the whole, is true of the part, even of

the minutest and aboriginal part, the first ligne-

ous growth of bud and stem.
^ ^„ f«

[The last two paragraphs have reference to

the suggestion of a friend in reference to the uses

of tlic medullary rays.—Ed. G. M.\

CULTIVATION OF BLACK HAMBURG
GRAPES IN GROUND VINERIES.

BY J. S. HOUGHTON-, PHILADELPHIA.

Read be/ore the Penna. Hort. Socici}/, April 5th, 1870.

The finer kinds of Grapes, such as the Black

Hamburg, the Muscat Hamburg, &c., have been

much grown in England, within a few years past,

in what are called Ground Vineries or Cu-

rate's Vineries, that is, planted in the open

<.round and covered with sash in the form of an

Tuverted V-thus : A- This method of growing

.rapes, is said to be very economical and very

successful, as many as 25 lbs. of fine grapes bav-

in^ been produced on a single vine. It is a

melhod well suited to tenants who cannot build

vineries without danger of loss, and has found

much favor in England.

Four years ago, I commenced experimenting

with the Black Hamburg in this way, and the

result of my labor has afforded some uselul hmts

on grape culture generally.

My first experiments were made strictly alter

the En'^lish method, as described by Thomas

RiVERS^and others. The Black Hamburg vines,

six of them, were planted in the flower garden

in common soil, clay loam, and were covered

with two sash hinged at the top, and set m the

form of an inverted V-after the fashion of a

common chicken coop-thus : A- The soil un-

der the sash was covered with tiles to keep the

weeds from growing. The sash were elevated

on bricks (2 inches) from the soil, and there was

a small aperture at each end of the sash for ven-

tilation. The sash were seven feet long.

The vines grew in a very thrifty and satisfac-

tory manner the first sea&on, but it was found

that the space aflbrded under the sash, say two

feet six inches in width, and about eighteen

inches in height, was not enough for the vines

and laterals. The vines according to the Lu-

crlish method rested on tiles.

"
The first winter the vines were buried in the

soil, and the spring being unfavorable, they were

not brought out early enough, and were some-

what injured. .

The second season the sash of the ground

vineries were :elevated upon glass sides, or side

sash about 18 inches high, making the vmenes

look something like the "French roof" or Man-

sard roof now so much in use. This gave them

a heicrht of nearly two feet and more space gen-

erally, and the vines were suspended on wires.

1 The vines now had nearly room enough, and the
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sash were extended to 14 feet in lenc^th. But
there was too much glass and too much heat for

our climate, although we painted the glass with
whitewash in hot weather.

The second winter the vines were buried in

the soil, and were again injured Still, the third

summer we had eight or ten good bunches of

grapes from the vineries.

The next season, (which is now just past,

1869,) I removed the glass sash from three of the

vinos, and covered them, instead, with close

wooden boxes or cases about two feet six inches

high in front, and three feet four inches high

at the back, three feet four inches wide?

and 10 feet long. On these boxes or cases, were
placed sash, fitting very closely. The boxes run

north and south, and the top sash has an incli-

nation to the east. The boxes are raised about
two inches above the soil, and a small aperture

was made at each end, say a hole six or eight

inches in diameter near the top, for ventilation.

The vines are suspended on strong galvanized

wires.

In the winter of 18G9, the vines, instead of

being laid down in the soil, were tied up in roof-

ing felt or gas tar paper, and were injured worse
than before, so that the last season we had but
little fruit, but the quality was excellent The
vines in all the ground vineries but one, during
last season have done very well, although they

started late and feebly. The box in which the

vine has not done well, I will descrilxj presently.

I will first mention the method of treatment

which the vines received and the result.

First, the vinos have all beencuUivated on the

most strictly "let alone system. »» Not one of

them has ever been watered, or mulched, or

syringed, or manured, or tended with any of the

usual care bestowed upon exotic vines. Some-
times the boxes or sash have not been opened

for weeks by anybody. When the laterals got

very long, and stuck out of the >iides of the cases,

they were broken off. Once or twice in the sea-

son, the vines got a proper pruning. A little

sulphur wa<? thrown in the cases as an antidote

to mildew, and that was all that was done in the

way of care or tending.

The vines grew rapidly and healthily, and the

leaves though not large, were free from mildew.

In the vineries with glass top and sides, the leaves

burnt somewhat, although we painted the glass

with whitewash. In the close wooden boxes

with no glass except on the top, (a good deal like

a cold pit) the vines grew in a more vigorous

and perfect manner than in the vineries with

more glass.

The vines all started late, but the fruit ripen-

ed satisfactorily, early in S<iptember. We took

little or no pains about thinning. The quality

of the fruit was quite as good as in any cold

grapery, but the bunches and berries were small-

er than when such grapes are grown on strong

vines and well thinned. The fruit colored well,

and the wood ripened well.

The ground vinery which did not do well, I

will now descril)e. Having had so much success

in growing the Hamburg grape in this rude and

and careless way, I came to the conclusion that

it would probably stand more exposure to the open

air, and to atmospheric changes. I therefore

left one of the wooden cases or boxes entirely

open on the east and south, and closed on thi^

north and west, and covered on top with glass

sash. The result was that the vine was nearly

ruined. It was covered with thrip, rose bugs,

beetles and other insects, and mildewed all over,

including its fruit, very early in the season, So

disastrous was the effect of the exposure to the

open air, that I was compelled to close up the cast

and south sid'^s with boards, when the vine im-

mediately began to improve, although still cov-

ered with thrip and mildew.

Simultaneously with this last experiment, I

tried the Hamburg Grape and other exotic hardy

varieties in pots, 10 or 15 of them under a glass

roof six feet high, protected by a hedge 12 feet

high on the west, and also by boards on the

north and west, but without success. The
Hamburg mildewed audlost its foliage, and was
injured by thrip and insects, which it was im-

possible to conquer, at least not on the 'let

alone system,'' which some people so much ad-

mire.

My experiments with the ground vinery lead

me to these conclusions :

1. The Black Hamburg and other hardy ex-

otic grapes suited to a cold vinery, may be grown

and fruited successfully, planted in the ground

in any good garden soil, covered very closely

with a box or case of boards, with a glass sash

on the top, and treated with no more care than

is required by native grapes.

2. Very little air is required to be admitted

at the bottom of the case, and very little venti-

lation at the top, (and only at the ends) and no

opening or closing of the ventilation is required.

It is probable that no ventilation at all is re-

quired at the bottom.

3. Syringing the vines is not positively ne-

cessary to fair success, but would be highly use-

ful, and should be performed gently and just

before night, all through the early part of the

season, except when in blossom.

4. The great object should be to keep out In-

sects, and particularly thrip, and with this

view, all the openings for ventilation should be

covered with gauze.

5. Sulphur scattered through the cases, is

supposed to antidote mildew.

6. The close unchanged air which the Ham-

burg will stand in the^e cases, affords the grow-

er of native grapes a hint as to the conditions

under which the grape will exist, in the most

perfect state of health and vigor and free from

mildew.

7. The difficulty of keeping the vines free from

injury in winter, has been obviated by the use of

the close wooden boxes. The vines should be

bound up in straw and supported by wires, and

the glass sash should be heavily painted with

whitewash inside or covered with boards to keep

out the sunlight in February and March. The

boxes should also be well ventilated in the latter

part of winter.

Mem.—April 5th, 1870. We have just opened

the vines treated last winter as above directed,

and find them in the most perfect condition,

not a single bud injured.

8. It may be added, that in the wooden cases,

it is easy to grow new canes for renewal, 16 feet

long in a single season, if desired, so as to fruit

on new wood instead of on spurs. These re-

newal canes may be left to grow on the floor of

the vineries or suspended on the back or front

boards. Some of tho Eni.'lish cultivators grow

their canes in these vineries fifty feet long or

more. Mr. Rivers says he shall try one hun-

dred feet. I think canes from sixteen to thirty-

two feet long, will be found most convenient and

economical.

9. These vineries may be placed on the east

or west side of a fence or wall, as a "lean-to,"

but a southern exposure in this latitude, would be

too hot. I have a very high opinion of the useful-

ness of this method of growing foreign grapes,

and think if it should be applied to some of the

more delicate and finer varieties of native grapes,

some remarkable fruit would be produced.

BEAUTIFUL TREES AND SHRUBS.
BY CURONICLER.

THE MOVNTAIN ASH.
Sorhus aucuparia is commonly called "Rowan

tree" and "Mountain Ash." It is indigenous

in Great Britain, where it has for many centu-

ries back been held in superstitious reverence.

A person going a lonesome road with a piece of

the Rowan tree or its berries in his hand or

pocket, considers himself safe from ghosts and

witches^ and Dairy people put a branch above the

door of the cow stables and milk houses, to guard

against witchcraft when the cows calf, and when

the milk is churning, and often repeat the an-

cient rhyme "Rowan tree with red fruit, puts

the witches to the root." (rout).

It is very ornamental upon a lawn, both in

spring when in bloom, and in the autumn when

crowned with its coral berries. Its foliage,

habit of growth and clean shining bark, are all

comely. When grown singly, it attains a height

of fifteen feet to twenty feet, and well branched
;

it should be set near to the dwelling house or

roads, where it can be readily seen. Upon pri-

vate grounds less than twenty acres, it is best to

set it singly ; but upon very large grounds and

jparfes, groups of seven trees make a better show;

say set the largest in the centre, and the six

around it, eight or ten feet apart each way. It

is hardy, and grows upon a great variety of

soils and in different exposures. Ii should be moie

generally used in arboral embellishments.

THE ELDER TREE.

Samhucus is a genus of several species. All the

Ligneous species got, the appellation of "Elder

Booutrees" in this way. In the early times of

the Christian era, a tract of land was appropri-

ated for the maintenance of each church. The

Bishop got the first choice of a portion of the

lands for himself and his assistant Priests, and

chose where si son a mini grew, which soon got

the name of "Bishop's weed," as it was always

found upon the richest grounds. An older class

of the members managed the worldly affairs of

the church, and were called the "Elders ;" they

(Tot the second choice of the lands as a Boon^

and chose where Samhucus grew, as that was an

indication of good soil, and it was called the

"Elder Boontree;" subsequently it got only one of

the names, either Elder or Boontree. The vari-

ous species grew to different heights, from six to

fifteen feet, and all were ornamental in spring

1 with white blossoms, and in autumn with black

1 i
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fruits. Seeds of them were sown in gardens, and i

under special culture new varieties were produced i

of greater beauty, and they became generally used

in arboral embellishments, both in shrubbery
|

groups and as standards upon the open lawns,
|

and flourished upon all kinds of soils, and upon
j

rocks and poor gravels. The following are va-

rieties : Sanihiicus variegata, called "Silver-

leaved Elder,'' the leaves are green and white

mixed in equal portions ; very showy. Sambu-

cw.s aurea, is called "Golden-leaved Elder ;" the

foliage is as much yellow as green, and is very

beautiful. Samhacus pulverulenta, the leaves

look as if finely powdered. Samhucus purpurea

has purple blooms and ver}' ornamental. S. Vir-

idis bears green berries. S. Albida bears white

berries.

All the improved varieties of Samhucus, are

universally used throughout Europe, in orna-

mental, arboral embellishments ; but with us,

they are seldom seen upon pleasure grounds,

altliough they would flourish upon spots where

other dwarf trees and shrubs would fail, and

they are more ornamental than many other spe-

cies that we do grow. There are two species in-

digenous in our middle and northern States, and

are a pl.igue to our farmers. The improved va-

rieties are very different from them. Our Nur-

serymen should have them more generally intro-

duced and recommended.

The varieties with variegated leaves, should

not be allowed to bear blossoms nor fruits, as

that would make them look too lean. Their

special beauties are their foliage, they will urow
more massy and ornamental if their blooms are

cut off before they expand.

THEJUDAS TREE,
Cercis is a genus of four species of neat trees,

which grow twenty feet high, and bloom beau-

tifully in spring, before the leaves expand.

They are all called "Judas trees" for this rea-

son : After Judas Iscariot betrayed his Divine

Master^ he became universally detested ; that

with the malignity of his crime weighed so

heavily upon his mind, he sought to commit
suicide, and procured a rope and hanged himselt

upon a branch of Cercis niliquastrum, which was
afterwards called the "tree of blood,' and as it

bore deep red blooms, the appellation seemed
very appropriate. But as civilization and re-

finement progressed, the name was changed to
* 'Judas tree ;" so all the four species commonly
get that name. The species "tlore albo," bears

white flowers; it and siliquastrum belong to

south of Europe and western Asia ; "parviflora"

belongs to Bucharia, and "canadensis" is a na-

tive of North America. They are among the

first trees to bloom in spring, very ornamental

in foliage, form and blossom, and all are well

deserving a place in every arboral adornment.

It seems strange that they are so seldom used

with us ; they are universally used in tree orna-

mentations throughout Europe.

Cytissus alpinus, (Scotch Laburnum) is a very

ornamental tree when in bloom in May, being

heavily loaded with large racemes of bright yel-

low color, which hang gracefully from the

boughs like clusters of gold. The tree thrives

upon various soils and in different exposures ;

attains twenty feet high ; even upon rocks and

gravelly spots half shaded, it flourishes.

Rohinia vi6Cosa forms a neat tree twelve feet

high and bears purplish pink blooms in racemes

abundantly in May. It is a rich gorgeous look-

ing ornamental tree.

Double blooming Peach trees are also very beau-

tiful, their blooms are of various colors, and as

double and large as Noisette Roses, and are pro-

duced in great abundance. The trees flourish

upon various soils.

Magnolia purpurea (Purple Magnolia) is a

most beautiful tree of twenty feet high, but has

many stems like a large bush ; the blooms are

large in size, purple outside and white inside,

and a full grown tree when in bloom in May, is

one of the most ornamental.

Rhus Cotinus (Mist tree) is rather of singular

growth. When in bloom in July, it looks like a

white cloud tinged with all the colors of the

rainlww ; it grows twelve feet high, rather in the

the form of a bush than a tree ; its singular ap-

pearance makes it a general favorite. It flour-

ishes upon various kinds of soils.

«•••>

LAW OF DEVELOPMENT IN THEFI.OW-
ERSOF AMBROSL\ ARTEMISIiEFOLIA.

BY THOMAS ^lEEHAN.

The following paper we reprint from theP ro-

ceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences, of

Philadelphia, written by the Editor of this mag-

azine. Although written for persons interested

chiefly in abstract science, and consequently full

of technical terms, to which many of our readers

are unused, it may serve to call attention to the

many interesting things which abound every-

where about us, and yet are comparatively un-

known to the wisest. Here Is a plant known as

the common Ragweed, which every one despises

as one of the vilest weeds, furnishing tacts

which may have an important influence on

the most interesting problems in animal and

vegetable physiology

:

"In the fvmto^Ambrosia artemisicBfolia the per-

igynium is crowned with a series of horns.

I propose to show that these are all that

remain of other flower buds, which have been

al^sorbed by their elder sister during infancy.

It is not generally known that this species is

occasionally dioecious, though Dr. Darlington

in his Flora cestrica makes note of the fact
;
nor

is it known to the mass of botanists that a pecu-

liar form of neutral flower exists, though many

years ago Torrey & Gray {Flora of North Ameri-

ca) briefly alluded to it. These dioecious forms

and neutral flowers afford the key to the whole

structure. . .,

In the regular form of this species the sequence

of the flowers is according to the laws recently

developed in my papers on sex. The female

flowers receive the plants' first and greatest care,

and always appear in the lines of strongest vitali-

ty, of which a vigorous axial development is one

striking type. The male flowers only appear in

the weaker lines, after the cohesive force so es-

sential in building up the woody axis has been

considerably spent. In the purely pistillate

forms we almost always observe an unusual axial

activity. The female flowers in the regular

forms are sessile in the axils of the leaves; but

in the mostly pistillate forms they are generally

elevated on short peduncles, giving the plants a

peculiar twiggy appearance, on the other hand,

the nearly male plants, which by the way are

rarely seen, present characteristics the reverse

of these. The heads, usually female, when ap-

pearing as male flowers, exist as large burrs

ti^-htly set in the axils, without the slightest ten-

dency to pedunculation. Though varying in

intensity, and occasionally intermingling, no

one can fail to see that these forces prevail in

these forms -the feminine, in connection with

cohesive and vital activity in the axillary parts

—themasculine.with weakened axillary activity,

and individualization.

'

The flowers themselves, however, afford a bet-

ter illustration of this than the supporting parts.

The male flowers are five to eight in each invol-

ucralcup,-in the female they are single; but

in place of flowers the female has five to eight

hDrns on the perigynium. The want of corres-

pondence in number in parts which were no

doubt embryologically the same, together with a

correspondence in the number of the horns on

the perigynium, would naturally suggest to one

acquainted with absorbing or coherent power ot

the female influence that the primordial bud had

absorbed the rest, of which all that remained

were these horns This I subsequently proved

to be more likely by the discovery of two forms of

perigynia. Occasionally three female flowers ap-

pear hi one involucral cup. In such cases the

two lateral ones have, mostly, no horns, or rare-

ly one or two ; while the central one has but

from four to six. In the male flower we find two

forms; the perfect ones with five broad anthers;

abundantly poUeniferous, without horns, and

without any attempt at producing a style
;
the

other class has anthers which seem never to

produce perfect pollen, but are projected into a

"setiform inflexed appendage'' or horn and

have a single sterile style which is capped by a

numerously rayed stellate apex. Torrey & Gray

(Flora K.M.Page 290) notice this form of flower,

but err in evidently believing it universal
;
while

other authors seem to refer to the former, ignor-

ing or ignorant of the existence of the latter.

The absence of a style in connection with per-

fect anthers, and the attempted production com-

bined with the deficiency of pollen in the neutral

ones, show an evident progress towards a female

stacre ; and also it is clear that with this pro-

crrelsion is a tendency to cornution in Vie parts ab-

'^sorbed. I pointed out to some of our botanical

friends in the Academy some weeks ago, that

from these circumstances the horns on the peri-

gynium could scarcely be anything else but the

remai7is of absorbed flower buds.

I have now found a specimen which affords

the practical demonstration of these truths-a

female plant not a foot high, with enough of the

cohesive power to give it an entire female charac-

ter but not to the same extent that more vigo-

rous forms possess. The horns are in every state

of gradation from, their usual condition on the

perfect perygnia io petaloid scales, d^wn to perfect

nowers with the regular twin styles; though adhe-

rent by their bases to the central or main flower.

Only for this early cohesion with, and thus a re-

ception of the female influence, the lower ones

would undoubtedly have been male flowers.

I present this specimen, together with a suite

of the others referred to, for the Society's herba-

"^^

I^ay be again permitted to repeat what I

m
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have frequently said already, in papers before

this and kindred associations, ihat there are

probably in plants two distinct principles going

along together—the one hereditary : a conserva-

tive, coherent, female force, which, as the very

existence of all things depends on it, nature

throws in and around it her strongest vital

powers;—and variation: a progressive, radical

principle, the only object of which is to prevent

stagnation,— to seggregate and disperse rather

than unite and preserve, and by giving varied

form to matter, is the source of the endless

changes which give beauty and interest to the

other ;—less vital, less essential, less cared for by

nature because she reproduces herself by buds,

tubers, suckers, roots, and many other ways

when she does not care for variety, without it;

but not less essential to our pleasures and intel-

lectual progress, and indeed the eternal progress

of all things.

I submit this paper as another contribution

to a theory which may not yet appear to others

80 c early a law, as it continues by almost dailj'

observations to grow on myself.

«»»

A VISIT AMONG THE FLORISTS.

BY V. B. KINGSTON, N. Y.

After the repose and inactivity of a long win-

ter, and as spring approaches, one feels like

looking around to see what is going on in the

reign of Flora.

The new varieties so abundantly mentioned

in the catalogues, do not sufficiently satisfy one's

curiosity ; but a personal visit is eminently sat-

isfactory.

The busy season will soon commenco, and I

could not make a better use of the few interven-

ing days, than to take a trip to the diflerent

floral establishments in this region.

Commencing, I first visited my friend D. G.,

gardener for E. BECnEsq., of Poughkeepsie. A
larger, more choice variety of plants is not often

found on any gentleman's place ; all the plants

are well cultivated and placed to the best ad-

vantivge, as well in suitable apartmens, as in

color and size. It is a beautiful winter garden

which completely takes possession of one's

senses, esi)ecially of the connoisseur, who will

find plenty of objects to gratify his love of the

rare and beautiful. Fine Palms meet the leaves

of graceful vines running along the top lights in

bloom, or showing their variegated foliage.

Mosses creep along the ground and border the

the walks, while ferns and foliage plants fill the

middle region. Hero and there hangs one of

those wonderful air plants belonging to the Or-

chidean family, with their pecuUfir shaped and

singular colored flowers ; in the rear, water drips

with a pleasing tinkle over rustic rockwork cov-

ered with moss, ferns and creepers. The foun-

tain with its whispering waters and the Canary

birds, are the musicians, while the gold fish fill

the little pond with life. Two large pyramidal

shaped Coleus stand on either side of the door,

looking like two French grenadiers guarding the

entrance to the floral temple. The left wing,

besides Camellias and other winter bloomers,

is nearly filled with gay looking Azaleas, and I

think there is no plant that is more showy and

beautilul, than a well cultivated Azalea in full

bloom. The right wing is filled with Koses,

beautiful plants abounding in buds and blos-

soms, among which is a fine Marechal Kiel full of

superb flowers ; Carnations, Ericas, Pelargoni-

ums and Zonales, with their immense clusters

of scarlet flowers together with, Golden Genistas

here bloom in beautiful harmony. A variety of

hanging baskets filled with new vines and choice

plants, are placed advantageously throughout the

house, while Violets, Heliotropes, Mignonette

and orange blossoms perfume the air. The

strawberries and grape vines were looking pros-

perous and promising in their several apart-

ments
Many professional florists and connoisseurs

visit this place with great satisfiiction. I told

my brother Florist, our plan to visit other simi-

lar places, which he seemed pleased with, and

agreed to join us.

Towards evening, we started for that great

city, Gotham, where one always needs money,

and for it can procure almost anything. The

next morning we took a trip to Astoria, curious

to see those wonderful Coleus of Makc &
"\ViTHAM. AVe were fortunate in finding Mr.

TVitham at the entrance of his premises. Ho
first showed us his well growing bedding plants

in a house about two hundred feet long, which

contained about ten thousand countable plants.

He had a Begonia incarnata loaded with lovely

light pink flowers; he przied it highly, and

asked a dollar for a small plant, which seemed

to us well worth it. After looking around for a

while, we finally came to the Coleus, whose

splendor fairly dazzled our eyes ; they surpassed

anything of the kind we had ever seen ; to say

that they were splendid, does not properly de-

scribe them. The brilliant coloring of th(^se

plants with their serrated and finely penciled

leaves, fills one with admiration for that Great

Painter whose work cannot be enriched by any

living creature. Mr. Witham said that if those

Coleus were in England, they would be worth

several thousand pounds. Mr. Witham has

hardly the language under his control to pro-

perly describe the beauty of his new seedlings

;

therefore, go and see them as we did, and you

will be well rewarded.

We next visited Mr. Wilson's establishment,

well known to all professional Florists. It is

very extensive, employing nearly thirty work-

men besides the foreman. The place first im-

presses you as a great manufactory ; abundance

And variety are on every side, and gives one the

idea of a large trade and generous profits ; but

where genius and hearty sympathy with this

world of beauty are made subordinate. The im-

mense number of plants that fill all the houses?

are seemingly enough to supply the whole coun-

try, and that too, with those that are most new

and rare.

Not far from Mr. Wilson's, is Mr. Bridge

MAN'S place, which is leased for a number of

years to Wygant & Lawrence, two young

Germans. Knowledge and industry are evinced

throughout the establishment. They have a

large number of well grown plants, and raise

flowers to supply the New York Bouquet store.

They have been very successful in their enter-

prise.

Mr. Buchanan's place, though often visited,

will always be pleasing. This well-known es-

tablishment has become celebrated from its

long existence, and the rare skill with which it

is conducted. The splendid Camellias, Azaleas,

&c . raised on this place, attest its age and good

management. The Orchids, together with other

tropical plants, embracing a large number of

new, rare and bi autiful specimens, are kept in a

special apartment, and speak eloquently for their

cultivator. To those who have had no opportuni

ty to see Mr. Buchanan's Isabella Sprunt,I would

recommend them to visit his rose house, and

behold the great number of these beautiful cana-

ry colored roses.

Next we came to Mr Donetti's, the origina-

tor of those lovely Carnations, the "Astoria"

and "Pride of Amator.''

Every Florist has his own specialty or forte,

in which he takes particular delight, and in

which he excels—growing, without doubt, out of

the peculiar love he has for some plants or family

of plants. Mr. D's Dracenas, Arecas, Euphor-

bias and Carnations were the best we saw.

His numerous houses, though nearly worn

out, contained many rare and handsome plants.

His lease expires soon. We hope Mr. Douetti

has realized sufficient from his many years of

hard labor, to enable him to erect new and bet-

ter houses, from which he may give us many

novelties.

Our day being well and pleasantly spent, we

returned to our lodgings. In the evening we

enjoyed some refreshments at the Atlantic Gar-

den, while listening with great pleasure to some

excellent songs from a Tyrolean Tioupe.

The next morning early, we took a boat for

South Amboy. After one and a half hours sail,

we landed on a place filled with coal, railroad

iron locomotives, machine shops, and promiscu-

ous piles of freight, ^fter a few minutes walk,

we came to the dilapidated, lonesome, deserted

looking village of Amboy. We inquired for the

greenhouses of Mr. Geo. Such, and learned

that they were about three miles away. Shortly

Mr. Such drove into town and kindly invited us

to ride to his place, which invitation we gladly

accepted, and soon found ourselves at his friend-

ly home. The construction of his greenhouses

and their contents were what we came to see.

The more we examined, the more were we sat-

isfied that we were in a model establishment.

His houses are built a la Henderson, six in num-

ber, neat and clean. Even the painting has a

soft, agreeable tint, which makes a pleasing

contrast with the plants. Every plant counts,

and they are as perfect as I have seen them in

any place. Not only were his Verbenas very

fine, but his Pelargoniums, Zonals, Petunias,

Fuchsias and Heliotropes were all charming

plants. Roses, Carnations and Azaleas were

exquisite. His tropical plants and orchids were

80 well cultivated, and wore such a beautiful

green, that it seemed as though I must be again

in South America. Dendrobiums of enormous

size ; Eucharis Amazonica, with leaves as

large as cabbage leaves; Ferns, with dark

green and shining leaves—not a yellow spot or

particle of dust was to be seen upon them.

Mosses and Ivies ot a.l forms, shades and color-

ings We were surprised to find such a fine,

vigorous and well trained specimen of Lapageria

rosea ready to bloom, and a number of the new-

est and choicest imported Coleus. Mr. Such's
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Tuberose bulbs were remarkably large and

white, as though they had been bleached. Mr.

S. says that they will produce a great number
j

of flowers. He also has a very large stock of
i

Gladiolus, some of the newest and handsomest
|

known. His soil, which is white sand and clay,
|

together with the cultivation which he gives, is

unsurpassed in its results. In a little time Mr.

Such will take rank as a first class Florist—in

fact, he is by many now considered to be well up

to the best of them. His is a pattern institu-

tion, as all agree who visit it, and all are well

pleased with the liberal dealiug of the proprietor.

Ihis finished our visit among the professional

brethren, and a short day's ride brought us

attain to our home among the hills of Old

Ulster.

EDITO
THE FUCHSIA.

We gave, under our column of notes in the

last number, an account of a discovery of Dr.

Hooker's, that the old Fuchsia, which we have

always called coccinea, is not that plant at all,

and that the real F. coccinea is one of our scar-

letplants.

We have no doubt but that Dr. Hooker could

find manymo re mythical matters about Fuchsias,

and especially that the story of the introduction

of this Fuchsia would be one of a very apocry-

phal character.

It is said that the late Mr. Lee, the nursery-

man of Hammersmith, England, was one day

walking along some blind alley in London, when

in an old piece of broken crockery, this Fuchsia

was beautifully in bloom in a poor widow's win-

dow. She would part with it for no money, for

her sailor boy had bi-ought the plant in the fore-

castle of the ship all the way from some foreign

country. But Mr. Lee was allowed to take

cuttings, and thus the introduction of this

beautiful plant brought about.

We said recently that almost all popular

fruits had a mysterious origin or some pathetic

circumstance connected with their origin.

Plants seem no exception; and if this story

about the Fuchsia were true, it would be one of

these miraculous things. That Mr. Lee found

ihe plant where the story places it, is likely

enough; but that it was stolen from some bo-

tanic garden by some garden laborer is far more

likely than that a sailor had skill enough to pre-

serve it for months in the forecastle of a s ow sail-

ing ship on the long voyage from South America

to"an English port. Almost all of us who have

been connected with large establishments, know

of many mysterious disappearances, which if

found, would most likely report themselves from

some
'

"foreign country" or any where, but

where they really did come.

Our idea is, that the Fuchsia was first intro-

duced through the Kew gardens, and, stolen

E lAL.
from there, became gradually distributed

through the Messrs. Lee.

F. longiflora ; F. globosa, a small round corol-

laed kind ; F macroj^kylla and F. refiexa, two

species with very minute flowers, now near-

ly lost to culture ; made up the collection of

thirty years ago. About this time F. fidgens,

a very remarkable long flowered form, with

broad rich leaves was introduced. It was as

much unlike the Fuchsias known, as could well

be. Indeed, few but botanists would recognize

it as one of the family. It was the parent of

the race of hybrid distinct kinds which now so

interest us by their variety and beauty. These

originated in this way. The writer of this chap-

ter^then a boy of 15, had been reading in the

" Transactions of the Horticultural Society," an

account of Mr. T. A. Knight's experiments in

hybridizing Peas,which resulted in KnighVs Mar-

rowfatSy and other well-known kinds. AV^ith a

fondness for repeating himself the experiments

of others, he went to the garden, and select-

ing two varieties, of Peas, hybridized them

together as Mr. Knight had done. Going

to° the greenhouse he found the Fuchsia

fuhjens for the first time in blossom, and noting

how abundant was the pollen, and perceiving

how easily the Fuchsia presented its pistil for

impregnation, it occurred to him to try the ex-

periment with F fulgens as the male parent on

the F. longijlora, then blooming in the open

^'round. A flower was selected, the anthers cut

ofl" before the pollen cells had burst, the pollen

from the fulgens placed on the stigma, and a

small gauze bag placed over the flower to prevent

any insect from interfering with the operation.

A large black berry filled with seeds, resulted in

a few weeks. These were washed out, sown on

the surfiice of a sandy soil, covered with a piece

of glass to keep regularly moist, and placed on a

shelf on the forcing house near the glass. In a

few weeks, the plants appeared, were potted off

as they grew, and in the spring following were

all planted out into a cool shady garden border,

where they bloomed during the summer fol-

lowing.

One of the most remarkable features about

these seedlings was, that though in all about

fifty—all raised by the agency of a single male

flower on a single female pistil—all from one

single berry, not two plants in the whole fifty

bore flowers alike. None of them bore any re-

semblance to either of their parents, and all dif-

fered from one another. The physiological law

of this variation has never been made clear to

the writer. It is one of those many mysteries

of nature, which though he has for thirty years

watched for some key to unlock, it has never yet

been his good fortune to find.

These wonderful hybrids created immense ex-

citement amongst the gardening fraternity who

saw them; and one of finest was selected to

send to Dr. Lindley, who had about that time

commenced editing the Oardener'>s Chronicle

That celebrated man expressed through his

paper bis great admiration of it, and his des-

cription of the flower "tube and sepals three

inches long" was barely considered possible.

Through Dr. Lindley, an offer came from

Youell & Co., enterprising florists of Yarmouth,

England, for the whole stock, which was sent to

them ; the variety named "St. Clare," after the

name of the estate on which it originated, and

in due time was " sent out.'» The orders which

came in for it however, were so numerous, that

considerable delay occurred in getting enough

plants propagated to send out. In the mean

time other experimentors entered the field, and

St. Clare, was barely in the field time enough to

claim priority with two others,— Standishii, and

Donniann, which followed close after.

It is a remarkable fact, that with all the eftbrts

that have been made to improve the Fuchsia

since that time, no larger flowers, nor anything

but shades of the same colors of these original

hybrids have been produced. It shows that

there is a limit to change ; that the theories which

some hold of unlimited progression is not borne

out by facts ; that in short, the theory which we

have often urged, that improvement, though ap-

parently unlimited in forms, can only go a limi-

ted distance in direction, is tlie true law.

We have gone thus minutely into the history

of these hybrid fuchsias, not merely as a matter

of curiosity, but as an item for the encourage-

ment of young gardeners, who will find in a

disposition to try experiments, much that will

not only prove of great pleasure and interest to

them, but of much profit also.

Thus far we have written at the suggestion of a

Massachusetts friend. Another from the same

State, a lady of Abington, asks for a few hints

on Fuchsia management, which we may as well

incorporate with this article.

Those who have warm rooms or greenhouses,

like to forc6 a few old plants into early growth,

and when these sprouts are about two inches

long, they are taken off*, and rooted for young

plants This rooting time will be about March or

April. The little slips are put into pots of sandy

soil, and kept in partial shade and in a moderate

heat will root very readily. A heat of fifty or

laixty will be enough to strike Fuchsias, although

of course in a higher heat they will root more

rapidly. Though this season is the best one to

make nice young plants, cuttings may by struck

at any time of the year.

The Fuchsia does not require a very high

temperature; just above frost is sufficient. We
have even known some fuchsias endure several

degrees of frost without injury. But where

large handsome plants are desired, a heat of at

least 60^, with plenty of light and air, is neces-

sary to get them.

The proper form to train Fuchsias has been a

mooted question. We prefer the conical form

With a very little good management the plant

can be made to take this form naturally, as it

has a tendency to branch as it grows. Good

rich soil, with full exposure of all parts of the

plant to the light, is the good treatment referred

to. If the young plant shows no disposition to

make side branches, the terminal shoot should

be pinched back. This will most likely have the

desired effect, and one of the most nearly central

shoots can be encouraged up to make another

Iciider
I We have said the plant does not require a

very warm temperature, indeed a high heat

when dry, is not at all favorable to success.

Hence during summer time, they do well in our

climate only when set out in the hot season in

partial shade; or at least if in the sun,

where the leaves will have a chance to be con-

tinually moist. When near the cool spray of a

fountain they do well, if not so close as to have

the soil in which they grow saturated.

The soil need not be particular, any good rich

garden soil will do, if provision is made to "well

drain it" as gardeners say.

In the fall the plants n»ay go to winter qua

i
I

I
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ters at once when cold weather approaches. If

the plant is woody, aH the soft herhaceous mat-

ter may be cut away to the hard solid substance,

and the pots set in a cool cellar, or under a jjjreen-

house stage, or anywhere where they will not

got absolutely dry. They must be kept cool

however, for a very little heat will bring them

forth, when they must have light. If for propa-

gating purposes, of course this is all right,—but

we are speaking of mere preservation.

Many persons prefer to have young plants

every year, and when they have raised the 1

young ones, throw the old stumps away. But
|

the old plants, if judiciously managed, will make

beautiful plants for many years. They have to

be cut back so as to make the skeleton or frame

work of the form we desire; and after they have

grown just a little, are taken out of the pots in

which they grew the season before, and with

fresh earth, started again in as small pots as the

roots can begot into. As soon as this small

pot is filled with roots, it is to be put into one a

size larger. This repotting may be done two or

three times during the season, if extra good

plants are desired.

The Fuchsia is very liable to lose its leaves.

This nakedness is caused either by too poor a

soil, or the presence of the Red Spider. These

minute insects are kept down by an occasional

syringing of the plant, which is then dusted

with "sulphur; when it arises from poverty of the

soil, a top dressing of manure, or repotting as

before suggested is the remedy; whenever there

is any appearance of yellowness in the lower

leaves, it is time to attend to these matters.

Darwin has shown that there is amongst in^

dividual plants a struggle for life always going

on. The stronger crowds out the weaker one ;

but so long as it lives, the weaker has some effect

on the stronger one.

The same law is true of branches as of distinct

plants, each struggles for light. The vigorous

shoot shades the weaker ; but that in turn some-

what interferes with the strong one, and pre-

vents it from utilizing the light to the best ad-

vantage.

Thus it will be seen, that to have the best re-

sults, we must regulate this struggle in nature.

A dozen branches well developed and having the

ability to display all their leafy charms to the

admiring sunlight, will be worth much more to

the plant than double the number closely inter-

fering with one another.

A good gardener must have foresight. He

should be able to see in imagination the tree a

year ahead of its real growth ; and prune in ad-

vance of the necessity of the tree. This will

prevent much of the temporary injury which

undoubtedly Hows from severe pruning all at

once ; and which if annually continued is a great

evil.

«••»

«#»»

ABOUT PRUNING.

It is the fate of all good ideas to be pushed to

extremes. Ever since the day when the ass

broke into that Grecian vineyard and taught by

his browsing, that some good followed summer

pruning, thousands of leaves have been '
stripped

off, and millions of vines injured by a too free

use of the pruning knife. We have labored as

sincerely as any, to show how much is lost in

this way ; and have pointed out that pruning as

generally practised, tends to weaken vitality

and pave the way for future diseases.

But we observe that some of our pupils are

going to another extreme. Prune not at all, is

(retting to be a popular, but a too common cry
;

a little pruning, unlike a little learning, is not at

all a dangerous thing.

ROOTS AND LEAVES.

An interesting question has arisen : which

pushes first, roots or leaves? If we ex-

amine a seed as it commences to grow, we shall

have no difficulty in answering the question.

Roots always push first. In some cases the roots

continue to grow and developc to a considerable

size, before anything has been done above

ground. In the case of the Hickories, the root

—the tap root—will often be two or three feet

long and over an inch thick, while the stem will

be no larger or thicker than a thin knitting nee-

dle. The leaves have not had much to do with

the development of these enormous roots,although

they are essential of course, in maintaining the

vital power while this great root producing force

is in operation.

In root cuttings, fibres push from the roots

lonj before any bud is developed ; and in the

case of apple trees that have been cut down, we

have found portions of roots left in the soil, to

be alive after three years, and with a certain

though small increase in length.

It has even been asserted that Pine trees when

cut off near the ground, have not only had the

roots live many years, but had a perceptible in-

crease in the girth of the stump continually go

on ; but although this is continually referred to

by writers as a fact, we have never been able to

find any very good authority for it, or to confirm
1

it ourself. We prefer to put this statement
i

amongst those of which "it is said'' is the name, i

But^that the roots in general grow before the

leaves, is certain in the minds of all who have

used their own eyes while digging evergreens in

spring. In our district, the frost is out of the

ground often in February, and the earliest pos-

sible digging after this, will show that the fibres

have pushed perhaps the eighth of an inch since

winter ; if indeed they had not been growing all

winter. Our evergreens show no perceptible

leaf growth till the first we6k in May, and an in-

crease in the length of the roots till that time

can readilv be traced. There is no doubt about

the truth of the axiom, that the roots grow be-

fore the leaves.

OUR COLORED PLATES.

We are pleased to find that our colored plates

are, as we anticipated they would, giving an in-

creased interest to our magazine. The great

additions to our list of subscribers this season

we have no doubt are much due to these hbeial

attractions. . , , . ..

We wish to keep our readers in mind that the

Gardener's Monthly was not started so much as

a money makin- concern, as for an aid to gar

denin/ We have never taken any extraordi-

nary plains to advertise or push it
^
o' "-<1«77

strenuous exertions to induce people to wnte for

it We want to feel that it has the voluntary

i
good will and support of all who read it.

The«e colored plates are given without

any extra charge, for the same '"o *>H«r. per

annum, as before ; and we think most will agree

that in beauty they are nearly equal to those

Sazines of Europe for which «5 per annum

are charged.

We think we have a claim on our friends, o

show the magazine to their neighbors,-and to

alllTose who have little facts or fimcies ot hort -

:ultural interest, to contribute them for our pag^s^

The briefest notes are welcome, when l.me does

not permit of longer articles.

In our next we expect to give one of .he hand-

somest plates of the series.

SCRAPS ATs^D QUERIES.

Transplanting Large Trees.-Subscriber,

PikesviUe, Mel On page 84, Vol. XII, No. 3,

at close of article on Transplanting Large Trees,

you offer 'to give more information where ob-
^

scure." T beg for such information on the fol-

lowing points

:

I

Page 83, ''a rope is fixed to the top of the

trees^and operations commenced by digging

eight feet from the base of the tree, a circle two

feet wide and at least two feet deep." Now it

is not expressed whether the circle of which an

eight foet line is the radius, indicates the outer or

the inner edge of the trench to be dug. It is to

Imj inferred from the expression on page 84 - a

circle sixteen feet wide and two feet deep, seems

a big task' —that the trench is to be cut two feet

within the circle, having a radius of eight feet.

(1). Again, "use digging forks to undernune

the ball?" Do you mean that you dig lower

down than two feet from the surface, «o as to

leave a ball two feet thick and twelve feet m

diameter, or that you merely remove the ea Oi

from thai ball and from around the r^oM^
tree by working from underneath mstead of from

luove and with a fork instead of with a spade^

(2) And at the end of this operation is there a

bail of earth and roots left and of what size, or

only a mass of roots. (3). There now is a

^'common two-wheeled cart," the distance be

tween the wheels of which is about five feet to

be backed up ? It could be run across the trench

on boards, but the wheels must rest on the ball

or on the roots of the tree, and if so, how can

the tree be pulled over? I presume that the

I

cart is run upon two long boards that extend

I clear across the hole ; but your article does not

'

explain that, nor can I now see how a ball or a

' mass of roots "twelve feet wide," would pass up

;
between two boards that must be less than five

! feet apart. Perhaps the two boards on which

'

the cart has been run up to the tree, may be re-

moved, and one substituted for them placed un-

<•
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der the wheels of the cart, and at right angles

to their line of march. (4). You will probably

see from the above, that however clear the mode

of operation in transplanting large trees may be

to you, it has not been made so clear to your

readers, and will, I trust, oblige with further ex-

planation more than one.

[(1). This is right ; but of course the width of

circle will be regulated somewhat by the appear-

ance of things. In some cases, four, five

or six feet will do,—the idea is to get outside the

circle of the roots, wherever they may be—better

far away than too near—usually we have found

in very large trees 8 feet a good distance.

(2). In large trees, the mass of roots will be

about two feet thick, sometimes not so much
;

the tree will be easier dug by going deeper than

the roots, whatever their depth may be.

(3). Only a mass of roots -no earth. For
every few inches that the earth is undermined,

the folk reduces the ball at the same time—un-
dermining and reduction of the ball go on to-

gether.

(4). We Fee that we have omitted a point.

It is very hard to give a detailed operation like

this in a f>w words. But we ought to have
said that before the cart or wheel is backed up
the large tree has to be raised to the sur-

face. This is done by the aid of the rope fast to

the top of the tree. The tree is drawn to one

side, and a little earth thrown under the elevated

roots on the opposite side, then the tree is drawn
back and earth i)ut under the other side. This

is repeated backwards and forwards until very

soon the hole is filled with the earth, which has

been thrown out, and the tree with its roots ex-

posed stands upright on the top. By drawing
the tree again on one side and to the other,

broad planks are easily got under the roots and
right across the hole now filled with soft earth,

the width of the wheels, and then the operation

proceeds as before described.

It will be a pleasure to explain further if not

yet clear.
]

Old Cuttings.—We have supposed that cut-

tings of grapes which have stood one year in the

ground without rooting, would be in a better

condition to root than a fresh cutting just put

in. A correspondent of the Kentucky Farmer s

Home Journal suspects an opinion to this effect,

which we gave some months ago, is possibly

wrong. We shall be glad to have the experi-

ence of any of our readers on this matter.

Don't get their Papers.—The Manufactu-

rer and Builder notices the fact, that in many

instances after subscribers have complained that

they did not get their papers, whole bundles

have been discovered at the respective offices,

overlooked by the clerks. The papers are al-

most always sent from the offices, and subscri-

bers should be sure they are tiot at the offices

when supposed not to be.

Hedera Kceqneriana, very commonly so

spelled in many catalogues is a mistake ; it should

be ragusina according to a correspondent of the

Oardener'^s Chronicle.

Cypripedium.— C. H. P., Baltimore, Md,

The species you send is C. parvijlorum.

Wages of Gardeners.—A correspondent in

the west asks for the average wages of Garden-

ers. In this State, the average rate would be

$50 a 1' onth with house and vegetables.

Pole-cats Outdone.—It was recently an-

nounced at the New York Farmer's Club, that

the most wonderful results followed an experi-

ments of Mr. Quinn's, in regard to putting a

Pole-cat at the root of a pear tree. But recently

Mr. Elliott announced that the "carcasses of a

great many beeves" buried about some Hartford

Prolific grapes, produced at Detroit the most

astounding crops.

Pear Culture —Since the appearance of

Dr. Houghton's essay in the Qardener^s Monthly,

the deep waters of pear culture have been stirred

to their utmost depths. Almost every agricul-

tural journal finds the big waves lashing its inky

shores.

The Practical Farmer has had considerable

drift thrown into it,—not the least interesting

was a deposit from Friend Middleton's Pear or-

chard at Darby. Mr. Middleton is a decided

grass man, and has astonished the clear surfa-

cists by the figures from his Pear trees. The
branches have to be propped to keep up the

weight of fruit. In a late number, in reply to

attacks on his system he says he has about 800

trees under this kind of culture, "many of these

trees yield from 10 to 15 baskets of Pears each

year, bringing readily from three to six dollars a

basket.''

So determined are the opponents of grass cul-
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ture that the grass shall not have the benefit of

these Pears, some of them insist that "it is the

vapor from the Delaware River" that does the

business ! Strange, that the vapor should miss

the trees not in grass in the same vicinity.

Thomas' Patent Smoothing Harrow and

Broadcast Weeder.—Great improvements

have been made in this class of implements.

Judging by a circular before us, we think this

one will be a valuable addition to the list.

Bees on Raspberries —C. O., Philadelphia,

asks : "Is it true (as is said by some of my neigh-

bors who have raised Bees) that the action of

the Bee on the pollen of the Raspberry, prevents

that fruit reaching perfection ? That if you

keep Bees you may as well give up all hope of

raising raspberries."

[Bees are rather a benefit than an injury.

Sometimes the flowers are barren on account of

the imperfection of the pistils; but with this of

course the Bees have nothing to do.]

hard winter of 1800. A few lived through, but

they do not appear to have fulfilled their early

promise of very great beauty. The Cedar of

Lebanon is considered superior.

Corn Cobs.—It is curious to note bow names

chancre with diff'erent countries. In England,

whea't is called corn, while our corn is maize.

By the following extract from a paper on maize

culture in England, it will be seen that they are

retaliating. We should be rather puzzled to eat

corn "cobs" here.

"In October the cobs will be ready for table

use ; they will then have the grains of about the

size of and consistency of marrowfat peas, and

will take about 30 minutes to boil. Fresh but-

ter is spread over them when ready. For chil-

dren and invalids they arc most nutritious, being

in fact, the basis of all the expensive preparations

used. They also supply a valuable table vege-

table in the autumn equal to peas.''

Daisy "Red Rover."—Specimens of this

beautiful large deep crimson red seedling, has

been sent us by the raiser, Mr. Chas J. Powers,

and is the best daisy we have seen.

Ramie.- Dr. Hooker writing to the Commis-

s^ioner of Agriculture, Bn,y» that the name of the

Ramie'is Bcehmeria nivea and B. ienacissima is

not essentially different.

Designs for Flower beds —A very inter-

esting feature in Dreer's Garden Calendar is a

colored plate of flower beds, eight in number,

with the list of plants with colored leaves or

flowers to suit. They will much assist those

who have taste for these beautiful styles.

The Deodar Cedar.—We saw recently on the

srounds of Mr. Ed. Tatnall of Wilmington, Dela-

ware, a fine specimen of this tree. It is now the

only fine one that we know of One after

another those in other places north of this, that

,

were once famous, have succumbed to the cold
i

winters ; and it will soon be known only in the
,

greenhouses of the curious. We do not know
|

how it is doing south -, but we suppose the cli- >

mate will be too hot for its perfect development.

In England they were nearly aU killed off by the

The White Spruce.-M. L. Dunlap thinks

that the White Spruce will ere long supercede the

Korway Spruce as an ornamental tree, and

thinks this variety of the spruce should receive

more attention by nurserymen.

[Though not sure about the superseding of

the Norway Spruce, we quite agree with Mr.

Dunlap that the tree has not received the atten-

tion its great beauty deserves.]

Credit to Hearth & Home -"One of

the Editors writes to us: "On V^S^ f
of The Gardener^s Monthly for February, 18 <0,

you quote from our paper of January 22d, an al-

lusion to an article on Diomea muscipula, which

you seem to suppose is one published by you

The reference was to an article which appeared

in our i.sue of August 28th, 18G9, a copy of

which 1 mail to-day to your address. Unless

you can show that our article on the DwncBa

was copied from the Gardener^s Monthly you

seem to have done us an injustice, which I am

persuaded you would n>>t knowingly do. i ease

examine our article in No. 36, Vol. I, and let

me hear from you."

[In our volume for 1808, we pubhshed Mr.

Canby's remarkable discoveries in Dionsea. Au-

crust,1869, the Hearth <fc ifojne, manufactured a

Tvhoie article out of it, and now has the assur-

ance to claim it as -our article." We received

a note from Messrs P. B. & Co., after our last

was published, asking to be referred to the pages

i
'
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where Mr. Canby's paper appears in our maga-
zine. We gave the pages As this letter was
reccuved subsequently, and no reference has been

made to the matter in Hearth & Home., we
thouglit bust to publish it with this explanation,

su that uur readers may judge whether or not

we have done that paper any injustice.]

Hales' Early Peach for Forcing.—In a

private note,Mr. T. J. Pullen says : "My Peach

house is in fine condition now, the peaches being

nearly through the hardening process. I expect

to have ripe Hales' Early by the let of May.
The Hale's is a most excellent variety for orchard

house culture, I prefer it over all other varieties

which I have tested."

Raspberry Roots.—^. P., N. F.—Will root

cuttings of raspberries do well if carefully plant

ed and tended, and do you recommend the plan

to increase stock for a plantation?

[Most new raspberries are raised from root

cuttings, though some push up buds easier than

others. Varieties of the American Blackcaps

grow with difficulty in this way. The Eu-

ropean varieties root very easily Usually

they arc grown in hot-beds ; but if long pieces

are used and set upright with the tops level with

the surface, they will do pretty well in the open

air.]

Hemlocks from THE Woods.—A. P., Scipio-

ville, N. Y.—Will Hemlock Spruce do well if

planted for a hedge, when plants are taken from

a forest ?

[In their native places, young Hemlocks are

shaded from dry winds ; and the partial shade

makes the leaves so tender, that when removed
to the open air, the sun and wind are too strong

for Lhem. It is better therefore to plant from

the woods rather thickly and somewhat shaded

for a year or so, and inure them to their changed
conditions gradually ; then plant in the hedge

the following year]

a cool soil for their roots, but while fruiting and

especially ripening their fruit should have the

soil warm, or nearer the temperature of the air.

"

[It is singular to note how the "Doctors dif-

fer" in their opposition to "Meehan's theory."

Mr Barry at the time referred to, objected that

warm soil to the roots was a benefit while the

plants are growing, and instanced the general

value placed by gardeners on bottom heat. This

gentleman advocates cool soil while growing ]

Cool Soil.—A western writer says of an ad-

dress by the Editor of the Monthly :

"Mr. Meehan tried to make a strong point in

favor of his theory, by showing that soil covered

with grass was cooler than that exposed ; I can

see no benefit to the plant from this fact. I

know that nearly all plants while growing need

Sowing at the full of the Moon.— TT.

5., Bardstown, Ky., asks : "Would you be kind

enough to give your opinion in the Monthly, in

regard to the custom of many people to plant or

sow vegettble seeds at the different phases of the

moon This custom is so prevailing in this

neighborhood, that it is of no use to say any-

thing against it?''

[Scientific men say that the moon does exert

an influence over vegetation, but so slight is

that influence, that it is better to sow when
everything else is ready, than to wait until the

moon alone is ready.]

Mr. Taplin of Enville Park—There are

few places in England more famous for garden-

ing excellence than Enville Park. The present

gardener there, Mr. Taplin, is amongst the or-

naments of his profession, esteemed alike by his

employers and all who know him. It is very

rare that one in his position resigns all for pure

love of the United States, yet we understand

that such is his intention, and that he will be

here in a few weeks. It is an excellent chance

for those needing a first class gardener, either in

a private capacity or in an enterprising nursery.

We will cheerfully forward to him any letter*

that may reach us.

Seedling Carnations.— C. J. P., South

Framinyham, Mass. "I send you this day by

mail, specimens of four Carnations, which I

have raised from seed ; these are the first blooms.

The white with the crimson edge does not open

well, but I think it is owing to the situation it

grows in, and hope to get better flowers iu the

future."

[These were very good flowers. The one re-

ferred to will never probably recover the defect

of bursting its calyx. Ic is always a great point

gained in seedlings to get them with a whole

calyx. The others are perfect in this respect,

and are therefore the more valuable.
]

Payne's Tree Holder.—We made our il-

lustration from a description furnished by our

correspondent, who writes after seeing our figure,

that it need not be as heavy as we have made it.

Errata.—In Prof. Russell's paper on Fungi,

in our February No., "Lycoperdi'' should read

Lycoperdon ;
" Hystarium " HysUrium and

"Unedo" should be Uredo.

the green ; and this continues to spread as long

as the warm weather lasts A beautiful little

fundus bursts through the tissue in places ;
but

'

it is not clear whether this is a consequence or

cause of the diseas^e The oldest and weakest

leaves are always the injured ones, which would

indicate that the fungus is rather a consequence

than a cause It also seems to be contagious.

We guess the trouble is at the root ; but this is

only a guess.]

Birds on Peas.—H., McGregor, Iowa "Can

you tell me of any practical way by which I can

keep the birds from eating my green peas? Last

season we could scarcely get a mess of the choice

kinds, the birds taking them just before they

were fit for the table. They showed a nice dis-

crimination too, hardly touching Laxton's Long

Pod."

[We can suggest no remedy. Those who are

troubled with birds on any particular crop, usu-

ally plant it near where people constantly pass-

ing keep birds away. Others who have crops of

fruit or seeds large enough to warrant the ex-

pense, employ a boy at 25 or 50 cents per day to

frighten them during the critical time.

This last is a very effective plan, and where

the extent of the crop warrants it, is the cheap-

est of all plans against birds.]

Brandy from Tomatoes —3f. D. H, Quit-

man, Misi^, We do not know anvthing more of

this than we have already given in our pages.

Probably a note addressed to Mr. J. S. Williams,

Cinnaminson, N. J., might be of service to you.

Disease in Pine Trees.—3fr. Manning,

Harrishnrg, Franklin Co., O., writes: "En-

closed I send you sample of Pinus pyrenaica

leaves, it is affected with a disease of the leaves.

First the Laricio became affected, then the py-

renaica ; they present a very sorrowful appear-

ance, the leaves turning brown, the disease com-

mencing at the lowest limb and working up-

wards. T think I have seen mention made in a

former number of the 3/ont/i?v of similar attacks.

Have any farther facts been discovered in regard

to the disease about Philadelphia, and has any

remedy been discovered, and how has it termi-

nated ? Only those two varieties are as yet af-

fected ; many of the leaves are half brown, and

many others all brown. I am as yet at a loss

to know whether it is a disease of the leaves or

the work of an insect

[With this letter Mr. Manning sends us spe-

cimens of a disease in Pines which has long puz-

zled us, and one about which, after exhausting

every source of information, we feel we know

realiy nothing. The ends of the Pine leaves be-

come brown, and brownspots are mixed amongst

Kame of Plant.-p. B., Brooklyn, N, T.

"The ^'Aloe" you sent is not an Aloe, butCras-

sula, or perhaps more properly Bnrhea fahata.

It does not flower with you perhaps, beeause

you have it in too much shade. It is one <»f

those old fashioned, beautiful, and too much

nc<rlected plants that seem to delight our good

friend Joseph Amram. Grown in a pot of rich

soil, and plunged in a sunny place in the open

air, it flowers freely. Its large heads of crimson

flowers well repay any extr.i care It is one of

those plants which propagate themselves from

leaves. Very easy raised and contented with

little, it deserves to be more popular.

American Lawn Mower.-A friend of ours

in London, thought to buy some carpets for his

house in Philadelphia superior to anything he

could get at home The carpet manufjicturer

he applied to was a personal acquaintance, and

somewhat startled our friend, by assuring him

that he could buy carpets better and to better ad-

vantage of the McCallum's and Orne's of his

vicinity than could be furnished him in London.

Something like this is the case with mowing

machines. We heard many people say last year

that American lawn mowers were good for noth-

incr and that they had to send to Europe for En-

gli'sh ones. But the Gardener's Chronicle tells

its readers that the American machine with its

knives constructed on the archimidean screw

principle, is so superior to the English, that

their most celebrated machines are of little

account in comparison.

People cau often better themselves considera-

>
I
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bly by adopting the good things of other coun-

tries; at the same time it is not well to imagine

that there are no good things at home.

Graft Hybrids. ~-3f. , Logansport, Ind., says :

"I have read the articles on the sour and sweet

apples, and kindred topics which you have given

in the magazine with much interest T have

always supposed it impossible, and was surprised

to note that you give in your adhesion to such a

doctrine ; but perhaps you have come across

more facts than I have. It would, I am sure,

interest many readers to have your further

views."

[Our friend is mistaken. We have not "given

in our adhesion" to the graft hybrid doctrine ;

but we do hold that the facts stated by good ob-

servers, are so apparently well founded, that it

will not do to hold the thing impossible. We
wait for more facts.]

OBITUARY.

Azaleas at the Horticultural Society.

—Our reporter in making notes of the last exibi-

tion of the Penna. Hort. Soci ty, had but a few

minutes to take them, and perhaps omitted to

do do justice to some things. The Azaleas must
have l)een better than the report indicated, as a

special premium of S5, was awarded to their ex-

hibitor, Mr. Buist, for them. We have frequent-

ly noted in the Gardener's Monthly^ the excel-

lence of Mr. Buist's Azaleas. Every care is

taken to add every good new kind to his list.

Mahonia Seed —^. P., asks : "Should seeds

of the Mahonia be sown in open ground ?

[These may be sown in the open ground; but
it is necessary to shade them the first year, and
to protect them from severe winter weather, for

two or three years. The best way is to sow in

strong boxes and germinate under a shaded
frame; and keep in the box a year or so before

planting out in the open ground.]

Mr. Strong's Hillside Houses.—Under
date of March 19th, Mr. Strong writes : "We
are in mid winter, buried in snow. I am glad to

report that my hillside houses endure any
amount of snowdrifts, and give me increased sat-

isfaction. Especially the house of last fall seems
to me to be a model"

During the past month death has taken away

several friends, whose departure is worthy of

note.

Mr. James Bissett florist,of Philadelphia,died

suddenly of heart disease Tie was well known

as amongst the first to introduce cheap roses, by

the plan of great heat and summer layering un-

der glass. As a rose grower he stood high, as

the frequent premiums obtained from the Penn.

Hort. Society testifies. He was a good man in

every relation of life.

Elias Diffenbaugh.—Mr. Diffenbaugh was

one of those remarkable men, whose natural tal

ents overcome obstacles, which frighten those of

weaker mould. He was a native of Lancaster

Co , a journeyman printer by profession, and

imbibed a love of flowers from Prof. Porter, now

of Lehigh University. Many years ago he be-

came stricken with consumption, but turned his

attention to Botany, which by affording him

plenty of out door occupation, and aiding him to

a cheerful happy disposition, no doubt prolonged

his life many years.

The success which attended his botanical

studies was so great, that he was elected by the

Academy of Natural Science, of Philadelphia, a

life member of that Institution, without his pay-

ing the usual heavy fee required ; and he was

subsequently elected to the honorable position of

one of the Botanical Committee of that Society.

His disease at length growing on him, he re-

moved a few months ago to Freeport, Ills.,

where he was when he died.

Mr. Setii Boyden, of Newark, has also dis-

appeared from life's stage. In connection with

seedling strawberries, his name will long be re-

membered. Green Prolific and Agdculturist,

are two of his seedlings, which will maintain a

preeminence for many years to come.

He was one of the most prominent men in his

city ; always alive to every interest that would

tend to its advancement. He was always simple

and unaffected in his tastes, presenting a marked

contrast to the extravagances of the present

generation.
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Harnkt'b Barws, OiTTBUiLDiifos, AND Fencrx. Published by

Orange Judd k Co., through Claxton, Romsen, Sc Co.,Phila.

A beautiful barn or outbuilding—one orna-

mented in good taste—that is, embellished in a

way that is not discordant with the purposes for

which it is intended, is perhaps a much rarer

sight than a good house or garden. The want

is felt for something better than a few boards

nailed together, or an ugly mass of stone or

brick, and the attempt is often made to " do

something" in this way, and they usually do

*'do something." We have improved Barns

and Stables,, but they are generally mistaken by i

passers by for hospitals or meeting houses,
|

rather than as shelters for cows or horses, or
j

places "where the farmer garnereth in his grain.''
i

Mr. Harney is not altogether in the advance
j

in this line of literature. John J. Thomas has
j

been a good worker in this field ; but no one has

dared so much for the cause as our present au-

thor, and publisher, in presenting this beautiful

work to the public

Full drawings and descriptions are given of

every building likely to be required on the best

ordered farm, and the book is gotten up in such

beautiful style, that even though a library were

filled at the instance of an ignoramus, by " con-

tract for so much," this would surely be one

that would please.

it will not have the efTect intended. " What the

farmer can do " occupies a very small space in

the tale,-what the Rovers attempted, most

youncT farmer boys would be rather induced to

try ; for most boys think they can do what

others fail in, and the love of adventure always

has charms.

Trans ACTiONa of the Mabs. Hort. Society.

We are late in acknowledging the receipt of

the last volume of the transactions of this time

honored institution.

Hknrt Cocrtland; or what a Farmer ran do. By A. J. Cline.

Published by J. B. Llppfncott ft Co., Philadelphia.

This is a novel of about four hundred pages !

octavo, evidently written with the object of show-

ing that a farmer's life is the one the most con-

1

ductive to happiness. Some young men seek their

fortunes in the newly discovered riches of Cali-

fornia, others stay at home on the homestead,—

but after a wearv battling with the world, the

former are glad to return like the prodigal son of

old. to the fatted calves of their father's home.

The providential circumstances which contin-

ually arise to give life to the plot as the story

progresses are too numerous to affect one with

any sense of naturalness,—yet the author mana-

ges to keep up an interest in the fate of all his

leading characters to the last, which is a deci-

sive proof that the book is so far a success.

There is no young man or woman, but will read

it with great interest, and it will assuredly be

welcomed to every rural library. But we fear

THK COUNTIIT GkSTLEMAN.

We value very highly the complimentary let-

ters received from correspondents. That we

seldom refer to them in our pages, is not because

we fail to appreciate their kind estimate of otir

labors ; but because they are so numerous and

warmly cxpressed,that wc cannot choose between

them. The following however, in reference to a

contemporary agricultural journal, from a cor-

I

respondent in Chautague Co., New York, wc

1
feel less modesty n publishing. We make the ex-

i tract, because outside of any comparison with

other excellent agricultural ma-azines, there is

no question but it is one of which all who value

I
the crood name of American agriculture is proud.

Our^correspondcnt says : after his good opinion

of the Monthly. " and the Country Gentleman

seems to me to contain the pith and power of the

aorricultural literature of this country.''

The Fomolooist

Is a new monthlv published at Des Moines

Iowa, and edited chiefly by Mark Miller well

known by his former connection with the Home-

stead The numbers so far issued, exhibit great

intelligence and industry, and it will takejank

with our best horticultural magazines. Though

by its name one might suppose it to be devoted

to fruit culture alone, it seems to embrace all

other branches of gardening. Dr. Stayman our

valued correspondent is editorially connected

with it.

The Germantown Teleoraph

Recently celebrated its fortieth anniversary

It must have a good constitution to survive that

! '

Si',

P 1:

long. The mystery is that notwithstanding its
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great age, it shows no signs of decrepitude, but

is to day as fresh and vigorous as ever. It is

clear that if Ponce de Leon failed to find the

Spring of perpetual youth amongst the wa-
ters of the Mississippi, some of our newspapers,

like the Oermantown Telegraph, have come near

discovering the great secret. We were about to

say "long may it live," but that is superfluous.

Colman's Rural World,

Usually the Bantam amongst the fowl king-

dom, crows as lound as the Shanghai, and

rather feels the prouder for his little size. Our

agricultural papers do not go by the same rule.

Thc^y have swollen themselves enormously of

late years. Cdlman^s Bural World of St. Louis,

is the last to adopt the quarto form. We are

glad to note its increased success.

NEW Am KAHE ERUITS.

Tetofskt Apple.—We have noticed this

several times. Mr. D. W. Adams says of it in

Imoa Homestead: **It is a great prize to us of

the far North-west. It is very early (a trifle

earlier than Red Astrachan). good size ; always
fair; a very young bearer, and enormously pro-

ductive. It also is at the very head of the best

for hardiness, ranking with the Siberian crabs

and Duchess of Oldenburg in one respect. I

consider myself very foriunate in having this

comparatively new and rare sort in bearing in a
situation so exposed as to thoroughly test its

many good qualities.*'

The Warfield Apple.—Mr. Suel Foster
says in Western Pomologist: "It is generally

known that I propagated the Warfield Apple,
a new seedling of this place, and I have spread
it over the country pretty widely, from Maine to

Nebraska ; and I am not ashamed that I have
done so. I have about 50 of the trees in my or-

chards, the oldest of which are budded on seed-
ling stocks, eight years growth ; one tree bore at
two years and it has borne every year since

;

half the others bore at three years and nearly all

at four. They are remarkable youns bearers

and the tree is the most perfect apple tree I ever

saw. The branches form a knot that will never
be likely to split off". Its growth is exceedingly

rapid, yet it appears as hardy as anything I

have. Sach a fall as last, it is apt to burst the

bark at the ground while young in the nursery.

The fruit is large, round and fair, and exceed-

ingly handsome ; very light delicate yellow, with

light beautiful blush in the sun ; flesh a liitle

coarse, firm and hard, subacid
;
quality, second

rate, good cooking in July and August ; keeps

through September, though it often rots a little

on the tree, particularly last season, though it

was large and fair.

Barnes Mammoth Strawberry, is spoken

of by the Horticulturist as the best substitute for

Wilson, that the Editor has seen.

Marengo Siberian Winter Crabs—From

Mr Andrews, reached us early in April, in ex-

cellent condition.

The Arctic Peach.—In the North-west they

have a variety called the Acrtic, which seems

very popular; but we have no description any-

where of its peculiar character.

Victoria Gooseberry.—At a recent meet-

ing of fruit growers at Old Mission, Mich., Mr.

Curtis said : "One kind of gooseberry called

Victoria never mildewed ; a smooth variety, not

very large, stalk quite clean; thorns not nume-

rous, but sharp, inclined to bend over. I saw

the same variety in Illinois which did not mil-

dew.''

Ellisdale Raspberry.—This variety origi-

nated fin Pottawatomie County, Iowa, and is

truly a western sort. The plant in some re-

sembles the Black Cap family, being propagated

by tips, but the fruit has a similarity to the Ant-

werp class of berries,*being reddish purple in

color and of a most delicious flavor, far excelling

that of the Black Caps. It is very productive,

but rather too soft for distant marketing. For

home market and for family use it is not ex-

celled by any variety that will endure our severe

climat^. The plant and fruit are somewhat sim-
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ilarto i\ie Purple Cane, though the plant is a

much more rampant grower, and the fruit is

much larger and finer flavor than that variety.

H. A. Terry.

Two New Tennessee Apples.—
KINNAIRD'8 CHOICE.

Through the kindness of my friend, J. S.

Downer, of Fairview, Ky., I received specimens

ofKinnaird's Choice and Hatcher's Seedling,both

of excellent quality and handsome, also, an en-

closed letter from D. B. Cliffe, ofFranklin, Tenn.

,

in which he writes, that Kinnaird's Choice origi-

nated on the farm of the late Michael Kinnaird,

Franklin, Tenn , about fifteen years since, and is

thought to be a cross between Winesap -and

Limber Twig. Tree a thrifty, vigorous grower,

not very upright or regular, but similar to Wine-

sap; an early and an annual bearer, but pro-

duces heavier crops alternate years. The fruit

is at its best in January, and its attractive ap-

pearance and fine color make it very saleable in

market.
. ,. . 4.

Fruit of medium size, oblate, inclining to

conical, slightly angular or obscurely ribbed

;

sides sometimes unequal ; skin yellow, almost

[hatcher's seedling] .

covered with dark, rich red, and thickly

sprinkled with small light dots towards the

crown, and larger ones and less number near

the base; stalk short and small, inserted in a

wide, deep cavity; ru.seted, sometimes by a

lip calyx closed ; segments short to a point

sometimes rather long and irregular; basin

large, deep, farrowed; flesh yellowish ha f fine

crisp; tender, juicy, mild, rich, sub acid shghtly

aromatic: quality very good; core small.

HATCHER {Hatcher's Seedling).

D B Cliffe says: *' This fine apple originated

on the* farm of the late O. C. Hatcher, near

Franklin, Tenn., and by some is preferred to

Kinnaird's Choice, and is one of the most popu-

lar apples in middle Tennessee. Tree very vigo-

rous, upright, and more rapid in growth than

Kinnaird's Choice, and a very sightly tree and

bears good crops Fruit medium size, roundish,

slightly conical, slightly angular, skin very dark,

rich red, almost purplish, sprinkled with a few

light dots: stalk short, and rather small, insert-

ed in a medium or rather small cavity, slightly

russeted; calyx open; segments short, erect, di-

vided; basin of medium size, slightly plaited

;

flesh yellow, fine grained, rather compact, juicy,

mild, pleasant, and sub-acid; almost sweet;

quality very good; core small. Ripens January

and February.—Charles Downing.

i
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Missouri Pippin, (Syn. Missouri Keeper).— '

Fruit, medium ; weight 6 to 9 ozs. ; form round,

irregular, oblique ; skin smooth, shining, yellow,

mixed, shaded, marbled and striped with light

and dark red ; dots numerous, small, gray ; stem

medium to short, slender ; cavity regular, wide
and deep, eye small, nearly closed; basin abrupt,

|

deep, regular, furrowed ; core small, compact

;

capsules medium ; seeds small, short, plump,
quite dark; flesh yellow, tender, juicy, pleasant,

sub-acid. Quality only good ; use, market and
kitchen. Season—January to July. Dr. War-
der says :

" Specimens cut on the 25th of June
were in perfect condition." Tree vigorous,

healthy and hardy ; bark, dark brown ; very

early and abundant bearer. Origin, supposed

to be Missouri.

We consider tliis apple worthy of cultivation

in Kansas and Missouri, it being such an early

and abundant bearer and quite handsome, will

always command a fair price. Excellent for

shipping in the spring on account of its fine color

and great keeping qualities.— Western Pomoloyist.

Mathews No. 13— Is a grape which, says the

Western Pomologist, proves of first quality and
indicates great adaptation to the climate of that

region. It is a whitish green, with large, rather

oval berries, and bunch -as large as Concord.

It was received from Mr. Rogers, of Salem, as

one of his regularly numbered kinds; but proves

to bo different from any of them.

Miner Plum.—Mr liudd, in Pomologist^

shows how tliis differs from Chickasaw. The
shoots and fruit are double the size It escapes

curculio chiefly through lateness of forming its

fruit. The leaves are very different in the two
kinds.

Laurenel Peach.—Says a western paper:

A new seedling peach is announced christened

the '"Laurenel," in Monroe, Ohio. It is said to

be about the size of Hale's Early, a week or

more earlier in ripening, much finer flavor,

does not rot on the tree, &c.

The Western Triumph Blackberry.—
This is a chance seedling found upon the open
prairie in Lake County, Ills, in 1858, by Mr.
Biddle, of Waukegan, Ills., and by him removed
to his garden, where it has since that time

proved hardy and very productive, not being in-

jured when Kittatinny and New Rochelle have

been killed. The fruit is medium to large, very

abundant, roundish, elongated, obtuse in form
;

granules coarse, large, apparently firm, yet very

rich and sweet, carrying well and without any

harshness of core or acidity so peculiar to New
Rochelle, Wilson, «&c., &c.,

The leaf is very broad and thick, irregularly,

and rather coarsely serrated ; spines abundant,

stiff and strong.—F. R. Elliott, in Bural New
Yorker,

Leaf's Lady Apple.—We have received

from Dr. Leaf of Philadelphia, specimens of a

seedling apple which will be a popular compan-

ion with the well known Lady apple in common
cultivation. The fruit is rather larger, and

some of them take on an ovate instead of the

regular depressed globose form. The color is

not so deep a red, and the yellow on the shady

side is interspersed with stripes and splashes of

red. It is easily distinguished by the stalks,

which are double the length of the common
kind, projecting beyond the cavity considerably.

The flesh also is yellow and sweet.

It is in excellent eating condition at this sea-

son (April 20th).

McAfee's Nonesuch Apple.—Dr. Housley

of Leavenworth, Kansas, in a note to Mr.

Phoenix, says ; "Yours of the 10th, inquiring

what I know of McAfee's Nonesuch apple,Large

Striped Pearmain, Winter Pearmain, Park and

Missouri Pippin is at hand. In reply, would

say, that McAfee's Nonesuch was raised from

seed, sown in 1773, at McAfee's Station, in Mer-

cer Co., Ky., on the banks of Salt River, some

5 or 6 miles from Harodsburg, by the McAfee

company, who came from Va. to Ky. in that

year. The apple has been known and called by

that name for over 70 years, and has been dis-

seminated throughout the N. E. of Ky., Indiana,

and Missouri, In Illinois, about Quincy, it is

known as McAfee's Red Large Striped Pear-

main, is the same apple, having received the

above name from Col. Allen, of Holly Spring

Nursery, in Nelson Co., Ky., about the year

1840. Allen got it of John Lightfoot, and Light-

foot got it in the McAfee neighborhood. Col.

Allen thought,however, the Large Striped Pear-

main was more descriptive of the apple than any

other name, hence he called it that. These

facts I had from Col. Allen himself in his lite-

time. Winter Pearmain is the same, and the

name under which I first got it of Col. Allen, in

1836. Park is also the same, have been intro-

duced here from Ky. The Missouri Pippin is

an apple with which I have but little acquain-

tance; I saw it in bearing last fall, for the first

time. Will send you a few scions of it soon to

give you a start. When I shall have obtained

all the historical facts necessary in regard to

McAfee's Nonesuch, I intend to publish it in

some of the periodicals, thereby suppressing 10

to 12 spurious synonyms. '

'

INTELLIGENCE.

Shelter for Pear Trees.—A correspon-

dent of Western Pomologist says : I am going to

try Captain Matthews plan of raising pears by

intermixing evergreens with them. In fact, I

had commenced a new pear orchard in this way

two years ago, by setting evergreens on the

north and west ; and now they be on the south

and through among the pear trees.

Nurseries of Cheatham & Clement at

Nashville.—The Nashville Union say: We

have hitherto, owing to a press upon our col-

umns, failed to notice the extensive nursery of

Messrs Archer Cheatham & Clement, known as

the Richland Nursery, five miles out on the Har-

ding pike, and on the Northwestern railroad.

There are 100 acres of beautiful fertile land, de-

voted extensively to nursery purposes.

As our neighbors cannot endure to provide

seed two years in advance, they all plant bugs,

or let their bugs escape; and, consequently, we

are supplied with bugs from their gardens ;
but

we do not have them so soon, nor in such num-

bers, as we should have by the usual plan. I

dry the seed peas until I think they will not

mould, and then I put them in bags and hang

them up in an airy place, taking care to tie the

mouth of the bags close. Then, that they may

not become too dry about Christmas, I put the

peas into bottles and cork them, and let them

remain until the second spring afterwards. The

peas are not in any way injured by being two

years old. I have had three year old peas grow

very finely.—.Am. Entomologist.

A Good Botanist.—A Western paper says :

Mrs. T. H. Keeckler, M. D., of Cincinnati, is

the best female botanist in the country. Her

collection of preserved plants is wonderful to be-

hold.

The Pea Weevil.—The Pea Weevil {Bru-

clius pisi) might easily be kept down to a moder-

ate numl)er, if pea growers could be moved to

adopt a right method. I never plant a pea with

a Uve weevil in it. I keep the peas two years,

then of course the weevil is dead ;
and I take

care thev do not escape before they die ;
conse-

quently, instead of having a bug in every pea,

and eating as many bugs as peas, a large num-

ber of the peas are free from them, and are,

therefore, pleasanter in idea if not in taste ;
and

we have some finer seed than we should have if

we planted bugs as well as seed.

Interesting Experiment.—A recent work

of science gives the following novel experiment,

which settles a question of some importance in

philosophy. Two hundred pounds '.weight of

earth was dried in an oven, and afterwards put

into an earthen vessel. The earth was then

moistened with rain water, and a willow tree,

weighing five pounds, was placed therein. Du-

ring five years the earth was watered with rain

or pure water ; the willow grew and flourished,

and to prevent mixing with fresh earth or dust

from any source, it was covered with a metal

plate, numerously perforated to admit air only.

After growing in the air for five years, the tree

was removed, and found to weigh 169 pounds

plus, and the earth in the vessel being removed,

dried and weighed, was found to have lost only

about two ounces of its original weight. Thus,

164 pounds of woody fibre, bark and roots, were

certainly produced ; but from what source unless

from air

—

Ohio Farmer.

f
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Timber in India.—Dr. Richardson commu-
nicates a paper on this subject to the Edinburg

Bot. Society, of which the Gardener''s (Chronicle

gives an abstract.

The Great Indian Peninsular Railway Com-
pany has commenced the importation of sleepers

from Australia. The variety of limber fixed upon

for this traffic is the "Jarrah wood,'' which issaid

to be excellently adapted for laying the perma-

nenl; road of railways. If that be found the

case, we shall i)robably see a new and cousidcra-

trade springing up batween the Australian con-

tinent and India. The peninsula has little as

yet except the main lines of the traffic system,

and thousands of miles must ba prepared for the

"iron horse" before her cotton-fields and rice-

fields can be fairly brought within the range of

commerce. India possesses coal, iron, and al-

most everything else, but she does not produce

a good timber-tree for sleepers. Though nothing

can be better than Sal and Teak when properly

seasoned, neither of these can now be had in

Bufficient abundance to satisfy the steadily in-

creasing demand. The Pine and Fir grow only

upon the upper peaks of the mountain ranges

;

the Teak forests, which are distant from Bombay
have been a good deal overworked of late—while

the wood is hard to work, and costly. The com-

monest tree in Western India is the "Babul,''

a species of acacia (A. arabica), with a black

trunk and fragrant golden blossoms ; but it al-

most always grows very crooked, and its wood
is excessively tough. There are, of course,

great forests throughout India, and everywhere

may be seen groves of superb Mangoes, Tama-
rinds, Peepul, Jack, Silk-cotton, and other trees,

besides Date and Cocoa-nut Palms ; but most of

these are too valuable, and none of them are

suitable for sleepers. Thus, the importation of

foreign wood has alwavs been a large element in

the cost of railway making in the peninsula

Thousands of loads of Norway Pine have been

brought all the way from the Baltic to Bombay,
Kurrachee, and even Calcutta, cut into sleepers,

and kyanized to keep the white ant away. It

has been necessary to pay for this immense sea

transit, because neither stone nor any other ma-
terial will serve the purpose so well as the solid

but slightly elastic beam of Fir wood. Along
the Indian lines, Bamboo is a good deal em-
ployed for telegraph posts, and such other native

wood as can be obtained is burned up in the fur-

naces of the locomotives for fuel. But this scar-

city oflight timber is a serious matter for Indian

engineers; and if it really is the case that in the

Jarrah-tree Australia grows the very thing

wanted, it is quite likely that a new source of

prosperity is opening for the Australians, and

that a steady Indo-Australian commerce may be

the result.

Report on the Regional and IIypsome-

TRicAL Distribution of the Conifers —
By Robert Brown, F. R. G. S. This paper was

the result of the author's studies regarding the

geographical distribution of Coniferse over the

globe, and the laws regulating that distribution.

The result of his researches had gone to prove

that the Coniferse had resolved themselves into

several natural groups, which he denominated

"provinces;" and that these provinces might

again be subdivided into lesser geographical

groups, called "regions;" these regions, finally,

being composed of local arboreal floras, which

might be called "districts," distinguished by the

prevalence of some particular species, not found

out of the range embraced by this district. He
then described these geographical provinces of

distribution, and gave the provincial limits as-

signed to them, with lists of the species frequent-

ing each, and the altitudinal range of the species

contained in them. The causes regulating this

distribution were next considered. It was shown
that in all probability each species, even when
widely distributed, had a certain isotherm gov-

erning it, and that the range of temperature

within which it could prosper was not great.

The limits of forests in America in north latitude,

were stated, for example, at n.fS° Fahr (iso-

therm), the isotheral line of 50^, and the isochi-

monal line of .15^ Moisture was, however, the

chief limiting cause of forests, and it appears

that at least from 14 to IG inches of annual rain-

fall during the growing season are necessary to

the prosperity of forests, in defence of which
proposition the origin of prairies was discussed.

Geological formation had also a limiting influ-

ence, the great forests of Sequoia sempervirens

in California being entirely limited to tht3 meta-
morphib sandstones of the western slope of the

coas:; range,'break8 in the forest occurring where
the formation was alternated with limestone

tracts.—i^rom Edinburg Bot. Society in Garde-

ner''s Chronicle
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No trees, Evergreens especially, should be suf-
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deeply loosened soil, abstracts moisture, and
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HINTS rOU JUNE,

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE
GROUND.

Towards the end of June propagation by bud-

ding commences. This is very commonly em-

ployed with the rose ; but ornamental trees and

shrubs may be increased in the same way.

Closely allied species must be chosen to work

together.

Evergreen hedges will require attention as

they grow. Where the height desired has been

attained, the top and strong growth should be

cut back while they arc still watery. The side

shoots need not be touched till past midsummer.

All wise people now employ the conical shape

for hedges. In cutting back the top growth at

this season, the conical form can still be pre-

served.

Cut off the flowers of roses as they fade,—the

second crop will be much better for the atten-

tion. Seeds of all flowering plants should be al-

so taken off"; all this assists the duration of the

blooming season.

Bulbous roots, when done flowering, and the

leaves have faded, should be taken up and dried,

—mixed with chaff", or other light loose material,

placed in paper bags and stowed away in a dry

place till Fall.

Dahlias should not flower early. Keep them

growing till Fall, when they will flower finely.

Propagation by layering may be performed any

time when strong vigorous growing shoots can

\}Q had. Any plant can be propagated by layers

Many can be readily propagated no other way.

Cut a notch on the upper side of the shoot, not

below, as all the books recommend, and bend

down into, and cover with rich soil. In a few

weeks they root, and can be removed from their

parents. Stakes for plants should be charred at

the ends before using, when they will last for

years.

Flower-beds should be hoed and raked, as soon

as the ground dries ai'ter a rain. Loose surface

soil prevents the under stratum drying out. Peg

down bedding-plants where practicable. Split

twigs make the best pegs. In dry weather do

not water flower-beds often; but do it thoroughly

when it is done. See that the water does not

run off; but into and through the soil.

Mow lawns often, if you would have them

green and velvety. Keep the scythe sharp ;

usually mowers do not use the grindstone often

enough. Common farm scythes are not fit for

lawn use ; rivetted, and short scythes are the

kind to get. If a lawn is mowed often, the

grass need not be clean,-the s<appy blades soon

wither, and make a manure for the roots. The

lontrest should be raked off', or the lawn will hav-

a littery appearance.

Peg down Roses where a heavy mass of flow-

ers is desired. The side shoots push more freely

for this treatment.

The Rose bugs are apt to be very annoying at

some seasons. The best remedy is to shake them

off" into a pail of water. The Rose slug is often

very injurious to the leaves—completely skeleton-

izing them. All kinds of rapid remedies have

been proposed—whale oil soap, petroleum, &c.,

but the best thing of all is to set a boy to crush

them by finger and thumb. It is astonishing

how rapidly they are destroyed by this process.

This is true of most of the larger insects. Hand

picking or crushing is by far the best remedy.

No trees, Evergreens especially, should be suf-

fered to have grass grow about them for a year

or so after planting. It becomes ''rank" in the

deeply loosened soil, abstracts moisture, and
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otherwise seriously interferes with the tree.

When the tree gets a fair start, grass does lessin-

jiiry,and when itbecomes a tough sod,and the tree

by its sliade, or say by frequent mowing keeps

the grass short, the grass roots do not penetrate

deep, and the sod is of benefit, by keeping the

surface spongy, and the substratum cool.

Many herbaceou-i plants, such as Phloxes,

Hollyhocks and similar things, that are scarce

and valued, may be propagated now very easily,

by taking portions of their flower-stems before

the flowers open, and inserting them as cuttings

in a half shaded, cool, and not dry situation.

Layering of many things, shrubs, half-shrubby

perennials, etc., should be done before the young

wood becomes too hard, if good plants are re.

quired the first year. Most plants root more

quickly by having a notch cut in the layered

shoot. Good, rich soil, put just about the layers

is very important. Good soil lixvors an abun-

dance of roots. One of the greatest mistakes in

gardening is the prevalent notion that plants in

a poor soil have a greater proportion of roots

than in a rich one.

•mm**

TRUIT GARDEN.

Grapes first coming into bearing should not

be permitted to perfect large crops of fruit while

young. It is excusable to fruit a bunch or so on

a young vine, 'just to test the kind," but no

more should be permitted till the vine has age

and strength. Vigorous growth, and great pro-

ductiveness, are the antipodes of the vegetable

world. Encourage as much foliage as possible

on the vines, and aim to have as strong shoots

at the base as at the top of the cane ; this can be

done by pinching out the points of the strong

shoots ofter they have made a growth of five or

six leaves. This will make the weak ones grow

stronger. Young vines grow much faster over a

twiggy branch, stuck in for support, than over a

straight stick as a trellis, and generally do bet-

ter every way. Where extra tine bunches of

grapes are desired, pinch back the shoot bearing

it to about four or five leaves above the bunch.

This should not be done indiscriminately with

all the bunches. Too much pinching and stop-

ping injures the production of good wood for

next season. These hints arc for amateurs, who

have a few vines or trellisses ; for large vineyard

culture, though the same principles hold good as

far as they go, they will vary in their application.

Grapes in cold vineries will now be of a size

fit for thinning. In those cases where the

bunches are intended to hang long on the vines,

they should be thinned out more severely than

those expected to be cut early. A close, com-

pact bunch favors mildew and early decay.

Fine, rich color is always esteemed as one of

the criterions whereby to judge of the excellence

of a fruit. Sun-light is of first importance ; but

it is not generally known that this is injurious

when in excess. In a dry atmosphere, with

great sun-heat, where the evaporating process

goes on faster than the secretive principle, what

should become a rich rosy blush in a fruit, is

changed to a sickly yellow ; and the rich jet

black of a grape becomes a foxy red. Some

Grape growers of eminence, in view of the facts,

shade their vineries during the coloring process
;

but others, instead, keep the atmosphere as

close and moist as possible. The latter course

detracts from tlie flavor of the frui*^. The best

plan is that which combines both practices.

Watch newly planted fruit trees. If they have

but a few weak leaves only, it shows the roots

have been injured ; then prune them severely,

which will make them grow freely. It should be

a main object to make all transplanted trees not

merely have leaves, but have new shoots at the

earliest possible moment. If they are growing

very well, they may be allowed to perfect a few

fruits. Overbearing on a newly planted tree is,

however, one of the best ways of making it stunt-

ed for year.
Strawberries, when grown in hills,—the most

laborious but most productive method of grow-

ing them,—should have runners cut ofi' as they

grow, and the surface soil kept loose by shallow

hoeings occasionally. Short litter, half rotten

as a mulch, is also beneficial. Lawn mowings

are often applied, but with little benefit. Where
they are grown in beds, they should not be too

thick, as they starve one another, and the crop

next year will be poor.

Blackberries are not always ripe when they

are black. Leave them on till they part readily

from their stalks.

Currants are so easily grown as to require few

hints for their management. If they throw up

many suckers, take out a portion now, instead of

waiting till winter to cut them away. The Cur-

rant borer is a great pest,eating out the pith of the

young shoots, and causing them to grow poorly,

and bear but small fruit next year. Gummy
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'* flypaper " is, we think, the best thing to catch

them.

Gooseberries should have the soil, and even

the plants, if it were practicable, shaded a little.

Dry air about them is one great cause ofmildew.

In the interior department. Peaches that have

been slightly forced will be about maturing, and

the atmosphere must be allowed to become dryer

by admitting more air and using the syringe less

freely. This is necessary, not only to perfect

the flavor of the fruit, but to mature the wood

properly for next season's fruit. All of this has

to be done with caution, as a sudden change

from a moist system of culture to a dry one will

be certain to injure the tissue and breed disease.

Red spider and other insects closely follow on

the heels of a dry atmosphere. They must be

watched, and nothing suflered to injure the

leaves till by natural maturity the plant has no

longer use for them.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.

Peas for a Fall crop may be sown. It is, how-

ever, useless to try them unless in a deeply trench-

ed soil, and one that is comparatively cool in the

hottest weather overhead, or they will certainly

mildew and prove worthless. In England, where

the atmosphere is so much more humid than ours,

they nevertheless have great difticulty in getting

foil Peas to go through free from mildew ;
and to

obviate these drying and mildew-producing in-

fluences, Ihey often plant them in deep trenches,

made as for Celery, and are then much more

successful with them.

Cabbage and Brocoli may still be set out for

Fall crops, also requiring an abundance of ma-

nure to insure much success. Lettuce, where

salads are in much request, may yet be sown.

The Curled Indian is a favorite summer kind
;

but the varieties of Co?, or Plain-leaved kinds,

are good. They take more trouble, having to be

tied up to blanch well. Many should not be sown

at a time, as they soon run to seed in hot weather.

At the end of June, some Celery may be set

out for early crops, though for the main crop a

month later will be quite time enough. It was

once customary to plant in trenches dug six or

more inches below the surface ; but the poverty

of the soil usually at this depth more than de

creases the balance of good points in its favor.

Some of our best growers now plant entirely on

the surface, and depend on drawing up the soil,

or the employment of boards or other artificial

methods of blanching.

Beans produce enormous crops in deeply

trenched soils, and are improved as much as any

crop by surface manuring. We hope this method

of fertilizing the soil will be extensively adopted

for garden crops this season. Those who have

not yet tried it will be surprised at the economy

and beneficial results of the practice.

Cucumbers for pickling may be sown this

month, and Endive for fall Salad set out. Pars-

ley for winter use may be sown now, in boxes of

rich soil, and set in a cool, shady place till it

germinates.

Asparagus beds should not be cut off after the

stalks seem to come up weak, or there will be but

a poor crop the next scaspn, and the beds will

" run out " in a few years.

Tomatoes, after trying all kinds of trellisses

recommended, will be found to do best on stakes

tied up singly. It is best to plant a strong pole,

as for Lima Beans, with the plants when first

set out, and tie up as they grow. Marketraen

generally let them grow as they will, on the

ground, which, perhaps, although not yielding

as much, costs less labor, and may thus be most

profitable.

The Swede Turnip or Ruta Baga should be

sown about the end of the month. A well en-

riched piece of ground is essential, as by growing

fast they get ahead of the ravages of the fly. Ma-

nures aboundmg in the phosphates—bone-dust,

for ir)stance,—are superior for the Turnip,

Sweet Potatoes must be watched, that the vines

do not root in the ground as they run, which will

weaken the main crop of roots. They should be

<Tone over about once a month, and with a rake

or pole, the vines disturbed somewhat from their

position.

Parsley for winter use may be sown now in

boxes of rich soil, and set in a cool, shady place

till it germinates.

Herbs for drying for future use, should be cut

just about the time they are coming into flower.

Dry them in the shade, and after sufficiently dry

to put away, tie them in bunches, and hang in a

cool shed, or place them loosely between the pa-

per, and 3tow away in cupboards or drawers,—

the last mf»de is by far the cleanest and most ap-

proved plan with the best housekeepers. Some,

indeed, powder the leaves at once after drying,,

and put them away in bags, ready for use.
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COMMUNICATIONS
ABOUT PEARS.

BY PARKER EARL, ESQ., SOUTH PASS, ILLS.

Essay Read at the late Meeting of the Central Illinois Ilorti-

cultural Society, at Mattoon.

i

Horticulture is very far from being an exact

science. There is little that is settled in any de-

partment of it. Suppose one should try to find

the very best method of pruning and managing

grape vines, and thereto should read all that has

been written on that question within the last ten

years by scientific and practical men (if life were

long enough 1), what would most likely be his

conclusions ? So in regard to any other branch

of our fruit culture. Our knowledge is lamenta-

bly limited and inexact. Our conclusions are

curiously divergent.

Tear Culture forms no excepiion to this pain-

ful state of facts ; and it must be acknowledged

that all the experience of two hemispheres, and

all the science of this age have failed to tell us

how best to grow and manage a Pear tree. It is

therefore an embarrassing thing for any one to

attempt what might seem like instruction. The

most thai any man can do is to give his latest

opinions—which a year's experience may mate-

rially change. And no mans opinions mainly

based on the narrow experience of a particular

locality, can be much relied upon under different

conditions of soil and climate.

So I stand here to day, not as a teacher, but

as a somewhat enthusiastic student of Pear cul-

ture to give you some of my present impressions,

which may be worth but little for any place,

and that little only for sections whose conditions

of climate and soil do not materially vary from

those of the hills of Southern Illinois.

The mechanical state of the soil for a Pear or-

chard is, I think, the most important considera-

tion connected with it. It should be in that happy

medium condition which gives free natural un-

derdrainage without being leachy. Such a soil

will give those temperate conditions of moisture

and warmth in which pear roots delight. Our

western soils are generally too heavy for Pears,

which require very thorough subsoiling and ar-

tificial underdrainage. This is somewhat expen-

sive but indispensable to success in retentive

soils. It is said that tile drains are soon ob-

structed with roots in an orchard. Probably a

foot in depth of small cobble stones covered with

gravel at the bottom of a four foot ditch, will

make the best drain for the orchard. As all veg-

table substances are derived much more largely

from the air and water than from the soil, it

seems that the mechanical condition and chem-

ical properties which enable it to absorb and re-

tain the gases supplied by the air and the rain,

are more important than mineral constituents.

I would plant a few trees on the best soil I

could get or make, wherever I was located, as

Pears are a luxury worth taking great trouble

to obtain ; but I would not plant largely or for

profit, except on soils adapted, by natural con-

stitution or artificial preparation, to the healthy

growth and longevity of the trees.

Having the right soil, it is important to get

good trees to plant. And among trees, as among

animals and among men, I believe there are

great differences of constitutional vigor. A
large majority of the Pear trees I have seen come

out of the nursery, are deficient in their native

vitality ; this may come from a feeble stock, or

from a weak bud or graft. A young Pear seed-

ling inherits the qualities of its parent tree, and

only the seeds of perfectly grown pears from

healthy and vigorous trees should ever be used

in propagation. It is my impression that we

suffer greatly from the neglect or ignorance of

propagators in this respect. It is wholly impos-

sible to make healthy and long-lived trees from

puny stocks. Perhaps it is not less important to

select buds or grafts from healthy trees, and

which have been well develoj^d by full exposure

to the sun and air. A vigorous graft on a weak

stock may be induced to throw out roots from

itself, but a weak graft will never amount to

much, whatever the stock.

I will venture the opinion here, that the best

way to make a Pear tree, is to sow the seed where

the tree is to stand, and put on such tops as you

prefer. This cannot be done, however, in all

places. But I have no doubt that the oldest,

largest and most regularly productive Pear trees

in this world have grown from seed where they

stand.

As most of us must buy our trees from the

nursery, and take their chances as to their "noble

blood,'' I would buy only those trees which show

a vigorous habit, and a good balance between
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stock and top : and other things being equal

would take year trees in preference to older. Na-

ture is violated less in the removal of a young

than an old tree.

As totheiimeof planting,! unhesitatingly say

it should be in the Autumn, and the earlier the

better, after the leaves have fallen. I also be-

lieve in planting closer than is the common ^ac-

tice. The great need of an orchard in our climate

is protection against severe winds, and shade to

trees, both in summer and winter All these

conditions arc more easily secured by close plant-

ing than in any other way. In those sections

where root-pruning is essential to the health and

life of the trees, 400 or 500 trees can be set on an

acre, and remain permanently. Or one-half or

three-fourths of them may be root-pruned at

three or four years of age, and brought into ear^y

bearincr, while the balance are left to grow to their

natural size. In time the root pruned trees,

havin<- amply paid for themselves and the others,

too, can be removed. If Pears are worth grow-

in<- as a market crop, in preference toother fruit

in°a crivcn locality, then I knovv no other fruit or

crop"to grow in the orchard, so profitable or con-

venient as Pears. i„„f„;i :« o
Trees, such as I have described, planted in a

soil such as I have indicated, should therefore be

treated as much on natural and as little on arti-

ficial principles as possible. Nature docs not

cultivat3 by a constant stirring of the soil, but

mulches Nature plants closely and gives shade

in summer, and shelter in winter. Nature prunes

sparingly, and not by a systematic shortening

or cutting back. Nature grows grass and weeds

and small brush to protect her young orchards

from all extremes. Can we grow orchards in

this way ? That is a difficult question to answer

with our present amount of careful experiments

and observations. There are scattered instances

of complete success in growing Pear trees in this

way, but I know no one who has attempted to

follow nature closely, and on a large scale. Not

but that plenty of tree^ have been planted in a

poor way in soil poorly adapted to their growth.

sion that her success is far the most triumphant,

and that her methods are worthy our attention,

study, and a much closer imitation.

The artificial system of culture produces every

where abnormal results. It gives ureat growth

of wood, but great tenderness. It gives prema-

ture fruitfulness, and fruits extravagantly large,

and -fit for exhibition,'' but painfully rare, it

brincrs troops of diseases and early death, ihe

acrricultural press of the country is full of a mur-

mur of wailing over the results of this system.

And yet the few bold men who have dared ad-

vise a radical change in our methods of .nana-

ain- treos, get little gratitude and much abuse.

"
For myself, I am unsettled in opinion as to

many of these points. I know this, that I have

no knowledge of any Pear orchard tuat has en-

dured the systematic pruning, mmunug and

uTuvation recommended in the b.oks. for a very

long term of years ; while \l do know of many

eaUered trees which have yielded th.ir aunua^

abundant harvest for a half century of tune, and

still stand in green and venerable ^--^^3';—
ments of something better than the orthodox

svstem of tree management.
, . , ,

'\ do not commit myself 'o any tlunz beyond

this-that the comparative results of >.a«rc s

method and man's method arc -orth our pon-

dering. I .10 not say that orchards shoul I bo

Ledc"d to grass, for that is a questi-n „ so,l and

circumstances. Es,«cially, I do not say tha hey

should be left to the protection of weeds
,
for

t Ire is a better way. But it should not be fo -

gotten that Nature abhors the naked., ss of tl^

tround, and hastens to clothe every plowed field

;^ith her mantle of greenness. I on y recommend

that we try all these ways, and hold fast to that

"
hic-rgives the most good Pears for the g.eatest

""^rthi.J;^shonld bo said about " Insects and

T)i«.ases " in every well regulated horticultural

fa^ and, heretic'as I am, I will In tbi. respect

folio; the ritual of our Societies. The two in^

sees which damage us most at present, and

which threaten the future of " I'-r l^rowmg tor

poor way in soil poorly adapted to thcjr growU. «- \- ^^^^^^ ,,„„..„„y, „„ the Curculio

and then left to their own fate.
,
There s an proUt

^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^ j,^^ ^„^^„, „

abundance of neglect everywhere ; but this is no

Nature's way. Nature is particular as to soil

and climate. She grows her oaks, h.'r pines, her

beeches, and her popLars, in loc.vtions specially

adapted to their several wants. Man has not

copied her well in this respect. Nature plants

the seed where the tree is to grow. Man has not

followed her in this particular. It is my impres-

and Codling Moth. The larva= of the eurcuho

d^ not often, if ever, mature in the I'ear. In^ in

nei.'Uborhoods where they abound, they d.sfgure

the young Pears sadly. Wiih orchards of

'aches and pears side by side, I have found ho

latter much the most numerously stung en.ly m

he season, while the infant fruits were about

1 tire slz! of 'peas. The effect of these puncture.
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are not outgrown by most varieties ; the devel-

opment of the fruit is arrested at the point of in-

jury, or goes on slowly, forming a woody texture,

and this scarred knotty fruit is not worth half

price in the Fall.
You are all familiar with the work of the Cod-

ling Moth in the apple, and I need say nothing
concerning this insect, only that it is quite as
hard on the Pears as the apples, and so dama
ging to both, that a dozen years more of neglect
of measures for its extermination, promises to

leave our pear and apple orchards as barren of
eatable fruits as are those of many sections of
Xew England and New Jersey, whose proprie-
tors enjoy their abundant supply of these neces-
sities of the table—when they buy them.
Among diseases affecting Pear trees I think

there is none so damaging as leaf blight—by
which I do not mean the sudden blackening of
the leaves which we so often see on Pear seed-
lings, but that fall of the leaves in summer which
is caused by a slower growing fungus, and some-
times apparently by a premature rii)ening of the
leaves not connected with fungoid disease. This
disease affects most varieties in my neighbor-
hood, where the ground is cultivated in the com-
mon way. There are a few of our best kinds
quite exempt, however, under the most trying

circumstances. This fungus attacks only those

leaves having a deficient or weakened vitality.

Our Pear orchards generally stand in a soil

which is systematically kept naked during the

entire year, and exposed as much as possible to

to all the severe changes of temperature. Such
a soil becomes intensely hot every bright day in

Summer, and radiates heat rapidly at night—

a

condition of things precisely contrary to all the

requirements of physiology and the teaching of

Nature. Most of our Pear trees can't stand it.

The debilitated leaves which are constantly ex-

posed to the spores of this fungus, become unable
to resist it. This is pretty much all theory, of

course, but I know that those trees, of varieties

most liable to summer defoliation in our neijjh-

borhood, which have been kept in a close grass

sod, or in clover, have held their leaves quite
perfectly through the summer.
This leaf blight lays the foundation for wood

blight in many, if not in most, cases. Those
trees which shed their leaves in mid-summer will

generally put out leaves again in a few weeks ; a
new wood growth is commenced, many of the

perfected fruit buds will blossom, and the freezes

of early winter find the tree wholly unripened

and unprepared, and all those new adolescent

branches are backward with the frost, and the

whole tree must be greatly shocked, and more
or less permanently diseased. That such trees

should yield to the blighting fungus seems in no-

wise strange. The tree has passed through the

feverish vicissitudes of summer,, has been often

wounded in root and top, and finally has been

exposed to the severities of winter while in sum-
mer clothing, and it is quite to be expected that

the abased and weakened thing should yield to

the attacks of disease.

Now, whatever will keep the leaves on the

trees through the season, whether it be high cul-

ture, special manuring, root pruning, mulching,

or grassing, is better than any other manage-
ment which is accompanied with leaf blight.

Without giving any opinion as to which of these

methods is best, I will state two facts : I planted

a dozen Flemish Beauty trees nine years ago ;

have given them moderate annual culture. They
are all alive, and in apparent health to-day, but

they have been badly defoliated for several sum-
mers past, and never matured many fruit buds,

and I have never got a barrel of Pears from them
all. A neighbor of mine planted a few of the

same variety out of the same bundle. He set his

trees in ground that he seeded down a year or

two after, and which has remained in sod ever

since, and he says he has never manured them.

His trees are as large as mine, and he has had
three or four crops, getting over three bushels to

the tree in one season—the pears of fine size.

I don't know that the grass was good for them,
but I shall try what grass will do for mine.

Now, please don't anybody report me as recom-
mending you to plant trees in grass, for I don't

make any recommendation. I think it is onl^

the naturally strong and vigorous trees whic?

ever amount to any thing if planted in grass,—or
anywhere else,

I don't wish to speak of varieties, as so much
depends upon particular localities and managc-
HK^t. It seems unfortunate that so larjjea sharo
of all our trees ripen their fruit in August and
September. We need more early kinds, and
many more later ones. Nature assigned the
Pear season to last as long as that of the apples.

I will only say further, that successful Pear
growing depends upon fitness of soil, climate,
and varieties, and the largest energy and thor-
oughness of management. Whatever system of
culture is adopted, laziness, slovenliness, and ne-
glect will not win. If I have deprecated the too
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general violation of Nature's plans, I have not

meant that all could be left to nature, for

• Ours Is art that doth

Mend Nature,"

«•>»

ALPINE STRAWBERKTES.

BY L. B., rillLADELPIIlA.

Observing your favorable notices of the Alpine

Strawberries, in which I fully agree, I send you

half a dozen plants of the White Alpine, a varie-

ty I have grown with great satisfaction to my-

self, for more than twenty years. In bringing

it from the country here, I at first had doubts as

to its success in a warmer climate and drier soil;

but it has thrived wonderfully, and has every

year, for five years past, borne profusely on a

clay patch of my garden, irrespective of exposure

to sun, or of partial shade.

This Alpine is very hardy ; I have only given

it a little top dressing, yet it maintains almost a

turf of roots over the surface. It needs no thin-

ning out, only that grass and weeds are kept

away. The delicate, fragrant, delicious berries,

have yielded us dessert in abundance daily, for

two or three weeks after the ordinary red berries

are gone ;
picking a bowl full daily from a spot

ten feet square.

I have had three or four red Alpines, all of

which have failed after a year or two. This one

was growing in my father's garden at my earliest

remembrance, and it holds its place, cultivated

or uncultivated, as tenaciously as the wild ones.

«••»

LARGE TREES OF THE WEST.

BY MR. J. A. RICHARDSON, NEAR LOUISVILLE, KY

I have been reading with no little interest, the

letters of your California correspondent, as pub-

lished in your invaluable Monthly, and have been

particularly interested in his graphic descriptions

of the large trees growing on the Pacific slope. I

notice also, that some attention has been called by

a Texas correspondent to the Syc.imores and Tu-

lip trees, which are perhaps the largest speci-

mens of vegetable growth east of the Mississippi

River, and which are becoming rapidly extinct,

either succumbing to time or the axe of the

woodman. In looking over some old books, 1

find published in the "Navigator,'' a work issued

about the 1814, and printed in Pittsburg, the fol-

lowing remarkable account of an old tree found

growing on the Ohio River. The writer in

speaking of the timber found along the banks ot

the river, says : '^The Sycamore seems to be the

kin- of the forest on the banks of the Ohio ;
their

monstrous growth, towering height, and extend-

ed branches, really fill the beholder with awe

and astonishment. Between Wheeling and Ma-

rietta, I measured several from 10 to IG feet oyer

four feet above ground, and this seems to be Dul

their common size. A gentleman of Marietta

told me he knew of one sixty feet in circumfer-

ence, and that in the hollow of another he had

turned himself around with a ten foot pole in his

hand, sweeping it at right angles with himself.

And there is one of these huge trees m Scioto

County, Ohio, on the land of a Mr. Abraham

Miller, into whose hollow, thirteen men rode on

horseback, June 6th, 1808, the fourteenth did

not enter, his horse being skittish and too fear-

ful to advance into so curious an apartment

;

but there was room enough for two more. '

This account has been literally transcribed

from the "Navigator," a book of merit and re-

liability, at least so considered in its day, the

author of which seems to have made every effort

to collect accurate information on all objects of

interest to be found on the banks or in the vi-

cinityofour western rivers. The glory of our

.rand old western forests is rapidly departing,

Ind as in this practical (yet really, iu this ight,

impracticable) age but few persons are to be

found who take any interest in preserving or

perpetuating our native growths ; the time, ^^'XJ

fear, is not far distant when all our timber w.U

be cut down, and the landscape present nothing

to break the monotony, save occasional clumps

of dwarfish evergreens or rows of formal linden.

I can see but one way to prevent this, and that

is to instil into the rising generation a love or

natural beauty, and to make the study of natu-

ral history a more prominent branch of educa-

tion, more especially the study of botany. An

efl-ort is now being made to establish in our

State, a boUanical garden, for the purpose of pre -

serving our indigenous plants, and it is to Dc

hoped that the public will manifest a sufficient

interest in this enterprise to render the scheme

successful.

BROMPTON STOCK.

BY J. L. B ,
SALEM, MASS.

Cuttings of many fine annual and perennial

flowering plants are employed in keeping a choice

variety There is no reason why an annual or

biennial plant should not survive many years

either on its own roots or from cuttmgs The

probable reason of failure is that the seed pro-

t^
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a

duction exhausts it, and by depriving it of seed

pods by plucking the withered and fading blos-

soms, and by stimulating it with liquid manures,
it would increase in growth. The cotton plant

of the Southern States is an annual, yet I have
lying Ixjfore me, some well ripened seeds of the

seventh year's produce from a plant raised from
seed by a friend of mine, and which is still alive

and flourishing, and enable to blossom and boll

again next summer.

«•»•»

LETTERS FROM THE PACIFIC COAST.
NO. VI.

*'IIOME," Nov. lOt/i, 1869.

Dear Monthly : Although there are many in-

teresting points to visit in and around San Fran-
cisco, in my judgment, none can surpass the
diversified scenery of the bay, as seen from the
deck of one of the commodious steamboats so

numerous in these waters. Having accepted a
kind invitation to a sail on board the "New
World," our party selected a beautiful morning
for the trip, and once on board, we soon left the

wharf in the distance, and now obtain a fine

view of the city front, line*! with vessels of every
kind, and from many countries,—for wc must
bear in mind that this port is one of considera-

ble importance to American Commerce. In a
short time the *'Golden G ite" is distinctly visi-

ble,—a narrow channel connecting the bay with
the ocean, and flanked on either side by precipi-

tous walls of serpentine rock. It is about one
mile in width, and so deep, that vessels of the
largest size find no impediment to their entrance.
The scenery is really very beautiful, diversified

as it is by abrupt peaks and deep valleys ; and
still another charm is added for the benefit of

Naturalists. The vast number of water birds is

quite surprising to the Eastern traveller, and
the many new and rare species, to him, are ob
jects of great interest and pleasure.

We pa-s by the forts and encampments of
government troops stationed here, when sudden-
ly a heavy fog is seen approaching, and in al-

most an instant, we are completely enveloped,
and obliged to stop so dense is the volume. We
feel a puff" of wind, and like magic, it is gone,
and once more the clear bright rays of the sun
are shed over the charming scenery of the sur-

sounding cliffs. In a short time we stop at Val-
lejo, a manufacturing place of some importance,
and where most of our passengers take the cars

for San Jose, «&;c. We aiTive in the city again

in time to visit the "Chinese quarters,*' and so

devote the remainder of the day to "shopping,'*

to us a novel proceeding, so far at least as these

stores are concerned. The attendants dressed

in their blue blouses and semi-celestial style,

transports one in imagination to the shores of

our antipodal brethren. And here let me re-

mark, that never have I met with more uniform

courtesy and polite attention, than these de-

spised and ill-treated clerks displayed in every

store I entered. Quickly, however, can they de-

tect the presence of an Eastern customer, in

search of curiosities for friends at home, and

dearly will he pay for them too, if their method

of dealing be not fully understood. Goods of

every style, from the most elegant and costly

silks, to the most common fabric were tempting-

ly offered on the same counters, with the rarest

of carvings and simplest of toys. Still, with all

their honesty, their aptitude as house servants,

their patience under severe discipline, their

economy and industrious habits—with all these

as the bright side of the picture, there are yet

darker shadows that at times seem to envelop

and cancel all these praiseworthy characteris-

tics. Bayard Taylor has recorded, that "their

touch is pollution," and if the stories that one

hears everywhere and from every one be only

partially true, then am I ready to believe that

their emigration into our midst is a fearful ex-

periment. In a political point of view, I make
no comments, but socially and morally I dread

the advent of their coming among us. Religious

belief of any kind does not exist among them,

and this cannot be questioned by the most par-

tial friend to the race ; nor do I see any present

prosixict of inculcating the truths of Christianity

in these worse than uncivilized heathens. And
yet on the surface, they appear as happy as it is

possible for any class of men to be,—always
cheerful,- needing only the very slightest recog-

nition to induce a smile to flit across their tawny
sunken checks, and a "good morning John" to

bring out the most gracious pleasant answer.

But I have entirely forgotten my mission, and
instead of talking about trees and flowers, have

unconsciously wandered oil" into politics and the-

ol<^o.y* Well, one cannot travel without seeing

some little of the failings of his fellows, as well

as the beauties of nature, and I write as I see,

without malice and no ulterior purpose to serve.

On one of the most delightful of California af-

ternoons,—pleasant as all of them are at this
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season,—I joined a few friends in a visit to the

ocean, and other points of interest in the imme-

diate neighborhood. The drive for the most

part was over a broad avenue, level and hard as

a floor and entirely free from dust, whilst the

Seabreeze, balmy and refreshing, was just sutfl-

cient to counteract the bright rays of the sun

shining from a cloudless sky. Soon we near the

entrance to the Lone Mountain Cemetery, and

passing in through the broad massive gateway,

follow the winding drive, now past clumps of

Laurel or groups of Acacias, and again by spe-

cimens of beautiful exotics that flourish and

bloom here with all their native vigor. We
gaze with sorrowful feelings at the tall granite

shaft that marks the spot where the philanthro-

pist and statesman Broderick rests from his ear li-

ly labors, and a passing humble tribute to his

memory will escape utterance. Aluch as we

may deprecate the mode that ended his life of

usefulness, this visit has recalled to mind his

deeds in the cause of humanity, and wakens up

within me the remembrance of a bright future,

ruthlessly and unpardonably brought to an un-

timely end. May the recording angel so view

his good works, that the mistakes of his event-

ful and stormy life shall prove but a very slight

drawback to his earthly account

The occurrence of a Chinese funeral, prompts

our curiosity to follow the hearse and solitary

carriage on their way to the section of the Ceme-

tery devoted to the exclusive use of the celestials ;

and despite the feelings of sadness that such a

cortege usually inspires, this instance had all the

semblance of an unl3CComing burlesque. No

outward signs of sorrow and regret for the de-

parted were evinced by the friends of the de-

ceased, without we except the continual scatter-

ing of gilded paper, which was performed during

the passage to the grwe, and which we were in-

formed was intended to keep away the evil

spirits. On arriving at its destination, a shal-

low hole was excavated for the coffin, and then

with a supply of bread and meat, it was covered

up; the by-standers meanwhile apiiearing as

happy as if nothing sorrowful had occurred to

demand at least a seeming show of regret.

This portion of the grounds is neglected and

dirty in appearance,—the many wedge-shaped

and dates back many years before the "gold fe-

ver" brought the speculating yankees to these

shores, to spend their lives in the hope of speedy

riches, but alas, in many cases, to close their ca-

reer far from the homes of their earlier days, and

before such a consumation could be effected.

Such were the reflections caused by this visit;

and as we left the grounds and again drove rap-

idly along our excellent road, the current of our

thoughts was changed by the distant murmur of

the sea.

Arriving at the beach, we endeavored to re-

call some of the familiar tokens of our eastern

shores. To be sure, here was the same expanse

of waters, the same broad sandy beach, and the

well known peculiar odor, but yet we could not

associate our surroundings with similar scenes

at home. Out of the ocean arose great heaps of

rocks, against which the huge waves tossed and

broke with a resistless sheet of foam ;
and here

were gamboling with uncouth antics, herds o^

seals, their hoarse bellowing being distinctly

heard above the roaring of the waters. Occa-

sionally, as if by a preconcerted signal, all would

raise their heads, and then in concert, the fear-

ful barking came, wafted to our ears. Lying

basking in the sun, appearing like great brown

slimy snails, these huge creatures would writhe

and twist whenever the waters broke over the

rocks, and once a monster dove from the summit

and disappeared in the surf below. The Natu-

ralist does not soon tire of such an excellent op-

portunity of studying the habits of these curious

animals, and I fully enjoyed the unusual treat

until evening warned us it was time to return to

We noticed but little vegetation growing on

the sand banks in the vicinity of the shore, but

some succulent plants in bloom were <iuite at-

tractive, and a very large species of Lupin we

had never seen before.

One evening during my stay in the city, I had

the pleasure of attending a stated meeting of the

California Academy of Natural Sciences, a young

but thriving institution, with a flattering pros-

pect before it.

Dr. A. Kellogg, to whose untiring and inde-

fatigable exertions are due the discovery of many

new and valuable floral treasures,—exhibited a

nro

dirty in appearance,-tne many '^"'=-°'3"
«„. hebarium of novelties, the result of his cxpc-

marks ^ith their hieroglyph.cs ^='"8 th« ""'J
| ^^tl^sjX *« P'^''
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relief to the san.ly, dreary as,«et o the pla.e^
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parent, that both the Doctor and Prof. Bolander
were under the impression that probably it

might rank in the future as a distinct snecies.

A remarkably handsome bullous rooted plant

was exhibited—J?ro(Z<oea coccinea. The stroncj

stem is surmounted by an umbelliferous head of

flowers
; in color, bright scarlet with green bor-

ders, and not very unlike the Spigelia Mari-
landica. lam unable to see any diflerence be-

tween this species and thenew genus lately descri-

bed by Dr. Wood as Brevoortia Ida-msei, which
has been figured in the Journal of the Academy of

Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, ^nothera Wliit-

neyii is really a splendid new species of the Eve-
ning Primrose family, and one which will form
a v.aluble addition to our cultivated garden flow-

ers. The peculiar violet or purplish tint, I be-

lieve, is entirely new to this genus, and therefore

it will doubtless be eagerly sought after by the

lover of novelties. Silene Bolanderii^ named in

honor of the noted Californian botanist, Prof. Bo-
lander, is very striking and handsome, with

pure white flowers. Those of my readers who
are acquainted with our common "Sleepy Catch
fly" {Silene antirrJdna) with its viscid secretions

along the stems, and insignificant little flowers,

would not recognize the above as belonging to

the same genus. I was especially pleased with

a pure white species of large size, belonging to

the Philadelphus named P. ocridentalis^ and
which I think will prove superior to most of this

genus, already in cultivation. Delphinium nu-

dicaule.,—a misnomer by the way,— is a real gem.

The tall stem was gorgeous with numerous bril-

liant scarlet flowers, and judging from the dried

specimens, I know of no other species at all com-

parable to it for beauty.

But in my op:nio»t, the glory of the whole col-

lection was reserved for the last,—the Dicentra

chrifsantha. It is so exceedingly distinct from all

other species, and so much taller and more con-

spicuous also, that I could readily imagine its

attractive features as described by the Doctor in

the course of his remarks.
The museum of this Society is as yet but in its

infancy, but perseverance is working wonders

towards extending its collection. I noticed ex-

cellent specimens of cones, bark, woods, &c., of

the various Conifers, which are the wonder of

the whole botanical and horticultural world, and

from this neucleus I can see in the future, one of

the finest cabinets to be found in any country.

Oakland, the Brooklyn of San Francisco, is

about five miles distant from the latter place,

and is beautifully laid out in rectangular streets,

broad and firm, as well as scrupulously neat and

clean. The stranger from the East notices at

once the distinct vegetation of the yards and gar"

dens of this rural town, but surmises in vain as

to the plants themselves ; and well he may, for

if like myself, never before have his eyes been

greeted with the sight of luxuriant Australian

trees growing here along the many avenues, as

plentiful as Silver Maples in our streets at home.

A species of Eucalyptus in particular, is more

commrm than any other for this purpose, and

presents indeed a curious appearance ; for whilst

the young shoots bear very large leaves, on the

older wood the foliage is only of medium size,

and both are totally unlike in character. This

curious tree belongs to a genus remarkable for

its gigantic growth in Australia,—the E. colos-

sea being 400 feet high ; E amy<jdalina^ 420 feet

;

and still another species 480 feet in height. Thus

we see that our own Sequoia gigantea has a su-

perior rival in length, but not in girth. The

above measurements are vouched for by several

scientific gentlemen, and I see no cause to doubt

their statement.
As we rode around the more fashionable por-

tion of the town, and where the gardens gave

evidence of high cultivation, many of the plants

in each were unexceptionable in point of size

and training. Great thorny Cacti^ 8 and 10 feet

high, with enormous bristling spines looked per-

fectly at home, and were remarkably thrifty in

appearance. We measured Agaves 10 feet in

height,—two large specimens of which were

growing on either side of an entrance gate, and

appeared to me as very appropriate, whilst

others scattered about the grounds were equally

as fine in size. Only think of Zonale or Ilorse-shoe

Geraniums from six to ten feet high and of cor-

responding size in girth, and you can then ap-

preciate thcfee specimens growing here all the

year round in the open air, and brilliant with

their great balls of scarlet flowers. I also no-

ticed large plants of Hahrothamnus eleyans^ a

greenhouse plant at home, yet perfectly acclima-

ted here and forming trees 12 feet in height, the

branches gracefully drooping with their weight

of purplish bells. In the basins that surrounded

the fountains, the Calla seemed to be a ftivorite

plant, and their immense size contributed no lit-

tle to our gratification, particularly as we saw

them in full perfection with numerous flowers.

Perhaps the most interesting feature in all these

gardens, were the great clumps of Pampas Grass,

Oynerium anfenteum. We had the curiosity to

count the number of flower spikes on one of the

finest specimens, and there were thirty, all fully

developed, and these too on stems at least 12 feet

high. Their immense size and remarkable vigor

when contrasted with the same species at home,

which annually undergo a removal to glass struc-

tures for the winter, or else are severely injured

under a load of protective material, is really as-

tonishinir. The Conifers having the preference

here, wore mainly different species of Capressus,

of which the 0. macrocarpa or Monterey Cypress

and C. sempervirens the common Cypress of Eu-

rope were largely planted. Phius insignis or

Oregon Pitch Pine is very abundant, and scarce-

ly a dooryard can be found without at least one

specimen of this lovely species But the dwel-

lers here may well boast of their handsome fruit

trees,—not only on account of the healthy vigor-

ous shoots and foliage, but to this we may add,

in almost every instance, a profusion of richly

colored specimens of fruit.

We rode in and through a large pear orchard,

several acres in extent, and were surprised at

the immense crop just ripening oft' and falling to

the ground. In this collection, there api^jared

no second-rate specimens, all were alike in size

and color ; and as for punctures, such as Eastern

insects invariably perform on our fruits, I could

not find here a blemish of that nature

As I have several times alluded to the climate

of California in these letters, I cannot close them

without giving my readers some idea of its chief

features, and therefore make the following ex-

tract from a periodical published in San Fran-

cisco, and which I fully endorse :

"There are but two seasons in the year-in

in the mountains winter and summer ; in the

plains and valleys, spring and summer ; with the

rains of November, Spring and seed time com-

mence with the farmer. Then the grass is green,

and the fruits and flowers prepare to bud. As

soon as the ground gets fairly wet, by December

generally, the farmer begins to plough and

plant, and this work he can keep up till April.

May and June perfects his crops, and from then

till October is harvest time. He is not limited

to thirty days for his planting, nor to another

thirty f )r harvesting. The season waits on his

leisure, and invites him to an unlimited area of

culture. Full half the days of his winter or

spring are bright and pleasant, and the rest are

showery rather than rainy ; all the days of his

summer are fair and dry. From May to No-

vember he need not lose a day for himself or la-

borers. He may cut his hay in June, and not

c^ather it till September or October. No barns

are needed for his harvests ; the kindly sky and

dry air protects them until sent to market. The

harvesting, the winnowing, the packing for ship-

pincr are all done upon the ground. Nor do his

animals require cover ; they need no kindlier

protection than nature grants ; even his laborers

sleep sweetly and safely upon the field during the

lon<^. dry summer.'' , , ^„,i^_

In sudi a climate as this, we need not wonder

at the people of "Frisco'' using the same man-

ner of clothing all the year round. One rarely

meets with furs, unless as an article of adorn-

ment, for most likely they will be worn over the

thinnest of summer dresses. Overcoats except

in the mornings to keep off" the heavy dew, (al-

most equal to rain) are superfluous. And with

this knowledge, I ceased to wonder as I admired

great old plants of Fuchsias trained over the

fronts of the houses, frequently reaching to the

second stories ; nor at the luxuriant Tea Roses

clambering over, and in some instances, com-

pletely covering many a rural cottage front.

And again large bushes of Heliotrope, as we grow

Spirceas and Wiegelas,

On the 3rd of November, I again entered the

cars bound for home, and after a pleasant trip of

exactly one week, (to the hour) amved there

in safJty ; having traveled nearly 7000 mile in

just five weeks, and seen the most interesting

features in the sections visited.

As I settle down once more into the daily rou-

tine of busy life, the past few weeks seem almos.

like a myth ; and were it not for the tangible

proofs in my herbarium and cabinet I could

scarcely believe all that I have passed through

were real in fact. And often in the coming

years, should my life be spared, each jncident of

my journey will thus again be brought vividly

before me as I turn to these silent souvenirs of

my experience in the far western land.

"Not beautiful, but dear;

Your wrecks recall to me the happy past.

Wandlike, your stems can summon to appear

The days that could not last.

I breath the summer air

!

I wander in the woodland paths once more!

Again the copse, the dell, the meadow wear

The loveliness of yore.

The friend who in those years

Shared warmly in my rambles far and wide,

Back, with the same old fondness reappears,

And trudges at my side."

And so dear Monthly this record of ray jour-
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walks where it will be easily scon It can be

trained in the form of a tree, with a clear stem

ney is brought to a close, and my connection with i also upon the lawn near to the dwelling house or
your readers ended for the present. That I

have perchance interested a few, I sincerely

trust
; that I have instructed any, I may well ! three feet, or as a bush branching to the ground,

doubt
; but if a love for the beautiful in nature

j

It may be kept a model of perfection at ten feet

has thereby been increased, then indeed has my
|
high, by pruning. It may be set in singles upon

purpose been served, and I shall rest content.

Sincerely, &c.,

JOSIAII IIOOPES.

HARE TREES IN CALIFORNIA.
BY J. P. H., ST. JOSE, SANTA CLARA CO., CAL.

I find here a weeping Locust, the sweet
'white flowering yellow,' that is a weeping tree

decidedly. 1 presume an accidental seedling here.

It is 25 or 30 feet high, and stands on the same
street with the fine new Courthouse here ; but

on the opposite thereof, and northerly, just after

passing the next cross street, it stands on the

line where the curb will be one of these days.

small grounds, and in groups in parks ; it has a

very effective appearance among other small

trees. It makes a beautiful variegated hedge,

and can be grown as a shrub of six feet high.

It originated with Robert Buist, the nurseryman

of Philadelphia, several years ago. It is very

probable that many of the leading nurserymen

throughout th« nation will now have got stocks

of it. It deserves a place in all arboral embellish-

ments.

THE STBAWBEBUY TREE.
Euonymus Enropoeus is commonly called'Spindle

tree" and "Strawberry tree,'' It is a very orna-

mental tree,withacleanstemand branchinghead;

I saw a wonderfully weeping Laburnum of attains a height of eight feet, and in the form of

similar habit, in Kensington (hardens a few years ^^^ umbrella
; the stems forming the midstick. It

ago What is called the White Oak is a great

weeper here, and large tree. It is a deciduous,

but not a live oak.

The weeping Willows here quite equal those

of the Delaware, about Bristol and Burlington.

Lombardy Poplars abound here, small yet, but

very healthy and thrifty. One might think they

had gotten seed for them.

blooms in spring, are dark purple or brown,

with white stamens, and are very pretty. In

autumn, its branches are wholly covered with

scarlet berries, which hang on long after the

leaves fall. It is from the color and form of the

berries, that it is called the "Strawberry tree."

It gives a beautiful effect to the lawn during au-

tumn and early winter. It is a general favorite,

lam struck with the European character of and is more generally seen in small yards than

many trees &c. here, some of Oak foliage, the

Elder, the Blackberry ; the Sycamore, this is a

upon spacious lawns. It may be set in singles

upon small private grounds, and in groups in

noble tree here, broad, spreading, grand and pic-
}

parks. Near to walks or roads and dwelling

turesque too. English Gorse and many Ericas >
houses, where it will be well seen, it bears great

flourish here.

BEAUTIFUL TREES AND SHRUBS.

BY CHRONICLER.

THE GOLDEN-LEAVED ALTHEA.
mhiscus variegafa folia Buisti is commonly

called "Golden-leaved Althea," as its foliage is

beautifully variegated with green and deep yel-

low ; it is of thrifty growth upon different kinds

of soils and in various exposures ; its blooms are

double, but the greater number should be nipped

off when in bud, and the plant by that, will

grow more massy. Its variegated leaves are its

special beauty, and they grow larger and their

variegations are more beautiful when the blooms

are taken off in the butt. It is a very striking ob-

ject when set at a point where two walks meet, and

quantities of seeds yearly ;
yet it is scarce in

nurseries. It is rather of slow growth when

young. The reason why it is not universally

used in arboral embellishments, (we think) is,

that the common Mississippi"Burning-bush".Eu-

onymus atropurpurea is often sold for it, and as

that species is so coarse and clumsy in appearance

and draws so largely from the soil, it is much
disliked. We too often receive it from the nur-

series when we order the Euonymus Europceus.

THE MAIDEN IIAIB TREE.

Salishnria adiantifoh'a is commonly called

"Maiden-hair tree," from t'.ie fact that the veins

of the leaves run all one way, resembling fine

combed hair. It is a native of Japan, and the

people in the localities where it grows sponta-

neously, imagine that the tree possesses super-

natural virtues ; so Maidens, after they are fifteen
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years of age, make under the shade ofthe branches

their toilel in May, when the tree is in bloom,

and suppose that it imparts a gloss to the hair,

which lasts for a whole year ; and that the white

bark of the stem gives a whiteness to their skins.

So strongly are the minds of the maidens imbued

with tha"t belief, that travelers assert that they

look fairer when returning from the trees, than

they are on going to them. The practice and

pleasure is indulged in, and the very supposition

of such benefits derived, gives vigor to the health

of the maidens and greater animation to their

spirits. The tree grows twenty feet high, and

rather lean ; the branches grow out horizontally

and wide apart, and their spread is often greater

than the growth of the stem upwards ;
but by

annual shortening in of over extended branches,

new shoots are put out behind the cuts ;
the

main stems grow more rapidly upwards, and the

tree assumes a massy conical form of great

beauty. The form and color of the leaves ere

pGculiarly different from that of all other kinds

of trees ; their form is nearly a heart, with a very

blunt point ; their color a dim shade of green,

neithcT light nor dark. The bark upon the stem

is almost white, and that of the young branches

a light brown. The tree is not very showy, yet

when growingamong other trees,no one could pass

it without observing its singular appearance ; it is

a handsome tree of upright growth when annu-

ally pruned ; a general favorite with all who

know it, and is well worthy of a place in all ar-

boral embellishments ; it flourishes upon various

kinds of soils and in different exposures; its

growth is slow, but is very attracting, even

when small ; its cost for size is greater than that

of rapid growing trees. Coarse grasses and

weeds should not be allowed to grow about its

roots the first three years after it is transplanted,

but a mulch of rotted manure, or tan bark, or

sawdust over its roots in fall, will increase its

growth and make it more ornamental.

Our wealthy improvers and landscape gar-

deners, should go more into forming arhontums

upon pleasure grounds, than merely clothing

them promiscuously wilh any kind of trees, in a

reel-rail unreadable manner ; then the various

species of trees would become more generally

known, and their beauties better appreciated.

Behold and admire the grandeur of the full grown

monarchs of vegetation, the trees.

EDITOR lAL.

VITALITY OF SEEDS.

There is much mystery about this subject.

Wc recently read in a New York paper, that on

the clay from a deep well, plants of Sinapis ar-

vensis the "Yellow Charlock" grew, the seeds of

which "must have been there for ages." As

this is not an American plant, but one which

has followed the foot steps of the white man, ot

course there must be an error here. We have

no doubt it is so with all the cases of so called

vitality, not even the supposed well attested

cases of forests of trees growing up after a fire m

the West, difterent from that which grew before

"from seed which had been for years m the

ground.' ,

Farmers say that when they plough up old sod

which has been that way for many years, and

note the rag weed and white clover which spring

up, that these seeds are natural to the s^il, or

have been there for a long time ; but there is no

. doubt but that this is wrong. The most careful

analysis of these soils fails to detect their pres-

ence, which it would certainly do if they were

there. Though surely there is not near the vitalitj

in seeds accorded to them, there is really

much more than is generally supposed. It is

rather how they are kept than any peculiar limit

to their age which determines their goodness.

We know the time when we supposed it necessa-

to keep Magnolia seeds moist from the time they

were gathered, till they were sown in the spring.

Once we found a package which had been thrust

under a rafter in a tool shed in spring, which

grew as well as any. More recently, Mrs. Col.

Wilder found a package of Magnolia soulangeana

seed in Mr. Wilder's wardrobe, which had been

there between two and three years, and which

on sowing, produced a plant from every seed.

Yet the belief is next to universal, that Magno-

lia seed is one of the most transitory in its hold on

vitality that we have.

These facts show us that we really know little

about these matters yet ; and they should stimu-

late practical men to careful experiment as to

what are really the laws which govern the pre-

servation and germination of seeds.

1
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THE SEASON AND THE FRUIT CHOP.

In this section the fruits are blooming in unu-
sual abundance

; and we hear everywhere about
us congratulations on the prospect of an abund-
ant fruit year.

It is strange how, year by year, fruit growers
have to learn the hard lesson over and over again.

As often heretofore, little fruit will follow, and
then there will be recollections of some " late

frost " that never occurred, or some other expla-

nation equally satisfactory.

A few have learned, once for all, that there is

in trees such a thing as vitality, however hard it

may be to explain exactly what vitality means.
There is such a thing as death, and strong vi-

tality means as far removed from death as pos-

sible, riants are often never so near death as

when they blossom freely, and thus abundant
blooming often,—very often,—is nothing but a
very low stage of life,—a stage so low that there

is not vitality enough left to bring the blossoms

to perfect fruit.

A young seedling, just commencing to bear,

has but few flowers ; but these nearly all result

in fruit. An old apple tree, hollow with the

waste of years, is a mass of flowers, but bears

few fruits. It has not vitality enough to perfect

them.

It is strange that so many will stick to tliis

frost bitten theory of fruit failures, instead of to

the real cause : the loss of vital vigor. They
cfitch as drowning men to straws at every fall of

the thermometer, in hopes to prove that cold is

a cause of fruit failure. " Now,'' said a friend

to us recently, " will you not admit that late

frosts destroy our fruit crops ?" when the news

came over the wires that the thermometer had

fallen down to 8"* below freezing at St. Louis, on

the 15th of April. There was no mistake about

the thermometer ; but late advices say there is

to be " good fruit crops, for all !'' This is very

bad for the frost theory. Then we had another

trouble in Philadelphia on the 10th of May.
Hail stones, as large as billiard balls, broke half

a million dollars worth of glass, and of course

injured trees besides. Then a friend writes :

Philadelphia, MaylUh, 1870.

Frirnd Meeiiax: IIow uboutthe necessity for pro-

tection of blossoms and fruit against spring frosts, cold

rains, sleet, snow and hail, in the first days of May?
Yesterday morning I had 820U0 worth of fruit on my
trees, now the hail has scarcely left a taste.

Certainly this is bad ; but to say nothing of

the fact that this is perhaps the flrst time such a

thing happened the first week in May, and may
be the last. If the trees had been under glass
they would have been little better off, as the ac-
counts tell us the greenhouses were totally de-
stroyed, and the jjlants under them.

It is no use hunting up these imaginary evils,

(»r real ones for that matter which occasionally

come. We hold to our opinion, so often ex-
pressed, that we have the best soil and climato

in the world for successful fruit culture ; and
that where failure occurs, it is more often than
otherwise the consequence of our own ignorance
of the laws at our command for i)reserving the
best vitality of our trees.

SOME NEGLECTEDFLOWERING TREES.

It is singular, that with so much snarch for

new trees, many beautiful old ones, that have
been in our nursery lists for ages, should be so
little known. We were passing recently the
grounds of II. II. Soule, Esq , of Germantown,
where a l>eautiful tree of Cerasus padus wiis in
full blossom, and felt sure that no one who really

loves trees, and had a place for a collection,

would willingly bo without this lovely thing.

Yet outside of Germantown, where it is known
and well appreciated, we suppose there are not
fifty good specimens in the United States.

Another beautiful tree, and yet comparatively
little known, is the Magnolia tripetala or Um-
brella-tree. From every qu.arter we have in-

quiries for the CucumberMagnolia theM acumin-
ata, yet the former is in many respects a much
more desirable tree ; and every nurseryman
knows that simply because they are scarce, other
kinds like M. Frazeri, M. macrophylla, and M.
cordata, are in considerable demand, at hish
prices, while none of them compare in beauty
to the common kind. Most of the usual sjiecies

have fine leaves or fine flowers. This one has,
in addition, highly colored fruit.

Then among the Maples, there is none so
pretty, no matter from what part of the world
received, as our own ^Iccr rubrum, yet it is one
of the rarest on ornamental grounds.
Another totally neglected tree is the Ohio

Horse Chestnut.—not the Ohio Buckeye,—
^sculus glabra. The tree, when it has a good
chance, is perfect in outline ; but its great charm
is in the earliness of its blossoms. In tliis part
of the world, it is often fully in flower the last

week in April. These are not showy. The

bunches are as large as the common Asiatic

species, but are of a greenish white. But the

beauty of the Horse Chestnut family is the gar-

den variety of the common one, known as ^s-

cuius rubicunda. This has bunches aa large as

the regular Horse Chestnut, and of a brilliant

rosy red. In obtaining this kind, grafted plants

should always be asked for. Great numbers of

seedlings are sold in Europe, but as in the case

of the purple Beech, the seedlings seldom come

as dark as the original ones. Near to the true

Horse Chestnut,the DwarfBuckeye suggests itself.

This is but a large shrub, but assuredly for beauty

one who has but a limited number of vaiieties

should have a Pavia macrostachya.

Common as we find it in the woods, how sel-

dom do we find in gardens the Great Dogwood,

Cornus Jlorida, yet we really have nothing to

take the place of it in many points in ornamental

gardening. Those who know it only as a native

tree, have no idea of its great beauty under cul-

ture. We saw one recently which was about

forty feet high. It had a stem for about ten feet

as straight as it was possible for any tree to

have, and which girded four feet in circumfer-

ence. The head was round, i)erfectly regular in

shape, and was most gloriously in bloom. In

autumn, when the leaves turn to a scarlet purple

tint, we can imagine nothing more pretty than

this must be.

The Kolreuteria paniculata is another medium

sized tree, which, though long known in Nursery

catalogues, is seldom found in grounds. It comes

from Japan, has pretty yellow flowers in summer

—leaves interesting at all seasons, but particular-

ly so in the fall, when they turn to a mixture of

yellow, orange and scarlet. The branching

habit is not as pretty as some other trees, but

yet when once admitted into collections, is sure

to be always a favorite.

AVe confine ourselves to flowering trees in this

article ; but there are many other classes which

are unjustly overlooked.

THE RHODODENDRON.
{See Frontispiece.)

It has often been a source of wonder, that the

idea that the most beautiful of all American or-

namental plants,—the Bhododendron,—co\i\d not

be grown in its native country, should ever pre-

vail ;
yet so universal is this belief, that thouirh

persistent efforts have been made by enthusiastic

nurserymen, like Parsons of Flushing, and Ho-

vey of Boston, to introduce it to public no-

tice, and to show that they can be as well grown

as any other plant, only a few yet realize

the fact ; and thousands of our readers do not

know what a Rhododendron is.

In the hope that we could render a service to

horticulture, by making these grand things bet-

ter known, we have selected one for our frontis-

piece. We have from time to time given hints

as to their culture ; but we will go into the mat-

ter more fully here, in order to make the chapter

complete.
First, in regard to the successful culture of

Rhododendrons. This is no longer a problem.

The immense success of the plantations of Mrs.

Harry Ingersoll, near Philadelphia and Messrs.

Ilunnewell, Rand, and others, near Boston, be-

sides numerous others in a small way in many

other places in the Union, shows that nothing is

wanting but the disposition to learn the peculi-

arities of culture required.

The great misfortune of our people is, that

they believe that nature has placed every thing

in the best place ; and thus, when they see Rho-

dodendrons growing in the deep woods, imagine

that shade is the first essential requisite in the

culture of the Rhododendron. That nature has

not placed things in the most favorable positions

for their development, we showed so conclusively

a few years ago, in a paper on the Red Maple,

that no one has ventured a single objection

against it. It is true she places them where there

are the most favorable circumstances for exis-

tence ; but not for ultimate vigor of growth. In

the Red Maple, we find the tree generally in

swamps ; but yet ihe largest and best are always

in high dry ground ; but the seed will not, ex-

cept in rare instances, germinate in dry ground
;

and thus the poor thing, as we would say of it,

if it were animal life, has to be satisfied to grow

in the places where only its seeds will sprout.

The Rhode lendron is exactly in the same

case. The seed is so minute, and so slow in its ger-

minating power, that out in the open places they

would dry and burn up with the first warm sun.

Only in the deep shaded recesses of the forest, or

amidst the continued moist but not wet moss, or

bark of logs in open swamps, is it possible for it

to exist. It grows there not because it likes to,

or because it is best for it to be there, but by the

inexorable law of necessity, which gives it no

better cliance.

All these things are very apparent to those

who have observed these plants growing in

woods, and in proper ground in the full sun.

There is no comparison of the wood ones, with
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the health and beauty of those ia the full light

and air.

But the roots of the Rhododendron are finer

than the finest hair, and grow thiekly matted

together, requiring a great amount of moisture

for their subsistence. Hence, it placed in ground

that will become hot in summer, or will speedily

dry out in drouth, they will not do well there.

Jt is well known that our American Rhodo-

dendrons are the pride and glory of English gar-

dens,—but even there, notwithstanding their

humid atmosphere, which does not allow the soil

ever to dry as it does here, the English have to

prepare the soil to grow these plants to great

success. This they do by digging out the natu-

ral soil, and filling in with soft spongy turfy peat

or bog soil, which they often have to bring many
miles for the purpose.

We must also make our soil for them here in

most cases ; but this is done with no more trou-

ble than is required for any garden crop. One

of the best plans is that first described by us in

the Oardener^s Monthly, and which has been

found after four years' trial, an admirable plan,

proving effectual in the stiffest soil. That is, to

dig out 20 inches or two feet, and fill in with a

few inches of brush wood, then soil, then brush

wood, and so on, until the whole is finished. The

mass will be a foot above the level of the ground

or more ; and in time will find its own level with

the surface. On this mass they will grow won-

derfully well, and it takes very little trouble to

make up. Those who have soil, which naturally

neither cakes or dries, need do nothing with them

further ; but care must be taken not to plant on

wet ground. The " Naturalist " may say that

the Rhododendron grows in swamps and wet

rocks ; but pay no heed to this. The truth is,

as we said, that though found there, they will

thank those who put them in dryer but not dry

places.

The seed of the Rhododendron is like fine dust,

and requires some care to raise. They have to

be sown on the surface of the soil, and the box

which contains them placed somewhere in the

open air, where the soil will hardly become dry,

and where they will be protected from the drip

of trees or heavy rains. The growth of plants

from seed is very slow for two or three years

;

but after that their progress is more rapid, and

in about six years they will, under favorable cir-

cumstances, fiower.

Plants from the woods grow very well when

cut back freely. New buds will break any

where from the old stems, so that the ugliest

looking stump will make a good plant.

Layering is often employed. Theyoung.strong

shoots are taken when half or two-thirds mature

—about July—and tongued on the upper surface,

and bent into rich soil. They will root the same

year, but hardly well enough to separate from

the mother plant before the second season. It is

worthy of note, that the slitting of the layer on

the upper surface, instead of the lower, as al-

ways recommended by writers, until the Garden-

er's Monthly first taught the contrary, was

sujr^ested to the writer of this while layering

Rhododendrons. It is almost impossible to fol-

low the regular book plan of layering by cutting

underneath, in the case of the Rhododendron, as

they will snap off when bent down. When cut

on the upper surfiice, they will not break.

Grafting is practised by those who would per-

petuate the finer varieties, distinct by themselves.

1 here are many ways of doing this : each propa-

gator having his own idea of what is the best to

be done. But a very good plan is to have a few

three year old seedlings, in four or five inch pots,

and when the growth is about two-thirds ma-

ture, whip-graft a scion of about the same degree

of maturity, on this part. It is very essential

to have the grafted plants in some very close,

warm place for a few weeks, so as to check much

of the evaporation from the leaves, otherwise

the scions will dry up before the union takes

place.

Grafted or layered plants are of course much

more expensive than seedlings. They are valued

by those who would have the very choicest col-

lections ; but the cheaper seedlings are good

enough for all ornamental purposes.

The Rhododendron takes its its name from two

Greek words, which signifies "Rose tree ;" and

next to the Rose itself, there are few fiowers more

worthy of bearing its name than this. Our own
Rhododendron catawhiense, which we figure, has

particular right to the name, for amongst its

fiowers are produced almost every shade of color,

rivalling the Rose in abundance and beauty.

The Catawba Rhododendron grows dwarfer

than the B. maximum, and and has far more

change of color. It abounds in South Carolina

and Georgia ; while the R. maximum is found

chiefly in the Northern States. The most usual

forms of R. maximum have the flowers of purple

shades ; but along the Alleghanies, down to the

Virginia line, is a dwarf form with white flow-

ers, or more shaded with rose, which is particu-

larly beautiful, but which we have not seen any

where in cultivation.

Asia like America abounds with Rhododen-

drons,—very beautiful, and some of them will

probably prove as hardy as the Bhotan Pine,

and other' plants which come from the same re-

gion ; but of this we have as yet no positive

proof.

SCRAPS AND QUERIES.

WODENETHE, the Rpsidence of IT. Winthrop

Saryent, Esq.- B., of New Haven, Conn., sends

us some interesting facts in reference to this

beautiful place. It will be a source of pain to

every one who loves the beautiful in Landscape

Gardening, to learn that a neighbor of Mr. Sar-

gent's has thought proper to plant out many of

the beautiful views for which the place is so cel-

ebrated. It is to be hoped that he will yet think

better of it. It is always ones interest to aid

those about us who beautify and give fame to our

localions, and we hope for the sake of Landscape

Gardening art in this country, that we have

amongst our readers, friends of Mr. Sargent's

living near there, who will represent to the

neighbor referred to the great injury being done.

In reference to more pleasant matters at Wo-

dcnethe, our correspondent further says :

" Ilavinii heard a great deal of Wodencthe, Mr.

Sargent's place at Fishkill on Hudson, which

has been so often describc;d in your valuable

magazine, for its rare collection of JSJyerj/rcen.s, as

well as for the cleverness with which distant

points are opened, and often live features shut

out, I took advantage of a leisure day while in

New York lately, to run up and see it.

Unfortunately, Mr. Sargent and his gardener

were absent from home, but a gentleman I met

near the gate, who seemed familiar with the

place, civilly showed me the way, pointing out

the very large collection of rare trees and plants

which far exceeded any thing I had ever seen,

both in variety and size.

The Palms, Aloes, Araucarias, etc., are finer

I should say, than any in this country. The col-

lection of Palms alone comprizes all the known

as well as the rarer sorts. I think Mr. Sargent

has eight or nine varieties of Retinosporas, all of

whi<;h seem perfectly hardy, as well as all the

finest named Rhododendrons and Azaleas. There

are some fine standard Hollies here: Perry's

Weeping, S feet high ; the Golden and Silver

Standards,

Nothing could exceed the beauty of the Fruit-

houses. The Apricot house absolutely covered

with fruit, so too with the Nectarine house. In

Peaches the cordon wall seemed very successful,

and the peaches, plums, figs and nectarines in

pots, were loaded with fruit. The out-door es-

paliers were beautifully trained and covered

with fruit. Great preparations are made here

for Ribbons, 800 Mrs. Pollock (a boy in the

Propagating- house told me), 1000 CVntaurea

candidissima, and large quantities of all the

newer Coitus, as well as prize tri-colored Gera-

niums: Louise Smith, Princess Alexandra. Lucy

Griere, Luna, Crystal Palace Gem, Mrs. Berners,

Sophia Cussack, &c.'»

Pruning the Grape Vine—B. F., Nam-

dcn, , writes :
'' I am a little at a loss to know

how to treat my grapes as regards pruning this

summer, there seems to be so much difference of

opinion. Some say don't prune at all ; others

seem to advocate a free use of the knife. Per-

haps you have given the proper rule in this mat-

ter, but excuse a new subscriber for asking the

question, what is best to be done ? This is the

second year of fruiting, and they seem to be

doing moderately well.'»

[It is very difiicult to advise how to prune,

without the plants to be pruned are before us.

As a general rule, those who advise to prune not

at all, are as much in error as those who are al-

ways cutting away. There are cases where both

rules hold good, each in its way.

In the case of the (Jrai>e, more pruning is ne-

cessary than perhaps in any other fruit. It is an

object to keep the fruiting wood always low down

on the vine, and this cannot be done without

pruning. So also where the leaves are crowded,

some must be thinned to allow proper light to

the rest. Again the fruiting branches are bet-

ter shortened back to a few eyes above the bud,

which gives more strength to the bunch. How

• 'I
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you should prune in your case will depend on

what your vines are like,—we cannot advise for

particular cases ; but you see "prune not at all"

must not be a motto for you.

Mexican Eveiibearing Strawberry in

Pots—Amongst the chief attractions of our

Greenhouse this season, has been a dozen plants

of Mexican Everbearing Strawberries, received

from Mr. Whiting. We have (wllectcd together

all the varieties wc could find, and grew them

side by side. At this writing (May 13th), the

Mexiciuis have been in bearing three weeks, to

the admiration of hundreds who have seen them.

The next kinds to bear have been some of the

paler fruits. The Old MoniUly Tied Aljnne,

receiv«(l both from :Mr. Fuller and Mr. Knox,

have the fruit scarcely formed, much less ripe.

We have sent some to Mr. Chas Downing, who

replies :
" there is a difference in the leaves and

leaf stalks, as you point out." At tlie same time

it is proper to say, Mr. Downing does not place

the same value on the facts that we do.

Barclayanas—X R., PotMown, Pa.—"In

a friend's garden last year, I met a very pretty

climbing vine, and took down the name given

me, which was ' Barclayana ;' but I find it in no

catalogue. Can you tell me if it is known in

cultivation V"

[This is the ^faurandia Barclayana. The

popular mind often runs into strange fancies.

Often it drops the specific name. In this case it

retains it only.]

Climate for Fruits.—Those of our friends

who think the failure or otherwise of fruits de-

pends on the climate "about the first week in

May,'' ought to expect a wonderful crop about

Philad(;lphia this season. We have kept an ac-

curate record of the thermo eter, and though

we have had what one might term S(»me "cold"

rains, the thermometer has never been below

40^
'

On the other hand, the great heats

which often bring things forward too early, have

been wanting. Every circumstance has com-

bined to perfection. Our surface stirring friends

will surely smother us with fruit this year.

Good White Grape—3f., Ilonesdah, Pa.—
'• Is there any white Grape that will rank in gen-

eral reliability with Concord ? I have tried

Montgomery, Maxatawney, and some others,

but they do not seem to do.

[There in none equal to Concord ; but we

think Martha comes the nearest to what you

want.]

Late-floaverino Apples.—On account of

the late fiowering of Ben Davis, Ilawle's Janet,

and Northern Spy in Iowa, they escape frosts

and yield well.

Bambo Apple.—J., Trenton, N. /., says:

" Formerly the Rambo was one of our most pop-

ular fruits, but from some cause or other, they

do not do near as well in this vicinity as they

once did.'*

[Similar reports come to us about many old

fruits sometimes. The Bellfiower, Baldwin, and

R I. Greening arc olten in this list. AVe do not

think they faiToftener than any other kinds, but

being popular, and extensively planted, when

they'^do fail there are a hundred chances that we

hear of their failure, to one of a kind little known. ]

LiLiUM auratum.— It is a well-known fact,

that the great hopes entertained about the value

of the great gold-banded Lily of Japan, have not

been realized in this country. AVhat is the cause

no one knows ; but like the Hyacinth from Hol-

land, importations have to be made every year

to keep up the standard. A very few of our cul-

tivators have had "luck ;" but with most, the

plants get less and less every year. By the fol-

lowing extract from the Ganlcmrs Chronicle,

it seems they have the same trouble in England :

" Thriving plants of the noble Liliiun auratum

will now generally be forming their young

•Growths preliminary to flowering. It is ques-

tionable whether we yet thoroughly understand

the requirements of this plant ; certain it is, that

out of the large (luantity annually imported into

this country, thousands are lost from some cause

or another. And, in fact, instead of increasing

the stock annually, in proportion to the increase

which takes place with most other introductions,

there is a too frequent decrease in the numbers

of this plant. One or two points are observable

in their culture. They seem to have a decided

aversion to being dried off and potted early iu

the winter, whilst they are dormant, so far as

foliage is concerned. They certainly do not like

a too plentiful supply of pot room, and appear to

thrive far better in small sized pots than when

buried in large balls of soil. Perhaps there ara

few worse mistakes in the culture of new plants,

than the desire to induce a luxuriant growth by

potting them too often, and affording too large

shifts. Perfect drainage is of the utmost impor-

tance in the cultivation of the Lilium. Those

which are making strong shoots, and growing in

pots which are too small for their increasing

wants, should therefoie be attended to in this re-

spect, the previous remarks being fully taki'u

into consideration They do not n'quire artificial

heat ; any place or position where light is abun-

dant, and where they will be free from frosts or

cutting winds, will suit admirably.''

the " minutire" of the modus operandi, I would

^eel much obliged."

[.VU the Conifiro) named, root by layers —the
Ahiea and Plceas particularly, nuking quite as
good plants as if raised from seeds. The Pines
do not do quite so well,—they do better by her-

baceous grafting. To do this, poLin spring two
or three year old plants, of kinds nearest allied

to the ones we wish to increase, and when the

young growth is very nearly mature, graft with
the nearly m iture seion. Saddle grafting is best.

That is, the st<'>ck is cut to a wedge, and the end
of the scion like an inverted V. Bound together

with bast mat, and kept a little close under glass

ihey will need no waxing, and will soon unite.

Where the stock is mufh stronger than the

scion, the 1 itter may be cut like a wedge, and
in.sorted on the side, even in the two or three

year old wood—the upper portion being left for

some time to draw up the sap.

Some of the minute particulars we have given

we know are unnecessary to our correspondent,

but we make them, hoping to render these an-

swers to correspondents of use to others, as well

as the one who suggests them.

Pinus Aufitriaca is a good stock for P. ponderosa.

Pines may be propagated ])y budding, as the

writer of this has discover.d, and the fact is now
probably mentioned for the first time. Thi> is

the way it is done : as soon as the growth of the

Pine is nearly accomplished, while the shoot is

still soft, nip out its terminal bud. The next

year a lasciele of the so called leaves or needles,

taken out with a piece of bark, as in the usual

way of budding, and inserted into the nearly

Pexnock Apple.—The editor of Jotca IJome- ' mature young shoot of any cong(Mnal stock, will

stead says this variety in Van Buren Co., bears unite very freely. The next siason, if headed

Truffles —A correspondent of the Southern

Farmer, writing from France, says :

" The cultivation of trufllis is making an ex-

tensive progress in the south of France. Some

people assert that it is the cause of the vine dis-

ease. It thrives best in the neighborhood of

oaks, however. Ab.')ut 120 pounds is the average

yield of trulHes per acre, which sell for about 900

francs. A curious circumstance ab )ut this tu-

1

beraceous plant— so rich in agate as to be ranked
j

equal to meat in nutritive qualities—it grows
|

underground^ and must derive its nitrogen from

the soil.''

In the United States, Puff-balls are often

known as trufi^l.'S, and taken very young, arc

nearly as good. The genuine trufHe has never

been found here.

more fruit in proportion to number of trees plan-

ted than any other variety.

down to the bud, it will j)ush from there. The
objection to this is, that ineludiug preparation,

it takes three years to get a i)lant.

Iloopes' "Book of Evergreens " is the best]
Propagatinq Evergreens.—F. A., Du

huque, Iowa, writes :
" We have some rare spc ^ „^ ,, ,,

f 11^: i.,«.,o f..«na whJoh T^ame of Plant—D. W. M., Kcwance, IIU.
cunens of evergreen and deciduous trees, wnicn

,

T •
t. WIT ,„x.,i 1 \\\ra. frw L-iwiw — >* III you plciisc nauic the enclosed flower for

I am anxious to multiply. I would like to know
^ ^

^
r. , ,, n -,

if I could layer or graft, &c., such varieties as ,

"^^ ? It is grown from a bulb, found m some

Pinus Benthamiana, P. ponderosa,, p. Uricio,
|

"^^^s brought from the forest in Michigan. The

Picea Cephalonica, Abies Nordmaniana, Thuja !

^^^^^er I send you has been in bloom for the past

plicata etc.? I am told that Pinus can be: three weeks, and ooks as well as when first

grafted on the young wood oi the present > ear's .
f j j

growth ; but I think it would be dilficult to graft
j

[This is a very rare orchideous plant.—ylr«.

such varieties as P. ponderosa, as the yong wood .
ihusa bulbosa,--()nii of our handsomest natives of

is much thicker than any Pine I have ever seen. '
that class. It is very difllcult to retain in eulti-

If you could inform me of any work that gives '
vation. Formerly it was found tolerably abund-

•!.;•
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ant in New Jersey ; but " collections for Eu-

rope" h;ive nearly craaicated it from accessible

localities.]

Mr. IIoopes' Couresi'ONDENCE.—Our de-

cision to be a party in the Californian trip last

year was overbalanced. We are now glad that

we did not go, t)r we should not then have had

the admirable correspondence our readers have

so much enjoyed. Mr. lloopcs takes a position

in the front ranks of Horticultural writers. Few

since d.ath stopped the pen of the lamented

Downing, have possessed the power of carrying

along the sympathy and attention of the reader

as Mr. lloopcs does. We know that hundreds

of our readers will learn with deep regret that the

present letter closes the Californian correspon-

dence.

IlEAUTii AND Home —It is to the credit of

Horticultural and Agricultural journals that they

seldom resort to personal abuse of sentlemen

connected with each other,as we often see in what

is called secular papers. Singularly enough when

it does occur, it is usually in those with very

great pretensions to ^'high tone" or '• go; d

family '» recommendations. AVe had to notice a

brilliant specimen of vulgarity concerning the

editor of this magazine in the IJosUm Journal oj

Jlorticulturc recently, and we now have another

in the shape of the following, from llcartk aiul

Home

:

"An Autiiouityon STKAwnEnitir;s — For n lonR Hme

o.ir imrlicuUnrlsts uikI otluTs liave wished that an au-

thorUy on strawberrh's mi«lit appear. Tlu-re are ho

many new varieti.-s Introduwtl. anil old onos Koin« out

..f.-uitlvation. that a livlui?. walUini,'. or trav«Min« Cv-

clop.'dia-Kra«aria was a thln« much to he do^lrod We
are happy to Inform the ureat Am.-rlean repuhllo that

th^ man "lias come. Of course we refer to the editor .)f

tlie lianh'jur's .Vonlhljj, v>hn,\u a late niMni)»-r. states

tliat lie i.seiial.li-.l to delect u diirerence »)etween th.'

M.'xl.an Kverl)carln« Strawl)erry and tlie old Monthly

lied Alpine, an<l he says, ' that any l)oy of ordinary in-

tcl!i;,'encc can pl«k out one from tlieoth.r.' Ilut further

on he states lliat MillVrciices can he detected, hut it re-

nnire's sharp eve.s to pick tl»em out ' Just 8<., and we

renret, for the sake of scicn.-.'. that ours are so dim that

we art- unable to see tlio^e dillerences. Hat the closnii;

rcmarlvs of our new auliiority are decidedly handsome.

Hear him: 'There Is, ther.dore, no lon^'.r any dcmht

about the entlnMlixtlnctncssoft lie Mexican as a variety

from all others ' Well, we can assure our contemporary

that there are IV few old botanists and llorlsts notathou-

Rand miles from this«lty ti.at wen- noted for their scl-

oMtifh-attainnjents before he was born, and are so yet,

who cannot llnd the distinct cliuracterisslcs named.

Perhaps U Is because they do not po.ssess sharp eyes;

but tiure Is no question about the clearness of their

\)raiiis.

Mr. B. Hathaway, of Little Prairie Ronde, Mich., who

is astrawbcrry-grower of many years' experience, offer-

ed tlve hundred dcdiars to any one who would pick out

the Mexican from the old Monthly Alpine on his

grounds. If they are so very distinct, perhaps the edl-

tor of the Oardencr'.i Monthly, well send oneol his sharp

eyed boys after that prize.''

All our readers know that when we said that

difterenccs can be detected, but it requires sharp

eyes to sec them," we were not speaking about

the old Monthly lied Alpint;, which is the one in

question. But it seems to suit the morals of

Hearth and Home to deal in this class of decep-

ti(m on its readers.

We have been accustomed to speak favorably

of IleaHh and Home; but if it is to drop the

manners of a "family and fireside" journal, and

descend to low bar room wrangles and betting

ar'^uments in the discussion of scientific facts,

we must part company.

We have ever found the bluff game of money

to back an argument, the last resort of ignorance

and folly. If the Hearth and Home is fond of

Ibis style of proving scientilic facts, no doubt it

can lii.d plenty of such evidence of the correct-

ness of its positicm in the slums of New York,

without going to Michigan to find them.

A Box OF Violets—From Mr. Geo. Such,

South Amhoy, was one of the pleasantest treats

of the Spring. Only 18 inches s<iuare, yet it

contained hundreds of opened flowers.

Oberon says,

"
I know a bank where the wild thyme blows.

Where oxllps, and the nodding violet grows."

We have heard of times when there were great

runs on banks. If such violets as these passed

current in Oberon's days, we fancy there was a

pretty good run on this bank. We should much

like if'^Mr. Such would add to [the obligation

a chapter on Violet culture, which he evidently

"sees through."

Nativity oftiiePotato.—"J2enni," Green-

ville, Tcnn.. asks : 'The common Potato is called

the Irish Potato. Why ? I suppose it is not a

native of Irehunl. Where is it originally from ?"

[The Potato is a native of South America, and

was introduced into England about the end of

the lOth century, but exactly when or by whom

is not known. Probably by Bauhin the botanist.

It was found to thrive well in the soil and cli-

mate of Ireland and immense quantities being

exported from that country, they became known

in the trade as ' Irish Potatoes," as distiuguish-
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ed from those raised in England, wMch would

be English Potatoes. The term " Irish," as ap-

plied to this whole class of Potatoes, is an Amer-

icanism, unknown in Europe, although Cobbett,

perhaps, did something to start the idea, by call-

ing the Potato " Ireland's lazij root:' He adop-

ted this term from the practice of the Irish, who

grew them in wide trenches, which they called

lazy heds.\

Sexes of Plants.—J?. B., Philadelphia,

says :
" I have been much interested as a young

student of Botany, in the classilication of Lin-

n»U8, founded on the sexes of plants. In con-

versing with a friend, I expressed myself that he

was the discoverer of the sexes of plants, on

which his system was founded. As this was

questioned, I take the liberty of inquiring if I am

not right ?"

[Not quite right. The Romans had certainly

a knowledge of the separate sexes, as they used

to fertilize the female dates with the male flow-

ers from other plants. There is not much said

about it, however, in their works ; but then there

were not many to write, and of those books

which were written few have come down to our

times. 'Ihey knew more in their day than we

usually give them credit for Of the moderns,

Cesalpinus, an Italian botanist, before Linnaus,

knew certainly all about the sexes of plants.]

obliged if you can suggest some remedy I have

lost 8 or 10 trees this year ;
several last and the

year before, and I see indications of others dying.

The ground is rich, and I keep the grass

under them shaved off"."

rWe have known some trees, especially Sugar

Maples and White Pines, die in this manner,

from the eflects of a parasitic fungus on the roots.

Also, we have known dwarf apple stocks, un-

doubtedly healthy, die by having fungus from a

dead dwarf Apple tree placed on their roots W e

suspect this is the cause here ;
though we have

never known a similar case on such large trees.

If this is the case, thread-like Mycelium will be

found on the root8,-as we believe in all cases of

death from fungus, it is by the agency of these

threadlike films. If the trees were smaller, we

should take up, wash with water, and plant in

new and fresh soil ; but with so large trees, it is

hard to experiment with any prospect of savi.-g

them. Possibly a heavy watering of lime-water

and sulphur (the sulphur being put on the lime

before the water is added) might kill the fungus

if it should be a fungus, and the attack has not

already done its worst.

Fruit Prospects in New Jersey.—A Sa-

lem letter says: "We have the promise of a

..reat pear season. My Vicars, Beurre d'Amanlis

and Duchesse trees look like 'snowball' bushes.

Botanical Explorations in Nevada.—

Dr. I. A. Lapham,of Milvvaukielsnoweng^.ged

in Zoological and Botanical exploration of Ne-

vada. Several boxes of specimens have already

been shipped to his home.

Disease in Apple Trees.—J. B. C, Bus-

sellville, Ky , writes :
" I have an orchard of 72

Apple trees, 6 rows, 12 trees in a row ;
rows

running north and south. The 3 rows on the

east, are on ground 5 feet lower thin the

other 3 rows on the west. Now over one-half of

the last 3 rows have died ; the trees are 9 or 10

years' old, and foi the past three years have been

in grass. The 3 rows on the ea t side are all

healthy and fine. The leaves and small fruits are

beginning to fall, and in one month the tree will

bi^dead. I examined the roots, and from the top

of the oround down it is entirely dead, whereas

the bod'y and limbs are apparently alive. I could

not find a borer. Now, Mr. Editor, I will be

Gardening at Dubuque, Iowa.-A cor-

respondent from New Mellerey A..bey, says :

" Around our new monastery, two wings ot

which are now nearly finished, we are beginning

to plant. It is of solid stcme, all through, in the

medieval gothic style, with buttresses, wall?,

and stone muUions, windows and enamel glass.

I think the surroundings would be in better

keeping in the Picturesque, rather than in the

Beautiful style."

PniLADELPHTA Lawn MowERS.-Last year

we noticed that Graham, Emlen & Passmore

had made important and valuable improvements

in Lawn Mowing machines. We are glad to

know that our notice drew general attention to

them, and that they are becoming as familiar as

"household words." A corresiX)ndent in Du-

chess Co., New York, writes that he has had to

abandon all the Lawn Mowers in general use for

hand work, and asks if there is really one any
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good. We believe he will be entirely saiisfied

with one of these.

Names of Plants.—yl. 7?., Jiendinc, Pa.—
Amehinchier botrifajniim, the Juni-berry or In-

dian Cherry, a tree worthy of general culture.

iC, Elizahtlh., Pa.—Andromeda mariana.

NORLEMEN AT WoKK.—Fcw of US hnve any
idea of tlie fondness of the English aristocraev

for real iianl work in their gardens and grounds.
Earl Vernon, formerly President of the Royal
Agricultural Society, of England, would work
all day, hoe in hand, with his laborers, and as

bard as any of them. The writer of this para-

grai)h has fseeu his nephew for hours, axe in

hand, thinning out his own plantations ; and
once saw him with the Duke of Wellington, both

together with a cross-cut saw cutting down a

large Button wood.

These reminiscences are called up by an A racri-

can corres})ondent who recently visited Mr. Glad-
stone, the English Premier, at hishf)meat llaw-
arden, and who fcmnd him hacking away at a
Biech fourteen feet in circumference. He takes

great pride in his ability to do hard w.rk, and
believes, the correspondent says, that physical

exercise induces a good appetite, and that this

agaiu reacts on mental vigor.

The Ives Grape —This is preferred to the

Concord for marketing in many places, as it so

nearly resembh s that kind in gemral quality,

but has a firmer skin, which enables it to travel

better.

Sweet and Sour Apple —A Peniarus,Mich

correspondent of Jiaral Netc-Yo'ker, sends to

that journal apples which are part sour and part

sweet, in the same fruit. Experts i)ronoMnce

the sweet part the Sweet B()Ui:h, and the sour

Rhode Island Greening, llow they were origi-

nated is not stated We may remark, that when
the questictn of j)roducing them by dividing the

buds was agitated last year, we urged readers to

try for tlicm.^elves. We did our share to settle

this vexed question, by dividing the buds of a

dozen lihode Island Greening, and a dozen Red
Astrachan, setting the halves of each kind to-

gether as one, Tliough we employed a very

frharp knife for the operation, and the "fit" was
so complete that no one could tell but that it was

one scion, except by the color of tlie barks the

experiment does not promise to succeed. Rut we
will report again some day.

A Large Lemon. —AVe have before us a

lemon of exceptional size. It measures 5^ inches

long, 10^ circumference and was grown (in one

of the tree:? in the greenhouse of J. Vaughan
Merrick, of Philadelphia. George Graham, gar-

dener. Its weight is 14 ounces, av. If any one

can beat this we should like to know.

Large Asparagus.—An ^^ Old Suhscriher,^^

PhUadeljihia^ wishes "to learn something about

the very large Asparagus that has been brought

to our markets lately. Is it a native, or did it

oriiiinate in Europe? '

[This large Asparagus is obtained from com-
mon roots planted threefed apart every way, and

in soil kept up to the highest condition of rich-

ness. The Asparagus is a native of the sea-coast

of Europe,—and is also partially naturalized

along the eastern shores of the United States.

It does not grow very stout when wild. It has

been in cultivation over 20U0 years.]

Surface stirring Pear Trees.— It is plea-

sant to us who have struggled so long against

the old barbarism of stirring the soil to cultivate

fruit trees, to see it gradually giving way Pas-

chall Morris thus helps along the good work, iu

a recent number of his Practical Farmer :

" Srmie years ago a friend of ours purchased a

farm in Chester county, where there were ?ome
tine and thrifty pear trees^ hnt uayar jmirs. These
latter were wiiat he ]>elieved in, and he brought

them, by simply mulchimr the ground, as far as

tin; branches extended, with stonis. We saw a

space of five to six feet around the trunks paved
with stone, and there were pears, and regular

crops, every season."

Rawle's Janet Apple—The similarity be-

tween the nanus of Janet and Janettingis lead-

ing into confusion very ditlerent apples.

Rawle s Janet was, no doubt, ad«ipted from that

female name ; while Janelting is a corruption of

"June eating," so called because that apple v.-as

often early enough to eat in June, Tlie confu-

sion is unfortunate, as in the case of the Janetting

there is little besides earliness to recommend it

;

whie Rawle^s Janet is one of our showiest and

best winter fruits.

Care should be taken to strictly preserve the

ortho2raphy of names, as they often furnish the

best clue to their origin. This is well illustrated

by a fiower common in gardens known as the

DeviVs Bit We were asked recently why it was

called Devil's Bit? The or.ginal orthrgraphy was

Devil's Bite. The Saxons had their legends as

well as other nations. They supposed the root

of this plant to possess very great virtues for

healing the sick. This of course was exceedingly

disagreeable to the arch enemy of mankind, who

is always anxious to come by his own at the ear-

liest possible moment, and give them no time for

repentance, so he bit off the roots of that plant,

as any one who dig up a root of Scahiosa succisa

can even to this day see ; but, fortunately, not

i enou^di to prevent poor humanity from making

crood'use of the part he left. If the e had not

been left off the bit, the legend would be less

likely to get lost.

BOOKS, CATALOGUES, &C,

Skei.kton Toi'RB, through Enqlnnd, SrntJand, Ireland, Wales,

Denmark, Sicedcn, Rua.'iia, Poland, and Spain. By Houry

WintJirop Sargout. Published by Appletoa k Co., Broadway,

New York,

Time is of much more importance to a travel-

ler in present than in the past days. It is a

priceless boontoknow beforehand where and what

to see. We have often wished for just such a little

pocket book, as Mr. Sargent here gives us. It shows

us not only what to see, but how to go, and the

cost of getting there. This he does by making a

brief note of each day's doings, thus :
" Aug 4th.

Drive again or walk to Oakley Park, to see the

Druid Oaks, said to be 3000 years old. From

here to Downton Hall, Sir Charles Boughton's.

beautiful lawn and flower gardens,— and fine ex-

tensive views. Bill at Ludlow, three days and

carriage, £5 10s.

Mr. Sargent's little book though valuable to

everv traveller, is particularly so to those of

horticultural tastes, as nothing interesting in

this field escapes his eye.

TnHPm.by Joseph Harris. Published by Orange JuddiCo..

MVlIarris, well known of old in the Genesee

Farmer, and now of the American Agriculturist

has the rare faculty in modern bookmaking ot

writing well ; and of using as good common

sense as good langua-e. It is always a pleasure

to read anything from his pen. In this book

Mr. Harris is himself. He goes profoundly into

the fattened hocr,-and advocates strongly tlie

desirableness of more attention to choice breeds.

Thb Strawberry and its Cultcrk, by J. M. Merrick Jr. Boston:

Puhlibhed by J. E, Tiiton k Co.

This is chiefiy a descriptive catalogue of all the

varieties that have appeared during the last hun-

dred years in England and America. Hundreds

of them have been "born to blush unseen'' to

few bat their raisers, and it must have been a

great labor of love on the part of the author to

dignify them with a place in a book. However

it will interest students who wish to get to the

very bottom of all things. In additi.m to the

descriptive part, there are many excellent hints

for Strawberry culture.

SP.VK..TT F.5. Popri.AK F,.owKRB, by E. 8. Rand Jr. Published

by J. E. Tiiton k Co.

This book is issued in the usual beautiful style

for which the Messrs. Tiltons are deservedly

famous. Mr. Rand has chosen some of our most

popular flowers, of which to briefly sketch the

history and culture, and has made a very pleas-

ant and readable b.)ok about them. In a notice

of a previous work of Mr. Rand, we regretted

his use of the vulgar error "Tube Rose" to

desi<'nate the well known plant referred to. In

the present work, it is still used in the illustra-

tion, -although correctly tuberose in the text.

With so much useful information it is to be re-

.rretted thai more care was not taken both with

The facts and the proof reading, some of the

'

latter being quite serious, especially one, which

I makes the Coleus a native of Iowa. AVc fear

however, our Boston friends think us captious

in our criticisms, so we content ourselves by

saying that to the general public, this little book

will be very welcome.

1
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Talk8 to mt PATIRNT8.—HiDta on g«ttlnff well and k«<>ptDg well.

By Mrs. R. K. OleHson, M. D N, Y.: Wood & Holbro.k.

This work is intended for women exclusively.

We handed it to a lady connected with our es-

tablishment, every way competent to judge of

its merits, who pronounces it excellent. We are
sure it can have no higher praise.

better the work. They had many difficulties to

overcome, therefore their success in the pursuit of

knowledge has been wonderful and gratifying to

all lovers of human progresA.

Valedictort ADDRRgg.hjr Add Pretiton, M. D., Prof, of PhyBlology
in tleWonien'8 Medical College of Pa.

Women have been taught for ages to be
*'earne«i in good works.' The Pliiladelphia

ladies believe that the higher the intelli-'euce the

Thb Entomolooist, of St. Loul«, Mo.

Has added '^ and Botanist'' to its title, and

placed the Editorial control of the la.«t depart-

ment in the hands of Dr. Geo. Vasey of Illinois.

This is an excellent idea, and we are sure will be

popular and profitable to the publisher.

NEW AND RAHE FRUITS.

Golden Thorxless Raspberry.—Golden
Rasplxrries of the Blackcap species abound wild

all over the Union, and it is strange that no at-

tention has been given to selecting some of the

best for cultivation. Usually, as first shown by
Dr. Stjiyman in the G'mlcner\s Montldy^ pale

varieties are not as hardy or productive as dark
ones, but generally tlv'y are much sui^erior in

flavor, a character which always makes them
welcome. Recently Mr. Purdy has turned his

appreciative eyes in this directi<m. His Golden

Thornless promises to be popular.

We notice that there is a tendency in some
quarters to pronounce this the same as a western

variety called Minnesota. This is a great mis-

take. The kinds are quite distinct.

It is to be regretted that thtTc should be so

much haste to throw kinds togither, as has been
recently exhibited in many casis. It is so easy

to mix things, and so hard to separate. More-
over in the present stage of the 'science, 'or rather

the medley of pomological knowledge, where little

but memory is relied on to fix distinctions, it is

safest to distrust ones own judgment for a time,

than to believe every one else wrong.

New Apples.—Almost every agricultural

paper has now its drawings and descriptions ot

new apples. Though anxious to make the

Monthly a record of Horticultural progress, it

is nearly impossible to keep up.

In the Rural New Yorker, the following have
recently been named : Quaker Ik-auty, Oct. and
Nov.; Uesper's Blush, Oct, Nov.; Bcacher's

Sweet, Oct.. Nov.; Stewart's Sweet, Oct , Nov.;

Pride of Minneapolis, Pride of the Pra\rie,Honey

Sweet, Coral, Pefier's No. 1, Winter Gem,

Busby's Early. August; Parry's White, August.

Sept; Orange Pippin. Sept; Clime's Codlin; New-

ville, Dec. to Feb.; Prolific Blush, Aug. Sept.;

Cons, July, Aug ; Potter's Early, July, Aug.

Some of these are crabs. They are all good

kinds and worthy of attention.

The Black Damascus Grape.—At p 243

mention is made of the Black Damascus as one

of the finest of all Black Grapes. Having grown

this variety extensively at one time, I can quite

endorse this opinion, for no Black Grape I have

ever Uisted equals it for rich vinous flavor, and,

when grown well, for its enormously large round

berries. It is a very distinct variety, and is

easily known by its large succulent leaves and

sturdy bunches. The fiowers before opening are

like little Ix'rries, but it is a bad setting variety

unless the capsules of the flowers are rubbed oflf

at the flowering time to set the pollen free. It

likewise labors under the same disadvantage as

the Kempsey Alicante and other bad setting

Grapes, of having a little viscid juice on the top

of the stigma, which requires disturbing at the

setting jK'riod. This I always di 1 by drawing

the hand when dry ovez" the bunches at the

warmest time of the day, and especially if the

sun shone. By attending to this process I had

always a fair crop in a good sized vinery planted

entirely with this variety, and during its season

of ripening, October and November, no other

Grapes were called for till it was done. Being a

thinskinned Grai^e, it will not keep late. The

perfect Ix^rries have only one stone, and the

smaller ones are seedless, but they are nearly as

large as many Black Grapes, with seeds in. T

doubt if grafting would have any effect upon this

variety in making it less shy in fruiting or set-

ting. I have never tried it upon any stock but

the Black Hamburgh, and the experiment was

not favorable, for I found it did better on its own

roots. The original Black Damascus Vine at

Workshop Manor was found to have pushed its

roots into an old heap of coal ashes, and bore

good crops every year.—Wm. Tilleuy, Garde-

ner^s Chronicle,

that early blooming and early fruiting go along

together.''

Nicanor Strawberry.—a Boston letter

says: "The only Strawberry I ha I freely in

bloom on the 1st of May, was the Nicanor.

—

which shows it to be a very early sort, supposing

The Paolt Apple.—This apple has been

already noticed in the Otrdener'^s Monthly. At-

tention is again drawn to it bv a note from Mr.

Rolx»rts to the Rural New Yorler, who says •

at Paoli, Chester county, Pa., "the original tree

was found growing in a clearing ; the tree, appa-

rently eight or ten years old, of rather a spread-

ing habit, a thrifty grower, and when found, had

on it nearly one bushel of apples of good size, or

above medium. In appearance, it resembles

Summer Hagloe, but is less streaked with red."

Strawberry Monarch of the West, is a

western seedling. said to be "an extraordinary"

one. Twelve to fifteen berries make a quart,and

some have been raised sixteen to the pound.

NEW AND RAEE PLANTS.

Double Lilac.—Amongst the new plants

we h ive seen this year likely to prove desirable

is the Double Lilac. It is about the same color

as the common purple—perhaps a shade paler.

In common with most double flowered plants

the growth is not so vigorous as the single flow

ered kinds. The bush is more compact, which

gives it a distinct habit. AVe have no doubt it

will become popular.

incised at the apex, are also violet-colored.—

Bull's New Plants.

Iris Violacea.—This is a beautiful new

8i)ecies of a genus which comprises many a gem

of the herbaceous border. It is a perennial, and

perfectly hardy in our climate, being a native of

the Caucasus. The leave.^ arc lanceolate ensi-

form, cuspidate ; tht scape two feet high and

leafy ; the spathes each two-flowered ; and the

flowers themselves of a rich deep violet purple,

having a cylindrical tube, the outer segments of

the perianth dertexed. 2 inches long, broadly

ovate, spotted with yellow towards the base ; the

inner segments ovate-lanceolate acute, while the

petaloid stigmas, which are linguiform, bifid, and

Ltlium Longiflorum Albo-maroinatum.

—This interesting new Lily has been recently

imported from Japan. The leaves have a dis-

tinct and even narrow border of white, which

adds considerably to the interest of the plant,

while the habit of growth is similar to that of

L longiflorum, and the flowers also arc pure

white, as in that species. It forms a very pretty

and desirable novelty amongst Japan Lilies.—

Bull's Ntto Plants.

PARME?iTiERA Cerkifera—Th's is the cele-

brated "Candle Tree," discovered in the valley

of the River Chagres, Isthmus of Panama, by

Dr Seemann. It has opposite trifoliolate leaves,

and large white blossoms, which, in its native

habitat, are given throughout the year, but are

produced in the the greatest abundance during

the rainy season. As in most of the Crescenti-

acese, the flowers grow out of the old wood
;
the

¥
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fruit is fleshy, and the socds very small, not
lar^rer th m lontil.s.—A^. Bull.

CouA^x Pexduliflora.—This is of much
moreelei,'ant habit and neater growth than the
common C ibcea, and will form a useful addition
to stove eliinbers.

Tiie flow(!rs are produced fr )m drooping pedun-
cles 8 to 10 inches in length ; calyx-tube dilated

;

segnKiiits green, li inches long ; corolla green,
tubular at the base for about an inch, then di
vided into lobes, which are remarkable for their
lengtli, being from three to f mr inches long,
pendulous and wavy, and about ^ inch broad.
The niaments of tiie stamens are about 3 inches
long, of a dark red purple color, thus forming a
peculiar and distinct contrast to the green lobes.
Native of Caraccas.

The original specimen, sent home by Dr See-

mann, attained the first year of its cultivation

to within a few inches of the dimensions noted

of it in Nicaragua—Bull's New Plants.

GoDwrxiA GroAS.-This is the largest Ariod,
both in leaf and flower, of which we have as yet
any pn^cise knowledge. It was discovered in
Janaary, IRCO, by Dr B. Seeman near to Javali
mine, in the Chontales Mountains of Xiearagua,
where it grows amongst brushwood in broken
ground n-ar rivulets.

The plant grows with great rapidity—several
inches during a single night. It prodtices only
a solitary leaf and after that has died off, the
flower sjiathe makes its appearance, both li!af

andspathe being of giganic dimensions. The
petiole (of the largest specimens measured in

Nicaragua) is 10 feet lonir, covered with minute
spiny projections, and with a metallic li6autifully

mottled surface, brimstone yellow, barred and
striped with purple, giving it the appearance of
a snake standing erect. The blade of the
leaf, which is green on both sides, is 3 ft. 8 in.

long, so that the whole leaf is 13 ft 8 in long
The blade is divided into three primary sections,

which are again repeatedly subdivided, the ex-
tremes divisions being ovate acuminate. The pe-

duncle is 4 feet long and 4 inches in circum-
ference, mottled, rough, with minute spiny pro-

jcclif)ns like the petiole, and furnished towards
the base with several large bracts. The flower

spatlie is the greatest curiosity, measuring as it

does 1 ft. 1 1 in. in length, and 1 ft. 8 in. in width

It is of thick leathery texture, outside of a dark

bluish brown, and inside of a dark brownish red,

with the exception of the base and those parts

surrounding the spadix, which are whitish yel-

low. The spadix is only 9 inches long and 9

lines across, and bears hermaphrodite liuwers.

PsYCiiOTRiA Cyanococca.—If one were to

search the vegetable kingdom through, it would

be difficult to find any other plant which dis-

plays, either in its flowers, fruit, or seeds, such

a beautiful ultramarine color as is exhibited by

the berries of this new species from Chontales,

Nicaragua. In leaf there is scarcely anything

to distinguish it from hundreds of congeners.

The color and size of the flowers is disappoint-

ing to the lovers of gay tints and large blossoms,

but both arc all the more calculated to prepare

us, as it were, for a surprise. As soon as the

fruit begins to assume shape and substance, a

tint is displayed which can be but imperf ctly

rendered by the Greek term cyaneus. In its na-

tive woods, the plant grows as underwood, and

is loaded throughout the winter with large blue

berr es, as many as from 30 to 35 growing on one

bunch. Its introducer was Dr. Seeman, who

also vouches for th" plant being absolutely new

to science.

—

Wm. Bull.

PSYCIIOTRIA ClIOXTALEXSIS.— *' I now beg tO

f)rward to you a second species of Psychntria,"

wrote Dr. Seeman to Mr. Bull fiom Central

America, "and in doing so I must in the first

instance endeavor to disabuse your mind from

pnju lice which, no doubt, you share in common

with many other hunters after ornamental

plints, viz., that Psychotrias are unworthy of

your attention, and do not possess those quali-

ties to which you are specially bound to look.

This species is a companion picture of P. ci/an-

ococca but it is altogether more robust and hairy

a kind, and is allied to the Peruvian P. pilosa,

though differing from it by having smaller leaves,

and axilliary, not terminal, panicles. The ber-

ries are not of such an intensely deep blue as

those of P. cyanococca, but their color is still

perfectly lovely, and they are larger, usually 40

to 50 growing on a bunch. If one could but dig

up one of the numerous bushy specimens, crowd-

ed with fruit, by which I am here surrounded,

and send it to one of the Horticultural flower

shows, I have no doubt what the Floral Com-
mittee would be forced to do. Remember also

that these two species fruit in the depth of win-

ter, when color is highly acceptable, and you

will have no reason to grudge them a place in

your collection. ''—Wm. Bull.

Antigonon- Leptopus.—''The first time I

saw this plant,'' writes Dr. Seemann (vide Gar-

dener's Chronide, June 20th, 1868), " was in the

autumn of 1848, when making a botanical ex-

cursion from Mazatlan, on the AVest Coast of

Mexico; and in a letter addressed to the late

Sir W. J. Hooker (published in HooUr'>s Journal

and Key) Miscellany, page 149), I wrote, full of

enthusiasm, 'The finest flower we saw during

the journey was your Antif/onnn leptopus. It

covered nearly every bush, and the deep rose

colored blossoms were so abundant, that scarcely

a leaf could be seen.' In that part of Mexico

where I first met with the plant;, the native term

it ' Rosa de Mayito ;' and in Nicaragua, where

I found it in 18 >7 and 18GS, 'Rosa do Montana,'

or Mountain Rose. Of course, when looking

at the shape of the flowers, there is not the faint-

est resemblance to a Rose ; but at a distance, a

comparison with the Queen of Flowers would

readily suggest itself, the outer three sepals being

of a beautiful rose color, the centre of a much

deeper tint. The flowers, arranged in racemes

and panicles, appear in the greatest profusion,

and the bushes look as if a large rose colored

sheet had been spread over them -a sight never

to be forgotten. The flower-s as those of most

Poly^onaccJB last for some weeks. I have traced

the plant on the West Coast of America from

Nicaragua to Northern Mexico, and often looked

for for ripe seed, but I never could find any and

my belief is that it doss not produce se-^d readily.

During my last visit to Nicaragua, however, I

was fortunate enough to procure, after many a

fruitless search, a few seeds -not more than

half a dozen; but <.f these, it is satisfact'u-y to

add, Mr. Bull succeeded in raising several

strong plants, whch may possibly flower this

autumn, and the species will then become de-

servedly popular I am well acquainted with

the cmitents of our garlens and the vegetation of

most parts of the world, but I have n > hesita-

tion in giving it as my deliberate opinion, that

there is"no more graceful and beautiful climber

than Antiuonon Leptopus. It is hardly possible

to exaggerate its beauty, and were I to aid in^re

in its priiise, I mi-ht lay myself open to tlie sus-

pici(m that I wished to write up an introduction

which is well able to stand on its own niv^nts."

—Bull's New Plants.

INTELLIGENCE.
Bem Davis Apple.—In the year 1799, Wm.

Davis and J. D. Hill came from Virginia to Ken-

tucky, and settled in that part of Lo;i:an, now

known as Butler County. They located near

Capt. Ben Davis, the brother of Wm. Davis,

and the brother-in-law of Hill. A few years

afterwards, Hill went back to Virginia on bus-

iness, and when he returned to Kentucky

brought some apple grafts with him. Hill and

Wm. Davis raised fruit from these grafts Capt.

Ben Davis, finding the apple a desirable one,

grafted the same for himself, and also raised a

young nursery of it. These trees were sold

through the country, and for want of knowing

any other name, the people called it the Ben

Davis apple, using the word Ben to distinguish

him from his bi other William. Capt. Davis

himself, and his family, always called it the Vir-

ginia Pippin, iK'cause the original grafts were

brought from Virginia.

It is, therefore, legitimate and proper to call

it Ben Davis, as the name by which it was then

known is not now, and, i»erhaps, never will be

known So much for the history of the Ben

D.i\is.- Journal of AgricuUure.

Peak Oiichard at Keokuk, Iowa.—The

Iowa Ilomstead has an interesting sketch of the

orchard of John Given Esq. His soil is clay

loam. There are 175 trees. The land was

trenched 2 feet deep (no manure) nt a cost of

$i00. The lot 50x100, and trees 10 ft. apart

planted -standards. They grow from 8 to 9 ft.

a year-no si^n of any disease. No water lodges

about the soil. It is very dry. They were

planted six years ago. Practices the clean shal-

low eulture, and prunes judiciously, so as to

have every tree a specimen. He grows the fol-

lowing varieties : Howell one of the most prom-

ising ; Bjlle Lucrative, Bartlett, Beurre Diel,

Dearborn's Seedling, bore half a bushel to a tree,

considers it the best early pear, spi-cimens we

saw on the trees measured 2h inches in diameter.

White Doyenne, Duchess, Tyson. Grasliu ;
this

last is very productive. The Clapp's Favorite

he thinks well of; Hankie, Beurre Stekman,

this the sixth year has a full crop. Bufium,

handsome grower, some made 5 to G feet this

season ; Brandywine. very fine tree ; Beurre d'

Anjou, Seckel, Louise B »nne, Ott's Seedling,

Lod^e, Bcuri-c Gitlard. This last, Ma. Given

;t
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says, is next best to Dearborn's Seedling, for

early bearing. Beurre de Amanlis, set out three

years ago, grew over seven feet this season, is

now 12 feet high. Alexandrina, Doyenne de

Alencon, Lawrence, prodigious grower ; DeTon-
grcs, Urbaniste, Ilostiezer, fruit rich and sweet,

equal to iSeckel ; Doyenne du Cornice, Merriam,
Winter Nelis, Excelsior, Gerardin, Admirable,

Shitldcn, Swan's Orange, Dana's Ilovey, Eas-

ter IJourre, Golden Beurre of Bilboa, Kingses-

ilng, St. Michael's Archange, Beurre Superfm,

Glout Morceau, Josephine de Malines, Jaminette,

Miulaliue, St. Ghislain, Vezouziere, Manning s

Elizalxith, Beurre Hardy, Winter Nelis, Belle

Epine Dunjas, Andrews, Gen. Totleben, Blood

good, Beurre Langelier, Flemish Bt-auty, No-
veau Poiteau, Beurre Clairgeau, Vicar of

AVinklield, Uvedale's St. Germaine, Baronne de

Mello, Beurre Bosc, Dix, Doyenne d'Ete, Kirt-

land.

Ari'LES IN Kentucky.—The liaralist^ of

which the venerable Lawrence Young is Editor,

says of last year's apj)le- crop, it is less remuner-
ative than that of iither pears or peaches. Three
leading sorts as we reckoned a few years ago—
Pryor's lied, Striped Winter Pearmain and Yel-

low Bvllrtowi'r—l)ear no crop. The early sum-
mer sorts—White Juneating, Red Astrachan
and Early Harvest—bore fair crops, llawle's

Janet is in full bearing. So is Baldwin, upon

trees not in fruit last year. Maiden's Blush,

Fall Queen, Roxbury Busset, Porter, Fall Pip-

pin and a few others have done well. But of the

five or six sorts, first including Newtown Pippin

and Pryor's Red. only the Fall Queen has visi-

bly improved the past season. Quite barren for

several years, it now first yields a fair crop,

which, though rough and scarred by disease and

insects, will yet eat pretty well.

CnKRRTEs IX THE West.—We mentioned

some time ago the curious fact noticed by Mr.

Douglass, of AVaukegan, not only that grass cul-

ture was best for the Cherry, but that it was the

only W'uj in which they could—speaking gener-

ally—be made to live at all. We have seen many
curious confirmalionsof this, but nothing strong-

er than the following from the Mission (Mich )

Fruit Growers Club, about fruits in general,

Mr, Sizer said: "I endorse the remarVs made by

Messrs. Parmalee and Avery. As to pruning.

the lighter the better, where limbs don't inter-

fere. Setting too d<'ep I know by experience, is

bad. I have dug the earth away and they do

l>etter. As to cracks, when I planted my or-

chard and cultivated late, the trees cracked;

when I did not, was not the case. I ventured to

say, that the stimilated growth, continued late

is the cause. Orchards should be cultivated but

not too much Even Peaches not tilled too

much, seem to be more vigorous and bear quite

as well. As to pears I have known tilling to kill

the orchards. So with plums. Mulching is in

most cases sufficient. Apples, however require

more cultivation. The BaMwin is my best

grower, except the Golden Russet. Protection

from heavy north and west winds is, in my opin-

ion, necessa-y, but the forest trees should not be

too near, as I show in my own orchard."

Dahlia Imperialis -Proves to l)e a finer

plant than the most eulogistic descriptions of it

led us to expect, while it was as yet uiikii)wn

here in a flowerins: state. Indeed, all descrip-

tions hitherto have fallen far sh->rt of its merits,

and, lest we should fail to do it justice, we re-

frain from att4}mptin<r a description, however

brief The figure published in ihe Grftniji'»ra

represents the flowers as two and a half inches

in diameter, and of a pure white color ; but the

flowers produced in Mr. Salter's nursery meas-

ured seven inidies in diameter, and were of a

faint lila«t color streaked with blood-red at the

base We have so many times referred in the

plant as one of the finest in respect of port and

leafage for the subtropical garden, and as hav-

uvj flowered freely under the skillful treatment

to'which it has bten subjected at the Versail-

les Nursery that there is littln left for us to do

but direct atUMition lo its merits again at the

be.st time of the year for extensive propagation.

We trust the tra<1e will take this noble plant in

hand, and mutiply it sufficiently to make it

cheap.— T/tc Oardener^s Mayazine,

TTow TO Guow Mushrooms.—If English

spawn is used, each piece is ab:)ut the size of a

small hen's cgs; but, if French, a flake of about

the same diameter as the opening into which iC

is inserted is the projier quantity. The manure
removed in making the hole is then reston-d and

well pressed down. Mushroom spawn should

always be in a dry condition /w conveyance, to

insure its preservation; but so used, it often

happims that it takes root too slowly, allowing

the bed in the meantime to l>ecomecool To ob-

viate this inconvenience, the spawn should be

deposited four or five days before planting in

some damp situati<m (in a cellar, for example),

which will make it soft, and facilitate the vege-

tation ; but care must be taken that it does n<)t

become mouldy The openings are made equi-

distant, nine niches apart, on two lines, the fiist

commi'ncing three inches from the base, and the

second five to six inches above the first, the

holes on the first line alternating with thjse on

the second in a triangular pattern. This being

done, the bed is again littered over, and at the

end of a few days it must be examined to ascer-

tain if the spawn has taken root, which will be

known by the increase of white filament in the

dibbling hole spreading itself in the bed If not

the spawn, which has become black, is carefully

withdrawn; and, in holes skilful'y made by the

side of the old ones, a new supply is immediately

introduced; unless the bed may have become

overheated, in which case it is allowed to repose

until it has returned to a suitable temiierature,

which should not decline below 75 \ nor rise

above 80^—Messrs. Sutton and Sons, in

Gardtner''s Magazine.

them. By destroying them before they are per-

mitted to form fresh nests, good and sure work

will be done ; and it is only in so far as this part

of the business is unflinchingly carried out that a

successful end is to be looked for. 1 may here men-

tion that the Mealy-bug has been known to form

a lodgment upon Vines. If such an instance is

now to be met with, the same remarks will apply

but a stronger solution should be used -say,

equal parts of either of the above preparations,

soft-soap, sulphur, and tobacco liquor ; and if

the bark upon the rods has not been stripped too

closely, a tablespoonful or so of spirits of turpen-

tine or parattin may bo added.— GartZcner's

Chronicle,

The Mealy Bug —With the new year let

those who are troubled with the ]>resence of that

detestable pest, the Mealy-hug, in any of their

stoves commence such an onslaught upon them

as will thoroughly rout them out. This is the

proper season to undertake the operation, the

plants being partially at rest, and there is per-

haps rather more time for such work than there

will Ixi by-and-by. To say that it is not possible

to destroy this pest where it has thoroughly es-

tablished itself, seems feasible to those who

know its endurance and reproductive powers. I

nevertheless assert that, with a thorough deter-

mination 10 be free of it, it is to be overcome

even in the worst of structures, and under very

adverse circumstances. I believe there is noth-

ing better towards attaining this end than cru.sh-

ing each one between the finger and the thumb

at least, so I have experienced in more than one

success! ul undertaking of this kind. Each in

fested plant should first have every vestige of the

insect or its mealy covering crushed out with the

forefinger and thumb, and afterwards should

Imve a good dressing with .some mixture, such as

Gisliurst compound or Fowler's insecticide The

roof of the house and every other part should Iw

properly cleansed, even to whitewashing with

fresh slacked lime, or otherwise painting, as va-

ried surfaces require. Then the surface soil of

all bor Jers should l)e taken far away, and fresh

soil substituted in its place. But the operator

must not rest here, for now the real fight for

mastership will commence. From out of the

minutest interstices the pest will ever anrai creep

forth ; let these intruders be crushed (me by one

The males are more slender than the females

and hence a quicker eye is necessary to detect

Bees in Borneo and TiMOR.—IIaving re-

cently perused Iklr. Spencer St. John's very in-

teresting work on Borneo, published in 18r)2,

under the title of *'Life in the Forests of the

Far East," I have made notes of several pas-

sages relating to the apian aborigines of that

magnificent tropicil Island :

Speaking of the agricultural pursuits of the

"Sea Dayaks," Mr. St. John says—'They ob-

tain beeswax from the nests built on the tapang

trees, and climb the loftiest heights in search of

it, upon small sticks which they drive as they

advance up the noble stem that rises above 100

fuet fiee of branches, and whose girth varies from

15 to 25 feet. Once these pegs are driven in,

their outer ends are connected by a stout rattan,

which, with the tree, forms a kind of ladder. It

requires cool and deliberate courage to take a

bee hive at so great an elevation, where in case

of being attacked by the bees, the almost naked

man would fall and be dashed to atoms. They

depend upon the flambeaux they carry up with

them, as, when the man disturbs the hive, the

sparks falling from it cause, it is said, the bees

to fly down in chase of them, instead of attack-

in*^ their real enemy, who then takes the hive

an'd lowers it down by a rattan string. The

bees escape unhurt. This plan does not appear

to be as safe as that pursued by ihe Pakatan

Dayaks, who kindle a large fire under the trees,

and throwing green branches upon it, raise so

stifling a smoke that the bees rush forth, and the

man ascending takes their nest in safety. Both

these operations are generally conducted at night,

although the second might be, I imagine, prac-

tised in safety during the day. "—Cott. Gardener.
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Centaurea Kagusina.—The method which

I practice, is to take cuttings as early as possi-

ble in July, and firmly insert each in a thumb

pot. with soil consisting of loam, leaf mould,

an(i sand, in equal proportions. Care should be

taken to leave an ample depth from the soil to

the rim of the pot, to contain water to moisen

the whole of the soil when necessary. The cut-

tinjis are then placed in a greenhouse, where

they enjoy an equable temperature of about 70^,

ofien much hotter in bright days, and are partly

shaded by the foliage of some pot Vines, but no

regular shading is used, neither is air withheld.

The two chiif points to observe are care in

watering, and a temperature not averaging much

below T0\ It is of the greatest importance that

the cuttings should be '.irmly lix<'d in the soil ;
a

short stick of the same size as the stem of the

cuttiuL', tied to it before it is put in, is of great

assistance in keeping it steady. By using these

sticks, more of the heavy leaves cm be letaiued

on the cutting.

When roots are formed, the young plants arc

at once removed into the open air, where they

remain till housed with the general bedding

stock. A second lot of cuttings is taken off in

Augji^t with equal success. I am aware it may

\yc urg«.'d that July is somewhat early to make

cuttings, but in ordinary seasons, if the plants arc

vigorous as they ought to be at the time of plant-

ins, good side shoots will be formed by the sec

ond or third week in the month. The present

backward season will, I fear, form an exception,

and consequently it would undoubtedly be an

excellent plan to retain a few plants in a spare

border specially for propagating from ; or, better

still, if the plant is really hardy, to establish a

few permanent plants entirely for a supply of

cuttings. A large plant growing here has pass-

ed thnmgh two winters unscathed, and appa-

rently with increased vigor; it now measures

nearly a yard in diameter.

The hardiness of this plant adds to its value.

I this year turned the whole of my stock into

the open air on the 3 1st of March, placing a

double line of the plants close to the front wall

of some pits, but with no other shelter, and as

there was a considerable number of them, the

space under glass gained by their removal wa«

very valuable. The free growth and elegant

proportions of Centaurea candidissima, together

with its peculiarly distinct soft grey color, have

justly given it a leading position amongst orna-

mental-loliaged plants in the flower garden, and

if used with judgment, no plant tends more to

enliven a design ; but its bold appearance also

causes it to be a somewhat dangerous plant to

use ; for a flower garden containing a preponder-

ance of light colors is quite certain to appear so

insipid as to afford very little pleasure to the

beholders.—Edward Luckiturst, ErHon
House Gardens, Kant.—London Journal of Ilor-

ticulture.

Leucojum Verxum, the spring snowflake is

a rather aristocratic form of the double snow-

drop, very similar in appearance at first sight;

but botanist^ declare that the two genera are

very distinct, and therefore it was found neces-

sary to give them dilferent names; hence the

Leucojum (from leuros white, and ton a violet,

referring to the color and fragrance of the flow-

ers,) received the name of the snowflake, which,

while it denotes its atUnity to the snowdrop, is

not inapplicable to the meaning of Leucojum. It

does not flower so soon by almost a m )nth, as

the snowdrop ; but its blossoms, which are usual-

ly one on each footstalk, som 'times two, are

much larger, and delightfully fragrar.t. It Is

found wild in shady places and moist woods, in

many parts of Germany and Italy. It is as

hardy as the snowdrop, but not near socommon.

The proper situation for it is a north or east

border, and a suitable soil is a mixture of loaiu

and bog earth.— Gardener's Weekly.

Moulds and Mild:':ws.—These minute veg-

etable forms are often productive of serious det-

riment to a variety of industrial operations.

Take for example, the old fashioned niethod of

bUaching, by exposing the fabrics for several

days upon the bleaching ground, so that the dew,

by a slow process of oxidation, may remove any

coloied organic particles remaining in the stuff.

This moisture encourages the development of the

sporules deposited by the air, which produce

those discolored patches known by the French

country folk as hcudrissures, and which it is al-

most impossible to remove without injury lo the

texture of the m.aterial. So in the manufaciurc

of gelatine of vermicelli and macaroni, and of all

kinds of Italian pastes, the presence of these mi-

nute organisms wull often produce a sort of pu-

trid fermentation, destr-^ying the entire product.

The mould which forms in empty casks is

another example, and the disagreeable flavor

sometimes found in wines, which we then de-

scribe as "corked," is probably due to the for-

mation of a minute vegetation in the pores of

the cork. There is reason to believe that all the

changes in fermented liquors, which we are ac-

customed to regard as spontaneous, are due to

the development of rudimentary vegetable forms.

Some valuable observations, which have not Un-

til lately received the attention they deserve,

were made by Chevalier Appert, in his Livre de

tous les Menagea (Paris, 4th Edition, 1831), upon

this subject. — Gardener's Mayazine.

\ . , , , ^ niperus occidentalii^, &c. The Colorado desert
,'ered wilh dense, almost \ r n ^i •

, „ . \. /, region partook more ot the Mexican province
composed of gigantic Con- /' / .^ c -4. i i ii

^ 1- r 4.
than that north of it, and was marked by the

IlErOKT ON THE DiSTRTBUTTOX OF FOTIEST

IN North West America, with Notes on

THE Non-Coniferous Trees and Shrubs.

—By Robert Brown, F. R. G. 11. South of the

sub-arctic belt of trees, which is almost identica.

in species over the whole American continent.

North West America was divided into two great

regions, the dividing line being the Cascade

range of mountains and its continuations, the

Sierra Nevadas running loni^itudinally through

out the whole country, and forming together a

very distinct arboreal province. The country to

he west of th i C.vacad^s was wet, and every-

where (except in a few places, chiefly by the

banks of the river) cov

trackless forest, chiefly

ifers. and dilfering from corresponding forests on

the Atlantic in possessing tew deciduous trees,

and a dense undergrowth of shrubbery. This

region, Mr. Brown considered, might be natu-

rally divided into the Kalosh district, distin-

guished by forests of Thujopsis borealis, and

the absence of several tress common in the dis-

trict south of it. The next district commenced

with the forests of Abies Douglasii, in 54' north

latitude!, and continued to about 42\ From the

prevalence of the chief tree in it, it was called

the Douglasion district. It was everywhere a

dense forest of Conifers, and a few deciduous

trees. Abies Mertensiana, Picea ainabi.is,Quer-

cus Garryana, Acer macrophyllum, Populus

monilifera, Alnus oregana, and Juniperus llen-

ryana, were the most distinguishing trees. The

Umpqua district was char.tcterizcd by the pos-

session of forests of Cupressus fragrans, only

found here, Libocedrus decurrens, &c., and was

more open to the east, where there was a break

in the Cascade range, here joined by Siskiyou

Mountains to the Sierras. The Sequoian dis-

trict was distinguished by the fores s of Sequoia

scnipervirens only found here. California, west

of the Sierras, was, however, divisible into two

districts, the district of the coast range and the

country between it and the Pacific, and the

country between the coast range and the Sierra

Nevadas. The trees most characteristic of the

first district were Piniis insignis, P. muricata,

P. tiiberculata, P. Coulteri, Abies bract(M\ta,

Torreya Californica, Cupressus Macnabiana, C.

macrocarpa, Arbutus Menziesii, &c. ; and of the

second— Oreodaphne Californica, 1 latanus race-

mosa, iEsculus Californica, Arctostaphylos glau-

ca, Piiius Sabinlana, P. La»nbertiana, P. mono-

phylla (Fremontiana), P. Balfouriana, Cupres-

sus Ijawsoniana, and Wellingtonia (Sequoia) gi-

gantea, Lindl. Among its most ch iraeteristic

shrubs are the service-berry (Amelanchier cana-

densis), Rhamnns Purshianus, Prunus subcor-

data, and the Poison Oak (Rhus diversiloba

—

the type of a great number of so-called spi^cies).

The country east of the Cascades, and between

it and the Rocky ^Mountains, was bare, and
thinly scattered with trees: dry in summer, and
cold in winter. It was divided into a northerly

district, a middle or Kootanie district, and a
southerly or Shoshonee district—chiefly charac-

terised by Pinus podero.sa, Pinus contorta, .Ju-

prevalence of Algarobia gianduloga, Stromhocar-

pa pubescens, cottonwoods (Populus sp.), Frc-

inontia, a Yucca, some Oaks, and tin* giant Cac-

tus (Cereus giganteus, Engl.), tiie Pithaya, of the

native Californians, and on the fruit of whieii the

Indians subsisted to some extent. Another re-

gion —the Montane —was maiked by certain trees,

chiefly Coniferai, which were found only at certain

elevations over the wholearboreal province of N.
W. America, though the regions at the base of

the mountains were entirely distinct in their

vegetation. These were common to nearly all

the mountain ranges, no matter where situated

in the province, the hypsometrical range of the

species varying slightly w^ith the latittide. Pinus

rtexilis, P. ccmbroides, Abies Pattoniana (Abies

Williamsoni, Newberry, non Bridges, which was
Kellogg's Abies Bridgesii—Abies Albertiana),

Larix Lyclli, L. occidental:*;, &c., were cited as

characteristic of this region.

—

Transactions of
Linnccan Socicti/.

Mr. Paterson'8 M.u«: of r»i\rsiNo New-
Sorts of Potatoes.—The late Mr. Paterson of

Dundee, one of the most successful producers of
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new varioties of potatoes in modern times, lefk

on record an account of his procedure, which

has been reproduced in the Gardener'>s Maga-

zine. Kc.«pecting the preparation and sowing of

the seed, he says :

When tlie apples were ripe I gathered and

stored them in boxes until the plums in a man-

ner became decayed, then bruised them among
water, and filtered through a fine sieve, so as to

allow the seed to be separated from the pulp. I

again had the seed put through a finer sieve, so

as to leave it as cl'^an as possible. I tlien had it

dried on a cloth in a dry atmosphere, and kept

it safely over the winter.

I then had it sown in March, 1854, among
properly prepared mould, in small boxes placed

in a greenhouse. After the seed briarded, so

that I could distinguish the most healthy plants,

I picked them oul in the month of May and re-

planted them in an early border in a garden ma-

nured with vegetable mould. I paid every at-

tention until lifting time, when I found most of

the tubers not larger than peas. I then placed

them in small llower pots, and clamped them up,

keeping tho produce of each plant separate, in a

well sheltered garden, so as to secure them from

frost.

In March, 1855, I again replanted the tubers

contained in each pot in separate rows in a gar-

den a little more exposed than where I had

them the former year, and at lifting time, I

found them of various sizss, the largest not big-

ger (except the early red kidney) than good seed

size. But I could now more easily distinguish

the dilferent varieties, and I placed the produce

of each kind in separate boxes, and had them

clamped up again in the ordinary way for the

winter.

In March, 1850, I planted the contents of each

box (cutting the large tubers in two) in a well

sheltered field on the farm of Dronly, near Dun-

dee, still keeping each variety separate. At lift-

ing time, two of the varieties had almost afain-

ed marketable size ; but still sound data cannot

be ascertained until after years of continuous

cultivation.

My aim was to discover new varieties of plants

possessing constitutions vigorous enough to ena-

ble them to combat successfully both atmospher-

ic and insectivorous adversaries.

HORTICULTUEAL ^^OTICES.

PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

Philadelphia was visited early In May by
one of the nmst destructive hall storms ever

known. If there had l>een any gardeners in

Africa in the olden times, such hail would sure-

ly have ranked with the Locusts and so forth

among the celebrated Egyptian plagues.

The florists of Philadelphia lost many thou-

sands of dollars. Mr. Mackenzie alone, losing

it is estimated ten thousand. Buist, Dick,

Dreer, Pollock. Graham, King and all the well

known names lost heavily. The great force of

this storm can be appreciated by the fact that

the great conservatory of the Dundas estate,

which was glazed with thick glass from Europe,

and supposed to be hail proof, was totally de-

stroyed. Residents in the vicinity of the Dun-

das mansion who closed their Venetian shutters

to guard the glass in the windows, had these in

many instances broken to pieces by the stones.

Usually, the glass is all the loss of a hail storm,

but in this instance, the plants also were ground

to pieces. The stones were mostly as large as

/jfn's eggs—not Bantam's, but large Brahmapoo-

tras.

In consequence, most of the exhibitors who
usually sustam the monthly exhibitions of the

Pennsylvania Horticultural Society so hand-

somely, were not present. Mr. McDonald, gar-

dener to M. Baird, Esq., Mr. H. C. Gibson's

gardener and Mr. lluster gardener to J. B.

Ilcyl, had very good plants ; and the vegetables

were rather above the usual variety and excel-

lence. There were some Tientham Black Grapes

very good for so early in the season, and Mr.

Herstine's forced strawberries, extra fine.

Mi ^mhMv'% Pflutltlii.
DEVOTED TO

Horticulture, JrhoricuUui^e, Botany and Rural Affairs

EDITED BY THOMAS MEEIIAN.

Old Series, Vol XII. JULY 1870, New Series, Vol. IIL No. 7.

HITsTS rOU JULY,

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE
GROUND.

Friends, writing from the West, often say,

*' we wish you would find something like your

box edging of the East, which is not hardy

here ;" but hardiness does not depend on tem-

perature, as we have often shown. If the proper

conditions are complied with, we believe the Box

will withstand any temperature, even to that of

the North pole. These conditions arc rich soil,

and shade from the sun in winter. The tree va-

rieties of box arc beautiful things for garden

adornment. The Red Spider is a great enemy

to them. We are not sure that the insect which

goes by this name on our out-door plants is the

same as our in-door one ; but it is so near and

so alike in its destructive powers, that it

makes no difference in a practical way. A B<jx

tree thoroughly infested is hard to clear of them.

The best way is to cut olf all green leaves early

in the spring, then wash the plant with oily wa-

ter in which sulphur has been mixed, and let it

throw out a new set of leaves. Even then the

plant will have to be watched for a year or two,

and any straggling colonies destroyed before

they increase much. These hints will apply to

all evergreens which are liable to Red Spider.

Its presence is easily known by th^. small yellow

specks on the green leaves.

This season, in this section of the country, is

the one for the appearance of the May beetle or

American Chaferbug, riiilophaga quercina. Its

name would indicate a peculiar fondness for the

Quercus or Oak family; but unfortunately for us,

it takes the leaves off all our beautiful trees

aUke. They feed only at night, and every morn-

ing naked spires of leafless branches are the

visible effects of their last night's debauch. Next

year they will be as small worms in the ground,

and do little injury,—the following season they

devour the roots of young trees, destroying

thousands for us ; the next they seem to rest,

and do us little injury,—the fourth, the present,

they visit us in this unpleasant beetle form.

AVell, it teaches us to know our friends and value

them. We never allow a crow, a mole or a toad

to be molested on our grounds ; and birds of

every kind are welcome. AVe can protect and

guard our fruits and flowers better from these

open foes than from the hundreds of thousands

of insidious insect enemies.

The time is coming when transplanted trees of

the past fall and spring will suffer morr than du-

ring any other part of the season. If they show

a vigorous growth of young wood, no danger

need be apprehended, as it indicates that the

roots are active, and can supply all the moisture

the foliage calls for ; but if no growth has been

made, no roots have been formed, and the leaves

are living for the most part on the sap in the

wood and bark, and hot drying weather will tell

with injurious eflect on such trees. This is gen-

erally first shown by the peeling off of the bark

on the south-western side of the tr^e,—the most

drying aspect ; and where such exhaustion ap-

pears probable, much relief may be aflbrded by

cutting back some of the branches, syringing

with water occasionally, shading the trees where

practicable, or wrapping the trunk in hay bands

or shading the south-west with boughs or boards.

It is a matter of surprise, that hardy climbing

vines are not more used in lawn decoration than
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thoy are. Their L'cneral iiso is confined to walls

jind screens. They are pretty objects trained as

pyraiv.ids throu-h our -rounds. Rejected ever

dry atmosphere of our summers. When the

shaded houses we have rccomniouded in previous

numbers shall become more common, they will

;n-eens make good trellises

the very l)est." A trellis mal^'r could not turn

out a better one. Of course the lower branches

shf>ul(l be Mi a little longer than tliose above

'Amonirst the best vines, are Clematis azurea,

C. viticeUa, C. llammula, C. Virginiana, C. vi-

talba, Akebia (luinata, Bignonia capreolata, Ca-

l)rifblium brachypoda, C. llalliana, C.llexuosum,

(;. tlavum, C. 8emp<rvirens (scarlet coral), C
Maiinevillie. Celastrusseandens,lVriploca graica,

AVistaria frutescens, and W. magnitica.

Wistaria sinen'^is is too strong for any thing

but a strong trellis. For growing over trees it

is admirable. Over some old Hemlock trees, in

Germantown, it roams from fifty to sixty feet

high, making a magnificent spectacle when in

blossom.

Some beautiful objects for lawn decoration can

be nuule of Wistarias, by training them as stand-

ards. A young plant is selected and trained to

a stake six feet high. AVhen the plant reaches

this it is headed otf. 'i'he second year the stake

may be taken away, and the young plant will

support itself. It will never make running

branches after this, as it takes all its nutritive

powers to overcome gravitation and sustain itself

erect. A beautiful umbrella-like head is formed,

and its hundreds of drooping flowers in spring

thus shown oH'to beautiful advantage Another

point of interest to a nurseryman in this is, that

with this check to growth the reproductive i)OW-

ers are called into play, and the plants then

umallu produce seed abumlanthj. There is hope

for numerous improved varieties as soon as these

facts beome generally known. Our first year's

crop of plants bloomed this year. We had re-

tained only a couple of dozen of plants ;
but

though there was no very distinct variations

amongst them, no two of them were exactly

alike,°showiug that the principle of variation is

active there.

We need scarcely repeat our frequent instruc-

tions how to trim hedges -if they have not been

attended to, do it now. Make the base about

four feet wide, cutting with a sharp scythe up to

an angle at the top, five feet or so from the

ground, so that there are but two faces.

"
The next two months will be the trying time

with such plants as Auriculas, Cinerarias, Cal-

ceolarias, and others which cannot endure the

r.;rch •trees ..ford
|

be g-own as easily a^-ecas We keep o«v Au-

riculas all the year round under glass, with the

best results. They would do as well under any

li-ht enclosure that would prevent the too rapid

esT'ape of moisture. A sunk pit would be an ad-

mirable contrivance for them, besides making a

good place to store away half bardy plants

through the winter. ,

Plants set against walls and piazzas frequently

sulfer from want of water at this season, when

even the ground near them is quite wet. Draw

away the soil around each plant so as to form a

basin ; fill in with a bucketful of water, allowing

it time to soak gradually away, and when the

surface has dried a little, draw in loosely the soil

over it, and it will do without water for some

weeks. This applies to all plants wanting water

through the season. If water is merely poured

on the surfiicc, it is made more compact by the

weight of water, and the harder the soil becomes

the^easier it dries ; and the result is, the more

water you give the more is wanted.

Whenever the bark of any plants separates

easily from the wood, and plants have ripened

their wood enough to form prominent eyes in the

axils of the new growth of leaves,—budding may

commence, and may continue with different

things till September. It is an easy way to

change trees we already possess into others more

desirable : choosing closely allied species for the

operation. Thus a common ash might be trans-

formed in one season to a fine specimen of a

Weeping Ash, or the new Oregon Maple bo

budded into large trees of Sycamore. Sometimes

advantage may be taken of working mere bushes

into the heads of large growing trees,—trans-

forming shrubs into nobles of the forest. Many

trailing and meagre-growing willows, cherries,

maples, etc., are rendered very vigorous growers

by being bud^lcd on strong growing kinds. Bud-

ding also affords room for tasteful combinations.

Tre'cs with different shades of foliage, hues of

leaves, habits of growth, or color of flowers, may-

be worked on one common stock,—fancies of

which kinds add much to the interest of a place

when judiciously executed.

Many things do not take well by budding ;
in

which case inaiching may be employed. This is

done by bringing together two half-ripened shoots

of different varieties, just shaving the bark at an

opposite point in each, making the two faces cxf

the shaved parts meet, and then tying the two

branches together at the junction, lapping the

tying material (bast bark is the bcst,)so that the

whole cut part is encircled by it. Most parties

who intend to inarch, keep some of the kinds

they wish to use as scions in pots, so as to bring

them at the proper season in contact with the

stock. Shelvings and other contrivances arc re-

sorted to to support such pots, in and amongst

the branches, when the operation is to be per-

formed at a height from the ground. A plan,

however, which obviates all this trouble, and is

generally success! ul, is to hang bottles of water

near the points to be inarched, and the scion is

placed in this, from which it derives enough wa-

ter to carry on its vital functions, until the union

with the stock takes place.

••m»r

FRUIT GARDEN".

The thinning of fruit,—watching of insects,

especially the borers in Dwarf Pears, Quince,

Apple and Peach,—and summer-pruning are the

main subjects of attention at this particular sea-

son. Where the soil is not very good, as may be

noted by a weak growth of the trees, a surface

manuring may be yet given with advantage.

Every day's experience more decidedly shows

the great advantages to the pomologist of this

method of applying manure.

Where new Strawberry beds are required to be

made that will bear well the next season, the

very first runners of the .season should be selected,

and layered into small pots. In about three

weeks they should be cut from the parent stem,

and left to a separate and independent existence

for a few days. After preparing the ground pro-

perly for their reception, the pots should be well

watered and the plants turned out into the spots

designed for them. They will then grow finely

the present season, and bear surprising crops of

fine fruit the next Spring.

A warm sandy loam is the best for a Straw-

berry bed. A low and damp one is, of all the

most objectionable. Though warm and dry in

one sense, it should l)e rendered capable of re-

taining moisture in the dryest weather, and this

can only be perfectly accomplished by draining

and subsoiling. If the latter is done three feet

deep, all the better.

Unless in a very sandy soil, a very heavy dress-

ing of stable manure is objectionable. Wood-

ashes, ground bones, and matters of a mineral

nature are far more advantageous.

Strawberries for forcing are treated in pots, as

we have already described ; but instead of being

transferred to the open ground, when well-rooted

in small pots, are repotted into five or six inch

pots, and these latter plunged in the ground to

their rims in the spot the most favorable to Straw-

berry growth.

After having grown well, and when they show

signs of having formed a good strong crown, they

are to be taken out of the open ground and grad-

ually ripened by withholding water,—taking

care that it is not done so suddenly as to make

the plants wither, or they will sufier much. To-

wards winter they can be set in a cold frame and

covered with dry leaVes for a slight protection

from the frost till wanti'd. Many commence to

force at the beginning of the new year, when they

aie brought into the greenhouse and must be set

near the glass. A high temperature is fatal. 45^

to 50° is sufficient for a tew weeks, and 55° to 00"

when the fruit is fairly set. They love to be fre-

quently syringed, and guarded against Red Spi-

der, which is their greatest pe.st. Where there

is not the convenience of a greenhouse to force

Strawberries, they may be had a few weeks ear-

lier than usual by making a piece of ground slope

to the south east, planting out as already des-

scribcd, for garden culture, and then setting a

glass frame over them, 'i he nearer the frame

and glass can be brought to the soil, the better

and earlier will the crop be. Proteciing from

frost in winter also adds to the earliness of the

crop. The earliest variety to be had in the lo-

cality should be employed.

«•*»

VEGETABLE GARDEX.

In many amateurs' gardens late Peas are

valued. It is essential that they be planted in

the coolest part of the ground. The Pea is a

cool country plant, and when it has to grow in

warm weather, it mildews. The Marrowlat

class are usually employed for late crops They

need support. All Peas grow better and pro-

duce more when grown to stakes.

Bush Beans may also be sown for late crops.

A very deep rich soil is ueccs.sary to tender, crisp

pods. The Lima Bean will novv be growing

rapidly. It is time well spent to tie them up to

poles as they grow. The poles should not be too

high : about eight feet is enough. They com-

mence to bear freely only when the top of the

pole is reached.

The Lettuce is another cool country plant. It

i.
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it

can only be grown well in hot weather when in

very rich and cool soil.

For winter use, I^eets are occasionally sown

now and also Cucumbers for pickling purposes ;

but not often : and at any rate it must be at-

tended to early in the monih.

Tomatoes trained to stakes give the sweetest

fruit and remain in bearing the longest
;
but

many cultivators who grow for size and quantity

only believe they have the best results when

<rrowing them on the level ground.

°
Celcrv is the chief crop requiring attention.

The -reat point is to get short thick-growing

varieties, as the long kinds require so much more

labor to blanch. The Boston Market variety is

therefore, popular, and is really a very crisp and

nutty tlavored variety. After so many trials with

different ways of growing them, those who have

their own gardens,-amateurs, for whom we

^^ite -find that the old plan of sinking the

plants in shallow pits is about the best. Trenches

are du- about six inches deep, and three or four

inches^of manure then dug in, of which cow ma-

nure is the best. They can be watered better

this way in dry weather, when in these trenches,

and it is so much easier to fill the earth about

them for blanching purposes than when grown

on the level surface. Salt in moderate doses is

usually a wonderful special fertilizer for the

Celery plant.

Late Cabbage is often planted in gardens be-

tween rows of potatoes, where it is an object to

save space. Some fancy that the Cabbage is

better preserved in this way from the Cabbage-

fly, which they say prefers the potato ;
but on

this point we are not sure. AVe do not think the

Cabbages do quite as well as when they have the

whole ground to themselves ;
but of course a

double crop could not be expected to be quite so

fine.

COMMUNICATIONS.

THE evergheens of California.

BY JOSIAll IIOOrES, WESTCHESTER, PA.

Read before the Pcnna. IJort. Society, June Ith. 1870.

Perhaps no country in the known world has

heen more liberally favored with all that is grand

and beautiful in vegetable life,thaii has Califonm.

AVhethcr we are particularly interested in the

smallest plants with their gorgeous
f^;^''^^-'"]

ligneous shrubs clothed in attractive foliage and

emitting delightful fragrance,-in deciduous

trees with a semi-tropical aspect,-or lastly,

Evergreens of the most imposinc: and elegant

forms,-the Sierra Nevada range of the -Golden

State''' cannot be surpassed in richness.

I purpose this evening, to call your attention

exclusively to the various members of the Coni-

fcra^ order, and especially to those which I have

studied in all the glory of their native haunts.

In the Pine family proper, I will commence

with the Pinus conlorta Douglas-(Twisted-

hranchcd Pine,) a medium sized tree, rarely

erowinc- more than 50 feet in height, but form-

mcr one°of the most beautiful and compact speci-

mens I have ever seen. They are never found in

the valleys, but always near the summits of the

higher ranges, especially surrounding some level

plateau, where the soil is damp and cool. In

such situations, it is of moderately rapid growth

very dense in structure, bright glossy green in

color, and regularly conical in outline. It is

closely allied to the P. inops (Yellow Pine) ot

the Atlantic Coast, although far superior to the

latter as an ornamental tree.

p-mus Frcmontiana, Endlichcr—(Fremont 8

Pine) is found at high elevations on the moun-

tains, and is another of the smaller sized trees,

which will undoubtedly prove very attractive in

our collections. The leaves of this species pre-

sent a very curious feature, being almost entire-

ly monophyllus, i e, one leaf in a sheath,—on

the younger shoots, and of a bright bluish green

in color. The branches, although not so numer-

ous as in the preceding, are nevertheless^ suffi-

ciently so to form a moderately compact head,

and when viewed in conjunction with the very

attractive foliage, leave little to be desired. The

cones are small and of a greenish tinge on the

surface,-when open, displaying a few large edi-

ble seeds ; these are in great request by the In-

dians, and are very nutritious and agreeable to

the taste.

Pinus edulis, Engelmann-(Edible-fruited Pine)

closely resembles the foregoing, the distinctive

feature being in the size and shape of the cone.

Young plants of this species have proven quite

hardy in the Eastern States, and I trust we shall

thereby secure a valuable addition to our collec-

^^Pinus ponderosa, Douglas—(Heavy Wooded

Pine) is seen soon after commencing the ascent of

the mountain range, and is one of the mostnumer

ous species until we approach the summit, when it

ceases to be met with. In passing through the

almost interminable forests that clothe these re-

gions, we see many thousands of the Heavy

Wooded Pino of all ages and sizes, from the

handsomely shaped specimen of 8 or 10 feet in

height, to the old scarred veteran towering up

at least 150 feet. In the case of the latter, the

rough, deeply seamed bark presents a curious ap-

pearance. Indeed the whole tree forcibly re-

minds one of a vigorous specimen of the Aus-

trian Pine (Pinus Austriaca), but much coarser

iu growth than the latter species. As a strictly

ornamental tree, it will therefore never prove

popular, but in our larger plantations, on rocky

eminences, and for distant belts and masses, it

will be available and useful. One of the largest

specimens I have seen, was growing in the beau-

tiful valley of the Yo Semite, and measured 21^

feet in circumference 5 feet above the ground. I

frequently met with trees from 15 to 18 feet in

girth, and in fact the larger portion of them were

at least 4 feet in diameter, with their huge

bodies destitute of limbs for at least one-half

their height.

Pinus Jeffreyi, Hort -(Jeffrey's Pine) in size

and appearance of tree, presents all the charac-

ters pertaining to the P. ponderosa. The cones

however, are very different, and herein alone ex-

ists the specific distinction. Occasionally I have

noticed a chance specimen with more slender

leaves, but this peculiarity is not constant. It

is hardy, a rapid grower, and would make an

admirable shelter.

Pinus Sahiniana, Douglas -(Sabine's Pine)

belon«4S entirely to the Foot llilU at the base of

the niouutains, and in consequence, will prove

of doubtful utility with us. Indeed, I do not

know of an instance where it has proven success-

ful ; but nevertheless, it is remarkably elegant

when young, presenting one of the most charm-

ing examples of the delicate graceful typo of

Conifers to be met with. The foliage is about

12 inches in length, very slender, and of a pecu-

liar li^ht bluish green color. All the young

shootslire likewise tinted with a pretty glaucous-

ness, thus adding to its charms. The older

trees do not attain a large size, and ditTer from

other species in the form of the head, which is

always branched at the summit, and spreading

after the manner of many deciduous trees,

Pinus Torreyana, Parry—(Torrey's Pine)

greatly resembles the foregoing in manner of

Growth and general appearance of foliage. If

hardy, it would prove a decided acquisition here,

but from its close affinity to the Sabine's Pine,

and its still warmer locality, I very much doubt

its utility with us in the Middle States.

Pinus insignis, Douglas -(Oregon Pitch Pine,

Seal Pine, &c.) is found along the coast near

San Francisco, and is frequently seen in cultiva-

tion in the gardens of that City. When young,

the trees are remarkably dense and elegant in

appearance, but the mature specimens present

rather a ragged and open structure. The Pinus

radiata of Don, is not distinct from this species;

I now arrive at the grandest of all our Pinus

proper,-Pmu8 Larnhertiana, Douglas (Sugar

Pine, Lambert's Gigantic Pine, &c.) This spe-

cies is even more sub alpine in its choice of loca-

tion than P. ponderosa, and as a natural conse-

quence, is entirely hardy with us. The sight of

these great trees rising in the air to the height

of 150 and 200 feet, with a clean shaft of 7o or

100 feet without a limb, presents a grand specta-

cle I measured a large number of specimens,

varying from 20 to 25i feet in circumference, and

it was'' no uncommon sight to see several of

this size standing close together. The ground

beneath was usually covered with the huge

cones, which were often at least 20 inches m
length. The leaves are not unlike those of the

P°stwhus. (White Pine) excepting that they are

more rigid, and of a darker green in color.

Pinus monticola, Douglass (Short-leaved Wey-

mouth Pine, Mountain Pine), also closely resem-

bles our White Pine, but has a larger cone, and

rather shorter leaf. It grows to a large size, and

is entirely hardy in our climate. I only noticed

it in localities where the preceding species was

^^Leavmg the Pines, we now pass to the next

genus of importance,-the Abies or Spruce fam-

ily. Soon after commencing the ascent of the

mountain ranges, we find specimens of Abies

Douglassi, Lindley (Douglases Spruce), and as

1 I
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we rise still higher, a larfje portion of the forests

are composed of this tree. The younger speci-

mens are really charming ; not only on account

of the rich glossy green color of the foliage, but

more particularly for the graceful drooping habit

of tile branches. As to their size : I measured

many trees whose bodies were from 15 to 18j^ ft.

in circumference.

Ahies amahillfi^ Lindley (Lovely Silver Fir), is

justly named, for the most indifferent observer

of trees could not possibly pass through the great

forests of this species which clothe tiie summits

of the Sierra Nevada, without experiencing a

feeling akin to awe. So dense is the verdure,

and so numerous the trees, that the darkness on

our path induces the beli(!f that the dusk of even-

ing is near at hand ; and yet, as we emerge from

these vast clumps into a cleared space, where the

bright sunlight glances through the foliage, the

eftect changes almost like a kaleidoscope, into

the most brilliant tints of blue and green. Such

is the aspect of the Lovely Silver Fir. In size,

J may say they form no exception to the neigh-

boring trees, for I saw very many that were from

20 to 23} feet in circumference, and with a naked

body of 100 feet in height,—the foliage branch-

ing out in a dense mass at the summit.

Abies (frandls., Lindley (Great Silver Fir), I

found in the same localities as the preceding, and

about ecpial in size and number. Well docs it

merit its name ; and had I even the time to give

you a i)erfect description of its surpassing beauty

and grandeur, 1 could not do it simple justice.

It differs from A. amahilis in iiaving the leaves

arranged strictly in two rows, long, and slightly

incurved at the extremities. The color is i)ale

green, but the great height of the old trees,—200

feet and upward,—leads one to believe that the

foliage is exceedingly dark. The odd-looking

cones stand erect on the summit, and arc rarely

seen on the younger plants.

The only Juniper I noticed in California, was

the really beautiful Junipcrua occidtnUiUs^llookQr

(Uocky Mountain Juniper). A specimen is

found on one of the highest jx^aks near the Yo
Semite Valley, where the bleak winds and cold

storms for many years have not marred its sym-

metry. The silvery foliai:e, thickly interspersed

with purplish-brown berries, presents an agree-

able picture to the lover of trees. I am happy

to say it succeeds well in our Eastern <*ollections.

One of the largest trees to be found in Califor-

nia, excepting only the Sequoia, is undoubtedly

the Lilocedrus decurrcns, Torrey (Incorrectly

White Cedar, in its native locality). Many of

you will doubtless recognize it as the Thuja rji-

gantea of foreign nurseries and authors, and as

such, introduced into our collections from

abroad. I found vast numbers of it on the

steep mountain sides, at high elevations, and es-

pecially in the vicinity of the Yo Semite Valley.

The trees, when young, are very handsome, for-

cibly reminding one of a fine specimen of Arbor-

vitcB, but much more glrssy, and lighter in color.

The finest specimen I saw was 25} feet in circum-

ference, and over 200 feet in height.

Taxus brcvifolia, Nuttall (Short-leaved Yew),

forms but a small shrub in California, although

further north it assumes the proportions of a tree.

In foliage, it approaches more nearly the hand-

some r. adpresaa of Japan, than any other

species. The brilliant scarlet fruit scattered

thickly over the plant, contrasts charmingly

with the dark glossy-green of the leaves.

Torreya Californica, Torrey (Californian Nut-

meg Tree) is quite rare ; but I was fortunate in

finding a very fine specimen on the clifis

at the foot of the Yo Semite. It is Yew-

like in character, forming a modium-sized tree,

with long, dark-green glossy leaves, very sharp

pointed. The fruit, as it name suggests, is not

unlike a nutmeg in appearance, but totally unfit

for use. I am afraid it will not prove hardy

here ; but should it do so, we may anticipate

much pleasuro in its introduction.

I close my descriptions with the most majestic

of all our native trees, the Sequoia gifjantea, Tor-

rey (Great Tree of California), and popularly

called " Washingtonia '' and " Wellingtonia."

During my journey over the Sierra Nevada

Mountains, I had the pleasure of visiting the ex-

tensive group known as the *' Mariposa Grove/'

embracing the largest trees to be found. I shall

not soon forget my feelings, when, after having

ridden all day through forests of great Pines and

Firs, I emerged suddenly into a little valley, and

found myself surrounded by these wonderful

trees. The abrupt change in character was so

new, and almost incomi)rehen8ible, that I linger-

ed among these strange forms, until the quickly

passing hours warned me I should once more be

obliged to resume my journey towards civiliza-

tion. The casual observer cannot at first com-

prehend their immensity,—but standing clo.se by

their sides, and looking steadily up into their

great shaggy tops, the vastness and sublimity of

their proportions almost imperceptibly steals

upon the senses. As a detailed description of

these wonderful giants in the vegetable world

would occupy too much of your time, T must re-

fer you to their published history, with the^ re-

mark, that '^ the one-half hath not been told."

I might extend this discussion, by describing

many other species of Conifers growing in Cali-

fornia, but as I have only seen cultivated speci-

mens of some, and dried herbarium specimens of

others, I shall pass them by at this time. Before

closing my remarks, I desire to add, in justice to

the subject, that the great difficulty in my way

this eveninii, was not in finding sufficient items

of interest to impart, but that I might so curtail

my descriptions, as to avoid wearying my audi-

ence,- and such I hope has been the case.

«•»»*

TREES AND SHRUBS AT FAIRMOUNT
PARK, rillLADELPIlIA.

BY WM. T. IIAKDINO.

Thinking it might be interesting to the read-

crsof the Gardener's Monthlij to see a list of the

Trees and Shrubs, indigenous and cultivated,

grov;ing within the limits of Fairmount Park,

which were blooming (and many are so now,

I^Iay 30,) during the months of April and May,

I have made out a list of such as I have person-

ally seen and examined while in fiower. Of

Trees and Shrubs, there are genera 50 and species

111 The number of herbaceous plants are, ge-

nera 03, Fixcies 101. The plants, trees and

shrubs herein named are by no means a complete

catalogue of all within the Park, but of such as

were actually blooming when noted :

TREES AXD SHKUBS.

ACER. JJaplc. n.\LK.SIA, Sifvrr r.ri:.

fac(l.ariiinm....Sn<(ar fotnii>UTn... .Four -winK'd

dM^vcli. ,1.111. ...^ilv..r-l^ave<l LaUUUS. jMurtat.

l,UtKn..iUe..... Norway Mnple HMS^«fias... .«asH«frHs iree

(ainp«'».tre....ED-liHliMHrl<' |lMii/.oln.. . .Spice BiMi

i..eu'l.. i.lutKuaK.. " ^ycHmore,LIlil.>l>l•;.M>KO^. Tulip Tree
'

- -. . itnlipifera Tulip H.'wprinj;

I Mours. Mulberry.
JMlhr. Wliito

rubra.... Red

SYRING.V. Lilac Tree.

vulRarix C.mrnou
alba While
ttersira. . . .IVrsinn

("A [ATA .vTIirS. Sv'cct SJirub

Fli.iida Vlowpring
EUoNYMUS. liuruind Bii.sh.

atropnriiuieus l>a>k I'lnple

AmeririinH .... American
LlfiUSTKl'M. J^rivct.

cominnniH. . . .Cunirnon

KiKKS. Itibr.9.

Gl.F.PlTSCIITA. J.ocvst.

trionimios....TliroP ppined

in.TniiM,...TJi<>rulef8

Vir>:it.ir«....Viri«iniHn

(J^MXOCI.ADTIS. hf/ Coffee

Canadcnse....Canadian
ALNUS. Alder.

clHnn Mptily-le!<vpd

MAGNOLIA. Mdf/volin.

IcordMtii ll.^arts>iave<> leaf

tripetela Tmhrella Tren

ann.un...O,.ldon-n(.wM Currant purpurea ... .l'i..p1P^fl.'«Pyt''l

COKNUS. Do(/trooU

Florida Wliite-floweit-d

scrieea Silky
CRATE(JAS. JI<nrthorn.

oxNCiintlia....Fni;nsh

cruHiialli Cockspur
FAG US. Boerh.

BVlvMtira Common wond
'qFEKCUs. Oah:
iiipra. . . .TJliick

lHlcata....i*pani»h

alba White
diKCidor. . . .Two-colors

rubra.... Hed
prinns.... Chestnut
(iut-icitron.. ..I)y<'r'«

hetero|ibvlla v:iriou^-leaved

CAHriNUS. J[or, I licum.
Americana.. .. Anifrican

riiATANUS. Jiullonrvood.

occidental i'* Webtei n

.1U(;LaNS. Walnut.
rej{\;»....Hoyal

niiTn... .HIark
coinpret'sa. . . .Mifllbark

niarr.>C!irpa. . . .larire fruited

alba....Common Uickoiy
porrina... .I'igiiut **

TILIA. Linden.
Anu-riiaua.. ..American
rubra Ked
Europea . . . .I^uropean
I'-ATLOWNIA. I'iiulownia.

imperlaliH. . . .Inipeiiiil

H HOUSTON KTl A. ]'. Mulbcri-y.
papytilera. .. .Paper

ral>rufn!...Hi-d Maple
N E< i U ^ D» ). Jtor FJdrr.

fraxinltolium....ABb-leaved
CKLTIS. Jieavrr Wood

ocrideBtaM<«....WeMern
FKAXINUS. Ash.

Anieiicana. . . .American
j.jiiiiuidirnlia Walnut leaved

haiubiicilolia.... Elder-leaved

JKS'Jl'Lf'S. Horir Chestnut.
Lippocastanum . . . .Cuuinion
Ohioen>'is....0hio
rnbicnnda. . . . Kuddy
paina* i'alellowered

PA VI A. Pavia.
flavtt..,.Y'?llotr

hninili!' Humble
CKKASIS. Cherr}/.

>• Y SsA Simr Gum Tree.

V llona., . .Ha ry

Diospi uos. J'erxiinmnn.

Vir^'iniana.. Common Virjriuian

SaLIX. WiUotv.
fraeiiis Tiriitle

niKra.... Black

,

vilellina Golden

I

Ku'<sel linna. . . .Itu^'oeira

laiiri lolia ..,. Laurel-leaved

lrai)rea jiendulH. . Kilmarnk W p
|ros•marin;^^olia..l<o^enlarylea'd

I

CVFiOXlA. Quince.
.Taponica. ... Japan

« r.KAM?». yiniij/. ....|".u.v. » ViTu:*
multiplex pendnla..WeppinKdfl Japonica alhn \% hUe

Viivinian Vir. Bird Cherry vukaric. . .Common
- ' '" - KALMIA Judmla.CKUCiS. Judd.s Tree.

CflnadeuMs... .Canadian Tree

BETt'LA. Birch.
alba White
nit; ^^•.•- Black
CASTANEA. Cficitnut.

vefca....Common
Com' LAS. Jfazcl.

Americana. . . . American

latifoliM Brond-leaved
FOKfiVTHIA (.'olden Bell.

viridiKsimn. .. .Green-leaved

ZANTHOXYi.L'M. Toothache.

traxi neuin .... A^b-lea ved

STAPHYLEA. Jilndder-nut.

trifoliuni. . . .Three-leaved

purpurea }riHCili:<..f^l<'n pnr.-n

AMYGPALUS. AlDunnl.
pcrixca f1'>re pleno...1>. Persian

AZALKA. Jiosrixn/.

vi^^cosi riiunmy
BEKBRIUS. nnrhrrry.

rulifnri« Ccmnion
atroT'UiTurea Dark Purple

SPllfKA Spirra.

prunifolium Plinu. leaved

Kt'eveKii Whte (lowered

KKItUIA. Krrria.
Jnponien.... Japan
PKI'TZIA. Dcutzia.

ccabnt noucrh
;jrHciliK Sh'iider

creiiatii flpl..Doub Pink flow d

VIBI'KNUM. Vihiinnim.

pr nif'iliu'ii Vlniu-lenved

lantaiioideg Lantanaliko
oxve.ipos Tree Crii'iberry

w em; I- LI A. Wrif/elia.

Hmabili" Lovely
roHea .... Ilii.-'V

PHILADELPHl'Sil/of/; Orange
corona riuH Cininoii
}:randitbuus..Giniid Flowering

Hill S. Mi'<t Tree.

cotinu- Wild Olive

LoNMCEKA noiH'i/micUe.

tariaricii Tartarian

alba... While
xyIo>:teuin....F.ngUi«b Fly

Ifiutescens Blue Ajuerican

HERBACEOUS PLANTS

ERTGERON,
bellid.loliuni.

PANAX
quinciuiiolia..

jpentstt-nion

pubenceii!'..

oXALlS.
acetoneUa..
Ti.dacea
^tr^cta

J'lanfain.
.Paisy flc Wf-red

l,'in.'<eng.

....^-leaved

...Penthtemon
..Hairy

Wood Sorrel.

..Common
Violet 11. )wered

Upri»:ht

Mustard.

Corydalis.

Fuinaria.

C VKP A M 1 -N E. Ladi/ Smoek.
pPnn-ylvanica...Penii«ylvaniau

DE.NTARIA. Tooth Wort.

laciuiatM....J;.g?ed
ABABIS. Wall Cie.s.<t.

fiilcata....S'.rkb-p..d „. ^ ,
.- ^

t.«>j-»«
TRA hESCANTlA Spider llV;rf. pedata....Pedate

\-...,;„w.u Virtfiniau iblaiida.... >> i"t«

ro'ea?!.'!i{o-cor.!..d llan^eolata... J nnce-leaved

ERYTHROXIUM Violet.

Americanuni American
BAR BARK

A

precox.. ..Early

CORY)>A' IS

lutea....Y'ellow
Fl'MAKIA

t.fficinali Oflicin le

S K X V.C JO (iroun d-sel.

>.iire» Y.dlow

VA ElUANEl A Lambs-lettuce
radiiit!!..,. Radiated
,<dit«'ria Salad
lAQUILhiJIA Coltimbine.

iCanadense. . . .Canadian
' VIOLA Violet.

VEiloMCA
Mtipera.... Bristly

arveni-iH ...Cornfield

Speedwell. hastata Halbeni leaved

sBL't-ilata Snow-leaved

roiundif.lig Round-Waved

M.rt.vllifolia Seri vlMrm-U aved tiifoliaia lutea. .T hree-Itaved\el

CO.NVALLARTA Lil)/ of Valhy strict Hnped

m«jaliH....May
. i"7MlpV;iV(;\IU5I Celandine.

SMILACIXA. Svulanna. !
(HLLlPOMiai Luaninnc.

r-iri-iniiHa Kaceiiio!-*- HoWered ma ju-.... Large

MTf.ir Tb.ee leav.-d i

A.NKMONH Anewonr
brdin.V.'.T«n-u'aved |tbal.ctroide.....Tbalic.rum-l.ke

pOI.YtiO.NATU.M Solonum'.'i .Grove

nu tirtornm Many floweied

>A X A FitAG A S(rxafr(i(iu

Pe ii'sylvauica . .Penufylvanian

Vi'ginica Virginian

n>tUSlo.M A Jlovxloma.

e-rulea.... Blue-flowered

CI AY IONIA Claytonia

Virpinicn Virginian

ntP.\Tl('A JlrpcUica.

trilot.a Three-lobed

ALSINE Chcckuecd.
pubefctn!« PubeKcent

media.... Mediate

nenioro^H -

81 NAP' IS Mvxtnrd.
.ni:,'i.n....C..nim(.n Black
LEoNTOBoX /intidelion.

tai>'X<icnii»....C>.'mmou

j

HlERA(irM Jliivlireed.
|v«nosnni....Vcine<l-leaf

j

RUNKX Lock.
icrispa... .Curled

, vbtusitolium .. . .Obtuae-b-aved.
' KUmiA Kriyia.
Vir»jinira....VirKinian.

MUSCARIA drape J/j,at:inth.

botryoldes. . . . Botrya-like

:1

• ;!

>
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CH(ER01'HVLI.UM Cfurvoil CHRYaANTIlEMUM Chrj/mn
Cau.i(len-n'. . . .('iinudiaii

SM Y K.Nl i;m Alexanders.
tiifulialuin.. ..TIiihc leaveiJ

purpurea., . .Purple
TUILLlLM Trillium.

ceriiuum .... Drooping-flowcioJ
AUaLIA Aralia.

nmlicaulis.. . .Nakeil-Kt<;int;(l

Icucanth.'trniin....Ox-eye DaiHy

ULECOMA (Jroundlvy.
rotmidil>.lia....R>ui»d-IeaveJ

hoderaceii Cuiumoii

POIKNTILLA Cenquefoil
Karinentcsa. . . .Twigtred

Caiiad«MiH;s. . . .Canadian

F KAO A K I A Slrawberry.
THALICTUUM /;, 3/m(/ iJue vo«ca... .Wood
di.-.jimii Dia:ciouH GEKANIUM Crane's Bill.

CAL'LOPIIVLLIIM CViu?o7)/»»/Z^'rnHculatnru Spotted

tl.:ilii;tro.l(;s....nidlictriim-liko ()KNlTMO(JALUM Star Beth.

umli-llatuni Utnlx'Hated

VA'HiV\M around Laurel
rei)eiis.... Creeping
SALVIA ^iffd-

lyrata T-yre-Kbapcd

MALAXIS Mnlaxis.
Hlifolinrn Lily-leaved

N ASTL'KTl UM yasturtium-

alarum. ...(Jiuger Koot
Ca (iai)»UHe, . . .('anadian
COCHLEAIUA iScurvi/f/rass.

aniii'ract»a.. . .Horist^radlKli

LAMMJM Archangel
anipelicaule....Stein-cla»'p Hen
OALiUM Bt'dstraw.

Aparine....Cloavei8
tiiiftormiii.. . .Dyerrt
PKDOPIIVLLUM Ma)/ Apple.
]ie] tatuiii .... Peltate-leaf

offi.inaliH Officinale

MEDEOLA In Cucumber.
Viririnica Viruiniaa

(•IIKYsOSPLE.MUvl,SV/j-a/'ra,r/p:SISYUYN(;HlUM/i/-'w/e<Z6'ra*«
oppoMitifoliiini. ..OppoHite feared lanoep" Irin-leaved

KANUNCirLUS Crowfoot. \
HHIICIIEKA A'.um Root.

Peunsylvanica. . Penn^syl vauiau Ain<'i irnna. . . .American
bulhoH^. ..KllllnMlH
f.isciciilaris. . . . Huiidlod
ahortiva... .Abortive
SY.MPLOCAHPUS Skunk Cab lau-eolata
f<»'iidiiH.. ..Foetid cra-«ifolia

augustit'oliuui. .Narrow-Hpathed
A HUM Arum.

tripliy:iuni. . . .Three-leaved
atr>ru?pen8. .DarkPurjtIe Stalked ;campo-*tre
DKAHA Druba.

Terua Veraal

PLANTAOO IHanlain
major....I^»rj,'e

Virxiiiira.... Virginian
.Lance leaved
.Thick leaved

TKI FOLIUM Clover.

prateuMe....Common Ued
repenx White ('lover

[It

Slender Wood
ANTENNAKIA Ant.

plaulaKinea. . .
.PlauUiu-leaved

:t is the misft)rtunc of the Botany of large

cities, that the cities soon grow, and the localities

are destroyed. Bartons " Flora of Philadel-

phia," and Bigelow's "Flora of Boston," are

instances of labors of love in a measure lost.

The liotany of Fairinount Park is, therefore, an

excellent idea. Here is a tract of 2000 acres,

which will be forever devoted to public uses. We
believe also that the Commissioners in charge of

the Park intend to employ little of the art of

Landscape (hardening in the make up of the

I*ark ; but as thoy say in their Annual Report,

simply make walks and roads around the beau-

ties nature has already placed then^ This will

much help the n tention of the habitats of many
beautiful native plants, and give the lists of Mr.

Harding great value.

-

-Ed.]

FLORAL HINTS.

BY MISS. A. G., READING, PA.

CLEMATIS

Knowing the Clematis is difficult to propagate,

have enquired of regular and amateur gardeners

their mode of increasing these handsome vines.

Their accounts were all discouraging. I learned

that it often required a year to root a branch

laid down, and slightly cut; and that the seed

was equally as long coming up. But several

3'ears ago, receiving one from a friend, I found

the root separated easily into two portions, both

of which grew. This was the one bearing a bell-

shaped, dark purple flower. Later I separated a

large blue one. This Spring I had occasion to

move a blue Clematis out of the grass, and in

trying to see if I could get off a portion with a

root attached, found it divisible into 5 parts,

each with a good supply of roots. I mentioned

my success to a very experienced German garde-

ner, who said he knew of this means of increas-

ing them. He said also that the seed would

soon germinate, if scalded ; and plants could be

raised a foot or two high in the course of a year.

I knew of 2 fine double Clematis lost by ladies

in this city, and now think they might have died

for want of sub-division, as Forget-me-nots do.

Both of them resembled the passion flower ;
but

were double in the centre; one having light

shades of lilac, purple and green, and the other

green and white. The latter was not quite as

handsome as the first. I have not been able to

obtain their names. It was said one came from

Germantown, Pa.

ENLARGING AND KEEPING PANSIE9.

I have been quite successful in enlarging the

the size of Pansy blossoms by watering them

twice a week with manure water. They are now

larger than when brought from the gardener. I

know of another amateur who has much in-

creased their size by watering them with glue-

water. A piece of glue 4 inches long by 2 in

width is sutlicieut for a bucket of water. Of

manure water, I give a pint (strong) to each

plant.

The gardener of whom I bought my Pansies

is second to none I have seen in raising large

flowers. He tells me he uses half well rotted

manure and half garden soil—which on his

grounds happens to be a red shaley clay. He
also says that in order to keep them through

the summer (for in many places they die out) they

should be lifted as they show signs of diminish-

ing in vigor, be trimmed closely, and then set

back with manure placed beneath and around

them, and on top of the ground. With this

treatment they will bloom finely in the Fall.

DOUBLING THE BALSAM FLOWER.

Some years ago when sowing the seed of the

Balsam (or Lady Slipper) in a poor soil, I tried

the experiment of mixing in the ground for half

the row, fresh chicken manure. When the Bal-

sams came into bloom, those growing in the

manured half were fine and double ; while those

in the remainder were indiflereut single ones.
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Some years at^erward, I tried the experiment
,

with youna plania, but excepting a luxuriant

growth of s.ilk and leaves, there was no success,

the flowers being poor and small.

CHANGING THE COLOR OF A ROSE.

A lady of this city told me, that at hog killing
|

time some blood was accidentally spilled round
'

a pink rose which she had planted at the lower

end of her garden. AVhat was her surprise when

next it bloomed to find it turned into a dark

crimson.

THE VALLOTTA PURPUREA.

This beautiful summer blooming Lily can be

kept dry all winter in the cellar, if warm enough

to'prevent freezing. Its scarlet flowers I have

always seen of a cup or tulip shape; but I saw

lately an illustration of it with the flowers wide

ow", like the white garden Lily. Is there

another kind, or was this a poor semblance of it.

I have had several given to me lately, one repre-

sented as white, another pink, another scarlet

and yellow. The latter having bloomed while

in possession of the lady who owned the plants,

it seems to make good the representation of the

others by the gardener of whom she bought it.

One gardener calls them Italian Lilies; but I see

it started that they are natives of the Cape of

Good Hope, and grow in damp situations. I

have seen them blooming with stems varying

from a foot to nearly two feet in height, with

from 4 to 7 blossoms on a stem. The finest

specimen was grown in a 5 or 6 inch milk crock,

iu common garden soil well mixed with horse

manure.

A SUMMER BLOOMING BULB.

I have a bulb which bears a white flower, re-

sembling a Pancratium, excepting that the flow-

er is more lily-shaped and not so delicate. There

is a green shading to the inner part of the petals.

We have tried the experiment of keeping the

bulb dry during the winter, like a Gladiolus. It

keeps quite as well as the latter, if not put into

too warm a place; as it will then begin to show

signs of growth as early as February, our former

time of potting it.

I endeavored to keep the Pancratium last

winter in the same way, but towards Spring the

bulb withered and I was obliged to have it pot-

ted. This had a long bulb; the other was

shaped like an onion and is readily known by its

li"ht brown tint and the peculiar sheath from

which the leaves spring.

HOW TO 3IAKE A CHEAP HOT BED FOR RAISING

SLIPS.

The following plan was recommended to mc

by a friend, who had tried it with success. I

have also tried it and can recommend it. It

should be used in summer time. Get two or

three boxes 18 inches long, and 10 or 12 inches

wide (or a less size will do), with a pane of glass

to cover one exactly. Have a hole dug deep

enough (in a sunny situation) in the yard or

garden, to place in the boxes on a level with the

ground, first taking out the bottoms of the boxes

and fitting one nicely on the other Fill up the

first with fresh stable manure. In the second

place 3 or 4 inch of earth allowing space enough

between the earth and the top of the b >x, to set

in a pot or basin, and leave 3 or 4 inches above

it (or even more); pour in a bucket or two of wa-

ter and set on the glass. Let it ferment two or

three days, then fill the flower pots with well

washed yellow or silver sand (the latter best) and

put in the slips. White wash or smear with

whiting, and water the under side of the glass ;

set in the pots and cover tight. Of course some

of the slips may die, and they will need seein

after to know if the sand keeps damp. So it will

be well to put in several slips of a kind, as, ''The

best laid plans of mice and men gang aft aglee."

*••»*

FOREIGN GRAPES.

BY CHEMIST, PHILADELPHIA.

Over thirty years ago a friend of mine in the

nursery business raised Hamburg Grapes in an

old fashioned pit of the day, generally employed

for raising melons and cucumbers, he used for

propagation, &c. It was 00 feet long, divided

into compartments of about 10 feet square, a

lean-to and double sash. He had a walk at the

back about 3 feet so as to command the pit
;
along

this he trained his vines on rafters, horizontally.

Always had an unfailing crop for private use ;

gave them but little attention.and pruned in ftvll

or spring when he had time.

These old pits have gone out of use, but, be-

lieve me, they did much better service than any

modern ones I have seen. The compartments

were filled with the manure as it came from the

stable daily ; he had a supply of peat and mould

for all purposes. Made plenty of money and did

a large business ; he died since I came to this

country, worth over £50,000.

V
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XEW GIIAPES-WIIAT SHALL I DO
WiTII THEM.

BY MR. GEO. HASKELL, IPSWICH, MASS.

T havo bctweon six and seven hundrod Hybrid
Grape-vines, from one to eight years old, and
two or three hundred of this year's planting ; the

product of more than thirty crosses, some of one

half and some three-fourths foreign blood.

Eighty-three of these vines have born fruit

for more than one year, and I have selected and
saved the wood of 20 of them that were best in

vine and fruit. My locntion upon the sea coast,

25 miles north east of Boston, is not favorable

to the vino, and yet I have never i)rotected these

from mildew or the cold of Winter ; leaving all

to perish that could not withstand these obsta-

cles. I therefore think the vine of these selected

l)lants will be healthy and hardy in every part

of the country. These all mature their fruit as

early as the Concord or Delaware, but the Sum-
mers here are not sufficiently long and M'arm to

mature thoroughly and with certainty more than

4 or 5 of them. But several of the others, im-

perfectly ripened here, are sweeter and better

flavored than any liardy grape now cultivated

here, or gimerally known.
I wish to have these 20 varieties tried in other

parts of the country, (and perhaps others that

are in fruit this year.) But if 1 distribute them
for this purpose I shall surrender to the public

the products of many years of careful labor, and
no just man would expect this If I become
nurseryman and propagate and offer them for

sale before they were tried and proved elsewhere

and by others, I would be met with the effectual

objection— that the public have been imposed
upon too often heretofore to be caught again

;

few would be sold, and years would elapse before

their merits and demerits could be generally

known.

I am, therefore, inclined to think it would be

best to purchase land in the central part of the

country on which to plant and try them, where
the fruit would mature with certainty, before

olTering the vines to the public in any form.

"Would not this be the best course ? and would
a trial of them in the vicinity of Philadelphia,

Baltimore, Washington or Richmond be a satis-

factory test of their qualities, and of their adap-

tation to the same latitude in the interior of the

country ? Which of these neighborhoods is most

imfavorable to the vine ?—for in such I should

like to try these.

If Conerress would fjive the originator of a new
and valuable plant or fruit, not a patent right,

but a copyright, tli2 same exclusive right to

multiply and sell his production which they give

to the author of every silly and pernicious novel,

I would, under such a law, cheerfully give ama-

teurs and nurserymen in every part of the coun-

try, gratuitously, these 20 or more varieties for

trial in their respective sections, reserving a

small royalty on such as should be ])ropairated.

In this way their quality and adaptation to every

part of the country could be decided in a few

years, and there could be no grinding monopoly

in the propagation of them.

Will you, or your correspondents, suggest

what I had better do with them to test their

quality in a warmer section than this, and their

adaptation to the soil and atmosplicre of our

country generally ?

[We give this communication prominence be-

cause it contains matter deserving more atten-

tion that it receives. It is clear that the patent

laws as applied to general matters are inapplica-

ble to new trees and plants, and yet the principle

remains that a new plant or fruit should bring

as great a reward to the raise as any other new

and good idea. If any one can suggest a good

plan whereby this good object could be gained

we should like to know. Also, to have sugges-

tions in reference to the other inquiries of our

correspondent. As a rule, the best localitii'S, as

far as the foreign grape is concerned, are north-

ern ones. The farther south the more liable to

disease. The trouble in the north is the lateness

ofrinening. A medium district would behest.

—Ed]
«•>»

CALzVDIUM ESCULENTUM AS A VEGE-
TABLE.

BY S., MACON, OA.

Travelling north through Philadelphia last

summer I noticed in the gardens, grown as an

ornamental plant, our common Tanyah {Cala-

dlum esculeiHuvi). I had no idea it would thriva

so well so far north The leaves were not near

so largo as we have Ihem here sometimes, for I

have seen them in favorable localities three feet

long and two feet at least wide. Here we use it

as a vegetable, and think them excellent washed

and roasted, as potatoes are sometimes with the

skins on.

When a boy, living in the north many years
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ago, we used to dig up in woods roots called In-

dian turnips, and bake them in ashes which we

made by kindling a fire in the woods. The root

of this plant tastes very much like those Indian

turnips, which will give a good idea of them to

those who have no knowledge of them.

A rich, wet soil seems to suit them best. In

this they furnish one big root and make many

ofisets in the manner of the common Tuberose,

which side shoots make the sprouts for the next

year's crop.

Besides this the roots can be more rapidly in-

creased by dividing them into four quarters, and

perhaps more, as you would do a rhubarb root.

I am told by a friend, that plants can be raised

from the leaves, the leafstalks rooting in warm,

wet soil, but of this I have no knowledge of my

own.

I think if you were to try that as a vegetable

crop in your gardens, it might add one more to

the many i)leasant table dishes I so much enjoy-

ed in my last summer's trip. We have better

fruits than you in our country, but concede the

palm to you in good vegetables.

— >»

CURCULIO—Extermination Possible.

BY J. E. chamberlain, sec. ST. JOSEPH

FRUIT GROWERS ASS., MICH.

The importance of this subject ; the demand

for prompt and persistent action ; the absolute

necessity of arousing every peach, plum and

stone fruit grower lo destroy the Curculio, has

led the Secretary of the St. Joseph Fruit Grow-

rs' Association, to the following conclusions:

Not a single day should be lost; for with united

action 500,000 curculio may be killed in a single

day.

There is no doubt on this point. This morn-

ing lion. John Whittlesey called at the Herald

office and stated that on the 14th inst
,
he kill-

ed 2,715 cunmlios about the roots of 200 trees,

and on the 15th, in four hours on the same trees

he killed 1,500 by actual count.

Mr. AVhittlesey also stated that Mr. Ransom,

Mr Bonellc and himself had in five hours killed

upwards of 5,000 curculios in a portion of three

small orchards. That he had himself alone, in

two days of eight hours each, killed one-half

more curculio than were ever taken by three

men, with the old fashioned sheet in a week.

Mr. Whittlesey is one of the most successful and

scientific fruit growers of St Joseph, whose word

is a bond ; but he said, " do not believe me
;
go

to Mr. Ransom's orchard and see for yourself.'

Entering Mr. Ransom's orchard the Secretary

met Dr. Lyman Collins coming out. Dr. Col-

lins is widely known for his successful peach

culture.

" Well Doctor, Is it a success ?"

" Most assuredly. I tried the experiment on

ciL-ht of my trees in the evening, and the next

morning took 105 curculio. I am going home to

bug my whole orchard in this manner.''

Wm. B. Ransom, the discover of the new-

method of exterminating: the Curculio, was found

on his knees in the back of his orchard examin-

ing his Curculio traps. This was at 10 o\',lock

ArM.,andhehad already killed 1,:357 on 300

trees. The Secretary stooped down and lifted

a corn cob not six inches long and found and

killed 7 Curculio. There is iw doubt whatever,

that the long desired means of extermuiatmg

the Curculio is discovered.

HERE IT IS.
, , 1

Put the orchard in the best order ;
level down

the soil about the root of every poach tree, and

smooth a circle for a diameter of two and a hall

feet from the tree as a center. Have the ground

very clean around the base of the tree. Do not

leave a single holo next the tree. Leave no place

where the curculio can hide except on the shel-

ter you provide. Now lay clo.se to the tree, and

close to the ground, about four pieces to a tree,

either chip, or bark, or board, or lath, or rag, or

corn-cob, or old leather, or anything for a

covert.

The curculio will conceal itself under this

shelter and may be destroyed by the thousands.

Go around every day and turn over each chip,

kill every curculio. They will generally adhere

to the chip, but may often be found on the ground

under the chip.

Probably no person in the United States has

studied the curculio, and its habits, more care-

fully than William B. Ransom. For 15 years he

has been trying newspaper experiments unsuc-

cessfully. Last year when bugging he discov-

ered that all the curculios dropped within two or

three feel of the roots of the peach tree, and on

examination found the little Turk sheltered on

the trunk and in holes near the base and the

under side of the principal limbs.

For the last fortnight Mr. Ransom has spent

most all of the hours of the day laying on the

ground in his orchard patiently watching and

waiting for the first curculio to show himself.

On the" fourth of May a few single Curculios.

i»
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were discovored, but not a sin<^le pair ; on the

5th a few pairs were found couplinjij. Constant

careful observation has led Mr. Ransom to these

conclusion-.

In the fall the Curculio seek a warm and safe

shelter to hibernate. This either the ground

or leaves, stumps, logs, old fences, woods

and other congeni.al places of concealment. The
first warm day in spring that starts vegetable

life calls the curculio forth, and it proceeds to its

feeding and breeding ground. They walk very

fast, and then fly and feed generally at night,

eating the young and tender leaves. The first

warm days this year they fed, then the weather

fell cold, and for a week Mr. Ransom found no

indication of their feeding. Since Friday night

the 13th, the weather warm, the Curculio have

been feeding. They scatter all over the tree to

beauty of full maturity in Germany, and pur-

chased seedling plants and took them boms and

grew them in flower pots in his glasshouses in

Sutherlandshire, in the highlands of Scotland ;

they grew so rapidly, he set a few out in the

open ground, and they proved hardy ;
he next

purchased great quantities of seed, planted them

in open ground, and in a number of years, he

had several acres of them set as forests. Others

got them and set them out largely, and now all

throughout the British realm it is grown exten-

sively, both as an ornamental tree and for its

timbers. There, it thrives upon mountains and

in valleys.

Schuhertkt disticha "Deciduous Cypress" is a

native of North America, grows forty feet high,

of a conical form ; its leaves are pine-liko, and of

the most beautiful green. No tree in existence

feed and come down towards morning, and as
|

is more ornamental than it, when clothed with

late as 7am, to hide.

They crawl on cold days and nights, and liide

under the shelter of the trunk of the tree waiting

to feed when'the nights become sufficiently warm.

The curculio uses the green peach only to hold

its egg. It sometimes eats the ripe peach, also

blackberries, quinces and other fruits.

Some idea of the quantity to be taken from a

single tree may be found from the following

;

Mr. Ransom states that on the 14th he took 25

on the 15th in the morning 50 ; in the evening

its foliage of shininggrass,grcenand of surpassing

beauty. It naturally grows upon flat loamy

lands. For the last quarter of a century, we

have planted it extensively upon various soils

and in different exposures, and it has thriven

admirably in all. It can be used along with

Magnolia glauca, AVater Birch, Weeping Wil-

low, Alder, &c., to embellish low wet spots upon

pleasure grounds.

Betula alba, "White Birch'' a native of Great

Britain, grows forty feet high, with a clear

about sundown 15, and on the 10th sixty were straight stem six to ten feet, covered with white

killed from the same tree, and of these 41 were '

shiuing bark with a silvery gloss ; the branches

taken in a cluster under a chip two by three are dark brown, and the leaves a deep dull green;

inches. the head is slender and upright, and of a hand-

The Secretary visited Mr. Ransom at 1^ some form ; the tree has no compeer in its pecu-

o'clock, P. M., and found he had in about four ' liar beauty in the arboral world. Its appear-

hours killed 2,109 by afctual count, and went ' ance is jstriking and surpassingly ornamental.

himself into the orchard and found curculio lying

asleep under the traps in the intense heat of a

boiling 9un.

»>»

It should always be set alone, either in a row a

few yards from a walk, or as a single standard

upon the open lawn, so that it will be wholly

seen and more admired. AVe have used it in

embellishment upon many different soils and ex-

posures, and it flourishes admirably in them all.

These trees may be set in a row, and by their

peculiar habits of growth, a good view of the

distance can l>e had between them. They may

THREE ORNAME>^TAL TREES.
BY CIIHONICLER.

Larix europoea^ "European Larch" is a native

of Germany— grows fifty feet high, and of aspire

shape. It is a deciduous conifer, and in foliage

and form is one of the most beautiful trees of
i

l>c set so far apart as to be alternated with any

thrifty growth upon various soils and exposures, I

of the following evergreens of similar growth

and its timber is most valuable for posts and with themselves
:
say Cupressus sempervirens,

railway sleepers. It is therefore a universal fa- Lawsoniana and stricta, or Thuja occidentahs,

vorite, both for ornamental embellishment and
|

Hoveyi and cristata ;
but all should stand twen-

its timber. Over two hundred years ago, the ty yards from drives or walks for the spread of

Duke of Sutherland saw it in the grandeur and their branches.
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HYBRID GRAPES.
BY CHARLES II. IIIGBEE.

Read before the Essex Insfitnte of Mass

cess is very slow. The experiments of Mr. Geo.

Haskell, of Ipswich, are very interesting on this

point, and from them we learn how very slow is

There are three species of the grape indigen-
^^i^^ process of improving by selection. lie has

ous to New England, viz. :— V'dis lahrusca

(Northern Fox Grape) ; F/tts aa^tivalis (Summer

Grape) ; and Vitis cordifoUa (Winter Grape), as

classified by Gray. Probably they have not

changed much, if any, in their peculiar charac-

teristics for centuries, or since that unknown

distant time when species were first so constitu-

ted. Although these species have innumerable

varieties, that have slight diflerences of fruit, fo-

liage or habit, yet the great points of semblance

are always preserved, and any one familiar with

these points, can easily tell to whicli species any

specimen belongs. By the laws of nature they

are maintained, and any change from her stand-

ard she looks upon with aversion. The whole

life and energy of a plant is devoted to reprodu-

cing its kind, and it gives to its off'spring the pre-

disposition for its own qualities.

Until lately the wild kinds have been some-

what cultivated, and almost every garden, twen-

ty years since, contained one or more. The kind

usually grown was the labrusca, and is familiarly

known by every one. It has a peculiar flavor,

that is pleasant in the early stages of its ripening;

but at maturity, is strong and disagreeable to

most persons. This strong flavor is called by

the fruit growers 'foxy,' and by others 'grapey.'

The lahruf^ca liears the most palatable fruit of the

three-named species.

At the pr»'sent time, we rarely find the native

kinds in cultivation, but they can be found along

our country road-sides, pastures and swamps

The varieties of the V. vmifera (European

Gi-ape), have been frequently tried in various

raised thousands of seedlings of the wild grape

in an open field, where they could not have any

influence from other kinds, and raised several

generations without any perceptible improvement

It is very reasonable to suppose that the fine

grape3 of the Old AVorld, and the Muscats,

Black Ilamburgs of our graperies, have attained

to their present standard by this mi^thod. and it

must have taken ages. No doubt from the ear-

liest time they have constantly progressed. A
quicker way of improving our native kinds, than

by 'successive selection,' and one which I think

has been the means of producing most of the va-

rious sorts now grown, is by hybridizing, and in

this way at once adding the accumulated excel-

lence of Ihc foreign kinds to our own.

To Edward S. Rogers, of Salem, belongs the

credit of first artificially hybridizing the grape.

The idea first suggested itself to him in 1848, but

was not acted upon until the spring of 1851. He
crossed several varieties of ixiars, and hybridized

the V. lahrusca with V. vinifera.*

The vine taken was that of the kind called

Mammoth Globe (a variety of the V. lahrusca),

which he bought of a person from Lowell, in

1840. It stood at the end of his garden, border-

in*^ on Federal street, and may be seen now

climbing over an old pear tree. The pollen was

taken from some Black Hamburg and Sweetwa-

ter vines that were growing in the same garden.

These were ob'ained of Samuel G. Perkins, of

Brooklinc, in 1834, and were grown for several

years in the open air, and had borne several fine

crops. The mildew began to trouble them, and

places in this country, have not flourished, and -^^ ^^344 ^i^^ Rogers built the grape house over

likewise have been discarded. Bat a race of good

grapes has appeared, one by one, beginning with

the Isabella, which was first circulated in 1818.

With all the plants and animals that man has

domesticated, he has developed those qualities

an I parts most necessary to his wants and de-

sires, and he can do this by selection, and giving

to the subject all the conditions that make it

flourish. When the wild grapes were domesti-

cated, a change began,, and having induced a

vine to take one step forward in its fruit, accord-

ing to the theorj' of Darwin, by sowing the seed,

selecting the most improved seedling, and con-

tinuing the process, at last we have a perfect

grape, excellent in every particular. The pro-

them for their protection.

On account of the smallness of the grape flow-

ers and the peculiarity of the corolla in opening

at the base and remaining united at the top,

forming a cap,which often fertilizes as it expands,

the grape was supposed beyond the reach of any

interference in regard to its reproduction. These

did not prove to be obstacles to Mr. Rogers.|^IIis

account of his work is found in the Horticulturist,

Vol. 8, Nos. 2 and '6, pp. 80 and 119. I will not

repeat it here.

* I hereby make a distinction between a cross and a

hybrid. The first is tlie ottspring of two varieties of the

same species, wlille the latter is from tlie union of

separate species.
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At first he was laughed at tliefor the attempt,

and our most learned horticulturists and bota-

nists declared it to be an absurdity. But by the

time the young hybrids began to fruit, he had

several believers. In 1856, the vines that had

grown in the original place, fruited ;
the rest

the following year. This year he recrossed

the kyhrliU with the V. vinifera, bringing vines

bearing fruit, nearly identical with the foreign

kinds.'' The fruit of Xo. 4 of the first lot crossed

with the Muscat, has the peculiar flavor of the

Muscat.

It seems very remarkable that so large a num-

ber of fine grapes have appeared within the last

tifteen years, and particularly within the last

twenty. And as shown by the experiments of

Mr. Haskell, and by the laws of reproduction, as

far as they are known, it seems that the cultiva-

vated kinds are not simply improved seedlings,

but are natural hybrids. Then, too, we do not

find the gradually asccmding scale of excellence

that might be expected, if they came by progres-

sion. Between the wild labrusca and the Isa-

bella, Catawba, &c., there is a very wide difier-

ence. The seedlings of these kinds all tend back

towards the original, and arc much inferior to

their i)arents, who have been elated by a favora-

ble alliance. Again, the hybrids of Mr. llogers'

raising, resemble the '' improved seedlings."

No. 15 is frequently compared with the Catawba.

Now all the attempts to cross the ''improved

seedlings " has resulted in producing grapes, so

near the foreign kinds, as to be nearly or entirely

^ worthless for open air culture in our climate,

and closely resembling them in every particular.

This was the same with Mr. llogers' second

crosses, as he calls them.

The introduction and dissemination of the

European grapes has brought togetiier the two

species, and the result is, that every year we

hear of a new grape springing up in some old

garden. There has always been an uncertainty

as to the origin of the common varieties, and I

can find nothing in their history that contlicts

with the views herein given.

RIIODODEXDHON CATAWBIEXSE FOIi

CITY PARKS AND GARDP:XS.
«Y 11. BUIST, sn., nilLADA.

Your illustration of this beautiful evergreen in

your June No. is capital, true to life and very

opportune. The periodicals are teeming with its

beauties and simplicity of its culture
;
your re-

marks add to the required knowledge of its

habits. There is a locality in which it seems

quite at home, but is overlooked by all that I

observed. It is well known that resinous trees

and shrubs do not thrive in our city gardens or

localities where there is much smoke ; the Rho-

dodendron docs, and makes a very superb bush

in a grass plat fully exposed to sun. You will have

observed that Pine or Spruce trees have been re-

peatedly tried in our public squares, and have

invariably failed ; the grand substitute would be

iiardy Rhododendrons with the hardy sorts of

Aucuba and everijreen Euonymous. We look

to our great Park for a feature in Rhododendron

planting excelling anything in this country.

One more remark, we must not overlook the

fact, that where the varieties have a touch of

R. ponticum, they are too tender lor our lati-

tude, so are those where they have a severe touch

of the crimson or Scarlet Asiatic varietits.

«••»

RURAL LIFE.

BY W. ELDER, LANDSCAPE GARDENER, TIIILA.

Families who spend the summer in the rural

districts, can now best appreciate the value and

beauty of trees, while they enjoy their grateful

shades, and those having estates of their own,

and those who intend to possess rural estates,

should observe the various species of trees on

the way of their walks and rides, and note down

the names of those they most admire, to embel-

lish their own grounds in future ; which give the

best shades, which the handsomest forms and

most beautiful foliage. The times of blooming

are now mostly over, but yet what a beautiful

diversity their variegated verdure makes, and

how richly they make the landscape and the

grounds on which they grow appear.

The various species of Ash, Elm, Oak, Maple,

Linden, Poplar, Chestnut and Horse Chestnut,

Beech and Birch ; the Tulip tree, the Locust

and Kentucky Coflee trees, the Sweet Gum,

Magnolia and :Mulberry trees ; the deciduous

Cypress and Larch trees ; the Willow, Tkitton-

wood and various nut trees ; the Salisburia, La-

burnum, Robinia, Purple Beech and the Althea

and Elders of variegated foliage. Every siKicies

possesses its own peculiar beauty, and all are

worthy of our highest admiration and the best

culture and care we can give them. AVho can

help being struck with awe at the sight of trees

in their nobleness and grandeur, and watch how

beautifully they adorn and illuminate the land-

scape with their various tints in the autumn.

The above being deciduous, let us now look at

the ma^siness and lasting beauty of the noble

Everijrtcns. How beautifully diver-ified are the

various species of Arborvitaj, Fir, Pine, Cedar,

Juniper, Cypress, Holly, Picea, &c. The Arau-

caria, Libocedrus, Cryptomeria, Sequoia and

many other genera are all worthy of our best es-

teem, culture and care.

If we also observe how delightfully comely arc

the various species of dwarf evergreens, and the

numerous families and individuals of deciduous

flowering and fruiting shrubbery, there will be

no limit to our admiration and wonder. The

various sizes they attain at maturity, and the

habits they assume, are interesting to observe,

and the ditlerence in the colors and perfumes of

the blossoms of the numerous species of the de-

ciduous blooming and fruiting kind "that scent

the evening gale," is charming in the highest

strain.

All praise to him that gave the trees.

That waft so comely iu the breeze.

EDITORIAL.

EMBRYONIC INARCHING.

It will be remembered that the chief ground

taken against Mr. Blodgett's point that the sweet

and sour apple originated from the halves of two

buds inarched together, was the imimsihilitu of

the thiiii:. It was said that unless the germs

were halved there could be no inarching, and

yet so small must be these ultimate germ-cells

that they could not be divided by the sharpest

instrument we possess without destruction.

This seemed very reasonable, if it were neces-

sary to cut these germ-cells, whatever they may

be;'but the writer's studies in the adnation of the

parts of plants, and Ihe many peculiarly distinct

forms resulting from mere cohesion alone of parts

already partially formed rendered it just possible

that this cell division might not be necessary.

Ihus, without feeling satisfied cither way, for

the last two or three years we have been on the

look out for some facts which should set the mat-

ter at rest.

The first idea that suggested itself was to

halve two scions so exactly that they should make

])ut one, and then graft it. Most of these died ;

but three have lived, and have put forth shoots

several inches long. Yet possibly one-half-sidi

has died in each case, but the exactly central

position assumed by the bud indicates that both

have grown and have become thoroughly incor-

porated into one shoot. But of course the exact

state of the case cannot be known until the plants

grow farther, or bear fruit.

We have, however, met with another fact

which proves conclusively that embryonic points

can unite and form one perfectly homogenous

branch. It is well known to botanists that the

usually one seeded ovaries of moraceous plants

or plants of the Mulberry family have occasion-

ally two seeds,-and it is further known to those

who grow one of these plants, the Osage Orange,

on alarge scale, that it is not unusual for the two

fjenna to (jet tn(}ether in the same seed coat. These

result in what are known as twin plants. The

points of union seem first at the collar or precise

point where stem and root first diverge—the

junction of the cotyledons or soedlobes with the

stem. The descending axis is usually united at

a distance of from two to four inches when they

[

(the two originals) separate and become distinct

I parts. The ascending axis, however, seldom

unites,but separates at once from thecotyledenous

point, and makes two stems. We have thus two

plants perfectly united at the middle like the

Siamese twins, but distinct above a«.d below.

We have, however, found one ])kint wherein

the points of these two independent origins have

united, and they have formed one thoroughly per-

fect Ktem in which there is not the slighest trace

of a duality of origin,while the two-root systems

have remained perfectly distinct.

This specimen we have presented to Dr. Geo.

Engelman, of St. Louis, to whose indefatigable

labors in Botany the world owes so much.

Now there can be no more reason why two

germ points in buds cannot unite together with-

out division there, than the two points in a seed-

coat, and we arc compelled to believe that the

ground assumed by Mr. Blodgett, and long be-

fore him Erasmus, Darwin and others, is good

ground,- sound physiological law,—and we see

hi
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ill it a field for the most wonderful class of liy^

brid fruits we have ever known.

IIow very stran^L^o it is that with this idea be

fore the world for over a hundred years so few :

shouM ever have tried to realize its truth. The i

fact is, the world is cursed with a set of lazy

closet philosophers who build entirely on the ob-

servations of a few dozen hard working collectors

of facts. With those they mix the fancies of

their own dreamy night thoughts, and thus work

out '-unmistal^fible'' principles and "natural

laws," which are not laws at all. If we could

only induce more personal observing and less

pen theorizing, our progress in the path of per-

fection would be much more rapid than it is.

Of course such habits will lay those who pos-

sess them open to the charge of " wishing to be

authorities" in disputed matters,—but the satis-

faction of feeling sure of ones position will make

such a reputation cheap, and one which any one

can well afford to have.

We saw many a box of Albany'8 refused, be-

cause they were known to be sour. Most likely

in the early history of fruit consumption, a

strawberry "is a strawberry, ''especially if cheap;

but the time will come when people get to love

better things, even though they cost more ;
and

we are not sure that our Jersey friends are right

in this universal attachment to the Albany

Strawberry.

«••*

«>•*

THE STRAWBERRY SEASON".

A rather extensive tour through the Straw-

berry regions of western and southern New Jer-

sey, revealed to us the fact that the Wilson's

Albany Seedling is still the most popular variety

with the marVet growers. In some instances,

the Agriculturist was highly depended on, and

a^ain Downer^s Prolific and Boyden's Green

l^rolific pistillate, when grown with a fertilizing

variety, were popular in some instances. It

was rather mortifying to our love of progress,

to find so many of our new and mucli-be-praised

kinds, consigned to such an early tomb. There

are a few kinds which seem to have yet a slight

hold on life, hanging as it were in the balance of

their grower'^ estimation,—which seemed as if

after all they might perhaps be valuable, or they

might not. Of these, were Fillmore, Brooklyn

Scarlet, Triomphede Gand, French's Seedling,

New Jersey Scarlet and a few others. But the

almost universal reply to the question, "which

after all is your first choice For a paying crop V "

was "Albany Seedling." We found, however,

the impression widely prevailed, that quality

was not worth studying in the question of profit-

able market kinds They consider that size, abun-

dance and regular annual crops, are all sufiicitnt.

Flavor, they insisted, was all a matter of sugar

and cream. We took pains to watch the sales

made in our retail markets, to know how this

works, and we are sure it is a mistaken idea.

CEMETERIES AND CEMETERY PLANTS.

It is not easy to decide who is the author of

the idea of our modern cemetery ; but it is safe

to say that to Loudon, who did so much towanis

Kensall Green Cemetery near London, it owes

much of its popularity and success. Family grave

yardshave'longexisted in the United States, but as

an idea separate and distinct from houses of wor-

ship, it dates back only thirtp-five years, when

Mount Auburn near Boston was projected. This

was the firstattemptof any consequence todiscon-

nect the cities of the dead from associations with

which they had long been connected,—to work

out the plan of the beautiful garden which for

hundreds of years could go no farther than a

rofec bush or a periwinkle or the half neglected

sod of a cluirchyard, the hay crop of which was

the perquisite of the grave digger.

Philadelphia was fortunate in having amongst

its citizens a gentleman of a highly cultivated

horticultural taste, and at the same time po.sses-

sing that practical turn of mind which foresees

long Ix'fore the time comes what necessity will

bring forth. He visited Boston, studied the

M»)unt Auburn plan, returned to Philadelphia,

an<l, associating with himself a few friends, es-

tablished Laurel llill the following year.

Like all new ideas. Laurel Hill met with

strong opposition from those very persons whose

interests, and indeed whose natures unknown to

themselves the cemetery was particularly calcu-

lated to serve. To one not versed in the philoso-

phy of human actions, it seems singular to note

engraved on the monumental marble which

adorns this beautiful place, the names of leading

opponents who now rest from the struggle with-

in the hallowed spot they once dreaded as sub-

versive of what they conceived the holy instincts

of civilized man. Mr. John Jay Smith must

feel that in the successful establishment of this idea

in Philadelphia, he has "fought the good fight,''

but he has not "finished his course," for year by

year he adds to the good work,—not only by his

example followed by others in the numerous
j

no easy matter to take down these trees

cemeteries about the city, but by adding to the

extent of his own dominions. A recent addition

Felled

in the usual way, there would be sad havoc

am(m<'st the monumental marble. Piece by
extent or nis own aoiiiiuiuua. j:i. ivvv,ie«.»v»^

,

<*»" "o^*- «.„i .^^^tur

ha, been made west of the Schuylkill which for
\

piece the branci,e, mu,t be ~<-^.^"' gently

beauty, rival, the palisades of the Hudson, and lowered with ropes, unfl the t"'!^ ««^ « "^•^^

makes the area over one hundred acres. away a tree often rolls up a bill equal to the

Tnallnewenterprises, no matter howsuperior price of a good lot.

.„„„:„,,„„
. ..I.- u A..«t„ it ii.on. will True, many trees of rare mtercst remam hero

the «'eniU8 mav be which conducts it, tnere win xiuc, u».iuj «.vv
.. ^, , , e

be many matLs of detail adopted which will', yet. The arborieul.ural love o( the founde^ of

bearUnnrovcment. The thirty-fi.ur years' expe-
\
f.e cemetery, cannot always 1h) conquered, even

rencc"Ted at Laurel Hill, must be of great though the most tempting allurements are
neuct. ^auicu au x a.^ , .... ^„^^„ I tlirown in his wav. But he cannot live forever,
value. Cemeteries are now essentuil to every

^

thrown m ms way.
^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ..... not h.vo hi«

town, and indeed to almost every distmct class

of society in all large cities, and if the honored

founder of this great success, now approaching

his three score years and ten, could find time in

the twilight of life, to pen for those who come af-

ter him his ideas of cemetery management, it

would be a valued legacy to his countrymen.

Certainly there aresome prominent errors which

it will profit all similar enterprises to avoid,and one

and those who come after him may not have his

moral strength. Indeed we may say at once,

that the idea of uniting arboriculture with prac-

tical cemetery work is a decided fiiilure, and as

will be found to be the planting of large trees of

any kind When the grounds are new and bare,

large trees must be employed to give that luxu-

riance of growth which small trees never pos-

sess. But only those should be used which grow
itwiuprontai.simuareut«rpLi,c«w.....,.^™^

ramdlv orare cheaply olHained,anlwhichonecan
of fh««^p is the nlantiuf of trees which will attain i

rapiaiy orAiui.iic.tp J ">

, . .. , ,^oi tnc^e IS me piaimii„ ui tit.
. j .^ '

cut awav before the r s ze becomes objectionable,
1 lircTP fiiyp in time near land to be devoted to ,

^^^ Awajr ui^iuio / ., ,a large size 1°^""^ ^^^^^^^ I ^ .yithout exciting .so much regret, as the loss

interments. Mr, Smith was, as tne realtor ot

of a valuable tree always dots.

In our next, we will give a list of the best

thin<^s to be employed, from notes made of actual

3lickaux's Sylva, the ''HorUculturist'' &c ,might

well be supposed to be an earnest lover of rare

and beautiful trees. Nothing therefore could be .

more natural than that he should combine this
|

appearances at Laui el Hdl,

love of arboriculture with his cemetery planting.

Hence, at one time, almost all the most beauti-

ful hardy tieea found a home in these grounds.

Magnolias of all kinds from the M grandiflora

of the South, to the "Yulan'' of China and Pur-

i)urta of the East Indies; the "iTellow Wood''

of Kentucky, and the "Ginko" of Japan-thesc

and similar varieties drew as to a Mecca, tree

worshippers from many a distant land. But the

cemetery grew and became fashi«mable. Lots

for which hundreds of dollars were looked to,

came to be worth thousands, and to such i)eople

as own these choice places what is a "mere tree '

which grew without cost, to the dash and gran-

deur of a monument in which every granite block

was cemented with a hundred dollar bill ? Be-

sides they shaded the lot, and the glaring white-

ness of the sepulchral stones became green with

lichens and mosses which grew thereon ? Thus

one after another the green spirit of nature has

had to flee to the wild woods, -tree after ^ree
|

---o^^^^^^^^^^^^
^,^^^^^^^ ^^ ^.^^^ j^^^^ ^^^^^^^

has had to fall before the woodman's axe, and
j ,^.^ .„ ^y^^ qi^ World, so far as Roses

the heartless behests ^^
^'^^^^'^^^^^^^f"

^^
j?^^^^^^^^

Honeysuckles would go. Certainly of the

rule over even what once we might truhtullj
,

^^^^^^j ,ve never saw anything more

call the classic shades of the dead. But it was I

latter

ABOUT HONEYSUCKLES.

Long as one may be an exile from his native

country, he never forgets some things which he

believes to have lost, and which no new pleas-

ures in any land can restore to him. We have

often asked Englishmen about their losses, which

lin-'cring on their memories, the most attached

th "m to^'their native land. 1 he answer almost

always is, "we miss the Lark^s morning singing

as he rises into the sky,—the long summer twi-

lights cool and delightful ; and the Honey.suckles

and Pink Daily Roses, which after struggling to-

gether, bloomed at length in fragrant i)eacc over

every cottage door."

If some of these Englishmen had been with us

in a ride through Vineland recently, and could

for a moment forget the sweet songs of the sing-

ing birds -, and his long evening walks through

fragrant fields and along hedgerows sweet with

m
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ripe for admiration. The Sweet Belgian which

»o often makes a delicate stunted growth, was

growing with the luxuriance of hop vines, and

flowering with the abundance of beautiful stai»

on a quiet night.

We cannot but wish that these beautiful vines

were more common. To sit under ones own

Fig tree might have been the perfection of plea-

sure in an age when what one should eat or

drink, or with what one should be clothed, were

the all engrossing questions of life. But in these

(lays, when we have more senses to please than

they had when the introduction of labor saving

machinery has made a living easily possible for

all ; it is one's own fault if he has'nt his own vine

and fruit tree. Our wishes go beyond these.

Let him sit under his own arbor shaded by his

Rose and Honeysuckle, and he will know a Joy

of which the old unfortunates of ages past never

dreamed,—and a joy he will rather lose half his

fruit crop than dispense with. For money will

buy fruit, but the charming g?ace of the twining

vines, and the delicious fragranee their abundant

blossoms breathe around, no wealth can buy,—

nothmg but ones own hand in sympathy with

nature can supply. It was a go(xl wish which

prompted the effort to make two blades of grass*

grow where only one grew before. We couUl

better wish our name connected with the desire

that there might be a Honeysuckle twined over

every cottage window in the land.

A few hints on Honeysuckles may not be un-

acceptable. There are two classes, those which

(limb and those which make bus' es. The last

is well known in its representatives the Tartari-

an and Fly Honeysuckles. Some botanists have

endeavored to separatn the two, calling the last

Laniceraa, and the climbers Caprifoliums^ but

there arc really no differences between them.

Thereisone peculiaritycommon to both,and which

we believe no other genus of plants |)ossess.

The writer of this, in a paper read before the

last meeting of the American Association tor the

Advancement of Science, called more particular

attention th.an had heretofore been given to the

fact that many plants have a series of axillary

buds one above another, but the upper one al-

ways the largest. In the Loniceras this rule is

reversed. There is a series of from one to five

buds,—but here the lowest is the strongest. Ca-

prifoliums and Loniceras alike have this charac-

teristic.

We arc of course speaking of the Caprifolium

or climbing class as Honeysuckles. The one of

the English cottages is the L. Peridymenum ; it

grows wild through most of the English woods.

It is nirely found in American gardens, chiefly

we believe, because the one known as the Bel-

gian is sweeter, and the deeper purple shading

mixed with the white makes it more showy It

does not however grow as vigorously, and is not

as well adapted for covering large trellises.

Magneville's Honeysuckle is also a variety of

this one with larger flowers and earlier

than the Belgian, and with a growth equal to

the Wild English, but with flowers scarcely as

sweet.

In England, their HoneysucTkle is popuhirly

termed Woodbine. Our people have given this

name to the Chinese L. fiexuosa. This is tne

one with a reddish tint on the under surface of

the leaves, and the young stems with a deep

brown tint. The flowers are white turning to

rose, and the leaves to a considerable extent

evergreen. It is very sweet, and a good thmg
to plant with the view of running along the eaves

of a piazza, or up and over trees. Then there

are two excellent varieties of Lmncern japonica

in cultivation,—the one known as L. bi-achybo-

/ria and he other as L. Halliana^ both garden

names. Tlie latter is very much like the former

iu habit, except that the stem and leaves are

pale and without any tint of purple or brown.

The latter has shining leaves and more delicate

shoots, and possesses a more creeping habit,

which IxiautifuUy fits it to cover ground in places

where it is ioo shady for grass to grow The

rtowers of these two are exactly alike, coming out

white and changing to yellow, and also as sweet

as any flower can be.

America is also the home of a class of Honey-

suckles, which have far more beauty than those

of Europe and Asia, but have no fragrance. The
two most generally seen in culture are the Red

Coral and the Yellow Coral. The Bed grows

wild in Pennsylvania and other northern States;

the Yellow is not found often, if at all north of

the I'otomac. They are both evergreen when
not exposed to too warm a sun in winter. And
here we come to a point worth noting in the cul-

ture of Honeysuckles, namely, not to put them

in too sunny a place. They grow naturally

creeping amongst the under-brush of the woods,

climbing over low bushes,—not as in the case

we recently noticed of the Rhododendron, which

grows in shade becaase it can't help itself,—but

here actually from choice and by preference. A

partially shaded and rich soil is every way best

for them.

All the Honeysuckles are very easily propaga-

ted from cuttings taken off in the fall and plant

ed, and covered with some material till spring

to keep the frost from heaving them out.

DREER'S SEED FARM.

During a hurried trip through parts of New

.Jersey recently, we stopped a few moments at

Dreer's seed farm at Riverton, on the Delaware

River. We were pleased to see so many evi

deuces of prosperity. The grounds embraced

about 100 acres, much of this was out in flower

and root crops. Of Gladiolus esiiecially there

were many thousand. One bed of s )rae hun-

cld purple Byzantine

separate colors, so as to sell tliem in separate

lots. The Peony was also grown in great abun-

dance ; but we missed the deep double crimson

we all admired so much around old fashitmed

country homes We think it would sell if some

florist would resurrect it from oblivion's grave.

The P.fmfjrans^ sweet as a rose, was hero abun-

dantly, to mock those who think a Peony only

pretty to look at, and a kind called fulyens not

very double, but peculiarly striking from its deep

flame-colored flowers, were largely grown.

Largely in the bouquet business, Mr. Dreer

has also here houses to accommodate this trade.

There were nine in all, about one hundred feet

long, and set together after the plan now so pop-

ular. There were not much in them at this s a-

son, but we noted how pretty a plant is the va-

rie«Tated Hydrangea for decorating partially

shaded places in summer time. We have calleddreds contained the

variety, whicl. in addition to the <»;'«''^'«»*='; "M ^""r -"-
jiV^p^^^i ,^nt ,„ past volumes;

color from the popular kiads, has l^e ment of I a tenUon to
J^^.s

pret y p^^^_^^^.^P
.^ ^^^^^^^_

being quite hardy. There were immense quan-

tities of Pansies, most of them marked with their

but it has not had the attention it deserves.

The following is a sketch of one:

We Gnd here also, they are getting up a iUxk

of the two Scheverias, m^tallica and secunda.

These have been much used in England for sum

mer decorative gardening, and will do still bet-

ter here where our hot summers are still more

favor.'vble to succulents. The leaves look some-

thing in shape like what was known m old gar-

dens as the "House I-eek." We notice a so here

US elsewhere, attention is being given to the new

Clemaeto which are amongst the handsomest

offlowerina vines. Here also, at in our owa

ca.se, a year or so ago, they had received right

from "head quarters" was Ckmat,s Jackmamt

which was not Jackmanii. The real kind u of a

vivid purple, and not light as we were led to

''Tuc^sia; were here in large quantiUea, most

of them new. But really there U no longer

much novelty among new Fuchsia.. 0^« ^ow-

ever, which we saw among these <*»«* ' M"^"-

man," was worthy of a much beWec (We than

the rest.

. * 1
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Of the new Ivy Geraniums, we must say a

good word. This class of Geraniums will be-

come much more sought after, popular though

they have often been. For many years there

were but white and rose,—now there are many

distinct colors. They are are adapted to so

many different uses. For rockeries, vases, bas-

ket plants, or as trailers over beds like Verbe-

nas, they are especially good ; and then they do

not object to our climate as so many popular

English things do.

Of bedding Geraniums and Coleus, there is

here the numerous varieties now so common.

They are in fact too numerous. We shall have

to Uike the whole season to look about us to

pick out a dozen of the best before recommend

ing the balance to be left out in the cold next

winter.

Out from the flowers into the fruit grounds,

we found many varieties of strawberries under

trial. Triumph of America, Nicanor, Colfax,

Jucunda, Philadelphia, Stinger and other scarce

kinds were here. No esi)ecial culture is given

them, and perhaps it is not fair to speak of rela-

tive merits under such circumstances. All we

can say is, that under this let alone,as you please

sort of culture, Brooklyn Scarlet behaved very

well, and Agriculturist did no disgrace to the

parties who originally sent it out.

THE CURCULIO.

We give to day a paper in our original col-

umns, sent us by the gentleman whose name it

bears, and which has also been extensively pub-

lished in the West, where it has created great

interest.

There seems to be not the slighest doubt but

that the Curculio have been caught in the ''man-

ner and form as aforesaid." At the same time,

it would seem to show habits in the insect at

variance with the plan of shaking adopted by va -

rious growers. If they are in trees during day,

they willnot take shelterunderchipsandcomcobs

Yet it is clear that both of these classes ofcurculio

catchers are right, for we have the substantial

evidence thereof The probability is, that in

different times during the same season, the in-

sects have different habits, and by pursuing both

systematically, we may keep this pest in check.

It is very remarkable that this plan was long

known, and told in the Tiural New Yorker. It

is quite possible that the experience of the ladr

who gave it was "pooh-poohed" by some who

supiwsed what they did not know was amongst

the impossibilities. It will be a lesson for all of

us not to neglect facts offered us however strange

they may seem,—but to prove all things if wt
would hold to that which is good.

SCRAPS AND aUERIES.

Pear Trees in Grass-J. H S , A War-

renton. Fa., 8uhscrih€r^ says about Pear trees in

grass : " The war gave me a wrinkle I didn't

know before. No fences ; no cultivati^m ; and in
'

the country grass will grow. So my trees were

in grass, and are still in grass, and I intend to ;

kjave them in grass, as long as I get the Pears 1

1

do,
^

Propaoatino Japan Lilies.— 5. Bellevev.

Utah, inquires : "How to propagate Japan Lil-

ies V [The scales from mature roots are care-

fully separated, and planted barely under the

surface of the soil ; and each scale produces a

bulb,—or each old bulb may \ye treated as recom-

mended for Hyacinths iu the present number. ]

BuDDiNo Apples and Pears.—5. Belleveu^

Utah^ asks :
'* Whether best to bud or graft the

Pear onQuince,and the Apple on the Paradise?"

[The former is the most generally practiced,

and probably, all things considered, the best.]

Paulownia Imperialis.—i?. -^1., Detroit.

"Some atteutnon has been given to this in the

West as a tine tlowering tree. Is it hardy enough

for this region ?" [It is hardy wherever there is

great summer heat. In cool summer climates

the wood gets easily killed in winter. IMost like

1870. THE GARDEJEER'S MOJ^THLl SIS

ly it would be hardy at Detroit, though the

immature parts of the branches might suffer.

Fungoid Theory of Diseases.—This theory

has met with general acceptance of late years.

The idea is that though diseases may originate

without the agency of fungus, yet after hav-

ing once started, the spores will attach them-

seWesand breed disease in the healthiest sub-

jects. Mr. Geo. Parmelee, ofOld Mi88ion,Mich ,

'one of the most intelligent of Western Fruit

growers, elaborately attacks this theory in the

Western Rural The chief portion of the article

is devoted to arguing the improbability of this

theory. Mr. P. asks does bread mould more

than it did years ago ? Yet shows that Grapes

rot more than they did at one time. He takes

it for granted that there are deleterious fungoid

•pores iu California, though there is not much

disease there, —also he assumes that there are

•pores of the potato fungus in Maine and Nova

Scotia, although there is no potato rot,—that

rot never appears when the barometer is low,—

that it is always less in orchards poorly cultiva-

ted,-that it never appears in the early stages of

growth —that rot never shows itself when there

Is not a rapid growth,-that warm rich valleys

exhibit the disease most abundantly,—and that

in the poor grape soils of Europe there is most

freedom from disease.

Of course in getting at a knowledge of the

cause of disease, much depends on the uniformi-

ty of the facts produced, and then, granting their

universality, whether the trouble complained of

might not exist in spite of all those facts. For

instance must a tree be necessarily unhealthy

because it does not grow? Or because the ba-

rometer is high or the weather warm ? Might

we not as well say that these conditions were

favorable to the development of fungoid spores,

as well as to say that they were unfavorable to

health. We make these suggestions not to dis-

pute the correctness of Mr. Parmelee's conclu-

•ions, but only to caution those who are study-

in" this diflflcult subject, to be very sure of their

facts, and that their application is undoubted.

sent in order to enable us to give the name.

with certainty.
• , . o Pnrshia

No 2 Is Pentstemon acuminatus. 6. j-ursnn*

tridentata, the first flowering specimen we ever

saw, and evidently a shrub well worthy of intro-

duction to our ornamental grounds 4. liaiieya,

probably B. multi radiata. but cannot tell tVom

a single flower. 5. Berheris Fremontii, this als«

ought to make a beautiful low evergreen shrub

for cultivation. 6. Audihertia iruiana, this pretty

low shrub is scarce even in herbariums and good

specimens would be very desirable. 7. ra^tilUja

pallida. 8. Ephedra syphaUim. 9. Pent.iemon

nlaher 10 P. Torrtyl this is far more beautiful

than the P. (Chelone) 6arbafu.s, well kn«wn m
cultivation. 11 Yucca angmtifolia.

If-
^«**

small, but probably Namahispida. 13. Falluoia

paradoxa. There was no No. 1 in the lot. Send

more of other things.

Plants from Utah.— S., Kane Co., Utah,

Sends some very interesting plants for name.

Some of the specimens are good, others only a

single flower or flower ^pike. The plants of this

i-e 'Ton are little known, and good specimens,

that is with leaves as well as flowers, should be

Callousing OF HOSES. -r//ro, Cincinnati, O.

"Can you tell me how to strike Roses from cut-

tineas ? We put in several last winter; they caU

loused beautifully, and therefore several garde-

ner's told me they ought to roof, but from some

inexplicable cause they afterwards died away.

It a sore disappointment to us, as we hoped to

have a nice lot of our own growth; not that we

don't want to buy, if necessary, but it is such %

pleasure to see the works of our own hand thrive

and do well,"

rRoses are very hard to raise by the inexperi.

cncod. As for the *' callousing,'' that is an en-

tirelv distinct process from rooting, and has n»

more connection with itthanthe pushing out of the

leaf buas from the cutting; indeed, just the same,

it shows that there is some vitality about, and

that is all. Roots usually come out up and

down the the stem any where and independent y

of the calloused part. Indeed it is quite likely

that there is more danger to a cutting about the

time it is callousing than at any other time, as

it expends its stored up force in forming the cel-

lular matter of the callous, and thus has so muck

less to form roots.

The callous in f\vct is rather a reproductive

than a nutritious effort, an attempt to make a

bud rather than a root. We see this often m

Geraniums, a thick callousy matter frequently

forms on the roots, and after awhile pushe*. int»

stems. So also in propagating Gloxinias, Coleus,

and similar things from leaves ; the callous m

i»
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Tariably developes into a bud,—no stem growth
indeed is formed except through the callous.

We have entered into this matter more minute-
ly than your inquiry would seem to demand

;

because a great number of excellent gardeners

and scientific men, seem to have imbibed the

the notion as your friends have, that theie is

some relationship between callousing and root-

ing. It is one of those lessons of the past gene-

ration, which the coming man in the horticultu-

ral field will have *'to learn over again.*'

As to propagating Roses; here is the principle

—

Light infiuences the formation of leaves ; dark'

7U88 roots. Wood that has been growing in the
full light, is less prepared to form roots than
that which was developed in partial shade.

Hence Rose cuttings which have been developed

in the full sun, seldom furnish wood that will

root well. Plants for propagation must be grown
in a partially shaded place,—such wood will

"'strike like willows.''

IIeartti andHomk Again.—This nominally

respectable Journal has not apologized to its

readers for the outrage on decency while discus-

sing a horticultural question to which we recent-

ly called its attention. We take it for granted

however, that it is somewhat ashamed of itself,

for it has gone back to the same subject,and has
tried to write the second time in a better spirit

than the first. It admits now that it " does find

tlie characteristics described by him,'' notwith-
standing the challenge of SHOO to the sharp-eyed

boys, but denies that these are permanent
Seedlings, it says, have an increased size

•f fruit for two or three years, then they

seem to recede to their original size. Every
variety it ever had ultimately proved an
tzact copy of the oriyinal. Ten years agi>, it re-

•eived the Galande but soon no one could tell it

from old monthly Alpine. This is a fair state-

ment of what the Hearth and Jlrynie says.

It is to be regretted that Mr. Downing did.

not make the acquaintance of this writer before

he got out his new edition last year. lie says

Galand is distinct, and notes particularly its

•Mark rod color." Another variety, he says, is

"remarkable" amongst Alpines for '* its reddish
brown color.'' The Red Wood Alpine he distin-

guishes by "roundish ovate fruit," and the
Monthly Red, by its " long conical form,''—be-
sides these he gives five other varieties.

If the writer of this paragraph in Hearth and

Home knew "soon after'' *'ten years ago,'' it

was cruel in him to let Mr. Downing make this

terrible mistake last year ; and still more as-

tounding that he should reserve the vials of his

wrath for Mr. Meehan, although he must have

read this in Downing a year before. But we
suppose this article must not be looked into too

deeply, as it is no doubt intended to cover up a
little the disgrace of thg other one. and it may
be a reflection on our "tender mercies," if we
show too plainly that the garment has a number
of ragged holes in it.

Apples Varying from Seeds.—A corres-

pondent asks why an apple or Pear grown from

8?edwill not produce the same kind of fruit as its

parent ? All we can say is, that nobody knows

.

TriE Landretiis.—Few persons have more
deserved prosperity than the old Philadelphia

seed firm of D. Landreth & Sons. Wherever
their name is known it is synonymous with

everything honorable and fair. Their store was
one of the finest in that city. They have recent-

ly absorbed the neighboring one, and taken it

into their old establishment This now make one

immense five storied building of great beauty,

all of which they occupy. It is probably now
the largest seed store in the United States.

That Big Lemon Beat.—" In the Monthly

for the present month, June, you invite any one

who can beat your big Lemon of 14 ounces. I

have a Lemon tree under my care which has

produced fruit one single specimen weighing loj

ounces and several of them between 14 and 15

ounces. There was on the tree at the time 150

Lemons in various stages of growth. It may be

ofsome interest to sive the the dimensions of the

tree, it fills a small house 14 feet wide, forming

a circle on one end so that there is barely room
to get round it, it has been in the present tub

about ten years The tub is 5 feet in diameter,

and has about 80 fruits at present in all staj^es

of growth. It is believed to be the finest L.Mnou

tree in New England.—Geo. Cruicksiianks,
Gardener to J. C. Whitin, Esq, Whitinsvilte,

Mass,

Cherry Stocks.— jS inquires what varieties

of cherry do well grafted on Mazzard Cherry?
Any and all kinds do equally well on this stock.

There is no difference, as there is with the Pear
on Quince.

Sex in PLANTS.-Probably few ideas excited

more attention of late years than those con-

tained in Mr. Meehan'8 paper on sex m

plants, read before the American Associa-

tion for the advancement of science^ at Sallen^

last year, and which was published entire

subsequently in the Gardener's Monthly. The

facts brought forward tended to show,that when

the plant was in the reproductive condition, it

was the greatest flow of vigor or viUlity pro-

duced the female, and a weakened flow the male.

The doctrine was so novel—so contrary to all

preconceived notions, that it was not surprising

that Professors Agazzis, Cope, and other emi-

nent men should have suggested that extreme

caution should be exercised in generalizing from

those fiicts. The most remarkable thing is, that

ri^-id scrunity of the subject has placed the mat

ter in an undisturbed position. Each observer

is continually adding to the stock of facts, and

no fact has been brought up to tell another story.

Dr. Masters in reviewing the paper, added new

facts from the Palm family ; and more recently

gives the following paragraph also confirming

the theory

:

At the last meeting of the Roval I^lsh Academy Dr.

MooRic,ofGlasnevln.reftd a pa?^r on theMoRPHOLO-

OY of the Flowers lu some Dickcious P^f^"- ^
raceme ,«f inflorescence of Nepenthes d»^tinatorlu

was shown, on which the flowers produced on the

lower half of the raceme were pseudo-hermaphrodite

having well developed ovaries which were surrounded

at their bases with imperfect stamens. The flowers on

the upper half of same raceme were all slamenilerous or

male It was mentioned that the only difterenceob-

servable between the ovaries of the pseudo hermaphro-

dlte flowers and those usually produced on female

plants was, that the valves did not adhere fl«;";'y»?-

gether, but sto«Kl slightly apart, somewhat as they do

after dehiscence. Pollen from the well ^«y«\«P^i";:^l^

flowers was scattered over the stigmas of the female

flowers, and some them were touched with the st^a.nen-

iferous organs which surrounded their bases, but in

neither case did perfected seeds result. A male plant o

Carlca Papaya was also shown, on which >^«^^*«^'

developed fruit, all the other flower, on it bel"K ma-
in both of these Instances the female flowers were the

flrst which had expanded on the inflorescences, wliere

the greatest vigor might be supposed to be present,

and judging from them and «om. other analogou.

^Les which were mentioned. Dr. MooR« wa. induo.e<l

to believe that vigor and healthiness n
P»*";«J« '^^^

conductive to the female line by vital force than to the

male.
^

It will be seen that the concluding sentence ot

this paragraph is almost identical everi in lari

guage with the concluding idea in Meehan s

paper.

The relationship between the author of that

paper and the editor of this Journal prevents us

from saying much about this theory without a

seeming egotism. But justice to our readers,

which requires us to keep them posted on all ad-

vanced horticultural ideas, seemed to demand

that we should let them know how the idea was

advancing. , , , . • j^

If the same ideas shall be found to hold outside

of the vegetable kingdom, our agriculturists will

have to throw Prof. Thcury's story over, and

learn again.

The Dion^a Article.-In our desire to

»'en-ross all the botanical news of the country,"

we give following entire from Hearth and Home,

of June 28th :

GARDENER'S MONTHLY. AND THE DlON^.A MUSCIPU-

TA-Our agreeable green-covered contemporary of

PhiU^pJ^a indulge' m the P^^^^-^'n' 'T^tllc^
its May number) that the article on the Diona^a Musci-

TulainireartH anU Hon. for August '^U. I^«; «^^» ^-

re-vamplngof a paper, in some previous issue of the

GaTn^'AfonrM^whlch is counted the sole original

source of information on that subject.

in mitigation of the olTence charged, we beg to say

that the article alluded to was ->'"-"" '^^^^^^^*^„,'^;^

well-known botanist, Mr. James «"««• ^^"'^^^"f^P"^'^

possession of the facts by Dr. Torrey, who. n turn, was

mTormed by Mr. Canby himself of the particular facts

relating to the Dionata mwticindn.
, »«

have been a more nttenlive reader ..f the Oardtm^'

»f^* »-we think Dr. Meeimn 18 over lealou. In «ip-

"ul h^plea^ant ,naga..neengr„_,,e,«n the bo.

'"cr^br/rn'tr; ... a.. ... o.^^^-.^

r. «"e rreYeVt"(«t"aIra.uary a, .t n.ay .een> .n

Chlrut mreetr.n ,nore or
•- XlT, -""TTat' w^

Mhould happen upon some Items or vaiu

time derived from other sources than the Mommy, i»

"
.,fnoI«ible-lf not probable; that we should engn.HS

will aorely companionate.
ir,„w;i and

The Ion" article referred to in Hearth ana

nonie, follows regularly the i.leas in Mr. Canby -s

article in the Gardener'. Monthly, and M.
paragraphs are in the «a»ie lan.juage. We there-

fi,re cannot accept the apology that it was d -

rived verbally from Dr. Torrey. No wonder onr

nei<.hbor exhibits such anxiety to raise other

Tstu s, 'august authority," "kind Providence."

.'New York '• " Philadelphia," " sources of in-

formation,"
'"

scientific christian," .and all these

I

other evidences of the truthfulness of its position,

I

M

1

i
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we gracefully resign in its favor, as we have
similarly done on former occasions. The onlv
thing which "seemed extraordinary on Chest-
nut Street '» was that a bet of ^500 was not
found amongst the other proofs of our "fireside

and family " friend.

For the benefit of our other contemporaries
we may add that in our twelve years existence
we have never made one complaint about ideas
or articles being taken from us without credit,

though it has often been done. The uniform
kindness and courtesy we have received from the
many scores with which we exchange,—two only
excepted,— has been sufficient evidence to us that
it was accidental. Even in the present case, one
of the worst kind because attempted to be cov-
ered up—we did not notice it for months, aud
should not then but for this very paper claiming
as "the sole original source of information," a
very trifling idea we copied from the Ohio Far-
mer,

IvNooiaxo THE CuncvLio.—J. 11. , Alliens
Ohio, sends us the following good note :

As it is soon to Ixjcurculio time, I wish to state
a few things that ar^ not new but generally for-

gotten.

Whoever will with perseverance knock their
plum trees in a proper manner, will save the
plums. But what is a proper manner ? I have
often seen persons take 'hold of the tree with
their hands and shake desperately. I have more
frequently seen persons knock with an axe on
the bark of the tree. Now the fact is the right
way is to drive a pretty large nail into the tree

to strike on, then one or two strokes will be
enough. The Jar is very much more stunning
and the sound is also sudden and disagreeable to

the insect. And then the nail will damage the
tree very little, while the other plan of striking
directly on the the tree is ruinous to it. It will

also require very hard pounding and a good
deal of it to bring them down. We know that
some have recommended a cushion or leather to
shield the tree. We only have to say that
though this may shield the tree, so it does the
"Turk" and defeats the effort. The question
is often asked, will this knocking business really
and effectually succeed ? ^Ve say if done as
above recommended, that it will without any
doubt. The sheet should be in tvro parts, or
two sheets rather, to lay on each side of the tree

meeting in the center under the tree. They

should have a strip of light pine tacked to one

edge for convenience. The operation should be
nearly every morning for two or four weeks, as

occasion may require. Some years more, some
less. It will be easy to see what is necessary

from their marks. I think this knocking is

quicker and cheaper than any plan yet devised

and it is certainly better."

Best Strawberry for Youci'Sg.—B., Fish-

kill^ New Vork. Triomphe de Gand^aml Aijricul'-

turiM are two good varieties for forcing. The
profits of forced Strawberries depend on your

market. In Philadelphia. D. W. Ilerstine sim.

ply puts hot bed sash over the plants in the

ground, and gets them over a month before the

earliest arrives from the South. He gets from

SI to SI 50 per quart, which we judge is good
interest over cost.

OxALTS Deppei Roots.—5. has eight Roots,

one of which has flower without rootleaves, the

other root le ives and no flower stem. This ig

often the case with flowering roots. The
flower stem is indeed made up of petioles ofwhat
should be root lea%s. Whenever there is any
tendency to a flower scape, and flowers are not

desired, pick out the flower stem as it appears,

—

when the reverse is wished for, checking the

supply of nutriment usually starts them.

Grafting.— S. Belleveu, Kansas, asks for a
receipt making Trowbridge's grafting wax.
This we believe is made up expressly by the

manufacturer,who has never published the ingre-

dients of which it is made. It is better than the

common wax,which is madeofabout4 parts ros-

in,2 parts beeswax^and 1 part tallow,applied just

warm.
We will try to answer the apple question next

month, as at present we do not know what one

the local name of " French Mealy " applies to.

Magnificent Pears —Wo received late in

January from Mr. T. G. Yeoman's magnificent

Beurre d'AnJou Pears, weighing half ajwund
each^ and of the highest quality. We have l^een

accustomed to concede size to the west, reserv-

ing to ourselves the palm for high flavor, but a
few more instances like the recent success of

Dr. Houghton, and these of Mr. Yeoman's will

tell another tale.

1870' THE GARDEJVER'S MOJfTELY. ni

Grape Vine Tendrils. -J. i^ ,
A^^^iO',

L I.—"Noticing the Gardener's Monthly to

cri've prominence to the more intellectual depart-

ments of gardening, I have ventured to ask

you if it is decided whether a tendril ot a grape

vine is a branch or a bunch. The subject was

discussed amongst some friends recently, seve-

ral of whom were considered botanists, but they

did not seem to agree themselves aboat it.

"

[A tendril is neither a bunch nor a branch in

the sense in which you seem to understand it,

but an epitome of the whole plant. It is really an

abortive shoot, in which are all the elements of

leaves, branches and flowers. The whole of

these things go to make up a grape tendril, and

hence at times we have leaves and flowers ap-

pearing on it. A bunch of grapes is only a ten-

dril in a more highly organized state; or in other

words a bunch of grapes is a branch in the

farthest degree removed from its typical condi-

tion.

planl of the Lily fivn.ily. We ^»»P«; ;7;t
Dutchman lived in that wigwam after the In

dian left it. It i, a very popular flower in the

wardens of the Pennsylvania Germans, and dc-

servedly.]

Geneva Horticultural Society,-"Blis8

STRAWBERRY SHOW.-We are sorry ^1]"^''^^^^

information too late to serve our
l^;>^^^;"f;

[^^
frien.ls. This often happens. We .hould havo

been glad to notice both of the ab.ve w- hY o^-

I

jects, if the news had come in time. Thty wer«

held the last week in June.

Lawn Mowers.-J. F., BochesUr, Mass.,

asks :
*' As I am an entire stranger to you, but,

as I see you speak of Lawn Mowers in your

Monthly, I have taken the liberty of asking your

advice about the best article of the sort that you

know of. I have about two acres of short grass

to cut, and as I have plenty of other work to do

I am hard pushed with cutting the grass some-

times. I have got one of Hill's small Mowers

with revolving cutter, but it is a plaguy thing

to run. What I want is a machine to do the

work easily and well-and to cut 20 or 24 in

swathe. If you will please let me know where

I can get a good machine you will much oblige

me-and if you are ever in the neighborhood of

New Bedford, I should be happy to see you.

[The Philadelphia Lawn Mower will we think,

meet your wants. See advertisement.

Wigwam Plant.— Constant Header, Larwas-

ter Co., Pa. "I send you leaves of a coarse

grass from the farm of a friend of mine near

Altoona, Pa. My friend says there is but one

patch of it on the farm, and that is on the site

of what was once an Indian Wigwam, and the

plant is thus supposed to have been introduced

by the Indians. Though ploughed up and hoed

it never gets killed out, and yet strange to say

it does not spread much beyond the boundaries

which enclosed it years ago, what is it?"

[This is the Hemarocallis fulva, an European

PERRY'S SCARIFIER -With all the improve-

ments in horse hoes and wecders we have no

found much of real va ue for some years until

now. We have had this in use t^^^^ «;»^^";^^

almost daily, and it is undoubtedly the he.t One

around is somewhat stony, and Mr. lorry s

cast iron brackets are hardly strong enough.

This is the only weak point we find. The rest

is perfection.

Pomological EXCURSIONISTS.-C0I. Wilder,

Mr. Downing, Mr. Ellwanger, and Mr. Barry

left llochester for a two month's tour through

California, on the 11th of June.

The Aha Californian, of June 20, says a party

left San Francisco to welcome them on the

Sierra Nevadas.

The Monthly on the Pacific.-A corres-

pondent frmi California writes: "I met with

considerable success the past season in my en-

deavors to extend vour Gardener's Monthly, but

not to the extent 'l hoped for ; for there is an

existent impression that no horticultural maga-

zine from the Eastern States can give informa-

tion adapted to our climate."

[Our correspondent should remind his friends,

that our object is not to teach gardening ;
but to

record and explain all new ideas or discoveries

in gardening made in any part of the world If

for instance we tell in the United States how

they grow Hyacinths in Holland,it is not that we

ever expect people here to raise these dutch

bulbs ; but that they may apply this knowledge

ty other things they do wish to raise. Our ami

is to make people who already know something

of gardening, intelligent. In this general intelli-

gence they will find profit.]

fc
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The " Authority '' on Strawberries.—
Our usually well informed contemporary the

Rural Kew Yorker., must have fallen into a se-

risus error about the article we copied in our

last from Hearth and Home. The Rural puts

the dis<;race of it on Mr. A. S Fuller. It so

happens that the editor of the Mfmthly was invi-

ted by Mr. Fuller to receive the plants from him
and test them, which he did as impartially as he
knew how. It is barely possible that Mr. F.

might write scurrilously of one who had always
treated him courteously; but he certainly would
not so stultify himself as to pen such a para-
graph against the 'authority " of his own choos-

ing. Let the Rural New Yorker do Mr. Fuller

justice.

Sport in Pelargonium.—Wc have from Mr.
Such a specimen of a Pelargonium in which a
light colored variety has l3ecome beautifully

striped and blotched with red. It is not unusual

to see these freaks in the Balsam, Dahlia, and

even the Chrysanthemum ; but it is not usual

here.

Infallibility.—The American Agriculfu-

rist seems pining for ome of that Strawberry

Short Cake. It does not like to see Hearth and

Home getting it all. Good children are veiy apt

to get overlooked,—we have to pacify those

which kick. The Agriculturist when it does

differ, knows how to do so courteously. Still it

is remarkable that when the Oardener^s Monthly

said " From these facts there is no doubt of the

difference in the two Strawberries," that should

be "asserting an infallibility of judgment"
highly reprehensible,—but when the Agricultu-

rist said emphatically, •' It is a humbug and a
swindle.,"* this !s to be taken as a harmless joke.

Is it possible that the first commandment was
issued for the especial benefit of one or two jour-

nals alone? We are not " asserting infallibility "

now, but simply asking for information.

BOOKS, CATATiOGUES. &C.
Peach rrnuRi!. By J. Alex. Fulton, PnblUhed by 0. Jadd k
Co . N«.w York.

Peach culture is so important and so heavy a
branch of fruit growing, that it is somewhat sur-

prising that no one has written a book about
it till now. Mr. Fulton brlnirs to the work great

advantages. A gentleman of meansand culture ; a
resident of one of the largest and best peach dis-

tricts in the Union ; a peach grower of large expe-
rience and observation The publishers have been
fortunate in this stage of their undertaking.

In the execution of this task, the author has
done the subject full justice. Every thing rela-

ting to culture and marketing the crop is touched
on and handled in a clear and masterly manner.
Some might have added more and others less,

and others given different opinions in some ques-

tion, as is clear from the discussions at meetings
and articles we read in the papers ; but we are

sure no one man could have given us a better

idea of peach growing and peach knowledge, as

it is, than Mr. Fulton has done.

A Simple Flowpr Oardf.w por Cocittry Homb.
nard. rabliHhed by Loria«, Bottton.

By Charles Bar-

When my " Ten Rod Farm '' was published,

and the puplic sought to be impressed with the

idea that it could not possibly be written by a
lady, we were charged with wanting to be very

wise. It is now announced that the author of

this, wrote that also.

Our objection to that book was, that it was
not fair to pretend that things which were only

reasonable, should be given as actual facts ac-

complished. We have no objection to romances

whon given as romances. The more they look

like truth the better ; and many very useful les-

sons (ran be taught in this way. not to such an

extent as in a ''ten rod farm," but still considera-

bly Mr. Barnard insists that what he now writes,

was done on "two narrow borders." We think

these pretensions mar the real value of the book,

which is otherwise very interesting, and will

much interest ladies for whom it is chiefly in-

tended.

Thb Mookri* Job. By Henry Peterson, Philadelphia.

This is a poem after the manner of Bailey's

Festus, in which the philosophy that "allthingK

are wisely ordered for the best*' is the ruling

idea Those who are fond of metaphysical in-

quiries, will find it very interesting reading.

THB MK. WHO AnvKRT,«K. I
magazincs which make agriculture a leading fea-

Is a very handsome volume, issued by Rowell
I ture, we believe this is gotten up m the uesi

&Co, New York, filled with information of
; style, whether issued in the north or south It

<rreat value to all who know or would know the - «..:^^^.i„ «...«..orin.r ^n^ w«U deserves it.

benefit of advertising.

Thf RrRAL Carolisiaw. Published at Charleston, South Caro-

lina.

We noticed this at its first introduction to the

public Very few of the newer journals equal it in

beauty or good management. Indeed of all the

is evidently prospering, and well deserves it.

Transactions of Wobcbster Countt (Mass.) IIorticultobal So-

ciEiY. From E. W. Lincoln, Secretary.

Shows a very prosperous condition of things

in this useful Society.

NEW ANT) KAHE FRUITS.

Siiermax Sweet Apple.—According to the

statement of II T. Brooks, this apple origina

ted in Middlebury, Wyoming Co , N. Y., about

forty years ago. Tree is vigorous in growth, a

good bearer, and the fruit is in eating from

Kovember to January, inclusive. It is of me-

dium size, roundish oblate at the calyx end re-

sembling the Rhode Island Greening, greenish

yellow or yeVowish green, with a bronzed blush

cheek in the sun, conspicuous white specks in

the blush, and suffused dark specks elsewhere ;

calyx closed ; basin broad, open rather deep

;

stem long, slender, set with a broad, very shal-

low depression ; flesh yellowish white, half ten-

der, crisp, juicy, sweet, very good.—iJuraf New

Yorker.

A White Northern Spy.—At a meeting of

the State Pomolosical Society of Michigan. May

3d, it is announced that Henry Holt, Cascade,

Mich., exhibited a '* Northern Spy entirely

white ;'• also Wagener, Holt's Seedling, Spitzen-

berg, Jonathan. Yellow Belleflower, Green Win-

ler^Sweet and Rambo were exhibited at that

date in fair order.

Reliance and Northern Blush Apple.—

I am indebte.l t-. G N. Smith, (Berlin, Wiscon-

sin,) for s.'veral specimens of the Reliance and

Northern Blush apples, new seedling varieties,

that it will be remembered , were lately shown

at one of the Wisconsin Horticultural meetings.

The claim mainly made in favor of these seed

lings is that of hardihood in the trees, they being

tlJbest two in an orchard originally planted

with seedlings, and out of which more than one-

half have died from the severity of climate, while

these have withstood all changes and yearly pro-

duced fruit.

the reliance

is of medium size, conical, broad and flat at

stem end, some specimens a Uttle oblique see

outlines,)slightly ribbed or with ^-ad s^^^^^^^^^

furrows, as with most of the class of GiUiflowers

and Colvilles ; color light, pale yellow ground

with broken stripes and shades of red on sunny

I^de; when fully exposed, the red is deepened

uid maintains its color, especially toward the

i,lossom end ; calyx nearly closed, with segments

divided and sli.htly recurved or ^^^^^'\^''^^^;^

basin deep, broad open, with many -;;";«^; P

furrows : stem short ; cavity deep and open, with

hght greenish russett at base ;
flesh white, mod-

rately finegrained, mild sub-acid tender, mod-

erately juicy, good to very good; core rather

o^n aVcenter, withlong capsules ;
seeds plump,

dark brown ; season, January to March.

Mr. Smith writes :-"The man who r^anted

the seed and set out the trees is known here as

Uut .rl He never purchased a tree or set ou^

an orchanl except of his own
g^^-^^^J^^

seed -a fact to which his two sons, one of whom

snow owner of this old orchard can bear testi-

monT The orcluird is entirely unprotected
from

westerly winds. I put these apples before the

^cLv here in Wisconsin a. possessing
thequal-

^e:?e most seek and need in o«r s^ve. cU^^

mate, viz :-perfect vigor,
^^^^^^^"^^^'^f^f^^^^

ness Ind good quality for cooking and the des

Tert They have not Avlled of a crop during the

Ss'-Urs, although
^^i^;^^^^::':^z

to 30^ l)elow zero once, and to 25 below iwi

^1

'
1

during that time.
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THE NORTHERN BLUSH.
Fruit of medium size, roundish oblate, irrofju-

lar or furrowed, llj^ht, pale yellow «^round, with
a vermilion blush in the sun at stem end ; stem
short

; cavity open, deep ; calyx large for size of

fruit, half closed ; basin broad, shallow, corrusja-

ted ; flesh white, coarse, spongy, dry, hardly

good ; core medium ; seeds brown, plump ; sea-

son December.—F. K. Elliott in Baral New
Yorker.

NEW AND HAKE PLANTS.
Tn a recent number of Van IToutte's Flares

de SerrPft^ are some beautiful figures of plants, of

which the following will have an interest for

Americans

:

Xanthocerar sorbifolta, a beautiful, har-

dy, Sapindaceous shrub of moderate size, with

grey bark, imparipinnate leaves, and terminal

racemes of largish, regular, five-petaled, white
flowers, having a purple eye ; this comes from

China and Mongolia. M. Decaisne remarks
that it will probably form, when fully grown, a

small tree similar to the allied Ka^lreuteria. The
flowers appear with the young leaves, and the

stain at the base of the petals passes from yellow

to reddish brown, and then to violet-purple.

Desmodium PENDULiFLORUM, a hardy fru-

tescent plant, springing up annually from the

base, and producing long pendulent branches,

and abundant racemes of reddish purple papilio-

naceous flowers from July onwards till late in

autumn, and according to M. Van Houtte, one
of the finest Japanese introductions of our time.

Hydrangea stellata prolifera. a very

tlistinct form of Hydrangea, and one which is

very suitable for cultivation as a decorative

l^lant ; it has roundish ovate leaves, and large

dense globose terminal cymes of pink double

flowers, formed of numerous spreading elliptic

oblong sepals, and was introduced to St. Peters-

burg by Maximowicz from Japan in 1865. M.
Van Houtte describes it as very pretty, but a
slow grower.

Hemerocallts disticha FLORE PLEN), re-

produced from the first volume of the '*FIoral

Magazine," a very showy herbaceous plant with
large orange yellow flowers marked with flame-

colored spots, and having the parts of the corol

la about quadiupled as compared with the single

or type form.

Azalea indica Maximilten, a rather small-

flowered particolored variety, with a ground
color of pink, here and there 8trii>cd with car-

mine, here and there edged with white, and ac"

cordinir to the description given, inconstant ; it

was derived as a sport from the variety called

Heine des Beiges.

Anemone flowered Petunias.— A new
class of Petunias has made its appearanee in

Europe, called the Anemone flowered These

are double. The outside corolla being as in the

single Petunia ; but in the center is a short tuft

or " rosette formed of five small petals as in the

garden Anemone or some Camellias. Mr Bull

in his very interesting catalogue of new plants

for 1870, thus speaks of them :

This new section is remarkable for the pecu-

liarly attractive formation of the flowers, from

the centre of each of which there is a projocting

tuft of small florets, and these being frequently

of diversified colors, produce a singular and

pleasing effect.

Animation, pure white, with the central pe-

tals mottled with crimson.

Brightness, pure white, very prettily barred

and blotched with deep rose ; a fine flower.

Constance, pure white, with central petals

of a deep violet crimson color.

Emblem, bright violet, veined and shaded

with crimson ; an attractive variety.

Neptune, pure white, all the flower blotched

with violet rose.

Sybil, lavender, blotched with white, the

whole of the flower reticulated and veined with

purple ; an exceedingly beautiful variety.

Leucocarpus alatus —An extremely use-

ful plant for winter decoration. When well

grown it is very ornamental, its long racemes of

snowy fruits forming a beautiful contrast to

those of the celebrated hybrid Solanums, and for

which the Leucocarpus is a most suitable com-

panion. The berries are large, pure white, and
produced in great profusion.

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE.

Profits of Horticulture.—At a recent

meeting of the Dayton (O.) Horticultural Socie-

ty—one of the most useful Societies in the West,

several gentlemen took part In the discussion of

this subject. Amongst these were Messrs. Oh-

mer, Mumma, Acksteder and Wambaugh, all

names of well known successful men.

The secrets of success were set down to be

finding out what does well in ones soil, giving

every attention to culture and marketing, with

strict honesty in ones dealinss, and no humbug,

not trying more than could do well. One gen-

tleman thought that the continual striving after

excellence, was the one thing needful. If a man

has this element in his nature, the others follow-

naturally after.

The Cherokee Kose.—The legend of the

Cherokee Rose is as pretty as the flower Itself.

An Indian chief of the Seminole tribe, taken

prisoner of war by his enemies, the Cherokee?,

and doomed to torture, fell so seriously ill, that

it became necessary to wait for his restoration

to health before committing him to the fire.

And as he lay prostrated by disease in the cabin

of the Cherokee warrior, the daughter of the lat-

ter, a young, dark faced maid was his nurse.

She fell in love with the young chieftain, and

wishing to save his life, urged him to escape

;

but he would not do so unless she would flee

with him. She consented. Yet before they had

gone far, impelled by soft regret at leaving her

home, she asked leave of her lover to retun, for the

purpose of bearing away some memento of it.

So retracing her footsteps, she broke a sprig of

the white Hose which was climbing up the

l>oles of her father's tent, and preserving it dur-

ing her flight through the wilderness, planted it

by the door of her new home among the Semi-

noles. And from that day this beautiful flower

has always been known, between the capes of

Florida and throughout the Southern States, by

the name of the Cherokee Rose.

It is of rapid growth, and soon forms a hedge

as dense as it is beautiful. It runs along the

roadsides likewise, converting roads and fences

into thick banks of leaves and flowers. It climbs

to the tops of high trees, hanging its festoons

among the branches, or letting them droop

wild flower, with its five white petals and centre

of gold, imbedded as it is in so many brightly

shining leaves of green, gives almost a bridal as-

pect to the spring landscape, and well nigh

makes all the citizens' cottages look like homes

of the i^oets.—IIorticulturisL

Fruits for Kentucky.—The last meeting

of the Kentucky Horticultural Society recom-

mended the following list for that State:

API'LES—summer.
Carolina Red June,
American Summer Pear-

main.

FALL.
Porter,
Lady Finger,

Ro.KDUry Russett.

winter.
Ilewes' Crab,
Moore's Sweet,
Limber Twig,

Early Harvest,

Red Astrachau,
Jersey Sweet,

Maiden's Blush.

Frankfort Queen,
Pcnn. Red-Streak,

Lady Finger,
Rome Beauty,
Wine Sap,
Rawle's Janet,

Hall's Seedlin"
LadyApple,

PEARS—STANDARD

'ot

Ben Davis, (or N. Y.
J

Pippin, (incorrectly)

i

Tyson,
Swan's Orange, (astrin-

gent)
Doyenne Boussock,
Julienne,
Osband's Summer,
Lawrence.
Doyenne d'Ete.

DWARFS ON quince.

Osband's Summer, Louise Bonne de Jersey
- •

• Butfum,
Lawrence,
Seckel.

liartlett,

Flemish Beauty,
Madeline,
White Doyenne,
Buff"um,

Glout Morceau,
Seckel,

Belle Lucrative,

Duchess d'Angoulemc,
Glout Morceau,
Tyson,
Beurre Giflard,

Early Tillotston,

Catharine,
Brevoort Morris,

White Heath,
George IV,
Early Newington,
Heath Free,
Lagrange
Vant Zant's Superb,

Hale's Early,
Columbia,

peaches.
Wards Late Free,

Grand Admirable,
Grosse Miguoue,
Red Rareripe,

Tippecanoe,
Sidock'8 Late Free,

Crawford's Late,

Hopkinsville Free.

Cole's Early,

Old Mixon Free.

gracefully to the ground. la fact, this showy
\
Norton's Virgmia,

Delaware,
Catawba,
Concord,

GRAPES.

Ives' Seedling,

Hartford Proliflc,

Diana, or poor soils,

I
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FORE GN INTELLIGENCE.
Selling Pollen for fertilizing purposes, at

80 much per packet by mail, is the latest horti-

cultural idea in England.

New English Strawberries. —These do

not seem to have held their ground any more

than American ones have here. At the leading

Horticultural exhibitions we note that the old

Keen's Seedling generally bears away the prize.

Rose, Princess Christian, seems to be one

of the most popular of new European Roses.

New Water Pot.—A new thing in water

pots has appeared in England. There is no

rose but the spout, which is pierced with holes,

and indeed acts as a rose.

Manvre I'or Conifers.—A correspondent

of the Lowlon Journal of Jlorticultare ridicules

the once popular fancy that manure is a bad

thing for Pine trees.

Smut in Grain.—Du Bary and Tulasnes

have a memoir in a German work, Prinysheems

Journal, on these parasites. It appi'ars in some

of the species they are formed as little globes,

not threads, and that one is formed out of

another as in a necklace. To the naked eye

they appear as threads. The first productions

are not small enough to enter the stomatas of

the plant ; but they produce secondary smaller

ones, which get in, and then the destruction of

the tissue commences. From movements ob-

served it is suspected that even these smuts and

rusts have separate sexes and cross fertilize as

do other plants

Split Shoots Uniting.—The Oardener^s

Chronicle i\oahl9 whether a shoot slit horizon-

tally through the pith, could be set together

again so as to form a perfect union

Propagating tiik Hyacinth.—The follow-

in<» account is from the Dublin Oarclener'>s Re-

cord. Other bulbs may be increased in a similar

way. It will atlord useful hints to those not

well versed in the mysteries of propagation

:

'*The propagation of the Hyacinth is a most

interesting operation in relation to its culture.

It has two modi-B of increase, in the same way as

most bulbous plants ; in the first place by ott'sfets,

which are young bulbs that form themselves

round the base of the parent root ; and secondly

by seeds ; but as need saved from white, blue, or

red rtowers will produce seedling of all shades of

color, it follows that the propagation of all ex-

isting kinds must l)e effected by oflfsels ; but as

the increase of natural offsets is a rather uncer-

tain process, and of too limited A character, it

cannot be depended on to create a supply equal

to the demand. The cultivators have therefore

adopted two methods to assist the production of

bulbs.

When the bulbs are removed from the gfround

in June, those required for the purposes of prop-

agation are divided at the base by three or four

cuts with a knife which penetrate not quite to

the centre of the bulb. This destroys the unity

of the flower by dividing the base into six or

eight parts. The divided base is then sprinkled

with sand, to absorb any moisture that may ex-

ude, and then removed to the drying room and

treated in the same manner as the general stock.

They are planted in Octo er, when numerous

small bulbs are formed on the edges of the in-

cisions. The parent bulb, though large and vig-

orous when divided to induce propagation, sel-

dom produces any leaves, or makes any sisin of

growth, as all its strength goes to the formation

of small bulbs at the base. When taken up from

the ground the following summer, the small

bulbs are carefully separated from the parent,

and dried in the same manner as the matured

ones ; these are again planted in the autumn,

and the process is contined for four or five years,

before they become large enough for exportation.

The second method differs from this, in that

the whole base of the bulb is scooped out. Great

care is required in the after management to pre-

vent rot. The bulb thus operated on is dried in

sand, and planted in due season. By the follow-

ing summer the scooped interior has become a

mass of small bulbs, less in siae, it is true, but

much more numerously produced than under the

first method. The after management and cul-

ture is the same as in the foregoing process, but

six or seven years are required to bring the

bulbs to perfection. Some varieties are propa-

gated best by the first, others by the second

process.

injured in any way, however slight, the uses of

the flower are at an end. The stamens are al-

most as hardy as the leaves, and are very rarely

injured The petals, also, which are the beaute-

ous part: stands a good deal of rough usage.

They are, however, of no benefit to the fruit.

To discover when Apples or Pears are killed by

frost, simply look to the pistil, which very soon

shows the effect; if it is green it is w.U, if black

then it is dead ; and for further satisfiiction cut

transversely through the young fruit, and ex-

perience will soon teach, even with the fairest

rtower, the value of a black heart.''

The Rose in the Window.—
Thwre 8 »i rost^ l<K)kinK in at the window,

In every condition of life*,

In d:i.v8 of content and enjoyment,

In hours with bitterness rife,

Were er there's the smile of a woman.

As bright as a beam from above;

'Tis the rose looklnK In at the window,

And rtlilng the dwelling with love.

Reynolds IIolf.

Flowers Injured by Frost.—It is well

known to American Strawberry growers, that

when a Strawberry flower is injured by frost, its

pistils are the first to suffer, and that it gets a

*• black eye." A correspondent of the London

Journal of Horticulture contributed an excellent

paper showing that this is the case with all

fruits. Ho concludes by saying :

" It will be seen, therefore, that the most ten-

der portion of the flower or fruit is the style of

pistil, and that is the vital part ; when that is

Movements of Chlorophyll -M. Pril-

LIEUX, in a note recently presented to the

French Academy makes some further observa-

tians an the Movements of the Grains of

Chlorophyll in plants under the influence of

li.rht The ureen matter of plants, or chloro-

phyll, occurs, it is well known, under the form

of i^rains. Many years since M. BoHM, a Ger-

main observer, announced that in certain eras-

sulaceous plants he had seen these grains become

heaped up in the middle of the cells under the

direct action of 'he sun. More recently a learned

Russian, M. Famintzin, has recognized in the

cells of the leaves of a Moss (Minium) some very

marked movements of the grains of chlorophyll

under the influence of light ; and his discovery

has been confirmed and extended by his com-

patriot, M. lioRODiNE. The author had carried

out confirmatory observations on another species

of Moss (Funaria hygrometrical), which he thus

described:
»' The action of light on the position of the

.Trains of chlorophyll can be conveniently studied

at nicrht, with the aid of a lamp. I v^iU recite

8ome"experiments made on December 20th last.

At 5 P M. the plant, kept for several days pre-

vious in darkness, showed all the grains of chlo-

rophyll applied along the lateral partitions be-

tween the cells. It was exposed to the light of

a lamp under the microscope, and several grains

moved to the upper face ; the movement being

II
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Tery appreciable in the course of an hour, two
|

grains occupying the middle of the upper cell- ,

wall of the cell The lamp was then put out.

K\>1.ViW\Q grains which were arranged along

the upper partition had mostly regained the

lateral partitions. At 11.30 all without excep-

tion had become fixed on the lateral cell-walls.

The lunp was again lighted, and after a few in-

stants the grains again changed i)lace, and after

a quarter of an hour several had glided from the

lateral to the upper cell-wall. Their position

was successively noticed at 11.55 midnight,

12.15 A. M, 12.30; when the displacement

seemed finished the grains were distributed on

the superficial partition of the cells ; they had

taken their diurnal position. Either by the light

of the lamp or by daylight I have seen this

changing of the grains of chlorophyll from the

nocturaf to the diurnal position take place in

about an hour.—Gar(lener '8 Chronicle.

The Anemoxe jAroxiCA as a Decorative

Plant.—So much attention has lately been paid

to plants for spring and summer decoration, that

this and other autumnal flowering plants have

been unwisely and undeservedly neglected.

Plants for autumn display are, however, every

year, becoming more than ever a necessity.

The recent introduction of so many tender

plants for summer has had a tendency to shorten

rather than to prolong the beauty of out-door

gardens. The old Anemone japonica is both

valuable and useful. I now, however, wish to

call attention to its white variety, Ilonorine

Fchert; for, among all lale blooming, hardy,

herbaceous plants,! know of none that equals it,

and its large and lovely pure white flowers are

produced in great abundance, 'i his last autumn

it was a mass of bloom up to the first severe

frost. After this temporary check, and during

the subsequent mild weather, it was again in

great beauty. Up to the middle of November

U continued to make often successful attempts

to unfold its profusion of flower buds. In rows

and groups it produces a lovely effect, and that

at a time when most of the summer l^edding

plants are dead, or paralysed with cold. As a

pot plant it is equally striking. There is gene-

rally a dearth of plants in bloom in our conserva-

tories when fuchsias, &c., are removed, and be-

fore crysanthemums and forced flowers come in

During this interval the anemone in question is

in its best condition. Its propagation is by no

means difficult. If the larger portions of its nu-

merous fibrous roots be cut into little pieces,

each will produce a plant. If examined, they

will be found to be covered with small wart-like

excrescences, sometimes even a rudimentary

leaf may be visible on them. The smaller por-

tions of the fibrous roots need not be wasted,

but should be collected, and placed thickly in a

flower-pot, and covered over with sandy soil
;
in

a short time the surface will present more the

appearance of a pot of seedlings than that of

cuttings.

Really these herbaceous anemones should be

much more grown. During the past summer

we were visiting the gardens of an old residence

at Acton, Middlesex, and in some mixed herba-

ceous borders we found large clumps of the old

Anemone japonica, and its paler variety, A. ja-

ponica hyhrida, that had remained in the ground

undisturbed for a considerable period. The

patches were quite two feet in diameter, and a

profusion of flower stalks had grown from them

to the height of four feet, each of which was

literally loaded with fine blossoms, with hun-

dreds of buds coming on to succeed them. A
fitting companions to the splendid and continu-

ous summer-blooming plants is the white varie-

ty mentioned above. During the past summer

we grew and bloomed in 32 sized pots some

planls of yl. Ilonorine Fohert, which grew to the

height of about two feet, and bloomed the whole

summer through, till the frost cut them oft'.

Being somewhat confined in the roots, the flow-

ers were not so large as if the plants had been

growing in the open air, but this was amply

compensated for by the immense number pro-

duced. Out of doors as well as pots the Ane-

mone japonica flowers freely and continuously,

and our readers who have not already got them

in their gardens should obtain them. A good,

deep, and somewhat rich loam suits them well

but they should not occupy a low, damp spot.

Once obtained, these herbaceous anemones can

be soon increased by division at the roots in the

autumn or early spring. They can also be raised

from seeds. The white variety is not so plenti-

ful as the the older kinds ;
jxirhaps because it is

not so much appreciated as it rea ly deserves to

be. Once grown it will never be abandoned as

a summer decorative plant for large or small

flower gardens. For cutting from, it is also in-

valuable, and the flower stalks are long and

stout, and the flowers are by no means of a fra-

gile character.— Garciener's Record.
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HINTS rOR AUGUST,

FLOWER GARDEN^ AND PLEASURE
GROUND.

Every reader of our pages ought by this time

to know how to trim a hedge. Experience

shows all do not. Perhaps if we put the rule

in a few words, it may be remembered. To keep

all parts of a plant healthy, every part must

have light. A hedge trimmed with upright sides

and square top, allows light to the bottom parts

of the hedge only mornings and evenings, there-

fore, the faces of the hedge should be sloping.

Such hedges m9wcd once a year, are models of

perfection for twenty years.

The improvements in mowing machines have

nearly driven the scythe out of use. This is to

]>c rejoiced at. It is a blessing to hundreds of

gardeners, and numberless places are enabled to

be kept pretty that were in roughness before.

Every one should have a mowing machine. But

every new idea produces evils as well as good.

So these machines allow small weeds to get light

which were crowded out in the long grass of

past times. These now crowd out the grass in

their turn. We pointed out this consequence

when mowing machines were getting general.

Hundreds now find it so, and ask us for the

remedy. All that can be done, is to keep up

the health of the grass by top-dressing in fall.

This will keep the grass up in good heart longer

than it otherwise would be. But it will fail in

time ; then the best thing will be to break up

the plot, and sow it down again with fresh grass.

It is pleasant to note the increasing attention

given to hardy herbaceous plants. Now is the

time to look after collecting seeds. If the places

where they are sown can be covered with some-

thing to shade them, and kept thus shaded till

next spring, it is best to sow now. MoKtof ourbest

hardy herbaceous plants are natives of America,

hence if we see very pretty flowers in the wild

wood or prairies, there will be nothing unfashion-

able in saving their seed and sowing in the gar-

den also. When sown at this season, they will

mostly flower the next year. Some seeds must

be sown now to grow at all. Sweet Briar is like

this. AVash the Haws out of the red pear like

fruit, and sow in sandy soil.

Hollyhocks are generally increased by divid-

ing the roots or cuttings of the stems ; but these

are best renewed occasionally from seeds. The

very double ones do not seed freely when unaid-

ed by art. The petals which are produced from

the staminal column, overgrow the pistils and

prevent the pollen from acting. Therefore it is

necessary in order to get seed with certainty, to

rub a camel hair pencil in the pollen and twist

it around in the centre where the pistils are. An
examination of the double flower will show what

is meant. Single Hollyhocks usually vary much

from seeds ; but double ones reproduce them-

selves very nearly, because it is hard for them

to fertilize with their own pollen, and worse

from others. If new varieties are desired, use

the brush in the pollen of some other color than

than one you wish seed from.

Some plants vary from seed very much with

out any cross fertilization. Carnations and

Pinks are of this class. Thcf^e seed very freely

in this country, and many forms may be had

from one plant. They are beautiful, and as

sweet as they are good looking. Pity they are

not more grown. Left to themselves, they will

d
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dwindle away in time. Every other year the side

branches should be layered into rich soil to re-

new tht'in. Roses may be raised from the haws,

like Sweet Briars. They flower in two years,

and may make one's fortune. Devoniensis or the

Masnolia Rose was thus raised in a lady's gar-

den^ She was paid well for the whole stock.

«•••*

FRUIT GARDEN.

Two successive ser.sons of cjood crops is highly

encouraging to the fruit grower. He must now

take care that exhaustion does not follow. The

wise orchardist has thinned his fruit at an early

&tage of growth, and will now be looking round

for"matcrial to fertilize them with. It is not too

late to do it yet to advantage. We should sur-

face dress with manure, compost, or rich mate-

rials, any time between now and frost ; but the

earlier the better: There is not much use in put-

ting it on after the soil is frozen. Rains wash

its best portions away. As to kind of manure,

it makes little difference. If the surface is not

disturbed much, the richer the surface soil the

better. We have noticed but little difference be-

tween animal manure and mineral. Some of the

best and healthiest trees we know, stand near

the manure heaps in farm yards.

A little trimming is useful to most trees at this

season. The Blackberry and Raspberry may

have their tops shortened so as to leave the canes

about four feet. Some do this earlier in the sea-

son ; but the buds are apt to burst if done too

soon. In like manner, pear and apple trees that

«rrow well,but produce no fruit, are benefited by

iiaving, say half of some of the young growth cut

back. The buds then left arc very likely to form

flower buds, in place of growth buds for next

season. Many take out the old shoots of rasp-

berry and blackberry after they have done bear-

in<^ and we have in times past recommended it

ourselves; but on further observation, we see

very little good, if not positive injury. The par-

tial shade the old stems make, seems rather bene-

ficial than otherwise under our hot suns.

Strawberry planting often commences in Au-

<rust, providing the weather offers a chance. Get

the soil in readiness for this chance. Heavy

manuring is not good for the Strawberry except

in very poor soils. Wet soils are not good. But

the soil cannot well be too deep. In the field

subsoil,— in the garden dig at least 12 to 18 in-

ches. Strawberries do better moderately close

than too wide, some kinds do very well in beds.

After a piece of ground is dug at this season

for Strawberries, roll it well with the garden rol-

ler. When ready to plant, make holes with a

dibble, fill the holes with water, and when it soaks

away, put in your plant which has been kept in

water to prevent wilting. But, in putting in the

plant do not plant too deep. ''Too deep'' kills

€9-hundredths of all the Strawberries that die in

the year from transplanting. "Too deep" is

when anything but the small fibres arc buried

under the surface.

As to varieties, it is strange to say that after

so many new kinds, Triomphe de Gand and Wil-

son's Albany still find the greatest number of

advocates. Downer's Prolific, Jucunda, French's

Seedling, Agriculturist, Brooklyn Scarlet and

Fillmore are kinds which prove good in many

situations,—and about Boston, La Constante

and Hovey's Seedling are still largely grown.

The Grape vine at this season will require at-

tention, to see that the leaves are all retained

healthy till thoroughly ripened. It is not a sign

of healthiness for a vine to grow late ; on the

contrary, such late growth generally gets killed

in the winter,—but the leaves should all stay on,

to insure the greatest health of the vine, until

the frost comes, when they should all be so ma-

ture as to fall together. Frequent heavy syring-

ings are amongst the best ways to keep off in-

sects from out-door grapes, and so protect the fo-

liage from their ravages.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.

As soon as your vegetable crops are past

kitchen use, clear them out. Never suffer them

to seed. In the first place, a seed crop exhausts

the soil more than two crops taken off in an eat-

able condition ; in the next place, the refuse of

the kitchen islikely to produce degenerate stocks.

Good seed saving is a si)ecial art by itself, al-

ways claiming the earliest and best to ensure a

perfect stock.

Celery will require earthing up as it grows, to

get it to blanch well. It is not well, however,

to commence too early, as earthing up tends, in

a slight degree, to weaken the growth of the

plant°s. Take care, also, not to let the soil get

into the heart in earthing, or the crown is apt to

rot.

As fast as Endive is desired for Salad it should

be blanched. Matting thrown over is the best

for this purpose, as the plants are not so liable

to rot as when pots or boards arc employed.

In cold or mountainous regions. Melons are

hastened in the ripening process, and improved

in flavor, by a piece of tile being placed under

the fruit.

Keep weeds from your compost heaps, as they

exhaust the soil, and bear seeds for future brow-

sweatings.

Sow Lettuce for Fall crop, thinly, and in deep

and very rich ground.

Early Valentine Beans may still be sown early

in the month,—the soil for a late crop should be

well trenched, or if the Fall be dry, they will be

stringy and tough.

Cucumbers, Squash, and other similar plants,

often suffer from drought at this season. Cold

water does not help them much, but a mulching

of half-rotten leaves strengthens them consider-

ably.

Cut down straggling herbs, and they will

make new heads for next season.

Towards the end of the month, a sowing of

Spinach may be made in rich soil, which will

come in for use before Winter. That desired for

Winter and early Spring use, is usually sown in

September in this region. A few Turnips may

also be sown for an early crop, but will be hot

and stringy unless the soil is very rich.

Corn Salad is often sowed at the end of this

month. It does not do so well in damp soil or

low situation.

COMMUTs^I CAT IONS.

ONE HOUR AT THE NURSERIES OF
MESSRS. IIOOPES & CO., WESTCHESTER,

PENNA.
BY MR. J. TV. WOOD, WASHINGTON IIEIOIITS,

N. Y.

For the benefit of future horticultural pilgrims

like myself, I would remark that these Nurseries

are situated about 28 miles from Philadelphia ;

time, (according to trains) from 1 hour 15 to 1

45 ; fare, 80 cents each way. I would also re-

mark, that if the traveler or tourist has no other

object in view, (if he possesses a natural or culti-

vated taste for the beauties of Nature,) he will be

amply repaid. The scenery on the route is not

strikingly romantic or picturesque, but it amply

atones for this in other respects,—it reveals to you

that nature has spread before you a temptation

to come and live here amid these beautiful valleys

and rolling hills. Almost every foot of it as far

as I could see within ray limited line of vision,

is susceptible of cultivation. You scarcely pass

over 2 miles, but what you sec a brook or a

streamlet, (or if the Scots prefer it, say a bum or

hurnie.)

It is also well covered here and there, just

when it is required, with the finest timber, use-

ful and ornamental. Even the rocks where they

jut out here and there, just to give you (or remind

you) a hint that they are alive. They suggest

an idea of beauty and utility— also beauty, when

they modestly expose themselves—because thoy

have not that glare and glitter of our N. Y.

Island granite rocks, there is not so much mica

and quartz in them. Tbey have feldspar and

more magnesia, which is so grateful to the wheat

there, and does Viot injure the grass either. The

farmers know this, which is the reason why
these two crops are the predominate features on

this route, I presume.

There are not many striking specimens of ar-

chitecture or buildings on this route, excepting

one, which attracted my attention. It is on the

ri'dit of the road, and I think about 10 or 12

miles from Philadelphia, about ^ mile from the

track. It is a noble structure, and built on a

most commanding elevation, and as I found out af-

terwards, built for a laudable puq^ose, i. c, for

the education of the junior members of the

"Friends" family. I may be mistaken, but as

far as I could judge, it is built of the native rock

there, which is a mixture of the Seri)entine tilcosc

and magnesia, which is toleiably durable and of

a pleasing color. [Strathmore College.— Ed.]

In passing by this building, 1 felt a very strong

impulse to pull the strap and get out, and take

a trip up on the roof, and go on by the next

train. I found this imprtcticable, so when I re-

turned to Philadelphia, I took my revenge by

craining admission to Girard College, and seat-

\x\^ myself on that roof. I was much pleased

. (?!
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with the, view ; but am positive the otlier view cles, are the different varieties of Canna?, next
with the, view ; bu am posu ve u.e o .. -.w. .. j^--- .^-

^,, .,^„thus Versehaffeltii,

would haveaffordcdfarmorc pleasure. But I tind,
,
to tncse a row oi ? ^ , „ „ . -^1

as I fear my readers do, that I am delaying too
j ^f-

-^^er row_of '^e b-d lea^f
Jer^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Ions; insteadof taking the express as I intended, i

have taken the '
'way train ; '

' but here we are at the

depot, and am informed that it is 15 minutes

walk to tlie Nursery, which I found correct. A
very unpretending quaUrhh looking sign tells

you that this is your destination for the present.

As you enter the gate, on the left is a large

specimen bed of Rhododendrons in full bloom ;

out of the number, the following are distinct and

good, viz : "X€€'8 iXxrk Purple,'' '^Album ele-

'^jans,'' Purpureum Jimbriatum,'' "J^kncZa," and

'•grandijiora.'"
'

In connection with this, I would remark that

[ consider the horticultural public are much

indebted to Messrs. IIoopcs, Parsons, and one or

two others who have engaged in this enterprise.

It is a manifestation of public spirit. It requires

rAipiial and akilL

We have plenty, (or shall have soon of ever-

green trees) but good reliable evergreen shrubs-

are a rarity yet. The answer to this will be,

that we can import them from Europe cheaper
|

than they can be raised here ; very likely it has

l)een tried. Try it yourselves.

After looking at the Rhododendrons, "face

right about," and you will see a pretty lawu of

about J of an acre, skirted by a well graveled

walk. On the margin of this, are planted out

Kpecimens (or what will be specimens bye-and-

bye,) of the choice Conifers. Amongst many

others, I noted the following, viz.: Abies excel-

sa prostrata, a curious, and would be a very ef-

fective plant in the hands of an intelligent land

(Vinca elegantissiraa variegata,) and again on

the outer edge to complete the picture, a belt of

the dwarf summer flowering Lobelia I should

like to have a look at this bed from the outside

of this fence about the middle of September. If

I could be sent by telegraph or through a pneu-

matic tube, there might be some possibility of

gratifying my desire. As this idea comes with-

in therangeof impracticability, the next best thing

I can do, is to advise any of my gardener friends

who visit Philadelphia, to go there and see for

themselves, and then record the results of their

observations on the pages of this Monthhj. This

bed is flanked by two other large beds ; one filled

with scarlet Geraniums, not with old straggly

worn out plants from the greenhouse where they

have being doing duty all winter, but young vig-

orous, healthy plants of the same color, and

which will give a good account of themselves (if

not before) about the time I pass through my
pneumatic tube iu September. These side or

flank beds are encircled by an edging or belt of

one of the old fiishioned -Stone crops (Sedum sex-

an^^ulare) and accords well with the other grass

verging.
At the rear of one of the propagating house?,

is a very handsome, bold, scroll shaped bed cut

in the grass. Time not permitting, I only

glanced at a few. The most striking plants I

saw, were Weigelia rosea nana variegata, For-

sythia Fortuiiii, Spiroea callosa alba, &c.

From this we turn down into the herbaceous

•^rounds where there is a fine collection of hardy
leciive pian. ui uicuu, w. «» "•"y"--"^ "-;"

herbaceous plants, and I must say that it would
<^cane (^ardener; Abies conica, another good va- "*=*""^^""' t"*

'
. . -r. ^soAi)c p.n V.U

,
, ^ . „i « be much finer and more extensive if gardeners

rietv of the Norway, not very common yet also "« •""^" ""^
, i «• i „ 7 hi.* -^

^
'and the public in general would afford a IdiU

more encouragement and patronage to men like

Messrs. Hoopesand a few others to keep these very

useful plants in existence. The first plant that at-

tracted, my attention was a Columbine which

I had never bcfoi*e seen, Aquilegiacoerulea. AVhy

or where it received this baptismal name, depo-

nent knoweth not, but he knows what he thinks,

and that is that it is a misnomer: bicolor gramli-

Abics Gregoriana, another gem of that genus

;

also Nigra pumila belonging to the same sec-

tion. Taxus cuspidata and Retinospora pisifera

aurea are goml, and will make a mark in the fu-

ture if I am not mistaken. These are only a

few of the many that attracted my observation.

At the back of the lawn are three propagating

houses, which I did not enter. In front of these

facin*^ the lawn, and also at the rear one of the

houses, were some beds, worthy of a slight no- 1

./^^''^ ^vould have been quite as euphonious, and

tice.

The one in front facing the road, is a large

circular bed about 25 feet in diameter ; in the

centre is one plant of one of the best varieties of

the Castor Oil plant,— surrounding this in cir-

far more expressive as regards the colors, as they

are about equally balanced, ^ clear white, and ^

nearly a pure azure blue. It is a beautiful

plant, hardy and one of the most valuable acqui-

sitions in the herbaceous line since Diceutra sixic-

tabilis was introduced, nearly twenty years ago.

In this department I noticed a fine collection of

Iris in full bloom, also a plant which I have not

se.n for thirty years, a plant of no special beau-

1

ty, but very rare, as rare about in itsnativehab

itat in Great Britain as it is here, (Salvia pra-

tensis.)

If I dismiss this subject on herbaceous plants,

I shall feel dissatisfied, unless I call attention to

a remark Mr. Hoopes made to me in reference

to them. He said this class of plants he was

fond of, and some time ago had more variety,

and paid more attention to them, but the de-

mand for them seemed to have ceased, and they

actually did not pay the expenses. Now this I

feel certain is true, and "pity 'tis true,'' as they

have been neglected and displaced in a great de-

gree to make room for a lot of evanescent trash

which bear no comparison to them, cither in

worth or beauty.

There is a very fine collection of Clematises

here, specimen plant of each variety trained to

high rustic posts. Among other fine ones, So-

phia flore pleno and A^iticella venosa attract no-

tice. Another valuable addition to the lawn

trees when it becomes more plentiful, will be Al-

nus imperialis asplenifolia, it looks very promis-

ing in its growth.

We now pass on through row after row of fine

young stock of evergreens—Magnolias, two or

three'varicties of Copper Beech, till we come to

the grounds surrounding the Proprietors' resi-

dence, and here we have a treat in glancing at

the fine specimen evergreen and deciduous orna

mental trees that greet us left and right.

The first is a plant 12 feet high of Libocedrus

decurrens, the next Thuja aurea variegata, a

beautiful plant, Taxus (RoUison's elegantissi-

ma) fine, Glyptostrobus sinensis, 20 feet high, and

jierfect in shape ; Plain and Copper Beeches in

all their f\iiitastic forms and colors, and one of

the finest trees of the white Spruce I have ever

seen, and here close by, is No. 2 of that gro-

tesque nondescript Japanese ConifertB, the Gin-

ko (Salisburia) adiantifolia. No. 1 I saw some-

time ago at the nurseries of Mr. L. Menand near

Albany.
,

,

. „ ^r ^u^
Left and right are noble specimens of the

Norway. Several had been cut out this winter.

But the most conspicuous plant (it was in full

bloom,) was a very large plant of the Calendu-

lacea variety of Azalea ; as far as could be made

out from the label, the variety is Prince Henri

de Borie. Princes I must admit are antagonis-

tic to the genius of the constitution and institu-

tions of the country. All I can say (for the

adornment of the country) is the more we have

of this Prince the better. Mr. Hoopes 1 think

said he had it from Mr. Van Houtte, and I be-

lieve it is the only plant he possesses.

P S The Aquilegia coerulea I referred to, l

forcr'ot *to state that Mr. Hoopes received the

seeds from Dr. Parry, who collected them when

en-a-ed in the survey of the Rocky Mountains.

BOSES.

BY MR. PODBURY.

A Es^iay read before the Geneva JlorticuUural Society.

At your last meeting here, I read a paper on

the best varieties of popular Roses, in their va-

rious classes or families as they belong. I m-

tended to go through the whole of the fami los or

classes, from the Prairie to the Sweet Briar,

Rosa rubignosa, or Eglantine Rose of the Poets

as seen by the roadsides in isolated places, which

is known to all by its rich perfume (from its

leaves) ; but my time has been so much taken up

this season that I could not attempt to give it

the attention that it should receive. At some

future time I may commence and go through

the whole of the families or classes of Roses.

My principal object to night is to give you my

Ideas of exhibition Roses, in a cut state ;
forcing

Roses in pots ;
growing Roses in pots for exhibi-

tion ; a few new Roses as flowered this season ,

and insects and diseases the Rose ,s subject to ,

hopincr I may command your attention and m-

tercst to this most deserving and popular flower

the Rose.

1st. ExiiTBiTiXG Roses cut in Boxes.

Every one who cultivates Roses may not do

so with the design of becoming a candidate for

floricultural honor, but the most energetic and

ardent lover of Roses is loth to If 1»« «^
^^J

flowers remain at home qn an exhibition day

as they oftentimes do through timidity. To

such I would say, try and try hard and you will

soon find your timidity gone, and you will be

able to face competition with a bold step. If

vou are l^eaten by a more worthy compeer, it is

no disgrace ; but'try again, ^' faint heart -ever

won b^e ribbons. "-Another class of exhibitoi.

recklessly cut and put up for exhibition anything

in the shape of a Rose, and bungled togethe

without any tasteful arrangement and i bea en

often quarrel with the good judgment of the

K^
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censors for not giving them a first prize. To

such I would say, stay away ;
your company is

not wanted. What is wanted in Horticultural

exhibitions is something to improve the mind

and taste of the public at large, and increase a

fondness for flowers. What conduces more to

happiness and comfort than to see a well kept

garden enlivened with flowers of all descriptions

and well stocked with the choicest fruits and

vegetables? In nine cases out of ten let me see

a well kept garden, and I shall see a well kept

liouse to correspond, and happiness and comfort

reigning within its walls.—On the other hand,

let me see a garden full of weeds, gates off the

liinges, a few scattered fruit trees with half the

branches broken down, and I could almost

guarantee that squalid poverty reigns inside.

Horticultural exhibitions have been the making

of many thousands of homes of poor men who

used to spend their leisure hours at the ale

house, village store, or idle corner, by inviting

them with small premiums to compete for prizes

at Horticultural fetes. In the manufacturing

districts in England the working men hold their

weekly shows during the season, from May to

December, and it is really quite astonishing to

see the wonderful specimens these men produce

in fruits, vegetables and flowers. There are

Auriculas, Carnations, Pinks, Picotees, Dahlias,

Hoses, Apples, Pears, IMums, Gooseberries, Cur-

rants, l^aspbcrries. Cucumbers, Celery, Pota-

toes, Onions, Lettuce, etc. The first-class gar-

dener has no chance to compete with these men

in the small classes, as he has too many other

things to attend to. I have strayed a little wide

of my subject ; let me now return and follow the

Hose.
Koscs in a cut state should be exhibited in

trios in boxes. Say for 24 varieties of Roses the

box should be 4 feet long, 21 inches wide, 8

inches high at back, and 4 inches in front-

This angle allows a good slope so that all the

flowers can be seen to advantage. The box

should be made of inch material, and painted

sreen, a false bottom made to fit the inside, to~ 7

^ inch of the top in which to place small tin

tubes to hold water to keep the flowers fresh.

Neatly cover the top with green moss. For 96

varieties 4 boxes of the size mentioned above

;

and for 12 varieties, half the size for 24.

As to arrangement, endeavor to get all your

flowers of a uniform size as far as possible, using

the larger ones for the back row, as nothing is

more out of taste than to see a large rose placed

in the middle or front row, with small ones on

each side. The outline of show Roses should be

circular and free from raggedness ; the flowers

should be full, and the petals arranged as regu-

larly as possible, the larger the flowers the bet-

ter, p/oviding they are not coarse, and the colors

should be varied with all care. In gathering

the flowers the earlier in the morning the better,

before the sun has power to alter the beautiful

tints especially of some of the high colored, thin

petalled varieties which, alter quick in dry, hot

weather, and damage their beauty so as really to

make them unfit for exhibition in the latter part

of the day. Two persons of good taste and

judgment should attend to the cutting operation

and'' staging, and call for the flowers so that

they will keep fresh and last through the day,

or two days if required. It is desirable that

every stage of the flower should be presented to

view -those thin petalled, high colored varieties

should not be more than three parts open when

cut,and ifshaded and sprinVled with clean water,

by noon will have fully opened and appear to

their best advantage. There is a great excep-

tion in some of the stiff petalled varieties, such

as Baron Prevost, Caroline de Sansal, Charles

Lawson,Madam Charles Verdier, and Wm.Grif-

fiths. All of this type should be fully opened

when cut ; they will keep good four or five days

if attended to. All cut Roses should be shown

with their foliage intact and not mutilated and

trimmed off as is often seen, like a rooster to be

pitted to fight a barbarous battle to please a

rough crowd All buds should be left on so that

there can be no deception, in what you really

see as a perfect rose. By this budding you may

increase the beauty of worthless roses, and often-

times bring such varieties out apparently grand

that are utterly worthless, unless treated so.

Such varieties we can well dispense with, as

what is really wanted is constancy, and true

character. Some little success dei)end8 on the

taste with which the flowers are arranged.

Nature should be studied as a model. It re-

quires just as much taste to set up a first class

box of Roses, as it docs to plant a group of flow-

er beds in harmony. Much will depend on the

material you have. Contrast should be aimed

at that no two similar colors should be in con-

tact with each other.

All roses exhibited should be named correctly,

and also properly classed.—Neatly written cards

placed over the box opposite the flowers they

bear reference to, is well ; but I think nothing

better than wooden pegs, plainly written on and

stuck in the moss. They cannot be surpassed

as they cannot be displaced, so as to cause con-

fusion and errors in names.
, i> ^

Now you have the flowers arranged ready lor

travel perhaps 300 to 600 miles before they are

to be exhibited. What is to be done with them ?

Shall the covers be put on the boxes and the

flowers be kept closed from the air? By no

means. Seek as cool a place as possible and

free from draft and away from the light unti^

ready for departure. When ready, place the

covers on and see that they are securely fasten-

ed. Insert a few airholes in the sides of the

boxes, if the weather is hot, and if dusty have a

few corks in your pocket, if traveling by road, to

prevent the dust getting in. Withdraw them as

soon as convenient and let them have all the air

possible. If you are traveling by railway, you

will have to keep a sharp lookout that your

boxes do not get upset, as railway officials are a

rough set to handle delicate flowers. I once had

a beautiful box of 24 completely spoiled quicker

than I could possibly get to attend to them. Of

course my temper was up. The only reply I got

was, " you should fasten them securely," and so

finished all my prosiiects for the day.

Judging Roses is an arduous and irksome task,

which'no'one should undertake who does not

really know how. Many men would go and

judge a collection of Roses by mere sight and

crive the honors to a gaudy, worthless lot, l)ear-

Tng no comparison at all with a choice collection

of'well made up flowers in form, coloring, g^pd

foliage and neat arrangement. Cut flowers do

not require so critical an examination as Roses

in pots ; still they should have their share of at-

tention. I have often heard remarks passed by

men appointed as censors, upon such Roses as

Blairii No. 2, Lord John Russell, George IV.,

Madeline, etc. " What glorious flowers ;
these

must have the first prize! ' And poor Coup de

Hebe, Madam Rivers, Madam Vidot. Glone de

Santenay, Senator Vaisse, Charles Lefebvre,etc.

must stand back in their opinion, as bearing no

comparison with the man of straw. So it is m
human life ; the mere man of show is far more

thou<nit of than honest, sterling worth. If two

censors cannot agree, they should call in a third

party, if to be found, and let his decision be final

I well know errors will creep in occasionally.

My advice to censors is, if a collection of flowers

is not worth a first prize,give it a second, if

worth it, if ndL worth the secoud,disqualify it,and

state your reasons for so doing. When two sets ot

flowers are so nearly balanced that it would be

difficult to draw a line, give them both equal

prizes ; and not by any means give a prize where

it is not deserving, for by so doing you always

encourage a lot of rubbish brought to exhibitions

bv the unskillful and slovenly cultivator, which

tends more to harm the progress of Horticulture

than to improve it.

A little thing I omitted in cut Roses. It ttic

weather is dry'and hot, a shading with brown

paper is very essential to many of the deep col-

ored flowers to preserve the natural colors. A

good soaking of water is beneficial occasionally.

2nd Growing Roses IN Pots.

To crrow Roses in pots for greenhouse or win-

dow culture is a very pleasing occupation. To

crow them successfully, choose some young vig-

orous plants, say in April or May, either on own

roots or on Manetti stock ; repot them in six

inch pots, and plunge them in open air to the

rim of the pot ; keep them well supplied with

water and occasionally give them a little manure

water ; keep all the flowers pinched off until tlic

middle or end of September ;
you will then have

a plant with six to eight well ripened shoots

Prune them back to a well ripened eye, and

shake them clear out of old soil and repot them

uslncr a compost of good loam and well rotted

manure-about two-thirds of the fornaer to one

of the latter, with sufficient sand to keep from

packing hard ; soak the newly potted plant weU

with water, and plunge it again in a sunny spot;

and by the end of October you will have the pot

full of young and vigorous roots, and the shoots

from tiirce to four inches long. Then introduce

a few at a time to the greenhouse or window,

and by the time the frost has killed the Roses

out of doors, these will be ready to succeed them,

and give you a supply of rose buds without a

crrcat expense of fire heat from December to the

end of January. By adding a few fresh ones,

you can be well supplied with rose buds during

the winter months, without a great deal of trou-

ble and expense. The Roses best for this pur-

pose are some of the best Teas, Chinas and Hy-

brid Perpetuals, always choosing the strongest

rrowers, and freest bloomers.

3rd. Roses in Pots for Exhibition.

This point is not so easily obtained as one

would imagine. In fact, I may say it requires

a deal of energy, attention and time to make a

first-class specimen Rose, fit for exhibition.
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AVhen you have once obtained it, you may well

be proud of your success; you may say you have

acoomplished one of the greatest feats in Horti-

cultural Science. Nothing but skill, industry,

foresight and perseverance will ever accomplish

this end. To start a batch ofyoung Hoses to grow

for specimens, select only the best growers and

llower8Combined,in young, thrifty plants in three

inch pots,in May,choosing a selection ofall colors,

from Teas, Noisettes, Hybrid Perpetuals, Hy-

brid Bourbons and Hybrid Chinas ;
repot them

in seven inch i)ots, in a rich compost of turfy

loam, two parts, with one part of well rotten

cow manure, wilh a mixture of fine charcoal and

coarse sand. Pot them firm, but not so hard as

to pack.—To grow them vigorously, make a hot-

bed of stable manure, same as for a hotbed frame,

where the rank heat has escaped ;
plunge the

pots to the rim ; say about eighty to eighty-five

degrees of heat ;
you will be surprised to see the

vigor with which your plants will grow. Keep

nil blooms and weakly wood pinched away ;
by

the end of July, if well attended to, the plants

will be ready for another shift, using the same

compost as before ; the size of the pot this time,

must be regulated according to the growth

made ; if they have done as I should expect, a

ten inch pot would be the size; at this operation

a few neat stakes should be stuck in. Draw

out all the shoots to bring the plants in form,

keeping an eye to making it a pyramid. The

tallest shoot to be placed in the centre, and four

or five placed round it to correspond ; drawing all

the others as close to the rim of the pot as possi-

ble. As soon as potted and staked turn the bed

over and add a little fresh manure from the

stable yard, and plunge them again down to the

rim. By the end of September your first year's

p'.ants will be something near two feet high, aud

two feet through at the base ; a tolerably good

plant for one year. Now it is time to let it go

to re-t, by lifting it gradually out of the hotbed

about two inches at a time, for the next month,

in order to ripen the roots as well as the tops.

Do not let them suffer for want of water while

ripening. By the end of October the plants are

ready to be placed in iheir winter quarters, or

laid on their sides. To prevent the roots getting

too wet and rotting, before severe frost sets in,

take your plants and place them away in a cool

cellar, giving as much air as possible, at all fa-

vorable opportunities. Should you want any of

your plants for exhibiting the following spring,

about the first week in January select such as

you require, and shake the soil clean away from

them, and repot them in the size pot you are al-

lowed to exhibit in. Soak them with water and

place them in a cool greenhouse, in which the

temperature is not kept above 40 d-grees at

night. They will then soon make fresh roots

and begin to swell their buds. Now it is time to

prune them, which is one of the most essential

points in growing. Most people are afraid to

use the knife freely. I should cut back my

plants to within four or five eyes of their last

growth, or even to one eye if I found my wood

was not well ripened ; if your first plants are

wanted for blooming, say by the middle to the

20th of April, about the 1st of February place

them in a gentle bottom heat, say from 55 to 60

degrees, avoiding top heat as much as possible

to prevent them growing weak. Give as much

air as possible (avoiding cold draughts^ on every

available opportunity. As soon as your plants

begin to grow freely, sprinkle them over the

folTage with lukewarm water morning and even-

ing, to encourage vigorous growth, and give a

little weak manure water every time your plants

require water, which should be at leas% three

times a week. If your plants have been growing

steadily, by the middle of March you will have

a most luxuriant foliage, and the buds formed,

which will give a good idea of which is the best

for your purpose. Now is the time for you to

commence to stake out the young shoots and

bring your plants into form, and for the next

numth you will have your hands full of work

—

They must be watched carefully, as you would

watch a child, at all opportunities, from sun-

shine and shadow, or change; to bring your

collection all into bloom by the given day. The

day is named and will not be put off for you If

you have been idle and slovenly, it tells against

you, in favor of the more careful and industri-

ous. Presuming you have your plants all that

can be desired—you have still more work to do ;

from where you are located, the place to exhibit

them is, perhaps, 100 to 500 miles, and you are

anxious to get them safe. Every shoot must be

tied to a firm stake, and every bloom wrapped

carefully in cotton, wool, or tissue paper, to

prevent the bruising, and if you have to travel

by railroad, always have your plants placed in

the back end of the car, as they are not shaken

one half as much by the vibration, as if in the

front end of the car. Having arrived at the ex-

' hibition, if you can possibly geU into a quiet

' secluded corner, unpack your plants carefully.
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have a sponge in your pocket, and wipe off every

speck of dirt on the foliage, and if you have an

hour to spare, sprinkle your plants all over

lightly and close them from the light. They

win be as fresh and vigorous as if only brought

from the greenhouse. As soon as convenient

select, if you can manage it quietly, the best

position on the stage, and take time and place

them up quietly and arrange them so as to show

off to the best advantage. This is a little help.

As soon as everything is done, walk quietly

round and eye competitors, and see how you

stand, and if you can improve at all, do so as

quickly as possible. "There is no music ma
second fiddle." Should you be the successful

competitor, the honor is of far greater value

than the prize; whether you are in private or

public business, your name goes before you. If

beaten, try again. Notice on what point you

have been beaten, and try to make that point

<Tood What is to be done with the plants that

you have already shown? Don't neglect them

by any means, but follow them up as smart as

you did last year, then by the end of the season

tliey will be about five feet high and as much

through-fit to show in a second class. The

year following, follow the same directions, and

the third you ought to be able to compete in the

first class with plants feet high and five to six

feet through. ^, , ^p ^r^oni.

I think I have given you the secret of speci-

men Rose growing in pots, and I don't think it

would harm Geneva to attempt it, and at once;

and iiot let it be said that the whole energy aiW

soul of the Nursery business lies in a neighboring

city. Try what you can do.

We have flowered a few of the new Roses this

season, and I find those named below first class,

although I must say they have not had a chance

to come out as they ought to, there being so

much red tape in the Custom House, as to duties,

etc., in this country, that the roots were com-

pletely dead when they got here. They had to

make all new roots from the stem, and still have

done well. The following are the names of the

best that have flowered :

Antoine Dacher, Horace Vernet,{grand dark

crimson, purple shaded, decided improvement

on Prince Camille de Rohan), Dr. AnJry, Mad-

am Alfred de Rougemont, Madam Moreau

Madam Therese T^vet,Margeurite de St. Armand

Mons. Boccenne, Paul Vf rdier. Baroness Roth-

schild, Madam Noman, Pitford, Sole de Mons.

Poiteau, Thyra Hammcrick.-These are all

perpetuals. Bourbons- Rev. H. Dombrain.

Tea scented-Clothilde, Reine de Portugal, Sou^ -

enir de Elise Vardou, Madame Falcot.

Enemies of the Rose.-A good soil and

situation, free air and full sun, with good manu-

ring, pruning and good culture, will prevent

more diseases than the most skillful would ever

be able to cure; still there are diseases, all roses

are more or less liable to, viz.: Aphis or green

fly, Mildew, Black Rust, rose slug, larva ot the

Sawfly, leaf hopper or thrip and the Rosebug

or Beetle. . .,„,,

^j,/a-3.-The best remedy I have ever found

to completely destroy them is a solution of tobac-

co water, mined with soaked Quassia chips and

syringed over the whole bush of an evenms. 1

done effectually, by moruins you will not Snd

"Ifil^^'or WMUF.r,gu.-'m. is evidently

caused by a too cold, damp atmosphere, especi-

ally when plants are subject to a sudden change

It often makes its appearance in a few hours.

If in a house, the surest way to completely

eradicate it, is to fill the house with vapor of

quick-lime and sulphur; about l^^r
, ?r a

Le to 1 lb. of sulphur, will completely clear a

house of Roses free from mildew m one mght

Bvseeio" them next morning you would not

«Lk the'y had ever been tainted with nu dew

Treatment for mildew in the open a>r-add two

ounces of blue vitriol to 4 gal ons of wate and

syringe the plants affected. It is apt to injure

r Foliage 'occasionally, but it will preven

mildew. Another remedy is to sprinkle the

plants while the dew is on early in the morning

wUh quick-lime and wood ashes, which answers

well, but IS not so effectual as the above.

Black iJ«.(.-This disease is much simdar to

the blight in the pear in this country. I have

alwius attributed it to stagnation,caused by too

?u::Hant growthand too sudden»J™"

wet "rowing weather, to sudden drought
,
the

roots°cannot find nourishment to support the

s"p consequently stagnation and disease are

sur^ to follow. I have seen acres of Roses com-

Ite y stripped of their foliage in a dry summer

rjulv bv this blight. In 1807, 1 saw through

a quarter of Roses'astrip of land that had been

trenched, two feet deep, where an old road had

iTn used While both lots of Roses on each

^de re^t completely stripped of their foliage,

those in the deep trenched land were most luxu-

riant, not a particle of blight to be seen, I

* n
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should always myself have my land to grow

Roses thoroujjhly subsoilcd, if on a large scale ;

if small, trenched. I know of no cure possible

for black rust better than deep cultivation.

Base Slug or Larva.—A sprinkling of Helle-

bore, say two ounces, mixed with two lbs. of

Potash, will completely eradicate these in two

dressings.

The Leaf Hopper or Thrip is a most detesta-

ble insect in Hoses. The best remedy I have

ever found for it, is to sprinkle gas lime amongst

the bushes, but not strong ; better to do it twice

moderately than an overdose to kill the bushes
;

or make a solution of tobacco water and whale

oil soap, and syringe the underside of the leaves

carefully ; this will help destroy them, but not

80 effectual as gas lime.

I have now completed the few remarks which

you have so kindly permitted me to make. My
time being fully occupied, I have been unable to

arrange and properly treat the most interesting

branch of floriculture. It has been my good

fortune to be reared among these queens of floral

beauty, and I may be pardoned if I desire to

communicate my enthusiasm to others. If I

have been successful in making clear to you

some of the results of my experience and obser-

vation, I am amply rewarded, for if you come to

know what roses may be made by preserving

and intelligent industry, you v.ill, I am sure,

awaken from your lethargy and rival the mother

country in producing the flower that pays and

pleases the most. Your climate and soil are in-

comparable. You only lack the disposition. I

have confidence that you will not let beauty and

pride both be lost to Geneva.

—»

BEAUTIFUL TREES.

BY CHRONICLER,

Magnolia conspicua blooms earliest in spring,

and is then surpassingly beautiful. The flowers

are large, of tulip form, pure white ; and pro-

duced in great profusion, long before the ex-

pansion of the foliage, which makes the tree the

most conspicuous in cultivation. It is a native

of China ; and should be set in all arboral deco-

rations where it will withstand the changes of

climate.

Cercis canadensis keeps full, the chain of

blossom,betweeu Magnolia conspicua and the fol-

lowing trees:

Cerasus multiplex called double-blooming

Cherry, is of large size, thrifty growth, and beau-

tiful proportions ; the branches forming a half

globe, and wholly covered with its double daisy-

like blooms of pure white; produced in immense

profusion, and last nearly a month.

yEsculus hippocastanum and coccmea, called

white and red blooming Horse-chestnuts Are

so generally grown, well known, and highly ad-

mired for their beautiful blooms, and compact

habits; forming colossal leafy columns, of sym-

metrical granneur. They require no further

description here than to state, that the beauties

of both are greatly enhanced when growin- but

a short distance from each other.

Tilia Earopcea, is called European Linden and

Lime tree. It attains a medium size, with lo i-

a-e and form the most graceful, and is truly

beautiful. It looks as if the most expert artists

masterpiece. The blooms are a rich yellow color

with most charming perfumes. They are pro-

duced upon an under set of pale colored leaves ;

the main veins of those leaves form the foot

stalks of the floret clusters, which hang like

beads of shining gold, and impart a richness to

the tree, not easy to describe.
, , . ^

Our brethren in the South boast of their fra-

grant rows and groves of Magnolias. And we

of the North ,
would proudly boiist of our odor-

iferous rows and groves of Lindens, if improvers

would more generally set them out.

Tilia Americana, is the American Linden

tree It is of a more robust growth and habit,

and attains a larger size than the European

species. In form, foliage and stature, it is one ot

NIC handsomest specimens of an ornamental tree

Its blooms are also yellow and slightly pertu.ned.

These two and all the other species of Linden,

should be set in every large arboral embellish-

ment. They flourish upon various kinds of soil,

and in diflferent exposures.w*

BEEF EATING FLYTRAP.

BY 8. B.

I have been interested in the discussion on

the DtoacEi, and cannot help s:iying that my

opinion is against both the Jleartli and Home

and the Gardener's Monthly claiming originality

for the fact that the Venus Flytrap will eat

beef. Many years ago Mr. Knight, of the firm

of Knight and Perry, of the King's Road, Chel-

8ea,informed me that he had in times past experi-

mented with beef instead of insects on the leaves

of these curious plants, and that the plant not

only seemed to consume the beef, but all these

plants were more healthy and vigorous than

those not so fed. He was of the opinion that

the object of the plant in closing on the insect

was the eating of it as food, just as the corres-

pondent of the Monthly supposed, m the article

under dispute. Whether Mr. Knight published

the fact or not I do not know. He was not

much of a contributor to the magazines, but he

must have told others, as it was one of the

thin-8 he delighted to speak of. However

whether or not he published the fact, his word

would be sufficient with all who knew how hon-

orably accurate he always was in all things. In

this connection I may mention a domestic inci-

dent in his life, which though somewhat gossipy

can do no harm, as all of the parties are now in

the spirit land. Mr.K. was employed as gardener

with a wealthy country squire, for whom he had

a great attachment. His employer had an only

dau<Thter, who set her heart on the young gar-

dener. I suppose she must have supposed the

attachment mutual, or at least that an avowal

on her part would not be ill received, for she

wrote a letter, and managed to have it conveyed

to Knic-ht, in which the condition of her heart

was plninly revealed. It was a delicate position

to be placed in. Many a fellow with less brain

or inte«rrity would have concealed the prize so

temptingly within reach, and an elopement and

misery resulted in due course,—New York

Led«-ers, et ceteras, notwithstanding. His com-

inon°sense, and sense of what was due to a kind

and loveing pareDt,induced him to hand the letter

at the proper time and moment to the young

lady's father. He was at first indignant, but

admiring the course of the young gardener, for

whose general intelligence he had already con-

ceived a respect, he told him if he really loved

his daughter he would place no impediment in

his way. Knight avowed his feelings of esteem

for her, but he had made up his mind to get

throuc-h life by his own exertions, and for one

educa'ted in the lap of luxury to be the wife ot a

c-ardener would never do; and to live on a wife s

fortune would be opposed to his own manly

notions of independence. The result of this

conversation however was, that some time after

this Knight married his employer's daughter,

but on his own request received no money with

her; but the father bought the beautiful piece

of ground known as the King's Road, and erect-

ed the magnificent gr^-enhouses thereon, which

was and still is under Veitch, the model plant

nursery of England. On this the couple started
1

out into life, to work out their own l|vmg and

happiness together ; and all who had tlie plea^

ure of knowing Joseph and Mary Knight, know

how successfully they accomplished both buc^

instances are rare ; but this one bears tellin,

though of such a private nature, as it show s

that; spice of romance, which th^y^"^S are

apt to delight in, need not
^^^'l^f'^^^.^^'l^

ciated with crooked ways; but that strict Ivmor

and integrity either in love or business, is as

likely to bring things to a successful issue as

the mean and tricky courses so often pursued

Pardon this digression, which has ^^en sug-

gested by the Dioncea topic, and if not horticul-

Tural enough for your:readers,cut it out,-I shall

feel no offence.

WINTER TREATMENT OF TENDER
THINGS.

BY GARDENER, BALTIMORE, MD.

You often ask for notes about little things,

and though it may not be new to

f'^^^^e
others may like to know that old plants of some

things are not the best things to keep over the

winter. I have seen many people go to much

trouble to take up Coleus, Verbenas and other

like thin<rs,but they don't do much good. 1

like to take cuttings of all these tlung8 in Au-

gust or September, and get fair rooted plants

^fore frost. These do a great deal better than

the old things. I could never keep Torenia

Asiatica over winter, till we struck oft the young

plants. The old ones had work to live. I have

only a warm greenhouse to keep tbinS« over

and those who have a better place can pAlaim

do better with these things ; but for those who

like me, have no great convenience, I would say,

strike young plants and let the old things go.

NOTES ON MAPLES.

BY MR. H. C. BEARDSLEE, TAINESVILLE, O.

I see in your number for June, a commenda-

tionof Red Maple (Acer rubrum) as an orna-

mental tree. Its form is compact and rounded,

and its foliage dense, more so than those of any

native Maple. It is quite numerously represent-

ed among the shade trees of tbf
/^^^^f

' ^fJ
notice this year a peculiarity, which if often re-

peated, will detract from its merits. It is one of

the earliest trees in bloom, and its seeds (sanaa-

ra;) are matured and fall by June 1st. This

year many of these trees have matured immense

crops of seed, and the growth and ripening of
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the seed have exhausted the vitality of tlie trccs.and

the foliage is very scanty and has a sickly ap-

pearance. They will scarcely regain their

liealth and vigor this season. I do not remem-

ber having noticed this occurrence before.

Acer nigrum which here grows upon the allu-

vial river bottoms in company with Acersaccha-

rinum, is planted here sparingly, and difters in

foliage from any other species. The leaves are

longer, of a darker and richer green, and have

the lateral lobes flexed downwards,

Acer dasycarpum is native to our alluvial bot-

toms. Why is it not more frequently planted ?

[Acer dnsi/carpum is the silver, white or soft

maple of the nursery catalogues. It is a very

rapid grower, and much used in the east as a

.street tree. It grows too fast for a permanent

tree, as in time it shades only the roof of the

house at mid-day. Hence the practice of cut-

ting it back had to be inaugurated in the large

cities, which eventually destroys the trees, and

has been one of the chief causes of the disappear-

ance of trees from sidewalks in many places.

Acer nigrum is very distinct from the common

sugar maple. In addition to the diflereuces

pointed out by our correspondent, the under sur-

face of the leaf is nearly of the same tint of green

as the upper, while the Acer saccharinum has a

shade of grey. The lobes of the black sugar arc

also blunter than those of the common or more

eastern form. Our cultivated plants of A. ni-

(jrum do not fade away in the fall to the beauti-

ful crimson of the other species, but the shade in

summer is much more dense and grateful.

Th« fact in reference to A. riihrum is very in-

teresting. We should be glad if our correspon-

dents would more frequently send us such facts,

which they must often observe. There are good

traits and bad ones in every thing. Jt is neces-

sary to good gardening to know all.

—

Ed. J

f >»

BOTANICAL EXPLORATIONS IN EAST
TENNESSEE.

BY DR. C. C. PATIRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICUL-

TURE, WASniNGTOX, D. C.

In accordance with instructions, I have made,

since the 1st of June, a brief botanical explora-

tion of the high mountain region of East Tennes-

pcc, bordering on the boundary line dividing this

State from North Carolina, traveling the usual

southwestern route, by the Virginia valley, into

East Tennessee. I left the railroad at Carter

station, about twenty miles south of the State

line, and proceeded thence by a rough mountam

road, crossing the Watauga lliver to Elizabeth-

town, the county seat of Carter County. This

place, located in an irregular alluvial basin on

the Doe River, just above its junction with the

AVatauga, is surrounded by moderately high

wooded mountains, the dear rapid mountam

stream on which it is located affording excellent

water power, which is only partially improved.

From this point, following up the increasingly

rugged and contracted valley of Doe River,

which at the time was swollen by recent rains to

the size of a formidable stream, difficult of cross-

ing by the ordinary method of fording, the next

settlement reached was Doe River, seven miles

distant, up to 'which point a branch railroad

has been graded and prepared for track-

laying, intended eventually to pass through

the mountains on the east to connect with the

railroad system of North Carolina and the At-

lantic coast. Twelve miles further above this

point I reached the upper settlement of this sec-

tion, directly adjoining the high mountain range

of the Roan and Iron Mountains, dividing Ten-

nessee from North Carolina. At Elizabethtown

I secured the services of Mr. George Emmert as

guide, who, in addition to an intimate knowl-

edge of the whole country adjoining, is possess-

ed"of the tact and ingenuity peculiar to moun-

taineers in all countries. Never at a loss for a

trail, always ready to meet emergencies, he was

just the companion a stranger to the country

would most desire on such a trip.

In making the principal ascent of Roarf Moun-

tain, we followed up one of the numerous

branches into which Dae River divides, passing

through a dense growth of hard-wood forests,

I

consisling mainly of sugar maple, tulip tree,

I

beech, oak, birch, chestnut and linden, inter-

spersed with occasional growths of wild cherry,

magnolia and horse-chestnut. The undergrowth

presented a dense mass of shrubbery, including

the kalmia laurel, rhododendron, azalea, oil nut

{jiyrularia.) ^nd other forms common to more

northern forests. The rich loamy and clay soil

was everywhere saturated with moisture, result-

ing from recent rains. Only rarely, and at long

intervals, was there any exposure of granitic

rocks, which, as well as the decayed fallen trunks

of trees, were densely covered with mosses and

foliaceous lichens. The clear streams dashed

over rocky beds, with crystal pools along their

course, from which the guide took out, in an

hour's time, a fine string of mountain trout.
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The lateness of the season may be inferred

from the fact that strawberries were in bloomIn making the steeper ascents directly at the

nary species, «o abundant below, give place to a ter part o. Ju y

nearly exclusive preponderance of birch, which

was continuous in its dwarfed aspects to the

summit gap. Not till reaching this point, fully

five thousand feet above the sea level, were we

ret'aled with more than a passing glimpse of the

ranc^e which we were so laboriously ascending.

Hen?, however, the view opens on the smooth

Massy sloi)es known by the country peop'.e under

The significant name of ''Mountain Balds."

These grassy or bushy slopes are interspersed

here and there by dark groves of balsam and

spruce, which serve to give a pleasant variety to

the landscape. From the smooth rounded knolls,

a magnificent view is afforded of the surround-

incr country. In order to give time to a more

thorounh examination of the vegetation of the

hi'-h summit range, we made camp for a night

on'the divide, taking shelter in a dense grove of

balsam firs. Fortunately for us, the weather

was unusually serene and pleasant. The next

day we strolled leisurely over the different swells

composing the main ridge, mounting to the high-

est rocky point, which, according to the accu-

rate meisurements of Professor Juyot, reached

an elevation of six thousand two hundred and

thirty-eight feet above the sea, falling but little

iKilow the highest summits in th3 Allegheny

^*'lhU "beautiful Roan Mountain," so charac-

terized by early travelers, has been a favorite re

AVe were fortunate, after enjoying a few hours

of fine weather and extensive prospect, to ac-

complish the descent just in time to escape one

of those drenching rains so common on these

high exposures.

^In the lower valley there is a considerable

scope of tillable land composed of a rich soil sim-

ilar in its general character to the celebrated

Virginia Valley. It is well adapted to wheat,

corn, grass and ordinary field crops, the differ-

ences of soil and exposure indicating the special

adaptation to particular crops. Grass is most

luxuriant on limestone soils, but in the more

broken districts is apt to be killed by the pro-

longed summer heat. In approaching the high-

er mountains the valleys contract, and steep

timbered ridges extend to the edge of the swifl-

flowing watercourses. Here the farming lands

are limited to small basins, significantly termed

"coves," and occupy the less 'abrupt slopes

which have been cleared of the natural forests.

As the elevation increases there is greater cool-

ness of the atmosphere, more frequent rains, and

the seasons arc favorable to the hardier varieties

of small grain, potatoes and northern fruits. In

these mountain districts cattle-raising is the

prominent branch of industry, and a system of

1

roving pasturage is adopted as the season ad-

I
vances, gradually ascending to the higher grassy

summits of the 'bald mountains," to descend
tnHypd bv earlv travelers, nasoeuii iv liivuiit^ ^^ suiiuini-o v/. „— •

sort of botlnuls «ince the time Miehaux's early again to the lowlands with the recurrence of

explorations in the last century It '^'^^

'^'^^f^V'^ll^f ^^:,^, ^f ^ ^ery inferior breed, are

. by the distinguished American botanist, Profes-
j

Hogs
"n ' 'Lnsc bein" allowed to run

sor Gray of Cambridge, in 1841, who noted w.th ra.sed at '^"^
'X"';;,^^"',^,

'
feed on wild

his accustomed thoroughness, its botanical ea^
'js-nflarnthefllUo fatten on acorn

tares lkin<» six weeks earlier in the season, 1 roois, aim i.itv

,„„.,

rrable to a-dda fewof the m.re forward spring
^-^^^:^^;^:;:^S^ZT:^ adapted to the

plants to Dr. Gray's list, including among Others, Ihc country uu ,
^ _ ^ _

* .... 1. / riL 1i.. JS^.y^^irt- growth of fruit, particularly apples, whichevery

the channing fringed phacelia, (rW,V./«..r.a- ^^^:::r^ZZ^^^V;:^^
ta, Michx.) Now, as in the time of these early

\ Z^^l^^^'Z^t a convenient mkrket, be

travelers, these bald, grassy exposures are in ex-

tensive use for summer pasturage ; and at the

plus yield, for want of a convenient market, be-

incr crenerally distilled into apple brandy. Wild

tensive use for summer pasturage; an., ai u.. = = ^
are abundant in their season,

season of our visit, June 8 and 9 they were j
,

^^^l^^fj^l^^^,;^, ,„,,etions to the pictur-

bein" occupied for that purpose by the adjoinuig ,

and aim incir

country people with their herds of cattle and
««|;;;';;;f'^P^-^,„,t..b,e timber product of thi«

small droves of breeding horses. ""« ^e con- I - he -.ha
^^^^^^.1^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^

tinuously cool atmosphere, abundance of nutr-re^.ontla^^ y
^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^

tious grasses, and clear, cool springs and r vulets »°-^
"J

^«J ig^^^^ f,,,,^, „f ,„„ar maple,

of water, comprise everyth.ng to be <1«"'«1 '" ^^ X^j^^^, tulip tree, oak, birch, &c. Mile

making up a quadrupedal paradise.
[
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after mile in almost wearisome succession tower

aloft these inonarchs of the woods. Pine, hem-

lock and cedar occur mostly in scattered groves,

indicating,' generally a sandstone substratum.

Locust trees abound in certain sections, and the

wild cherry attains an unusal size. A tree of

the latter was pointed out to me having a diam-

eter at base of nearly five feet, and a height of

not less than one hundred feet ; still thrifty and

apparently sound to the heart.

In this connection, the prevalence of hard-

wood growth, together with abundant water-

power, and extensive beds of iron ore, plainly in-

dicate the direction which future industry will

take, aided by the construction of railroads, in

developing a country distinguished for salubrity,

beautiful scenery, and all desirable accessories

of civilized life.

«•»»

ABOUT HERBARIUMS.

BY "CROWFOOT,'' BOSTON, MASS.

I notice frequently in Agricultural Journals

directions for drying specimens and making up a

Herbarium, which do not accord with my ex-

perience as being the best. I am pleased to see

so much attention given to Herbariums. People

may be good gardeners without all this trouble,

and ladies and gentlemen can perhaps enjoy

trees and flowers without knowing much of

botany ; but the knowledge and enjoyment is

much heightened, when a little is known of these

things.

But first about botany, I hope to be pardoned

for saying that is a little too learned as it is

taught in the schools. No sooner docs a young

IKjrson exhibit a taste for the study than he is

set at once to learn a lot of hard names, which

very soon tires him. I do not profess to be a

first class botanist, having studied more for

amusement than for professional eminence, and

I believe 1 have only kept an afl'ection for the

study, by having cut loose from the plan of the

schools.

I would recommend to most young persons

desirous of learning botany to first make a collec-

tion of plants ; dry everything that can Ixj got,

without regard to much book knowledge.

To dry plants the best way is to get a screw

press such as bookbinders use. I have read of

objections to this. It iri said, as the plants dry

they shrink and get loose between the papers

;

and they say if boards are used with weights on

the top, as the plants dry the weights sink, and

keep the plants pressed firm. This looks well,

but in practice it is of.no account. I have tried

both ways, and under tfle screw press the plants

don't shrink as supposed, but make as good

specimens as one can want. The advantage ia

that it saves time, and the student will find

that he will want all the time he can get, though

he starts with the feeling that botany is to fill

up his time. 48 hours a day would not be too

much for him when once thoroughly interested.

For this purpose of time saving too, it will be

found best to sew about a dozen sheets of paper

together as dryers to place the specimens be-

tween.

To have good specimens they should be

changed often, at least once a day, for two or

three days,—and if the plants are juicy, twice.

They can be changed very rapidly, if thick

masses of dryers are used as described. Turn

up the screw and take off* the upper paper ex-

posing the specimen. Then lay a dry paper on

the top, take off* and turn over rapidly. The

specimen then lies on the dry paper. In taking

off" the upper, now the damp paper, keep the

finger on the base of the specimen, as it may

stick to the upper paper. In this way twenty

or thirty sheets of specimens can be transferred

to dry papers in a minute, without rumpling the

most delicate petal or leaf. AVhen they are dry

enough, which will be when they are stifl* enough

to be held out horizontally without bending

much, they will be ready for single sheets.

About 20 in. by IG is a very good size for Herba-

rium paper, any good, rather stiff paper will do;

and if a little expense is not so much an object

as a nice Herbarium the paper may be doubled

for each suite of specimens as the covers for a

hook. I might say that paper for dryers is best

made of wool instead of cotton, blotting paper

in fact.

When specimens are put away, write on a

piece of paper the locality and date, leaving

space for name or other remarks.

At this early stage however, I do not use good

herbarium paper for the specimens, but common

newspapers. As fast as the names can be found

which it is a great help to a young botanist,

if some one can be found to do it for him—not-

withstanding the supposed benefit of leaving

him to puzzle them out for himself,— find the

orders by the botanical books to which they be-

long, and write them on the left hand lower

corner of the sheet. The name can be written

on the right hand corner. As fast as the speci-

1870.

"Uh I .houM recommend a young student to '^o.^^^^o.^
^^^„„,, ,„,

collect aU the plants possible of a locaMydunngln^^^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^ ^„^ best

one season and dry them, before earmg to ex^ erved Herb
^^^^^^^ ,„t,,tainment for winter

amine them with a view to names. 1 oss bly a means
, , . ,„ , ,,„„t

botanist may be found to name them bofore

smin-'; but if not, familiarity with the kinds

which are nearest alike will give much help

when trying to name them from the book des-

criptions.
, i t i „ii Kn

In forming the Herbarium, though I shall be

laughed at perhaps by men eminent in science,

I prefer the alphabetical arrangement for the

genera, although I would place the species to-

gether in the orders of their resemblances. In

the Butter Cup family, Banunculacea^. I do

not start with Clematis, as the book would, but

with Aconitum. Aetata, Adonis, Anemone, and

so on. The papers laid one over another in the

the packages, as the alphabet runs. The whole

of one ^enus is placed under one cover, and the

name as I have said on the right hand corner

By this plan any genus can be instantly referred

^'^The names of the orders on the left hand cor-

means oi iuwiicv>tiA<*^ v."-- u^^w
evenings : pasted in neatly and in elegant book

bindings, they would be superior to any p.cturo

book. All young children like collecting and

arranging plants in this way, and they Iook back

on them in after years when well taken care of,

with a satisfaction nothing that I have seen ever

aave. It lends also a pleasure to their future

;ears, not only by the associations which the

flowers themselves call up, when met with as

occasion offers ; but by the intelligence which

such knowledge confers; and should any lo>ed

ones depart from us. the treasure such a collec-

tion bestows on those left behind cannot be ex-

pressed. A collection I have by a dear daughter

now long lost to me, which often recalls the in-

cidents of many a long walk together, I would

part with all rather than this.

Lastly, Herbarium making is an excellent

amusement for young people. They wil have

some excitement beyond what home and book

The names of the orders on the left l-"-^

^ j «ome
^^^^^f^^J'^^d profitable ones

ner are for convenience in first assorting. All the study affords, "j;' °^^'
^
^j^ ^i,i„„, ones

orders in A. B. C. and so on, can be easily got are not airorded they take up^
._^^^^^^^

tooelher, by reference to these corner names. | too often. Here is an openin„
^

t'or collecting specimens a tin box, made like

a book is a very good thing. Or a portfolio into

which the specimens can be placed between

pai«rs as they are gathered. Rut it often hap-

nens that one wants specimens when neither of

*
. . *^ u««/i Tn tliia rase a

too often. Here is an opening at once, innocent

and instructivc,-health giving and useful,which

one cannot too much reflect on. ..,.„,
Thus, Mr. Editor, I give you my • ideas of

Herborizing." Though a reader from the start

I have ventured no contribution before; but if it

; that one' wants specimen, when -"''- "^ '"'' '"7 h,U b l^sed n.t only for the

--~i- ^1rr well? '^'i'rr^n '^nittt.X^^^^^
piece of newspaper does very well. First roll

the specimen lightly in a piece of dry paper, then

another, and then dip the whole hastily in water,

so as barely to give time for the interior paper

to wet, then after a few minutes wrap the whole

in another dry paper, and they will keep m fair

condition thus for several days.

In collecting specimens, try to have some with

seed vessels nearly riiie, as well as flowering-

It is a fault of many good herbariums to have

flowers only.

suits you X sua" "^ V ' -

..ood it mav do to a study which interests me -

but as an oft'ering to a magazine from which I

have derived so much instruction.

LATE PEAS.

BT I.., BLOOMIKGTOK, H-LS.

In your remarks for the Vegetable Garden for

last month, you recommend for a late Tea crop

,

-

1
the Marrowfat. The term appears so genera

jwers only. . . , i« 4.v,/» Vi^tftna throwing from o to o leet

"it is to bl hoped that the taste for Herbariums
|

;nc<"ding he Victoria, ^ ^ ,
^^^^^ ^^ .^ ^

^•iU increase. To all classes it is of great advan-
,

high
"^"^^J^" „;,„/,, „„d if I am wrong I

tage. To the gardener it should >»
«f«"''^'-

'^ I to be corrected. It has been my invariable

lt°i, impossible to keep all one's ''°°-'«<'se of w. h to be corr^^^^^^^^^

^^^ ^^^ ^^^.^„ ^^^

plants in the bead,-a Herbarium is excellent «" °™
*°J^,"°™These mature quick, and give

for reference. But still more does it seem o me
'^fj^^^"^^^^,,,, ,^, early frost, or what is

of use to the nurseryman whose great gam i»
,

a gooui) crop

M
w
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as bad, the mildew to which late varieties are so

subject.

Last Fall I sowed, last week in July, the Ad-

vancer and Little Gem, and last of September

and beginning of October I had as fine Peas as

at any lime in the season. Had I taken indis-

criminately Marrow Peas, from a Seed Store,

where the assistants are not at all practical, it

would have been as likely for them to have given

me the Victoria, or any other late variety, and

my time, labor and expense would have been

thrown away.

EDITOR lAL.

/AUYING COLORS IN THE SAME PLANT.

In the Bulltiin of the Torrey Botanical Club of

New York, Mr. I. H. Hall gives some facts

which render it highly probable that Ihc same

plants of TriWum erectum in a wild state, some

seasons produce white and sometimes purple

flowers. We have seen an instance of the same

change in WUteria sinensis this year, which as-

tonisFied us beyond measure. Some twelve years

acTo we imported from Germany a white Chinese

Wisteria. Pointing it out to Mr. John Sher-

wood, he remarked that he had imported it a

year or so before, and flowered it, but it proved

only a faded blue and worthless. On this we ne-

rrlected it, till some years afterwards it flowered

and proved the most clear snow white imagina-

ble. It was then trained up to a stake and ta-

ken care of, flowering profusely every year since.

Early in July our plants took a notion to pro-

duce a profuse second crop of flowers. On the

white plant, a bunch of jwi?* purple flowers came

out. We traced this however to a shoot which

came from just below the surface of the ground,

and supposed probably the original plant had

been grafted on the blue one, and this was part

ofthc°stock-, but eventually flowers came from

the main head which were not white, but of a

faded purple just as Mr. Sherwood had found

years before.

AVe regard these facts in reference to the

changes in color in these plants as of great value

in philosophical botany. Seeds we know bring

a changed progeny, but it has been the fashion

to asi-ume when changes occur independently of

seed, that it is owing to bud grafting, or some

other process which no one well understands.

Thus the Laburnum usually with yellow flowers

has been known to produce a dark one known as
^

Cytisus ^l(ZaTnz,and this is supposed tohaveorigi-

nated from budding into the system at some re-

mote period past. We have never seen the ne-

cessity of going out of the regular way to account

for these things. The nectarine originated from

a branch which sprang off from a peach without

the intervention of hybridization by bud, graft

or seed and why may not other things.

We know now by careful modern observation,

that the seeds of plants do not follow the sup-

posed old law of "like producing like," though

every care be taken to prevent cross fertilization,

as an invariable rule. There is also a law of ev-

olutions of form quite independent of sexual in-

fluences.

These facts from Trillium(ir\i\ Wisteria strong-

ly indicate the probability that the law of change

is not wholly dependent on seed agency, but

may operate through the many other ways Na-

ture employs to reproduce the individual.

BELGIAN AZALEAS.

(
See Fro^i tisjAece .

)

We introduce in this number to our readers a

tribe of plants which, though mainly of their

own country, not one in a hundred knows any

thing about. Simply because it has chiefly been

through the efforts of Belgian gardeners that

they have been improved as they are, do they

receive the name of Belgian Azaleas. Ihey arc

made up of four species, which have been inter-

crossed together, only one of which, AzaUa

pontica, grows in Asiatic Turkey ; the other

three, Azalea viscosa, A. cahndulacea, and A,

nmUJlora, are natives of the American continent.

The name AzaUa is Greek, and signifies dry^

and was given to this genus by Linnajus, most

1870. THE GARDEJVE]^^ MOJVTELJ. ^Jfl

probably from the brittle nature of the wood

which snaps as easily as a dry stick. The one

which grows along the shores of the Hellespont,

is a yellow flowered species, and has much rela-

tionship to the A. calendulacea of the Georgia

Hills. It has a somewhat viscid character,

which ours has not. Our A, viscosa is re-

markably clammy, and here we have a coinci-

dent character ; but the diflerence between these

two is in the color and fragrance. Our A. vis-

cosa is remarkably sweet, and is remarkable in

its wild state for the constancy with which it re-

mains unvaryingly white. The A. muVflora, the

most common azalea of northern woods, has

flowers of various shades between rose and white,

and the Georgian between crimson and orange ;

but the A. viscosa retains its pure waxy white

sweet flowers, however much it may change its

leaves or general form.

The first hybrids became known about fifty or

sixty years ago, and they keep improving in

beauty every year. The best of them are select-

ed as in regular florist^s flowers, and preserved

by crrafting, the same as we have before noted in

the'Rhododendron. These are the named varie-

ties of Nurserymen's catalogues. Those which

we have selected for our illustration are un-

named seedlings, and are thei^ drawn to a scale

one half less than the natural size.

The cultivation of these plants, to have the

best success, should be as we have recommended

for Rhododendron. Indeed there has been much

dispute amongst botanists whether there is any

distinction worthy of scientific noting between

the two. They would call them all Rhod/)(len-

drons. The Azalea is not evergreen, and has

only five stamens; but the Ilhododcndron is

evergreen, and h'.is ten of these male organs.

These characters arc inconsistent, and if there

were no others, there might be ground for uni-

ting the genera ; but where any one without bo-

tanical knowledge can readily distinguish gene,

ra, it would seem rather the fault of the science,

and its idea of genera, that no distinction can be

made, than that no true distinction can be found.

says, is "mostly confined to a few ladies, who

plant geraniums, &c.-th/?lords of creation pass-

ing to look on the orchard or small fruit planta-

tion.'' If we believed this we should close out

the Gardener's Monthly. "Gardening for pro-

fit'' is rather a branch of agriculture than horti-

culture. It is a legitimate subject in a horticul-

tural journal as an incidental ; but most assured-

ly it more properly belongs to an agricultural

journal than to ours.

But we are not prepared to thus resign all wo.

have been striving for. AVe have steadily kept

in view the progress of Horticulture as an ele-

ment of taste and refinement, and a means of

diffusing a love of Nature and high order of hor-

ticultural knowledge. We know that most of

our readers are with us on this account, and we

have never felt that in order to make a magazine

successful, it was absolutely es3:;ntial to feel that

we were writing for children and ignoramuses

as Mr. Williams says is American practice.

de.

«•»»

AMERICAN GARDENING.

AVelKjlieve that Mr. Williams has been

ceived by a wrong impression of the actual state

of affairs in England. The "trade" and the

''practical gardeners" no more support horticul-

tural journals there than here. There is the

same short sightedness as to their true interest

everywhere. We do not knoic, of course ;
but

we have a strong impression that we have as

manv of these, and possibly as many subscribers

as any of them—the Gardeners Chronicle ex-

ceptcd-and this probably derives the most of

its list from scientific men who are not garden-

ers at all. V/e have seen this pe riodical in many

a parlor whose owner did not own a single pot

iu back yard or window. We think Mr. Wil-

liams has entirely misapprehended the contract

between American and English horticulture, i )

our injury. We have not the beautiful gardens

or greenhouses of Europe. It is really bettc r

for the people a.s a whole, that we have not
;
Init

we must protest against the idea, that so far as

our readers are concern d, the "almighty dol-

lar" is the beginning and end of their horticul-

t jral life. Absolute love for art and nature, i:i

proportion to wealth and po])ulati()n, we rcgar I

as even greater here than in Europe.

AVe read with some surprise, the remarks on

American gardening embodied in a letter from

Mr. Williams of the Horticulturist to the London

Gardener's Weekly. Mr Williams believes that

there is no such thing as Horticulture in America

outside of the one word profit. The taste, he

AVe have never been slow to own up to dis-

agreeable truths. But here we believe a position

is* assigned to us we do not deserve to occupy

before the world.

i

*
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CEMETERY AND^CEMETEIIY PLANTS.

In readiti" our notes on cemeteries, after the

arliclo appeared, one error occurs w'''"^}! «;

„„irc'8 <»rrection. The area of Laurel II.U is

„„w over two hundred and fifty acres, and not

one hundred and fifty as before stated.

AVe propose here to give a few hints as to the

hest cemetery plants to use. And, first, it is

we'l to observe tliat if rare plants are cxpeeted

to thrive the j^rounils must be kept warm by a

^^. of n-urse trees. The thiek planting o

Taurel Hi" 80 tempers the atmosphere, that

scores of things nourish here which win do we 1

in very few places about tins city. The ther

mometer falls as low here as anywhere,-it is

,,„t that, but the protection from winds keeps

Z lap from dryin, out. liut this is a matter

which has been often explained to our readers,

raid we need not dwell on it lierc.

The Holly is one of the best cemetery plants.

Its associations with past history gives it a value

I lei ndentl, of i.s own merits. There can be

otWng more beautiful than its coral red berru^s,

mixed so freely with its light green leaves, when

Zv is on tlie ground and all else desolate.

Stru-r.ng successfully as it were against the dc-

si-uct1vc Clements of winter, it is a fit ype of

th^t immortality with which the hvmg love to

c othc the memory of departed friends. In a

"hcdteied cemetery the European will probably

stand But no ra.atter if it does not, for the

American is quite as beautiful. It makes a beau-

rnXd". Mr. Sn,ith>s own family lot is sur-

r idedby one. And the Sweet Magnolia J»/.

ZX i
' 'vnother capital thing. It seldom

'
r s more than twenty feet high, and is much

f;. e liTalthy in high ground, such as we gener-

"
select for burial purposes, than when m its

o«m native swamps, where it is evidently, as wc

before shown, onlylx^cause its seeds do not

.^miinate well elsewhere. The delicious fi^-

^.^eit throws around cannot be equaled by

^1'
"wn.- except l^rhaps Honeysuckle withS aU cemeteries should abound. The best

, Hon for such vines as these is over trees

-

a^^cialiyover evergreen trees An arbor^

vita; is a capital parent to support it. Of course

hetecwiUbe somewhat injured by the vine;

but in such cases the tree must be secondary o

tteXt to be produced. Trellisses partly arch-

1 Tas to make a sh.aded seat over a grave,

cannot be covered with anything prettier than

lloneysuckk'S.

Of all the climbing plants for cemetery pur-

poses, noihing excels the Ivy in interest. In

li-ht or shade, in poor soils or rich, creeping

over the ground or over the rocks, covering walls

or dead trees ; and always the same living green.

One of the best things that we saw at Laurel,

were some chairs of stone made to imitate rustic

woodwork. All around and over them Ivy

clun-. How invitingly cool seemed this verdant

scat! But the effect of it as it crept over the

stained glass windows of the mortuary chapel

was unique. Shelley says that around his Fairy

Queen there was wondrous beauty.

••Those lines of rainbow light

Are like tiie moonboams, when they fall

Thn.ugh some cathedral window, but the tlnts^^

Are such as may not find comparison on earth.

We know nothing of the moonbeams,—but the

sun li-ht shining through these Ivy covered

glass windows, did not seem to make the "com-

parison on earth" so very impossible a thing.

Every one who read the HorticuUurist, when Mr.

Smith was editor, remembers how enthusiasti-

cally the praises of the Ivy were always sung

No one who sees it here will wonder at it. 15ut

it must be remembered that shelter from cold

winds is the Ivy's first stipulation. Without

this wc should ofLen have letters like this short

one from Boston : -Pity the Ivy is'nt hardy here.

There are numerous varieties-though some try

to make species of them-all are good
;
as a

rule, the smallest leaved kinds are the hardiest."

Of little known trees-trees of moderate growth

suitable for cemeteries-we might give the follow-

incr as a full list: Cork barked Maple, Tartarian

M^ple, Spanish Maple,Cut leaved Alder, English

Alder Heart-leaved Alder, Japan or Sea Alder.

iEsculus glaber or dwarf yellow Horse Chestnut,

Lyons Horse Chestnut, red flowered Horse

Chestnut ; Japan Catalpa ; Hawthorns in all

the numerous species and varieties; English

Bird and Weeping cherries; Weeping Ashes and

Weeping Sophoras should be placed almost No. 1

on the list. The Manna Ash Fraxinus ornus, is

a beautiful thing. The Snow drop trees, Hale-

sia tetraptera and H. diptera, are admirable.

Dr. Asa Gray tells us he thinks the last named

not hardy at Boston. Kolreuteria paniculata a

pretty Japan tree, which may perhaps grow too

large in time ; but it will probably keep within

30 or 40 ft. The Larch is a pretty good tree ;

thoucrh gL'owing tall it does not spread much,

yet w°e should plant them onlywhere they could be

cut down without a pang when the time came.

Of Magnolias, we have specially commended the

glauca": but the M. tripetela is one of the most

indispensable. M. macrophylla is another good

thing. The Chinese white and Asiatic purple

and its varieties, of course.

The Carolina Poplars are excellent nurse

trees ; soon however to be cut away. It is not

pleasant to overlook the oaks, but they grow too

tall ; the Turkey variety however, gets large so

slowly, we should incline to include it. The

Ginko is another thing we saw at Laurel Hill,

hardly to be spared from the list,-yet in time it

<rrows very large ; but it can be kept down by

pruning. The Mountain Ash is a very nice

thing ;°but the climate south of Philadelphia is

too hot for it.

In the way of deciduous shrubs wc need not

aive any list ; for any or all are well adapted.

They are indeed the best of all things for the fiU-

in<^ up of the grounds, yet we must not go by

them without specially noting the fitness of the

Tennessee Buckeye or Dwarf Horse Chestnut,

[Pavia macrostachya,) it is certainly the bed. It

can be trained up to a single stem lor six or

ei^ht feet if desired, so as to let grass grow un-

dei-it, when it makes an umbrella like head.

This also applies in some measure to the straw-

berry tree Euonymus europeus, and E atropur-

purea ; as also to the Chionanthus virginicus or

White Fringe.

In evergreen small trees and shrubs, we have

now a pretty full list ; though in most country

cemeteries, we find very little except Irish Juni-

pers and Siberian Arborvita?,—both very good in

their way—the last perhaps indispensable.

Amongst other arborvit^s the common Ameri-

can is excellent for rapid growth and low price ;

and the new Heath-leaved is a very pretty sum-

mer ornament,-looking purple in winter. The

Norway and White Spruces grow tall when left

' to themselves ; but can always be kept within

twenty feet, as can any of the pines for that mat-

terT Tliey all bear the shears as well as the

commonest hedge plant. The Tree Box is the

ftivorite of all dwarf evergreens at Laurel Hill,

and the pretty specimens here deserved well the

fivor they received. All the following are also

rrood: Mahonia, Pyraeanthus, Japan Cedar,

Japan Euonymous in Philadelphia and south-

ward Juniperus squamata and other Junipers
;

Kalmias and llhododendron8,-even the ponti-

cum lives out in the tree sheltered groves of

Laurel Hill. Mountain or Dwarf Pine,—the

new Japan Retinispora»and Yuccas.

We have now given, in as brief a manner as

possible, a few of the thoughts wbich occurred

to us on our Laurel Hill visit. The subject of

cemetery plants is one in which all of us take a

warm interest. There must be much in the

minds of many about these things which has

never taken exi)re8sion in print ; and we shall be

«dad if we stir up others to write about them.

SCHAPS A^'D QUERIES.

Improving the Wild Red Raspberry.—

A long'the northern lakes, the Wild Red Raspberry

crrows'in great luxuriance. It has been named
^

i?abus strtgosus by Botanists ; but is really no-|

thing more than a variety of the Ruhifs xdmis ot

Europe. It has no more claim to the distinc-

tion of a siMJcies than Franconia or Bnnckle's

Orange. Some suppose that it would make a

good parent for improving from, but we should

not look for much more than we now have from

it When the leaves become diseased, as they

often do in their native localities, the wood dies

down in the winter just as it docs in diseased

rr

plants of the named kinds in our gardens. So

far there has been however no attempt made to

improve it. Only one kind known to be from

this so called species, has found a place on our

lists. This was Bagley's Perpetual, but it soon

went out of favor. We have noted in the wild

state there is a great tendency to vary, both in

fruit and habit ; but none of them that ever ap-

proached our finer foreign varieties in flavor.

Some like Bagley's Perpetual sucker much ;
but

usually they do not as much as those from the

European stock. Belle de Fontenay, Allen and

Clark will beat any red native at this practice.

*
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Not even in firmness will the native red equal

some of the others. Of foreign parentage Kirt-

land, Pearl and Allen are far superior m this re-

spect to our K. .siHj/o.sJt,s,

There are many things (Uisumed about this

Wild llaspbcrry which will not bear the test of

examination. It is worth while for those who,

under advice, experiment, to start right at the

outset.

Ergot -a-"Mr, Meelian will please say

what the enclosed seeds are, they grow o« a

stalk similar to Barley, and to all appearance*

was like it in plant and ear bearded,"

IThis is the common Rye Enjoi, a kind of tun-

^us of a very poisonous nature, resembling a

distorted grain of the cereal it grows on. It

was supposed l« bean introduction from Europe

but we recently saw some on a specimen of

couch grass [Tntknm caninum) brought from

the llocky Mountains.]

CoMMUXicATioNS.-Uemarking to a friend

recently that with his talents for oliservation, he

must often see things that would interest the rea-

ders of the Montldy. he replied that he did not sup-

pose we cared fur anything from him. We take the

opportunity with plea>^ure to say that there is no

a lover of Horticulture in th > whole country that

we should not be very glad to hear from. W^e

find often as good ideas from one who has but

a sin-le pot in a «itting room, as from those who

own their hundreds of acres. Let us hear from

all,

Lawn Grass —We have found simple green

aTRS^-PoapraUnsc, make excellent lawns with-

out any other mixture, or in some sections Rye

,rr^^s-Lolium j^ercnnc. Mr. Saunders, in a re-

cent Ilorticultiu'ist, gives the following which he

has found to make a good mixture:

1 Bush. AgrostU vahjaris^

2 '* roaprntense^

1 Qt. PliUnni praUnse^

2 lbs. White Clover.

This is for one acre.

used on the pistils of a double one ^^^^^^^
which is better than the pollen from a double on

a single flower.

OiiiO State Horticultural Society -On

Wedneday and Thursday, August 10th and 11th

as many of the State Society as possible, will

visit the orchards and vinyards in the vicimty ot

Berlin Heights, Ohio-a pretty good time is ex-

pected. Further particulars can be ha4 ot M.

B. Batehara, Painesville, O.

Double GERANiuMS.-Double (lowers have

usually some pollen, or else some perfect pistils.

It is well known double Petunias are raised m
this way. Shirley Ilibberd says in a late Horti

cuUurist, double Geraniums are raised in the

amcway The pollen from a single kind is

Mr Buist-s Article. -X., Bloomiugton,

Ills says- *'W^ereadMr. Buist'snoteonRho-

dod'endron with pleasure. Why don't he favor

us with similar notes from his long experience,

oftener?''

Horticultural Notes.-Wc agree with

''L " in his estimate of some articles which ap-

pear in the journals. Yet we think them valua-

ble for other purposes than those aimed at by

the writers They let us know the style of

thought prevailing, and we can better then min-

ister to the public wants. AVe wish we had more

of them Yet we are thankful for his hints, and

would be glad to have more of them from his

pen.

Arboretum at Ciiilicotiie, Oiiio.-Rev.

T H Crei<'hton has for some years been ear-

nestly at work at an arboretum. He has been

very successful. AVe learn that he has six hun-

dred kinds of trees and shrubs at present, doing

well.

Roots from Grape Stkms.-J. if., Ckam-

bershuTfj, Pa., writes: "I have a cold vifiery

and the vines and fruit are growing well
;
but

the vines seem to me to send out so many air

roots. Thatis theonly namel think of for them.

They are rootlets that come out at the joints of

the old wood. 1 am afraid they are watered too

raucli. Should I keep the roof whitewashed ?''

[Shade makes roots,—we know of no other

cause—of course when the disposition to make

roots exist, moisture or other elements on which

roots love to feed, will give vigor to the attempt.

Wood is not so healthy when making these root-

lets as otherwise. Frequently badly colored

grapes follow the next year. We should give

more light instead -of less,—and keep a rather

dry atmosphere.]

EspiRiTUS Sancto.— TT. TT., Louisville, Ky.,

says : ' 'I would like to know through the Mor\th-

hj, the treatment of an orchid sent to us under

the name of Espiritus Sancto.

"

[This is the Peristeria data of Botanists, and

in English "Holy Ghost plant," from the flower

when open resembling the emblematic dove. It

is of easy culture, much more so than orchids

generally. If the bulb is strong, put it in say a

12 inch pot, in a mixture of moss and broken

pots, with a little earth scattered throush it

Keep it in a warm greenhouse all winter, and it

will probably bloom next August or September

in any close greenhouse.

We have no doubt in your climate it would

bloom well if the pot were set out in some parti-

ally shady place in summer time.]

Crops at Rochester, N. Y.—A correspon-

dent, July 6«/i, writes: We have had but little

rain since about the middle of April. Early

planted stock has done middling, but all late

planted stock has suffered, and much of it will

prove an entire loss. Complaint is very general

of an entire failure of apple root grafts.

Cherries are the heaviest crop ever known.

Strawberries very light, and market poorly sup-

plied. Plums are full, so are apples. Pears

light. Peaches bid fair for more than an aver-

age crop. Raspberries, black and red, light.

°Farm crops are all light ; wells are beginning

to fail. The river is well up, but small streams

in this immediate vicinity are very low.

This season will long be remembered as one of

unprecedented drought.

[1st AVe do not know who is the authority

for the name. There is no description in any

botanical work that we know of. In garden

catalogues it is sometimes one way and cornet me

s

the other. The meaning of the term afl^ords no

clue, as the plant answers to both names. AS,

however, the "shorter growth'' of this would be

the first to strike one, it is probably L. hracUy-

poda.

2d. AVe know of only one of this section.

3d. Undoubtedly. There is no specific dif-

ference that modern botanists would recognize.

4th "Ilalliana" is but a garden name. It is

the original L. japonica^ and the same that is so

common in Chinese pictures. The gold veined

one belongs here. It is a more vigorous form of

L, japonica than the L. hrachypoda. 1 he an-

thers are usually pollenless, and even where

present seenf to be unable to fertilize. The bra-

chypoda form is the one which produces seeds.

*5th The Chinese Honeysuckle is L. jlcxuosa,

has red purplish stems and veins. They all co.i -

stitute not only one fixmily of Honeysuckles bu

we believe are all/orms 0/ one species. Halliana

is the best flowerer of the three ]

Honeysuckles.—J. J. H-, ^etcarl^, I^. J.—

"The July number of the Gardener's Monthly

suggests a few enquiries about Honeysuckles.

Ist. Which is right, L. brachybotria or L.

brachypoda? - , i y

2d. Arc there not two varieties of the above f

3d. Are they varieties of L. Japonica ?

4th. Are the names L. Halliana and L. Ja-

ponica belonging to the same plant ?

5th Do not the Chinese and Japanese Hon-

eysuckles comprise one branch of the Honey-

suckle family ?

L Halliana has proved perfectly hardy witn

me on a heavy soil since the first winter after

planting, being then, for want of mature wood,

cut down to the ground.''

Value of Botanical Gardens and Col-

LECTiONS.-AVhile examining the immensely val-

uable herbarium of the late Dr. Short of Ken-

tuckv (for whom Shortia has been named) in the

Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, we

found the following memorandum in the hand-

writing of Dr. Short attached to a specimen ot

Zanthoriza apHfolia:

''Zantiioriza apiifolia.

Xfote With this specimen plucked in 15ar-

tram's Gardenl in the Spring of 1816 (in com-

pany with Abbe Correa, the venerable Wlliam

Bartram and my friend and fellow student Dr

Edward Barton, all of whom are long «'n<;^

f
^^^^^^

this collection commenced. C W. Short, M.

D 1817 " ^

People often value an institute according to

the numl«r of persons who visit it ;
but often the

seeds of usefulness spring up in the most casual

The same bush of Zanthoriza is still in exis-

tence at the Bartram Gardens. One can almost

imagine the interest excited in the minds of the

voun- student by the discussion over this curious

plant'by the two great minds h« was in company

with.

i
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O Keefe, Son & Co., of Rochester, N. Y.-

We notice that the Richmond Farmtr's Gazette

makes some inquiry as to who this firm is ? Our

publishers also would like to know more than

they can find out. Perhaps some of our readers

can enlighten them. A firm which advertises

80 much should be better known.

N. B. They have a few similar enquiries to

make about some other gentlemen.

IIALE'S Early Peach.—The Journal of

Agriculture, (St. Louis,) says: "In this region,

and especially in locations south of this, the

Hale's Karly, which was very popular a few

years ago, has proved for two years past worth-

less, on account of its tendency to rot."

Mr Wm Parry of Cinnamlnson, K. J., had

an orchard, all of this, rot so that he abandoned

it as not worth ^'culture ;" when lo I for the last

two years, amongst the weeds and grass of ne-

Mect, he has had wonderful crops.

Transplanting Tree Box.—A. W. 0-,

Plymouth Meeting. Pa.-In this part ofthe world,

tree box transplants most successfully m April,

just before the new growth pushes. As a rule.

Box is very easy to transplant. We saw a halt

dozen, sixty yeare old, which were moved sever-

al miles at that season, and they all grew with

out any check of any account.

BOOKS, CATALOGUES. &C.

CRASBRRRTCtLTCRB. By J.J. White. PublUhed by Orange,

Jiid.l &ro , New York.

This is a full treatise on the subject—more

valuable than similar works have been, through

the copious illustrations which explain the text.

Report op State Aoricultcral Society op Iowa, pob 1869. From

J. M. Shaffer, Secretary, De« Moines.

We find amongst other interesting things in

it, the following about artificial growth of tim-

ber:

The last Qoneral Assembly passed an act encouraging

the growth of limber, fruit and shade trees, Ac. The

Society hsis endeavored, by circulars wldressed to tlie

several counties, to learn what the effect of this legisla-

tion has l)een. Tlie replies are so indefinite and mea-

gre, tlmt it Is impossible to .submit to your honorable

body even an approximate estimate. The census re-

turns, under tlie heading "No. of acres planted in tim-

l)er," in 1808. 19,«75 acres, making the entire average of

artlflelal timijer in the State, 68.449. The increase bc-

t ween 1861 and 1806 was 28,489 acres, and we have, with

theald of legislation, with the increase of population,

and of the number of acres placed under cultivation,

8,814 less of artificial groves between 1868 and 1866, than

between 1866 and 1864.
^

In 1866 the proportions of artl'flfclal timber to land

enclosed, was 1 in 1870,l)elng alamentabledecrea.sc com-

pared with tlie preceding two years. At this time

there are "lands enclosed" 8,174.920 acres; and "lands

under cultivation" 6, 109,743 acres, or a total of 14,281.673

acres; the proportion will then be 1 to 208, indicating

that the area of artificial timber does not nearly keep

pace with the acres placed under cultivation.

Consider the following hurried summary of facts:

Jst.—Tliat for a century and a half a large population

has been cutting out, destroying «»d wast ng the best

timbered region on the continent, that !>' "^ ^^^^^^_^''

the Atlantic ocean and the Mississippi River, In pre^

paring and subjugating the ^^'^
^^'^''^^^'''^IZiied'io

That only the mountain lands have been Pf''"^^^^f^
reproiluce the forest. 3d.-That »'^«5«tematic effort has

been made to supply the waste. "th.-That so great

have been the avarice and thoughtlessness o/*/^^ P^
pie, that they have destroyed the forests, containing, m
themselves the elements of unbounded wealth, for the

infinitely small profits of Immediate '^t"''"^ ^"
^^;f^^^J

corn and other crops, .5th.-That the C'>»;"'"P .'""j/

timber for building, fencing. Implements, raU^oa^^;

fuel, AC, is lncrea.slng with gigantic strides
'^"^i

^he re

production Is going on at a snail's pace. 6^'> -^h^^^"®

S'ates of Maine. Michigan. Wisconsin, Minnesota and

Flo.-ida arc alone among the States exporting any ap-

preciable amount of tlm»>er more than they need
,
tn

That west of these vast belts of timber that were, st retch

out an untimbered surface of 1,400,000 square miles

8th -That the destitute surface exceeds by more ttian

400.000 square miles the whole of the once heavily tira-

bered regions east of the Mi.ssisslppl. 9th.-That the

new Sta'es soon to be admitted-New Mexico, Colorado.

Wyoming. Montana, Idaho and Dakota have but a

small supply, not nearly sufflclent to meet the demands

of a population equal to Ohio, Indiana or Illinois.

Fox t SOK, POR JrLT,
Rr.Ai- Estate Catalooce op Daiciel M.

1870.
-, , V.

This firm, of which the Mayor of Philadelphia

is Senior member, stands very high amongst the

business houses of that city. The present cata-

logue embraces descriptions o* one hundred and

seventy properties, from which any one anxious

to invest in Philadelphia real estate, can certain-

ly find honest guidance.

New Edition. By A. W.
Harrisor's "Flavorinq Extracts."

Harrison, Perfumer, Plillada.

This contains amongst many other recipes,

the latest improvements in Chicken and Lobster

Salads, and other good things.

Archives op Scienck.

This is to be a new journal devoted to science,

"devoted especially to original researches in

Vermont," to be issued quarterly from New-

port, Vermont, and to be edited by Drs. Ilm-

man and J. M. Currier at $2 50 per year, of 2.)0

pacres. The first number was to appear in J uiy.

The Western Gardener is the title of a

new horticultural journal to be published on the

1st of September, at Leavenworth, Kansas. It

will be edited by Dr. llouseley and Mr. to. N\ •

Lockwood.

DOMESTIC INTELLIGEKCE.

Legend of the American Holly.—J. Par-

rish Steele in the JournaJ of Horticulture, gives

the following account of the American Holly:

Lon-r, long ago, there dwelt in the great South

country a mightv Indian chief of the Chicka-

saws, by the name of Sheka. He had a daugh-

ter whose name was Colia ; a word that may

have meant as nimble as a fawn ;
or it may have

meant as graceful as a fairy, or it may have

meant as beautiful as the morning-but no mat-

ter, Colia was her name.

Colia was the pride of her nation ;
idolized by

her father, the chieftain, more than idolized by

the young brave«, and loved by all who knew

her. To accomplish something that would give

her pleasure, was the greatest ambition of both

old and young-more especially the latter-and

many were the deeds of daring marked upon the

lodge-skins that, but for her sake, ^ould never

have found a legitimate record there.

As in the case with all heroines, in Indian

story, Colia had a passionate suitor, and that

suitor had a bitter rival. Sikolas, the Eagle,

wooed her because he loved her dearly, and won

her because he was worthy of her hand. Coham-

ma the Red Fox, also loved her, and pressed his

suit ; but as is sometimes the case with even

good looking young fellows who are not Indians,

he was unsuccessful. A la the lamented Artc-

mus Ward, *'as a courtist he was not a success. '

Sikolas was. He wedded the fair daughter of

the forest, and Cohamma vowed vengeance.

Ere a moon had waxed and waned, Cohamma

entered the wigwam of Sikolas, at the still hour

of night, and found him reposing calmly m the

arms of his loving bride. The sight of so much

happiness in the possession of his hated rivu

was more than he could bear, and so without

ceremony he sent his knife to fii.d a resting place

in the hearts of the unsuspecting sleepers.

The morrow was a sad day totheChickasaws.

Heaven put on her most angry frown, and sent

bolts of fire hissing through the forests on the

trad of the murderer, and earth wept a fountain

of tears over the loss of her cherished ones. From

points at either side of Sikolas' wigwam these

tears -ushed forth in their crystal purity, and

have continued to flow up to the present time,

and doubtless will continue to fiow for all tune

to come.

The Chickasaws assembled, and as was their

custom, buried the unfortunate couple wliere

they lay in wigwam, between the springs. But

the Great Spirit would not let them rest forcnrer

hidden from the sight of their friends ;
ho called

them forth, two beautiful trees, to wave theu

graceful branches and glossy leaves above the

fountains, and send their oftspring to grow over

and gladden all the land of the Chickasaws.

AVhen the long knives came to the country,

the charming home of Sikolas and Colia attract-

ed their attentioit and they tarried at it and

giving it, in honor of its beautiful occupants, the

name^of Holly Springs.

Strange and unreasonable as this legend may

seem, it is said that the Indians bdieved it as

fully as does the Mussulman believe Mahomet

to be the true prophet. Its site is at the town of

Holly Springs in Mississippi.

Jltl-i
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Painesville Nurseries.-The PainesviUe

Tdfqraph says : We feel safe in sayiiii?, Storrs,

Harrison& Co liave one oftlie largest and best nur-

series in the West. They have completed the last

f\ill, two more propan;ating houses, each 80 by 12

feet, and 9 feet hi<,'h, and between them a splen-

house. This last is 80 feet

far IS, m the main, highly satisfactory, but in a

recent letter to me on the subject of varieties

and other matters pertaining to his pear orchard,

he writes: v ^ t

*'Were I to plant another pear orchard, i

would discard the liuflfum entirely.

.,1.1 green or .how house. x,m .a». .., o. ... "A large portion of n,y
»--«-J^f^f^1

,ong:25 feet «i.lo an,l 14 feet high, and i. filled ties inform, as wel «» " 'fj'^/f",^ ^f the

,vith innumerable flowering plant* of all Muds. They are branehed ^^J *'",J^tn ^Wth at
- ' ' ground, and are ten to twelve leei ui

the base, regular cones or pyramids in shape,

from eighteen to twenty feet high. Of course

The center is provided with banks of Shelves ris-

ing to the very peak, and filled with such beauty

as^an establishment of ihis kind alone can fur-

nish. The greenhouse with its two adjoining

propagating houses co\er a space of 50 by 118

In the rear of these is a new two story buiiu-

ing, GO by 14 feet, in which are the shop, potting

room, furnaces, cisterns, coal room, etc. There

IS also another propagating house 50 by 12 feet

;

also adjoining this, a cold frame, 50 by 12 feet

the trunks are well shaded from the rays of the

sun."

Grapes in Oiiio.3^^ F. R. Elliott says

there are 2,000,000 acre« of grapes in Ohio.

GARDENOFW.PENFiELD,Es(i.ncarCleveland,

alsoac.,ommgtms,aco.u , .. -v ^- .Ohio. These are situated -'
^-llJj^;;^\^^

They have ?<>ur other propagating ami green contain 15 acres in whi^^^^^

houses, 100 by 12 feet ; still another, 30 by 13

feet, for rooting evergreen plants.

They now have one hundred acres of nursery

stock, and propose to add fifty acres more this

spring. They are making a specialty of the

chestnut. Last year they grew 250,000 young

chestnuts, and propose to raise at least 750.000

this year, as they will plant 150bu.shels of chest-

nuts. They have 500,000 evergreens of all kinds

and sizes.

Tear Orchards in Ohio —The Norfhwest-

crn Farmer says: The most promising and

beautiful pear orchard that I have yet seen

in this State, is that of A Fahnestock, Esq.,

of which 1,000 are in bearing, 70 large cherry

trees, 800 pear trees, standard and dwarfs, 10

bearing apple trees, 2,500 grapevines, U acres

of Wilson, Kittatinny and Lawton blackberries,

and one acre of AVilson strawberries. On this

place, and on that of Mr. Whittlesey Collins,

and also that of M. W. Manning, orchard culti-

vation is almost absol ntely perfect. The ground

is smooth and free from every weed, the trunks

and limbs of trees are most beautiful, betoken-

ing incessant care, for which the reward, vig-

^rowth, is rich and ample.or ) IS

Eumelan Grape.-F. B. Elliott, in a recent

letter to an agricultural paper says of the Eume-

in this State is that or ^ ranne^.ocK, ^.4., Ian Grape: -Perhaps no grape ^^ ^^^-y
^^^^j;^

;::a^ th^:;h!>f tl. Maumee River, five or six
,

introduction l.Uer merits approvah I^ the

"ir the mouth ot tlie .Maumee itiver, uve ui auv ......w^.v.^ - -

„,,„i;tv nf

.ni", "low Toledo. Mr, Fahnestock, being an Delaware, it is a sort w>th wh.eh - ^^ '^^ »[

old nurseryman and pomologist, selected his lo fruit we may hope to to- up and -P^-^
J"*'

cation, so, and varieties with mueh care, accord- lie taste, wh, c real.zmg a profit .n .ts sale
1

ingto'the he. information he could gather "^
I

hav^watche.y^^^^^^^^

With any and all other varieties. Ihe question

comes to me almost daily, "What grape do you

advis3 to plant ? and I reply, plant mainly of

those you have heretofore known to prove profita-

ble in your sections and light soils ; but of the new

black grapes don't fail to plant some of Eumelan

asaorrapc of promise. I have known several

the time. His orchard consists of ten acres of

strong clay loam, which was well underdrained

and subsoiled ; then planted (seven years ago)

with a thousand standard ^rees, which have

been well cultivated and cared for, and are now

of tine size and shape, with scarcely a failure or

defective tree in the whole lot, and many of

''Z^Z^^::i:::'m'^^ lOO Sec^el. rer-esVlt planted the past year resulting in uni-

20o!^,e;d:n ;^ Beurre d'Anjou, 200 Bartlett,
|

form -d-tisfactory growth g.v,nggoo^^^^^

200 Flemish Beauty, with a few trees of each of to the enterprising P'""'^"'^.^" ,^»"^'^,'=''
<^°°

twenty or more other varieties. The result thus i gratulate themselves on the.r foresight."
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Peaches in Florida.—Peaches ripen in

Florida as follows : Hale's Early, June 10 to

15 ; Early Tillotston and Yellow St. John, June

15 to 20 ; Canary, June 30, American, July 1 to

10 ; Bergen Yellow, July 10 ; Grosse Mignonne,

July 15 ; Late Admirable, July 20 ;
Oldmixon

Free, July 15 to 30 ; Great Eastern, July 20

;

Piicellesde Malines, July 10; Late Rareripe,

Aug. 1 ; Lagrange, Aug. 15 to 30 ;
Gaylord, Aug.

15 ; Owen's Seedling, August 1 to 15 ;
Osceola,

September 1 ; Piquet's Late, September 1 to 15 ;

Fruitland's Seedling, September 5 to 20 ;
Presi-

dent Church, September 15 ; Lady Parham, Oc-

tober 1 ; Baldwin's Late, October 10 ;
Julia, Oc-

tober 30.

Pears for Mississippi.—A correspondent of

the South Land furnishes the following list,

which has done well with him:

Madeleine, Doyenne d'Ete, Beurre GifTard,

Skinless, Bloodgood, Dearborn's Seedling, Juli-

enne, Bergamot, Howell, Bartlett, St Andre,

Henry 4th, Duchesse d»Angouleme, Ileathcot,

St. Nicholas, Beurre Diel, Belle Lucrative, But-

vm, Triomphe de Jodoigne, Jalouise de Fonte-

nay, Vendee, AVinter Nelis, Doyenne de Aleneon.

number of quince stocks. But not to the nur-

sery proper is attention now directed. Durm

the winter Mr. Archer, anticipating a demand

for those out-door plants which adorn a dwellin^

and make a garden look cheerful in spring, has

slipped many thousand Verbenas, Geraniums

Petunias, Heliotropes, Fuchsias and fohage

plants ; every desired variety has been most care-

fully propagated, and will be for sale in the

svvU Wai he be sustained ? We hope so.

Not only that, we believe a demand ^iU be cr^^-

ted which will enable Mr. Archer Pro^^tab y
*o

extend his business. He has now on hand

twelve different varieties of Bourbon, Tea and

'

Noisette Roses, and all the more hardy varie-

ties, together with dahlias, pinks, die ytra, sal-

via and pansies, too numerous to mention.

Orcharding in New York.—Mr. Wm. W.

Houseman of Batavia, presented the New York

Institute Farmer's Club with the following sug-

gestions concerning the managements of old or-

chards: "Old orchards should be highly ma-

nured, unless the soil is naturally very rich, and

cultivated every third year at least, the plowinc:

being rather shallow. Mulch the trees in the

Fall with a load of barn-yard manure to every

four trees, summer fallow the next year, spread

the manure from the trees, and you can grub

around the trees very easily, as the turf will be

rotten. Throw some ashes and a little salt

around each tree, wash the bark with lye, and

your orchard will bear fruit unless something

serious is the matter."

Apples ron Mississippi.-A correspondent of

the South Land gives the following as the best in

'SwX. Yellow Harvest, Ked June,

Royal June,Vd Margaret Red Ast^rachan

Summer Pearmain, Green Horse Apple, Car

tcr's Winter, Tewksbury Blush

This list, though short, would give a long sue

cession of fine fruit.

A Lauob Ghapb Vine. A correspondent of

the mw England Homestead, writing froni lay-

ettvme, Vermont, gives the following about a

trrane vine on his farm:

'circumference three feet above the ground, 41

inch s%ircumference of one of the branch vines

three f^et from its intersection of the trunk or

m n vie, 30 inches. Another branch mea-

rred28 inches in circumference at about the

me distance from the trunk. >^ac\of the

branches is nearly uniform in size for several

fpct bevond its junction with the main vme.

A^ld 'rapes are abundant in this vicinity, and

Ithink^other vines might be found here not

much smaller than the one described.

Greenhouses at St. Joe, Micii.-Among

other indications of progress which are multi-

plying so rapidly, we take great pleasure in call-

incr public attention to the Greenhouse and Nur-

sery of Thos. Archer & Co. They are located

up the Lake Shore, south of St. Joseph | of a

mile, and contain pears of all kinds, •''>0,000 young

trees of different varieties of peaches, lo,000ol

plums and cherries, any quantity of every de-

sired variety of small fruit, and also a large

WISCONSIN FRTIITS.-C01. David A Se^, of

the town of Marquette, Green Lake Co
,
Wis.,

hav n^r raised 5,000 bushels of apples the last
havin rci

bushels of the Gil-

^aPP buriidTe aiVes being covered with

about one foot of straw, and over four or five

inches of earth, in the manner
<=~°'y^^^^^^^^^^^

ed in burying potatoes. He confidently expects

these app'es will come out in good condition

ik'it
V.

1 Ir' >i
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June 1. Last year he sold apples, of this varie-

ty buried in this way, at $1 75 per bushel.—

Western Farmer.

Our climate and soil are well adapted to the

peach, and the fruit will in time probably be cul-

tivated on a lar-e scale in this State for drymg

and curing. -5an Francisco ^i^a Californian.

A New View of Sexual Law.—A paper

which was recently published in the Fress is

arousing quite an animated discussion in En-

gland, viz : The essay read by Mr. Thomas

Meehan before the American Association for

the Advancement of Science, on the laws regula-

ting the production of sexes in plants. Mr.

Meehan, it will be remembered, advanced the

bold and somewhat startling proposition that "it

is only the best condition of vegetative vigor

that female flowers are produced, while male

flowers come from a weakened vitality,'' or in

other words, that it is only the highest types of

vitality which take on the female form.

The Oardener^s Chronicle and A(jricultural

Gazette of London, in a late issue devotes an

editorial article to the discussion of this theory,

evidently leaning to Mr. Meehan 's proposition,

to which it contributes the evidence of general

additional facts—the case of palm trees being

one which the editor alleges bear female flowers

one year and rest the next year, bearing male

flowers, whose production does not so severely

try the energies and vital force.

Mr. Meehan so far has confined his theory to

the vegetable world, his especial field, but there

would seem to be no reason why, analogously.

Cercis Canadensis or American Judas

Tree.—Can you or some of your readers say

whether or not the blossoms of the above tree

are detrimental to bees ? A friend of mine, who

has a good lawn, but also has a fair stock of bees,

was upon the recommendation of a correspon-

dent in the May number of the Gardener's

Monthly, about ordering several of them to add

to the ornamentation of his place but on the

strength of old memories, I advised him not to

do it, as I remember that when I was a boy on

a Pennsylvania farm, the ground under thelled-

bud or Judas trees was always thickly covered

with dead humble bees, wasps, hornets and yel-

low-jackets, when those trees were in bloom.

Neither we nor any of our neighbors kept honey

bees.— Co/man's Bural World.

The Flower Trade of St. Louis.—It is but a

few years since the entire flower trade of the city

was in the hands of a few old women, and the

list of flowers on sale was of the most limited

character. St. Louis was held up in contrast

with Chicago and other cities, and denounced by

interested strangers as displaying an utter want

„^ . -., .. .', of enterprise. We have watched the indications

the same law, if demonstrated to be a law,
i ^f progress in this direction, esi>ecially during

_u_..i,i „„* u..^A 1 :., *u^ k:m, ^^A^r-a r.f Pron -
^^^ last tcu ycars, and find an amazing expan-should not hold good in the high orders of crea

tion. If this be so, here is a phase in the wo-

man question which the woman's right sister-

hood have never thought of, and possibly do not

understand. We invite their close attention to

Mr. Meehan's proposition and argument, and

caution them not to speak too soon. It takes

some time, study and brains to master it.—Dai??/

Fress.

The Peach Orchards of CALiFORNiA.-The

State of California has 800,000 peach trees, or

about five to every voter—enough to produce ^
. , . , i

more than 100 pounds annually for every per- ^^-^-^^^:'^^!^r^:^r!rZC:
son. The figures are large, but they are official.

sion and development. We have now Commer-

cial Floral Establishments, Greenhouses, Gar-

dens, &c., that are a credit to the conmumity

and an illustration of progress in the love of the

beautiful, that cannot fail to work a marked ef-

fect on the health and moral character of the

community.

The total sales for a single week this spring,

foot up the very neat amount of S3,550. The

annual sales of a single firm for several years,

footed up $12,000.

In regard to the character of the stock for sale,

and are supposed to be correct. Santa Clara county

is down for 70,000 trees, Sacramento for 74,000,

El Dorado 56,000, Sonoma for 52,000, San Joa-

servatory and open garden ; the usual stocks of

evergreens andshrubbery, with all the equipments

for parlor, window and table floral ornamenta-

tion. It would be a treat to many of our dis-

quin for 45,000, Butte for 40,000, and Napa, tant readers to visit those establishments and

Placer, Tuolumne, Colusa, Amador, Yolo and I take notes of their collections and prices
;
after

Yuba range between 20,000 and 30,000 each. ! such a visit there would be less thought of Bos-
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ton, New York and Philadelphia, in ordering

flowers, seeds and ornamentals.

In the department of bouquets and cut flowers

what amazing progress has been made. The

finest flowers of the garden and conservatory, ar-

ranged in the most artistic styles, with all the

most recent accompaniments, as rich and costly

holders, vases, baskets, &c.

The houses and grounds are generally in excel-

lent order, and the collections embrace every-

thing new as it comes out in every department

of floriculture, whether in Europe or the United

States The displays made at some of our fairs

and horticultural exhibitions, fail to furnish an

adequate idea of the variety or extent of the

floral trade of our city, and this is yet in its m-

fancy.—JiwraZ World.

Grapes in Minnesota.—The agricultural

editor of the St. Paul Fress says the Concord is

the -general favorite in Minnesota, on account of

its capacity to adapt itself to almost any soil or

situation. Trouble is found in getting the Dela-

ware up to bearing size, on account of its ten-

derness when young. The lona has done well

in some cases, but failed in others.

Large Yield of Grapes.-A few years ago

Mr Carver Maltsby sold to Mr. T. M. Smith,

over ei'rhty (80) bushels of Scuppernong grapes

the pro'duction of one old vine. By some over-

sight this is said to have occurred in Louisiana.

y"ou are probably acquainted with both of the

gentlemen as citizens of this (Columbus) Coun-

tv and can locate the fact more correctly than

the Louisiana paper. Mr. Maltsby, having a

lanre family and numerous visitors (all of whom

had free access to his arbor,) thinks the yield

that year over one hundred bushels.-C. G.

Wyche, in Carolina Farmer.

Uses of FuNOUS.-In addition to the many

nutritious esculent species which are valued as

articles of food. Fungi have another office to

perform, and may be classed among the most

beneficial scavengers of decomposing bodies.

The moment vitality ceases in any organi»ed

matter, whether animal or vegetable, millions ot

spores floating in the air are ready to alight

upon it and assist in its dissolution. Whether

fungi are the cause of disease, or merely a natu-

ral consequence of some disarrangement of the

or-ans of a tree or plant, has long been a dispu-

ted point, many scientific gentlemen being ar-

rayed on either side. Of late years, however,

the question appears to have been Pretty fner"

ally settled in favor of the advocates of the for-

mer belief. It is an undisputed fact that these

pests will attack a feeble tree or plant \n prefer-

ence to one in a perfectly healthy condition af-

ter the manner of all parasites, whether animal

or vegetable.-HooPES' Address.

The Morella Cherry Crop.-We have re-

ports from most of the large cherry orchards m

the northern portion of this state. The crop is

not a large one. The older trees are preUy well

filled but those four or five years old have but

littleVruit. Mr. Dunning, at Jeff-erson, has mar-

keted about 120 bushels, and expects to gather

some 300 more. His first loads brought S6 per

bushel ; the later shipments have sold for »4 50

per bushel.—Prairie Farmer ,

Apples Near Minneapolis, Minn.-The

Farnur^s Union says the apples in the vicinity

of Minneapolis have done very well during the

past winter. Duchess of Oldenburg, Tetofsky,

Bed Astrachan, Belleflower, Fameuse and Wag-

oner are named as having stood the winter very

well-none of the buds being killed.

POEEIGTs^ INTELLIGENCE
Kino Louis of Bavaria, is building hanging

crardens on the roof of his palace, in the shape of

an immense arched building of glass, extending

over the greater part of the palace and court-

yard, and filled with the rarest exotics.

»

EuPATORiUM gracile odoratum is in flow

er here now, and I am much pleased with it, as

it does well in a warm greenhouse. Before the

first lot of flowers is open there js a second lot

showing on the same plant. It will be very use-

ful for bouquets, cut flowers and general deco-

ration. Strike in February and March; pot in

any ordinary good soil, and plant out of doors in

June. Take up early in September, and with

the ordinary care of a Verbena
'^\^^yj^^'f'^

flower all the year round. I should think, from

what I have seen it, it will be everybody's plant

when better known.-W. Howard, Balham, S.

W., in Gardener's Clironicle.

1 •
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Bedding Plants in England.—The fol-

lowing extract from a correspondent of the Lon-

don Gardener^s Chronicle, showing the kinds of

plants used for bedding purposes near South-

ampton, will have an interest for some of our

re^^^ers:
*'There is no mistake about one thing, this is ,

descriptions of the beds noticed here are given

because they appeared the most striking ;
but

they form but a small part of the whole*"

Cyclamen persicum —I think of all winter

and spring blooming plants this is the most

- " — — -'
,

, I

pleasing, and yet how seldom we see it grown to

the place to see the flower garden. One might
,

extent. This may be attributed not alto

imagine that the whole had been laid out from

here, so admirably does it all fit to each other.
I

Right in under us runs a very broad terrace ,

walk the whole length of the mansion, and be-

1

yond this is margined with vases filled with

flowering plants, and at its extremity is a small

enclosed parterre garden called the Temple Gar-

den, after a building of that character situated

within it. This is filled with a variety of plants

producing flowers convenient for cutting from
;

then,coming more to the front, are in close conjunc-

tion two large beds resembling Prince's Feathers,

one being made up with a base of Viola cornuta,

flowering freely, with lines ofCerastium, yellow

Calceolaria; Tom Thumb Pelargonium, Purple

King Verbena, and Bijou Pelargonium to form

the feathers. The other had a base of Golden

gether to want of space or convenience for grow-

ing it, but rather to the plant not being known

and valued as it should be. As a dwarf decora-

tive plant for the greenhouse or conservatory it

stands unrivalled ; when interspersed with Pri-

mulas on the front row of a stage or platform

the cflect is most pleasing. Equally useful is it

to those who have a demand for cut flowers dur-

ing the dreary winter and early spring months.

The sweet scented kinds are, I think, indispen-

sable for bouquet making, imparting as they do

the most delicious odor, little inferior to that of

the Violet ; and after yielding such a succession

of flowers as few plants will do, depriving them

of their blooms as fast as they open, there is then

enough in it as a fine foliage plant to please the

I
most" fastidious. Any amateur with only the

Feather, and in addition to some of the above i

j^^^j^^g ^^^ iu^qjI of an ordinary frame and green-

were also lines of Iresine Herbstii, Christine Pe-
j^^^g^^ ^^y grow it to perfection.— GardeJier's

largonium and blue Lobelia. A small oval bed

looked very pretty with a centre of scarlet, and

alternating triangles of blue Lobelias and Ceras-

tiums. Some serpentine beds were filled with

centres of Iresine Herbstii, bordered wiih Chris-

Chronide.

Crassula LACTEA.-This plant, which was

introduced into England nearly a 100 years ago,
centres or iresme iierosui, ooruerea wua v.u.«-

^

.^ collections of succu-
tioe Pelargomum and edged with Gnaphalium, "^^

Surely the purity and abundance of its

whilst others had centres of Ageratum and mar- -ts.
J J {^^^^^^^ ,^, ,, ,,,^,

gins of Rubens Pelargonium. ^ ^riglU rosy scar- 1
"y

^
^^

^^^^,„ ^3 it

let kind, that is most effective for beds. Just off
,

^t a
g--^^^^^^^^^ of^anuary, when so

the right hand corner of the mansion was a large
i

^^^ ^^^.^^^^ ^^J^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ There is a
bed resembling a St. Catharine Wheel, having a

centre of Den's Heliotrope, margined with Mons.

Martin Pelargonium, two wings being filled with

Christine, and the others with Stella and Cerise

Unique, the whole edged alternately with Viola

cornuta and Lobelia. A perfect gem was a

round bed, having in the centre a star of Cen-

taurea ragusiua, the angles being filled with Co-

leus, and edged with blue Lobelia and Cerasti-

um, whilst in another bed a very pleasing effect

was produced was a centre of Coleus from which

radiated narrow, sweeping scrolls of Cerastium,

blue Lobelia and Yellow Pansy. At Cadland

the Pansy always does well and is wonderfully

effective ; it should be struck from cuttings in

the autumn, to make strong plants for the spring,

and it will flower profusely all the summer. The

figure of it in "Loudon's Encyclopedia ;
but all

the dictionaries make its flowering month to be

September. Like most of its order, its blooms

last a long time out of water, and it should there-

fore be a valuable plant for bouquets and button-

holes. I fell in with some plants of it lately at

Mr. Haynes' nursery at Penge, where I was

pleased to find that the propagator had had in-

structions to make as many flowering plants as

possible for next year.-W. T ,
in Gardener's

Chronicle.

[We noticed in our last 'year's volume the

great value of this plant,—so easily grown, and

so productive of pure white flowers. With us it

is a late winter or early spring blooming plant.

—Ed. G. M.] ,
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"Honesty."—This is certainly one of our

most useful spring blooming decorative plants,

and is so well known that I should not have re-

ferred to it, but for the wish I have to correct a

statement made by a writer on spring flowers,

not long since, as to the proper time of sowing

it. He intimated that August was the best time

for this purpose, but experience has proved to

me that to secure strong bushy plants in April,

2 feet in height and 15 inches through, and a

mass of bloom, the sowing should take place in

the month of May previously. 'Ihey should be

treated entirely as other hardy annuals, and

pricked out 6 inches apart when large enough to

those of your readers who wish to procure a

choice selection of hardy plants to embelhsh villa

gardens with, or for the purpose of adorning

slopes or other raised banks, would find in it a

very valuable addition to kinds that are better

known.— Gardener's Chronicle.

Gigantic American Flowers.—Tropical

America enjoys the pre-eminence of producing

the larcrest floral development in a good many

natural orders, there being the Victoria regia

amon<-st Nymphsecese, the Brugmansia candida

, ^ amongst Solanaceaj, the Lasiaudra macrantha

pricked out 6 inches apart when large enough to
^^^^^^^^ Melastomaccse, the Sapranthus nicara-

conveniently handle , this will allow the plants
\^^^^^^^ amongst Anonacese, the Godwinia gigas

to grow dwarf and robust. For the back rows

of ribbon borders, or the centres of large beds,

the "Honesty'' is invaluable ; it is also eminent-

ly useful when planted either singly or in clus-

ters about the shrubbery borders. Whilst for

those who require large quantities of early cut

flowers, a stock of it must prove of great assis-

tance. 1 have grown three distinct colors of it-

purple, lilac and white ; the latter is the show-

iest of them, but at the same time I believe the

most scarce. The flowers of the dark kind will

auensis amongst Anonacese, the Godwinia gigas

amongst Aroidea), &c. Until I discovered Sa-

pranthus nicaraguensis ( Gardener's Chronicle,

18G0 p. 1334,) tropical Africa was supposed to

possess the largest Anonaceous flowers (Mono-

dora,) and now I learn from your columns {I. c

p 1330) that Dr. AVelwitsch has found in Africa

an Aroid even larger than my Godwinia gigas-.

As I "out-monodored" him in the Anonaceffi, of

course I must not grumble if he "out-godwinias"

me in Aroideie ; but I still trust that when actu-

most scarce. The flowers of the dark kind will
^^ ^measurements are produced, America may yet

also often assume a flaked or variegated form,
'^^^^^^ ^^ victorious in the question. There is no

but this characteristic is simply a sport. ^
I

^j^gou to assume that the few specimens of God-

think there is no garden, however grand, that
j
^^.^^.^ measured in Nicaragua were the largest

will not be improved by the cultivation growth

of a little "Honesty."—A. D.

[The above from the Gardemr's Chronicle, re-

fers to a plant very often met with in old Ameri-

can gardens, where it has mostly been valued

for its curious flat seed vessels.-Ed. G. M ]

ever produced in the country, and there is every

reason to assume that if my specimens, after suf-

fering somewhat in their passage to England,

attained the past season dimensions equalling

within a few inches those of the plants in Nicar-

a«Tua, they may exceed them even if Mr. Bull

really does begin to cultivate them. Berthold

Sfemann.
[Dr. Seeman refers in the above paragraph to

the Godwinia which he discf>vered in Nicaragua

with flowers as large "as a man." This plant

Berberis nepalensis.— I do not think that

this plant is nearly so well known as it deserves

to be. In autumn and winter it is one of the

prettiest of berry bearing shrubs. It is well
, ,viui nowers a» .^ij^u .*o - T"\- uZ\.t^r.}

adapted for ornamental purposes, and few pos- belongs to the Arum ftvmi y, to which our Ca

sess a more pleasing harmony of color in the L^ uiy," or 'J Preacher m ^^« f'P^^" ^^^^\^^^^^:

comblIlation of their leaves and fruit. The lat- dren, belong, and these plants may give some

ter, though not so numerously produced as they j^jea of what this "monster aroid" is like.-Ji.D.

usually are on the common B. microphylla, are q 3f.]

of a much brighter red, slightly drooping, and

the eye quickly rests on them owing to tjieir
^^^^^^^^^^^ j^g^iNiFLORA and Longiflo-

clear shining appearance. The plant, in styie oi

^^^ ^^^^^^^ sweet-scented, winter-flow-

growth, is not unlike our native Berberis, and x^^^^
^^^^^ neglected by gardeners in

its leaves are larger than those of the other spe-

J^^ .^ consequence of their not having a

cies referred to, being of an ovate shape and a h '

^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^y ^^^^^-^^ ^ ^^rm,

glossy dark green color. It is an ornamental P P P
^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^.„g ^^^

shrub, quite worthy of general adoption ,
and

[
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autumn, winter, and spring months, and during

the summer to be planted out in the open garden,

in good soil, repotting again in September. They

may be increased by cuttings or seedlings, as

they seed very freely. Place the plants in a

warm moist house six weeks before you take the

cuttings, then they strike very freely in the

spring
;
pot in good rich fibry peat and loam,

adding coarse sand ; syringe the plants daily.

In case red spider appears, syringe with clear

soot or sulphur water, and if green-fly shows

itself, smoke with tobacco paper. 13. jasmini-

flora is the freest of the two, but longi flora has

the largest flowers, and is the s^vcetest scented.

"When the pots are full of roots, water with liquid

manure frequently. All kinds of Bouvardias

like the same treatment, with the exception of

the rough-leaved one, which will not stand the

syringe so rnxxch.— Gardener''s Chronicle.

Production of India rubber.—The North

American Review states that there arc now in

America and Europe more than 150 manufac-

tories of India rubber articles, employing from

400 to 500 operatives each, and consuming more

than 10,000,000 lbs. of gum per annum The

business, too, is still considered to be in its in-

fancy. Certainly it is increasing. Nevertheless

there is no possibility of the demand exceeding

the supply. The belt of land around the globe,

500 miles north and 500 miles south of the equa-

tor, abounds in trees producing tlie gum ;
and

they can be tapped it is said for 20 successive

seasons. Forty-three thousand of these trees

have been counted in a tract of country 30 miles

long, and eight wide. Each tree yields an aver

age'of three tablespoonfals of sap daily, but the

trees are so close together that one man can

gather the sap of 80jn a day.

Pomology in Wurtemberg.—C. Shickler,

president of the Horticultural Society ''Flora,''

sends to the department of Agriculture at AVash-

ingcon, the following statement relative to Po-

mology in Wurtemberg:

'•Wurtemberg may be called one of the largest

fruit growing countries in Europe. In very good

and prosperous fruit years, as will happen once

or oftener in every decennium, (1860, 1864, 1869,)

the crop amounts to from three to four hundred

weight of fruit for every head of our population.

The very perceptible saving in cereals and other

provisions during such years reduces their prices

increases the export, and has caused our far-

mer's adage: ''Cheap times come out of the woocy

Our fruit cultivation pervades every district.

The orchards increase in number and size every

year, not only in the river valleys, but on the

hill slopes and mountains, so that you may now

see fm3 and remunerative orchards two thou-

sand and two thousand four hundred feet above

tide-water, where it was formerly thought that

no fruit could prosper.

The most fruitful sections are found along the

shores of the Neckar, north of the Alb, and gen-

erally on the northern and northeastern slopes

of the hills which prove, most propitious for

fruit. „ II.'
According to official statistics, as far as obtam-

able, there were in Wurtemberg during the year

1852, of seed fruit, 5,000,000 trees, with a yearly

crop of 8,000,000 hundred weight of fruit ;
and of

stone fruit, 3,500,000 trees, with 2,000,000 hun-

dred weight of fruit. Since then the number of

trees has increased very much. In some dis-

tricts there are from eighty thousand to one hun-

dred thousand fiuit trees upon a square mile.

The city of Stuttgart counts upon a horticultu-

ral area of five thousand four hundred and for-

ty-five acres, about one hundred and ten thou-

sand fruit trees. The crops in diftcrent years

vary from 590,000 to 19,400,000 sei, (three sei per

hundred weight,) and as the price per hundred

weight varies between one and three thalers,

gold, (about one dollar to three dollars of our

currency,) the average crop of fruit represents a

value of six to seven millions of thalers.

The greatest danger to fruit crops lies in the

spring frosts during the blooming season ;
yet as

this season varies nearly four weeks in the dif-

ferent sections, it is easily understood that fre-

quently one county has plentiful crops, whilst

another has a failure, but general fiiilures are

rare. For the same reason it is evident that the

warmest districts are not the most favorable for

fruit cultivation, as the earlier the time forbloom-

ing the greater is the danger of frosts ; and for

the same reason it is exceptional when good fruit

and wine crops are produced the same season,

as the former prospers best under late vegetation

and a wet summer, while wine requires early

vegetation and a dry and warm season.

The yield of cider and dried fruits is consider-

ed with us as of great importance, but table fruit

is also extensively cultivated in some sections,

i. c, "Rems hal," "Neckar shal." The apple

crop is the most useful of all. There is also

some export of this crop, as well as (f fresh cher

riesinto Bavaria.

The cherry tree is among the stone fruit most

cultivated in the valleys of the Alb and Rems.

The prune tree (Zwetschenbaum) is very com-

mon all over the country, and yields the most

valuable fruit for drying. The year 1868 abound-

ed in all kinds of stone fruit, especially prunes

The walnut tree (English walnut) prospers most
^

on the slopes of the Alb, and yields good crops

and fine cabinet wood. Peaches and apricots

are raised in vineyards and gardens, m the torm-

er as standards, in the latter as wall fruit.

A great advantage and ornament is derived

from the planting of fruit trees all along the

roads of the country, the trees being mostly

owned by neighboring farmers.

To promote pomology there are several nurse-

ries, and in the vinyards there are raised a

<rreat many young fruit trees, yet the demand is

greater than the supply, and there are every

year great quantities imported from B.ivaria,

Baden and France.

five cents) each, now sell at one to one and a half

crulden, (thirty to forty-five cents.) The aver-

age price of young apple trees is forty-two kreut-

zer (twenty-five cents) each ;
pear trees forty-

eicrht kreutzer, (twenty-eight cents ;)
cherry or

prime trees eighteen kreutzer, (ten cents,) vary

injT with the quality of the tree.

Some years ago a school for pomology was es-

tablished, which proves of great value.

The greatest portion of the fruit crop is used

for cider, the favorite beverage of the farmer.

This cider keeps very long if made of certain spe-

cies as for instance, the orange pear, wax pear,

roast pear, sugar apple, Borsdorfer apple, Reine-

Ilen apple, *^c.

In unfavorable years, and even m average

years during the last decennium, large quanti-

ties of fruit have been imported from Switzer-

land Baden and Ilessen, to answer the steadily

increasing demand for cider. Esslingen alone

produces in good years 10,000 eimer, (800,000

<mllons,) mostly of sugar apple. A sugarapple tree

is known to have yielded from eighty to one hun-

ana peculiar lu.ituicoui ,t «.«v. „- .

of young; trees vary consi.lcirably. Trees which,

from isis to 1852, sold at six to
tcnkrcutzer{three to

HORTICULTURAL NOTICES,

rESNSYLVANIA IIOBTICULTUUAL SO-

CIETY.

The Fruit Committee of the Pcnu^ylvania

llortkulturil Soeiety having dcei.led to pay a

V sTt to tte -roundsof D. W. Ilerstine near Ger-

mantown to'see his seedling raspberries growing

rresp;t,Wedneeday..y^^^^

s^;:rrEgp:mX-;nd-^^^^^^^

'"iZ'r In r^^ction of the piants, the Commit-

tee s^cted four as worthy of disseminat.on,
and

named them as follows

;

No. 1 ITerstinc, 10 Kuby,

9 Elizabeth, 16 Saunders.

Aaor the Special Committee had performed

their duty, and the Committee of the whole theirs

in connection with the handsome entertainment

prepared by Mrs. Herstine, speech-making was

in order.
. ^ 4 •

Mr. W. Saunders of the Department of Agri-

culture, Washington, was the first speaker call-

ed, lie said he remembered well when the

Franconia was considered all that was to be de-

sired in a good raspberry, but in time it almost

disappeared. In fact none which were foreign

to the climate had proved any great success. A
species of mildew affected the foliage, then the

leaves did not ripen, and the foreign varieties

crave but poor crops compared with the native

Philadelphia, which was up to the present time

.*.)

i
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the only one we could find generally grown. He

did think that we had got what was long looked

for a seedling ofvalue from hardy parents. This

was a seedling of the Allen. The Allen was

well known for its hardiness, hut it would not

fruit. lie had known one plant at Rahway, N.

J , to make plants enough to fill an acre, hut

never fruited. Now he believed we had the har-

diness of the Allen with the productiveness so

much desired.
'

lie thanked the Horticultural Society for the

honor of his name to the new fruit.

Mr. Wm. Parry was next called: He had

grown raspherries for thirty years, and had lost

much time and money in planting and trying to

make profitable seedlings of the foreign race.

They all seemed to do well for a little while, but

soon ran out. He remembered when in the city

yard of Dr. Brinckle the Orange first fruited, he

saw himself two quarts gathered from a sin-

ale plant of one or two stems; but where was

the Brinckle's Orange now ? It was true, that

uone of these had a constitution that would al-

low them to battle long with the climate. The

Allen was well known as hardy and of fine qual- >

ity, hut by itself bore little fruit.

We wanted something which was hardy and

productive, and here he thought we had it. These

seedlings were no doubt the product of the Al-

len, which had been fertilized with the pollen of

the Philadelphia which bad been growing near

them; and the result was what he believed would

prove the Pomological wonder of the age, com

bining more good qualities than any other we

had seen-large as Hornet-color scarlet-rich

in flavor-productive as Philadelphia. Nothmg

more is wanted.
. o -n u

Calls were next for Mr. A. b. 1 uller:

lie said he was highly pleased with what he

had seen, but was not so sanguine as some of his

friends. AVe all knew how many new fruits had

been introduced, which really were at the time,

the finest ever seen. The best he could feel

about these was that they promised very well.

He would like to see our native wild raspberries

get more attention, though it was scarcely possi-

ble we should ever get the fine quality of the for-

eign kinds in them.

Prof Thurbcr was next called on, who in a

few brief remarks expressed pleasure at what he

had seen, and felt he could "record progress."

Mr. P. Quinn came next, who in a humorous

speech, recorded his experience of 16 years with

the Antwerps. He could never tell whether
j

they were %ing or dying, until they were dead.

These seedlings of Mr. Herstine's had pleased

him very much; yet he should like to hear of

them after they had been tried elsewhere. They

were sheltered here. They might not do so well

in exposed places. But it was not for hira to

forebode evil. He saw the good things here

;

here were the facts, and he could only hope they

would turn up alike elsewhere.

Mr. T. Meehan was then called:

He hoped they would have passed him by.

His tongue was not in good speaking order,

though no doubt most present might think the

beautiful sight they had seen on Mr. Herstine s

grounds was enough to make the dumb to speak

Tf not the blind to see. Some had suggested that

possibly these fruits might not hold out in their

good promises. He could only say that he had

seen them last year, and they were now as good

as they were then, and there were no signs of

faUng ofi" visible. He agreed with others, that

cautron was necessary in view of the past. The

Allen he regarded as a foreign variety, but

its hardy, vigorous constitution was every

thing that was needed in a raspberry, so far as

that went ; and he regarded it as one of the very

best parents to start an improved breed from.

Resolutions of satisfaction at the enterprise ol

Mr. Herstine were then passed, and the meeting

adjourned.

The I^roNTiiLY ExniBiTi5>N was held on the

The Premiums for Hollyhocks, Lilies and

Gladiolus were all awarded to Mr. G. W. Earle.

The Lilies were from Auratum, Sui^erbum and

Philadelphicum. There were 18 Gladiolus in

the collection, and we marked as among the best

Bernard de Jussieu, Shakespeare, Horace, Thos.

Moore, ApoUon, Milton, James Veitch, La

Candour.

In the fruit line, there was a great struggle

for the best new Raspberry. The Herstine bav-

in^ been exhibited before, could not compete in

th?s class. The trial lay between the Northern

Wonder of Mr. Anthony Felten, and Mr. Her

sline's Saunders. The latter was awarded the

premium, though there was but little difference

against the Northern Wonder, which is evident-

ly a very good variety, and will be perhaps as

popular in the field as any of its cotemporaries. It

seems by the specimens exhibited, to be a com-

pact stiff grower ; and it* raiser says will stand

erect without any stakes or support.

DEVOTED TO

Horticulture, ArhoricuUure, Botany and Rural Affair <

EDITED BY THOMAS MEEHAN.

HINTS FOE SEPTEMBER.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE
GROUND

So soon as the leaves begin to fall, and the hot

dry summer weatker passes away, people begin

to think of planting dutch bulbous roots.

Of all fertilizers, well rotted cow manure has

been found best for them, and especially if mixed

with a portion of fine sand. They should be set

about four inches beneath the surface of the

around, and a little sand put about the roo s

^hen being planted. A very wet soil usually

rots the roots, and a dry one detracts from the

size of the blooms. A soil in which frden veg-

etables do well, is one of the best for these

^^irselecting kinds to plant, the Hyacinth has

of course the first place. They are usually set

in beds where the summer flowers have bloomed,

and are l)est set wide enough to allow of the

summer bedding plants being put between them^

They die soon after the spring flowers are set

out, and can easily be taken out before the sum-

mer flowers grow strong enough to crowd them,

in selecting, a very good show of bloom can be

had from the moderate priced mixed kinds.

These, where one has not much acquamtance

with them, will look nearly as well as the choice

named kinds. The last, however, are indispen-

sable to those whose taste has been somewhat

cultivated by years of Hyacinth growing. For

window blooming, the bulbs are usually set m

four inch pots, about level with tlie surface o

the soil, and the pots buried under ashes or sand

until they begin to push. It is also as well before

W frost sers in, to cover the bulbs in the open

ground with a Uttle light litter. They are hardy

enou-h ; but the litter keeps the ground from

thawing, which, oft repeated, draws the bulbs

out of the ground. When the bulbs are to be

^rown in glasses of water, it is best to set the

whole concern in dark places for some weeks; as

darkness always favors the production of roots

When the tops are to grow, then all the light

possible is necessary. But we want roots before

we can have tops. Besides Hyacinths, other

bulbs which are hardy, and can be set out in the

fall are Tuhps, Narcissus, Squills, Jonquills.

Crown Imperials, Crocus, Snowdrops and Japan

Lilies The Gladiolus is sometimes seen in

these Catalogues, but these summer flowering

things are all planted in Spring.

In many parts of the Northern States he

leaves will have changed color previous to the

incoming of winter, and the planting of trees

and shrubs will commence as soon as the first

fall showers shall have cooled the atmosphere

and moistened the soil. Further south, where

the season will still remain ' summer '
awhile

lon-er, the soil may at any rate be prepared,

that all may be in readiness when the right sea-

son does come. When there is likely to>>e a great

deal of planting done, and only a limited num-

ber of hands employed, planting may commence

early in the month. What leaves remain on

should be stripped ofl", and the main shoots
,

shortened. They will then do better than if

planted very late. In fact, if planting cannot be

finished before the middle of November in the

Northern and Middle States, it is better as a

rule, deferred till spring. In those States where

little frost occurs, this rule will not apply. The

roots of plants grow all winter, and a plant

set out in the fall has this advantage over spring

set trees, that its roots in spring are in a posi-

m
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tion to supply the tree at once with food. This

is, indeed the theory fall planters rely on ;
but

in practice it is found that severe cold dries up

the wood, and the frosts draw out the roots, and

thus more than counterbalance any advantage

from the pushing of new roots. Very small

plants are, therefore, best left till spring for their

linal planting. The larger things, and which

we recommend planting in the fall, should be

pruned in somewhat at planting. The larger

the tree, the greatei- in proportion should it be

cut away.

Before the summer flowers are gone make

notes of the best things to be had for next year,

and arrange now what are to go in the beds

then. There will then be time to get all togeth-

er. A friend has a bed of the early flowering

Cannas which have made a pretty show on his

<Trounds ; but last year he thought there was

hardly gaiety enough with the curious leaves.

He planted a few scarlet Gladiolus amongst them,

and found they grew very ^^ell together. The

leaves of Gladiolus hardly showed amongst the

•Cannas, so there was no incongruity. The ef-

fect was as if the Canna's bore the scarlet flow-

ers It is such ideas as these which give inter-

est to a flower garden. So with leaf plants.

The Coleus, Achryanthus, Begonias, and such

like have much the best efiect in partially shady

places. There are other things which do best

in the sun,-such as the Cannas, and Gladiolus

aforesaid.

Tlie best way to propagate all the common

kinds of bedding plants is to take a frame or

hand-glass and set it on a bed of very sandy soil

made in a shady place in the open air. The

Band should be fine and sharp, and there is, per-

haps nothing better than river sand for this

purpose. The glass may be whitewashed on the

inside, so as to afford additional security against

injury from the sun's rays. Into this bed of

sand cuttings of half ripened wood of the desira-

ble plants may be set, and after putting in,

slicrhtly watered. Even very rare plants often

do'bettcr this way than when under treatment

in a regular propagating house. In making

cuttings,°it is best to cut the shoots just under

a bud,-they root better, and are not so likely to

rot off and decay. A cutting of about three

eyes is long enough for most strong growing

thinss, such as Geraniums, Fuchsias, &c.

Small growing things, of course, will take more

buds to the one cutting. From one to three

inches is, however, long enough for most cut-

tings. They should be inserted about one-third of

their way under the sand, which latter should

be pressed firmly against the row of cuttings with

a flat piece of board,—not, however, hard

enough to force the particles of sand into the

young and tender bark, which is often the first

step To decay. For a few cuttings, they may be

inserted with a dibble ; but where many are to

be put in, it saves time to mark a line on the

sand with rule or straight edge, and then cut

down a face into the sand, say one or two inchts

deep, when the cuttings can be set against the

face like box edging. All amateurs should

practice the art of propagating plants. There

is nothing connected with gardening more inter-

esting.
»••»

FRUIT GARDEN.
Another year of bountiful crops has awarded

the efforts of the fruit grower^ and hundreds will

plant who have never thought of it before. On

the other hand many who have grown for mar-

ket are discouraged by the very abundance.

The enormous quantities produced have so

cheapened them, that hundreds have been al-

most ruined.

The public was not prepared for such great

abundance. Now just as people are getting to

use fruit freely, and making it by habit a neces-

sary article of food, growers will go out of the

field, and in consequence, even with good crops

another year, the demand will probably exceed

the supply. Thus these little waves of success

ebb and flow; all we can do is to go on with our

hints for the success of fruit growing, knowing

that these little incidentals will regulate them-

selves.

The planting of the Tear, Apple, Plum and

Cherry will soon be in season ; Peaches, Apri-

cots and Grape Vines, except south of the Poto-

mac being for the most part left till spring.

Choose a dry piece of ground. If not naturally

dry, it is best to throw the earth up into banks

or ridges and plant on them. This is cheaper

and better than underd raining. In planting, if

the roots appear deep, cut away some of the

deeper ones, and shorten some of the top of the

tree at the sdme time. This is particularly true

of dwarf Pears which are often grafted on rath-

er long Quince stocks. Cut all away of the

Quince'root but about six inches, and if i^is

should be found to leave few roots, cut away the

top correspondingly. Most of the failures with

dwarf Pears come from bad Quince roots, so deep

in the ground the lower parts decay, and this de-

cay crradually communicates upwards until the

whofe system becomes diseased. The more ten-

acious the subsoil the more necessary is it to at-

tend to this matter. We spoke of pruning in

proportion to injury. It will be found that all

trees area little injured by removal, therefore

all trees should be a little pruned at trans-

planting.

In preparing for planting trees, the soil should

be stirred up at least two feet in depth. Of

course, the trees should be planted in the holes

only so deep as they stood in the ground before,

rather higher, if anything, as the soil will settle.

Good common soil may be filled in the holes if

the natural soil is very bad; but anything

applied as manure may be stirred in the surface-

soil after the trees are planted.

Some talk, in preparing an orchard, about

making "one large hole" for all the trees.

This seems witty, but it is an expense which

very few orchards will ever repay. Water is

|

hkely to stand in the deep holes we recommend;

but in such cases we would, rather than go to

the expense of subsoiling the whole orchard or

underdraining, plant higher than they grew

before-higher than the surrounding soil, mound-

ing the earth, as it were, above the level. No

water will ever stand here. And the money

usually spent on making " one big hole '' of the

"whole" orchard, or in underdraining, we would

spend in annually surface dressing the ground.

Trees that have long stems exposed to hot

suns, or drying winds, become what gardeners

call hidebound.' That is, the old bark becomes

indurated,-cannot expand, and the tree suffers

much in consequence. Such an evil is usually

indicated by grey lichens y#ich feed on the de-

caying bark. In these cases a washing of weak

lye or of lime water is very useful ;
indeed,

where the bark is healthy, it is beneficial thus to

wash the trees, as many eggs of insects are

thereby destroyed.

The old practice of slitting hidebound Cherry

and other trees with a knife, had much more

sense in it, than some of our leading minds are

ready to admit.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.

The main crop of Spinage should now be sown

.

Properly cooked, there are few vegetables more

aoreeable to the general taste, and few families

wlio have gardens will wish to be without it. It

is essential that it have a very well enriched soil,

as good large leaves constitute its perfection as a

ve'^etable. As soon as the weather becomes se-

vere, a light covering of straw should be thrown

over it. A few Radishes may be sown with the

Spinage for fall use.

Turnips also may still be sown. In fact, if

the soil be rich, a better quality of root for table

use will be obtained than if sown earlier.

Celery and Endive will still require the atten-

tion in blanching described in former hints.

Cabbage and Cauliflower are sown this month

for spring use. The former requires some care,

as, if it grow too vigorous before winter, it will

all run to seed in the spring. The best plan is

to make two sowings—one early in the month,

the other at the end. The rule is get them only

just so strong that they may live over the winter

in safety. Many preserve them in frames ;
but

they should have wooden sashes or shutters in-

stead of glass, so as not to encourage them to

grow much.

Cauliflower, on the other hand, cannot well be

too forward. Most persons provide a pit of

stone, brick or wood, sunk five or six feet below

the surface of the ground, into which leaves,

manure, or any waste vegetable matter is filled.

When quite full it is suffered to heat a little,

when it will sink somewhat and have more ma-

terial added to it ; about six inches of good rich

loam is then placed on it, and early in Novem-

ber the Cauliflower planted out. The object in

refilling the leaves so often is to insure the plants

remaining as near the glass as possible, which is

very essential in the growth of 'CauUflower*

Lettuce is treated in the same way, and seed

should be sown now to prepare for the planting.

The Cabbage Lettuce is the kind usually em-

ployed.

t
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COMMUNICATIONS

ANSWER OX NEW GRAPES—AVHAT
SHALL I DO WITH THEM?
To Mr. George Haskell, Ipswich, Mom.

BY DR. H. SCHRODER, BLOOMINQTON, ILLS.

After a thorough and extensive experience of

over 15 years in Grape culture in Illinois, and

observations over the West* I came to the con-

clusion that Foreign Vines, or Vines with For-

eign parentage or blood, will not be the Grape of

the future, or the most profitable ones to grow.

Still I wish them tried everywhere in small

quantities and in collections. I believe in

American Seedlings of our yet best approved va-

rieties, as Concord, Norton, Taylor, Perkins,

Delaware, lona, Clinton, Catawba and a few

others. Seedling from Seedling we may have to

«»o for a century, before we will find the best.

°
In another thing I believe, and that is, after

our wild lands are in cultivation,swamps and wet

lands dried, our roads made dry and perfect; the

miserable fence laws everywhere most abolished,

the real nurseries for weeds and obnoxious plants;

forests are cultivated; our soils will become

more adapted to Grape culture.

But think on it, to day we have a wild piece

of timber or prairie land with a growth of Stra-

nionia (Gimpson Weeds), Dog Fennel, Wild

IIemp,nazelbrush,Elms, Cottonwoods, etc.,etc.,

and to-morrow or so we plant the most goodly and

refined plant, the Grape Vine, and now expect

them a fine, a superior and kealihy fruit.

The plant or the vine is the seed, or what the

Father is in creation of man or a child, the land

is the mother, to make it healthy give it devel-

opment, beauty and growth. Now only see

through how many generations you can trace

and detect the sins, the rough materials, the

imperfections of the mother and also the father.

Raise your seedlings in your most cultivated

lands, and as we have to go through the sta-

dium of cultivation most everywhere, let time,

<^ood cultivation and observation bring Grapes

to more perfection. Let us not stop for a mo-

ment with the cultivation of the Grape, the

niakintr of wine, as we have to fulfil our mission.

The abolition of drunkenness and cruelty, we

*I sold since that tiinft over 18,000,000 of Vines and cut-

tlugs to all parts of America, but % went westward.

are determined to make, by wine using, our

people happy.

We have already very good grapes for wine,

and the process of gallizing will make our rough

backwoodsmen. Wine palatable to our people,

and my word for it, our Wines will be better and

finer every year, and what is more, will be

cheaper and in the reach of the laboring class.

If a laboring man can drink a glass of Wine for

five cents, he v.-ill use it in preference to whisky

or bad beer. Wine will and must supersede

the beer, as it is first used in smaller quantities.

Second, every farmer and poor man can make

it without the expense of great apparatus.

'Third, it can be stored away in smaller rooms.

Fourth, it can be transported easy, and most

any time.

Fifth, by properly keeping it it will not sour.

Sixth, the common use of VVine will not make

people sick, start diarrhoea, colic or cholera,

like sour beer in summer.

Seventh, as it is stated that, soul, spirit or

ghost in man consists of phosphoric fluid in the

tubes of our nerves, it will make people wiser,

happier, morally good, and lead to brotherly and

neighborly love.

Not every farmer can have a brewery, but

most can have a little vinyard. Mark my

prophecy, America and particularly the AVest-

ern States, will supply half of mankind and

the happiest communites with Wine in 100 years,

and we will have a happy and morally good people.

As to protecting new plants, or to patent the

same, I am ofa different opinion with you
;
just

let the thing go as it is. If you have a good

thinq and can persuade buyers, make all you can

out of it, if you have the plant for speculation;

but ifyou are not a professional nurseryman, and

you give the world a good new plant, you will

be a benefactor, and your name will be recorded

with golden letters in the history of Grape cul-

ture and of your country. We have yet many

good Vines and Plants, and where the first in-

troducers did not make a dollar out of them
;

and here it is the first time in my life, that I

speak publicly of Dr. Grant and his Delaware,

lona, etc. This man is often and often attacked

about his money making out of those new varie
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ties. I say hats off! Thanks to him, who by

his enormous advertising, canvassing and most

be no question about the grass sod being much

cooler than cultivated ground; and wherever the

.U enormous advertising canvassing and n^.t cojr tuan
^^^^^^^^^^^^,^,^^ ,eat

powerful effort. Pe--^;^ P^P'?,, *°
^^^ aUhe roots, it certainly would thrive better m

.rrapes, ad get the idea of new seedlings up in

people. Without Dr. Grant there would not

at the roots, it certainly would thrive better m

sod with the grass close cut.

"people: without Dr Grant ^H- -"^^ "-

^

havebeenone-fiftiethof the Grape Vines planted It wm d y
^^^^ ^^^

Dr. Grant has my sympathies, and when we are P. M. *« ''^''' °'

J^^
»,

,^^, t,,^„ j^c air ahovc

allashe^thehlstorywiU give him the
«^^^^ to find the clean

second place, and will plant him a monument. 1

think here in the West, Illinois, Ohio, Missouri

and Kansas are the best States to try your seed-

lings or Hybrids. Louis L. Koch in Golconda

suriace wiia ttv;tua.iij ^^ —^

—

ground. Though prepared to find the clean

ground the warmest, I was quite surprised at the

results.

lings or Hybrids. Louis L. Koch in Golconda ^ ^^^^ HINTS ON VIOLET CULTIVA
Ills, is one of the most scientific and practical ^^^^^

_i TT^« 'C.nrl Mpiinich. in ^^ ,.r^«^ -u" arrm
Ills. IS UUe Ul tllCi »*iv^o« w

r • -u '

collection growers, also Hon. Fred. Meunich, in

Dutzow, Mo., and Mr. Barnes, in Leavenworth,

Kansas, Mr. S. Miller, in Bluffton, Mo. I have

tried nearly 400 varieties myself.

I hope you will be pleased with my remarks,

as they come from my old heart.

/

«•»

TION.

BY JAMES TAPLIN, MANAGER FOR WM. E. SUCH,

SOUTH AMBOY, N. J.

To those about to commence growing Violets.

The best time to obtain plants is April and May.

1 We usually divide and plant out for flowering

the succeeding autumn and winter, in spring,

..-^^iT^SuATUKK.
I

ahont the^third^wee. in April, prejrm.^^
Vour remarj;-a ll:ZL of the.«, ^-^f^:^^rSnf^f^^^

advising your readers to observe for

«-rd1rr: coatrn-Tdecay'ed m'nL, e^ery little piece

led me to make some observations on the dififer-

^^^^^
°

/ „ ,„^ke a large plant by au-

enccs of temperature between grass ^^d '^"'^ '^"H 7t„ *m pU in rows about 1 foot from

:;S.^^?:-^n:ffo?rw^::^S^^^

hoed 'and thoroughly cleaned °f
r^^^-^^^^f^';

' '''^.^'™"„
'^ore is necessary until the end of

previous. Digging down a r;^\^<^'>V, ^f^^ September "hen we prepare frames by placing

the thermometer in the hole and covered over i?^P e™'""' '

^^i^,, j^cayed manure,

with soil, after it had remained a few mmutes I abon wo ftet o P^^^
J,^^^^ ^^ ^,^, ^,,

took it out and found it gave as the temperature wh.ch „.v .... „„,, ,,„.

o . r- 4K/^ nK/-»ifn Rnni. IS a
920 About four feel from the above spot is a

arass lawn, that had been twice mowed tms sea-

son, the last time about a week ago. In this i

r : 'a mixt^rroT half good loam and e-

ayed manure a foot deep on the top ;
choo a

da'y after a good fl^-^^- «'- ^^JUthen
^on, the last time about a week ago. I" >'" ..M^^^ of water before lifting, they wil then

dug a hole the same depth as before and with '<'^'""= "
,,^„ „f .^ots and soil, plant .n

?he%ame process found the marking of the glass h)"J'^^aja ^^ .^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ,

tobe8G%or 6» less than the other ^ 'Cjen>- frame^^^^
^^^.„g ^^ i, ^rm-

perature of the atmosphere at the
"f ;''',«/^f„;

r'j^p ^Ue light on a few days, and off at n.ght

Being anxious to see what effect a hot 'l^y'* ^"" r^^PJ
fo, ^ „eek if necessary, and then leave

would have on the heat of the ground; at 5 P. ^.
8h«d«

^^^.^ ^.^^^^^ ^.^^^^,^ ^he„ they

I went through with the same experiments and l.ght off « y ^^ _^^^ ^^,^^^ i

found the euitivated ground to^/^^ ''"'^ *! ^hhTu-h
'

ay, «» -^ moderate frost w.U take

grass sod 91°, or 8» less than the former The wUh

J

y
^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ „^ frost

atmosphere then being 90'. The mo.sture «'
"^,''^0,heck the flowering. Give a thorough

the ground appeared much about the «'^™«'"
I ^l^tucn necessary,doing it in the morn.ng

both places The grass having been ^^M "^f^w day, give abundance of air, e.ther by

„oweI, but little grass roots could be seen these
^^^^^^^ J^^ „ juting them up according to

were very fine and did not extend but an mch pu
„ ,

^^^^^^^^

or so down, and were hardly numerous «°«"gM'\tg ow -ineipally the Czar, a very sweet,

to hold the sod together. There would seem to
1

h •

\

' '1

It'' i
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large flowering, single variety ; a very strong

grower ; flower size of small pansies, on very

long stalks, so that they may be used for bou-

quets without tying to stems ; color a rich pur"

])le ; nearly hardy. I need not state it is full

flowering, having gathered 2000 flowers from a

C light frame in one day. It commences to

bloom in September and continues in succession

until March, in cold frames.

The King is another excellent variety, very

large, 1^ inches in diameter and very double and

sweet. It is 80 free flowering that it makes a

complete carpet of blossoms. A plant of this

sent to Mr. Meehan this spring, was an average

.sample. It was about 18 inches in diameter,

with perhaps over 200- flowers and above that

number of buds; color deep purple/, quite hardy

and commences to flower in March. This varie-

ty I had planted in 2 inc^h pots in greenhouse,

with 6 and more large flowers at once. We also

grow a small white hardy variety, very sweet

and pretty for planting on graves, banks, etc.,for

which the King is also well adapted, and it can

be realized a bank of violets. We pot some and

put some thick in boxes in a greenhouse,

as it is very dilflcult to gather from frames

sometimes in very severe weather. Those re-

quire keeping moist, or lied Spider may be trou-

blesome.

Other varieties require the same treatment,

except that the Neapolitan is not so hardy as

these newer varieties I have named.

»•*

CROSS FERTILIZATION AND THE LAW
OF SEX IN EUPHORBIA.

BY THOMAR MEEIIAN, HEAD BEFORE PHILA.

ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES.

Mr. Charles Darwin's interesting observations

on cross fertilization open a new world for origi-

nal di.scovery. The list of plants which seem to

avoid self-fertilization is already very large. I

think Euphorbia may be added to the number.

Certainly this is the case with Euphorbia ful-

geus, Kaw. (E. jacquiniceflora. Hook.) which I

have watched very closely in my greenhouse

tliis winter. Several days before the stamens

burst through the involucre which closely in-

vests them, the pistil, with its ovarium on the

long i^edicel, has protruded itself beyond, ex-

posed its stigmatic surHices, and received the

pollen from the neighboring flowers. The way

in which the pollen scatters itself is curious. In

most flowers a slight jar or a breath of wind

will waft the pollen to the stigmas; but I have

not been able to notice any to leave these flow-

ers in this way ; for as soon as the anther cells

burst, the whole stamen falls from its filament-

like pedicel, and either drops at once on the pis-

tils of other flowers, or scatters its pollen grains

by the force of the fall.

This Euphorbia also furnishes another contri-

bution to the theory of sex which I have ad-

vanced. The plan on which the male and female

organs are formed is evidently a common one
;

and the only reason why some flower heads have

a pistil in the centre, and others are wholly

staminate, is, that there is greater axial vigor

when the female flower is formed. Whenever

the common peduncle (below the scarlet invol-

ucre) is weak, a pistil never appears in that

head of flowers. A few which seem strong

neither have them, but the gieat majority of the

strong peduncles are those which bear the fe-

male blossoms. Another interesting fact is, that

the number of male flowers is less in those heads

which also bear a female, than in those which

are wholly staminate. This seems to add to the

point I made in my paper on Ambrosia, that

after the flowers have been partially formed in

embryo, and before the sex has been finally de-

termined, the female flower, being primordially

the stronger, has the power of absorbing the

males, or their partially formed elements, into

its system. It is certainly remarkable that in

both these instances the number of male flowers

should decrease in proportion to the existence or

vigor of the central female one.

The male and female flowers of Euphorbia

fulgens are formed much alike. The female oc-

cupies the centre, and seems really but a prolon-

gation of the main stem, on the top of which is

an articulation from which the ovarium springs.

The capsule readily falls from this articulation

when mature. From the base of the female

central peduncle spring weaker peduncles, col-

orless, appearing indeed almost like filaments,

articulated at about the same heigth as the fe-

male, onlv above the point bearing a short fila-

ment and anther—the caduceous part before re-

ferred to. No one can fail to see the correspon-

dence of plan in these different parts, and I

think that nothing but the favorable position in

the direct line of axial vigor made the central

flower a female one.

Cases occasionally occur in which a tolerably

strong head of wholly male flowers will develope

the central axis into a pedicel almost as long and

vigorous as those which hear female flowers. But

the flow of vital force-if I am correct m using

this term-not being quite sufficien ,
the final

coal of natural perfection in the female form was

^ot reached. These cases do not occur often

but are well worth looking for, as they show so

clearly the dividing line between the forces which

<'Overn the male or female sex.

LABOR DIFFICULTIES.

BY A SOUTHEKN NCKSERYMAN.

Difficulty in getting the needed labor is begin-

in" to tell fearfnlly in all agricultural pursuits,

and in consequence many projecting improve-

ments cannot be achieved. We are really sho t

handed. The negro is becoming more and mo e

unreliable. I started with a full force both

my nursery and plantation; all went alongJvUl

enough until the beginning of th.s ">of'' ^
«"

the hot weather set in, and grass bccommg

plentiful all over the country, owing to excessive

rains, the spirit of rebellion broke ont, and a

strik; for higher wages, causing me to discharge

half of my hands. The cause of this is, that a

few bad managing farmer, got in the gmss, and

as it was a question of life or death to their cot-

ton crops, they offered an advance of wages fcr

the time being. This put us all to trouble more

or less, and has had a bad effect on the count y

at lar-e. We must have more laborers to till

th soil. 1 would much prefer to keep the negro

to do it for a good share of its Prod"'^* '^
^^

shape of regular and good wages; but when h s

class fails, we must have somethmg to replace

*'white labor is beginning to be
"-J" ^^^^f^^f,

every day, but it is impossible to fill the places

of the d/a'd negro laborers with the naUve we
population, as they are numeneally too sma^i.

i'movemont is on foot among some of my

friends to try a batch of Chinese. To te 1
l^e

truth, I am afraid to try »»« experiment myself-

But i these latter are skilled laborer let hem

come by all means. The advent of reliable labor

will induce our people to devote more attention

to horticultural matters.
A„„ip,a

Grape crops very good. Pears and Apples a

full crop; Peaches few. Cotton crops here very

promlmg; also Corn. On the whole we have

80 far an excellent crop year. ...... ^^
TThis was not intended for publication, we

have not therefore used the writer's name or ad^

dress. AVe publish it, because it is part of a

great question which has troubled northern

fmrt culturists for many years. Our correspon-

dent makes it a question of
^I'^'^'-^'J^^'f^f^.k

it one of wages with all classes. Few ^viU vork

for less than the highest wages they «^n Se'-

One has a beautilul private l-'a^^' ''"j^^^^^'

sionate love of gardening; but one after another

men who know nothing of «'«
''"""'^f^^ I^s.

situation, and it is ruined. He is °«arly d.s

'
usted when he finds one who is a real gardener,

Cd al is a-ain pleasant to him. But good gar-

dlers are^carce, and '"^^ -ages tcmipton

everv side. It is not long before this short

dr Im ends,-lhe gardener either goes to another

^e whore' he is better l-W,-- '»•;-- ^

t

„er into some nursery flrm,-or s arts .to bu i

taess on his own account. Providing the

'^Xner fills his stipulated time, a^^^^^

:r:ronhn.ho": :^;'^ -e mteiu

"ent enterprising men should fill the vaoii^i s

Vn to them. But it is a serious drawback to

the pleasure of gardening. Thousands woud

have places where there are now but a hundred,

.Hw-erenot forjust ^^-^t^-,::::::;,

that there are not hundreds after it. «"'
''J_^

thevarenot better suited to our wants s m

"n^ measure our own faults. No one take

apprentices any more. " They don't pay.' We

don't encoura/e those we employ to read hort -

cultural publications,-!! is no business of ours.

CruUural Societies we do not encourag^,-

tardeners "take our best things there,' and

oot t^o much time. Then our "ort.eul urM

societies themselves loose sight entirely of thm

mission and objects. There is not one that

':;rtUlightestencour..gementto«^^^^

gardener-lhe main principle on »''«
'

'^'^f,

^ere founded. A premium of one or t«o dol

:Z is offered forarticlps
^^•^'^'^'^^;'^Xl

the many hours of time taken m "'"^^^^^ ' °^

duction will cost live or ten to exhibit. eiict

auciiou, nil.
.ri,„„„ who live within a

!!t or collect "^hat they have," and that is all

cut or L0111.UI.
^ gardeners

rucUrtf:ouri^uidbe^^^^^^^^^^^

1 '1

•1
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Our trouble is as great with laborers as with

educated gardeners. There is scarcely a nursery-

man north, who has not been driven as nearly

crazy as our correspondent says. We do not

think we are far from wrong in estimating that

one-third the work is done by women and boys,

in the average of northern nurseries. We do

not know the remedy for this. We doubt

whether Chinese, or the introduction of any

other ese will help the matter one bit. Man-

kind all come to be governed by the same mo-

tives at length. Unless we can control the mo-

tives, it is of no avail.—Ed.l

—»

VINELAND AND DREER'S NURSERY.

BY WALTER ELDER, LANDSCAPE GARDENER,
PHILADELPHIA.

It would appear neighbor Mechan, that your

humble servant had followed you on your recent

visits to Vineland and Mr. Dreer's Nursery,and

saw many things worthy of note, which you did

not mention in your notices thereof.

In first week of June last, we observed many

large bushes and clumps of Kalmia angustifo-

lia and latifolia, on the wayside going to and

returning from Vineland. They were wholly

covered with their blossoms ; those of latifolia

were deep pink, and in great profusion. The

plants were luxuriating in the full sunshine, far

from trees. We feel assured that all our indige-

nous Andromftdas, Kalmias, Rhododendrons,&c.

could be grown with us to as much perfection in

open exposures as they are grown in Great

Britain. Let nurserymen raise them from seeds

and grow the plants in suitable composts in open

sunshine. And let improvers make proper prep-

arations for them when set out. And very soon

they will decorate our lawns in the rural districts.

But in "City Squares" we would never think of

setting them ; the idea is preposterous. The

British people decorate their pleasure grounds

with groups of their native Broom and Whin.

And why don't we try to ornament our pleasure

grounds with our beautiful, blooming evergreen

native shrubs; and deciduous shrubbery too, we
would say.

At Mr. Dreer's Nursery, in the first week of

Jul}', we saw several hundreds of the "Golden

Lily of Japan'' in bloom ; the flowers were very

large and very fragrant, and some were semi-

double,—a noble Lily. Large patches of Pentste-

mons and Yucca gloriosa and filamentosa were

also in bloom, and looked both beautiful and

grand. The lately imported double WhiU Zin-

nia was in bloom; rich and beautiful. The late-

ly imported perennial hardy Phlox, was in

bloom, and surpassed all the species and varie-

ties we have seen, in the richness and sweet per-

fumes of their blossoms. There were several

hundred plants of about ten varieties. The double

Hollyhocks were beautiful ; the rose and saffron

colors were especially beautiful. But all the

blooms were in the form of those of the old War-

rata or Anemoniflora Camellia. The new seed-

ling Petunias and Verbenas far surpassed in the

beauties of their colors and variegations any va-

rieties we have seen. There is a half acre of Pe-

tuneas and two acres of Verbenas. An acre of

Phlox Drummondii in all its beautiful varieties.

And how lovely was the half acre of double Por-

tulaccas ; of various colors, but kept distinct.

The nursery is under the superintendence of Mr.

William Dreer, son of Henry A. Dreer ; a very

polite and promising young horticulturist.

<••»

BIG TREES.

BY W. T. HARDING, FAIRMOUNT PARK, PHILA.

Some years ago, Mr. Walker, of the Golden

Gate Nursery, San Francisco, called my atten-

tion to a tree of remarkable growth and charac-

ter, Eucalyptus amygdaline which promised (so

vigorous there) to be a mammoth in a few years.

No doubt our good friend, Josiah IIoopcs, saw

the same tree there, and as he has mentioned

extraordinary instances of arboreal growth,

especially of the Eucalyptus and Pinus, it brings

back to memory some ideas of those " Kings of

the forest glade," whose regal grandeur made

me exclaim, ''there were giants in the earth in

those days." Between Brisbane and Praramat-

ta, some GO miles from Sydney, stands a tree (or

did then), some 20 years ago, a Eucalyptus mon-

strosa, truly a monstrosity in growth, which

measured 78 feet in circumference, height 35

feet. Imagine a huge Cauliflower of such a size,

and you get the idea. I do not know that it has

been described as E. monstrosa; but I saw many

trees in every stage of growth, identical with

monstrosa. I have some vivid recollections of

trees whose tops were " up above the world so

high,"—from 400 to near 500 feet. Look

down from such an altitude, and see a tree per-

fect in ail respects,—call it a shrub or herbaceous

plant, or what you will, it is a miniature tree?

18'ro.
THE GARDEJ^ER^^ MOJ^TELY. ^65

Erica cerinthoides nana some few i"^^^^
J^

S^^;^

I have often seen and admired
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

abundantly growing at the Cape of Good Hype,

with others of more noUe mien.

Should you, Mr. Editor, ever n.ake an ove^^

land iourney from Sidney to Adalaide look

out "and you will see the Ucj Gum treeljn.n-

tion. On the eastside of said tree you will sec the

initials W. T. H ,
rudely inscribed.

THE AMERICAN CHESTNUT.

We c^ive below two papers on the Chestnut.

The fir^si is by one of the firm of Storrs Harrt-

son & Co., written at our request The secoml

"by the 'editor, being his remarks before the

American Association for the Advancement of

ScTenee at Troy, last month. We have from

Storrs Harrison & Co. a cut which ex-

pS'Mr. Meehan's idea. The artist has taken

«j.

•11

il

.., tnr. but the two distinct female flowers, the other from the axils of the
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The American Sweet Chestnut— Castanea

Americana.

FROM STORRS, HARRISON & CO.

Once our magnificent forests in their native

beauty and grandeur called forth the admiration

and astonishment of European travellers and the

early settlers and pioneers of this country ;
but

over a large part of the older States, the glory

and beauty have long since passed away. Only

a few of the old raonarchs of the forests of centu-

ries growth yet remain—and although we are

comparatively but a young nation, yet such has

been our prodigality and wastefulness, we

already seriously feel the want of timber for fuel,

building and fencing, and with the certainty of

an ever increasing demand in the autumn. Our

Agriculturists justly feel alarmed at the pros-

pects, and inquire, what can be done to supply

our own need, and the wants of those that are

to come after us? AVe answer first, practice the

most rigid economy in the use of timber for any

purpose
;
protect what remains of the native

forest from the depredations of cattle, so that

the young seedlings may have a chance to grow

and supply the place of the elder trees.

2nLl. Plant a portion of the cleared land to

forest trees, such as are best adapted to the soil

and climate, and promise the most value for fu-

ture use.

Over a very wide extent of country,embracing

several degrees of latitude, the American Chest-

nut grows naturally, a most useful and valuable

tree. After much inquiry and thought upon

the subject, we do most heartily commend its

cultivation wherever it can be grown.

First. Because it is hardy, grows rapidly from

seed on the shoots, from stumps of parent trees,

and affords the most valuable timber for building

and finishing lumber, as well as for posts and

rails for fencing.

Second. It is a beautiful tree, covered in early

summer with its long pendant tassel-like blos-

soms and rich luxuriant foliage, and in autumn

,with choicest nuts.

Third. It is adapted to a great variety of

soils, thriving equally well on sandy, clayey,

loamy, gravelly and rocky land, if not wet.

Fourth. When grown from seed in the nursery

it can be transplanted with perfect safety and

success.

Fifth. We have no native tree that equals the

Chestnut for rapidity of growth and durability

of its timber. Usually the more rapid the

growth, the sooner the decay. To this general

rule the chestnut is a remarkable exception.

While it grows more rapidly than most any

other tree, the timber when cut and exposed to

the atmosphere will last longer than almost any

other, as the posts and rails of very old fences

can testify.

Sixth. The Chestnut possesses one great ad-

vantage over most other forest trees in repro-

!
ducing itself. After having been cut down for

I
timber, young shoots will start from the stump

and grow with wonderful rapidity, in a short

time reproducing more wood than was in the

parent tree. Sometimes these shoots are nu-

merous, but are always under the control of the

owner to thin out as his judgment may direct,

for his future use.

'When grown especially for fruit, the trees

should be set as much as 40 feet apart, so that

each may have room to form a wide spreading

head. They will bear fruit in favorable locali-

ties from 5 to 9 years from planting, and the

fruit always brings a good price and is constantly

increasing in value.

For timber, large quantities are grown in En-

gland, planted closely together, sometimes as

near as five feet each way, planted in this man-

ner they produce long straight poles for hurdles,

hop poles. &c. In this country,when we require

so much timber for fences, stakes and posts for

grape growing, what would be more convenient

on a farm than a fine large chestnut grove,

where the farmer could at any time resort for

timber with the assurance that from the appa-

rent worthless stump left in the ground, there

would another season spring up a growth,

Phoenix-like, more vigorous and numerous than

the trees removed. In this manner they may

be cut, not only once or twice, but maybe cut

and renewed every few years for centuries, as

the Chestnut groves and forests in England

fully demonstrate. With all the superior excel-

lence of this tree, we wonder that its i)n>pagation

has been so much neglected. Then we say plant

the Chestnut,that you may enjoy its beauty and

shade, its fruit and timber; and that you may
leave a rich inheritance to your cliildren

;
plant

it on the broad prairies of the West, plant it on

the thin worn out soils of the East, plant it in

lawns and streets, plant in orchards and groves,

plant it wherever you may want a "««f"l *»^

valuable tree, a.id future geuerations wiU rise up

and call you blessed.

KUTRITION AND SEX IN PLANTS.

Jte<,d be/ore American AMOoto(ion/or Ad. Science.

BY THOMAS MEEHAN.

In my paper on the laws of sex in plants.which

I read to the Association last year, I gave some

account of a few of the leading facts I had ob-

served, which seemed to indicate that a higher

degree of vigor or vital force was necessary to

produce the female than the male sex in plants.

1 have not met with one fact which has sug-

aested any other conclusion; nor have I heard

any fivct suggested by others which cou d lead to

any other Opinion. Wherever there has been

any change in the sexual relations, the male

flowers or organs are invariably associated with

declining vigor, while only in those parts of

plants most favorable to the highest state of vi-

tality, are the female flowers most numerous, or

generally found.

This theory is so capable of easy demonstra-

tion by any one who will personally examine the

first raoncecious tree or plant he meets that 1

feel sure nothing further will be needed from me

to sustain it. I propose now to go a step tur-

ther in the endeavor to ascertain the exact laws

of nutrition, by which we may control these sex

nroducing forces respectively.

I have here some si>ccimens of Casianea Ame, -

icana, our common sweet Chestnut, as my hrst

contribution to this class of facts.

But first I would call atlcntion|to the fact.that

there are two classes of male flowers in this tree

It is scarcely possible that this should have es-

caped the eyes of other observers, but I find no

reference to it in botanical works. One clas of

,„ale flowers comes out from the »>^;1^
"f

'>»^f

starved slioots, the other class terminates tl c

slron.> vigorous shoots which hear the female

tlossomsr Those ofthe former class have the.

flowers set densely on the raeh.s.-on the latter

they are somewhat scattered, and do not open

until a week or ten days after the latter The

:,:!nerous flowers ,ve see on the Chestnut re

^ are of the former class, and gen«™"y ''»:^

mostly fallen before those associated w, 1. the

female flowers open. I think it likely that one

of these classes does not i«rform the »'»=' fer-

tilizing fm.ctious, but could '"'' «^"'/y
™>;;'f

positively. The interest for us here is to note

Ue antagonism, so to say, between the male and

female blossoms. The -mpa^tively -.k

spikes show that they were f" -
^ f'^^.^^,

the female flowers had
'^'^'^'='f"„

, j^o

enough for their Perf-t development^ Only
"^^

surplus matter goes to form the ™*'» "^
^

the apex. This is better shown by * [act that

often there is no prolongation beyond t e foma o

flowers- no male Wossoms. At other times oniy

!Tw.!'never as w8 have seen, the number which

:;;:ars ::lose spikes which arc wholly mas-

^irre:a:'dtori:flucnce of nutrition on sex

another'specimen I exhibit is from a tree at leas

Tty feet'high and six feet in
f'='?"><^;™^^-J

is on my ground, stands out by itself, and has

bo"e fr'uit regularly and in good crops—Uy.
This year the leaves are all streaked with

yellow,

as in this specimen.
annear-

Horliculturists well know *at this appear

ance on the leaves of plants arises fr'""^"
'^^^^

ruption of the nutritive
^'"•'^"^"'WuW -or if

be partially ringed to induce frmtfulness, or .

the roots be injured in transplanting -or rot ed

by an over supply of water, a yellow tmt to the

foliage is the invariable consequence. In some

wayU. n this Chestnut tree has this season met

witV ome check to its nutritive Bystera,-re-

TeWed a blow to its vitality, which has rcsu ted

nihis yellow tinted leaf. The efl'ect of this on

tL « is, that though thousands of male flow-

ers are produced, there is not o°«/<="'f ."r"^

oL young chestnut, on tfie whole tree that I can

"t'think this instance satisfactory a» ^ar a« it

.roes that d-fcctive nutritior, is one of the agents

Z^tcrJon t/»o.e la.s of vUaXHy that govern

the sexes.

CHANGE OF COLOR IN FLOWERS.

M MR. C. CRUCKSELI,. IIARRISBUBO, PA

Your editorial in the August number of the

MontUly, on " varying colors in the same pla^

brin-s to mind a circumstance wor h repeat n.

Dnrrn- the past winter I had occasion to call on

aSd of mine, with a view of obtaining some

lL> cut flowers. A pure white ^genvtmn m

his collection pleased me so well that I beggea

cuttin-s of the same to add to my stock of white

win er flowering plants. The cuttings rooted

and bloomed in the greenhouse, and have con-

toued flowering in the ground .all summer but

he flowers are!all blue. There was no mistake in

te cuttin-'s as I cut the white flowers from the

ttt ngs tefore putting the latter in the sand box

r
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and no person had access to them but myself.

It remains now to be seen whether they will re-

turn to the original color white, after having

been housed for the coming winter. Singular,

is it not?

[What species was it ? Please send a few

leaves.

—

Ed.]

«••«

BEAUTIFUL BLOOMING SHUUBBERY.

BY CHRONICLER.

Pninus trilohata is a charming shrub, lately

introduced from China. Its blooms are bright

pink, semi-double; and produced in great profu-

sion, which covers the whole plant. It is hardy

in the nurseries of Ellwangcr & Barry, Roches-

ter, New York—who have a colored plate of it

in their Catalogue for 1809.

Deutzia crenata flora pleno is of stately and

and upright growth, with an immense profusion

of double, pure white blooms in May and early

June; flourishes upon various kinds of soils, and

is of the most simple culture.

Spirma callosa a76a, a very choice, beautiful

and easily grown shrub; producing wliite blooms

from June to September. In habit it is dwarf

and handsome.

Spircea Beevesii rohusta grows twice as large as

the old Reevesii, and the blooms being twice as

large, it appears as if doubly numerous,covering

the plant wholly with white hawthorn-like blos-

soms in June, and a small bloom in September.

Spircea eximia is one of the best of the spike

blooming varieties ; the color of the blooms is a

bright rose, and produced in immense clusters

in July. The plant is of thrifty growth upon

various kinds of soils.

The above species are not yet generally known,

but many that are well known, are not surpassed

in the beauties and profusions of their blossoms

in their seasons ofbloom ; the following are ex-

amples: Robina hispida, Weigelia rosea, Cydo-

nia japonica, the scarlet and the white bloom-

ing; Spircea prunifolia, Lonicera tartarica (Tar-

tarian Honeysuckle), Deutzia gracilis and the

double flowering; dwarf Almonds, the rose and

the white. All are general favorites, and will

long be so.

some of the species of fragrant blossoms should

be set among them to make the job complete.

Say the various species of Lilacs, Calycanthus,

Berberis, Ligustrums and Philadelphus corona-

rius flora plcno, &c. , with a few of the sweet

scented Honeysuckles grown as bushes, which

bloom nearly all the season in that way.

It is difficult to describe the beautiful shrubs

without appearing to exaggerate ;
yet we have

never read a Oescripiion.nov seen fi plate of a choice

shrub that conveyed the full loveliness of the

plant itself.

All the deciduous shrubs thrive upon various

soils and in different exposures. Upon small

grounds they will flourish and bloom beautifully

under the partial shade of trees, and upon large

grounds in the full sunshine. They bloom most

profusely where the soil is not too highly ma-

nured.

«•»»

ARBORETUM AT CUILLICOTIIE, OHIO.

BY J. n. CREIGIITON.

The Arboretum referred to in'thc last Monthly

is in Delaware. Ohio, (not Chillicothc). I have

requested my friends heretofore not to notice it

in the papers, as it does not yet appear as well

as it will in a few years. I will however state,

that it is intended to h& a collection of all the

hardy trees and shrubs that will stand latitud e

°40—one of a sort. It occupies ubout 30 acres of

ground, being the College campus of the Ohio

Wesleyan University. The grounds are remarka-

bly suited for such a purpose. The landscaping

is under the care of Mr. AV. Nerney, of Cincin-

nati. The trees are planted strictly according

to their natural families, which I believe is the

only collection thus arranged in this country.

It does not make much of an appearance yet,

many of the trees being very small. Nor have I

desired to hurry them into growth. Nor are all

the trees located yet—the ground not being al-

together ready. But I think by another year

when they are all located, it will be the largest

collection of species {not fancies) in this country

I would not however convey the idea that I ad-

here strictly to species.

I find it a very different work from mere orna-

mental planting, and would here take pleasure

in saying that I have had the continued assis-
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EDITOE lAL.

AUTUMN.
" When Flora from her azure home ^^

Came gently down to grace the earth.

it may well be questioned whether she de-

scended in the spring or autumn tmie. We im-

agine that not as an infant child came she, w h

the delicate sweetness of life's tender years
,
but

with full grown charms, rich and ripe as in he

purple grape, or the glorious autumn tints of the

Luow trees: Yet we know that the spiri of

autumn is not popular with the poets They

win not even claim it for the fair sex. It is but

a ruthless destroyer,-a barbarous, heartless

man ! One of them says:

-Better the tie at once be broken,

At once our Inst farewell be spoken,

Than watch him, one by one, destroy

The glowing buds of hope and joy-

Thau thus to see them, day Viy day,

Beneath his coldness fade away."

tance of the editor of the Gardener's Monthly and

All the foregoing arc of showy bloom, and
^
x^iof. Gray of Harvard.

But to us the spirit of autumn seems not to

be one of the destructive kind. The buds are

not destroyed, but touched up by the dehcate

hand of a master artist,-the full grown Flora

herself. It may be as Moore says, that

•• T'is sweet to hold the infant stems,

Yet drooping with Aurora's gems,"

but we are sure that he who holds the stems

of autumn strewn with

" The smiling orbs which press,
^^

Their laughing cheeks together on the vines.

Will find this season no less enjoyable for all

Yes! we like autumn. It deals with results

We see in it thought incarnate. Here is the

fruition of all our hopes ; the npenmg of aU our

purposes. If there is anything at all m the idea

of repose; surely it is here.

So .vh^n wc build an altar to our beloved

Goddess, we shall not lay the foundation stone

when pale snowdrops simulate the real summer

blossoms; and yellow daffodils emit odors not

at all suggestive of the atmosphere of elysmm.

We shallset up our idol when the sun .s gomg

down, and its lengthening shadows sh.ne on the

crimson leaf, and the scarlet berry, and thejm-

gcring Petunia blossoms and the Tuberoses

live out an increase of incense as the twihght

Lows. In the hands of the image we shape

will not be Tulips, or Crocus or gross Hya-

cinths,-temptingly 8weet,though th««^or of the

latter be; but we shall have Asters.and Goldenrod

„j fi,o crraceful and sweet scented

:N or snail VY
^^^^^ ^^ ^^„^^^

rd':v7y\-l^'ofris necJssly to set for^h-

"^"m„ whe're thrtiUness of evening is one
worship.-where t

^^^^^ ^^^,^.^g

:r,^rairrs.rcanadd\o'the beauty oUhetcr-

"xhtTaU be our offering to Flora. Here

„U1 we present our petitions for nort.cultural

logTess -here Invoke all bl.ss.ngs ou all vota-

• „f finra who worship with us.

"
Yes tl us lutumn is the happiest garden sea-

of'the vear We do not see in it, as some

r rend',-a final destruction of all we loved ;

do, tueenu,
nartin*' to meet again as

but only a '^^^^'^'^^^^''^^ say with the
pleasantly as ever. Then we can j

poet before quoted.

.Blest meeting after many a day.

Of widowhood passed far away-

When the loved face again is seen

ao8?-close-with not a tear between."

PRIOR POSITION IN TREE TRANS-

PLANTING.

Many persons have an idea that trees should

be set ato removal just as they grew before;

r^hPn thev give a nurseryman an order, m-

directions, and he saj^

:

^^^^._
"Three years ago 1 saw in maim;"

ful ?ear tLs transplanted with the greatest

.til these trees were of pretty good size,

care; all these ircc

^'"=r\Cwet'se wl'ut regard to df-

^'7:'y-
B,?;/srx of these trees happened to be

T .' „W the the position which they must
placed in about the^hej^

^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^

have had ^^^e" S™";"" ^^es that way
'° ''"

frrsuccels of tWs siiU orchard. The

[;:^t't'y"rt one.half were completely

w

l'»l

n i

I
!l
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dead. The second year took five more, which

had been languishing all the summer, and now

five out of the 20 are living and in good condi-

tion, and strange to say, these five are those

which were set with their branches dipping

east."

Mr. T. seems to forget that thousands of other

people have set not 20, but thousands of Pear

trees " without regard to prior directions," and

that not "one-half" but none die. Trees usu

ally die in transplanting, even when the great-

est care has been given them by outsiders;

when the same trees, in the hands of the nursery-

man himself, would have lived. In the nurse-

ries of the country millions on millions of trees

are annually planted without the loss of one in

ten thousand ;
yet without regard to prior di-

rection. Surely such facts as these should have

been looked at in a scientific paper,—rather than

the limited experience with a few score of trees.

Wc do not profess to judge whether there is any

ground for this theory or not ; but merely to

point out the insufficiency of the evidence here

given. It is a very important matter practically;

as if such an idea should prevail under the sanc-

tion of the Boston Society of Natural History, a

vast amount of useless work would be put on the

nurseryman in marking the compass points on

his trees.

••m—

AVINTER EFFECTS OF SUMMER
DROUGHTS.

"Western Horticulturists have suffered much

from a protracted drought this summer, and it

may not be amiss to remind them, that the con-

sequences will not be over with the first rain. It

is well known now that the vitality of plants are

affected by untoward circumstances, pretty much

as animals are. A half starved man, or one af-

fected by a long enervating summer's heat, will

have his constitution so weakened, that he falls

an easy prey to the first enemy. So a plant

which grows in poor soil, has not the power of

storing up latent heat, as it has nothing to store

from, Ts easily killed by a slight frost, while un-

der other circumstances it would endure very

hard weather. Again a plant in very wet

ground, is incapable of properly organizing its

food in summer, and it also gives w^ay under a

Blight cold.

The effects of great summer heat is just the

same. The great evaporation takes all the mois-

ture, and none is left for the elaboration of food.

A plant which suffers for want of water in sum-

mer, easily dies in the winter time.

These points are not merely theoretical ; but

are explanations of facts which have actually

occurred. It will therefore be well for those who

have rare plants or trees which they prize, to

look ahead at these probabilities.

One of the best things to be done as a pre-

cautionary measure, is to top dress with a little

manure any tree likely to suffer. Manure not

only feeds roots, but encourages their produc-

tion; and this will increase the opportunities of

the plant to lay up the necessary heat giving

material, yet before the growing principle ceases

its active work. Beyond this a little protection

from cold winds, where the valuable specimens

arc in exposed places, will be very useful.

It may not be out of place to notice that with

the discovery of these facts about the causes of

winter destruction comes a new view of the val-

ue of thermometrical observations. At one

time it was supposed that the marking of a

thermometer would indicate exactly the degree

of cold a plant would stand. It was so with

animals. But we now know that we often suffer

more from heat when the thermometer is at 85%

than when at 95^, and some will suffer more at

one temperature than others will. This is owing

to the varying nature of other elements as well

as mere heat,—and the varying degrees of vi-

tality in individuals. The thermometer

therefore is of little value in determin-

ing what a plant will stand, and the long tables

of plants and degrees, people used to take so

much trouble to make up, are now of little more

use than waste paper.

Here is the axiom to remember: the hardiness

of plants is dependent on their vitality, and this

is again dependent on their ability to maintain

heat under unHworable circumstances.

»«»•»

THE CHASTE TREE.

Very few persons who see the common Verbe-

na in our gardens know that it belongs to an order

of trees and plants amongst which are some of

the grandest and most useful known. The Teak

wood for instance, which forms the most valua-

ble ship building material in the world—far

more famous in this respect than the.long cele-

brated oaks of England, which for a "thousand

years will brave the battle and the breeze,"— is of

this order of Verbenas, Verhenacea of the bota-

nists. Not only for their majesty ; but for the
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I Oftpn neoplo who live near us. call iind say

iK^auty of their blossoms also, are many admire.. Often
p^^^^^^

._^ Gcrmantown. We

Unfortunately for us, most of them are
l^^f',

j f
^P^!

;*lt to a vine from our office wuuow

tants of the tropics of America or A .a and smaply P
^^^^^^^ ^^^ productiveness, winch

therefore out of our reach in the decoration of the pua^
^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ .^^ ^^^^ ^.„f„, ^

our gardens. . . „.,^ , ' ^^ twelve years old, and was planted near

w'e have, however, a represenUt.ve m r.to
, -
f^^^^^J, i„| ,,h tree, simply to help its

„3„„, c«.,(«», which really
™!''^^%''.f;"„^t drooping branches to make shade. It has cover-

flowering shrub. This is a native of the sliores droop
^^^ ^,j g,,^^^ j

of the Mediterranean, and though many of the «^
*f;^^7„;\ „i„,alayan Pine, a Larch 40 feet

upper branches get killed when the *«""°™^
^^'^.^Hi^lry other things; and there s no

tergoes below zero, there are always
«°°"f ';;j^;„*"hat we can now see why it would not

parrs of the branches left to P™''"^^.^/;;^ '^X any amount of low bushy trees that eoiUd

abundance of flowers next summer. They com cover y
^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ „^^„„d. So

„cnce to bloom with us early m August and be got o
<1^^^^^,,^^ ^^.^„ ^,, planted by a

last two months. Ail the plains je ^'"^«
^J '^^^^^ j^'ee. There it hangs with its hundreds

seen had lilac or lavender colored flowers, but J^"™"
.,t,,ouah it is looked on as a first

them 0. a ric,. i-u.^-... -^
rieties can be raised trom seeu.. j.i

are in spikes, from 6 to 9 inches long ;
and the

leaves are five to seven leaved or fingered.

It derives its name of Chaste Tree from its sup-

,L,lTower in the middle ages to drive away

CuIms inconsistent with the vows of eel.baey

taken by those who entered the monastic state.

Kow we do not recommend vines to go untrained

or untrimmod over trees ; but we do most cer-

rr believe that a good sysUm of tree culture

of lie grape would make the fortune of any one

'"wffitdly'long experience, that it is no use to

Place truth before the people, and let it grow its

own way ; and we now give notice that having

by a long course of observation and study, and

nractieat results arrived at the eerto.nty that

tto kind of a grape system is the only hope for

™r country we shall cultivate this idea by all

rnrro;:;eans,andsha«notal.owitinfutu«

rshTdtrrTt a^^^tvTdrr^sSe
l\1:^Le,ho,ditup,..o.the,ion^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

TREE CULTURE OF THE GRAPE VINE.

Some years ago we republished a paper from

the "Proceedings ofthe Philadelphia
Academy of

Natural Sciences," in which it was shown why

^----re^re%rr:rni:x
jrXa^rthe amount of food ^^'^^^^^ \ rru^U^kr^ s;rt7ortimes, and in all sorts

duce this motion was a great strain on the nutri commu y
^^.^ ^ ^^.^ ^^^.^^ ^^ ^^^,y

«ve function of the vine. This motion of a ten- o wajs^ W
^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^ „„,

drilin search of something to chng to continues reader o,
^ ^ ^.^^,. ^^^^^^

fo ten days or so when it dies. If the plant .8 ''"^^
^"
J^^'^^ ^,„,, ^is accounts with the pub-

dlmbcring over a tree, the tendril finds some- before h.m, to
„,, ^„^^.^„,.

ciamDcriiig uvci <• -— > , -

tl>in» to cUn" to almost as soon as it is ready toi

tiling to ciiii„ «."

before him, to close his accounis w.u. v,.>. i-..-

iTshe^s at once, and thus drop igto his horticul-

::;;"^:rX\rrernV;asteof force in use- tu^al grav. _,^ ^^^^ ,,,, ,, .
^^^ - - - " "f •"« °"'°' " '

elimate of solhern Italy, where the hot weather

i Tovery much like our own, this system has

Ln In existence for ages, and therefore we do

not ask for the Germantown £rape vines the

:^dUof any new discovery. The first thing

Ly do in planting a Vineyard.s to. 01.^

11 HH^lvy .^ II.'
less motion. The whole energy of the plant is

spent on healthy growth.
,„„„ „„,ip of

It is remarkable that no use has been made of

this discovery in practical grape <=">"•;«•;;«

still "O on in the most extensive manner, fai mg

Xratrrr^.- "-'^^^^^^^ -lese ^r the

-irone of the.best .rape countries in e pie tr^e^^^J^^_r'^^-Z^TZwe have one oi m^ '-^'"' ©'"^r- -

woridTandthen failing utterly and concluding

Ts positively that our country is totally unsuited

to grape culture.

Cst vear a e twined so that arms shall come

out at "sular distances all up the trunk of the

tri as regularly as the branches come out of a

i

i.i
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Larch or a Pine tree. By summer pruning these

trees, they can be kept into low and permanent

shape, just as well as an Osage Orange or Ho-

ney Locust in a hedge. The trees are rarely

allowed to grow above fifteen or twenty feet

high, but wine to the amount of a quarter to

half a barrel per tree is thcAisual average. The

second year after setting out the tree the vine

is planted against it. In order to give it a good

chance against the tree a two or three years

old vine must be planted. Our "rootlings"

would not do. The tree would starve and dry

it up. Not even in France and Germany, where

the people are so enlightened, and read all the

new ideas in the papers, have they anything

like the success in grape culture, which rewards

the toil of these ignorant Italians, not twenty per

cent of whom can read or write.

We fancy the great objection with Americans

will be the amount of labor this system will call

for. The trees as well as the vines must be fed

and hence top dressings have to be given every

year. A lazy system suits us best. When we

commenced to recommend grass for our orchards

not » few jumped at it, as a system which would

give them fruit by absolute neglect. Since they

have come to learn that the surface root culture

really takes more labor than the old deep cul-

ture plan, many prefer the old one of having a

few large fruit once in a while on unhealthy

trees, to continuous and regular average crops.

It is so much easier to growl at the climate, than

to get the fruit of the earth by " the sweat of the

brow."

these grape doubters, though coming in at the

eleventh hour may be as worthy of a full reward

as those who have been with us during the full

day's work.

This eleventh hour is now come. Another

"unprecedented " dry^season,—another magnifi-

cent crop of grapes. Surely here arc swallows

enough now to satisfy the most skeptical that

surely the full summer of grape culture is come.

Yet we shall for some time no doubt have, as

we have hitherto heard, the most roundabout

excuses for failure,—the most unreasonable ex-

planations of why " our climate is so unsuited to

grape culture.'' We do not by any means be-

lieve that thoroughly dry ground is the whole

battle against the foes of grape culture ;
but we

do most confidently assert that with this, half

the victory is won, and that after this "large

bodies of water " " pruning," or even that great

bug-a-boo "varieties" will have any very great

infiuence either way on the success of Vinyard

management in America.

•mm—

DROUGHT AND GRAPE CULTURE.

It may be remembered that when we returned

from the West afttr the excessively dry season

of 1807, we pointed out that it was hardly possi-

ble to have the soil too dry for Grapes. While

even corn died out on the hill sides, the Grape

flourished gloriously. Some we know took up

our hints. Many who had bi^ flat ground

ridged it up, and set their grapes on these arti-

ficial elevations. These have had their re-

ward.

But there are many who are not yet convinced

They contend that "one swallow does not make

a summer," and that the results of one dry season

prove nothing. But we rather like these i)eo-

ple. Thomas who was called Didymus, and

Saul, surnamed Paul, did as much good as those

of a less hard headed description, and possibly

••••>

THE BALSAM.

This, often called "Lady's Slipper" by our

people, grows so easily in the open air of our

country, that there seems little inducement to

pot culture. Yet those %ho have never seen

them under the hands of first-class English

growers, have no idea how beautiful they are

when pot grown. Nothing like them is possible

by open air culture, any more than the grapes in

the open air of Italy or Spain can compete with

those raised in English hothouses. A few fine

specimens in pots would make charming objects

for garden decoration, and in hopes to encourage

this, we give the following from a practical

jrrower, in the London Journal of Horticulture :

"I am very glad to see that in several gardens the old

love for the Balsam Is being rapidly revived. Garden-

ers And out that in order to get up a good floral display

with as little trouble as possible, the Balsam Is one of

the best plants they can grow. I And it as uselul as ever,

and I think there are few things easier grown, or that

will reward tlie cultivator with so much bloom accord-

ing to the trouble of growing them. It Is quite a sum-

mer and autumn decorative plant, and its cultivation

is most conveniently commenced when bedding plants

are cleared out.

The best plants I ever grew were nearly 4 feet high,

and some of them 3 feet through, and fully bloomed

from bottom to top. The following was the treatment

given :—The seed was sown In thumb^pots during the

first week in May) two seeds in the centre of each pot

in light sandy soil, and placed in a Melon frame at work.

When up and the seed leaves well developed, the weak-

est plant was taken away, and the other shifted into 60-

slzed or 3 inch pots; they were plunged and kept near

the glass. Their next shift was into 48-Rlzed or 5-inch

potH ; but while they were growing to this stage, prepa-

naions were being n.ado lor them to occupy a p ace U>

themselves-na.nely^a heap of spent hotbed
'^f^^^^

manure in equal parts thrown together well n_^xed

and heated almost to a blackness; a bed 3 feet h.gh at

baekand2feet in front, and long enough to take hlx

lights, or two three-light gur.len frames, was^made up

the inside of the frames filled up to within a foot of the

glass with decayed leaver, and when the who e became

war.n the plants were plunged Into it. and in these

places they were grown until they were J^o^^*"^ \";;
bloom, when they were taken into more airy n«-u ers

far their buds to open. In the early part of the ime

thev are growing in these places an intermediate tem-

perature must be n.alntained ;
give the Plants plenty of

light, at all times keep them near the glass shift them

into larger pots as they re<,uire it,^nd give them a r ch

soil composed of equal parts of turfy loam and rotten

manure, with sand added, using the soil coarse as the

plants increase in size.

in potting, let the plants down into the pots, so that

the cotyledons, or seed leaves, shall be level with the

soil Attend well to watering, of which when growing,

the plants like an abundant supply and often, likewise

sprinkling the foliage to keep the red «P^^^»'
;"/-*,;^;^'^;

Turn the plants at regular intervals to keep the .hoots

equally balanced an<l the plants of good shape. If the

plants do well they will throw out strong «»<^»;«l>;;;;<f'

and these in turn will throw out laterals. The fli*,t-

„amed should be tied or pegged down as low ns ossi-

ble. and the latter kept properly staked. "
;
w'^^;

^^
add much to the beauty ol the plants. ' ^'^VJ

''"^^

flower. As the plants increase in size and height the

frames must be hoisted on blocks of wood or on brl.ks

and the air that is thus admitted under the plants will

keep the foliage of the lower branches both strong and

heaUhy. IG sized or S-lneh i>ots will grow very fine

plants, but. 12-8 or even H-slzed pots may be u.sed when

extra sized plants are wanted.

Soon after the last shift, or when the pots are filled

with roots, a liberal top-dressing of rich manure should

be elv«n. In this the si.le branches will root vlgorous-

iv ami if manure water be regularly applied, the plants

will fully develope themselves. It is nw practice, a.u

7can recommend it. to pull off regularly the larges

flower buds until every branch Is regularly f^^rn\.hed

with them- then let them fiower. and the result will be

such a mass of bloom as.will ;
perhaps, surprise the cul

tlvator himself.

After the plants have attained their full sl/.e. and the

nots are full of roots, water must be given most careful-

iv esoeciallv manure water; for if the soil l,ecomes too

wet o7 the "water not able to pass freely through the

drainage the plants are lia»>le rot ofT at the neck su 1-

,l«»nlv It i« now so i>n«y to get seed that will produce

a tfomi per centage of double flowers, that the ohl plan

nfnrovingtlie flower by rtist limiting the plants tosmnll

nots may be dispensed with. I generally grow Smiths

packet of nine colors -TuoMAS Record, LUk-^den.

SCRATS ATsD aUERIES

Failure of Peaks.-A Salem. If. J., cor-

1

reLnd«nt writes: "With me, as with every one

e'Varshave prove.l a failure. I have -ve-

ral hundred trees, dwarf and standard and have

mken a, much pain, a, possible, -»> "-='

J .

best iudement in their manascment and culti

"on Nolwithslandin, all of which they

have never pro<luced fruit enough to pay the.r

"*'F;r a few years I tried them with clean culti-

vatioV, and tl>e,r growth was as rap.d as couU

be desired. In the spring there would be an

abundant show of blosson.s, but -o""""-^ ^^
"^

fruit This has been more particularly the case

I ha row ofover 100 dwarf Dufe- _^"f^
without experience, to look at them m the

spring when loaded with bloom, would expect

t^ see them overloaded with fruU-and jet they

have not for years past averaged one pear to the

Havincr failed with clean cultivation, I de-

terrned^ to sow the orchard down to clover,

and for the last two years the clover crops I

have no doubt averaged at the two cutt.n-s .

tons to the acre. 13at while the trees have still

made feurticicnt growth thty still refuse to bear

fruit The blossoms seem to l)c sterile, hiving

no ovaries set. no fruit and wither and tall ofl\

To add to my disappointment last year and

this the blight has proved very destructive' to

mv trees. I have lost Knighfs Monarch, Glout

Morceau, Urbaniste and several other varieties.

And they go with a rapidity that bids defiance

to all efforts to save them. Indeed, I hardly

feel disposed to waste any more time on them.

The healthiest and surest i^^ar tree I have is the

Andrews, which being an old one when I planted

out my orchard, I put it near a wagon house

where the ground has always been trodden as

hard as a pavement."

[Notwithstanding the apparently vigorous

<rrowth of these trees, there is little doubt but

that the vitality was defective, and then, was

not really vital stamina enough to bring the

1
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floral organs to jiorfection. We have stated

this as our belief before in tlie magazine, and

have since seen many instances confirming this.

Mr. Hamilton, of Vineland, N. J ,
once had

trees which behaved similar to these. Plenty of

flowers but no fruit. One variety, however,

seemed to do better than others. He irrafted

abundantly wild near Jackson, Miss. The ed-

tor of the Journal is too good a botanist to have

made such a mistake as this. There must be an

error somewhere else.

President Wilder in England.—The

.,^^.„ „., ^ London Gardener's Chronicle referring to Mr.

their tops all over with this one, and left many i Wilder's Californian tour, says hia name is de-

of the bottom branches, thus heading olf half
j

gorvedly held in the highest esteem in England

the trees. To his astonishment these bottom
j as in America.

l.>ranches left, afterwards bore fair crops. •The

explanation clearly was that there were not

lieallhy roots enough to bear the great strain of

flowering, by cutting away half the branches,

the roots had half less work to do, and then a

crop resulted.

We suspect that trees whose vitality has been

once injured by bad systems of culture, would

hardly be benefited soon by merely putting in

clover, or any other improved plan. We cannot

advise positively without seeing what is really

the matter ; hut so far as we can understand

Grafting Lemon Trees.—3f.J?.,08ceo7a,Pa.
" I have a Lemon tree five years old from the

seed, which does not bear yet. I am told it will

not unless grafted. Is this so ?"

[It will bear in time, and frequently be heathi-

er than if grafted. Lemons vary in quality as

other fruits do from seed, and grafting is chiefly

to secure the special variety wished for. A
graft taken from a bearing tree, bears generally

in three years. Yours will probably bear next

the matter ; oui so lar as wr cnii u„u.. «ut.iu
^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ following.]

our correspondent's trouble, we should trim the -^ '

trees severely next winter, and top dress heavily

about them.

In our own district this year, almost all Pears

in the prevalent garden culture are failures as

usual ; while all in the style we recommend are

borne down by the weight of fruit. One of our

trees,—a Beurre ci'>Aremberg^ which by the Aray

cannot be grown at all in the "approved " way,

and which is being erased from Catalogues as

worthless,— is so full that we are afraid at this

writing it will break to pieces The tree is about

thirty feet high, and cannot have less than two

thoumml Pears on it, and every leaf without a

blemush. We have liad it in grass fifteen years.

Ground Vineries.—A "subscriber from the

first," writes as follows :
" Your publication, in

the May Monthly, of Dr.Houghton's experiment

of ground Vineries in his essay is very interest-

ing, and has attracted the attention of many ;

but it is so desultory that one does not know

where to begin and where to end. It is not practi-

cal ; too experimental. As River's has given

his procedure in his Miniature Fruit Gar-

den, 13th edition, and of course in his last 15th

edition more full, and likely remarks in other Peri-

odicals, perhaps you could give us extracts from

these works, which are not in circulation in this
mennsn. ve na>. n- m. j,.... ....... ,.....,

, .^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^
and are w ling to place it in competition with i

'^""""J' **""
'"X ,

. . .^^ ^c.,,„ „,,of t
hv nmatPurH. Year v exnenmcnts too oRcn go

any tree of its kind under the clean surface cul-

ture, in the United States. We do not know of

anvthing more remarkable than that, with the

most overwhelming facts which we have brought

forward during the last ten or twelve years to

sho^v that the hot burning surfiice soil is our

<'reat foe in Pear culture, and that with this

care of surface roots we have really the best cli-

mate and soil in the world for this fruit, there

should be so much reluctance as there is to

change our bad habits and learn better ones.—

Ed. G. M.]

by amateurs. Yearly experiments too often go

on for a long time and no result obtained of con-

sequence. Many are apt to think they can im-

prove the long tried experience of practical men

like Rivers. If Dr. Houghton will look back to

Mr.Saunder'8 Report,Department of Agriculture,

1807, page 25, he will read some important re-

sults of native grapes fruited under glass. If

you have the means, do give your subscribers

some more insight and clearer method to de-

cidedly pursue the thing. It takes a year to carry

out and prove,and if not successful, another year

is lost. Most likely the English gardeners are

the most reliable to follow, and perhaps you canP.EONiA MouTAN on the Mississippi River.

A correspondent assures us, on the authority of let us have some of their methods and success

he St. Louis Journal of Agriculture, that this is I in some ofyour future numbers. No doubt as Mr.

J870.

/w I o r«ov hPPome a verv I
think it is sense. I*have no doubt that, every

Saunders says our ^^^^-^^
^^^^^^^

^''^
year, millions and millions of bushels of turnips

fine thing, and also some of the others. y ,

^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^.^^^ ^^^^^^

^:Z^::^:i^^^^^ - ^U.^ ^^^o., .... . t^y had sent a

this year ^
^-^™J^^^^^^ ridea. urative, wholly figurati^.. Anybody that knows

[AVe shall ne giaa
^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^.^^ „

other correspondents.

J

^^^^^ ^^^.^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ p^per

all into small shieds, and stamped on them, and

*T Tt^tttvo We notice that broke several things with his cane, and said I

HORTICULTURAL
^"^'^l^^"";-^^^^ \

did not kuow as much as a cow ; and then went
* '""" """" '''''''

out and banged the doorafter him, and, in short,

acted in such a way that I fancied he was dis-

pleased about something. But not knowing

what the trouble was, I could not be any help

to him.'»

most of our exchanges have their editors away

on some sort of excursion or other, and their

chairs are occupied by other " editors pro tem.^^

The queer part of the affair is, that these papers

were never so entertaining or instructive, and it

would seem that the new editors are in as dan-^

gcrous a position as was Lothario in Don Quix-

ote Only one seems to have got into trouble

with the readers of the papers, and that is Mr.

Clemen<*. He thus describes his fix:

White Trillium.—In reference to a state-

_ . ment of ours, from the proceedings of the Torrey

_ cmen<*. He thus describes his lix:
Botanical Club of New York, about the change

'' An old gentleman with a flowing beard anc
| ^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^ Trillium to a light one, we

a fine but austere face, entered and sat down at
|

^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^, ^^.^^^ ^^^ ^^^.^^ Of course

mv invitation. He seemed to have something

on his mind. He took off" his hat and set it on

the floor, and got out of it a red silk handker-

chief and a copy of our paper. He put the paper

on his lap, and, while he polished his spectacles

with his handkerchief, said:

"Are you the new editor?"

I said I was.

^aiave you ever edited an Agricultural pai)er

before i*'

"No,'' I said, "this is my first attempt.''.

have the note below from Mr. Hall. Ol" course

the true man of science is as careful to give

facts which may operate against his theories,

as those which aid them ; but some do not al-

ways do so Mr. Hall's present letter shows,

4hat Trillium does not always change. But

this does not aflect the fact as bi'fore recorded,

of change in other instance*'. He says:)

"In regard to Trillium crectum var. alhnni, 1

have been informed by Mr. Wm. Rower of our

club, that a plant of this sort-color of flower

"Verv likely.' Have you had any experience "creamy green,'' as he says, which I sent him

six years ago or so, has every year blossomed in

his .rarden with the same color, and is a healthy

*'No, I Ixjlieve I have not."
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^ instance of perma-

-Some instinct told me so," said the old gen- l^^^^j
^ ^^.^^^ ^^ ^^ ^,^^, ^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^f

tleman, putting on his spectacles and lookmg
^^^^^ ^^^^ .^ unchanged, there maybe permanent

in agritruUure, practically?''

*'No, I Ixjheve I have not."

over them at me with asperity, while he folded

his paper into a convenient shape. "I wish to

read to you what must have made me have that

instinct. It was this editorial. Listen and see

if it was you thit wrote it:

"Turnips should never be pulled-it injures

them. It is much better to send a boy up and

let him shake the tree."

wild ones is unchanged, there maybe permanent

var. album plants in the wild state, whatever

cultivation may have to do with it; but I believe

that they are generally inconstant."

Hardiness of Pruned Raspberries.-A

, ,^ , „ ,
correspondent asks a question which we are not

tw ::^ra dV;::\hinkof that?-forIn^^^ prepared to answer, -d ^hoi^dJike^^^^^
^l^ow, wnai uuyu

^^^^ ^^ ^^^ experienced readers about it. lie

'"f.^::l'oTurmy,ItWnk it is good. llsays: "I am t«)d that «aspborries and Black

»4''
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berries when in cultivation, are not hardy un-

less summer pruned. Is this so?"

At the outset, it is a well known fact that

cultivation renders these plants tender. AVe

(question whether the Lawton Blackberry would

hive ever died down, if it had been suffered to

remain in that old fence row at New Rochelle ;

but when grown in gardens, it is frequently

killed. Any rule, therefore, founded on general

laws of riiysiology, would be worthless in this

case. Such a rule as abstract argument, would

be that pruning made the plants less hardy. But

we know that good growers hold, that by stop-

pini; back the young canes in July, the plants

areumdered hardier; and we are inclined to

think that what experience has taught us in

this matter mus^t be true. Still we would like to

know what i.s ihe general experience, before pro-

nouncing a positive opinion.

Hatitford Prolific Grape.—The first in

market of the season was this variety. In St.

Louis they appeared on the •29th of July. J. C.

Parsons, of Vineland, N. J., had them in the

Philadelphia market on August second.

IIAIL Storm at Boston —It is not often

Philadelphia competes with Boston or Chicago

in originating great enterprises. It did start a

little in the hail line,and smashed many a green-

house. Boston has grown envious, and got up

another such on the 20th of June. Hail stones

5 or 6 inches in circumference were not bad.

Now let us hear from Chicago.

French Mealy Apple.—A iiiansa.s corres-

pondent writes as follows, but we are not able to

answer the query: "1 have been requested by a

gentleman originally from Canada to try and

find where trees ofan apple that he says was inMon-

treal as French Mealy. Iknowof no source that

I will be so likely to obtain information through,

as the MontldO' The apple is descriljcdasasummer

apple, with red skin, pink flush, large, sub-acid,

skin very thin; aiiple one of the best seen in the

Montreal, Canada, market. If you know of a

nursery that is growing this apple, please let hiJj

name come. If th*c name is not correct, please

give correct name."

Double Geraniums.—These Imivc not been

a success for bedding purposes ; but for pot cul-

ture they are highly esteemed ; the following are

the best Enuli^h ones.

Wilhelm Pfitzer. Captaine L'Hermite.

Madame Lemoine. Surpasse Gloire de Nancy.

Triumph. Gloire de Nancy.

Tromphede Lorraine Nimrod.

TriomphedeThumcsnil. Double Tom Thumb.

Rose Queen.

Hedges in thk South.—The Southland

Weekly ^nys the Osage Orange does admirably

well in Florida. In some localities the Pi/racantha

does remarkably, but does not stand watery soils

well. The Marartnei/ Hose also docs well, but

*s rather rauibling. These are the three chief

protective hedge plants.

To Make a Horticultural Journal

Successful—Mark Twain took the position of

editor i^ro/cw, while the real Jove was junket-

ing in California. He exhibited wonderful

kirowledge. He showed how the Horse Chest-

nut was rapidly becoming an article of com-

merce; and how oyster beds could be made an

essential element in landscape gardening. Du-

ring the time Mark occupied the sanctum, the

circulation of the paper increased enormously.

Strange to say, he was kicked out of the position

in disgrace. Only that our magazine already has

an "enormous" circulation, we should engage

him at once.

Paris Green FOR the Colorado Potato

Bijo _Sin^ this was announced by a corres-

pondent in the Gardener's Monthly a« a remedy

against this pest, we find that it has become

quite popular. It is, however, a deadly poison,

liaving arsenic in its composition, and should be

used with great caution.

The Smallest Flowering Plant Known.

—At the weekly meetingof the Philad 'a Academy

of Natural Sciences, held on August 10th,

Dr. Joseph Leidy noticed the discovery by him

of a new species of leech, down in the Neck, on

the line of the Second Street Railroad. This

species had the remarkable peculiarity of want-

ing ihe usual saw apparatus by which blood is

sucked. This little fellow has to eat worms for

its living. In the same place, Dr. Leidy found

the Woljia growing. This is a recently discov-

ered water plant, and is the smallest flowering

one in the vegetable kingdom, being no larger

than a pin-head. In the same locality he found

a remarkable polyp, nearly two fit over, vh cb

at first he supposed to be a ..elly f'^h, wl"Cb

might have been introduced by some person

from the scacoast. ,

Professor Cope ealled attention *" ^^"^^^
ble snake, the Trlr,onocephal^^la»ccolatu., w .ch

|

was allied to the eopperhead, and v^"-*^ "

the island of Martinique. It was <ljV"^-^"";'\

venomous, so mueb so that '"-'I-; '''"^
their lives by it. Of late years it had >n"«'«^«

so mueh that the population had o abandon U,e

interior of the Island. It was ealled by the na

lives fsr de lance, or "arrowhead." Of Ute
/-"^ ,

introduced, of
years a nraziUm snaKo ""

; perfectly harmless character "h.ch s the

JrU.X foe ..f the copperhead. It .s so ha mU.s

one can fold it in his bosom.
,^ '^

'' *\'^^.;
r;,op;uusp!«m&ea,,,as,,ecies alhed to tbe «h'""

snake Although but little larger than its enemy

U m^kes a clean'bolt of him. P-fVssor Cope ex

.ibited one which had been killed m he act of

swallowing the copperhead. It had already

taken in about eighteen
"'«'f

'"
.
'*''' ?"""^;

He suggested that this plan of r.ddmg countncs
xii. au„o

intrndncinf^ cuemics ot

of dangerous animals, by mtroaucm,^
l,,,tbv of

a character harmless to man, was worthy of

trreater attention.

similar to those of the Missour.
f^^^^^^_

with fruit much larger than the ''

^"^"^
"^^^'^f

rants," some black, some y«> -.„«;'^\^"^1,-!

the black Currant flavor, but ""W"
., '",„.„p

fornia, are flowering ^-pbernes w^ > ^
r,e,

brilliantly white flowers. The ""?"" „
produces rery Urge and brilUanthj white flowers.

Essay os Roses.-A Cincinnati corre!>poniUM

say. •' I have not read a paper in the MonM,

"r'Vome time, which gave me so much pleasure

as the essay on Roses by Mr. Podbury. It has

g ven me a new idea of Geneva. I have regardc^l

U as a place where one might get good fruit trees,

and perhaps make a good bargain ma-"-'/

tay But the encouragement given by them to

Teh papers as these, shows them to be a peovde
sucn p. 1-^

,„„,,. ,h„ reftnin" influences of civili-

rr^ndtmuch totlir^credit. If they con^

ire'i.^ this way, you - /''fl-^f-' ^^^f,
those at the "hub" must look well to their

laurels."

Utah Currants.-A correspondent, writing

fro'U Niagara Falls,gives some interesting facts

CcurrLt he speaks of was once supposed to

he the same as It. ««re«m, bnt proves some-

what distinct. The Dogwood is he Cornus

Nuttallii, which we believe Josiah Iloopes has

succeeded in introducing.

-At Salt Lake City, in almost every garden, I

saw currant bushes 6 feet high, with leaves

Pa ,
com^ro'^dent, says: ''•"'=""*'"'''„,,

-ike

a le;f of Creveling Grape Vine wiVa wart^ke

lumps on the under side, apimrcnly the worK

of sLe insect Can you tell what •
.And

what remedy is there for it? '^'"",y
vines in the Vineyard are '="";P'»' '" ^"^ly

1

,,itu it, the leaves tumin. >^
"W -d -ro y

jeo,.ardi^ing the crop
»/ ^""^

,^V so attacked
mended the stripping of the leaves so

and burning thcnr'
•,.-. „v„.h is as

[The larva of the Sctn,joma v^lu, ^'Kh «

injurious when in the mature -s "« p.-sen

state We should pick ofl- the worst eases an i

S^ch so as to destroy, where there are o.,
<

few, so as to give one all the benefit of fol.a„e

possible to the vines ]

TJr if-KllPURY AND llASP-
Strawheuuy, Ulackiieuki

BERRY SEED.-i^. L. N., 1^""^
^"'Z "„„;'\^,;e

"I have saved about a P'"'"^'"'^ ,[;"";.";.

earliest ri,.ned berries of tePoo^^ttU,^^^^^^^^

dry the seed and keep it like Cabbage or Ton.a o

ee'd till spring, or whether it n.ust 1. k ,,

m..ist. A few hints from you in «««»««

Monlld., in reference to the growing of Straw

Trry and Kas,,l«rry seedlings would be wcl

corned by at least one subscriber."

rSow in a box of sandy soil at once, and l^Iac.

l°" , , , „ „„,:| tiieseed germinates,
in rather dark place, until " « «';" "

-i^evcan

,
and then gradually inure to the light The, ca,

lie kent dry till spring and sown, but then iney

wii^emai:; a yca'r in the ground^>^^^^^
As we propose, they will come ul^m

»^^
";«

and if potted soon after sprouting and the.,

growth encouraged, they will some of them f.u.t

next year.] ^

Grape Show at Messrs. I^liss & Son^
,

NEW YORK.-By an advertisement in our rcgi -

L lolumns, it will be seen that Messrs Bh.s

wlltra Grape Exhibition at t^eir place^-

New York city. This will aff^ord a good chimce

to see the best varieties.

#'
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BOOKS, CATALOGUES. &C.

,.Third Aff.vpAi- Rkport of the Ohio State Horticdltubal So

ciKTV, late Ohio Potnolo^ical Society.

So far as these pages assist us, we can see no

reason for the chanuje from Poinological to Hor-

ticultural Society. With the exception of an essay

by Mr. Elliott, on landscape gardening, and a

brief discussion on Potatoes, all the discus-

sions and general business have been of a strictly

Pomological character. As the report of a

^'Horticultural" Society, we regard it as a failure

—while as strictlj' Pomological proceedings they

are ofa highly interesting character. Indeed as

a record of fruit growing in the state of Ohio,

for 1869, it is indispensable to any one who

wishes to be up to the times.

Cat* 1,00 DE8.

The trade lists of our nursery friends are be-

gining to make their appearance in great num-

bers on our table, but descriptive lists for the

general purchaser are few. Indeed we have but

one on fruits, and another on flowers and trees

from Graves, Selover, Willard & Co ,
which are

got up in the beautiful style usual with this en-

terprising firm.

NEW A^^D HARE FRUITS.

Ellisdale Haspbkury—Mr. S. Miller says '

in Baral New Yorker, he thinks no improve-

ment on Old Purple Cane.

Davison^s TnoiiNLESs Raspberry.—Du-

ring a trip through New Jersey last year, we

noticed this variety was everywhqre afflicted

with a disease which stunted its growth, and

rendered it worthless. The bark on the main

canes was covered with small dead spots, on

which a minute fungus was growing,—whether

the cause or consequence we could not tell. Most

of the growers intended to abandon it. But we

note that in most other parts of the country, it

is highly spoken of. '

General Xegley Raspberry—Mr. Ar-

nold at a recent meeting of the Ontario (Canada)

Fruit Grower's Society, said this was a perpetu-

al bearing black cap ; the fruit as large as any of

the improved varieties in cultivation.

Orange Kino Raspberry.—Mr. Arnold

says is a seedling raised by himself, which is per

fectly hardy and of superior flavor, quite thorn-

less, not as large a berry as Brinckle's Orange.

Hj^s grown it for seven years ; has about an

eighth of an acre , the fruit is too soft to ship to

distant market.

New Raspberries.—The following is the de-

scription of the new raspberries recently raised

by Mr. Herstine, as made by the Committee of

the I^nnsylvania Horticultural Society. Of the

Herstine, we shall htive a colored plate next

month:

"Herstine." Plant a good grower; most

abundant and early bearer ; suckers moderately;

canes strong, of a pea green color, covered with

white bloom ; spines green, but not abundant ;

foliage healthy, of medium size, and often lobed,

of a pearl gray color on the under side ;
fruit

large, oblong, with small grains and crimson col-

or ; flavor, sub-acid, and very good. No. 10 we

named

—

"Ruby." Pl.ant a free grower and abundant

bearer; canes strong, of a light green color,

shaded with purple and covered with white

bloom very few spines ; foliage healthy, and of

a light green color, with pearl gray on the under

side of the leaves ; fruit large, round, of a dark

crimson color, large grains, and somewhat hir-

sute ; flavor, sub-acid and excellent. No. 16 we

named—
"Saunders," in honor ofWm. Saunders, of

Experimental Gardens, Washington, D. C.

Plant a good bearer, suckering freely; canes

green, shaded with purple ; spines numerous,

small and light green ; foliage light green and

abundant ; fruit very large, round, of a crimson

J&70. TEE GARBEJ^ER^J^OJVTEI^ r/J

color, with large grains ;
flavor ^^f^;^^

and delicious. iNo 9 we named m honoi ot our

hostess ~~~

"EMZABETH." Want a very strong grower
; ,

great bearer, and suekeriug moderately ;
canes

r.Wit pea green color ; spines numerous and o a

purple color ; foliage of a dark green color d ep-

IV crimiM3d, and of a pearl gray color on the under

le; fruit'very large, round, crmson scarl

.raK^s large and strongly marked, hrm, of dcU

clous flavor, and late in ripenmg.

The banana Strawberry is a variety ex-

hibited before the Mass. H-f"''"-'
*?°^':f;.

on June 2:!d. Size large and apparently pro

ductive, says the Journal 0/ //ort.cuiture.

nv..R.D CHERRY OF UTA.I.-When fruits

are rX'd from seeds, they are apt to vary, by a

natural law of evolution. The old idea that

"like will produce like" from seed is not tu.c.

But tl^se who have been taught it, qu.t« natur-

ally look on any great change
"fy

^"".^^ "
^..["j

suit of hybridization. We think tins .s the c.
.

: ith the Utah Cherry. In reply to our enqu -

ries Mr J. E. Johnston has very Umdiy sent us

all the particulars; but yet we are scarcely sat-

isfied that his attempts were as «»«^<=^^
"'j^'l .:

i believes. So far as we can understand, the nj

„Hd" is but an iu.proven.ent without hybr,d:za-

tion on Prnnu. manlhna.-^.Vo Beach I u"

which, as well as other maritime plants, is loun.l

in the' Rocky Mountain region.

Still this matter of hybfidi/.ation is but one o

scientific import, and does not allect the value o

the fruit. The quality is not so 8°°' "^^ "' "'

our ordinary pUnn ; but c.mtnn.al tr.als
•
y

make it so. Mr. Johnston deserves great e.ed>t

for his endeavors in thi.s direction.

KEW ATs^D RARE ^LA^'TS,

X.W P.ANTS AT TUE Me™^^
KOYAI. IIORTtCULTURAL

f';'^; ,^.^^,, ,„d
new plants of sterling merit were «^. ^

^^^^

yirst-elass Certificates «^;« ' "[^'J^„,!"

following, from Messrs. Veiteh & bons.

heuveen C. I'eareei and C. -u— •

J' ^^^^

or slipper is pale purple on he outsuK^a
^^_^^^

"^"^T^y^rvr^t'li: colo'r, bang

rw:VikVt;l'of C. can—
^^^^^^^^^

sis inches in length. It has aP, >
^^^,^

growing habit, and is altogether a \eij

^'PAVDANUS VE.TC....-A splemlid species

to either lacerate the 1^^7^« ^ ^
cultivator.

Dib FENIV^VC II ^ .^^^ ^^^^„^

in<» species; leaves uuov^, i

and iorne on pure white leaf-stalks.

ARAI..A VE.TC....-A ^-^.:;T^^
growing species with dark

^J--^;^
^''«^^J' .i;

is a Sue figure of this m llibberd s J^t""

AD.AKTUM 8E.S.S.KOL.UM.-A noblc grow in,

species with large deep fronds.

Vfpevt.ies SbueSI.—a cU.irmin.,

,.row™«cies with beautifully shaped medmm

sized puchers, which are blotched and marke 1

''ro;;frrrJ^.-aia variety w.^^

„„ge well formed flowers of «''«7"'f, V,
'„

stance; color deep maroon purple, «.tl. white

throat.

Ton.cera kuc..sio.i.^».->-««'^
to *-'""''•';-

«,: 1':- Uu. -«--;-;;.,:;!
the managemeut ^'^\ \^^^, ,^t,„sive col-

"T'^rf^aX y treslnd shrubs in the

lections of
'^^^^^^j^h „c shall have occasion

kingdom, some of «'""^*'
. „„„ i„ full

to refer to shortly ,
but 'here . j

bloom, against a south-east wall, a lar„
1

; »

V

1\\
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of Lonicera sempervireyw, var. fuchfyoides, which

reooininends itself as one of tlie loveliest of our

liardy creepers. It is, of course, evergreen, with

larger and handsomer foliage than the old scar-

let trumpet honeysuckle has, and the tlowers are

larger; the color rich scarlet and orange. The

plant covers, say, six feet square of wall, and is

a sheet of rich color. Here is a climher that

should be in every garden where there is some

shelter, for it stands out boldly amongst our

garden gems.

—

Gardener"a Weekhj.

pie color forms a strikingcontrast with the orange

color of the leaves.— Garc?e«cr's Chronicle.

The Carpet Chamomile.—We are expected

to speak of the new turfing plant of Pyrethrum

Tcliintdieici, but if we gratify that expectation

we throw away our biAhright, so far as the use

of our tongues is concerned. Let us call this

plant the carpet chammniJe^ and we shall be un-

derstood, and ignore the botanical name as hide-

ous, useless and injurious. The carpet chamo-

mile is too good a plant to have a ridiculous

name attached to it, and for that reason it is

worthy a note in this place. A close growing

dark green tuft, covered with handsome tiowers,

white with yellow disk, spreading rapidly in dry

starving spots, and thriving equally in shade

and sun, must be worthy of attention by all such

as lind a difficulty in making grass grow in spots

where green turf of some sort is needed. If the

rtowers are objectionable, the mowing machine

will remove them completely and quickly, but

in many places about a garden, a bank of the

carpet chamomile covered with tlowers would be

welcome enough. It would make a good turf

alone, as it spreads fast and grows freely on soils

that will scarcely support a blade of grass.

Moreover, the hottest sun and the severest

drought scarcelv affect it. A most valuable ac-

quisition is the carpet chamomile, especially if

Viola cornuta var. Perfection—A
New Bedding Plant. It is of free growth, yet

seldom exceeds G or 8 inches in height ; the

leaves are much larger than those of V. cornuta,

whilst the flowers which are borne well above

the foliage, still retain the characteristic horns

of that species, but are fully three times the size,

and of good substance ; the color is shaded blue,

the eye orange yellow with a dark purple disc

surrounding it, from which proceed radiating

lines of still deeper purple ; indeed it resembles a

gigantic V. cornuta in habit, and whilst retain-

ing its profuse blooming qualities producing flow-

ers which almost rival our Florist Pansies for

size and substance.

ChIter's Ageratum "Imperial Dwarf.'
—The finest bedding plant of the season. Strong

robust growth, not exceeding Cinches in height,

and throws a mass of blossom all through the

summer ; for second rows in floral designs un-

surpassed.

Jenny Lind Camellia.—The Journal of

Horticulture thus speaks of this popular Ameri-

can variety :

"The description you give of your plant an<i

flower leads us to the conclusion that it is cor-

rectly named. You would, we think, be acting

injudiciously to have it grafted, especially as it

is so fine a plant, and we strongly advise you

not to,do it. The flower, as you say, is small.

but very pretty. We consider it a fit compan-
we keep it separate fr(#n its more prop"br and

| jon for Lady Hume's Blush, one of the finest of

more hideous name.—Shirley Hibberd. ^11 Camellias for cut blooms, but which, unlike

Jenny Lind, is not a cupped flower, being more

nrominent in the centre. There is no work on
PeRISTROPHE ANGUSTIFOLIA AUREA VARIE- P^"'""" "•"» "^ ^

, . ,.
. T.^ t, T> J 1- r>i 4. rpK- the crossbreeding of plants."

gata —A New Summer Bedduig Plant. This ° *

very elogant Acanthad is a native of the moun-

tains of Java, and was awarded a First Class

Certificate by the Floral Committee this spring

The leaves are ovate lanceolate, bright orange in

the centre, and margined ^vith dark green ; in

habit it is dwarf and compact, a splendid edging

plant in summer flower garden ; as a pot plant it

is very beautiful, and although the flowers are

not remarkable for size, their bright-mauve pur-

IIydrangea stellata prolifera.-It is

represented as having a bolder and darker leaf-

age than the Hydrangeas we are best accustom-

ed to in gardens, and the flowers are produced

in large globular heads of a delicate rosy pink

color, every flower having a distintt star-like

form.

DOMESTIC IKTELLTGENCE.

The Red Eover Potatoes which were

transplanted to this country from the banks of

the Red Sea, and which are now being raised by

Mr. R. F. Betterton, at Bristol, Tenn ,
are ac-

knowledged to have no superiors in point of

yield and flavor. -They are said to yield one

hundred for one by good cultivation. Mr. Bet-

terton will have them for sale by the Ist of Oc-

tober. Price, ^2 per peck. Send in your orders

early as only about one hundred and fifty bush-

els will be for sale this ye&r.—Mobile BecjisUr.

JucuNDA Strawberry.—JournaZ of Horti-

culture s^ys, 'is growing in favor at Boston.''

A Fine Cherry Orchard.—A few days

since we made a visit to the nursery and ch(^rry

orchard of S. S. Crocker, Esq., at Englewood,

Ills., (a few miles south of this city), and we

felt that what we saw and ate there well repaid

us for the time spent. Mr. Crocker has about

ten acres in general nursery stock and Early

Richmond Cherries. His success in growing

cherries is, perhaps, unequalled. For years he

has not lost a crop; every successive year hn<ls

his trees full ot this beautiful fruit, and, of

course as the trees grow in size the quantity of

fruit increases. He attributes his great success

to the protection that his trees have from strong

winds and heavy storms. On the outer sides of

the orchard he has a fine close growth of the

white willows, which are now of sufficient size

to form a complete wind-break, and throughout

the orchard he has a large quantity of nursery

stock and other fruit trees interspersed, thus

aivin- the cherries the protection they ho much

^eedfrom violent storms. Another advantage

of this protection is, that the fruit does not

all ripen at once, but lasts for several weeks

thus giving himlan opportunity for brmging his

fruit into market and obtaining good prices for it,

when other orchards, within the same distance,

are entirely cleared. Mr. Crocker has a large

amount of young Cherry trees for sale, as well

as many kinds of choice shade, ornamental and

evergreen trees. He would also dispose of a

portion or the whole of his orchard on favorable

terms, as he desires to retire from the business.

—Prairie Farmer.

SMALi, Fkuits in CAt,TFOUNiA.-A corres

pondento/ the R«™Ii.,t, with Pres.dent W mer »

party, says: "Near Santa (^l"'^' f
^

'^.''X,';
wc noticed thirty-five acres planted >" « « l-e«

and newest kinds of blacicberry, ^^^ough .t

grows wild abundantly. The B-'P^""^^^
cultivated are the lied Ant^-^'P'

^»f^L
Knevet's Giant. The climate *'

/"e time t

ripens, is generally rather too dry "«/™;
Notwithstanding the second strawberry crop

wa, a partial failure this year, owing to Ur)

weather, and many raisers h^ve been o^r

the market, a week ago, ain>cars to ^^^ ^^"
glutted (12th July) and at that *"»« "ver two

tons of berries were actually <l>""f'l,.'"'"
J*^'

bay, with six tons of fresh figs, for the same

reas'on. Kipe, fresh <figs, are about as M.c^ou^

fruit as a man can eat, and ""th'ng .s more

healthful ;
yet. like all other good things we

sometimes get too many of them as <" t^.s m

stance. At this moment, to show how Ion

[the season of nearly all the fruits la ts.

I

there are to be seen in the fruit stores, apples,

pears, peaches, apricots, nectarines, plums,

Trapes, cherries (a few), strawberries, raspberry*

blackberries, fresh Bgs, water melons
<^"^J^^^

lopes, oranges, bauanas, pine apples, and new

almonds.

HovEY's Seedling at BosTON.-This varie-

ty has kept up a reputation around Boston
;
but

now the Journal of Horticulture says: It can-

not compete with Wilson's Albany m profit,

and therefore is more and more
^^"f

»"P^^"

seded by it
" Considering how long AVilson s

Albany has been before the'public, Boston 8eem«

to have been slow in coming to this conclusion,

and must have lost much profit by this attach-

ment to an obsolete idea.

CHOKE Cherry Stocks.-I .tried about 500

of the choke cherry stocks for the purpose of

1 working the cultivated sorts of cherry upon them

I in the years 1844 and 1845. The result was tliat

I

some sorts would not adhere. well ;
others ad-

I hered well, but in the following spring did not

! push, although the bud kept alive unti mid^

summer; others made a growth of one to two

feet but not one in fifty survived the following

winter -F. R. Elliott, in Western Farmer.

1 M^BM '
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Larva of the Cockciiaff:r.—Nurserymen

and gardeners liavo suffered enormously by the

larva of Melolontha philophaga., since the crows

and other <^rub eatin<; birds have been so nearly

annihilated. Prof. Russell, in the Journal of

Horticulture^ says: "a species of funj^us destroys

them sometimes. The spores of the fungus en-

ter the system with its food, and so spreads

and destroys the jijrub." How glad we should be

to have a few millions of these fungus spores on

our own ground.

The Apple Crop of Pennsylvania—Hag
been very good this year. The lied A.^trachnn

especially has l)een somewhat wonderful. The
great apple centres, Bethlehem, Catasauqua,

&c., have swarmed with them. Still they have

brought pretty good prices tliere—about 81 GO

wholesale.
• .— .

—

About the Peasle Tree.—In one of the

lower counties of Maryland therj flourished in

the palmy days of the ''peculiar institution," an

old darky preacher, who used no notes, and

prided himself on his extemporaneous efforts.

His white brethren called him "Doctor''—

a

title which he accepted, of course, with ludi-

crous gravity. At a camp-meeting which the

"Doctor" was holding, one of these friends gave

him, as a text, this passage in the Psalms of

David: "Wake psaltery and harp; I mj'self

will rise right early." The 'Doctor" adjusted

his spectacles, and read:

" AVake, peasle tree and harp; I myself will

arouse right airly."

The "Doctor" went on to explain that Moses

was a very early riser; that he had a peasle tree

which grew near his window ; and that he was

wont to rise mijjhty airly and hang out his harp

on de peasle tree, wld psalms.—Uarper'^s Maga-

zine.

Window Decorations.—The cheerfulness

of a home depends chiefly on happy faces and

loving hearts, of\;ourse ; but yet in no small de-

gree on tasteful adornments, more or less. It is

a remarkable fact, plainly apparent to those

who study humanity as it is, that whenever un-

happiness comes to a once pleasant home, the

love of the beautiful dies away. It was a natu-

ral prompting of the soul which made those

who sorrowed in the olden time, clothe them-

selves in sackcloth and ashes. Modern sorrow

makes less display, perhaps ; but yet it is quite

as natural as ever for "misery to love company"

—for the miserable to take pleasure in raisera-

ble things.

The happy, who would keep happy, must

keep the company of happy thoughts and plea-

sant suggestions. Agreeable surroundings wiU

not keep away the bear from our doors in every

case, but it helps. Even a corpse seems light-

ened of half its coldness, when strewn with

flowers from loving hands. And flowers, bright

flowers, wherever they arc, are always welcome

-there cannot be any idea of paradise without

them.
, ^

Considering how easy it is to have flowers,

why are they not more often seen ? There is

no place where they cannot be grown. In some

countries the roof is turned icto a conservatory ;

and in our own towns, large bay or projecting

windows are often seen filled with a profusion

of floral beauty, Humbler ixiople are satisfied

with their few flowers on the window-sill ;
while

those who have not even this can have them in

hanging baskets 8us[)ended from anywhere that

wiulfford a little light to the growing plants.

To aid those who would grow i)lants in this way,

it may be well to say that success lies chiefly in

not keeping them too wet or too dry. Anything

will do for a basket—corn-cobs fastened together,

or curious roots, or the gnarled branches of trees.

Shel's, or horns, or anything that will hold

earth, have been raa<le into picturesque articles

for the purpose. Even turnips, carrots and

other roots have been hollowed out and made

to hold pretty little plants, which in these cases

seem to be parts of the roots themselves.

Buu whatever is employed as the basket, a

hole or passage way for the water must be left

at the bottom. When the plants are watered,

the best way is to take them to the pump or

hydrant, and dip them for^a few minutes in a

vessel of water and hang them temporarily out-

side till the water all drains away. Unless wa-

tered in this manner they are very apt to get too

dry, which is as bad as too wet.

In summer time, when the house has to be

shut to keep out heat and flies, and there is not

enoHgh light to keep the plants healthy, they do

very well hung under trees or the partial shade

of a piazza, and are just ready to bring in for

winter and spring adornment.

Usually these plants do not thrive over a year

in the same basket. It is best to take them all

out once and reset everyseason. Anytime through

the season will do for this.—Fonwj/'s Wkly Vreas.

New CiiERRiES.-Mr. Luelling, of Milwau.ac,

has originated a most valuable Cherry, which is

called the "Black llepublican." It is ate

sweet, hard, and crisp, and is a valuable Iruit

for home consumption and for transportation to

distant market.- Willamette Farmer.

cation must become more practical and aim to

fit the young ,pore perfectly for the duties of

etery day life And when this change comes,

alcome U must, the study of botany will be ele-

vated to the highest dignity, and assume a pes

tion which its importance deserves.-3fa8S.

Tlou(jhfln<^^-

Express DAMAOES.-During the strawberry

season Mr. Chubbuck of Vineland sent a crate

of berries to Philadelphia, by the West Jersey

Express Company. The berries were damaged

while in the hands of the company, and sold tor

only half price. The present week the company

paid Mr. Chubbuck the amount ot damages

demanded.

Study of Botany.-Of the sciences that

bear directly up(m agriculture, botany may be

reckoned among the first. The farmer ^^^^^ought

hito closer contact with nature than any other

man, except the professional student of nature

He dwells and works in the midst of the great

laboratory. » . , i. „«
A knowledge of botany, even if it does not go

beyond the names and pro,«rtie8 of tl.e plants

the trees, the grasses and the flowers, wh.ch

everywhere surrou.id us in the eountry, adds an

unsiK-akable el.arm to country life. J"'"';^

traveler, who i. familiar by long y^"^' .»/;'"' ^

with the antiquities, the history, the literature

Iflncient, medieval and "-1"» ,«""'«.
I'!*'

every scene in any way connected with the his

tory of the past with infinitely S-^^^^^^'f;, ^n
ca/so he is capable of a.fuUer appreciation than

another who has no such advantage-so a far-

mer or any dweller in the eountry, who has a

^lovkd-e of botany, has within hi.nselt greater

eapaeW- for a full appreciation of nature than

one who has not this advantage.

But especLilly should the farmer study and

,„ake himself laniiliar wfth '^e —,n plant

of the farm. This is not so lorm.dablc a task as

many seem to suppose. The hardest part of ,t,

r?no who has every thing to learn, is to begin.

A g.KHl beginning once made the .meres m-

oroases, intensifies, becomes almost a pass on^

and the subsequent acquisitions bring with them

their own rewarck
, * i.. . if

Our popular education is greatly
<»f

""'v^-
'^

depend; too much on books, and makes no aim

to impart a knowledge of things It trams the

intelllct, and leaves the practical -o'^»;/^-

ture alone. It will not always be so. Our edu

SKINNEIt'S NURSBBY AT MABEKOO IlLS-

Mr E.n. Skinner was located at Marengo, Ills.,

for 10 years. He commenced work at Rockford

in the spring of 18159, and has done a wontoful

amount of work. He h.as 70 acres of land one

a^d a half miles west of the city. When bought

U was covered with poplar, oak, hazel am un-
iiwi»i.">

All ihU has been grublwd,
derbrush generally. All this has Dec

and much of it now looks as if it h id bcei m

™od euUivation for years. The soil is a hght

:andy loam, resting upon a strong day oam

from 17 inches to two teet bi^ow the surfoee. No

,ubso Un- has been nAded. The surface has

been thoroughly cultivated-this ^V^^^f^^
constantly, and the trc.s and P'^»ts av^, made

\ fine growth, and look well. W« "'""
ever, there has been more ram in that vicimiy

^''';:« the breaking 30 acres were set w^^^^

Farlv Richmond Cherries two years old, and we

!:'Lured than of the 3,200 trees but one has

A\.,\ Thcv have grown well and look well

.

"onrcnt:.^ land "there arc 20 acres of grajs,

390,000 in all, of the leading kinds of apple

«iar and plum. Of the varieties ot "vp 'Its sti

"CM northern trade all have done we 1. 1)«-

ehess of Oldenburg, Ben I>avis and ''»'

J

»»';

or Gros. P-miier, stand at the head o the l,^t

L hardiness, standing almost as wcU^ asja»

cnvbs. Of the crabs there ,s a large stock.

Transcendent, Hyslop, Marengo ^"<l C«ra^

The last two are thought the best of Mr. An

drews collection.-/'rairi« farnier.

THE VISIT or THE KASTEIN HOBTICUL™-

„,STS TO CALIFOBNIA.-Hon. Marshall P. Wil-

^who company with Mr. D^;nm^^ of

ticulturists of
^^^^^Z:t.^^^^^^^^

rrn'Td'lior nmS =rhe party made a

horourmvestigation of the hortieultural and

agricultural resources and capabilities of the

s'Je of California, having visited all the princi-

r,

vr
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pal valUiys and fruit-growing regions, and high

as were their anticipations, thej^ confess that

they were far more than realized. From the

time that they were met on the top of the Sierras

by the Committee which came out to welcome

them, to the moment of their departure, they

were the recipients of the most generous and

unbounded hospitality, public and private, and
had their stay been prolonged for months, the}'

would not have been able to have exhausted the

invitations that were extended to them.

a hedge of rose geraniums thirty-five feet long

and nine feet high; scarlet geraniums were seen

growing to the top of a two story house, and

greenhouse roses running to the third story

window of another house.

Grapes half grown were measured, some of

the bunches of which were fifteen to eighteen

inches long. These sell when ripe for a cent a

pound to the wine makers. The larger and

best bunches, such as are sent to the San Fran-

cisco market for table use, bring from 6 to 10

Col. Wilder states that the party found the cents a pound. Millions of acres are devoted to

State of California could grow nearly all the

fruits which are grown on the habitable globe.

The party dined one day in a grove of fig trees,

and upon their table they had figs grown upon

the branches which overshadowed them, and
also oranges, apricots, plums, pears, strawber-

ries, raspberries and blackberries. The fig trees

are used as ornamental trees, and they saw some
twenty five feet high, with stems a foot in diam-

eter. Tiiese trees grow very rapidly. In one

case they plucked ripe, luscious figs from a

tree which had been piaiited but four years, and
which was twelve feet high. This was one hun-

dred and fifty miles north of San Francisco.

Pear trees also grew very rapidly. They saw
pear trees twelve years old which measured ten

to eighteen inches in diameter at the butt, and
were twenty-five to thirty feet high. They saw
Dearborn Seedling trees on which, according to

their best judgment, there were from eight to

twelve bushels of ripe i^ears.

Their early fruits they found to be as good as

ours, ])ut their large and later pears were not so

fine or so good flavored, from the reason that

they leave ihem on the trees too long, because it

will not pay to pick them. They would be glad

to sell them at fifty cents a bushel.

Strawberries are ripe and in the market from

April to December, and there is a constant sup-

ply of all the other delicious fruits—more than

there is market for—and great quantities are al-

most every day thrown away for want of pur-

chasers.
*

The beautiful shrubs which we here raise ten-

derly in our ^eenhouses, are raised there as or-

namental tree, and shrubs for the streets. Mr.

grape culture.

Col. Wilder brought home with him a box of

Bartlett pears, which were picked green, wrap-

ped in paper and put on board the cais at Sac-

ramento. They came through in admirable

shape, ripened off well, colored handsomely, and

were in excellent eating condition three weeks

from the time they were picked, as we have had

evidence to day.

All trhough the gentlemen comprising the party

were most agreeably surprised with the wonder-

ful horticultural ree-ources of the State. The re-

sults of their investigation, we understand, are

to be carefully prepared and printed.—IJoston

rosU

Willow Twig Apple.—Mr. James Ileuston,

of Dallas County, brought us some long keeping

apples of four different varieties, among them

the Willow Twig, all in good condition. Al-

though this apple is not of first quality, its long

keeping makes it one of the most valuable sorts,

and as the tree is hardy and a good bearer, it

deserves extensive planting. Mr. Ileuston also

brought us some Early Harvests of the present

season.—Jotca Uomusiead.

Meeiian's Nursery.—Our friend Meehan,

of the Oardener^s Monthly, says so little about

his own affairs in his Journal that probably but

few of his readers are aware that he has an

extensive nursery at Germantown, Pa. In a

hurried visit we did not have much time to look

Wilder saw a Eucalyptus which was planted six I at his general stock, as we were^ too much taken

years ago by Dr. Holden, formerly of this city, up with the many rare old and new things which

which was ten inches in diameter and fifty feet he has stowed away in odd corners. It is very

high. The century plant is a common garden

ornament, and many of them were found thirty

to forty feet high and in full bloom. They saw

pleasant to see a dealer in plants at the same

time an enthusiastic lover of them ; and we re-

gret that we had not suflScient daylight to allow

of the inspection of all the interesting specimens

that Mr. M. has collected -American AgncuU

turiti.

Willow BREAD.-The leaves of our common

or basket willow {Salix nigra, Marshall), treated

the same as is usual for hops, makes an excel

lent yeast or leaven for light bread. The dis-

covery was made in my family this summer, and

after thorough trial, 1 was convinced that there

is nothing equal to it, as it rises much quicker

than hops-in half the time-imparts none of

that hop flavor so disagreeable to some, and, m

fact, makes better bread every way. The thing

is well worthy the attention of every good house-

wife who reads the Journal of Agriculture a,ud

lest some should hesitate in consequence of not

knowing the medical properties of the willow in

question, I will add that it is a healthful tonic

from which no harm can possibly arisc—Cor-

r€,<pondent of Journal of Agriculture.

To Exterminate Chineal and Ants

FROM Orange TREES.-Make a thin paste of

lard and powdered sulphur, apply it wi h a mop

to the body and limbs of the tree where chineal

is deposited ; repeat the application in about ten

days after the first application, when the chineal

will be effectually destroyed, without injury to
^

the tree. ^ r , fv,^

The same application will expel ants from the

tree- but as the sulphur in time becomes dry

from the absorption of the lard, when the ants

will return, a small band of cotton or rope tied

around the body of the tree, saturated with the

paste from time to time, will eftectually expel

them The location of the band should be occa-

sionally changed, as the bark of the tree may be

injured by the sulphur after awhile, if the b.uid

is confined to one place too long.

The writer has recently tried the above remedy

upon his trees with perfect success, and has re-

commended it to several of his acquaintances,

who have also tried it, and have also found it to

be an eflectual remedy in exterminating taese

troublesome insects. -i^T. 0. Picayune.

FOREIGN IKTELLIGENCE

Underground Flowers.—A vegetable cu-

riosity, met with in New Zealand, has been de-

scribed by Mr. Taylor, says the Scientific Re-

view, in whose honor it has been named Dacty-

lanthu,s Taylori. He describes the plant as a

parasite, which attaches itself to the roots (and

not like others, to the branches) of trees. It has

no leaves, but the stalk is covered with brown

scales -, the petals of the flower are slightly ting-

ed with pink in the centre, but, in general, they

are of a dirty white or brt)wn color, and trans-

parent ; the stamens are white ; the flowers have

a strong smell, partly fragrant, though earthy

and unpleasant. This plant forms a large ex-

crescence oathe roots of the Tataka pittosporum,

which is covered with warts ; these increase and

become buds. A dozen or more flowers are of-

ten on one stem. He first met with it in the

mountains near Hikurangi. Nr. Nairn found a

similar parasite in the forest at the base of

Mount Taranaki ; this was also attached to the

root of a tree, and had a number of flowers upon

it of a light blue color. Mr. Williamson after-

wards <-ave Mr. Taylor another specimen, which

he found in clearing some ground. The whole

plant and flowers were entirely covered with

vecretable mould ; the stem between the bracts

wrs of a rusty brown ; there were twenty-ttve

flowers open at once. Another excrescence hac

eLrhteen. He state, that the odor of one plan

was something like that of a ripe melon, whilst

the other had also a disagreeable earthy smell.

[There are many other plants which might bo

described as producing underground flowers, as

the Aspidistras, for example, which flower freely,

though fe>fwho grow them have ever seen their

flowers.— (?orcIcner'8 Magazine.]

»*TnE Universal Nurseryman" is the ti-

tle of a bi-monthly publication projected by the

Pomological Institute at Rlngelheim, Germany,

and edited by the Directors of the Institute.

The prospectus states that it will contain cither

plain or colored plates of the best and most
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showy of the new plants introduced to cultiva-

tion. At the same time illustrations will be

^'iven of dewigns for ornamental and picturesque

planting, plans and sketches for laying out gar-

dens of all kinds, and also hothouses and every

other form of structure required in gardens.

Thistles in New Zealand.—A correspon-

dent of the Otago Daily Times, who, during one

day's journey, met with a few thistles growing

here and there by the wayside, on the next day

entered a district in which, for over 40 miles this

acclimatized weed seemed to have fiiirly taken

possession of the land, and the fiirmers in the

district have reason to complain of the apathy

which allowed the thistle to become such a nui-

sance. Spreading from a small point to the

north of Hampden, where it said to h;ive been

introduced by a Hock of sheep, the thistle is now

to be found all over the valleys of the Shag, Ote-

popo and Kakanui, comprising some of the finest

agricultural land in the colony ; and not only in

the valleys, but up to the tops of the hills, not a

Rpur or a gully being without its hundreds This

lias now reached a point at which all the Thistle

rreventi(m Ordinances in the worUl win fail to

prevent its spread. Slowly, but surely it will

work its way to the southward and westward,

until it has overrun the province.

Mr. \Vm. Paul's Exhibition of Pot Roses

AT THE Crystal Palace —The grand display

of roses provided by Mr. W. Paul for the enjoy-

ment and entertainment of the visitors to the

Crystal Palace during the past week has certain-

y been one of the most sumptuous atfairs of its

kind on record. The exhibition was held in one

of the open corridors overlooking the grounds,

the sides being enclosed with canvass ; and a

walk through the exhibition when crowded with

visitors, as it was on the afternoon of the open-

in(^ day, was sufficient to convince the most

skeptical of the wisdom of the step, as the enclo-

sure was delightfully cool without exposing either

visitors or llowers to cold chilling draughts. Mr.

Paul is too^ell known as a successful rose-

grower to remler it necessary for us to say that

the whole of the plants of which the exhibition

consisted were in the mostluxuriant health and su-

perbly flowered. Suffice, then, to say that the

display consisted almost entirely of specimens,

many of which in former days have figured in

collections that have placed his name at the head

of the prize list. The plants were arranged on

ft stage erected on the left-hand side of tlio cor-

ridor, with but one exception, and that was a

fine group placed ihcing the entrance. The

grouping of the various hues of color left little to

be desired, and the plants were so arranged as

to avoid, as far as possible, the flatness common

to plants placed on stages erected in a straight

line and of a uniform height, and the general ef-

fect was of the most satisfactory character. Be-

tween the entrance and first bank of roses was

an avenue of standard orange trees, with masses

of variegated and zonal pelargoniums and succu-

lent plants. Conspicuous amon,'st the variega-

ted varieties were the two white-flowered silver-

edged varieties. Avalanche and Waltham Bride,

both of which will, without doubt, be grand for

edging purposes on account of their floriferous

character. Amongst the other we noticed

WaWiam Bronze and Plutarch, both very piom-

ising as bedders, the coloring being remarkably

rich and the growth compact and vigorous.

Passing on to the roses, it will perhaps be as

well to say that the display consisted almost en-

tirely of the old well-established kinds, the new

varieties not being so fully represented as we ex-

pected they would have been, although several

of the best were staged.

Amongst the (jlder kinds, we noticed Madame

Willermoz, a delicate sulphur-yellow, one of the

best of the teas both for exhibition and the con-

servatory ; Bougere, delicate blush, full and lino;

Monsieur Furtado, sulphur-yellow, grand in bud;

La Ueine, deep rose pink, large and showy

;

Paul Ricaut, free flowering, but rather thin

when fully expanded ; Madame C. Wood, bright

crimson, large, and of fine form, but quite sur-

passed by Madame VicU)r Verdier, of the same

hue of color, a grand rose; Elizabeth Viyncron,

a showy variety of the shell-pet.jlled race, but

inferior to others in the same way ; Couj)€ de

Hebe^ rather thin, but fine for forcing and ipot

culture ; Souvenir d'un Ami, another grand rose

for pot culture, whether for exhibition or con-

servatory decoration ; Catharine Guillot, rose

pink, small, but useful for cutting ; Pierre Not-

ting^ deep rich glowing crimson, very full and

fine ; Charles Lawson, bright rone, large and full,

one of the very best roses in existence for pjts ;

Souvenir d^Elise Vardon^ salmou centre shading

to sulphur, large and fine ; a good useful rose ;

Michel Bonnet, a small useful free-flowering va-

riety ; Lodia^ pink, large and showy, but quite

1870.

inann verv briMit carmine rose, largo, full and

rn,e-nnne du Portugal, coppery yellow, fine and tiie NewRoses attiieRoyalIIorticultu-

distincf Victor Verdie.r, rosy carmine shading U^^^ society's Snow -Asthe report already giv-

tonurple- Mirechal Vailla^it, purplish crimson, U^ hasentcred largely into the general character ot

V ,...,' ur.,.. i,aif pvimnded: Almide tie 1 ,,,„ chow ami named the successful competitors.
arand when about half expanded ;

Alpaide tie

R>taUer, rose pink, very full, fine and free flow-

crin- ; Paul Perras, large and showy ;
Sewitear

Vahse, still one of the best of the bright crim-

son flowered varieties for general usefulness

;

Madame Boll, a rather shallow flower of no par-

ticular merit ; Mdame A. Boujemont, white, the

best of its color; Princess Christine, rosy peach.

the Show and named the successful competitors,

I shall confine myself to the new Roses-viz.,

those of 1868 and 1869, not specifying the stands,

but picking them out here and there:

Edouard Morren was again largely exhibited.

My opinion of it remains as it has always been ;

it is a somewhat coarse flower, and inclined, like

General Washington, to show a green eye. Prob-
-1 1.1 1... iX*- */-

Lyon, rose, reverse of petals lilac, thin and

poor when expanded ; this was considered one

of the best of last years' s novelties. In addition

to the above, we noticed amongst other good va-

rieties, Oounfe (Ze Nanteuil, Madame Margottm,

Comtcsse de Ckahrillant, Madame Mane Bady,

Horace Vernet, Jam, Dr, Andre, MaiUme C

Joigneaux, Louise Odier, Beauty of Waltham and

Madame Caillat. ,„„,«.

A few nice specimens of the '-mop-head" at^-

v\^,Boflima incrmis, the golden oak and varic

.ated maple were t^istefully intermixed with the

roses, and the banks of the latter were faced

with Pyrethrum, Golden Feather, Euonymus

radicans variegata, and other dwarf growing

subjects.

best of its color ; Princess Ciirisiine, ro^y i^^^vv.!., (^g^^eral Wasnington, losiiuw uj^iu-u.i v.jv.. . .^^

verv larac full and fine, one of the best roses
^^^^ ^^^^ ^ne bloom in a dozen would be fit to

sent out" for many years past; Perfection cle 1^^^^ ^^t,, j, stand of twelve, but when caught, it

r,... .^c« rAvr^r^ft of Dctals lilac, thin and
| ^.^ ^^^^^.^ j^^y gtand. Reine Blanche, as shown

here and at the Palace, was a great deal too

rough for exhibition, and a good white Rose is

stilfa desideratum. Nardy Freres is a good

Rose, as I have said before, somewhat dull in

color, but we must wait for another season be-

fore deciding finally as to its position. Madame

Clert is a very pretty bright pink flower of good

shape; and Thyn Hammerich a very pretty

blush white Rose with shell-like petals, formed

somewhat in the style of Baronnc Provost, only

a little more cupi)ed-very pretty indeed at

times. Souvenir de Monsieur Pointeau has

come very rough this season where I have seen it,

but its color will alwaysensure it a welcome Made-

moiselle Eugenie Verdier is a verj' pretty Rose,

and likely to be an acquisition. Of Clcmence

llaoux a box was exhibited by Messrs Lee, and

-r if constant to that state, it was decidedly a no-

Leonardo da Vinci as a ^^^^^^^'^' ^^
^ velty, being of a light blush ground distinctly

recent number of J^Taturc, Mr. A. ^^- ^*^""^'
ma f'-ined with pink. Monsieur Jonrneaux is of

discusses the claims of the great painter i.e«n
^ ^^-^ peculiar shade of color-reddish scariet

ardo da Vinci to be ranked among ,^»y^ ^^^''^"^^';
; ^^h a purplish tinge through it, good form and

It appears that the methml in ^^^^^^^ '^^T* ^^^ U„..e ; this struck me a very desirable Rose

arranged on the stem (phyllotaxis) ^^'^/"^;"
Marquise de Mortemart is an undoubtedly good

to and described by Da Vinci long
^^^^^J'^ ^^^ ^^ ^ ^^ction where good flowers are much

Thomas Browne, in his Garden of ^yrus, caueci
^^^^^^^ ^^^.^^ ^^ Madame Crcyton, a fair

attention to it, and before Grew and Malp^ohi
j^^^i^nne Lamy, again shown in good

noticed It. The fact that in exogenous trees the
^^^^^ Ledechaux, a fine carmine

acre may be determined by the number of rings c

^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^ .^^ ^^^^^ .^ ^^^

a^nd the aspect in which the tree has grown^ Ko^e ot^

^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ., ^^^ ,^,„ . ,,,,,

the greater thickness of the tree on the south se b
^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^.^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^

'^de,%as also first ^^^^'^^^

}^i;^l^^^^^
one of a Tea but I think one

Many other illustrations of his botanical Know
^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^.^^^ Ilausberg,

ledge are cited, and which l-e bitherio ^^^r^rS rose, and with imbricated

overlooked. The student will ^^d^"
fj^ f^^^ ^,^,,_l flower deserving of being grown if its

kin^sJlfodcrnPatrUer* many remarkable obserra |i

s • .-

1
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habit be good, which it seemed to be ;
Madame

j

Josephme Guyot, a very pretty and well shaped
j

Hose, which I cannot find in any catalogne:

Victor Trouillard, too rough; Victor Bihan,

beautiful bright rosy carmine : Dupuy-Jamain,

of which I have again to repeat what I said,

that it is a beautiful carmine Hose well worthy

of cultivation ; Andre Fresnoy, not very remark-

able as shown. The «ame may be said of Fer-

dinand de Lesseps and of Comtesse d'Oxford.

It will be seen from the above, that compara-

tively few of the new Roses of this season have

been exhibited—not one of the Teas ; one Noi-

sette, Reine d'Or at the Crystal Palace ;
and not

above five or six of the Hybrid Perpetuals. This

is to be accounted for by the fact that nursery-

men are busy propagating them, and hence can-

not afford to allow their plants to grow on for ex-

hibition. . Of those of 18G8 the following have, I

think, made good their claim to remain amongst

our favorites—Devienne Lamy, Dupuy-Jamain,

Edouard Morren, Henri Ledechaux, Madame

Creyton, Marquise de Mortemart, Monsieur

Journeaux, Souvenir de Mons. Poiteau, Thyra

Ilammerich and Victor le Bihan.

1 have bloomed some of the new Tea Roses,

and am inclined to think that we have some

good kinds amongst them. Chamois is rightly

named, but there is too little of it. Madame

Ducher has a good deal of analogy, as I have it

with Devoniensis, and is a very fine Rose. La-

niarque a fieurs jaunes promises to be a good yel.

low climbing Rose. Unique is a very remarka-

ble looking, shaped like a Tulip, but I wait for

another bloom l)efore deciding. But to my
mind the finest flower of the season, as far as I

c in see, and from all, too, that I heard in Paris,

is Louis Van 1 1 outte, raised by my old friend

Lacharme, one of the most conscientious of our

Rose raisers in France, and already dear to all

lovers of the Rose by Francoise Lacliarme. Lou-

is Van Uoutte is likely, I think, to uphold his

fame ; it is of the shape of the old Cabbage Rose

and of that fine Rose Francis Trevye ; it has al-

so the fine perfume of the old Cabbage ; in color

it is like Charles I^febvre when it comes dark,

approaching at times to that of Prince Camille

de Rohan. The habit of the plant is vigorous,

and altogether I am inclined to consider it the

best Rose of the season. There is another Rose

whose position is now so well established that it

is not needful to say much of it, but I question

if at the Show on June 29th there was one Rose

which sooner caught the eye and held captive

the beholder than Duke of Edinburgh. Mr

George Paul may well be congratulated on hav-

ing sent out this fine English Rose, for in bril-

liancy of color it is unsurpassed, while its fine

habit gives it also a claim which many dark

Roses do not possess.—D., Deal, London Jour-

nal of Horticulture.

Cabbage Show.—On Tuesday week a show

of this edible look place at the Blue Bo:^r Stock-

well Gate, near Nottingham, when some exceed-

ingly fine cabbages were exhibited for competi-

tion, some of the specimens weighing 7 lb. and

8 lb., with sound and firm hearts. The judges

were Messrs. Quinton Reed, Pleasley Vale and

E. Jones, Mansfield, whose awards gave entire

satisfaction to the competitors. After the show

the menHjers of the club dined together. AVe

understand the members will open their celery

club on the evening of Monday the 20th iust.—

Gardener'>s Weekly.

«•»*»

HOKTICULTURAL NOTICES.

FRUIT GROWERS SOCIETY OF ONTA-
RIO, CANADA.

A recent meeting reported in the llural New

Yorker, discussed the Raspberry question. The

following is the vote on the best kinds:

FOR MARKET.

The Philadelphia had the highest number of

votes.

Doolittle's Black Cap received only one vote

less than the Philadelphia.

McCormick had three-fourths of the number

cast for the Philadelphia.

Davison'B Thornless had nearly half as many.

FOR HOME USE.

Brinckle.s Orange had t^e highest number of

votes.

Franconia had half the number cast for

Brinckle's O.-ange, and so had Orange King,

Mr. Arnold's seedling.

Fastolf and Yellow Antwerp had each one less

than Franconia.

OREGON POMOLOGICAL AND HORTI-

CULTURAL SOCIETY.

We learn that the efforts to establish this So-

ciety have been very successful, and another

year we shall probably be reading the annual

report of its doings.
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flower garden axd pleasure
•ground.

The remarkably hot and dry season we have

had all oyer the Union, has been singularly un-

propitious for fall flowers. Dahlias came into

bloom early, and in September when we should

have had beauty, found nothing but dried heads

and green leaves. The Gladiolus, however, has

done remarkably well. This flower is becoming

deservedly popular in American gardening.

Seedlings have become so numerous, that first-

class varieties are now within the reach of every

cue at moderate prices. The raising of seed-

lings is also a very interesting operation. Every

one may have some new variety of his own in

this way, superior, perhaps, to any of his neigh-

bora. The hot weather was, however, very hard

on other flowers.

Fall Roses were simply "nowhere,"—and the

Chrysanthemum which makes tlie fall of the leaf

so cheering, rather excites our pity for itself.

Those who have dei^ended much on flowering

plants for the gaiety of their gardens, have failed

in most but Geraniums and Petunias : while

those who have rather rested for their success on

masses of colored leaves, are triumphant. The

Coleus, Achyranthus, Teilanthera", Vinca varie-

gata, Cfentaureas, and similar things, have gone

the drought gloriously ; and we have no doubt

this species of gardening will be immensely pop-

ular another year. We still want more variety

among this class of plants. At present, one per-

son's garden is too much a copy of another,

where the style of massing with colored leaves

prevails. Two very good silver -leaved plants of

this season's introduction are Centaurea gymno-

car2)a, which h.ls leaves very much like the old

"Miller's Geranium'' {Cineraria maritima,) as it

docs not grow so tall that, it is better adapted

to some forms of masses. The other is a white

leaved, woody but trailing graphalium, also call-

ed gymnocarpum^ but we suspect wrongly named.

The large variegattid Periwinkle is not much in

use, though not amongst the least valuable by

any means. It is a good season to think of these

things ; as wherever this kind of gardening is to

be done, six months is little enough to get the

plants ready in. The Cannas have done well as

bedding plants this summer. In former times

they were grown "for their pretty leaves chiefly ;.

but now large and early flowered varieties have

been produced, which make them showy as wall

as otherwise interesting.

We think ornamental vines have beop too

much overlooked in the summer decoration of

grounds. We have seen this summer some re-

markably pretty effects from the hybrid Nastur-

tiums, Cypress vines, Maurandiaand other sum-

mer vines. There are several new "Morning-

glories" of various colors, of which pretty groups

could be made, but as these are mostly closed

before nine o'clock, they are of no use to city la-

dies ; but are charmingly sweet things for the

country girls, who always have the best of every-

thing in Ufe; though not always thinking so.

These vines could be arranged on fancy figures,

according to colors, and certainly the effects in

some parts of the ground would be as striking

as that derived from leaf plants.

We gave some hints about flower roots in our

last. We may again observe that the planting

of spring bulbs, tulips, hyacinths, crocus, snow-

drops, frittilarias, lilies, &c., and the trans-

planting of shrubs, and division of herbaceous
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plants, will occupy chief attention in October.

All herbaceous plants are much better for being

])roteeted through winter by a covering of dry

leaves, on which a little soil is thrown to keep

the leaves from blowing away. Half-hardy

roses and vines jnay be protected in the same

way. AVhen they are very long and slender,

they are taken down from their trellisscs, and

coiled into circles as small as may be, without

risk of breaking them, and then the soil put on.

Those things that grow late, such as many

kinds of Noisette Roses, should have their ma-

ture top shoots shortened a few weeks before the

protecting process is commenced. The wound

will then heal over, and not cause the decay of

the upper portion of the shoots, as is very often

the case when they are either cut at laying down,

or not shortened at all.

Of course, those roots that sufler by fro^t should

be taken up before danger. Gladiolus, Madei-

ra vines. Dahlias, Tuberoses, &c., for instance.

Tree seeds should be either sown or prepared

for sowing in the fall. Hard shell seeds require

time to soften their coats, or they will lie over a

year in the ground. It used to be popular to

mix with boxes of sand ; but unless there Ikj very

few seeds to a very large quantity of sand, the

heat given out though perhaps inipercei)tible to

jis, is sufficient to generate fungus which will

destroy the seed. It is much better to soak the

seeds in water, and then dry just enough to keep

from moulding, and as cool as possible all win-

ter. This is a much eafer plan than sand. In

States' were the frosts are severe, seedlings of

all kinds that have not attained a greater height

than six inches, should be taken up, "laid in"' in

a sheltered place thickly, and covered with any

thing that will keep frozen through the winter.

If left out, they are liable to be drawn out and

destroyed. Young seedling stock received from

a distance, should be also so troatcd. In the

more Southern States they may be set out at once,-

and as much planting as possible be accomplish-

ed that will save spring work. Many cuttings

will not do well unless taken off at this season

and laid in the ground under protection, like

seedlings,—the quince, syringas or lilacs, spiroea

prunifolia, and some others. In the "mild win

ter States," evergreen cuttings should be made

now, and set out thickly in rows. The leaves

need not be taken off, but short, thick set

branches laid in the under soil. When rooted

next fall they may be taken up and divided into

separate plants, In more Northern States, ever-

greens may not be so struck at this season, un-

less protected by greenhouses and frames. Where

these are at hand, evergreens may be put in, in

boxes or pans all through the winter.

<•»»»

FRUIT GARDEN.

So general has been the bountiful fruit crop

this season, that many will bo induced to plant

this fall in the hope of having a continuous sup-

ply for their families for all time to come. The

question, how shall we prepare the ground and

plant ? will be a very general one. We feel that

the advice constantly given to subsoil and under-

drain and manuretotheextentof hundreds of dol-

lars per acre is too cost ly to follow, and of little use

after it is taken. If we were going to prepare a

piece of ground for an orchant^ we should ma-

nure it heavily and put in a crop ofpotatoes ;

then in October manure again lightly and put in

Rye. On this, in April, we should sow Red

Clover. The Rye off, we should then consider

it ready to plant trees. For Apples, Pears, Plums

or Cherries, we should mark out the rows ten

feet apart, and for the trees ten feet from

rach other. This will be twice as thick as

they will be required when fully grown, but

they grow much better when thick together;

and they will bear more than enough fruit to pay

for the room they occupy, before the time comes

to cut every other one away. We say the rows

ten feet apart, but every fourth row should be

twelve feet to afford room to get between the

blocks with a cart.

Plant as early in October as possible, but it

can be continued until the approach of frost To

plant, a hole can be dug in the stubble just large

enough to hold the roots without cramping them.

We should tread in the soil and trim in the head

very severely. The next spring we should just

break the cru^t formed by the winter rains about

the tree, and then leave everything to grow as it

might. The clover will be ready to cut in June

or July. The twelve feet rows may be dtne by

machine, the rest by hand. Hay enough will bo

made to pay fi)r all the labor for one year and a

little more. After the hay has been hauled off,

bring back some rich earth of any kind, and

spread about a quarter or half an inch thick over

the surface of the ground disturbed in making

the hole. This will keep the grass from grow-

ing very strong just over the roots. Keep on

this way annually, every two or ftiree years giv-

ing the whole surface of the or«.hard a top dress-

in^ for the sake of the grass, and it will be found
\

to'be the most profitable way of making the or-

chard -round pay for itself, until the fruit crops

come fn, that one can adopt The trees also wiU

be models of health and vi-or, and when they

commence to bear will do so regularly and abun-

dantly. This is an epitome of what the Garden-

er's Mnnthh/ has taught, opposed as it has been

by excellent men of the old school of culture.

No one who follows it will ever abandon it for

any other. It is costless comparatively, from the

first to the last ; and pays its way at every stop

The dwarfer fruit trees \ve would plant on the

same system, but six instead of ten feet apart

Few soils are too rcet for fruit trees. Only m wet

soils plant on the surface, and throw up tlje

earth over thom from between so as to make a

ditch or furrow to carry away the surface water

On the plan of annual surface dressin-s which

we have outlined, the feeding roots will thus al

ways keep above the level of standing water ;

and when thev can do this, it will not hurt the

trees though the tnp roots are immersed m wa-

ter for half the year.

4«»»»

GREENHOUSE.

The taste for cut fiowers is considerably in-

creasing, and one of the greatest ^^7-"
^

greenhouse in winter, is from the best half of

The head of the household for room and table

decorations. Rcautiful specimen plants are no

so hi<dily valued as those which will afford

plent; of bloom f >r cutting. The varimis kinds

of Zonale GeranUims are very good tor this pur-

pose. The following also comprises very useful

plants for this purpose: Bouvardia leiantha,

Calla Ethiopica, Ccslrum aurantiacum, llabro-

thamnus elegans, Chorozema varium, Ch^^^^^^^

Primroses, especially the double white Dap me

indica, Poinsetta pulcherrima. Euphorbia splen-

acns Heliotrope, Mignonette, Sweet Alyssum,

Catalonian jasmine. Yellow Jasmine, Mahernia

odorata, Stivia serrata, Violets, Roses, Cinera-

rias an^ lirompton stocks. Tuberoses that flow-

er late may be carefully taken up and potted,

and will last till over Christmas ;
and many

things may be taken out of the ground and

sli<^Mly forced. The common white J.ily is good

for^this purpose, also Deutzias, Philadelphuses

and Tamarlx. The common green Euonyn.us

japonieus, is also worth potting to make a luely

green for mixing with other things.

In taking up things from the ground for pot-

tin<^ care should be taken to have the pots well

drained, with pieces of potsherd over the hole

The more rapidly water passes through the soil

the better plants will grow. Pots could be made

without holes, and the water would all go

Ihrou-h the porous sides in time ; but that is too

slow a way, so we make a hole to admit of its

more rapid escape, and we place the broken pots

over the hole to make a vacuum, which assists

the objects of the hole. In very snwill pots, or

with plants which have strong enough roots to

rapidly absorb all the moisture they get, and

speedily ask for more, "crocking'' is not neces-

^"^There arc but few things in the greenhouse

that will require special treatment at this time.

Camellias and Azaleas, as they cease to grow

v'ill require less water ; but it is now so wel

known that moisture is favorable to growth, and

comparative dryness favorable to flowering, that

we need do more than refer to the fact.

Bulbs for flowering in pots should be placed at

•once Four or five inch pots are suitable. One

Hyacinth and about three Tulips arc sufficient

for each After potting, plunge the pots over

their rims in sand under the greenhouse stage,

lettin.- them remain there until the pots have

beccinewell filled with roots, before bringing

them on to the shelves to force.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.

Lettuces sown last month will now be large

enou.di to set out for permanent growth. A

common hotbed frame, set on a bed of leaves or

spent stable-manure, will enable one to enjoy de-

licious salad all through the latter part of win-

ter where sufficient protection against severe

fronts can Ik. secured. In this division of our

Hints it is more of an object to preserve ^hem

through the winter for the purpose of setting out

in the^open air in spring. In the warmer States

this can be readily effected by their bemg setout

'

in the open air in a sheltered place Here m

Pennsylvania they often do very well by having

the groumUhrown into ridges about six inches

deep, running east and west, and th« plants set

out on the northern sides. They have a httle

straw thrown over them in severe weather, and

.et through the winter admirably, heading early

hi sprin- The Early York Cabbage is exten-

sWeVy c^rown the same way. Where the climate

is too severe to allow of this, they must be put

W 1

*.
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under cover of shutters, as before described in

our Hints.

Cabbages can be preserved in such a cellar,

though most prefer them in the open air. One

way Ts to pack them closely together with their

roots uppermost, and then cover them with soil,

on which straw or litter is thrown to keep them

from freezing. By being packed this way, the

water cannot get into their hearts, which is one

of the chief causes of their rotting. Where

plenty of boards can be had, they may be packed

with their heads uppermost, and the rain kept

off by the material.

Brocoli and Endive may be taken up with

balls of earth, and set in cool cellars closely to-

gether, and they will grow sufficiently—the for-

mer to produce good head, and the latter to

blanch beautifully all through the winter.

Asparagus beds should be cleaned, by having

the old stems cut off and the soils from the alley

ways dug out and thrown over beds. It keeps

the frost from the roots, and thus permits them

to grow and lay up matter all winter for next

spring's growth. Very early in spring the soil

should be raked back into the alleys, so as to

leave the roots but a few inches under the soil.

as the nearer they are then to the sun's rays the

earlier will the crop be.

Celery must have continued atteniioy to

blanching as it grows, care being exercised to

prevent the soil from entering the heart. Where

very fine results are desired, the plants should

be protected from early severe frosts, so as to en-

able the plants to grow without injrry as long as

possible.

Roots of most kinds, such as Carrots, Beets,

etc., should be taken up before the frost is severe.

They all keep best packed in sand in the open

air, but it is too inconvenient to get at them in

winter } hence cellars are employed to preserve

them in. Cellars for this purpose should be cool,

say with temperature of about 45 ^ and not all

dry. It is not meant that it should be damp, as

the roots will become rotten, but it must be

moist enoagh to prevent shrivelling.

However, if any protection can be given so as

to enable one to get at the pit in frosty weather,

most things keep better so than in any way.

Celery keeps very well packed in earth so that

the frost does not get at it ; but it must be laid

with the tops sloping, so that the water may be

kept out of the heart.

C M M U N I C A T I K S .

\

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO THE GRAPE
VINE.

BY MAJOR MUIILEMAN.

Read before the Alton Ilorticultvral Society.

The culture of the grape forms so important a

brandi of horticulture both East and West ;
and

the discussions of its details, so great and impor-

tant a part of the proceedings in the meetings of

this Society, that it behooves us to become ac-

quainted with all the insects injurious to it, with

their natural history, mode of depredation ;
and

disseminate a very useful information among

those interested in the culture of the grape.

Tl.ere is hardly a number of any periodical,

agricultural, horticultural, entomological or U.

S. or State agricultural reports, which contains

not the description of some o4* the many different

insects preying on the vine.

It is my object in this essay to bring before

you the whole army of them, to march them

from their different quarters on to the parade

ground, and march them in single tile before you,

to exhibit them whenever practicable in their

larvse states and as imperfect insects.

I have subdivided the column into three

squads, leaving off with those that prey on the

leaves, counting twenty species.

2d. Those injurious to the berry, counting

three.

3d. Those attacking the roots, three strong,

and bring up the rear with one species dwelling

in the cane, making in all twenty-seven differ-

ent species that love that royal plant.

These are the most common, and although

many of them are also found on other plants,

have from time to time, and in different locali-

ties, been quite destructive to the vine, so that

they can and are numbered with the habitual
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casually are found on the vine, among which the .

soUlary p
^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ,^^^,,^

„o.t numerous are the <J}ff--\;-;<=-:,
, , o ' and the health or life o'f the tree is not endan.

and leaf hoppers, belonging to the f-'™'''^^'
.°V°,ed. But there are such others m the hs'

ana leai uoij^o^, -'- = . , ,

Telligonea and Aphrophora, many of hem in

sects of the strangest shapes i'^^gm;'':"; ^ev

eral passing under the common o Thnps

ana ine neauu "^ "-- "-
• fUn lut

<Tered But there are such others m the list

;hich will really destroy the fruit or render it

Saleable, andsuch Which wm destroys

al passing under the co™^" »
J'^.^^ ;„ ,-^, . "„ot and all. These should be chiefly studied

These and others would easily double
^^^^^^ ^^^.^^^ ^^ j^^^_.^y ^^^^j.,iv,.,^ '— and means ueviocu •" —^ j

~,„tv,
number given above.

pnnsist- Of the former are the grape codling moin,

Every year adds new ones to the ''^'t. <=»"«'«
,J larva of which feeds on the contents of

i„g eitl"of such as have already existed wiU, the larva of
^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^

„«: but not described, or such as have been im
\^^^^^^'\l^ ^^^^^ „„,„,io ^nd the flea beetle

ported from distant countries.
, „„ the TIaltica chalybea, eating out the core ot

^

All of these insects inhabit orareound on the mmca y ,
.

^, one swoop

indigenous
^-^^^;;^.:^^^,'::::^:i^X ::i ClX.c^^s ;f grape, would have formed on

rtr'mffererrpecies" of vm-
J""- "''-J "oVthe 'latter, are the gigantic grape root borer

abound whichthey prefer, fromthewild vines they U t
^^^^^ aeseribedand figured in Mr.

haves-preadontothecultivatedones,andascertain "J'^ ,.„, igGO, and the iEgena

vines have been exported from their native local. Bdeyj A
^^ ^ ,^^^^ ^„,,„„ ,„ the

Ls so those insects PaHleuUr to
^^^^^^^^^^^

«"-
e'urrant borer in the currant stem.

eTp t d a;dmor; or less acclimated. Yet I

U-mk that this emigration of insects injunou, to

t e vine Is confined more to a given latitude. Ex

trJe southern ones not becoming acclimated

lorth beyond a certain limit, whereas there .

Cms to be no obstacle in their spreading over

dc ™ees of longitude as far as the Uocky Moun-

**A;.ain, certain species of insects seem to prefer

the ind -enous to the cultivated vine, while

ortiers do'not seem to be choice, and areasabun-

dant on one as on other.

Polestiformis, a motn, lue »— ""'-

roots as the currant borer in the currant stem.

NEW ZEALAND.
T?.rru,rkable Trees^Demmara

Australis or Kauri Pine.

T^lyVT. HARDING, FAiaMOUNT PARK.

PlIILADA.

After a toilsome journey of I "now not how

mfnv miles through "the bush," urged onwards

by the strongest'botanical enthusiasm, «-eary

and worn, we arrived at the famous vally of Ka-

'"

Mv object was to chiefly to see the Kauri
my uiij^v^

x.._^..f il,o imnnission
int on one as on other. J -^

, j ^^^i, never forget the impression

Thus on a ten y--> ->'\^ ll"^," rxclu- ^T made whilst viewing so strange a seen
Thus on a leu ^..» ^^ ".

.„^e found excluK ti:::r7pan -m rna diversiline

•ata 't at'of theVbot Sphinx, Thyreus Ab

\:.- „f the beautiful wood nymph, Eudryas

Talk al o sever^ of the Thrlps or leaf suckers,

t;t\irh:r-terpma. Chaeroe^^^^^^^^^

atrlx,thel«vaoftheeighspoted r^^^^^^^^^^

t^^n made whilst viewing so strange a scene

The&uri (so unlike other conifers,) reared its

^1 sSlfrom 100 to 150 feet high, without a

mark o ever having had any lower branches: so

Zooth w-vs the bark up to 80 or 90 feet *'er a

Cch could be seen. Their calibre w.as neariy

„uiform-about28^feet4rresi.ct.ve«^^^^^
. . le to'vaof the eight spotted forester, Aly- """"""-a"""^",^-

"; ^rrect idea of their fo

nhiaOchomacuiaui, I'lo-"' i"- - •-,.„,„„?
? , io the -rape vine Fidia, the larva of the leat

ro ler' Desmia Maculata and of the plume moth
ro.ier, u^^ai^^^

Wartford Proline,

are found as numerous on 'he Ha. t or

rg:X.h .ould only be seen o,. the .e^Ungs

thmly scattered around the outs.de of the mam

I oups the nearest comparis..n I can give is lie
groups, V">.

iw.,- Tree, onlv with
i: f;uX:num;rouson the Hartn,rd Pr h«^ S; Cam^Wor Camphor Tree, only with

Concord and other vines. The gall <>use ' «m '^^a-usCamph
^^^^^^^^^ To add to the strange-

only on the Taylor-s BuUit "«»S'V' ^^.^e ne^^of all around, was the stillness of death, a

liowevci,
, _u:*„ ^p tv.P maioritvotsr^z d:.r::;rve habus of the ;;;^y «:

leaf insects mentioned above w'th some ew ex

:;rsT:::;^=.-. Which w.

broken bv the unearthy screams of some gro
broKen oy ti^

, =.. ^u^ f.^n frnr.« who seemed

m

w
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valley, we rested for the night, Jarkness only pre

venting a further exploration. Up with 'early

morning" and about a bow shot from where we
encamped for the night, was a sight ever to be

remembered ; hundreds, thousands I may say of

tree ferns, Dicksonia antarctiea and squamosa,

stately antediluvians, palm like in api)earance,

were on every side, their height varying from 20

to 40 feet. Oh great and grand relics of by gone

ages, who flourished ''in the days when the earth

was young," live on, evergreen and ever boauti

ful until time is no more I Beginning Avith the

beginning and ending with the end.

SMALL FRUITS IN WISCONSIN.
BY L. L. FAIRCIIILD, KOLLINQ PRAIRIES, WIS.

RASPBEURIE«.

Early in the autumn of '09, wc had severe

freezing weather. It caught our trees with un-

ripened wood. The immature Ilaspbcrry canes

were frozen solid. Many of our most hardy

kinds were severely injured. Canes of the na-

tive Blackcap were killed back two-thirds of

their length ; the same with Cincinnati lied and
Clarke. TJooUttle was considerably injured, but

not so seriously. Some straggling canes of

Brincklt^s Oramje^ springing up among the cur-

rant rows, wintered as they usually do ; in the

open ground they always kill unless laid down
or protected ; but for several winters the canes

that have sprung up in adjoining rows of cur-

rants have passed the winter safely. Plants of

the Mammot/i Cluster and Davidson s Tliornkss

set in the spring of sixty-nine, were apparently

unharmed, and passed the winter safely. True
Jicd Antwerp docs nothing here without protec-

tion ; even with, gives very little fruit. Purple

Cane does well, but I rooted them out and \H
Cincinnati Bed take their place.

I have plants in rows side by side, one3'earset,of

Mammoih Cluster^ David{ion''s TJiornless, Doo-

little and Clark. They all made a good growth.

Mammoth is first in fruitfulness, Doolittle sec-

ond. Clark third. Davidson's Thornless has not

one berry.

If the fruit on young plants is a sample, the

Mammoth in quality is much inferior to Doolit-

tle. It has a strong woody flavor. In size they

dift'er but little, if anything: the Mammoth is the

largest.

Among the older kinds that we have tried, the

Doolittle is the only kind worth cultivating for

distant market. Cincinnati Red is valuable

where they can be delivered direct from the

bushes by hand. Its drawback is its prodigious

suckcring.

BTRAWBEilUIES.

Many of the strawberries do well here. Among
the more valuable that I have tried are Russell's

Prolific, Green Prolific, Downer, Charles Down-

ing, Burr's Pine ; but nothing will compare with

Wilson for market, it is very productive, hardy

and saleable. Among those that I would reject here

as worthless, are Triomphe de Gand, Jucunda

or Knox's 700, Shaker Seedling, Agriculturist

;

some speak well of the latter, but my experience

is very unfavorable to its productiveness. Tri-

omphe de Gand grows well but will not give a

pint of fruit to a thousand plants. Jucunda

gives no fruit worth mentioning. L&nnig's

White gives a moderate quantity of very fine

fruit. Charles Downing bears well ; fruit large

and excellent. Colfax gives a large quantity of

miserable soft, sour, medium sized fruit.

All the best kinds mentioned, have stood the

winter with me fairly, without protection, ex-

cept such as has been furnished by very uncer-

tain snows. All are better for protection.

GK.\PES.

None of the kinds if we except Clinton, are i>er-

fectly hanly liere without protection. D«;laware

Hartford and Concord will pass our mildest win-

ters on the trellis. But there is no safety in

in leaving them up, as the thermometer here i-s

liable to go twenty-five below zero, and in ex-

treme casen, thirty-five. My locaiion is about

43} north latitude. Some cover with two inches*

of earth, others with marsh hay or straw. A
slight protection answers for the above kinds.

With winter protection, we can confidently

recommend many of Rogers' IIy])rids, Ives'

Seedling, Northern Muscadine, Diana, Isabella,

Concord, Hartford Prolific, Delaware. Diana

and Isabella will not fully ripen their fruit more

than two years out of three.

My experience leads me to reject as uncertain

and tender, Adirondac, lona, Israella, Allen's

Hybrid, Norton's Virginia.

The culture of grapes is fast extending in this

State, and notwithstanding our high northern

latitude, I think it is an infant yet just in its

swadling clothes. We are are almost entirely-

exempt from rot and mildew and niany of the

in.scct depredations of the older vine growing

States. Stranger things has happened than that at

some future day we may vie for precedence with

the vine growing State of Ohio.

Thecron looks very promising this season.

We are 4raving a serious drought, but as yet it

does not affect the vine.

»»m»*

BEAUTIFUL TREES AND SHRUBS.

BY CIIROSICLEU.

Cut-leav«l trees are sometimes called "fringe-

leaved trees " for this reason: Their leaves are

all in fraamcnts and hang down lil^e fringes

;

the young shoots upon the branclus are of pro-

cumbent' habits, which make the trees look very

graceful, and we admire them the more on ac-

count of their peculiarities. They are of slower

.rrowth, more delicate and dwarf than the spe-

cies from which they have sprung. They arc

accidental productions, and require nicer treat-

ment when young ; and they are increased by ar-

tificial propagation to retain their singularities.

Thevarc»c(switharborist8,wbogive them special

culture and training, by which they beco.ue very

interesting beauties, and mal<e a very phrasing

contrast with the various natural species with

entire leaves and more robust and gigantic

growths. They belong to various genera, ot

which the following are examples:

Alder, Beech, Birch, Elm, Klder, Fi bert,

Horse Chestnut, Linden, Mountain Ash, Ilaw-

thorn, Willow, &c., say Bosemary-leaved and

ring-leaved Willows ;
cut-lcavcd, parsley-leaved

and tansy-leaved Hawthorns, &e.

All trees of dwarf statures, such as those with

.cut leaves, variegated leaves, <i-k l-^;,*;

brown leaves and weeping dwarfs, arc smtiblc

for planting npon small grounds, as they do no

cover large spaces A numerous spec.es may b

set without making apparent confusion, and as

all are curiously interesting, the greater variety

w 1 .i^the greater pleasure. Compartments

of lar-c grounds are often formed into small fig-

ures by walks, upon which trees and shrubs of

IZ^xv pccu iijrities and dwarf growths are set

and a anrd in a manner that all will display

lir charms to the best advantage, and be read-

'"m^c often smitten with amazement at the

gigantic stature and grand
i^"\P'^!"'"^lllZ-

hie tree
andareoflenenchantedwiththesurpass

\tZZ of a choice shrub for themselves ;
yet

H, the nkasin.' diversity of form, foliage, bios

lorn, iTaUr'nd hue which a uumerousspcc.es

produces when growing '» <= "^^ ^"^''"
^l

which imparts that unspcakahlclovehness top ea-

rure -rounds, which excites our fondest admira-

tLs: and brings out our warmest aeelamat.ois

of deiight. If there are persons who can lo^k

upon a noble tree in all its symmetrical gran

Seur. or a shrub in all its e'>-'y
f
«Sance w

J-
out feeling a glow of animated ^^''^ ' ' "^

^;,:;

must he their lives, and .their lanqjs of J.kasu.e

muat hum dimly.

FOREIGN AND NATIVE BASPBEBBIES.

BY MU. ED. W. LINCOLN, .VOnCESTEU, MASS.

I notice in the August number «fy»" >"™
-J;

able Monthly a report of some remarks upon the

taspherry, by Mr. Parry, "f
^'-^-XVe ^s

,1., i'n which that gentleman .nam^s wh r-^

Brinekie's Orange now ?" In reply, i

pleasure of stating that it - '" ^ f^^^l,

whether to my advantage as well "'t"J""
"'"'

of the nmn'Med variety, you <=anJ"<^sV
^r to

Seetion^faReport«..i.>IWid^^^^^^^^^^

if Mr P.a ry or any one else expects to get a

i; Bas^iberrv ""''.''O"' '"""" r^tection, I

Te tly'aXt'.c is doomed to disappointmcra

. ^r Philadelphia worthy of cultivation

:;"rwVrt\vant good rr«U "r^ne .ml

tarn a rtmun
„^„fif fobe^^rown arealsofit

fuof nil nlants which are nt to oc-oi"^^

tot an>d for pronerly. Experience has been

mv teacher and I shall not be in haste to reject

'

Tstruc^!:)"'of which I have tested the sound-

"Twe append the very interesting extract from

thrReport referred to by «ur correspondent.-

season. With the application of « hite lie.

has quickly and thoroughly disappeared all ap-

:^:fi^^^^"^ed^:;:^:

Wu

ii^
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(luring the warm months, from a species of worm
so minute as to be almost invisible, but yet pos-

sessing a capacity for the consumption of foliage

infinitely out of proportion to its size. In regard

to the raspberry, a wide difference of opinion

seems to exist among cultivators, as to the com-
parative fruitfulness of different varieties. Thus
John J. Thomas asserts that Brinckle's Orange,

in central and western New York, is a shy bear-

er and insipid in quality when compared with

such sorts as Clarke and Naomi. On the other

hand, Mr. Parry, of Cinnaminson, New Jersey,

is enthusiastic over a yield of the Philadelphia

so prodigious that it cannot be gathered. Your
Secretary, as is known to many of you, has de-

voted the most of his attention and space to the

culture of this special fruit. And it may serve

for the gratification of curiosity, should it an-

swer no more useful purpose, to put upon record

in this report, some facts wliich were gathered

for his own guidance and instruction. lie has

but 2031 square feet of land applicable and em-
ployed in the production of raspberries. Of this

space, 253^ feet ought to be left out of account,

as the stools of Knevett's Giant, thereon planted,

are quite young and immature. But from the

entire plot without deduction, were gathered

three quarts in excess of seven and one-half

bushels —253^ feet j'ielded five quarts of Knevett's

Giant ; 405 feet, thirty quarts of the Philadel-

phia ; 399 feet, one bushel and two quarts of

Franconia ; and 1573^ feet were fragrant with

the rich aroma of five bushels, one peck, and six

and a half quarts of Brinckle's Orange. Yet it

is not to be supposed that the cultivation of the

raspberry involves .all income and no outlay.

None of the small fruits, so called, are so impa-

tient of neglect, or require such quantities of ma-

nure. It may indeed be asserted with safety

that the capacity of absorbing fertilizers, so long

and erroneously ascribed to the grape, does ac-

tually illustrate the nature and wants of the

Raspberry. Moreover its canes must be pro-

tected in winter. Your Secretary does not be-

lieve in the existence of a solitary variety, loor-

ihy of cultivation^ that will endure thefrosts ofour

climate uncovered, and continue fertile, even if

it can maintain its vitality. And this opinion

is based upon his personal experience, com-

mencing with the Red and Yellow Antwerps

.some forty yoars ago, and protracted, with in-

termissions, down to the present prolific season.

Aware that others are of a different persuasion,

he submits his convictions, for such they are,

to be taken for what they are worth. One thing

more. A writer in the Daily Sj^y, not many weeks

since, in article upon the culture of the Raspberry

advises the making of plantations in the spring

as the only suitable season. Your Secretary

would assert, on the other hand, that no period

of the year is so suitable as the autumn. And
he does so with the more confidence that it is a

theory to which his own practice has always

conformed, and which results have never failed

to justify."
••m—

CEMETERY TREES AND SHRUBS.
BY MR. E. MANNING, IIARTIISBURG, FRANK-

LIN CO., OHIO.

In the last number of the Monthly, you gave a

list of Cemetery plants as sketched at Laurel

Hill near Philadelphia. Although your list is a

very good one, bow is itaman of the good taste and

ability of the Editor, has overlooked some of the

most beautiful trees, such as the cut-leaved

Weeping Birch, so elegant, so graceful and so

chaste. It is one of the best for either cemetery

or lawn ; Juniperus oblonga pendula is another

of our most beautiful small weeping trees *, also

Cupressus Lawsoniana, Libocedrus decurrens,

Cephalotaxus Fortunii, Podocarpus japonica,

Taxus aurea, T. Davastonii, and T. adpressa,

and Juniperus sabina variegata ? Of the larger

evergreens, Pinus excelsa is very beautiful. A
specimen here on our lawn is drooping with

leaves over eight inches long, and very beauti-

ful. All weeping trees are certainly the most

appropriate for Cemeteries, as being emblematic

of grief. All the Weeping Willows are very de-

sirable for the Cemetery. [The Babylonian or

common, too large we think, except in special

positions.

—

Ed ]

Of the Magnolia family, the Purpurea is the

admiration of all here, with its brilliant red flow-

ers of large size, and very profuse ; always blooms

more or less in August and September ; but in

the spring, is one mass of bloom ; has only to be

seen to be ever remembered. Also M. Thomp-

sonia is probably unsurpassed of* all the yellow

flowering or cream colored varieties,—so deli-

ciously fragrant M. Soulangiana has only to be

seen in flower to be admired. The M. Lenne is

said to be the finest of all. I imported, from

Europe, two plants, they both bloomed in the

box on the voyage, which proves their early

blooming. Also I would nameYirgilia lutea and

Japan Larch, which is the best of the Larches.

There is a new variety of Lawson Cypress,
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(
Curm^sus Lawsoniana aurea,) which I imported

from Europe lastSpring, which is abrighter yellow

than Retinospora aurea. I it think will be un-

surpassed as a Cemetery or lawn tree. I will

send you a cutting by another season. The

plant is small.

I We confined our remarks to the commoner

trees and shrubs. . These newer ones are also

valuable, as our correspondent says. We shou d

be 'Tlad of the additional notes of others.-Ed. J

MANAGEMENT OF LAWNS.

BY R. 11. N., SPlftNGFIELD, MASS.

I have read in your August number, your re-

marks in relation to the use of mowing machines,

and also your invitation to amateur horticultu-

rists to use your columns, in any suggestions

which they may believe will be useful to your

Under these innuences, I now propose to give,

as brieHy as I can, mj^ experience in mowing my

lawn. I have for many years had a smal lawn

which I kept in pretty good condition by the Ire-

quent use of the scythe, but was not able, entire-

ly, to get rid of coarse grasses, weeds and white
|

clover ; my endeavor was to have a purely blue

grass lawn. On the introduction of Sw.ft's

lawn Mower, I (some ten years ago,) obtained

one of them. I soon found, that in its use, my

blue grass lesscnea,and the white clover, &c., in-

creased, and I was satisfied that I would lose

the blue grass entirely if I coniinued t";."'«
f

the mower, as I tl^n u^d it. Instead of discard-

„, the mower, (with which I was otherwise

",°uch pleased.)! tried to find out why i was

that it was destroying the blue grass, and I soon
j

discovered that, as Iron the mower to cut t/.e
,

grass quite short, I thinly exposed the roots of

j

Uie grass to the action of the sun, and that in

hot dry weather the roots of the blue gr.vss were
|

"burnt out," while tlie clover and some ol the

other coarse grasses were not much injured 1

then changed the guageofthc
""''.f""

;";\'^

it to leave the grass as hng ,ts i^ssMe say U or

2 inches, and 1 soon obtained the desired rcsuk

in the proportional increase of the blue grass^ I,

ast year, brought one of the small mowers which

are now « generally used, and set it to cut tlic

grass as long as I could, and I now have a fin

f. . , A^euuy^ crrnss entirelv, so thick in

My conclusion from my experience is, of

course, that mowing machines are injurious to

lawns if run to cut short, (which is the common

practice in this place) but that they are "just the

thing" if ihey are set to cut long. We have just

pasSed through a long spell of remarkably hot

dry weather, and my lawn is now "fresh and

crreen," showing scarcely anything but the rich

I blue grass, while most, if not all, other lawns m
'

this place are very badly burnt.

[We regard this simple suggestion ot not cut-

tin'T very close when a lawn mower is used, as

one of great value. It will no doubt tend to

remedy the trouble caused by these invaluable

machines.
,

. .,

It is such notes as these, seemingly ot uttic

import, that are of great interest to so many

'

readers, and we hope our correspondents wil

send us them more frequently. We value them

much more than regular "articles^

tises.—Ed.]

or long trea-

Ssward-ofblue grass entirely so thick in

fact tlial the m.achine cannot cut it if it is sui

fered to go without cutting, while it is growmg

fast, more than five or six days.

• YUUCA FIBER.

BY D. O. U., CEXTOALIA, ILLS.

At the time the late war broke out, I was in

AVest Tennessee, and was a subscriber to the

Gardener^s Mmthly, and an occasional corres-

pondent, but the war stopped the int^^"""*^^
)

now write to you to inquire in regard to a wi.d

plant, the name of which lam ignorant ot at

present ; but it is something like a \ ucca. I am

growing some plants of it in my ««'''="• .,''^

reaves,Tn a wild state, grow two and a hal feet

!
Ion" sometimes, and less than an inch wide on

! the lower end, but short at the top of the stalky

1 The plants I have under cultivation are more

•

stocky, and the laJ^est leaves short and wide,

irro'o'tis ai^rennial, and roots of old socks

I are easily divided. The question is, will it do

I for paper making, or can it ultimately be manu-

I
facturrd into any coarse fabric for any purpose ?

' I am satisfied it is just the thing for nurserymen

'

for tying up plants, trees, grape vines, and tor

many other purposes, for I have experimen ed

with it. Indeed tlie first time I came across it

I used it for tying up grass to ^oung apple trees

to keep the rabbits from gnawing them, (as i

had run out of siring and w* far from town

To make the leaves grow long, I think it should

be planted close in the rows. I will try to g ow

it extensively next year with the view of seUiog

the roots and bringing the fibre into market as a

native textile production. Every nurseryman
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can grow his own tics, and can appropriate it to

many uses, if my judgment is correct in [regard

to tlie matter. The fibre is not as strong and as

fine as some now being introduced to public no-

tice, but would be ready to use for some pur-

poses without any preparation , after baing strip-

ped from from its stock. I have had but little

of the last falls fibre left. I tried to separate

the fibre by a chemical process, but it impaired

its strenth ; I th'3n bleached it, an that destroy-

ed its strength altogether. The 3p3cim3ns I send

you were stripped of the coating by my finger nails

;

it was stripped off in the winter, and may not be

as strong as if gathered just after frost.

[The plant appears to be Yucca fdamentosa.

The fibre is mucli like hemp, quite as good, and

the the only question is, can it be grown as

cheaply ?—Ed.]
*••»

OX OnJECTIOXSTODATlWIN'S TIIEOIIY

OF FERTILIZATION THROUGH
INSECT AGENCY.
r.Y THOMAS MEEIIAN. .

Head before the American Amtociatinnfor the Advancement

o/Snen"r, a'. Tro'j, .V. Y., Aun^itt Vdth, 1.S70,

It often occurs in the enunciation of new theo-

ries the authors meet with facts which seem to

oppose them, and for a time present insurmount-

able difficulties. But it not unfrequently hap-

pens that these very objections ultimately prove

to aid ratlier than to obstruct the progress of

the newly discovered laws in popular favor.

Mr. Darwin has shown that in many plants

fertilization is carried on by means of insect

agency, and he has proved this to be so impor-

tant a law, that he says, "if the race of Humble

Bees were to die out, some species of plants

would soon Ijecome extinct In Britain.''

The objection to this is, that some plants ap-

pear to have their sexual organs admirably

adapted to the use of these insect agencies, and

yet the Bees seem to studiously avoid using them;

and again, oacn where the structure is the best

suited to throw the pollen on the insect which is

to carry it away, there is the least inducement

for Bees to make use of the opportunity.

There is probably no plant whicli has its or-

gans more beautifully adapted to the work of this

insect agency thanilie SaUia. The anthers are di-

vided on the filaments, and while one part is ex-

tended towards the mouth of the corolla and

performs its pollen bearing functions, the other

extends down towards the base of the corolla

tube, and assumes a petaloid form. The divi-

ded anther is thus balanced on a pivot. The

lower petaloid portion so closes the mouth of the

corolla tube, that any insect thrusting its pro-

boscis down it, must lift the lever, when the pol-

leniferous portion is broughtdownon the insect's

back. When it attempts to enter another flow-

er, the pistil is usually exserted, and the pollen

is thus brought into exact contact with it. In

addition to this there is usually an abundance of

sweet liquor at the base of the corolla tube ;
all

things tending, asone would suppose, to make the

illustration of insect agency as perfect as possi-

ble. 15ut now come tlje objections. In many

Salvias the petaloid prolongation of the anthers

are very poorly developed, and yet many of these

abound in the honeyed juice. If the Bee enters

them, the chance of his having any pollen thrown

on him is comparatively small. At other times

the mouth is so completely closed that the slight-

est touch will cause the pollen to fall, but there

is little 8 weet to invite them. S. Egyptica is an

excellent illustration of this. I am aware that

the mere reasoner mig ht say that this was a pro-

per arrangement. That with less inducements

for the presence of insects, the arrangements for

making use of them when they do come, should

be more peifect. But against all this comes the

fact that the bee never enters either class of pw-

ers at all I have watched by the hour, and

never saw an insect enter that was large enough

to make the slightest nse of all this beautifully

contrived arrangement for cross fertilizing flow-

ers. But the Bees get the honey ; they bore a

small hole near the base and suck the honey

through the tube from the outside, without the

slightest regard to the theories of Darwin.

I have tried to harmonize these facts with

Darwin's, and failing, have sometimes thought

they should weigh against his results ;
but his

facts were so direct, so conclusive, as far as they

went, that it was more reasonable to hope some-

thing would explain them, rather than that there

should be a lasting contradiction. This view

was the more reasonable, as it was a fact that

these Salvias which were thus treated by the

Bees seldom perfected seeds.

I think I can now harmonize these facts with

the theory by an analogous case with Petunia.

Here also the Humble Bees refuse to draw the

honey np through the tube. I have seen an oc-

casional one, evidently a greenhorn attempt it

;

aaer trying tbrce or four, fly away from the

whole bed fall of flowers in disgust. The more

experienced fellows make a slit in the base of the

ivf.X.I'^l
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tube, through which they get the honey. By

examining Petunia flowers with a lens, these

slits can be realily seen ; or still better to watch

the insect in the very act. Here was another

puzzle. A large bed under my office wmdow.

An opportunity to see them every day. No m-

sect that I could ever see assisting fertilization

in any way, -and the viscid nature of all the

parts very much against any self-acting power.

It was a worse case than the Salvia, because the

Petunia is always highly productive of seeds.

But at length the mystery was explained

Though no insect but the Humble Bee visited

the flowers by day, t/je^M^cre throwjedhn Sphinges

at night. These were the insects through whose

agency the fertilization of these flowers is carried

I have thought that this account of the way

the Petunia is fertilized may not only be a novel

fact to many here, but convey a very useful lesson

applicable to many things - to theories of my own

as well as to Mr. Darwin's. No doubt the seem-

inc- difficulties of the Salvia could be settled as

saUsnictorlly as this of Petunia, if one could be

in a position to watch for the fiicts. Possibly in

countries where Salvias abound, insects peculi-

arlv adapted to operate on the Darwinian meth-

od exist, which choose their own time and way

of doing it. The Vetuvia we certainly sec relies

on the night Moth and not on the Humble Bee.

They use their probosces to extract the honey,

and thus fertilize the other flowers. Here at

least, though at first in opposition, the fac.s

wonderfully confirm Darwin, and it seems a

great point gained in the harmony of apparently

conflicting facts.''

The reading of the paper elicited a very mter-

estinc. discussion, in which J)r. Asa Gray of

Cambrid-c, Professor Hyatt of Salem, Mr. A.

H. Dall of the Smithsonian Institute, and others

participated.

opinion ana cut down several «1>"7'"-'^^' ""
^J^"

south sidcof thetrellisses, thinned he v.ne« con

siderably in the spring pruning, and reluccd ami

kept down the leaves during the fmeof grow ng

so that I could sec through the trclUsses. Uiis

season I have no appearance of the leaf disease

and have a large and promising crop, some of

which are ripening, while for severalimsl jeats

n>y out-door grapes were a failure I s proper

thlt I should say that this year has been verj

favorable for out-door grapes with us, and eveiy

.rrowcr almost has a good crop.
"
Thethrip is quite numerous this season and

has disQgured and injured the grape '^'jves .out-

door) to some extent, particularly of the DUa

ware. T would like some practicable way of get-

ting rid of them.

GRArE DISEASE.

BY B. II. N., SPRISOFIELD, ILLS.

You will perhaps remember that some time ago

I wrote you in relation to a disease of the leaves

of my out-door grai>es, and that my communica-

tion elicited considerable discussion in your col-

urans. I afterwards came to the conclusion that

the cause of the disease was the crowded condi-

tion of my trellisses (and the consequent dense

„.ss of foliage which acted as a w.ll n preven -

ir the circulation of air). I acted on this

OUT-DOOR CULTUKE OF CHOICE RHO-

DODENDRONS,

m- WALTETl EI-DEIl, LANDSCAPE OAIIDEXEB.

David Landieth, the extensive grower of

.arden and field seeds of Philadelphia, has culti-

fald the Rhododendron Plentif""y a-l ----

fuUv the past eighteen years upon his pleasuro

Irounds at his seed farm. Bloomsdale, near

?3r rl, BueU, county. Pa, Ue •>-----«-

dred plants set out both singly and in groups, in

:; sunshine and in partial shade of trees and

all flourish and bloom abundantly :
th«ej«^_

several species and >»*">,
'""''"^';.„f''MVny

ense" is well represented among them. Many

of the varieties appear by their foliage as lUhoy

had a heavy touch of the '• Ponticum," y>-t a"

a^e hearty and thrive admirably. Many wca *y

.rentlemen from different parts of the country

; U Uiere yearly to see the ^oaoO.^^^
in bloom. A score of new

«l«'"«f^'""L^";;';;'

are added to i\r. collection annually. Jhc whole

have been imported except a few of our indige

nout species. Those in sunshine and those m

p^MalThade are equally thrifty and profuse m

their blossoms. p

Those pleasure grounds arc a " Museum" of

arboricuUure by the various modes -d fonns m

which the trees and shrubs are grown Some arc

Ts nature has made them, with the exception of

slight pruning when young ;
others are dwarM

and some are pruned into various shapes ;
others

again are lagged flat upon the g™""-^ ,"
"

curious to see how trees will grow when tortured

into Narious forms and dwarfed by cutting.-

Therc is a Beech tree thirty-five feet high, with
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cllametcr of branches twenty-five feet ; the lower

eighteen feet is the common Beech, and the upper

seventeen feet is the rurpU Beech, which was

grafted upon the tree at that heij^ht when young.

The "Austrian Pine*' which was in the form of

an umbrella, is now in the shape of a Bride' s-

cake, five feet high, and sixteen feet in diameter.

The very leafy, young shoots from four {o ten

inches long, are like the ornaments which deco-

rate a great Bride's-cake.

Horticultural writers make suggestions of what

may he tried by improvers, by a visit to Blooms-

dale one sees what is done ; there is the reality, yet

we may state that the practice pursued at

Bloomsdale might not prove successful upon dif-

ferent kinds of soil and lay of grounds ;
but that

should not deter improvers from making experi-

ments. The soil of Bloomsdale is a light loam,

and the lay is flat, and Mr. Landreth is a masUr

in the profession.

AVe would tell your readers that twenty thou-

sand bushels of the "Early Rose Potato'' was

sold oflf Bloomsdale last spring, and now (July,

1870,) there are great quautities of Landreth's

Extra Early Pea alreauy harvestea, and immense

crops of other seeds.

>••—

CLIMBING PLANTS.

BY PROF. W. J. BEAL.

Almost all have heard of Darwin's great dis-

covery of motion in the tendrils of plants, but as

the Transactions of the Linncean Society, in

which the discoveries were first detailed, are not

within the reach of many, the paper has not

been generally read. That excellent magazine,

the American Naturalist, of Salem, Mass., has

recently had an article on the subject by Prof.

Beal, from which we take the following for our

readers

:

"The following remarks upon this interesting

subject, can scarcely be called a review, but

more properly a summary, given nearly in the

words of the author * It has been made quite

full, as it is likely the original paper has been

read by but few readers of the Naturalist.

Climbing Plants may be divided into those

which spirally twine round a support ;
those

which ascend by the movement of the foot-stalks

or tips of their leaves ; those which ascend by

true tendrils: those which are furnished with

hooks, and those which are furnished with root-

lets. The last two exhibit no special move-

ments, and are of less interest than the first

Spirally Twining Plants.—I begin with

a special case, one depending upon my own ob-

servation, similar to the one taken by Mr. Dar-

win. A thrifty hop-vine in my yard went up

nine or ten feet to the top of a stake. Still as-

piring, it ran above the support, at the same

time reaching offand swinging round and round

following the course of the sun. When about

two feet above the stake the tip of the vine cir-

cumscribed a circle two feet in diameter. While

it grew longer the extent of the circle was about

the same, as a part of the vine had become

strong and remained nearly stationary. By ob-

servations made at different times in the day, it

was found to perform one revolution in from one

to two hours, moving most rapidly in thewarmest

part of the warmest days. It is now four feet

and two inches above any artificial support, and

has just tipped over to the north-east in the di-

rection of the prevailing wind. The revolving

movement lasts as long as the plant continues to

grow, but each separate joint or intemode, as

U grows old, ceases to move. In the case of

the hop and most other twining plants,

about three internodes at a time twining plants,

partake of the motion.

The IIoYA CARNOSA {Asclepiadaece) revolves

opposite to the sun in five or six hours, making a

circle ofover five feet in diameter. The tip traced

thirty two inches per hour. It was an inter-

esting spectacle to watch the long shoot sweep-

ing night and day this grand circle, in search of

some object round which to twine. Sometimes

it described narro.w ellipses. After performing

thirty-seven revolutions the stem of a hop was

found to be twisted three times round ils own

axis in the direction of the sun. To prove that

the twisting of the stem does not cause the revo-

lutions, as Hugo vonMohl supposed, some stems

are not regularly twisted, and others twist in an

opposite direction to the revolving plant. In

many of the twining plants the end of the shoot

is hooked, so as the more readily to hold fast to

any object of support which may be caught.

This support once found, the point of contact

ceases to move, but the tip continues to twine

above and around the support as a rope swung

around a stick will coil in the direction of the

•On the Movements and Habits of Climbing Plants.

By Charles Darwin, Esq , F.R.S., F.L 8. [From the

Journal of the Llnnseari Society .J pp. 118. London, 186^5

swinging rope

If a stick shortly after having been wound

round be withdrawn, the shoot retains for a time

its spiral form, then straightens itself and again

begins to revolve. Mohl believed that plants

twined because of a dull irritability of the stem, '

but experiments prove that this is not generally

^IfThe'support of a twiner be not lofty it falls

to the ground, and resting there the extremity

rises a<-ain. Sometimes several flexible shoots

twine together into a cable and thus support

each other. Single thin shoots will fall and

turn abruptly back and wind upwards on them-

selves. The majority of twiners move in a

course opposed to that of the sun or the hands

of a tvatch. Rarely plants of the same order

twine in opposite directions, but no instance is

known of two species of the same genus twining

in opposite -directions Of seventeen plants of

Loasa aurantiaca, eight revolved in opposition

to the sun, and ascended from left to right; five

foftowed the sun and ascended from right to left;

and four revolved and twined first in one direc-

tion, and then reversed their course. One of

these four plants made seven spiral turns from

right to left, and five turns from left to right,

cumbers of the temperate zone will not gener-

ally twine around thick trees, while those of tlie

tropics can. Unless this were the case those of

the tropics could hardly ever reach the light.

In our temperate countries twiners which die

down every year would gain nothing, as they

could not reach the summit in a single season

With most twining plants all the branches, how-

ever many there may be, go on revolving to-

gether ; but, according to Mohl, the main stem

o^Tamus Elephantipes does uoiiyrme-ou\y the

branches. On the other hand, with the aspar-

agus, given in the table, the leading shoot alone,

and not the branches, revolved ai>d twined.

Some produce shoots of two sorts, one of which

twines ; the others not. In others the upper-

most shoots alone twine. One twines during the

middle of the summer, but not in autumn.

Some grow erect in dry, South Africa, their

native country ; but near Dublin, Ireland, they

regularly twine.

Leaf Climbers.-The stems of several spe-

cies of Clematis are twiners like the hop. But

in addition to this mode of holding fast, the pe-

tioles are sensitive io the touch, slowly bend in-

to the form of hooks, and if successful in catch-

in- a stick they clasp it firmly and soon become

greatly enlarged and strengthened by an extra

growth of woody fibre. If they come in contact

with no object they retain this position for a

considerable time, and then bending upwards

they reassume their original upturned position,

which is retained ever afterwards. In Clematis

calydna the clasped peti(<e becomes nearly twice

as thick as the leaf-stock which has clasped

nothing. The petiole of the unclasped leaf is

flexible, and can be easily snapped, whereas the

clasped footstalk acquires an extrarordinary

tou<rhness and rigidity so that considerable force

is required to pull it into pieces. The meanmg

of these changes is plain, namely, th^t the pe-

tioles may firmly and durably support the stem.

In some species of Clematis furnished with com-

pound leaves the main petiole alone is sensitive,

while some have two or three sub-petioles, also

sensitive ; still others have the entire number,

as many as seven, sensitive. Some petioles are

extremely sensitive to very light weights, as one-

eighth of a grain They will clasp thin withered

blades of grass, the soft young leaves of a ma-

pie or the lateral flower pedunclQp of the quak-

ing <-rass, Briza: the latter aie only about as n

thick as a hair from a man's beard, but they

were completely surrounded and clasped..

The first petiole of Tropceolum tricolorum var.

nrandiJUyrum bear no laminte or blades, and are

very sensitive to touch, sometimes bending into

a complete ring in six minutes. The next fila-

ments above have their tips slightly enlarged,

and those still farther up the stem still more en-

larged ; so we find all grades, from tendrils to

leaves with large blades. All of these i^etioles

are sensitive ; those without blades acting in

every way like genuine tendrils ; the latter are

short liv^d, however, dropping off as soon as the .

petioles of the true leaves have clasped the sup-

port above. The moat remarkable fact, and

which I have ob8er>'cd in no other species of the

genus is that. the filaments and petioles of the

young leaves, if they catch no object, after

standing in their original position for some days,

Bpontaneously and slowly move, oscillating a

little from side to siJe towavds the stem of the

plant Hence all the petioles and filaments,

though arising on diffcrcnt sides of tlie axis ul-

timately bend towards and clasp either their

own stem or the supporting stick. The petioles

and filaments often become, after a time,m some

degree contracted, presenting features much like

true tendrils.
.^ , . n v«-

Murandia tkmperfiorenU {Scrophulariacce^) has

flower peduncles which are sensitive like ten-

drils, and exhibit revolving powers. These

i
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spontaneous movements seem to be of no ser-

vice to the plant, as they lose the power when

the llower is old enough to open. The leaf-

stalks and internodes of this plant do not twine

Lophospermum scandAis var. jntrpureum when

young has sensitive internodes. When a pe-

tiole clasps a stick it draws the base of the in-

ternode against it; and then the intcrnodc

itself bends towards th3 stick, which is thus

caught between the stem and the petiole as by

a pair of pincers. The internode straightens

itself again, excepting the part in contact with

i Vip stifle

With Solarium jasminoides as in no other leaf-

climber examined, a leaf grown to its full size

was capable of clasping a slick ; but the move-

raent was extremely slow, requiring several

weeks. On comparing a thin transverse sUce of

this ixtiole with one from the next or older leaf

beneath, which had not clasped anything, its

diameter was found to be fully doubled, and its

structure greasy changed. In the section of

the petiole which had during several weeks

clasped a stick, the two upper ridges have be-

come n^uch less prominent, and the two groups

of woody vessels beneath them mu(;li increased

in diameter. The semilunar band is converted

into a complete ring of very hard, white, woody

tissue, with lines radiat"ng from the centre. The

three group of vessels, which, though closely ap-

proximate, were before distinct, are now com-

pletely blended together. This clasped petiole

had actually become thicker than the stem close

beneath ; due chielly to the greater thickness of

the ring of wood.

Plants bclon.:ing to eight families are known to

have clasping petioles, and plants belonging to

four families climb by the tii)8 ol tlieir leaves.

With rare exceptions the petioles are sensitive

only whilst young ; they are sensitive on alUides,

but in dillerent degrees in difterent plants.

Tendril-bearino Plants.—By tendrils are

meant filamentary organs, sensitive to contact

and used exclusively for climbing. They are

formed by the modification of leaves with their

l^etioles, of flower peduncles, pediaps also of

branches and stipules. The species of tendril

bearers described, belong to ten natural fami-

lies. Species of Biynonla and some others

taken together, afford connecting links between

twiners, leaf-climber.-», tendril-bearers, and root

climbers. Some little time after the stem of

Bignonia Tivecdiana has twined round an up-

right stick, and is securely fastened to it by the

clasping petioles and tendrils, it emits at the

base of its leaves aerial roots which curve partly

round and adhere to the stick ; so that this ono

species of Bignonia combines four ditferent

methods of climbing, generally characteristic of

distinct plants, namely: twining, leaf climbing,

tendril-climbing, and root-climbing.

The movements of Bignonia venus'a are quite

complicated. Not only the tendrils but the

petioles bearing them revolve; these petioles,

however, are not in the least sensitive. Thus

the young internodes, the petioles, and the ten-

drils, all at the same time, go on revolving to-

gether, but at different rates. Moreove^ the

movements of the opposite petioles and tendrils

are quite independt nt of each other. One other

curious point remains to be menfuwied. In a

few days after the toes have closely clasped a

stick, their blunt extrei^iities become, though

not invariably, developed into irregular disk-lijtc

balls, which have the singular power of adhering

firmly to the wood.

The simple undivided tendril of Bignonia spe-

ctosftends in an almost straight, sharp, uncolored

point. The whole terminal part exhibits an odd

habit, which in an animal would be called an in-

stinct; for it continually searches for any little

dark hole in which to insert itself. The tendrils

slowly travel over the sur'ace of the wood, and

when the apex came to a hole or a fissure, it in-

serted itself, often bending at right angels to the

basal part. The same tendril would frequently

withdraw from one hole and insert its point into

a second one. l^Ir. Darwin says: " Improbable

as this view may be, I am led to suspect that

this habit in the tendril of inserting its tip into

dark holes and crevices, has been inherited by

the plant after having lost the power of forming

adhesive disks."

A plant of Bignonia capreolafa was several

times shifted in position in a box, where one side

only was exposed to the light ; in two days all

six tendrils pointed with unerring truth to th-j

darkest corner of the box, though to do tbis

each had to bend in a different manner. Six

tattered flags could not have pointed more truly

from the wind than did these branched tendrils

from the stream of light which entered the box.

When a tendril docs not succeed in clasping a

support it bends downwards and then towards

its own stem, which it seizes, together with the

supporting stick, if there be one. If the temlril

seizes nothing, it does not contract, spirally,

but soon withers away and drops off. A bunch

of wool was placed in the way of the tendril;

they caught one or two fibres, and then the tips

bec'un to swell into irregular balls above the one

twentieth ofan inch in diameter. The surfaces

of these balls secrete some viscid resinous mat-

ter, to which the fibres of the wool adhere, so

that after a time fifty or sixty fibres are all

deeply imbedded in one ball of tendrils. These

tendrils quite ftiil to attach themselves to a brick

wall. These plants are especially adapted to

climb trees clothed with lichens and mosses

'which abound on the trees in the native country

of the Bignonia.

Cohooea scandcns {Pokmoniacem) is an admi-

rable climber. The terminal portion of the pe-

tiole which forms the tendril is sometimes eleven

inches long. The tendril performs one revo-

lution against the sun in an hour and a quarter.

The base of the petiole and the internodes do

not move at all.

A large majority of the tendrils of Corydalh

davicnlafa still bear leaflets, though excessively

reduced in size. We here behold a plant in an

actual state of transition from a leaf-climber to a

tendril-bearer. Whilst the plant is youn-, only

the outer leaves, but wben full grown all the i

leaves, have thi ir extremities more or less per-

fectly converted into tendrils.

Echinosyafis lohata, A thin, smooth, cylin-

drical stick was placed so far from a tendril that

its extremity could i)nly curl half or three-quar-

ters round the stick. It was always found in

the cour.">e ofa few hours afterwards that the tip

had managed to curl twice or even thrice quite

round the stick. Measurements showed that

this was nol due to the growth of the tendril.

Whilst the tendril was slowly and quite insensi-

bly crawling onwards, it was observed that the

whole surface was not in close contact with the

stick. The onward movement is supposed to be

slightly vermicular, or that the tip alternately

stniightens itself a little and then again curves

inwanls, thus dragging itself onwards by an in-

sensibly slow, alternate movement, which may

be compared to that of a strong man suspended

by the ends of his fingers to a horizontal pole,

who works his fingers onwards until he can grasii

the pole with the palm of his hand. Experi-

ments upon this interesting plant were made,

and the results published by Dr. Asa Gray, in

1858. This led Mr. Darwin to more extended

observations up.n many other climbing plants.

He is only one of a large number of persons whi

are indebted for valuable hints from the siga-

eious botanist of Cambridge, Mass.

JTanhuri/a MiX'cana. In a fewda^'S after the

tips of the tendrils have grasped an object, the

inferior surface swells and becomes developed

into a cellular layer, which adapts itself closely

to the wood, and firmly adheres to it. This is not

the extreme tip of the tendril but a trifle back of

it This layer apparently secretes some resin-

ous cement, as it is not loosened by water or al-

cohol, but is freed by the action of ether and tur-

pentine.

Tendrils of plants belonging to Vitacm^, Sapin-

dacf(v^ Pa.ssiflomcenr, and perhaps otbers, are

modified flower peduncles, but their homological

nature makes no difference in their action.

[To he continued.)

E D T T Pv I A L .

TKAYELLIXG RECOLLECTIONS.

MR. st'CJrssouryr amuov, n. J.

It was a lucky star which guided us, one fins !

day in August, to the place where Mr. George

Such has ills hospitable home. The ride through

New Jersey from Philadelphia is one to suggest

Botany, Ornithology, Ilerpetology-anything in-

deed but Horticulture. Once in awhile our eyes

would li<dit on a spot wherein might possibly

be found'a reader of the Gardener^s Monthly,-

here and there some evidence existed of a race

cultivated and refined,-but on the whole it would

puzzle the ethnologist to decide whether ic was

the remains of ages passed away or the origin of

a new race supplanting a more ancient civiliza-

tion. In this puzzled spirit we found ourselves

in the viflage of South Amboy-a little place of

perhaps fifteen hundred inhabitants, the chief

bnsiness of whom seemed either directly or indi-

rectly to be *' running" the Camden and Amboy

Railroad, which here leaves terra firma, and in-

dulges in an hour's boat ride to New York. On

the west of the town is a considerable eminence

for this part of New Jersey, and on its summit

(I
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two very handsome houses, with grounds laid

out in tasteful and somewhat expeiisive style.

A very beautiful vinery was on the grounds, and

here at least we thought to have found horticul-

ture in the wilderness. But it was not to be so.

Mr. Conover, a wealthy and refined gentleman,

commenced it, but it was sold out to the Camden

and Amboy Railroad. One mansion is now

rented out to Mr. Thompson, a very successful

market gardener ; the other is the " Stevensdale

Institute,'' a private classical school, becoming

popular under the management of Mr. Withing-

ton, a well-knawn and popular Philadelphia

teacher of other days. The grounds arc still

kept neat and clean, but the beautiful bridges,

arbors and fountains, seemed uneasy. Every-

thing about them was growing in beauty ;
they

w<'re left alone.

Half an hour's ride over a trail through a

dense forest of Oak, Maple and Pine, with innu-

merable shrubs and llowers as underbrush, and

the grey Usnea hanging from trunk and branch

likeUie well-known tree moss of the south which

simulates it, we found ourselves again in an

open spot, on a gentle rise, commanding one of

the most beautiful views of its class to be found

around here for many miles. On the northwest

are the broad waters of the Raritan, which seem

from here rather like a lake, taking its rise from

the foot of a valley at the base of our eminence,

which valley makes a part of a circle extending

far toward the east. The rising hills beyond the

valley are all densely wooded from the east all

the way round the curve to the west, and as the

sun shone on different parts of the curve, exhi-

biting diirorcnl features at every moment of it^

course, we lelt that we could sacrifice any beauty

in the far ftimed Central Park for a natural scene

like this. Here on this spot, in the centre of this

glorious landscape, Mr. George Such has his

house and garden.

This part of New Jersey is famous for deposits

of clay out of which the best kinds of pottery are

made, and which eater largely into the manu-

facture of wall paper. Most of this lies at a

depth of twenty or thirty feet beneath the sur-

face, all of which from its sandy nature, has to

be hauled away before the argillaceous treasures

can be reached. An easy worked bed is a trea-

sure. Mr. S., is the fortunate owner of one of

these "banks." The depositor found a watery

grave many thousands of years ago, and Mr.

Such makes free and profitable use of the assets

without fear of any one returning at an unex-

pected time to claim its own. The successful

management of this monetary institution has

made Mr. S. quite independent in this world's

goods ; the Horticulture of the place is therefore

the child of love. Even the parts of the grounds

devoted to commercial purposes betray the spirit

to which they owe their origin. The plant

houses are mode's of neatness and good taste,

and the plants under the direction of Mr. James

Taplin, formerly the successor to Sir Joseph

Paxton, as Gardener to the Duke of Devonshire

at Chatsworth, are just such specimens of health

and cleanliness which we should expect from

such an intelligent cultivator. The orchidese

house is particularly a sight to see. Those who

have slender purses should not go there. They

will be tempted to have something like it them-

selves to their utter ruin. Twenty-five dollars

is considered no price for good si)etimens of not

uncommon species in this order of plants, but

Mr. Such gets most of the valuable new ones as

they appear in Europe. But even the old world

is not fast enough for him. He endeavors to col-

lect direct from their native countries for him-

self. In a corner was a small lot of recent

jirrivals from tropical America, which cost over

8250 in gold. One of the finest specimens of the

magnificent Demlwhhim nohile we ever saw was

here, with many dozens of branches. AV^e em-

phasize the one because we are not sure but Mr.

Alexander Xewett, Gardener to H. P. McKean,

of Gcrmantown, might successfully compete with

it. We should, by-the-way, like to see these two

kings in orchldere culture in deadly combat for

supremacy in this rtoral field. Besides orchids,

these houses of Mr. Suchs contain rare ferns,

and leaf plants ; besides most that is rare and

choice in the floral way. Here for the first time

we saw in flower that beautiful plant of the Arum

fj\mily, the Anthurhim Scliurzianum. To get an

idea of this flower the common white Calla lily

will serve as an illustration. The white spathe

of the lily is. however, in this a rich crimson, only

not half as large, and the plant is of a dwarfed

and more stocky growth. There were about

half a dozen flowers open at one lime when we

saw it. . . , -I 11 1

But our space will not permit us to dwell long

on the beauties of the plant houses ;
for the open

grounds present objects quite as attractive. Of

these the Cannas are perhaps the most striking.

It is wonderful what improvements have been

made in them the few past years. Once they

were valued chiefly for their banana-like leaves,

which gave so tropical a look to our flower gar.

dens •, but kinds with a free and gay flowering

habit, with fine leaves also, are now common.

One blooming here profusely, C. Rendatlcri, in-

troduced firsl; through Mr. Such, is now well

known. Several more of this character were in

bloom here; one of them Piua IX, pleased us

highly. One with bronzed leaves C. mL'talUca

was a great favorite with Mr. Such. For deco-

rative gardening much use is made here of the

old Jlimica el€(jam, though we seldom see it. We

don't know, though not of that class of plants,
|

why it should not be as popular as the Pampas

grass. The common J^/cinus or Castor Oil plant,
|

'hodconia japonica, and variegated (Mamu^, with

the well known and little known kinds of C'o?eu.s

and Teihmthera, make up a good list of what

are grown here.
i r t -r^^

For commercial purposes, thousands of Lilies,

Tuberoses, and Gladiolus are grown, for which

the soil and culture seem admirably adapted.

The soil is naturally good, but it is deepened

and highly manured with a compost which is

found by experience to be the best adapted to

their superior growth. The success of this cul-

ture may be understood when we say that in

some instances the small off-sets from the last

year's tuberoses were flowering. AVith the suc-

cess which is following some of our American
,

crrowers in these bulbs, America is fast becoming

hulependent of European growers of them. Mr.

Such showed us some Tulips and Hyacinths,

Avhich were equal to the best raised in Holland.

He will try the experiment next year as to

Avhether they cannot be raised as profitably as

well as as good, and is confident of success. The

Lily beds arc grand sights to see here. In some

places the great golden Lily, L. Auratumha^

not shown itself at home in our climate. Here

it succeeds well, and shows no disposition to de-

<^cnerate. The hundreds of beautiful blooms,

some of them over a foot in diameter, and with

half a dozen flowers on a pamcle was a rich sight

to see There was here also a lighter variety of

the same thing grown which will probably be as

hi<dily \alued as the original kind. The old

Japan Lilies were also grown in immense quan-

tities, and really hold their own for beauty in

spite of the novel attractions of their golden

rivals In the shai>e of climbing vines there

was nothing more beautiful than an Akebia qm-

,,ata, which had made for itself a cdu^nn of neat

verdure from the ground to the top of Mr. Tap-

lin' s residence.

In the fruit garden grapes were an ''enormous

success," but this is no credit to any one or any

system this year, as this is the report everywhere.

AVe recollect many other matters of interest, es-

pecially some about Ivies, but nuist close.

THE HERSTINE, AND IIASPBERIIIES IX
GENERAL.

{Sec frontiHpicce.)

Of all the fruits in cultivation, the history of

the raspberry is probably less known than that

of any other fruit. Only one Roman vvriter no-

tices it, and he simply speaks of it as a berry

called [(hm, from its growing on a Grecian moun-

tain of that name.

The earliest English authors call it the "Ras-

pis." Why it was so called has never seemed

clear to us. Many explanations have been

ottered by ingenious men, but we have so often

found in these cases that the more plausible the

theory the less likely it is to be true, that we

suppose it is so here, and frankly confess that we

do not know the origin of its name.

In Botany, however, Linnicus retained the

classical name for the species, and thus we have

Ruhus IJceus- the raspberry of Europe.

AVhether or not it was local to Mount Ida, and

from there traveled all over Europe and Asia,

does not appear. But within the time of modern

Botany it is found in spots all over these coun-

tries, though not extra abundant anywhere.

AVe have ourselves gathered the fruit from plants

in some of these EuroiKjan wild localities, and we

must confess that we have not found so very

much improvement in a thousand years of gar-

den culture as we are apt to credit ourselves with.

We have berries a trifle larger, a little sweeter and

somewhat more abundant in its bearing habits ;

but that is all. As to hybridization, we have no

idea that it has had any influence whatever in

the improvement. AVe have found variations as

great in these wild forms of Rubus ld(^us as any

we have in our gardens ;
yet there is in Europe

but the one species, and of course there is noth-

ing like it with which it is likely to hybridize.

Statements have been made by parties that

they have hybrids between the Blackberry and

the Raspberry, but this is mere imagination, and

not the result of exijcriment, and believed simply

because there is an appearance of a combina-

tion of the characters of both. AVe know that

plants will change without hybridization ;
we do

not know that they have ever hybridized. It is

i
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safer therefore to believe in a law of change, of

Avhieh we have had some experience, than ot one

Avhich we have none.

( )urow n country has a wild Raspberry
very close

to tbe liahus Wceiis of Europe, namely, the li, I

.trluosus. It is found all through Canada and

'the Northern States, but its chi<^f home is along

Ibe line of the Great Lakes, from the llocky

Mountains to the Sea. This is so little dlfterent

from the Ituhus Uaius of Europe, that it is rea-

sonable to suppose they might have come from

the same stock. The chief difterence as recog-

nized by Botanists is that the petals are shorter

than the calyx in the American, and equal to the

calyx in the European. The other characters
,

are so variab'.e that they are not much to be de-

;

vended on. The wild fruit of the American is
,

rather superior to the wild fruit of Europe.
|

Then we have two other species of llaspberry
,

in cultivation of American origin : R. occUlen-
\

talis of Linmeus, and the R. neylectus of I eck.

The former is well known as the " black cap " i

class and characterized by smallish pips, and a

.reat number of them in the berry; "berry

seedy " as the buyers say ; the othpr is the pur-

ple fi'uits, of which the Catawissa, Ellisdale and

perhaps the Philadelphia are types. We know

that many of our l^est and leading Botanists

recrard this class of purple fruits as hlfhnds be-

iw'een the Black Cap and the lied llaspberry,

but, as we have said, this is only an assumption,

for which there is no direct evidence, while the
,

uatural law of change is against it.
|

lleiurning to the subject of the lied Raspl)er.
j

lies and their improvement, we see how closely
|

allied are the representatives of the two conti-

{

uents Much has been made of the hardiness ot
,

one over the other, as a stock to raise seedhngs

from, but we are satisfied there is no ditference

in the constitutional character of either in this

respect Of the very same brood some will be

hardier and some tenderer than others. Thus

the - Allen" has been claimed by some as a

seedlin" of Jl. .trigosus. There is no evidence

that thTs is so. It may or may not be, we cannot

tell It is certainly one of the hardiest ot its

class, and one of the best to raise an improved

^'Te^'Wc'in this number as a frontispiece, the

»' IlersUne," a seedling which we regard as valu-

able chiefly on account of its derivation from the

'"
Allen." It has proved very hardy so far, and

this joined to the fact that the plant which bore

the^^eed ^rew near some "Philadelphias," has

led some of our friends to mpprm it a hybrid.

From what we have already said, it will be un-

derstood that we dissent from this v.ew. AVe

value it entirely because of the hardy character

of its female parent, and for its own hardiness

and the excellent (luality of its fruit and bearing

habits, in which it equals at least any that have

none before.

AVe will now sav a word about the preserva-

tion of a hardy character in the class of lied

Raspberries. They are essentially of a moun-

, tainc.us or lacustrine disposition, hence a cool

soil is of the first importance to them. It the

'

soil is hot or dry they will assuredly have their

vitality gradually weakened, till they become the

: prey of numerous fungus parasites, and areohen

: destroyed by the first white frosts. If the cool

i soil be given them, they will keep their leaves

'

areen and healthy till tlie regular fall season ar-

I rives, when they will be found as -hardy as an

! oak " and will withstand an average winter

without protection. It is only when vitality

fails and the leaves are too weak to remain on

during their full alloted time, that protection m

winter becomes necessary.

As to propagation, everybody knows how to

rai&e Raspberries. Every piece of root cut up

makes a plant. No hot bed is essential, although

of course with this care more arc surer to

grow. Set out in the open ground in Spring

four-fifths of the roots will make good plants.

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.

The ScptemlMir Exhibition of the Pennsylvania

Horticultural Societv was so great a success that

we are tempted to look at its future influence on

crardening not only in the great city of Philadel-

phia, but as it radiates from this over all the

Union. Last year some fifteen thousand persons

visited the exhibition, but it was said that it was

the California fruits-thc Kansas apples-the

lions of the Pomological Society-anything but

le<ntimate horticulture, which drew so great a

crowd. But to-day we have nothing extraneous,

no extra "card." Nothing much but legitimate

horticultural objects of home growth ;
but yet

the crowds were as dense, and the interest m
everything was of the highest class.

,
Much of this success is due to the wisdom with

j which the gentlemen in charge have managed

1 the Society. They have had to contend with

I

excellent ideas which, as the world goes, ought to

be successful, but which are unfortunately not.

For instance, people tell us that a Horticultural

Society is for the promotion of horticultural

taste, and that only ; and only the most tasteful

objects, and these all of a horticultural excellence

exclusively should be tolerated.

But here things are not all of this class ;
there

were some plants which were " mere bean poles,"

and which ])crhaps would " not be tolerated at a

London exhibition." There were large designs

of cut flowers; which to the " highly cultivated

taste" were no doubt "positively hideous."

Fountains which, to those who have ''seen the

Emperor," were mere 'squirts,'' and cascades

which certainly did not " equal Niagara." Then

there was the " tootings of brass horns," which

'• might be in place at a political talk," and even

'• Greenland's Icy Mountains" was sung by a set

of musicians, which was "turning horticulture

into a camp meeting." Moreover, there was

some "gorging and guzzling" by some who had

wjrked hard for the Society without recompense ;

and worse than all there were premiums om-red

to "gardeners,'' who ought to have so much pride

in their profession as to be glad to work hard

"for the mere honor of the thing.''

We are not prepared to say that all these ob-

jections are not good. We know of no reason

against them. All we can say is that in other

towns and cities where this class of ideas prvjvail.

they have no Horticultural Exhibitions or Hor-

ticultural Societies, nor will they ever have them.

The facts as we find them are what we have to

do with. It is evident here that the Pennsylva-

nia Horticultural Society is an extremely popular

institution with the people of the State ; th it it

is fostering a love of trees and plants, and fruits

and flowers amongst the people in a way that no

! other one ever has done, even in Europ »,
to

! which we are referred so much ;
and that amidst

! all the extraneous trifles to which good people

' aforesaid object to, it is fulfllling its ni.iin mission

1
wi-scly and well.

SCllx\rS AND aUERIES.

Ceucis Canadensis.- r. G. F. says :
" Your

article in August on this subject, from ColmaiVs

liaml World, was an inquiry addressed by me
,

to it, and published in The Country Gentleman o^

June 0th, current year. As none of the corres-

pondents of the paper in which it first appeared

have answered, and as I do not take Colman s

liural, 1 respectfully ask whether you have any

knowledge on the subject ? It was on the NV is-

sahickkon-vou see I use the two k's, though 1

believe one of them is generally dropped now-

that 1 remember the Redbud and the dead hum-

ble bees, wasps, &c., under it."

[We have no personal knowledge that the

flowers of the Judas tree are injurious to bees ;

but we know many closely allied plants are-the

Wisteria, for instance-and it was because we

thought it very likely to be the case, that we

thought the hint we found in the Bural World

worth minding J

the Elm and Apple trees near London have

suckered remarkably this year, and he attributes

it to the intense heat there of this season. Of

coursethis could only be an indirect cau.se. The

real reason is a check to the ascent of the sap

through the trunks, which then forces a growth

through the main root?. In what way extreme

heat c!\n operate on this direct law, we do not

sec ; although it may do so.

Cause of Suckering in Trees.-Every one

has noticed that trees are more liable to sucker

at some times than at others. Why, is not

known. Mr. C. J. Robinson, in Nature, says

Brice Pear.—Under this name a pear is ex-

tensively grown in Germantown, and has been

for the last one hundred years. It is the old

''Beriramotte d'Automne" of the French, and is

for this section one of the best September pears

known.

What is the Use ?—A friend says : "I don't

see the use of many dis(!Ussions which occupy

public time, about the nature of Pine leaves, for

instance, whether they arc true leaves or trans-

formed branchletsV If they perform all the

functions of leaves, what else do we want ?'

[Perhaps so. If a Bologna sausage i)erform

for us all the functions of a "nutritious article,"

t
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what is the use of any care or thought as to

whether it is made of hog or dog meat ? ^et

most of us vvouUl rather know, in spite of this

«'ood reason against it.]

Rki) Maple Trees.— Ol>sen-er, referring to

Mr ir C. Beardslee's note, on page 235, sug-
|

^a's'ts tiiat trees often get their vitality clieeked .

hi some way, hefore tliey produce seeds. Undue

fertility he therefore thinks, is a consequeiiee ot

<omc prior injurv. He would manure trees like-

ly to (lower too freely ; and if possihle cut off the

laossoms hefore opening. This advice applies to

any species of trees, as well as to the Red Maple.

CALADTUMS IN THE Ol'KN GrOUND.-Wc saW

a heautiful bed uf these last month (Ui the grounds

ofR F Warner, of Germantown, showing hoNV
,

well* they are adapted to open air culture for
|

summer \lecoration. They were watered occa-

sionallv during the dry weather, and grown in

partial shade afforded by some trees at a dis-

tance.

CiiA'^TE TiiEE.-In our notice of this recently,

we stated that there were in cultivation two va-

rieties. Amongst the very fine collec.tion of trees

at the nurseries of Graves, Selover, AV illard .V

rn of which we shall have more to say at ano-

U:J; thit we saw a variety nearly white. This

^ ows l^^v many good varieties of this pretty,
,

faulloming shrub couldbe had for the trying.

DEFECTIVE FLOWEUS-ClEMATIS FLAMMU-

T A -06«ercer says he has a quantity of seedling

Plants of Sweet^ Clematis, one of which never

Lrfects its seeds. He believes the female organs

o be abortive ; in other words, that it is a male

uHnt The growth is more slender and the

eave^ smaller, and he thinks sustains the views

of the editor of this journal, in his paper read

Ifefore the American Association at Troy, and

published at page 207 of this volume.

and faith in cultivation. I trust we shall at some

time have especial effort given to the cultivation

of Native Grapes. My vines of every sort do

extremely well again
;
particularly Roger's Ily-

brids. Concord, Diana, Christine, Delaware, cS:e.

Spir.ea jAroNiCA.-Ji. S., Detroit, Mich.—

The plant vou refer to is probably the Spiriea or

Iloteia japonica-a hardy plant usually in bloom

in July, but forces well, and is used in immense

I quantities by Eastern tloristsfor winter bouquets.

FiiOSTS IN EXGLAND.-The white frosts, dam-

aging some of the tenderest flowers, commenced

in England the last week in August.

STRAWBERRY.-Thc Vicomfesse Ilerkart de

TItunj, once about as popular as Wilson's Alba-

ny in the United States, is still the leading straw-

berry of English gardens.

Bl \CK IlAMr.URGS FROM THE OpEN AIR.-

With a beautiful bunch of grapes Mr. Blodget

sends us the following note :-I take occasion to

nd a bunch of my oi.n air i^^acA: i/am^nn-,.

which are very pleasant and sprightly ;
much

':^:^^:.LiVr.. than the ordinary covered

.^rapery fruit. With such seasons as this has

been we should make rapid progress in gmpe

cultivation. Our cUmate is fully vindicated.

The fault, if any, is in our want of persistence

OUR Colored Flates.-U is gratifying to

the publishers to find their efibrts so well appre-

ciated bv the press and the horticultural public.

As we have descended to no method to increase

the circulation of our magazine beyond its own

merits, whatever these may be, so we have not

sou-ht infiuence to get any public praise ot our

woi^k The kind notices of our contemporaries

-the unbiased suggestions of their own critical

minds-^arc the more highly esteemed.

It is not often that a '' Prophet is honored iii

his own country,- and we therefore highly es-

teem the notices of the Fhiladelphia daily news-

papers, which have also been i;;^rticu arly en-

coura-in-. The Germantown I)ad>i Cluomdc

wished /e could give the beautiful plates every

month. We n.ay do so when our circulatimi

reaches twenty thousand. It was quite an ex-

periment this year. The plates wc;re ^^v^;^^
;^^^^-

out anv increase in suhscriptwu price. It ys a

trial to see if our friends would be as hheral icuh

ns in ohtainino ncic subscribers from among their

friends. AVe are pleased to say that the circid c-

tion has so far increased, that, though not >et

paying to the extent we wish it to, we shall con-

tinue the experiment another year.

Our reaaer. will re.ncu.ber tl.at subsen,t.ons

to the GAiiDE^-EU's MONTHLY arc imavMyvi

advance; tl.at Ihcsc mostly fall aue between De-

eemlH^r an.l January, that notwUhstana..., the e

plates couUl not be bought for less than -2. cents

« r the whole subscription price of the maga-

zine is but two dollars a year; and that for this

the publishers hope every subscriber will send tico

dollars for another subscriber, along loith his own.

Our next plate will be in the December No.

A New Power in Agriculture.—A story

is iriven in the Aiajusta (Georgia) Chronicle, to

the effect that a planter near Midway, in South

Carolina, has cultivated his entire farm this year,

so far as ploughing is concerned, with an alliga-

tor. This domesticated silurian is described as be-

ing unusually large, weighing about :550 lbs., and

beinii perfectly docile. lie is rijported as work

inix splendidly in plough harness, and being ilir

superior to mules or horses. His only failing is

a difficulty he has to repress the natural penchant

for having a little nigger for dinner, a circum-

stance that may save the race of alligators gener-

ally from being broken to harness.

fOf course this story is true, and we shall soon

have a crusade against the introdii('ti<mof these

"Imythens,'' on the ground that they are depress

ing the price of labor.]

Grape Vine Insect.—In answer to a Dau-

phin County, Pa., correspondent last month, we

stated erroneously that the warts on the grape

vine leaves were caused by Tettifjonia v'dis. It

should have been Phylloxera viiifolia.

N\MES0FPLANTS.-3rr.s. T., Carbon Chjh

Rock Island County, I/?.s , writes :-I am about

to so freelv avail myself of the privilege of askmg

for information, that I almost fear you may teel

inclined to revoke the permission so kindly given

some monthssince. Encloscdare some specimens

which I shall be glad to have named.

No. 1. is a plant given me under the name ot

Carvomolis.

No 2. was called "Star Petunia '» The 1lo^^

-

crs begin to open about sunset, and are exceed-

inMy beautiful when transmuted to silver by the

moonlight, but they wither in the morning sfm-

shine.
^ i ,, xf

No 3 was sent me as '* Adam's Apple." It

has not blossomed, but you may recognize its

peculiar leaf.

No 4 I know nothing of except that it is an

exquisite little plant. I used to see a plant, when

a little girl, called by the homely name of ' cat-

nip creranium,'' the leaves were often half white

and'half 2reen, and as I remember it, must have

been suitable for a hanging basket. Can you,

from this description, give me its true name ^ I

would like to obtain it for "auld lang syne."

Please tell me the best time and manner to re-

move from its native woods the trailing arbutus,

a flower so very dear to me by early associations

that I would gladly, if possible, transfer it to my

western home. Last fall a friend gave me the

,
branch of a white flowering zonal geranium. 1

divided it into four pieces, each of which grew,

two producing white blossoms, and two trusses

of a beautiful pink. 1 cannot be mistaken, tor

I had no other cuttings at the time, and watched

these with a daily and loving care.

AVhile iunWw^ln your Monthly nothing which is

uot exceedinglv interesting, I consider myself uu-

der especial obligations for the publications ot

.ucharticlesas that of Miss A.(r.,in the July num-

ber, and others of a similar character. If suc-

cessful amateurs would more frequently commu-

nicate their methods, with the simple means

within the reach of all, they would win the grat-

itude of multitudes of their flower-loving trieiids.

[No 1 is Malvaviscus mollis. 2 a species of

the tobacco family called Nicotiana noctiflora.

3 is of the tomato family, Solaiium hystrix, so

far as we can iudge by the leaf ah)ne. 4. is the

varie.rated variety of the Sweet Alys8um,as you

justl^say, "an e.iuisite plant." Tlu^ Catnip

Geranium may have been a variegated zon ile of

which there was one many years ago, before so

many modern improvements were made in it.

AVe should try trailing Arbutus in spring. It

has been considered one of the worst plants to

transplant. If you succeed it will be a triumph.

Ihit we think the fault is that it is put into the

open sun, an<l in too heavy a soil. U hkes par-

tial shade and loose earth which is cool, and not

^^:.t There are some white zonale gi-ramunis

wdiich often have a pink tinge when fully open, but

if the flowers were pink when the flowers first

opened, it adds much to the interest, as this

power of change of color in flowers has not been

^

„Hieh observed, except where the flowers were

striped or parti-colon^d.

The questions arc not at all too long or too nu-

merous. Our Magazine exists for the sole pur-

pose of being useful to its readers ;
and how

letter can we serve them than by knowing and

responding to their wants ? AVe are rather the

obliged parly.]

French Gardening and the AVar.-TIic

Gardener'. Chronicle reports that the gardeners
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and officers of the gardens and museums of Paris

are "off to the front." Mr. Buist, the well-

known nurseryman of Philadelphia, was in Paris

when the war broke out, and narrowly escaped

s;ome of the "honors of war.'' Taking notes of

the sizes of some of the trees in the parks, he was

supposed to be spying out the fortifications, and

was arrested accordingly. lie however escaped

conviction, and was ultimately liberated. AVar

is bad for gardening all round.

The Manean Apple.—This beautiful apple

was recently exhibited at the IVnnsylvania Hor-

ticultural Society, by Lorin Blodget, Esq., from

Mr. F. R. Miller of Sugar Grove, Pennsylvania,

and is a seedling from TaUmaiVs Sweet. It is not

our custom to describe fruits which have already

been described by other authorities. This has.

already been done by Mr. F. 11. ElHott, in Burai

Keio Yorler. But in this instance our notes seem

to differ a little from the original, so we offer them

here

:

Fruit oblong conic, inclined to irregular ribs.

Skin whitish yellow, blush on the sunny side.

Stem slender, not projecting beyond the fruit,

sunk in a deep, often russetty cavity. Calyx

colored, medium sized, in an irregular basin

medium depth ; size lai^ge, weight light, core and

seeds small, flesh white, with a sweet taste, and

pleasant aroma.

The fruit was rather too early gathered to

jud-e well of its quahty; but it is evidently a

larger and better apple than Tallman's SNV3et,

which it much resembles.

BOOKS, CATALOGUES. &C.

SATinnAV Evening Pust.

A happy old age is the usual sign that one's

life has been useful and virtuous. Here before

us, amongst our exchanges, is the Philadelphia

SatimUy Evcnhui ro.«t, nearly in iii^ Jifueth year.

It is so well known as one of our best fnmily and

literary weeklies, that it needs no conmiendation

tVom us. Our purpose here is to commend one

.)f its articles on the Simmons bequest of near a

million and a half for an educatiimal purpose in

linston. Most all of these sums go in expenses.

It is a pity that those who intend to do good ffi

this way, do not look to aiding those in which

the machinery already exists. We want not so

much new schools or colleges, as help for those

which are now struggling along.

AVE have received the retail catalogues of the

following nursery firms :-Dreer's Catalogue of

Bulbs, 714 Chestnut Street, Philada. ; F. K.

Phoenix, Bloomington, Ills ; Harden & Cole,

Atlanta, Ga. ; .Tabez Capps & Son, Mt. Pulaski,

Logan County, Ills.; Storrs, Harrison & Co. 's,

l\ainesville, Lake County, Ohio ; C. L. Allen &
Co., 74 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. ;

EU-

wanger & Barry, Ptochester, N. Y. ;
Ilerendeen

& Co., 19 Seneca Street, Geneva, N. Y". ;
J. W.

Manning, Heading, ISIass. ; Graves, Selover, AVil-

lard Sy Co., Geneva, N. Y^.

Also the following wholesale -.—Alfred S. Shel-

ler, Lewisburg, Pa. ; Robert Douglass & Son,

Waukegan, Lake County, Ills. ; T. Sprague &

Co., Erie, Pa. ; Storrs, Harrison & Co ,
Paincs-

ville, Ohio ; Miessner & Crittenden, Waterloo,

Iowa ; Dingee & Conrad, West Grove, Chester

County, Pa. ; George T. Fish, Rochester, N. Y. ;

E. Y. Teas, Richmond, Ind. -jMusgrove, PeuU &

Barnes ;Hoopc's Bros. & Thomas, West Chester,

Pa. ; C. T. Southwick & Co ,
Dansvillc, N. Y.

;

George Raker, Toledo, Ohio ; T. C. Maxwell &

Bnie" Geneva^ N. Y. ; Robert Douglass & Sons,

Waukegan, Ills. ; S. Bonrdman & Sons, Roches-

ter, n! Y. ; Frost & Co., Rochester, X. Y
;

Graves, Selover, Willard & Co., Geneva, N. Y. ;

James Draper Worcester, Mass. ; W. S. Little,

Rochester, N. Y. ; Lindley M. Ferris & Sons,

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. ; E. H. Skinner, Ilockford,

Ill8. ; Merrell & Coleman, Geneva, N. Y. ;
Frost

& Co ,
Rochester, X. Y. ; Pinney & Wead,

Sturgeon Bay, Wis ; C. L. Van Dusen, M.ice-

don,"N. Y. ; Otlo & Achelis, West Chester, Pa.
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E Moody & Sons, Lockport, X. Y
. ;
H E.

Hooker & Bros ,
Rochester, N. Y. ;

Sears, Hen-

ry & Co., Geneva, N. Y. ', W- F. Helkes Day-
j

ton, Ohio ; Harden &Cole, Atlanta. Ga. ;
Barnes

^

Bros. & Co., Young America, Ills. ;
Smith, Clark -

& Powell, Syracuse, X. Y. ; D. F. Holman & 1

Co Office 115 Madison Street, Chicago, Ills.
;

j

.John Wampler, Trotwood, Montgomery County,

Ohio ; T. B. Yale & Co., Rochester, N. Y.
;
F.

Trowbridge, MiUbrd, Conn. ; E. Moody & Sons,

Lkport:X.Y.;G^.~^--^^^^
ville Pa. ; Pratt & Co., Geneva, JN. i -

J. Il'alliday, Baltimore, Md. ;Hargis&S<>i.moi,

Quincy, Ills.; Olm 15ros.. Springfield, Mass.,

^y. II. Lyman, Leverett, :Mass.

NEW AND HATIE ERUITS.

At.etita GRAPE.-Samples of fruit of this new

-rape were sent by Mr. A. M. Squire, of Ottawa,

Illinois, where it is said to have ori-inated. It

evidently belongs to the Lahr>if^ca f\imily, such

as the Concord, Hartford Prolitic, Ives Seedling

and others.

This year, at Ottawa, the Alctha ripened with

•the Hartford Prolific at Alton; for which it

would seem that it is some ten days earlier than

the last named variety. One of the bunches re-

ceived was shouldered, while others were like

an.l astrinscnc-y it i. mxcli l.l.<> ^ vmc as a well

ripened Isabolla.-7'ra<n-c farmer.

Summer BF.uunE D'Aur.MnF.RO.-Th.s new

Forei-m Pear, was exl.il.itc.l for the lust tm.e m
Philadelphia, hv Pr. J. S. HonJ.lon, at the late

meeting of the HorticuUnrvl Society. The truit

is small, broa,l pyrilortn will, an even snrface

The color is a dull sreenish yellow, nuich over-

eeived was shouldered, while others were ukc , „,ad and netted and traced w.th ''•;;^''- "'^

the aceompanyiu-. cut. which shows the bunch ;,talk is about ihree-fourlh mches Ion? alb.r

amU rT;Chi;is the natural si.e. lu a note ,,„„, ^nd .urved. set in a «'- '"- --^
; ^^

accon>pauying the specimens, Mr. S. says: ^mall raised side or Up.
^^^^^2:11^

.'This .-rape is a seedling of the Catawaba, and ^closed; basin ac U-

'\2u \Z\lu^' slightly

in rjlfin. il is fully ten days in advance of the with furrows
;

«; ^ ;^ '^ [":^,.^J,
liar ford T'rolilie. It does letter on sule hdl «>•-"•'""«'"'

'.^''"j\;'\,i„' ,u.. it as pomo-

land than in n.y garden, which is elevated hot
; ^;;^^'^^^":^'^^ l,,- The core is

,on> lan,l. It has never mildewed or ro te^ ,
nn log cay

J
y .

^_,,,^^„^ ,.^,t ,,,„,„,

"•"^•^ "' ':'\:::U e^XX ar:r.Ue ^

with :ru ime ^n'edge. It ripens about .nlddle

^^:::b:'
"'

Thi:rCtl-bes ^re smaller of Septe.ubcr in this latitude.

than usual, but I think on aecou.it of drought.
1

Tills .'i-ane would ship well, provided the

hent^ do 1^. like those o'f the Hartford Prolific, j,^,,,,,, p,,. «--'":,-«,,*
nart too easily from the stem. bla.kberry I can say that one l'l'»t " "^

prove as good for the production of wine as Con

cord, or Ives Seedling, in which event it will be-

come valuable som.;what further north than it is

as tlie Kittatinnv or any other sort; that its

fruit is as lar.-e"as any of the best sorts, and

that it has ripened si.le by si.lo in tbe sanie s.

come valuable somewhat further norti. man o.
. ,„^t ,t nas ripeo,,. ...^ .^.

.

possible to sumclently ripen some of our best „„., ..th
^^;^-':::-:':^tM, lith n.

wine grapes. r '

, . .. parliness to commend it.

Cescn>.V,...-Bunches
^^f'"^;^'-^^^ ^^ Iw:' I t n's fIu had eleven laterals

berries hanging gather lo,,sely, skin verytnk,^ One cane
_,^_,^^^^^^^,^ ^,,^„^ ^„,, ,„ „,eh ot

color, dark, ^"^^''-

'ZJ^;!:^^ "'"'' '"'''''' '>erries-n,aki«g

the hands, or mouth. >"°;« ^«^" ""^ "'^^^^^ '
,„„,.,v five hundred berries on one stcm.-i

.

U.

v,-ith which we are acquainted, i esu "I -

in B. Xcw Yorker.

pulpv, with a decided foxy aroma; m it foxiness ELLioTr,

^•1 i

r

ft

I
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^^EW AND IIAIIE TLAJs^TS.

LixAKiA Cymbalaria vakiegata, ou Ya-

lieuatcd Kcnnihvorth Ivy, a neat drooping plant

Avilli ivy-like leaves, the centre of which is a

bright pea green, with a deep edge of white,— is

a plant peculiarly adapted for hanging baskets or

vases, being found in Europe, growing upon old

walls, ol'ten without soil. A slight crack in the

(..Id mortar is sutlicient to germinate the seed

;

%vhen once started it grows freely. Flowers arc

lilac. It grows best when shaded from the mid-

day sun.—W. Davison, Biooldyn, in IL JS'cw

Yorker.

scarlet flowers and the handsome dark velvety

leaves quite distinguish this Gesnera from all

others, and it must be considered indispensable

for all who require flowers through the dullest

month of winter: and, indeed, without its flow-

ers the leaves are in themselves very beautiful.

New Oxioxs.—Carter & Co. of London have

raised bulbs of the '^Giant Rocco," 31bs. 9 ozs.—

Nation lied, 5 lbs. 1 oz.-Grove Tripole, 31bs.—

BouvARDiA Davidsoxii.—This plant origi-

nated with Mr. Wm. Davidsox, a well-known

Brooklyn florist, from a plantation of the com-

mon pink sort, Boiivardia llotjarth, which it re-

sembles in all respects, except that the flowers

are pure white. The great desideratum with

florists for winter flowers has been a free growing,

white flowering, liouvardia. There are several

distinct species having white flowers, but they

are all of delicate growth. Judging from the

parentage of the one now ])efore us, it is likely to

1)6 ro])ust as the pink variety, from which it ori-

ginates; if so, the raiser, Mr. Davidsox, has a

little fortune at command from his good luck.—

Pcier Henderson.

New WiEGELAS.-Ptr/7>umfrt. Dark purplish

—red flowers. Best kind out.

Imline. Flowers large, pure white. Blooms

free.

Horlensis nivea. Small silvery-white flowers.

MuWflr'raJloribHmla. Deep crimson flowers.

Arhorca gramVjlora. Large leaves and flowers

—distinct.

liosea nana variegata. Dwarf. Leaves striped

with white.

AmahiUs variegata. Leaves striped with pale

New Geraxiums.—Mr. ^V. II. Lymax of

Leverett, ISIass., has issued engravings of the

Double Zonale, :Mad. Lemonie, also of the new

''tricolors" Black Trince, Mrs. Dunnett, Frince

ol Wales, and Sir 11. Napier.

green.

Gesnera exoxiexsis.—A correspondent of

Gardener's Wcckh/ says:—I now come to the

niagnilicent new plant Gesnera cxoniensis, one of

the finest acquisitions of the day. All who par-

ticularly require plants for dinner-table decora-

tion must hail it as a boon, coming into perfec-

tion as it does a time (the winter months) when _. ^

plants adapted for that purpose are very scarce,
| size of its flowers, and in the fewer crests deve-

and the majority of those we have unsuitable
|
loped on the disk. It is one of the more orna-

OxciDiuM vARicosuM var. BOGERSII.-FeW

species of the grand genus Oncidium have yet

l3een mot with of a more showy and ornamimtal

character than that which we now describe, from

a flue specimen which bloomed last autumn in

the collecti.m of the Mcpsrs. Veitch & Sons, of

of Chelsea. The flowers, indeed, are quite equal

in size and beauty to those of O. Marshallianum

and O. pectorale, while in brilliancy of color

they far surpass those of O. macranthum. The

plant was introduced into this country by Dr.

Rogers, of East (xrinstead, after »vhom it has

been named; and was exhibited by him for the

first time when just going out of flower in No-

vember, 1808. Both O. varicosum and the var-

iety under notice are natives of Brazil, the latter

diflerin<' from the former chiefly in the larger

for the purpose. To say nothing of its bril-

liant flowers and handsome leaves, the very

habit of the plant will recommend it, as it is

leafy, dense, and compact; the lower leaves

almost cover a six-inch pot by drooping over its

rim. The brilliant masses of intense orange-
j

mental of its race, and all the more valuable for

its habit of flowering during the late autumnal

months.

The habit of the plant resembles that ofO.

bifolium. The pseudo-bulbs are of a long ovate

form, and somewhat compressed and ribbed ^

they support a pair of ligulate-lanceolate acutt"

leaves, while from their b-aso proceeds an ample

branched nodding panicle of large yellow flowers.

The sepals and petals are quite small, pale green-

ish-yellow, marked with brown bars. The lip is

large, much crested at the base, where it is mot-

tled with reddish brown; it is furnished with

rounded basal lobes. -Journal of Horticidtare.

lance both singular and graceful.-'-JosiAii

IIOOPES.

Paxsy "Cliveden Yellow ''-There are

four difterent colored flowers included in the

li.t of Cliveden Tansies, viz., blue, purple, white,

and vellow. Although I possess three out of the

four\M>lors, yet my experience of their claims as

beddin^ plants does not warrant me in saying

anvthing in their praise, save and except the

"
vellow variety. Of this I had last season two

small beds, which continued to produce an

abundance of flowers from March to about the

middle of August. My belief is that they would

have continued to aflbrd the like satisfaction, m

recrard to their blooming qualities, until the

month of October, but for neglect in our omitting

to water them at regular intervals as heretofore^

As a dwarf yellow bedding plant for spring and

summer blooming, I can with confidence recom-

mend it; but the soil should be rich and kept in

a moist state during hot weather. The habit of

the plant is very compact, and the growth vigor-

ous My mode of propagating it is by division

of the roots. These are planted in a nursery

bed, and having established themselves, they are

removed to their final quarters in November.

Of course, like other varieties of Fansies, they

strike freely from cuttings either in the spring

or autumn. Selecting the young wood for hat

purpose, they may be inserted in a prepared bed,

alon-ide a fence or wall with a northern aspect;

the Surface should consist of an inch or two in

depth of sand. Frotect them with hand-glasses

until rooted.-J. F. M., in Gardener's Weekly.

rose Fuyxcess CiiuisTiAX.--Thishas been

so frequently before the public that we need do

uo more, in this place, than describe the color

of the flowers, an.l the character of the i)lant.

The color ranges from deep salmon to rosy

peach, according to the age of the bloss.)ms, and

holds on clear and bri.jht to the last. There is

a peculiar and beautiful gloss on the face ot the

petals which the pencil of the artist cannot por-

tray, and which gives it distinctness. 1 he flow-

ers are verv large, double enough, globular in

the bud state, and finely cupped when expanded;

•nid it -ives forth these flowers c<mtinuously and

I

'abundantlv from June to November. The growth

is robust, and (constitution hardy, and the iolia<,c

and habit distinct and of a A'f "^/.'J^i'/Z^^^^;- ^^
"This promises to be a good exhibition Uosc

when taken in a young state, hikI a irnuid Rose

for the garden at all times. Mr. U ilham 1 aul,

of AValtham Cross, is the introducer ot this

noveltv, which, we learn, will be ^-tribu ed

from h\l nurseries in May next. Three In^t-ch^ss

certificates have been awarded to the Irn.cess

Christian during the year 18(>9-one by the

Roval Horticultural Society, one by the Ko>al

Botanic Society, and one at the Crystal Falace

Rose Show. "-i-^^or/^t and Vomohgid.

AQriLEGA Ca.:RULEA.-This is one of the

..rcatest acquisitions to our list of hardy her-

r3aceous plants. It is thus truthfully ^ escril^ed in

the American Horiiculiural Annual for IbhT

.

u^l Crvrulca from the Rocky Mountains, and re-

cently introduced into cultivation, is the hand-

somelt of the genus. In England it is declared

to be, 'not only the Queen of Columbine, but

even the mo.t beautiful of all herbaceous plnnts.'

The color is white and voilet blue, and the re-

markable long spurs give to the flower an appear-

ViOLET Marie LouisE.-Van lloutte, in he

^^ Flore dcsSerres,'^ introduces anew variety.

Flowers large, double, outer part of petals laven-

der, centre blue, peduncles long, asp.ct novel.-

CARAGAXAJur.ATA.-The Journal of Horti-

culture saNS, has proved hardy at Boston. It

hit; pea-shaped blossoms. Cara,,anaar-

"^eseens a yellow flowered old kin<l is no as

often seen in ornamental ground as its imiits

deserve.

Temairia on .Jomvfia Afhicana -This

plant «•.» fornuTly in Mauritius, but has for

llomeaspct unexplainea reason con-pl-tely hs-

i roaro.1 fron, the island. It bemg useful as

! Xll as ornan..n.al, it ,'rows to a great he.ght

".ullKarin., see.ls «hi.h yield a rieh sweet aro-

?, " It was reintrndueod, and, at the n.,,«e»t ot

I

;:,.V.ovornor, a .upplyof seeds has h,.enl..r»-d-

IVom Zanzibar l,yl>r. K,rk.-0«raenc,'.> .VcM'j.

' '^ '.!!
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Tratxixo Grape Vines ox Trees.- In tlic

Cincinnati Horticultural Society, Mr. Thompson
stato<l that ho lots his <;rai)c vinos run at random

over trees, and that he has great success in this

plan.

Xow tills may bo new to the jxrap^ irrowers

about Cincinnati, hut it has been my practice for

the last twenty-five years, to let them run just

where they like and climb higher and more higher

still, if they please; and I always have an abun-

dant yield of grapes, notwithstanding Dr. War- '

dor's opinion to the contrtiry.
|

I must confess that T feel considerably elated
1

when I co!itrast my vines with those on the vine I

clad hills around Cincinnati. Whilst on one of i

my vines there will be thousands of bunches of

!

grapes without five minutes labor in a year, those

little pipe stem vinos, tied to stakes, and n>quir-

ing constant care, only produce a few bunches.

Now f(n' the thoor}'. You little dwarfed and

spindling vines can have only a corresponding

amount of fruit. It is nonsencc to talk of vines

overl)earing for two or three years, and then not

bear at all, imloss they arc cut and trimmed.

Experience proves the contrary.

If any one does not agree with mo, lie is wel-

come to his theories, whilst I can and do have'an

abundance of grapes. I have used sulphur more

than twenty yejirs, and with benefit, to prevent

rot. Hot is not caused by a fungus, as some sup •

pose, but is caused by some insect puncturing

the grapes, whether to deposit their eggs or not

I do'nt know, but we presume it is for that pur-

pose; yet I never succeeded in finding any eggs

or worms in a rotted grape. Well, says one,

how do you know they have been stung by an

insect? Because I have seen the puncture and

a jet of juice which had oozed out. Whenever

you find a grape that is stung, tie a string to it,

(for a mark so as to find it,) and watch the re-

sult. After a longer or shorter period it will

turn whitish round the place where stung, and

finally black, and continue to spread until the

whole grape is rotted. If at any time with a

sharp knife you cut out the black spot, the re-

mainder of the grape will grow and ripen, thus

proving there is no defect in the vino.

Upon this discovery was based the sulphur re

medy for the rot, being distasteful to all the in.

sect tribe. Fumigations with sulphur in the

evening is better than the dust, as I think the

depredators work at night. I have no certain

knowledge of the enemy, but al\^ ays find a few

large yellow bugs on the vinos whim the grapes

are"rotting- they are very shy fellows. AVhethor

friend or foe I know not, but kill him when I

find him.— Cor. Cincinnati Gazelle.

Some of the Gardeners of ^rAXCiiEPTER,

X. II.— T/je Mnor says: "On the west side of

the river, in Ward Seven, we find a few persis-

tent and successful gardeners. Among them is

C. S. Fisher, who has as much practical knowl-

edge of the science and the art as any man m
the city. Having been much in the grocery

trade and market business, he knows what will

sell, and adapts his plans to the demand. He

may be put down as reliable authority in the

business.

Another excellent gardener in the same ward,

and one of the best in this section of the State, is

Joseph N. Prescott, of the Octagon House. On

his sandy land he annually reaps a liberal har-

vest, brinunng to market some of the choicest

vegetables of their kinds. He excels in the pro-

duction of tomatoes and the cabbage tribe,

thou'^h he seldom fails in any branch he under-

'

On that side of the Merrimack are other good

gardeners, of whom we know loss,—Dickey,

Worthley, George, Rollins, and even our frieml

Miller, who brings fresh vegetables from his

Bowman Brook farm to his market house.

On the east side, we drive down the Iliver

road, and cannot get past the jail without being

attracted by the two acres of vegetables connected

with that institution, and cultivated with great

success by that farmer, mechanic and business

man. Jailer Fairbanks. It will pay "to goto

jail " and sec the jailer's garden.

A short mile further down are several good

rrardens, though coming more properly under

the head of "family'' rather than "market"

gardens. Our detective friend Spear can boast

of " some '' in the fruit and vegetable line, while

"Aunt Nancy Baker," Oliver Mitchell,and others

thereabouts, can report a liberal variety of pro-

dactsinalimitedspice. Major Inghan is-fighting

manfully against the drouth, and from his sandy
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soil is coaxinc! an abuiulant support, «1>''^ ""^

u poorplace," close by, shows a l.roa.l area ofmc -

onsanll other .anion crops. Then further souH^

-., . , t:^ »,V-n«r1 DnvUl.—WnO

in,livi,laal just as it is; .vhile fro.u ^^^^^'^^
the creation of a new variety. ^'""'' ,'

. , .
,

.

eases are here<litary; henoea.li.easc "^ ;'; ^K Kiif iint, ueai \\\^'

" i)ouri)i;njc, v.iwov> ..J
, „„„fu oases are nereuiLiii > , inw^»-

,

onsana other .anion crops. Then further souH. - o

^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ,^^^ ^ ^
we have the Websters.-Frank and

^'^J"
;-^;'^° I

„"„,„,, of diseases couUl f.Uow, l'<'«'^"-» ^^ ^"'^

are doin, something in this ^'^"^ ''"!'- ^"' „"°
I,, „,- t„u nature. ,

,
,,

half enough, and between them " "V"; ?!\, "t i„ the abstra.t, then, hut yetof little pracl cal

his neighbors arc accustomed to des.gnate tl.at

J^^
.^ .^ ^ ^^^^ „,^j ^ ..edling tree s

industrious and upright man, John Ca cf, Esq >

.^ ^^^^^,^^_. ^^^,,,j^ however m

He is the first, year by year, to furmsh he mar
,
'-^^^

^ ,„,. when a seedlmg »

ket with pieplant stalks, and the latest m the Txj^^ r^^^

.^ .^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^_^^_^ ,„,, p-ound, and

season with his mammoth cabbages.
o.e next Fall the top, four or five f«;'

\'f
'•

^^^

Over on the Kutt road are a few mniket gar
. ,. ,..,,„ .„^ n ,s now

•^ ... ._ il.„ ^1/1 lampsuvor on LUC ix ulu i^.^v^ ..--
, i t «

dens, the most important being on the old .lames

Nutt farm, where Mr. J. E. Clough has made a

good beginning, and produces .co"M«nsat g
°

- . ..^.. "nr^ mnv include m the

cut back to where the bud is set. « 9
n^

known that all pruning is a check to v.taW.

„,a this also is true only in the abstrnet^J^^
j.> uti) liii 111, »» iiv-ivy ...

—
i."...,, Kiif this aiso IS Liii*-' '^'"'j '•• —

. •!...

good beginning, and produces eompensat ng »; „,„, ,,„,„a not show Us

^rops in great variety. We may '"j"; «'."«.
1 Zx inrtuence except under very severe c.rcnu

same record the Barker garden, wh.ch has until
^^„^^^ .,, ^^ „,,,„„ occ.

the present year, been in the care of MrXlough ,

-e
^^^^ ^^^^^^ J^^^ ^^

. _. _^^ ,j,,, ,

Though dry at the surface, it .s ""vered w^ a ,

^^^^ ^.^ tree soon recovo, am

burden of the green that indicates ,
roductwe-

,

_^^ _^^J^ ^^^-^^ ^,_^ ^^^^ ,,ern>anent ,...,ury insult

ness even now. I i,,an to a man from having the '"ot'';^'";;
.,

Out at nallsville,and by the
f
cn're, he t«o

^..^i,,
.e„tdisa.lvantagesofseedlmgF=>'l'^^

principal gardeners have been < '>"''='^;^;™ .'
j lie in some of the very facts for «"'",,[

,'^,''t

recently deceased, and his workmg ""':'''"';
! „,„^„ esteen.ed, namely, their d.spo^U.on no

l' O. Woodnnan. The acres left by the „rmer
;

- ^^ ^^^ ^|^^._. ^,^^,.^„^, „ ,,„ „ ,,. s o

like the memory of the departed, are .'^'-P fresh
, ^^^^^^ ^,^_,^. ,,,^y ^„,„, j^t^. ,f „e .mt

by filial han.ls, that succeed to the.r lather s
^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ,.^^.,^, j„ „„j ..„,,j.. Then sho«y

property, industry and integrity. J j.^sare often nw.st tavorable tosome »^'^^'^'
'

There kre many excellent gardens on a sma r r-^_^^
^^ _^^^,^ ^^ ,^,.„^ ,^^.,. „„t u,e -ed .s .

«

scale all through this ^«e'">""- ^"^"•"", ,',*';
'"'

as likcdy to give «s pale faces or <1'"^'»,
<; ^

''

to the cast of the city, and extendmg out o he
( ^^ ^^^ ^,.^_,,,„^ ,„ "';" ;•'; ^^

,

productive acres of our ex-eonducto .u nd
;

._^^ ^^^_^^ ,,^ ,^^^.„ ,„^,„ ,„ , i t ce lam

Eaton, and up the mammoth r'.ad to n 1 de
,

J^^_^^ ^^ . ,^^„^^ ,^^, ;, ^ ,, t,o„ many

the Ci y 1-arn,, and the good land adjonnng
,^,, .,^ ^^,„ „„,y ^ ealculated wl en ^

know exactly what kind we plant and s

!
only to be known by cmi'loymg budded fees

T,„ . r.,, Tpffs -Our .lersey friends ' / ^.^^,, „f u,e fact tliat so few diseases t"l ow

SKKDUxa ^^^"'V^^^ "stion. whether
; ,„ ,

,

'
more than follow seedling trees, and m
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-r^-^
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a bright side to each view an, can ""ly «'

cusse.l as a tolancc of advantages. And hist
cussiii .11' .
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, ,
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,

« -
„„,. f,,.„d, J. S. Downer of

we think, ns an abstr.aet question, a seed ingt.e
,

t^n

^^.^„,„ j..,,..vedly high. The varietie
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'
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h .
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,
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AVc'bb, Yicc-Presidont of the State Horticultural

Socio t}':

"As ourstrawberry season is comiiiij; to a close,

I tliou^Hit it i)robal)ly inl^nt interest some of the

readers of the Jiurallst, who take an interest in

the cullivati(»n of this, the first to ripen nnd the

most delicious of tlic small fruits, to be informed
of the results of some of the prominent varieties

now before the public. I do not think I exag-

crcrate when I say our soil seems peculiarly

alapted to the production of this fruit, probably
equal to any. I think this fact was fully demon-
strated to every one who attended tlu^ meetini; of

our Farmers' Club, and witnessed the exhibitions

made tliere from time to time durin^j the season,

of berries measuring from four and half to six

inches in circumference, and weighing from one

lialf to one ounce, these too in quantity without

any special culture, or any fertilizer being used.

The varieties most popular with us this season

were Ch.as. Downing, Kentucky, Green Prolific,

Prench's Seedling, Filmore and llussell, in the

Older named, all very large and fine. Since the

introduction of the three first-named varieties,

the old and nuich esteemed Wilson has been con-

signed to a back seat bv some of our cultivators,

yet it is [terhaps a better shipping quality than

either of tlu^ others, but can not compete with

them in uniform size and appearance.

I certainly regard the Kentucky as the hand-

somest and most attractive berry I ever saw of

the light color variety, good flavor, and very

large size. Tiiere is certainly a debt ofgratitude

due Mr J. S. Downer for originathig and intro-

ducing the Charles Downing and Kentucky, both
of which possess superior qualities and arc de-

cided acquisitions. ^Ve liave a number of other

varieties on trial, but it will require another sea-

son to test their merits, if they possess any."—
Home Journal.

Vegetaule Profits ix Mass.—A corres-

pondent of the Boston Cultivator reports his suc-

cess with raising vegetables, four miles from a
manufacturing villagj. The two requisites ad-
hered to were good soil and thorough cultivation.

The entire grounds were a few acres, and a small

part was occupied.—Half an acre of peas gave
seventy-eight bushels (in pod of course) at 81 00

per bushel, or 8148.20. Sweet corn amounted to

870 from lialf an acre. Two hundred hills of

pole beans gave 8o0. Over 8300 were received

in less than three months. Work was done out
of shop hours.

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.
IIOW TO I'ROVE THE VaLUEOF A MANURE.—

At a recent meeting of the Twickenham Local
Board, to consider the various schemes for the

disposal of the sewage of that town, the Kev. W.
Freeman informed the Board of the result of his

recent inciuirics respecting the A B C process,

llespecting the value of manure, he read several

letters from persons of authority, who spoke of it

in high terms. lie produced two sticks of rhu-
barb grown in the same bed—one with the
native guano and the other with the stable man-
ure—the sample said to have grown with the for-

mer b(.'ing much finer than that produced with
the latter. So far, so good; but, unfortunately
for the reverend gentleman's arguments, one
was a stick of Victoria, and the other o^Linnwus.
It is hardly necessary to say that the stick grown
with the aid of the native guano was from the
first-named variety. We shall not be surprised
to sec in the report of the next meeting of the

Board, that flowers ofMadame Vaucher and Tom

Thumb geraniums are brought forward to show
that the maiun'c has such a powerful effect upon
the color of the flowers of plants grown with its

aid as to change them from a most brilliant

scarlet to a pure white. At all events, one ex-
ample is quite as reasonable as the other.— Cyf.

Gardener.

PiXE Apples ix Excjlaxd.-At tlie July
meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society, the
competition in Pine Apples was very good. Mr.
Paten, gardener to II. S. Lucey, Esq., Charlotte

Park, Warwick, is placed first, with three liana"

some, well-colored fruits of two Moscow Queens
and a Smooth Cayenne, the second prize being

awarded to Mr. C. Allen, gardener to J. Clciiir,

Esq., Withington Hall, Cheshire, with three

handsome Providence, very even in size, and
well finished-oft*. Mr. Gardiner, of Eatington
Park, coming-in third with two very even Mos-

cow Queens, and a very good Providence. Mr.

G. Ward is third with Charlotte llothschild, 7

lbs. 10 ozs , and a smooth Cayenne, 7 lbs. These

arc rather over-ripe. For single Pine Apples,

the first prize was again awarded to Mr. Paten,

for a well-ripened Enville Queen with a number

of crowns, weighing 8 lbs. 14 ozs. The second

prize went to Mr. Gardiner, and the third to Mr.

Ward.

Fruit Grow^ixo.—When we become more in-

timately acquainted with the science of fruit

crowing, we find that there is scarcely a spot in

the entire West, but almost all the fruits can be

made to do well, and yet large orchards still be

failures.

We recently heard an old fruit grower of Iowa

say that he would not take the largest orchard

in the State as a gift if he were compelled solely

to rely upon it for an income and support, and

yet this same individual grows fruit and makes

money out of it, in connection with other busi-

ness.

AVe sometimes fear that the Gold Medal Pre

mium received by the State of Kansas on su-

perior fruits at the last exhibition of the Amen,

can Pomological Society, will be the means of

of its inhabitants losing money ni their extrava-

gant ideas of too extensive plantings. We saw

but little fruit in Kansas, and that State is sub-

ject to failures from similar causes as are the

States immediately east of it.

An exclusive business in grape growing may

be more nearly successful than any other fruit,

and then only in connection with a wine manu-

iacturing establishment. Grape vines are easily

<rrown, less trouble to manag(i and a fruit crop

more certain than that of any other variety of

fruit. AVe would caution planters of large or-

chards against making fruit growing an exclusive

business,''unless they have a good deal of surplus

money to rely upon in years of ftiiliircs.—loicrt

IIoiaC6tead.

i

HORTICUTURAL NOTICES.

PENNSYLVANIA IIOIITICULTUIIAL '

SOCIETY.

The Annual Exhibition was held on thelotb,

in the Society's Hall, in Philadelphia. A very

marked improvement was apparent in the plants

exhibited, both in rarity and in manner of cul-

ture. Usually it has been the custom of the So-

ciety to get loads of plants from the gardens of

amateurs and nurserymen for the mere purpose

of decoration. This time all, or nearly all, came

as the free oflerin-s of the compctetivc or public

spirit of those who exhibited. We make for the

benefit of our distant readers a few notes of the

leading articles, which may interest them.

Most of the collections of plants had some of

the handsome leaved Caladiums, now so well

known. Those grown by Mr. Wm. Joyce, gar-

dener to Mrs. M. AV. Baldwin, were particularly

well grown. We noticed one in a 14 inch po
,

which had over 100 well developed leaves on it.

Here was also Draca-na Cooper i, one of the rich-

est colored of this very ornamental class ot eat
^

plants. The Vriesias with their pineapple-hke
^

leaves, and purple and scarlet flowers, were not as
^

fine specimens as wc have seen of them, but still
i

attracted much observation. In the collection

also were Gongora maculata, a well known or-

chid with the spotted flower, looking for all the

world like a dead insect of some wondrous color.

Clerodendron fallax with four spikes of its rich

crimson flowers, a very good specimen of ihe new

AbutilonThompsoni now so much sought afteron

account of its gold and green variegated leaves
;

and a particularly pretty plant of Lycopodium

I.yali, the two forms of foliage on which always

attracts the curious. There was also a plant of

Eucharis Amazonica, the pure white rtowers of

which are so valued for cuttings, and a butterfly

orchis, Oncidium papilio, with eight expanded

flowers, a number not often seen at once.

^Ir. Buist's collection was as usual particular-

ly rich in new or rare plants. Here was a repre-

sentative of tha genuine old Dragon's blood tree

of Teneriffe, which had stood for so many hun-

dreds of years, a landuiark to sailors, and only

recently blown down—the Dracoena draco.

The leaf is more like a Yucca gloriosa than the

leaves of Dractenas we generally sec. A little

dwarf Bambo, variegated, Bambus-a Japonica

variegata, was a charming little thing. Latania
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rubra is a very rare fan palm, particularly stri-

king through the unusually red margins of the

leaves and stalks. The interesting IMleehamp-

sia Hoezdiana was more highly colored than

usual. This curious plant has bracts as rose colored

as in the allied Poinsetta, yet of a very different

apiH^arance. Maranta Veitchii was one of the

most interesting of the new species of this genus.

Allocasia Jenningsii looked as much like a green

Caladium, with deep ink blotches artistically run

over parts of the blade ; Gesneria refulgens with

leaves like rich, rosy velvet ; Allanianda viola-

cca, a real rosy violet flower. Besides these there

were heaths, acd many rare things not often

seen, liut the gem of the collection >vas a very

rare f^rn, Adiantum Farleyanum. AVe have

seen many beautiful Maiden hair ferns, but this

is certainly the most beautiful one ever grown.

Mr. Hugh Graham, who is now taking rank

as one of the leading flonsts of Philadelphia,

although only a few years established, had one

of the most attractive plants in the room in the

shape of Clerodendron IJalfouri. This plant has

the calyx of a pure white, while the corolla is of

a scarlet crimson. This plant has hundreds of

its striking flowers in full bloom. It is one of the

trailing kinds, and was grown over conical wire.

He had also some beautiful orichideous plants.

The Zvgo\)elaton Mackai was one with several

spikes of rts sweet scented brown purine flowers.

We suppose only the ditii.ulty of increasing it

n\akes it so rare, as it is as easily grown as 151c-

tia Tankervilla;, and quite as interesting. lie

also had a Calleya Forbesii, which, though not

as showy as other Catleyas, had the merit of

being an abundant bloomer, and apparently an

easy one to grow. Some highly interesting

plants were in the collection grown by Mr. Alex-

ander Newett, gardener to II. Pratt McKean,

Esq ,
amongst the most beautiful of those grown

chietly for their interesting leaves were Begonia

auKcna and B. incami ; Peperomia maculosa, a

remarkably pretty thing, especially considering

that there are at least 200 species known to Bot-

anists which gardeners would not look at ; An-

thurium grande ;
Uapphidodendrou plicatile, a

sort of Aloe, with curious plaited leaves ; Yucca

versicolor, which has a gold band down the nar-

row green leaves ; Litobrochia vespertilionis,

the bat's-wing fern ; Carica papaya, the true

AVest Indian Papaw, and some others. But the

gems of the collection were a Callistemon speci-

osum, or bottle brush Metrosideros, a perfect

specimen of six feet high, well trained with many

scores of crimson brushes on it ; and a plant o f

Philodendron pertuosum. the best grown ever

seen at our exhibitions. The plant is interesting

from the fact that its riddled leaves are a perpet-

ual reminder to insure against hail stones; while

the fruit, though of the Arum family, is equal to

Pineapple when mature.

He had also a large and well grown plant of

Tabenuemontana citrifolia, the leaves looking

like a narrow lemon, the flowers quite as sweet

but double the size. This will make a good

w'hite flower for the bouquet maker. Mr. James

Wright had some nice miscellaneous plants, and

amongst Mr. AV. Harris' was the now getting

common variegated Boussingaultia Lacharmei

in flower, i)roving it not to he a BoussirKjauUia at

all; but Talimuu purpureum. In the collection

grown by Mr. 8. Hunter, gardener to Gen. Cuni-

mings, proprietor of the Pliiladelphia Dai/, was

a very good Cyanophyllum magnificum, about

four feet high, and having sixteen of its remark-

ably beautiful leaves. Perhaps the most gener-

ally admired plant in the room was an Austra-

lian Stenocari)usCunninghami, from Mr. Henry

C. Gibson. It had hun(h'eds of its curious flow-

ers on. One flowered a few years ago at Wash-
ington, and attracted much notice from the news-

paper press all over the Union. It takes a good

sized house lo grow one to jxirfection.

Mr. Thomas Mackenzie's collection was rich

in the Echeverias and curious things of that

character. A flne specimen of Strelitzia reginte

was gav with its orange and bluebird's-head like

flowers. kSedum japonicum was bettter than we
ever saw it, and its large heads of rosy flowers

ma(h' a i)retty show. His best thing was Bou-
vardia jasminoides, which to the shape of the

blossoms also added the fragrance of the Jasmine

flower.

Mr. Davidson had a large and well flowered

plant of his new Bouvardia Havidsoni. This is

white, and as it flowers as freely as B. leiantha,

will be Just the thing for the florists

Mr. I). FergUfsson ]iad two magnificent tree

ferns—the Cyathea medularis. If some amateurs

had these striking specimens, no money would

buy them. He also had the sweet scented Criuum
amabile beautifully in bloom.

Mr. Mcehan sent a collection of Coleus, and a

collection of sixty plants selected for the oddity

of their various forms of foliage. Amongst these

was the Aucuba japonica, bearing its large dog-

wood like berries, but which had not yet began

to turn to their final red color.

' In the line of cut flowers, there were not many

contributors, the hot dry season being unfavor-

able to excellence, Messrs. Dreer, Meehan,

Buist and Gerhard Schmidt being the leading

exhibitors The Dahlias of the two last were

however equal to any of former years, and both

of such superior quality that the judges must

have had a severe task in deciding which was

the best one. To Mr. Schmldthowever went the

premium for the best seedling It was of a crim-

son red color, large, and with numerous small

cupped petals.

Mr Buist had the first premium for ^ erbcnas

Petunias, and Ur. Dreer for Roses. :Marechal

Neil was conspicuous in this collection
;
but

another yellow one, Queen of Portugal, was

nearly if not quite as good.

In the fruit way the exhibition of pears was

wonderful, and must have been an astonisher to

those who l3elieve the climate of Pennsylvania is

unfit for pear culture. Mr. Satterthwait had

,300 varieties, and each variety heaped up in

areat profusion. It was regarded as a great tri-

umph by the advocates of clean surf\ice culture,

of which class Mr. S. is a leading champion.

The most interesting feature in this lot was

the number of new varieties or rare ones seldom

seen Though mostly all good, it is safe to say

they were few of them better than the popular

and well known kinds. Some specimens of Ur-

baniste, for instance were equal to any of the

best *-rown, notwithstanding it usually ranks but

second rate. The most beautiful pears in the

m were some Beurre de Montgeron. Not of

lUst rate quality, they still bring very high price

in market. The Butter was one of the best fla-

vored pears here. It is not showy, but for its

(niality it ought to be grown everywhere. It is

certainly equal to the best Beurre d'Anjou.

The Des Nonnes was also of very superior qual-

ity, its thick skin being rather against it. The

iirs't premium for Howell pears was also award-

ed to Mr. S. They were very flne samples,

measuring about 3^ inches long by 3 wide.

Most of the premiums for specified varieties of

pears were awarded U. Thatcher, of Darby, Pa.

The best Lawrences were here, also the l>cst

Flemish Beauty. It had the best Seckels also,

although we thought rather inferior to Seckels

we had seen in exhibition at other times.

Ellwanger & Barry, of Rochester, had some

very beauUful specimens of pears, some of the

varieties being finer than any before seen. The

Doyenne Boussock, for instance, were magnifi-

cent, superior in size to many Duchessc d'An-

gouleme. Selleck was also very large. The

most remarkable thing about Barry's pears is

that they are seldom rosy, but yellow or green,

lar<-e and juicy, bat not high flavored, and all

seem to have long stems, setting all the '^sci-

ence," of Pomology at nought. For instance.

Thatcher's Flemish Beauty had stalks over i of

an inch long ; while Barry's had them one and a

quarter, and so on of all others proportionately.

Iloopes Bro.& Thomas, of West Chester,made

a fine display of pears amongst which the fine

Howells were conspicuous.

Dr. J. S. Houghton had a magnificent display

ofDuchessc d'Angouleme,Duchcssede
Bordeaux,

Genl. Totlebjn, varieties which somehow or

another he always manages to get large and lus-

cious, besides many other varieties.

We have said that the Pears of Ellwanger &

Barry did not exhibit the fine rich colors of other

localities, but the reverse of this was the case

with the apples. It was impossible to show a

prettier set. The St. Lawrence, Alexander, :Mo-

thor and similar showy kinds were much ad-

mired by the spectators. A variety we have not

'

seen before, called Sherwood's Favorite, was also

particularly showy. The Red Beitigheimer a

variety as lurgeasthe Pennsylvania i aliawater,

but with much more color, was also in this col-

lection, which obtained the first premium.

In the collection of apples from Iloopes Bro.

& Thomas, the Porter, was of superior size,

and -ood color. There was also in this collection

some" excellent summer Pennocks, and a fine

Russet not often seen, called Austin Sweet.

Mr Blod-ett exhibited from Mr. Miller tlie Ma-

nean appfe, larger and better than Talman sweet.

Mr S AV. Noble had a nice collection of ap-

ples, which were all very h ghly colored. His

Cornell's Fancy was awarded a premium.

There were not many peaches. The first pre-

mium went to the Nursery Association, of

Chambersburg, the second also to a Chambers-

bur<' name, B. L Ryder. AVhat is the matter

with New Jersey and Delaware, that the they

arc to let Pennsylvania take away the honors of

^Ttrow"ofnative grapes was extremely mea-

are, as it always is in good fruit years. AMien

There are plenty, each grower thinks his neigh-

bor will certainly have as good or better than

hi,_so all stay away. There were some Senas-

nua's, a black grape from Concord, hybridized

with Black Prince ; and Croton, a white betweca

:!i
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Delaware and Chassolas dc Fontaiiiblean, which

wc regard as amongst the most promising now
ones now before the public. These were from

Dr. Undcrhill, of Croton Point, N. Y. ' Mr. E.

Vodges had some very pretty Christine grapes;

also Maxatawney. Mr. Vodges is a Philadelphia

amateur, and carried away nearly all the urape

premiums. The foreign grapes were very good,

as they always are at the exhibitions of this So-

ciety.

We are sorry that the limits of a magazine like

ours will not permit us to do full justice to such
\

an exhibition as this was. Hundreds of good
:

things and many public-spirited exhibitors must 1

remain unnoticed. It will not do, however, to

close this brief sketch, without some tribute to

the men whose unpaid labors have given this rich

Horticultural treat to us. The Chairmanship of

the Exhii-ition Committee was this year in the
|

hands of Mr. C. II. Miller, the distinguished

Landscape Gardener of Philadelphia. Messrs.

Ritchie, Scott, Kdvington, Schafler, Earl, Hayes

and Sattcrthwait, gave much time to it; but

there is no doubt that to Dr. J. S. Houghton and

ex-President ^litchell, very nmch of th.e great

success is fairly due, as daily, for two weeks,

they gave it a large portion of their time.

f •>

TENNESSEE HORTICULTURAL SOC'Y.

[We unfortunatelv put this excellent descrip-

tion of the Horticulture of Nashville into the

wrong "pigeon hole,'' where it has remained a

month longer than it would otherwise have done.

—Ed
]

Dear Sir,—The Tennessee Horticultural So-

ciety held its semi-annual exhibition the 18th,

19th and 20th, during the ssimc week the Agri-

cultural Society held their fair. ]5oth wi^n; suc-

cessful, and were visited by large numbers of

persons. The collections of plants at both exhi-

bitions, were exceedingly tine. The Floral Hall

at the fair ground had the fine collections of the

Insane Asylum from Rellemont, the residence of

Doctor AV. A. Cheatham, and several collections

from nurseries near the city.

The Tennessee Horticultural Society made the

finest spring display ever given here, and (as re

marked by that old fiorist, Heaver, well known
to horticulturists everywhere.) was the finest

Spring exhibition of plants he had ever seen in

this country.

The Society felt unusual pride, from the fact

that the entire collection of plants was the result

of their organization, and from green-houses con-

structed by its members during this time.

Many rare and new plants were exhibited,

some of them splendid specimens. Irby Morgan,

Esq., had a fine collcctionof Fuchsias, that stootl

over six feet high, and were one mass of bloom.

Wm Heaver's display of Petunias received the

first premium, as did also his collection of roses.

The be^t general display was made by P. L. Ni-

chol, Esq. There are few more rare and elegant

specimens anywhere, than can be shown by this

gentleman. He took the first premium. F. IT.

French, who made the second best, exhibited a

double Snap dragon [Antirrhinum^) fine in color

and form, produced by him, and believed to be

the only one extant at the present time. It is a

good acquisition to our list of bedding plants,

^lessrs. Gartland, McGrady, and the President,

Rev. P. S. Fall, excelled their former cfibrts.

There were several new exhibitors this season.

The show of Strawberries, owing to the cold,

backward Spring, was not equal to former occa-

sions. The Cherries, too, were scarce. The

scant disjday of Vegetables, from the same cause,

was a source of regret. Those shown were unu-

sually line.

The exhibition was closed by a grand Ball,

which combined resources that could not be

drawn together elsewhere. The beautiful hall of

the Masonic Temple, where the exhibition was

held, was connected by a stairway twenty-five

feet wide, with the Maxwell House, it being im-

provized for the occasion, decorated with statua-

ry, vases, i^lants, Chinese lanterns, «S:c., with

beautiful effect.

The Maxwell is unsurpassed by any other

house in this country, and for this event was re-

markal)ly well suited. Hesides a large fountain

in the Floral Hall, and a small self-acting one.

there was one erected in the rotunda of the Max-
well House, the base surrounded by begonias,

caladiums, and gloxinias. Hanging baskets

were suspended between the columns below the

balcony, and Chinese lanterns above. The mag*

nificent i^arlors, with the elegant galleries all

frescoed in the highest style of art, were thrown

open to the guests. The dining room was devo-

ted to dancing, and the ladies' ordinary, to the

supper. Two fine bands of music enlivened the

scene, combining a rare display of elegance, wor-

thy of the refining intluences of the Horticultural

Society. The result was eminently satisfactory,

rewarding the eflbrts of the members in adding

thus to the interest of its meetings.
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FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE
GROUND.

Most of the tender plants that we desire to pre-

serve over the season, have now been lifted from

the borders, and removed to winter quarters,

and in a few weeks the beds will present a rough

and forsaken appearance. It is too often the

practice to leave the borders just in this neglect-

ed condition till spring time returns. But the

person of true taste finishes up the beds, and

makes all tidy. In the absence of^summer flow-

ers even order, pleases.

But many persons have a reserve ground in

which evergreens have been planted out express-

ly with the view of moving at this season of the

year to the flower beds. Taken up with good

balls of earth they do not miss their move, and

by a little taste, a beautiful winter garden is th«

result. We have now so many dwarf hardy

evergreens just fitted for this sort of work, that

great scope can be given for the most varied

eflcct.

Amongst these are White Spruce if trans

planted every year and trimmed a little, it will

keep low many years; Abies clanbrasiliana,

Abies compacta ; Tree Box of many varieties
;

Euonymous japonicus of varieties in shaded lo-

cations or where the thermometer does not go be-

low zero; Junipers of many vaiieties; Kalmias and

Rhododendrons; Silver Fir, if as with the AVhite

Spruce,it is transplanted annually and trimmed ;

Mugho Pine, American and English lew ;
Ar-

borvitses of all kinds, and Yuccas,

It is not generally known, although repeated

over and over again in our journal, that death

from cold in winter is as often as not, the effect

of impaired vitality during summer. Hence, if

a plant is in dispute about hardiness, it is fre-

quently enough to decide the question, to know

whether it was free from mildews or leaf blights

during summer. Not only these matters, but

other1:hin|;s impair vitality and tlius prepare for

the hand of death, before even the icy time ;
and

a very dry season is especially one of the worst

of these evil influences. The last season was a

particularly dry one in many places, and many

plants had as much as they could do to hold their

own. Amongst these there will probably be

great mortality if we have anything like an aver-

age hard winter. It will be wise, therefore, if

wc have anything particularly valuable, to pre-

pare to shelter them from cutting cold, dry winds,

or other severe winter conditions.

Almost all young trees are tenderer than they

are when older. It is therefore no test of the

hardiness of some rare thing, that a small plant

is killed in the winter. Silver Firs almost al-

ways gets killed back for a few years in this sec-

tion, unless protected, but yet gain a little in

strength. After they are ten years old they will

endure our hardest weather. So Spanish Chest-

nuts, English AValnuts, and many others, will

die back considerably, until they get strength.

Therefore, protect any valued young plant, if

possible, no matter how hardy its reputation may

be.

Every one who has dug up a potato knows that

when the tuber has finished its growth, all be-

tween it and the parent stalk dies. If the potato

were to remain undisturbed till spring, frost and

other things of course uninjuring it, it would

push up from the place where it stood, and a new

f4
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set of potatoes push out, and the space between

them and the ori«,Mnal, get wider every year. So

year after year there would be this continual pro-

gression.—a wandering away from the first cen-

tre, until in time the living plant might be a mile

away from the original spot which gave it birth.

Something of this kind goes on in all herbaceous

plants,— a part i)rogresses, and a part dies every

year. It is for the want of this knowledge that so

many friends lone these plants. Though all her-

baceous plants move in some such manner, they

do not all go directly under ground, but make

bunchy stocks just above ground. In their na-

tive places of growth they manage to get covered

with decaying leaves from the woods or shifting

sands on the plains, but in cultivation nothing

of this kind can be naturally accom])lished, and

unless art comes to aid the plant they soon die

away. An Auricula, a Primrose, or a Carnation

is a good illustration of this. In the two

former a new crown is formed on the top of the

old one, and as the lower parts in time die away,

unless new earth is drawn up, success with such

flowers will not be great. The best plan is to

take up and replant every few years, or cover the

running parts above ground with earth so tliat

they may have a chance to get new roots from

the advancing stocks. This is noticed here at

this season to show that earth is the natural

covering for herbaceous plants, and therefore one

of the surest ways ofpreserving them safS through

winter is to draw earth over them. In the spring

they can be unearthed and then divided and

set a trifle deeper than before, which is all they

want. AVe are often asked how tf) preserve Car-

nations, Chrysanthemums, Pansies, Phloxes,

Hollyhocks and so forth safe till spring. The

principles here laid down will explain the prac-

tice. —•>

FRUIT GAllDEX.

At this season of theyear, "how shall I prune?"

becomes the question of the day. liy far too

many branches are left on most trees. When
the tree is in leaf, the one l)ranch smothers out

the other, and, remembering what we have al-

ready said about the value of healthy leaves, few

leaves arrive at that perfection necessary to i)er-

fect the best fruit. Therefore, prune out enough

of the weaker ones to give the rest every chance

to develop their leaves to the fullest extent. Al-

so prune so as to assist the plant to a conical

form, as this enables the light to act better on all

parts of the tree leaves. If trees have been ne- •

glected, in pruning now severely to get them to

this shape. the result will be to make them throw out

shoots still more vigorously fr(»m near the parts

cut away. When these shoots appear in spring,

pull them out while young with the finger and

thumb. The current of sap will then flow strong-

ly into the shoots left, and the ratio of growth

will in the end be nearly equal through all the

branches. The flow of sap through a tree is

nearly like that of water through an uneven

country. A very little obstruction will turn the

course ; but that, once started, soon becomes as

great a stream in the new, as in the old channel.

Apple trees have a habit when old of pushmg

out sappy shoots along the main branches. These

should be cut away in addition to a similar thin-

ning as recommended for the pear.

Dwarf apples and dwarf pears should be ex-

amined now to see what the borer is doing for

them. This is the time when they do the most

destruction, as they arc boring down into the

stetns for winter protection. A cut with a jack

knife «j) ami down the stems so as to avoid gird-

ling as much as possible is the most certain de-

struction. Then, if in spring, before the i)arent

insects begin to work, oiled paper, or rather tar-

red paper, be put about the stem nearthe ground

they can be l^itf out. It is strangi; that with so

little time as borer hunting takes, so many thou-

sand trees sijould be allowed to die from their

attacks every year
Above allfor both apple and pear orchards, we

bespeak a liber.il dressing -a top dressing of

something or another. If no minure is to be

had, even common road sand will be found to

have a beneficial infiuencc.

Strawberries are much better when protected

through the winter, no matter how ''hardy"

they may be. Very coarse strawy manure is

t! e best material, which can be /aked off in ear-

ly spring. A few inches is suflicient, just enough

to keep the sun ofl" when frozen, which all our

readers know, by this time, is the chief cause of

loss by frost.

In cultivating raspberries on a large scale, they

do l)est in hills, as the cultivator keeps them

!

from crowding each other so much. For garden
' culture they are better in rows, the suckers to

be heed out occasionally as they grow ; enough

only being left that will be required for fruiting

next year. Where canes are required for new
plantations, of course a portion of the crf)p must

>

r

be sacrificed to the suckers. Most of the foreign vines the next spring. Houses can now be con-

varieties are apt to lose their leaves early in hot
,

structed from iWe to six dollars per running foot

seascms like the last, before they are quite ma- and capable of growing grapes to perfection and

ture, in such cases they are tender and need pro in many places from fifty cents to one dollar a

tection in the winter. The best wav is to short-
|

pound can be very readdy obtained for the fruit.

en back one third the cane ; dig out a little on
j

The borders for the vines need not b. expensive,

one side of the bunch of plants ; from the other
|

A dry bottom is essential, which must beobtain-

side di-a little so as to bend the plant to the
^

ed either by draining, or what is better, eleva-

other 'and then cover the canes with earth, ting the border above the surrounding soil. A

Some'ben.l the canes and cover without this
\

very durable and substantial border may be

Mi-ht di-.rin^ out, as they consi<ler the digging ', made by taking out the soil two and a half leet

injures tTein a little, but so does the bending ,
deep, and filling in with bones and broken stone,

down without di--in^. The first plan injures lumps of charcoal, brickbats, or any coarse ma-

.

ff^ o
terial to the depth of one foot, then filling in the

'inThoosin- Dwarf Pears, select those that
\

remainder three inches deep with sods from an

have been biulded close to the ground, as whert i
old pasture, to which about a third of well de-

they are replanted the stocks should be buried !

com osed cow or horse manure can be added,

an inch below the pear scion, which prevents The border may extend under the vinery, and

the attacks of the quince borer. If a long stem
j

some ten to filteen feet beyond

has to be buried, the usual consequences of deep Pot vines are usually fruited the year follow-

nlantin- result, and do as much injury as the ing that in which they are raised. Plants struck

quince borer Also in choosing, s<dect, if possi- ! Inst spring, and grown all summer, will now be

ble plants that have been raised from cuttings ;
ready, either to put away till wanted in spring,

for' layered stocks have almost always a long or started at once, where suflicient heat is at

deep tap-looking root, on which dwarf pears do command They sh(Kild be at once pruned to

not do well If we have to use such dwarf pear the desired length, usually about six feet, the

trees, better shorten some of this long trunk root

before planting. Never plant what appears to

be the stem of a tree tar beneath the surface, un

der any circumstances, for diseases will be most

probably an ultimate conse(iuence.

FOUCIXG FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Few subjt'cts are better worth the attention of

nurserymen, market gardeners an<l amateurs

than tiiis very interesting branch of gardening ;

but it has been greatly n.glected. Whether as

a source of pleasure or nn^fit, it is an cijually de

lightful occui)ation ; and the remarks made we

trust will be the means of awakening some en-

thusiasm on its behalf.

Pttatoes, i)euis, beans, cauliflower, radishes,

lettuces, tomatoes, asparagus, rhubarb and pars-

ley are the chief vegetables usually forced ; and

among fruits, the apricots, cherry, fig. graiHj,

nectarine, peach, plum and pine

Gmpea every one wishes to grow. For early

forcing, they arc tb.e best grown in pots,—that

is where fire-heat is used ; when a ''cold grapery"

is employed to produce them, they are usually

grown in the open ground. This is a good sea-

bon to prepare for the latter tnode of culture, so

as to have everything ready to plant out the

laterals tak<n off. the canes ])ainted with a mix-

ture of sulphur and soap, to destroy insects ; and

those not just now required, either put into a

<;ellar or shed, secure from frost, to avoid danger

to the pots. Those desired to fruit early should

be at once placed in a temperature of 5.5' to 1,0°^

and the canes bent down to aid in causing all

the bulls to burst equally. This, however, de-

pends on the condition of the cane itself. A vine

with badly developed buds will not break well,

no matter how well managed. The buds will

only swell under the above temperature ; but it

is rot well to start with much heat.

In a house of this cjiaracter the fig may also

be started at the same time, and the pine grow

very well. The other fruits named will not do

so well started with these, unless in the hands

of greatly experienced gardeners, as the heat ne-

cessary to ripen tin: grapes so early is too much

for them—Dwarf I5eans, Tomatoes and Cucum-

bers, would, however, do very well. Tiiese may
be sown at once for this purpose. Peaches,

Nectarines and Apricots do very well planted at

the back walls of vineries, and especially do they

do well in tubs and pots For the latter mode it

is best to grow them one season before forcing,

as better and handsomer specimens can be made

from one year grafted plants. Now is the time

i
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to select those that we may desire to force the

next spring. They should be lifted and potted

very carefully, and afterwards placed in a cool

cellar till February. Those that were potted

last sprinf^, and have a good growth, and are es-

tablished suflScient to warrant an early forcing,

may at once be started in a heat of from 45° to

50", and the heat increased to 55*^ in the course

of a few weeks. They should be previously

cleaned, as already recommended for grapes.

Plums and Cherries do not do very well forced.

The difficulty is in getting them to ri len well.

AVe have seen the best success when started with

Peaclies at this time. Strawberries force easier

than any fruit, and in our opinion, when gone

into properly, Avill pay even better than grapes.

They may be had all the year round when a heat

of ()()' can be maintained, simply by bringing for-

ward a few every two weeks. The pots of plants

should be prepared in September, six inch sizes

V>eing employed They should be started in a

l»eat()fo5", till the tlowers are set, and ripened

in one of 00''. They must be kept near the glass,

and the red spider carefully watched. Those
who have not connnand of heat may have them
very early by potting good plants, keeping them
in a moderately dry place till February, and
then setting them in frames.

A house fitted for Strawberry ftircinij is just

the place to force Asparagus, Rhubarb, Kadish-

C'S, Teas and Potatoes, which do not do well with

much heat. Any of these may be started now
either in pits or boxes. Peas are scarcely worth

f(»rcing, except as a luxury. They will not bear

freely unless verj' near the light.

A Cauliflower pit should Ix* in every garden

where leaves or manure can be had. Radishes

and I-.ettuce can Ixi forced at the same time, and-

will Ikj in use before the* Cauli (lower grows in

llieir way. Pits of stone or brick, about six feet

under and one or two above the ground are usu-

ally employed, with glass sashes over. The
leaves should be tilled in as early as possible, so

us to get their most violci.t heating over before

ihe plants are set out. A watering as they are

filled in assists this which may l)e known to be

effected by the sinking it exhibits. It is impor-

tant to have the plants set as near the glnss as

possible ; a few more leaves, should, therefore be

added before the six inches of soil required is

placed on. The plants sown in September should

be planted fifteen inches apart, and Lettuce and
lladishes may be sown broad-cast between As-

paragus, Rhubarb and Parsley are prepared by

taking up the old roots at this season.

HOT AND GREENHOUSE. *-.

Plants stored away for the winter in cold pits,

require more care for the first month or so than

at any other time through the winter season.

Many of them have unripened shoots, or shed

many of their leaves, and unless these be cut off

and removed, gangrene and decay commit dis-

tressing havoc. Air should be given at every

opportunity, and nothing omitted that will, in

any way tend to harden the plants, and send ve-

getation to rest. No more water should be given

'than just sufficient to prevciit withering, and
the temperature should be kept as near 40" as

possible, and every chance taken to render the

air about the plants dry. When frost actuallj'

docs come, no further care than protection from

its embraces will then be required. Plants so

hardened, may stay covered up for weeks, with-

out any light or air, and secure from the slight-

est injury. Mice constitute the most trouble-

some enemy in a pit closed for any length of

time ; but we have as yet found nothing better

than the recommendation given in back volumes,

namely, to take peas and soak them twenty- four

houre in water, then roll in arsenic and sow in a

pot, as if in ths ri3gular way of sihmI sowing. A
few pots so prepared, should be placed in the pit

before i)ermanently closing up. The mice usual-

ly find these pots at their first entnince to the

pits. If placed on the soil, they seem to guess

your secret, and will not '''bite."

Plants in cellars need much the same care as

those in pits. Avoid heat and dampness ; fre-

quently however, plants suffer through getting

too dry. They should be looked over, at any
rate, once a month, and a little water given, if

likely to become entirely dry.

Plants in windows and rooms usually suffer

from excessive waterings,—very dry air about

them,—too great a heat, or too much shade. As
much as possible, room plants sijould be select-

ed for their indifference to these requirements.

Succulents, such as Cactuses, Mesembryanthe-
mums, Rocheas, Crassulas, Aloes, &c., care not

bow dry the room, but they demand all the sun-

light possible. Camellias, Chinese Primroses,

Azaleas, Dicentra spectabilis. Polyanthuses,

Violets, Hyacinths, etc., do not mind a little

shade ; but they abhor a high temperature.

Others agam, while disliking heat, want light

;
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of these are Calceolarias, Cinerarias, Geraniums,

Pelargoniums, Pansies, Daisies, Tree Carnations,

perpetual blooming Pinks, Roses, and the like.

''Leaf plants,'' for the most part, like a close,

moist atmosphere, and a moderate degree of

heat to do well. For these glass partitions and

closely glazed cases are usually employed. A
great error in the growth of the plants in these

cases, is to suppose they require no air. The

closeness is to secure a moist atmosphere, not to

exclude the air. Whenever, therefore, the tem-

perature is low, and little evaporation going on,

the opportunity should be seized to air the cases ;

a few moments are sufficient. A very pretty plant

arrangement may be made in parlors that have

bay windows ; the whole window may be closed

off from the main part of the room by a sash,

and filled with plants. Some on the floor,—

some on shelves, and some pendant from the

roof. A common oil lamp will be quite sufficient,

with the usual window shutters, to keep out

frost during the night or extra severe weather,

while the regular day temperature of the room

will sufl^ce for that time. When the lamp is

burning, provision should be made for the ad-

mission of fresh air from the room at the bottom

of the case, and for the exit of consumed air at

the top of the case. This is best accomplished

by a tube to and from the lamp.

It must, however, be remarked that the fumes

of burning coal gas is highly injurious to vegeta-

tion and any adaptation of heating by it will fail,

unless provision be made to lead the fumes away.

With this precaution, gas lights in towns and

cities, where it can be had cheaply, would be

very useful in heating small parlor plant cabi-

nets. .

To those who have larger plant cabinets or

small conservatories, connections with heaters

or hot water from kitchen ranges will suggest

themselves. This is often done. The great er-

ror we have often noticed is, that the heat is led

to the back only, when it should be continued

ricrhttothe front or coldest part of the house

When heaters are employed, the oxygen of the

air is usually defective ; and, besides, the air is

very dry and ungenial to healthy vegetation.

Evaporating pans around the mouth of the air

flues should be used in su<?li cases,-synnging

done at frequent intervals, and pure fresh air

criven whenever a warm out-door spell furnishes

the opportunity.

COMMUNICATIONS.
LAAVXS.

BY P. IJAUKV, ESQ.

(Rcalbeforethe Geneva Horticulturxl Hociely, Sep. 15. 1870)

THE LAWN.

The most important elements or materials of

landscape gardening are trees and grass. With

these, and I might say these alone, the hand o

taste can make the most charming of rural

scenes. .

I propose this evening to offer a very few re-

marks, more by way of suggestion than other-

wise on grass - whatin gardenin- phrase we call

the ikwn A space of ground, of greater or less

extent, adjoining the dwelling, kept short and

smooth by const mt cutting and rolling, so as to

resemble velvet, or rather, as we tread on it the

idea of velvet is suggested, and hence the expres-

sion " velvet lawn "
^ .

The reason why I have chosen this topic is

that I regard it as having a most important bear-

ing on the the progress and improvemeut of or-

namental gardening in this country. Indeed
|

think I would not overstate its importance it I

should say that it is the very foundation of the

edifice.

BEAUTY OF THE LAWK.

I need not consume your time by expatiating

on the beauty of a well kept lawn, apart tromall

its adjuncts or ornaments. You who have seen

.ood examples will agree with me that no other

;roduction of gardening art on the surface of the

earth gives more real pleasure.

Young and old, rich and poor, learned and

unlearned, will stop to admire and utter excla-

mations of wonder and delight at the sight of a

beautiful lawn, and it is t)ne of those things so

agreeable to the eye, that it may be said we never

weary looking at it.

Beautiful trees, plants, flowers and fruits elicit

our admiration, and may even excite surprise

and wonder by their magnitlcence, but these

sensations soon pass off". The sight of the lawn

I

:|

.^.<; \

•.i

^1

ii
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In its smooth, soft, fresh, enameled green, awa-

kens sensations of satisfaction and delight which

linger in our memory.
During my recent travels in California, this

idea was hrought to my mind with ikjcu liar force.

AVe visited gardens tilled with rare and l>eautiful

trees and gorgeous flowers that called forth our

admiration. We saw natural scenery whose

suhlimity awed us, and we saw giant trees of

the forest whose prodigious magnitude amazed
us, hut we saw pieces of lawn that made us all

exclaim "how beautiful !'' and we would revert

to it time and .again, and say "how beautiful "

It is true that in a country like California, where

rain does not fall for six month, and all herbage

is dried and withered, a green spot is more re-

markable, and doubtless more highly apprecia-

ted than it is in a climate like ours ; but a fine

lawn is one of those things that are everywhere

and under all circumstances pleasing a::d de-

lightful to the eye, and that even to the eye of

uncultivated taste.

Downing, the most eloquent and appreciative

of all American writers on such subjects, says,
•' with a lawn and traces one has indeed the most

enduring sources of beauty in a country resi-

dence. Perpetual neatness, freshness and ver-

dure in the one ; ever expanding beauty, variety

and grandeur in the other. "What more does a

reasonable man desire of the beautiful around

him in the country ? Must we add flowers ex-

otic plants, fruits ? Perhaps so, but they are all,

in an ornamental light, secondary to trees and
grass, where these can be had in perfection "

*' Without this feature, the lawn," the same
writer adds, " no place, however great its archi-

tectural beauties, its charms of scenery, or its

collection of floweis and shrubs, can be said to

deserve consideration in point of landscape gar-

dening ; and with it, the humble cottage grounds

will pobHc^s a charm, which is, among pleasure

grounds, what a reflned and graceful manner is

in society—a universal passport to admiration."

We all know and feel the truth and force of

the.se remarks ot the great author and artist.

ITS BENEFICIAL INFLUENCE ON TASTE.

I have said that I regarded the lawn as having

an important Ijearing on gardening improvement,

and for this reason. I observe that where peo-

ple succeed in making a piece of lawn around

their dwelling, their gardening taste improves

rapidly ; disagreeable objects become more so in

contrast with the smooth grass and must be re-

moved, some choice trees and shrubs are added,

perhaps a vase or basket or Ix^d of flowers,—one

object of taste suggests another and another,

and thus we m:ike real progress. I see much of

this change going on in our own city of Koches-

ter. All around our streets I see charming bits

of grass with brilliant beds and vases of flowers,

where a few years ago there was a tangled un-

sightly mixture of fruit and shade trees, flowers,

long grass and weeds. This change has added

immensely to the beauty of our city, and has

doubtless added largely to the comfort and en-

joyment of the owners as well as to the money
value of their property. \

Til's reform has been aided very much recent-

ly: 1st by the introduction of lawn games, such

as croquet, which contribute so much to the

pleasure of home life both in city and country,

during the summer season. A piece of smooth

lawn is indispensable to the enjoyment of these

games.

2d The introduction of the Hand Lawn Mow-
er. I should think I.IO of these machines were

sold in Ilochester last spring. One house alone

sold 100. Yet five years ago, I might say less,

outside of some half a dozen places there was not

a square rod of lawn about the city, and not more

than two or three mowing machines of any sort.

These horse and hand mowers hive happily re-

moved one of the greatest obstacles in the way
of keeping a lawn in good order at a small ex-

pense.

To know how to cut short grass was a qualifi-

cation confined to professional gardeners, and

only Ji few of them cou'd do it well. Iksides,

it was expensive. It formerly required one man
all the time and frequently two to mow one lawn,

which we now cut in about halt a day, once a

week, with a man and horse, and do it infinitely

letter. The mowing of the; lawn is ther^ifore no

lr)nger a terror, and there is no other ditficulty

thai I know of worthy of mention.

Tlie cultivation of flowers in beds on lawns, as

now practised, is much more satisfactory than

the old way of scattering them around the gar-

den, ami has really given a great impetus to flo-

riculture.

There is no other place whero a fine tree or

shrub, or bed of flowers, appears to such adv.an-

[

tage or gives so much pleasure as when planted

on a smooth, well-kept lawn. The grass to

them is like the background in a painting,—the

frame to a picture or the setting of a diamond.

1871).

which might be urged, let u, do somclh.ng. :f we
, ^" ""J X'^i,!.. a baud of love biudin, fam-

can, to encourage the growth "^ "-^^ "^. ,

'

J^^dV i.ome; On this last point nn.ch

feature of modern gardening.. The members ot
althou-h I mention it last, it is

this society, individually and - '-^^'y- ^ "Jt," th ^^^^^^ farmers!

all aid, if they will, both by precept and example, by
^^^-^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^„J^, .^i^aelive to your

LAWNS Fou TUB FARM DWELLINGS. .

f,„„i,ics, and thus .you will cultivate and

I desire to see every one who has a garden, if
: strengthen the love of home, which is one ot the

not more than a quarter of an acre, devote a
\
,„„,„, of r.fe, and without winch men and

nortion of it to a lawn. I know of no other way „omen are little better tlinn « andering Arabs.

in which people are so likely to get the value of

their money. It is a cheap luxury, and I do not
The nurserymen of the country, and especially

such as those of Geneva, with extensive grounds
their money. It is a cheap luxury, ana 1 uo nut

g^^.|^ ^^ ^i^^se ot Geneva, wu.i c.x.c».... r,^-
_

wish to see it confined to cities and villages and
^^^^^ ^,,,^^^ resources, can do much to educate tie

their suburbs. It must extend into the con.ntry, ^^,^, of people in the
«^"-«^^^^f

"^,,1^"""^'^,^^'

,

the farming- districts. Why should not every stimulate them to improvement. I heir ?yo^^^«

farm-house,°in our old and rich farming districts
, „^^y ^^^ only be schools of trees and

i
lants. Due

in Western New York, have its broad and b?au schools of rural taste and design.m \> esiern
, ._,^^,.^, ^,,,1 their hm.. ..;f.r ,..rV« now snrin-ing up everywhere

tifullawn around it? Are farmers and their

families, and the friends who visit them, in(;apa

ble of enjoying its l^eauties ? No. There are no

more enthusiastic admirers of a fine lawn or a

beautiful garden scene than country people.

The city parks now springing up everywhere

will also exercise much influence on public taste

Our sister city, Buft-alo, commences her park

this fall ; we, in Ilochester, have thus far on y

talked aboutit. Thedifticulty with us seems to be
autiful garden scene inuii cuuii.. J I- "t taiKcaaoouiit. iu^v*.w-"-j -

But it may be said that f\irmer\s homes are that we have so many excellent sites tor a pu -

Grounder by green fields, and they have no Uc park that we cannot determine which is the

need of lawns. I
best.

This is not true. A smooth and closely cut

lawn is no less capable of yielding enjoyment in

the country and to the farmer^s family than in

now TO MAKE A LAWN.

NTow in regard to the making and keeping of a

the country and to the farmer's tamiiy tnan in
i ^^'^ '"''"';

,tate the principal points :

ths city or village ; and nowhere does it ap,>ear
,

lawn I « ill - V ^^t^" >

,^ /^,„,j j,, en-

to better advantage than when P'aeed "-onUa^. ,

x t. The roun^^^^^^^
^^^^^ ^_^ ^^ ^^^^_^^

to farm crops, pastures and meadows. Often f^'y ''

j,„,„„;a hy trenching or trench

this summer have I seen farmers' families eudea- ^"^^ Jf is to 24 inches. This

voring to enjoy the favorite game croquet, on l^^^^. ;;t;;'^"

„f\„„ ,.i,,,„,t importance, as

rough ground among tall weeds, a. if they were
,

^-P;".^';-
;;_^^^ ,^.„ ^^;, ^e able to resist the

intending a burlesque. In a 1 such cases I felt
, "^ '"""^ '' "

"^iods which occur almost every

quite like lecturing the good farmer on the lawn, eft els ot d^r
1^ ^^^^_^^^^ ^^^^^,,^^

Ifitwerenotinexpensivethi«g,req«ir.ngmuch
ummer A w^^^^^^ ,

^^>^ ^^ ^ ^,^,,,

hard labor, I should hesitate to recommend it to
,

vi be suBiac
^^ .,,„,;,, ,,,vhole

farmers in this country, where labor is so scarce
,

^^ ^;;";
''^ ™

^V„i,['f..il to destroy the verdure,

and dear, and fast becoming more so ;
but as

,
!";>" *^ '^^^ "^^^'^ ,^ ,„t illustrations of th'.s

nearly the whole work of making and keeping a
^^

^ «'
.f;',^ ,^^ ,„•„ „.„, „ot only insure

lawn can be performed with horses, and as there ^ "^ d^epem.
^^ _^^^^^ ^^^ ^^..„

U always spare hor.,e labor on the farm, I ""^^ '

''^^.f
[„*\;" .^o-^th of all trees, shrubs and

no scruples on that score. P
^ j ;„ planting it. The

Then let us push this reform into the country.
]

P''"'^
'^'^^^^'^/^ ^, ,„,, be, should be uniform.

There it is most needed. Only think "f *e '

^
^ ^^h^t'-^er

^

change that would be wrought in the aspect of
,

oi
'

^^^^^ ^„,i „,ake the ground

our farm districts, if the gardens and dooryards
|

he deep places

which are now filled with a mixture of fruit and
| ""^^^^^^^^^^ of surface is of great importance,

shade trees, weeds, grass and rubbish, were con-
^^^^ undulating surface

verted Into a smooth lawn and P anted wUh a
,

"<>
j'

"f^^j^^^^bVor a lawn as a level one ; but

few well chosen trees and shrubs 1
^^ '>*'*"/',.,„_,

„, unaulatin" it must be smooth

source of comfort and delight to the farmers and
,

whether .evel or undulati „

Hm'A
, » 1 il

'111

1

l^
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and free from even the smallest stones, as these

interfere with the operations of the mowing ma-

chine.

The operations of draining, deepening, level-

ling and removing the btones, are all well under-

stood, and need no further comment.

What is the best grass for a Tawn ? is a ques-

tion frequently asked. My answer usually is

Red Top, and about 4 or 5 bushels, 50 or 60

pounds, to the acre. The smaller quantity will

be sufficient if the seed be clear and good, which

it seldom is. Some people recommend white clo-

ver, say one-fourth, to be mixed with the Red
Top, and this does very well, but I prefer the

pure Red Top.

What is the l)est time for seeding a lawn ?

Early in the spring, at the first moment the

ground will bear working. All preparatory work

on the ground should be performed in the fall, so

that during winter it may settle, and any defects

that may be developed can be corrected before

sovving. In the spring, at the fitting moment,

give a light plowing, a good harrowing, pick off

the stones, sow the seed and give it a good rolling,

which finishes the work. Small pieces of lawn

where expense is a minor matter, can be made
better by using turf from an old sheep pasture or

common, instead of seed. The annoyance of

weeds which is sometimes experienced in newly

seeded lawns, will thus be avoided. The pre-

])aration of ground for turf is just the same as for

seed.

1 ought to refer to the fact that many people

think that oats or some grain should be sowed

with the grass, but this is a great error. The re-

sult of this method usually is a meadow instead

of a lawn.

By sowing early in the spring, you may have a

respectable lawn by midsummet. Where turf is

employed it should, if possible, be laid down in

the fall.

CARE AND KEEriNG OF A LAW^X.

The keeping of a lawn consists chiefly in fre-

quent and careful mowing and rolling. Our rule

is to mow once a week— for a short time in the

spring it is scarcely enough, and in dry mid»um-

mer weather less frequently might answer, but

the adoption of a rule prevents its being over-

looked in the hurry of other work.

We use one of Swift's mowers, which has a

heavy roller attached. Where a hand mower is

used without a roller, a roller should occasion-

ally be used by itself. A lawn will not remain

perfectly smooth and firm on the surface for any

great length of time without rolling.

In well prepared soils a law» will not need

anything in the way of manure for a long time.

A rank growth of grass is not wanted, and ma-

nure should never be applied. When the growth

of the grass becomes feeble from lack of nourish-

ment give it a top dressing of compost, rotten

turf from an old pasture mixed with stable ma-

nure, well decomposed until the whole is in a

fine mold; then it should be screened before

being put on the lawn to avoid the trouble of

picking and raking off stones afterwards.

The idea has been quite prevalent in this

country, that the American climate is too warm

and dry in summer for lawns. Ample expe-

rience has proved this to be an error as regards

the northern States, at least. We can now see

as good lawns here as in England, whose lawns

are proverbially beautiful.

It is true we have periods of heat and drouth

very trying to them, and for a time depriving

them of their fresh green color, but the first rain

restores it like magic, and in small places an oc-

casional watering will preserve theic freshness

in the dryest seasons. Let it be well understood

then, that the difficulty of climate is more in im-

agination than fact. 'As I have already stated,

the most effectual way to guard against the ef-

fects of drouth is to deepen your soil. This

places within reach a large reservoir of moisture

when it is needed.

How to plant and ornament a lawn is a ques-

tion I will not discuss at present. I feel no way

uneasy about that. I am quite sure if the lawn

is made, and made well, it will stand a good

chance to be well planted. I wish to see the

lawn made first, and the planting done after-

wards. There is a great deal of planting done

that amounts to nothing, for the want of a right

start.

But we are making progress, rapid progress.

There are those who assert that our horticultu-

ral progress is chiefly in fruit culture, which is

prosecuted solely from motives of gain, and

that the growth of our nurseries do not indicate

a growth of horticultural taste This is an er-

ror. Only think of the immense quantities of

ornamental trees and plants sold from the nur-

series, from one end of the land to the other.

Think of the tons of flower seeds, bulbs, &c
,

disseminated by our seedsmen. The statement

of the sales of some of these articles would seem

fabulous ; and yet we are told that horticultural

taste is not growing I What a mistake I I think

on the contrary, that taste of this kmd. a real

love of gardening, is being developed here more

rapidly than in any other country m ttie

world, and I anticipate such progress from this

time forward as has never been witnessed before.

Our resources and facilities are wonderful,

at the presei* time, when compared with twenty

years aso.
'

The number, extent and completeness of our

nursery and seed establishments offer every-

thing that is new, rare, beautiful or excellent,

from everv part of the world.

The facilities for transportation, steamships,

railroads, express companies, the mall bag?!

What more could we desire in these respects ? 1

can order plants from Europe, and in a fortnight

have them growing in my garden.

From the Atlantic to the Pacific is but a

pleasant excursion of a few days, and the most

delicate plants can be safely s^^nt from ocean to

ocean in as short a time as it formerly took be-

tween Buffalo and New York.

The frontier settler, far away from railroads,

it is well settled, pour common tar all "vei the top

on a still evening, (a cloudy one ^ P»^f'
^^

when the fruit blossoms co""°'^f« *^ '

"^''to
fire to the sides of the basket, aud 1>^ '^^P '°

the tree, so as to let smoke pass al t'.rough >t^

if there is a flame, pour on more ^^r,
fo

"'J^.
produce a heavy dense suioke^ """?;' ''"Xr
cess just after the blossoms have fallen. A cr

the smoke penetrates well, some ol the Cu cul os

fall dead, and if the smoke is very '"avi ,
.t k lis

them all. This can be ascertamed by laying a

cloth under the tree.

Iwastoldbyanotherpersonlhatthehaywasput

into buckets or pans and hung to the lowest 1 mb

near the centre of the tree. Th.s «^^^
time where there were many trees, and if all

were smoked at once few could escape.

«••»

CEDAK OF LEBANO>J.

BY MR. .1. JAY SMITH, OBUMANTOWN, rltll.A.

I believe your Journal s.id,
«<'"^.«.;«J, ^l^,;!

vcars a-o, that I was the first to exhO.it full pe

., , Ci s o! theCedar of Lebanon at the Ilort.cuUu-

The frontier settler, far away from railroads c
Philadelphia. Whether the first

can supply all the wants of his garden through ral boc^^

j_^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^ ^^^^ ^.^,^ ^^ j^„ j.,,„

the nost. .
ji^^t the same tree planted 34 years ago is again

in full bearing, and a beautiful object it is. Ter-

haps few of nature's productions e.h.bit more

'

fcc t beauty than a Cedar of I-l'a-n -n!^- '^

form, solidity, with the elegance ^ ^^e spraj to

which it is so firmly attached, cannot be sur

p. s,ed The whole is a model ; and then the his-

[orTc-a character Ih ,t attaches to its biblical re-

:r Why are they so ^^J"^^,
arow to-, slow for Americans, but a fine Cedar

U an heirloom on any place, and 1 would advise

more planting of them.

the post.
, ^ .,

With these wonderful facilities, and from the

evidence of growing taste we see all around us,

we are warranted in predicting great progress.

Our people move rapidly, and those of us who

may live ten years hence, will witness great

changes. . . •

We are now far ahead of all other countries m

fruit culture, and my belief is that the time is

not far distant when we shall be equally in ad-

vance in ornamental horticulture.

Let us of Western New York, who enjoy so

many advantages, do our best.

«••»

' DESTROYING THE CURCULIO.

BY MISS A. G., BEADING, PA.

Hearincr that several of our fruit loving citi-

zens had tried, with success, the following plan

to get rid of these pests, I send you a statement

obtained from Mr. Bartram Conrad, who tried it

for the protection of his plum trees I have

heard of four others who, by tin same method,

secured crops of plums ; in two instances the

trees were loaded with plums.

Put some hay into warm brine and soak it

well, then spread it out and let it become nearly

dry, so as to burn slowly ; attach a wire basket

CLIMBING PLANTS.

BY PROF. W. J. BEAL.

[Concluded)

Ammlopm q,unq^foUa climbs by tendrils like

the grapi-vine, but in addition has a way o

holdin-fasttoplaUisurfaccsbymeansoflilledisks

or cushions. These disks are apparently never

developed without a contact with some object.

A tendril which ha, not become attached to aij^

body does not contract spirally ;
and in the

course of a week or two *>m->'»;"l« '^^^^^
thread, withers and drops ofl". An attached ^i-

aril, on the other hand, contracts spiral), and

ra^o;^X:-"^h;;rly^itX: I

Uin; becomes hlghlyelastlc; so that when the

•.I

\
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main foot-stalk is pulled, thc! strain is equally

distributed to nil the attached disks. I)urln<?

the followini]; winter it ceases to live, bat remains

firmly attached to the stem and to the surface of

attachment. The gain in stren'^ih and durabil-

ity in a tendril after its attachment is something

wonderful. They adhere still strong after an
exposure to the weather for fourteen or fifteen

years One single lateral branchlet of a tendril,

estimated to be at least ten years old, was still

elastic and supported a weight of exactly two
pounds. This tendril had five disk-bearing

branches of equal thickness and of ap;>arently

equal strength, so that this one tendril, after

having been exposed during ten years to the

weather, would have resisted a strain of ten

pounds.

Si)ir(d ContracUons.—Tendrils of many kinds

of plants if they catch nothing, contract after an
j

interval of several days or weeks into a close

spire. A few contract into a helix.

The spiral contraction which ensues after a

tendril has caught a support is of high service to

all tendril-bearing plants ; h?nce its almost uni-

versal occurrence with plants of widely different

orders. When caught, the spiral contraction

drags up thc shoot. Thus there is no waste of

growth, and thc stretched stem aseends by the

shortest course. A fi\r more important service

rendered by the spiral contraction is that the

tendrils arj thus made highly elastic. The strain,

as in AinpclojfsiH, is thus equally distributed to

the several attached branches of a branched ten-

dril. It is this elasticity which saves both

branched and simple tendrils from being torn

away during stormy weather. In one case ob-

serve«l, thc Bri/ony safely rode out the gale, like

a ship with two anchors down, and with a long

range of cable ahead to serve as a sprinjj as she

surges to the storm. When an uncaught tendril

contracts spirally the spire always runs in the

same direction from tip to base. A tendril, on

the other hand, which has caught a support by

its extremity, invariably becomes twisted in one

part In one direction, and in another part in the

opposite direction ; the oppositely turned spires

being separated by short, straight portions.

Sometimes thc spires of a tendril alternately

turn as many as five times in opposite directions

with straight portions between them ; even seven

or eight have been seen by M. Leon. Whether
few spires, or many, there are as many in one

direction as in the other. To give an illustra-

tion : when a haberdasher winds up ribbon for a

customer he does not wind it into a single coi'.
;

for if he did, the ribbon would twist itself as

many times as there were coils ; but he winds it

into a figure of eight on his thumb and little fin-

ger, so that he alternately takes turns in opposite

directions, and thus the ribbon is not twisted.

So it is with tendrils, with this sol* difference,

that they take several consecutive turns in one

direction, and then the same number in an op-

posite direction ; but in both cases the self-twist-

ing is equally avoided. Pass'Jlora gracilis has

the most sensitive tendrils which were seen ; a
bit of platina wire, one-fiftieth of a grain in

weight, gently placed on the concave point,

caused two tendrils to become hooked. After a

touch thc tendril began to move in twenty-five

seconds. Dr. Asa Gray siw tendrils of Sicyos

move in thirty seconds. Other tendrils move in

a few minutes ; in the Diccntra in half an hour
;

in the SmiUix in an hour and a quarter ; and in

the Ampelopsis still more slowly. Tendrils move
to the touch of almost any substance, drops of

water excepted Adjoining tendrils rarely catch

each other. Some tendrils have their revolving

motion accelerated and retarded in moving to

and from the light ; others are indifferent to its

action. America, which so abounds with arbor-

eal animals, abounds with climbing plants ; and,

of the lendril-bearing plants examined, the most

admirably constructed come from this grand

continent, namely, the several species of Bigno-

nia, Eccremocarpus., Cobma^ and Ampdopais.

Jinot C'imhers. —Ficus' repens climbs up walls

just like ivy ; when the young rootlets were made
to press lightly on slips of glass they emitted,

after about a week's interval, minute drops of

clear fluid, slightly viscid. One small drop the

8iz3 of half a pin's head, was mixed with grains

of sand. Thc slip of gl\ss was left expxscil in a

drawer during hot and dry weather. The nnss
remained fluid during one hundred and twenty-

eight days ; how much longer was not ob.vjrveJ.

The roots S3em to first secrete a slightly viscid

fluid and then absorb the watery plants, and ul-

timately leave a cement.
•

Planti^ become climbers in order, it may b3

presumed, to reach the light, and to expose a

large surface of leaves to its action and to that

of the free air. This is effectel by climbers with

wonderfully little expenditure of organized mat-

ter, in comparison with trees, which have to

support a load of heavy branches by a massive

trunk Because these climbing plants graduate

into each other they have "become" cUmbers by

crradual chan.;es This looks too much like the

old amciful theory that has again and again ap-

peared, namely, the giraff^e acquired his ong

neck by a constant desire for high twigs, and an

effort to reach them ; the elephant his long trunk

by a similar desire and eff'ort to reach the grass

at his feet. We cannot see how homology indi-

cates descent. We do not believe because the

various modes of inflorescence run into each

other (liomolofjous), that they have all been de-

rived from one common form. Mr Darwin be-

lieves that leaf-climbers were primordially twi-

ners and tendril-bearers were primordially leat-

climbers ; and thinks he understands how the

chancre has been brought about ;
yet he says it

we inmiire how the petiole of a leaf, or the pe-

1 _-^rt.l^fl»*C'f

duncle of a flower, or a branch first becomes

sensitive, and acquires the power of bending

towards the touched side, we get no certain

answer.'' We are again silenced if we inquire

how the stems, petioles, tendrils and flower pe-

duncles first acquired their power of sponta-

neously revolving. Below we give a good sample

'^^'fThesrviews be correct, Lathyrus nissolia

must be descended from a primordial spirally-

twining plant ; that this became a leaf climber ;

that first, part of the leaf, and then the whole

leaf became converted into a tendril, with the

size ; that this tendril lost its branches and be-

came simple, then lost its revolving power (in

which state it would resemble the tendril of the

existing L. aphaca) and afterwards losing its

prehensile power and becoming foliacious, would

no longer be called a tendril. In this last stage

(that of theexisting L. ni.^oUa) the former tendril

would re-assume its original funciion of a leaf,

and its lately largely developed stipules being no

lon-er wanted, would decrease in size." Hebe-

lieves that the capacity of acquiring the revolv-

ing power on which most climbers depend is

inherent, though undeveloped, in al.nost every

plant in the vegetable kingdom Notwithstand-

ing his peculiar views, which are so enticing to

many we must acknowledge that he is a shrewd

aud accurate observer, and that in this paper, as

in many others, he has patiently collected a vast

amount of valuable information upon a great va-

"tis' wetve
•

before stated, we are indebted

to the American Naturalist for this highly in-

teresting paper. -Ed.

HONEYSUCKLES.
BY J M.

The sort Vnown «s the Belglxn, is the hest

Howering one in a collection of of 8 I have

From about a do.en small plants of it, a constant

succession of bloom has been had ^^^-^^
is most delightful ; a small bunch ol *« ' »^«"

gathered to day, emits a perfume wh.ch pervades

rhewholeroom. Itisalsoavcry rapid grower, the

flowers before they expand, show an ent.re rosy

pink surface, but on the opening, the ye low o

ihe inside pf the corolla is shown, thus making a

nlcasing contrast. The new Japan sort, !'• »'»'

nana, wassold nrstbysoaieasaperi^etual bloom-

er ; this I have found is not its character. W. 1

L'its value consists in its flowering after the .M

Japan and the Chinese have done It is tiue

that a few flowers may occasionally be seen on t

atdiHcrenttimcsthronghouttheseason,asinoldcr

varieties, hut they are not suttleient iu ""'"'"^^ "'

with truth, be called evcrbloommg. Hie IS^l-

"a„ possesses the aualities t.ie Ilalliana was

;,lvertised to have, and is far more fragrant, and

continues blooming till frost.

I

DRYNESS OF SOIL AN AID TO THE RI-

TENING OF WOOD IN TREES,

PLANTS, •S:c.

BY J. M.

Cxardencrs are sometimes inconvenienced when

cn-a-ed in in-door grape growing, by the Icng h

of time the vine retains its leaves As the cold

ni.^hts of the autumn approach, they become un-

easy about their greenhouse plants plunged out

of doors, and find their grape vines, with many

loaves yet green on them, very much in th-^ way.

The process of ripening may be advanced by

withholding a greater part of the ^'-^^er usual y

.ivcn them, for some we.^ks previous to their

u.ual time of leaf shedding. When it is evident

that all growth has stopped for the season, the

quantity of water can be lessened and the vmes

be cleared of leaves and ready to stow away f)rth3

winter some weeks earlier than "^^^^J^^
pies of this may be seen in tr.es. In the front

of my house stands a row of Silver Maples, and

in the rear near a well, another tree ;
those in

front bavin- been without rain for a long time,

have strewn the ground with their leaves, whilst

from the one near the well, with it8 roots in par-

tial contact with the water, not a leaf has yet

I fallen With trees or shrubs not entirely hardy,

^i

[]

I
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a wet situation favoring late growth would place

the question of its injury by frost beyond a doubt

in the aflh'niative.

[We doubt the conclusion of our correspon-

dent, although we know it is the general opin-

ion. If a tree grow late from diseases—say for

instance a tree lose its leaves by fungus and then

make a second growth, such unripe wood will

suffer. But in a healthy tree, that one will get

through the winter best which retains its leaves

the longest.

The interesting note in reference to grape

vine.s, refers of course to those cases in which

plants and grape vines are grown together in the

same house.

—

Ed.]

«•»•*

THE LAW OF FASCIATION" AND ITS

KELATIOX TO SEX IN PLANTS.
BY THOMAS MEEIIAN. GERMANTOWN, PA.

Rend be/ore the American Amtocialion for the Advancement

a/ Science, at Troy, N. Y, Augtist mh, 1870.

At the last meeting of the Association, Dr.

Stcrry Hunt handed me a fasciated branch of Pi-

cea hahamea^ in which the branchlets of the fas-

cicle presented a very distinct appearance from

the normal form In the language of the person

who directed Dr. Hunts attention to it, it seemed

as if a Norway Spruce was being developed from

the IJalsam Fir. From facts I had previously ob-

served and embodied in my paper on Adnatlon in

Coniferce^ read at Chicago, it was clear that these

branchlets did not possess the adnating power

which I showed in that paper, to be character

istic of the highest vigor. Theieaves were not

distichous, but scattered around the weak stems,

terete, and in every respect like thoseon plants in

theyoung seedling state; and corresponding in this

character with the free leaves in Arborvitue, Juni-

per and similar plants, when the branches are for-

ced to grow in shady places, or under othercondi-

tions unfavorable to perfect nutrition. I was as-

tonished at the suggestion that fasciation could

possibly be a weakness of development ; because,

though very little has been written about this

phenomenon, all that I have read refers to over

—

nutrition as the probable cause. I believe I can

now offer some facts which will show that there

may be two distinct causes of fasciation,— one an

abundant supply of nutrition, which consoliJates

together parts normally free, as we often see in

asparagus, plantains, dandelions and other com-

mon things,—the other a weakened flow of vital-

ity, which is not able to combine parts together,

which usually go to make up the integrate struc-

ture,and which then take the formknown amongst
the people generally as " Crows nest branches."

That the last cause was probable in the case

before me, I saw, as I have already stated. I

found several specimens on living trees of Bal-

sam Firs near me similar to the one given to mo
by Dr. Hunt, and watched them , frequently.

That they were weak developments, was clear

from the fact that they made little more than an

inch of growth every year,—that the leaves, usu-

ally of a dark green, were of a paler hue,—they

were destroyed by the first frosts of autumn, be-

coming as deciduous as the larch, while the regu-

lar leaves continued evergreen,—and many of

the fasciated shoots died during the course of

the winter. The pale tint was evidence of de-

fective hutrition, as it is well known to every

practical gardener that when, from any cause, the

fibres of a plant become injured, and the free

supply of sap is from any cause, as by ringing

the bark, cut off from the leaves, they become of

a pale sickly hue. It was also evident from the

inability of the fascicle to keep its leaf green, and

&ome of its branchlets alive during winter, that

vitality was at a low stage.

I examined the fasciated branches on other

kinds of trees, and found these general results in

all ; but in none so well illustrated as in a sassa-

fras tree which had nearly all of its branches in

this condition, one of which I exhibit. Another

tree was alongside of it quite free from this char-

acter. The one with the fasciated branches was

not near as large as the other, although there

appeared no reason in soil or other circumstan-

ces why it should not b3. A great number of

the branchlets in the ftiscicles also died out every

winter.

I was very anxious to find how these fasciated

branches would behave in a state of inflores-

cence, but could not find any case of one bearing

flowers At length I discovered them in the

common blackberry, liabus villosus., and was

pleased to find that they not only confirmed the

view I had taken of the cause of this kind of fas-

ciation, but also furnished in the most unex-

pected manner, new facts in favor of my theory

of last year respecting sex. namely: that the m^tie

is the off-spring of a (lecUning vitalitu. These fas-

ciated branches in Jluhns I am inclined to think

common, and it will be very easy to verify the

following facts: In these fasciated branches the

number of branchlets varies from five to fifteen.

1

I

The pale tint characteristic of failing nutrition

is particularly marked, while the lower leaves

die awav earlier than in those branches on the
!

same cane produced in the regular way. That

the whole of these leaves will fall first I antici-

pate, but cannot speak from actual knowledge-

Here are perfect evidences of failure of nutrition,

decreased vitality, and fasciation all going along

together. .

Now in its relation to sex. I pointed out in

my paper on this subject last year, that the flow-

er bearing parts of plants were weak in propor-

tion as they diverged from the feminine condi-

tion. In a polygamous plant the pistillate fl(^-

er is on the stoutest axis,-the hermaphrodite

the next,-the male the weakest. So also in the

grades of masculine weakness. When the male

flowers had their stamens reduced to petals, the

plant or axis of the plant was weaker than be-

fore ; and when the sepals took on the character

of leaves, or the leaves lost their chlorophyllous

character and simulated petals, vitality was well

known to horticulturists to be in a weaker state

than in other cases.

Here aie the same illustrations. As you see

in this specimen, the lower branches, pushing in

the usual way, have the regular calyx segments;

but in the upper set of fasciated ones, the seg-

menis have taken on a leaf-like form, the sta-

mens have increased in size, and the pistils, as

shown by the great number in some flowers which

have failed to swell out their ovaries; are propor-

tionately defective. A tendency to masculinity

is clearly in connection with defective nutrition,

decreased vitality and fasciation.

I saw this, however, still more clearly demon-

strated in a field of a cultivated variety of black-

berry-the AVilsons Early, on the farm of Mr.

Wm. Parry of Cinnaminson, New Jersey. His

son Levi, an intelligent and observing young

man, called my attention to the fact that wher-

ever these fascicles occurred the flowers were

nearly double, and no fruit followed. I found this

to be the case so far as the flowers were concern-

ed. In some there were as many as twenty pe-

tals, and the calycine segments were largely fo-

liaceous. There could not be clearer illustra-

tions of masculinity and fasciation going along

together.

Returning to fasciations of the "Crows nest"

kind, we may then safely say that thdy arc bun.

dies of branches formed from germs, which, if

nutrition had been sufficient to provide the re-

quired vitality, would have adnated together and

formed one vigorous united axis, instead of as

now, each struggling on in its own weak way 1

am aware that this conclusion may conflict with

received theories as to the formation of axis or

stem. It would seem to imply that one perfect

branch is but a collection of smaller homogenous

ones. I sometimes see cases which indicate that

this may be so. I have here a portion of a cane

of Buhus occidentalis. At the base it is no thick-

er than the average of other canes ;
but near the

middle of its length, it has separated into four

smaller canes. It has been usual to regard these

cases as the result of an easily and accidental

union of several points ; but in this case there is

no increase in bulk,-nothing but clear assump-

tion to warrant any such a theory. On the con-

trary, every appearance suggests not that he

union of branches is the accident ; but that that

is the normal condition ; and that it is the divi-

sion into the fasciated branchlets which is the

departure from the rule.

I donot, however, wish toaskfor this suggestion
^

anything more than it may be worth. Others

more able than I, can interpret the circumstan-

ces The main object I have had in this paper,

is to show that all the circumstances which ac-

company fasciation, are those connected with a

low stage of vitality. On this I think there can

be no mistake.

[At the conclusion of the reading, Mr. Meehan

said that as he had already observed in the pa-

per he had not been able to find fasciated

bunches with flowers, except in Rid>ns, so as to

draw many facts from sex as to the causes of

fasciation. But while with the excursion ot the

Society to Albany the day before, he had found

a p'ant of AtripUx ros«rt with a fasciated branch.

He exhibited this specimen, and showed that it

had ei"ht branchlets from the fascicle and all had

malefiowersonly, while each ofthe other branches

of the plant bore male and female flowers sepa-

rate, and according to the law he had already

pointed out in his paper on sex, namely wi h the

male flowers on the weakest axes, and the fe-

male on the stronger ones. .

Professor Gill, of the Smithsonian Institution,

said he should be glad to know from Mr. Mee-

han how far he intended to carry his theory of

sex ? For himself, he thought it of very limited

application, if at all true. He entered into em-

bryological reasons to show that it was not true

in the animal world.

Mr. Meehan said that in his paper, read last

year, and in all his pai^ers elsewhere, he had con-

. 4
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lined himself to facts winch he himself had ob-

served and vcriHed. If he were to go into the

animal department of this subject, he should

have to take other people's observations instead

of liis own, which would place him in the posi-

tion of a defender of a theory rather than a sim

pie presenter of fact?. He considered, there-

fore, that for the purposes of such a discussion

he might say he knew nothing of zoology, and

must therefore decline to discuss it with Prof.

Gill from that point of view. He had, however,

-studied it well in the botanical field and ifany gen-

tleman was not yet satisfied with the theory on the

facts already prescnted,he was prepared to go fur-

ther into it,eithcr then or at any time. He repeated,

that no instance had been brought to his notice

which disproved his position,—^vhere any evi-

dence was aflbrded, it was always to show that

the female tlowers were always and only produced

in the stnmgest lines of vitality or vigor.

Prof. Gill leplied, that the specimens which

Mr. Meehan had produced certainly did seem to

admit of no other interpretation than what Mr.

Meehan had put on them. Yet he thought that

the principles of biology ought to be the same in

the vegetable kingdom as in the animal ; and he

must rep( at hisopinion,that Mr. Meehan'stheory

was nut sustained by the animal world

••w
NOTE ON MAGNOLIA GRANDIFLOKA.

IJY r. J «., AUGUSTA, GA.

In ISGl I planted an avenue of Magnolia gran-

ditlora, taking one year old seedling plants grown

in pots. In 180G a few trees commenced to

bloom ; the average luight is now some 15 feet.

Last year one of the trees produced a large crop

ol tlowers in May and June, and another in the

fall, commencing to show open tlowers 15th of

SeptemlK'r, and continued to give an uninter-

rupted crop until the end of October. This year

the tree i^ again producing its second crop, and

from the present appearance there are buds

enough in all stages of growth to promise a con

tinuous bloom until Noveml)er Should the tree

continue another year in this peculiarity, it

would inaugurate a novel feature in this class of

plants, and prove quite an acquisition toour collec-

tion ofevergreen trees, as an everbloomiug Magno-

lia granditlora would be as desirable as it is novel.

Has any of the readers of the Mmxthly ever no-

ticed a fciniil. r feature in M. granditlora ?

OLD AND USEFUL PLANTS.
BY B. R , PHILADA.

I am glad to see that the Monthly, while tak-

ing its hat oft' to the plants of new introduction,

does not cut old acquaintances altogether But

there are a few old fivorites which you have not

noticed, that I remember, which I think should

be generally grown.

BEGONIA EVANSIANA

Is one of these old things I have in my mind. Now
this has been rather a dry time, and yet in the

open air. growing in the flower borders, I have

one which has been a mass of bloom from end of

August till now, (1st of October). If there is no

frost, 1 do think it will last till Christmas. It

is a curious thing to propagate ; for besides the

little grains at the roots, bulbs come out in the

bosoms of the leaves. 1 tliink it is liar iy too,

but of this I am not sure. When I was at school

at Bethlehem, I renumber that they came up

through the mvrtle [Periwinkle. -Ed.,] that trail-

ed about the College buildings; but no doubt

they were a little bit protected by this leafy cov-

ering. I take up my roots, and after mixing

with dirt, put the pot or box which contains

them in a cellar away. In our old garden at

home in Bucks Co., they went by the name of

"Beefsteak*' plant, from the leaf, v/hich with

some imagination looks like a piece of meat.

Now-a-days they go as '' Elephant's ears " Some-

times it is seen on tlie streets, where they call it

''Begonia plant."

Another old thing I greatly admire is on the

grounds of a neighbor, and which I have known

since girlhood as the ''Lead flower,"

ri.UMBAGO CAPEXSIS.

My charming floral neighbor is a bush

about two feet high, and has been a huge hillock

of lilac flowers all summer, increasing the quan-

tity till now. It seems an easy plant to keep,

for they have only a cellar where they keep their

Oranges and Oleanders, and this is taken up in-

to a pot and goes in with them. It is a hard

plant to raise I think, for I had slips given to

me several times, but they never would grow for

me. I think this plant is three years old, and

everybody likes it.

Perhaps you will wonder at my taste, but I do

like the Old Brown Day Lily.

IIEMAllOCALLIS FULVA.

We had a large patch in a waste place

on our old homestead. I never think of it, but

Lhe firi^t thing comes up in my mind is these

beautiful flowers. They never had anything

done to them, but for all this had an immense

number of pretty brown cups. It was like tak

had caused "to grow every tree that is pleasant

to the sight.'' One noble old tree,whom ruthless

time had not spared, as years counted on its lof-

number of pretty brown cups. i. wa« .. .^
,

.^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^.^^^^^

ing a reward for doing nothing ; for we did notn ly loni
,

lay f ,
t

oircumference
.
"

_. _,, x..-_ .u.^ rri.o,, fl..worf.d also in sum- 1
gale, measuring in length 219 leet, circum erence

ing at all for them. They flowered also in sum

mer when there were few other flowers. About

the time the Peeonies went out these came in.

Wherever I have been these many years since,

I have always hid a patch of them in the gar-

den, and shall never tire of them. Indeed, home

does not seem like home to me without them.

I was thinking to say a word for the

LILY OF THE VALLEY,

But I remember I was to write of neghcieil

plants ; but as nobody neglects them, it seems

not to fit in here. However, I may say that it

is a very good plant to set in the shade if nothing

better is found to do there.

[We promised our correspondent to fill in the

botanical names if she, would write, which we

have done. We are sure our readers would like

more of the same sort.—Ed ]

NORFOLK ISLAND, OCEANICA.

BY >lr. W. T.' IIAllDING, FAIKMOUNT PAIIK.

Gladly accepting a passage which was kindly

offered me from Moreton Bay to Norfolk Inland,

it gave me an opportunity of seeing, in their

prhneval condition, a grove of Araucaria excel-

sa or Norfolk Island pine. How else sh ill they be

scribed than to pronounce them the most l)eau-

gale, measuring in length 219 feet, circumference

35 feet. Where trees stood out singly and about

00 or 70 feet high, and well furnished to the

ground with branches, they were objects of sur-

passing beauty.

Another fine tree, Tristania albicans, present-

ed a most singular appearance as it supported a

cluster of climbing plants, consisting of Cissus

antarctica or gigantic vine, Passillora adiantifo-

lia, Ilardenbergia Comptoniana, and a Kennedya

with the foliage of K. Marryattse and flowers

like K heterophylla, mixed with the finest con-

ceivable masses of Dendrobium elongatum. Ad-

jacent grew the strange looking grass trees, Xan-

thorh<]ea australis, and X. hastata, Callistemon

viridiflora and several kinds of Acacias, beneath

which grew the pretty Gaultheria antipoda,

which seemed to flourish there equally as well as

in New Zealand.

Adieu, isolated and dreary Norfolk Island and

its beautiful Pines, whose like I shall never see

again.
«<•*

HARDINESS OF PRUNED RASPBERRIES
AND BLACKBERRIES.

BY W. P. r., ONARGA, ILLS.

scribed than to pronounce mem me .uu«t .^«u- In reply to the query raised in t e September

tiful and majestic conifers 1 have ever seen.
}
number of the 3fo,.t/t/.v, I would say that I have

_ . .. *
i^ » i-:....U...... I fpw.nila I U...1 ...wviflMir iti mv (TPonildK for SOIllC Veai'S. tllC

Probably many of your horticultural friends

have seen handsome specimens under greenhouse

protection, if not, visit Mr. R. Buistof this city,

where may be seen A. exce'.sv, A Bidwellil, A.

Cookii, A BrasiUana,A.imbricata and A. Cun-

ninghamii. See them readers of the Monthly by

all means, and you will be then able to form an

had growing in my grounds for some years, the

Lawton Blackberry, the Purple Cane, Miami

and Doolittle Raspberries. My experience with

Blackberries and that class of berries, is that

one cutting back or pinching in June or July,

is beneficial in more ways than one, to wit:

1. It shortens the main canes, and greatly in-

opinuurotwhat^hey would b3iu their native for^ tlieir size, consequently their capacity

est- Their noble appearance and .symmetrical for self support.

fonn with tlieir dark green branches, give to 2 It causes several vigorous branches to

theni a beautiful and pleasing aspect. As 1 wan- 1 put out near the ground, all ot which as a mat-

dered amon- them, admirin-, wondering and
|
ter of fact, ripen up their wood earlier and more

meditatincr i thought of the^adventurous Cap- i uniformly than the one main cane would

tain Cookr that brave old mariner, and of the no 1 have done had it been sufl^ered to grow and

le^s adventurous and enthus astic botanist. Sir
|
lengthen itself without being cut back.

JosephBanks,whentheyfirstlandedfromtliegoo<li 3. I have sometimes cut back the branches

ship "Endeavor," on the spot over which I was
\
again in the month of August but have timilly

then meandering. I thought, did they think then
,

discontinued that practice. I have found that

as I do now and feel as I leel, grateful to Him the second cutting back serves to stimulate the

whose providential care had safely borne them thus

far to behold the glories of his creative power,who
growth of a new set of branchlets on the main

branches, which do not have time to ripen their

;»

«'

A
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wood before cold weather sets in. If they do not

die during the winter, which they often do, they

will be so^damaged in bud and wood, that they

will bear but little fruit, and that very small and

poor in quality. It is moreover believed that

this second cutting back in the fall gives a shade

to the whole stool or bush, and lessens its capa-

city for fruit bearing the succeeding year.

4. I now allow the main branches to grow at

will throughout the season. In the fall they

droop and rest upon the ground ; in this form

they resist the drifting snow during the winter,

and becomes a means of protecting the whole

stool. Early in the spring, 1 cut back these

main branches to within about one foot of the main

stem or canes. As soon as growth commences,

the whole bush puts out strong and vigorous

fruit spurs at every bud, and the result of all is

a crop of fruit that in point of size, quality and

quantity astonishes all beholders.

5. Many attach much importince to the cut-

ting out of the old wood as soon as the fruit is

gathered. As a matter of mere taste, it is very

pleasant to see them all cleaned out But I am

coming to regard them as the natural supports

and protectors of the young and tender canes

whilst they are maturing their wood and becom-

ing self supporting. They also help to gather

the drifting snow around the stool during the
|

winter, an^item of no small importance on the
|

prairies, and I write for the prairies, latitude 40^

Illinois.

6 I would ndd that the cutting back of the

canes not only greatly increases the size, strength

and hardiness of the stems, but it keeps the bush

so low and compact that it is much less exposed

to severe winds, and much more accessible for

the purposes of cultivation and of fruit gather-

ing.

7. In conclusion I would observe that the fore-

going remarks, so far as they relate to the Rasp-

berry,have reference to those varieties that are pro-

pagated from the tips and that grow in stools, in

distinction from those that spread and propagate

from the root.

SKILFUL ARRANGEMENT OF TREES.

BY WALTER ELDER, LANDSCAPE GARDENER,

PHILADELPHIA.

Rural improvers should consider how to best

make their arboral arrangements, so as to give a

pleasing and divers' fied scene all the year through.

Study the statures and habits of the numerous

species of trees, the hues, sizes and forms of their

foliage. Then the different shades of verdure

will contrast more beautifully in the seasons of

crrowth ; and the tints in the autumn will shine

with greater splendor.

In the eastern and middle States, the native

forest clumps and embellished pleasure grounds,

are numerous enough and close enough to gild

and beautify the landscape. It looks as if all the

deciduous species combined, in the autumn

months, to give a grand illumination of various

colors, so as to make us enjoy and glorify our

season of thanksgiving with greater zest.

The most numerous species show the "scar

and yellow leaf; ' but the red foliage of the Scar-

let Oak, Sweet Gum and red Maple trees, shine

like bright scarlet in the distance, and take oflt"

the sorrowful look of the yellows. The transpa-

rent crimson leaves of many Oaks, with the dim

brown leaves of the Dogwoods on the outer mar-

I rrins, add greater weight ana beauty to the scene,

'

as base and tenor give greater strength and melo-

! dy tothemusic E:ichtreeisagcw,andevery good

i

arboral arrangement is a pushed picULYe, freshly

painted and gilded by the hand of the most high.

Art may imitate, but can never equal the origi-

nal handiwork of the Master.

How splendidly noble do our tree clad moun-

tains and lofty river banks look as they rise in

their majestic grandeur far above the levels of

the plains and waters, and there better display

the various hues and colors of their arboral gar-

ments ; how lovely are the blossoms in spring, how

beautiful the variegated verdure during the sum-

mer how gloriously gilded are the tints of au-

tumn, how blessed are we who can feast upon

1 the beauties and fragrance of the trees, and en-

I joy the pleasures and comforts of their shelter

i and shade. How desolate and bleak would the

I

world be without its garnishments of trees.

WINTERING APPLES.

BY MR. JOHN a. KREIDER, LANCASTER, PA.

These should be carefully hand picked to' pre-

vent bruising. Light ladders should be provi-

ded, and great pare taken to not to bruise the

trees in picking as often happens. The time ot

picking depends much on the varieties and cli-

mate ; but the usual time is from the middle of

Octol4;r to the twentieth of November. In pick-

mcr a very good implement for that purpose is a

tw°o pronged hay pitch fork, stuck into the mouth

of a bag that will hold one peck. This comes

very handy to pick those that can not be reached

by hand ; and what can be reached, can be pick-

ed in a basket, which is the most perfect way.

For keeping over winter, if in sm^U quantities,

they may be put in a room where the tempt^ra-

ture will not fall below 40, nor rise above 50 de-

grees. They should be examined at least every

week so that if it should have happened that a

few were bruised in picking, they would early

decay, and they should be picked out before they

would affect any of the rest. By this way, I

have kept small quantities of apple* until the

new crop was ready to be harvested. But if

you have apples in large quantities, put them in

a heap of ten to fifteen bushels, and cover them

with rye straw to the depth of one and a half

feet, covering the straw with earth to the depth

of two to three inches, except, at the top a small

hole should be left for ventilation or they would

decay. A dry -spot should be chosen for making

the heap ; and before severe frost comes, cover

your heap altogether with more earth.

EDITOR lAL.

ABOUT WATERING.

"How often shall I watermy plants ?»'asksthe ^

purchaser of a small bill at the nursery. In

window gardening the water questiorf is also one

of the anxious ones,—and even in the regular

operations of gardening, under the treatment of

quite practiced hands, the relations of water to

plant life is not as clear as it might be.

We shall underStand better how to water if

we correct first some impressions derived from

old works on physiology. It is said that plants

want water. This is not strictly true. Water is

found in plants, but it enters rather in the shape
|

of WiXM'. A soil that is wet will grow onfy wa-

1

ter plants ; and it is a remarkable fact that these
j

water plants seem to have very little water in^

them. A reed or bulrush grown in water has

far less water in its structure than a nearly al-

lied species grown on the dry land. The plants
,

which have most fluid matter in them are those i

grown in the dryest places. The deserts of Af-

1

rica abound in Euphorbias ; while on the plains

of Mexico the only moisture wild cattle can oft«n

get is from the large spiny Globe Cactuses,

which they manage to cleave open with their

hooves.
.

A tcet soil is totally unfit for plant growing. A
plant standing twenty four hours in water is

I often irreparably injured. A Hyacinth, to be

sure, will live one season in water ;
but all the

matter which goes to make up the flower is pre-

pared the year before, and after flowering the

bulb is exhausted and almost worthless.

A good soil for plant growing, therefore, is not

one which will hold water ; but one in which wa-

ter will rapidly pass away.

The soil itself is composed of minute particles,

through which air spaces abound. The water

must be just enough to keep these particles

moist, and the air in the spaces is thus kept m
the condition of moiut air. The roots traverse

these air spaces, and it is therefore moist air

which roots want, and not water.

If it were water simply which plants wanted, we

should cork up the bottom of the ligle in the flow-

er pot, and prevent the water getting away. In-

stead of this w^ try to hasten the passing of the

water through as much as possible ; by not only

keeping the hole as clear as possible, but often

by putting pieces of broken material over the

I A pWtnt will generally be the healthiest there-

fore, which wants water the oftenest. This will

show that there are plenty of air spaces, and

that the roots are making good use of them.
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If it does not often want water it is in a bad way,

and more water will make it worse.

How often to water them will be according to

how easy the water passes away. Ifwhenyou pour

water on earth it disappears almost instantane-

ously, it would be safe to water such plants

every daji.

And now for open air work. We often hear

good men say about a piece of ground rather low,

that it is wet in the winter to be sure, but a few

open ditches in winter to carry off the water will

make all things right. But water in winter does

not hurt things much. It is water in summer,

—water while plants are growing which hurts

them. And the reason wliy laijd ia wet in win-

ter, is because the conditions are such that wa-

ter cannot pass rapidly away, and such land is of

course the same in summer. Every shower takes

several days to soak away, in the meantime the

plants suffer.

So the constant aim of the cultivator, whether

of plants in pots or things in the open ground,

should be to make water always pass rapidly

away, and yet to have the soil of such consis-

tence that a moist atmosphere should be always

present in the air spaces existing through it.

In its relation to moisture, we might say a lit-

tle about the consistence of the soil. If the earth

for instance were composed of all sand, there

would be little moisture except in the air spaces.

The particles of flint of which sand is composed

are not capable of absorbing moisture, any more

than wtJ can get water to soak through a glass

bottle. For moisture retaining purposes, there-

fore, sand is useless. But it is useful sometimes

to add sand to clayey soils which otherwise would

lie so close that there would be no air spaces. It

indeed helps to make air

other use.

spaces, and has no

>••»

TRAVELING RECOLLECTIONS. J
To see the beauty of the Hudson River coun-

i

try, one shoujd use the steamers to or from Al-
j

bany or Troy. The beautiful residences for

which the banks of the river are famous, are

chiefly on the easi side, and as the Huuson River
|

R. R. follows that line, nothing of these garden '

beauties are seen. For the scenal interest by this
|

R. R., the views along the Susquehanna, Schuyl-
|

kill and the Lehigh are far superior to tlfet of the

Hudson River, except in the matter of life given

to the river by the numerous boats that move up-

on its waters. The Palisades, tholslauds, the Nar-

rows, the Catskills, are all, nevertheless, leading

points of great beauty ; but nothing especially

interests a horticulturist until the upper Hudson

districts are reached, when he is struck—at least

one from the central or souther^ States is struck

by the over-flowing abundance of Plums. Al-

most every one has a few trees which were being

borne down by the weight of fruit, and those

who had large orchards were rejoicing out of the

fullness of their abundance. Also stopping at

Troy, we were disappointed at finding so little

horticultural taste there. Some few of the

wealthy agriculturists away from the place a few

miles, have some good gardens ; but as for the

city and suburbs, we saw less gardening here

than in many a "one horse' » western town. It

may have b^n our misfortune in not finding the

right places during our perambulations, or in

not inquiring of tUe right parties,— certain it was,

that we felt sorry that a people so hospitable and

generous as we found them, should seemingly be

deprivedof some of the best pleasures of life,which

gardening affords. In almost all markets we see

some attempts at flower sales. At Troy there

was an utter absence of all this. The markets

were however supplied with vegetables In profu-

I

sion, showing that the stomach, if not the finer

senses, were abundantly ministered to. Besides

j
the immeiise amount of onions and cucumbers,

j

which always seems so strange to one coming up to

i theNorthernStates there was a small kind ofLima

j

Bean called the "Selah," which we had never

seen before ; but which we were to^d was in use

I six weeks before the common Lima ; if this should

be generally the case it ought to be better known

everywhere. At Troy, we met our good friend

Gregory, of Marblehead, who with a fondness

'

for horticulture, and a high business reputation,

!
unites a love of the natural sciences He was

the author of one of the most interesting papers

on geology, read before the American Associa-

tion, then assembled there ; and he showed as

much interest in this bean as in science. He told us

it was a very old, and locally well known kind,

but supposing it a mere substitute for something

better, had given it little thought. But certainly

if it will come into bearing six weeks or even a

month before the Lima in other parts of the

country, it is well worthy general cultivation.

The scenery around Troy is very inviting, and

wishing to know more of the Plum succtss, we

rode down to Lansingburg, a few miles out from

Troy. Here Mr. S. B. Fancher has the mis-

sion of horticulture in charge ; and the numer

ous pretty gai^ens and flower beds about the

town, showed that he had had considerable suc-

cess in his ministrations. His own place is a

charming spot for one in a closely built up portion

of a town. Many of the new coleus, geraniums

and other rare flowers adorned the ground. Mr

F. is the inventor of a tile for garden edging,

which seemed to us to be a very good thing.

Usually these tiles are thrown over by frost,—

and in the spring look anything but ornamental,

being twisted in every direction. These have a

large phlange underground,which is said tosteady

them. They are like pieces ofT rail, but made ofa

cement. They are capable of much ornamenta-

tion ; while their shape renders them easy to

pack for transportation.

It is so rare that we have a good plum season

in the best districts of Pennsylvania, that it was

a good chance to get a renewed acquaintance

with our old plum friends. Mr. F. kindly made

out for us a list of the best varieties, which with

a selection of some other fruits found by long

experience to be best adapted to this region we

append, in F.'s own terse yet graphic style:

PZ«ms.—Coe's Golden D«)p, Green Gage, Red

Magnum Bonum, all do well here, and trees

healthy -acid Lf^nhard. Jefferson rots badly,

and tree short lived ; General Hand, the very

best large Plum, but I think the tree is tender.

Pear.'.—Bartlett, Duchess on quince, Louise

Bonne de Jersey on quince, Seckel, Beurred'An

jou, Flemish Beauty, Winter Nelis, Buffums are

best.

G raises.—Allen's Hybrid, Israella, Concord ;

Rogers', mostly uncertain on account of a defec

tive fertilization, but worth trying ; Isabela for

the soil who reside there ; but on all assembling

together for that purpose, it was found that the

.party could not return to Troy in time for s^me

other positive engagements which had been

made. We do not often write about what we^

do not see or do, but when we say little horticul-

ture was to be seen about Troy, the reader who

knows what Albany can show, would naturally

wonder why we did not see that at any rate.

We had the opportunity to spend a few hours in

Albany examining the observatory, and the pub-

lic library, expecting to return to Albany, as we

have before said. The observatopy is worthy of

its great fame,—we wish we could say as much

for the grounds. With so great natura^advan-

ta<ye as the site has, it is a wonder that no ef-

fort is made by the citizens to make it famous

for landscape beauty.

We accepted, with some other friends, an in-

vitation from the generous citizens of Troy, to

go up and see Saratoga. The site of the town is

one of great beauty. The principal street is

wide and beautifully shaded with magnificent

trees, apparently half a century old. Some of

the residences exhibit slight evidence of an ex-

isting taste for horticultural pursuits. The

grounds of the "Congress Hall,'' several acres in

extent, were indeed very pretty, well laid out,

and kept in remarkably neat ordor. To our as-

tonishment no one seemed to make any use of

them. Thousands were lolling lazily around,

and in the parlors of the hotels, borne down by

the weight of jewelry, or dressed in the highest

style of Parisian fashion,— spending their time

in The most unmeaning frivolities, while the nu-

merous beauties of nature about them were as

so many pearls cast before swine. But we for-

<ret that Saratoga is the grand matrimonial mar-

sheltered localities; Catawba, best of its class for , i^^t of the United States, and possibly these beau-
. . •••• I - * % <1 • __ ..» ,.»1: »l. .^.rl

sheltered localities.

Peaches in the ascendant,—done well.

C/iern'es.- Great Bigarreau, best of its class;

tree very hardy.

J?aj<p6crn'e«.—Franconia, Doolittle : good hye

to the rest.

Straivberries.—Vi^Uson ; ^food hye to the rest.
m

Quinces.—Orange or Apple, *A No. 1.''

Albany is the headquarters for horticulture in

this section of New York. A party of us, in-

cluding Mr. Riley of the Entomologist^ and some

tiful grounds have their purpose accomplished

in 'Walks by moonlight alone. '»

——

LIBOCEDRUS DECURRENS.
Is it possible that our English friends are rot

acquaiuted with the great merits of this beautiful

trje. It seems almost impossible to get any of it

true from there. An acquaintance sent there for

a small stock last spring, and t'»ok espi'cial pains

to say, that he did not want Thuja yljantea^ or

for the LibocediuSj and_ any of the kinds sold

ot^erweU known names, had fixed on a time to
|

describing exactly his wants. But the Thuja

run down and pay our respects to the Cour^tn/ 1 came. Of all the Arborvit« family the Li6oc6(Zru8

Gentleman and the other distinguished sons of is the handsomest. #

i

i

t<

1

i
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SCRAPS AND aUERIES.

p-APOLEON '8 Slower.—The Violet is the I

emblematic flower of the Bonapartea, as the Lily

is of the Bourbons. When Eusjenie agreed to I

accept Napoleon's offer of marriage, she express-

ed it only by appearing one evening dressed in

an exquisite violet toilet—violets in her hair, in

her dress, even to a branch in her hand. Louis

Napoleon understood, and it was his only an-

swer. Napoleon while consul, selected this as

his flower. It was through Josephine asking

him to bring her a bouquet of them on her birth-

day—a desire he was only able to serve after

very great difficulty. He cultivated them as-

siduously, while a prisoner at St. Helena-; and

they were profusely planted over the grave of

Josephine. After his death, his coffin was cov-

ered with the humble flowers he loved. It is

even said that in the earlier days of Louis Napo-

leon, he was silenUy made acquainted with who

his secret friends were, by a cautious display of

Violets.

Dr. Jack's Fern Cabinet.—itfrs. E. B., of

AUeylKvy Furnace, Pa., writes: that for two

years she has been using the window case de-

Hcribed in 1862, by Dr. Jack, and finds that she

fails to secure the requisite degree of internal

moisture. Has she the openings in the bottom

fully twice as large as the surface of the ventila-

tor at the top, to enable the free escape of cold

air ? Does she use rain water for the water ves-

sel? In case spring water is supplied, the

threads of the crochet covering become clogged

with earthy matter to such a degree as to quickly

lose their purpose. •
-,, •

,

Any lame loose cotton thread or candle wick

will answe^r for the webbing. The openings of

the meshes should be nearly as large as the point

of the small finger.

Dr. Jack informs us that he has the case

described, in our volume for 1862, still in very

successful operation. It gives great pleasure to

all who see it,

Parks and Gardens of Europe.—Mr. Rob-

inson, author of this popular work, spent sever-

al days in Philadelphia, recently. He will be

some months in this country. Mr. Robinson is

one of those rare gentlemen who unite great in-

lelligencc with true modesty. We hope our

friends will show him the attention which his

unobtr^ive manners might prevent his seeking.

AsiMiNA TRILOBA.—The Botanical Magazine

has a plate illustrating our common Papaw. It

appears to be very rare in England. It is singu-

lar that a tree, which in the United States should

be found northward almost to the lakes, and

must often endure frost many degrees below ze-

ro, should need a wall to induce it to flower in

England. It is, however, one of those plants

which need a high long continued summer tem-

perature to grow vigorously ; which England has

not. The account says :

' *A rare and curious plant of the order Anonaceaj

.

It is a native of the banks of streams in the Mid-

dle, Southern and Western States of North

America, where it forms a small tree fifteen to

thirty feet high, flowering in March ancT April,

and bearing in autumn a yellow, fragrant, fleshy,

eatable fruit, called both "Custard Apple" and

"Papaw" in the Slates (though equally widely

different from the fruit of the Custard Apple

proper, Anona reticulata, and of the true Papaw,

Carica Papaya). "Asiminier'' was the name

applied to it by the early French colonists of

America. "J.stmiT^ triloba was introduced into

England by Peter Collinson in 1736, and proba-

bly old trees of it may still linger in botanic and

other gardens." The tree at Kew, from which

the present figure has been prepared, is trained

againt a wall, and flowered in June of the pres-

ent year. We may, therefore, provisionally con-

sider the North American Custard Apple as an

addition to our list of hardy fruit."

Hybrid Pentstemons.—These are said to

have made wonderful strides in improvement

the past year ; so much so as to endanger the

popularity of the zonale Pelargoniums or Gera-

niums for bedding purposes.

An Everbloominq Chrysanthemum.—A
correspondent of the London Gardener's Chroni-

cle says, at the Wimbledon House near London^

the greatest novelty amongst the bedding plants

was a dwaif-growing, white-flowered Chrysan-

themum, which continues in bloom all through

the season, and is largely used for bedding-out

and pot-culture for the conservatory, for which

latter purpose it is extremely useful at this sea-

son of the year, when such structures are gener-

ally less gay with flowers than at any other time.

Disease IN PEARS.-P., Onarga, Ills., says:

"About one year ago, I received from a nursery

in the State of New York, about 200 very fine

and thrifty lookingpeartrees, two and three years

old. They had made a growth of four and five

feet during the summer. They were all cut back

more or less, and a good many of them were set

out carefully in the fall, and well mounded up ,

others were well headed in and set out in the

spring. In the spring the heart.in the wood of

late year's growth in nearly all of them was black.

Some twenty to thirty have died, and a large

portion of the remainder have simply put out

their leaves and remained stationery throughout

the season, and this while under a high state ot

culture and the best of treatment in every way.

I very seldom lose a tree that is in health, when

I take it in hand. Now,,can I hope ever to make

healthy specimens out ofthese
black hearted trees,

or had I better dig them up and throw hem

away ? I do not wish to waste time and labor

on them if they are worthless. Please give me

your opinion of such trees, and greatly oblige an

interested reader."

FThe disease which you have, is that known

as "frozen sap blight -' but with which the frost

has nothing whatever to do. As you correctly

remark, the foundation of the disease is laid

while the young wood is growing, as is clearly

evidenced by the black pith when such wood is

cut across. The following spring, black blotches

appear on the surface of the bark, often destroy-

in- even five year old wod. Through the gen-

eral acceptance of the "frozen sap" theory,

without the slightest critical examination of the

nature of the disease, nothing whatever is known

of it. It is well worthy of the study of a scien-

tific mind. We have known trees get over it by

being cut almost down to the ground, so as to

get an entirely new stem growth We should

be inclined to try this in your case ]

and after death with shoots of some veg^^^^^^^^^^

fungus issuing from them. In some
^^^^'^el

Pennsylvania, it is a common ^f^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

vegetable elongations change to .blackberry

''"Now,"friend Meehan, your humble correspo-

dent, i^ the Spring of 1869, Pla-te^ ^^«
acre to

Kittktinny Blackberries, of which these same

grubs, during the succeeding summer, malicious-

ly atecUan a large portion. He has smce been

waiting patiently for further developments m

the shape of fungus, i. e. blackberry bushes.

Whether, or not, they will prove «^^^ ^'^^^^j^^^'

remains to be seen. Meanwhile, he offers to sfip -

ply nurserymen with these larvffi, in quantities

to suit purchasers, and at reduced rates.

Parasitic Insects-X K., West Mdt^n.

says- ''In the September number of your Moutldy

you refer to an article by Prof Ru8sell,in the Jour-

nal of Horticulture, where he alludes to a species

of fungus which destroys the larvffi of the Cock-

chafer? In connection with this subject, I find

in an old volume of the. Caitiuafor, published in

1840, (May No.) the statement, that "the larvse

ofih%MtlolontUa is one of the very few which

have been distinguished by the name of vegeta-

ting insects, from their being found both before

Iron and Mushrooms.-3fr. Jilobmson says,

in his recent work on Mushroom ^^^t^^^'/^^**

single rusty nail in a Mushroom bed, will blast

all hopes of a crop.

Meehan's NURSERY.-Under this head we

gave an extract recently from the AmerKcm

Agriculturist, m which the Editor of the Gar^

deners MontUly vfn^ complimented on sayin,

so little about his own nursery in his journal

The Southern PlanUr also extracts the paragraph

and adds:

''We clip the above merely to say, what tjc

have often felt, that Mr. Meehan is a model edi-

tor in this respect, as well as in many others.

If he has 'axes to grind,' and doubtless he has

many, he does it in the advertising and not the

editorial pages of his journal. This is a vast

deal more than can be said for many other mag-

azines we see."

We have endeavored to keep the Monthly clear

of being made a machine for puffing any one^s

business; and to make it, what its projectors set

out to do, a representative of horticulture only.

We have no doubt others could edit it as ably,

but none with more honesty to this purpose, and

we are gratified that our endeavors in this course

are appreciated by our contemporaries.

Kapnophyte -i;. Whitley & Co., of 3fur-

freeshoro, xV. C, have patented a plan for burn-

ing brush, straw, &c., by which all the materia

is returned to the soil, instead of being wasted

as usual by burning in the open air. The pro-

cess appears to us little besides the regular one

for making charcoal, and we should suppose

i
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scarcely patentable. However that may be,

there can be no doubt that the earth impregnated

with the gases from the burning matcial ought

to make a rich fertilizer, and it is remarkable

that this has not been in use before. The pro •

prietors of this patent deserve success for this

thought at any rate, whether there is much nov-

elty in the process or not. The patent appears

to have been granted, and they sell rights to use

it.

Judas Tree Honey.— T7. H. 11. , Mo., says:

''In answer to an inquiry in the August number
of tUe Gardener''s Monthly^ as to whether or no

the Cercis canadensis is detrimental to the honey

bee. I have a very successful apiary, situated

in the bottom, between a river and creek, where
there is a great quantity of Redbud. I notice

that bees like to work on it, and make a nice fla-

vored honey while it is in bloom.''

Brief Notes.—We have been more than usu

ally favored of late with brief notes of horticul-

tural experience. We value these fully as much
as the longer essays, which many subjects ne-

cessarily require. It takes less time, and many
can note them in leisure moments. We hope

our readers will continue on in this good work.

To those who have favored us with these short

notes, we return our best thanks.

Disease in Tulip Trees—D. TT, Engle-

wood, K. J.J writes :
' I have a. Liriodendron on

my lawn, which for two summers has been smit-

ten, early in July, with some sort of disease.

Dark spots appear on the leaves. These spots

spread until the leaves are blackened and fall off

toward the first of August. The tree loses about

two-thirds of its leaves ; the trunk looks healthy

;

its growth is good. Two other Liriodendrons

near by are not afflicted. The microscope shows

no protruberance on the leaves, but the spots

seem sunken into the fibre of the leaves, hence I

infer the spots are not caused by flies or beetles.

Is it some species of fungus, think you ; if not,

can you tell me what it is and how to cure a no-

ble young'tree ?

[We have not seen anything of the kind,

—

probably it is one of those transient fungi "which

infest, more or less, all trees at times.]

Apples from Denton, Md.—J. W. K.,

sends us an Apple for name We do not recog-

nize it as anything we know, so as to speak

with certainty. We submitted it to three others

who are excellent authorities, and have three

different names "positively" given to it. So we
have not found any help in our own doubts

about it. It may be a new seedling, as your friend

suggests, but would not like to say for certain.

It is a good thing.

Our Religious Exchanges.—Our publish-

ers suggest to us, to say, that amongst the most
anxious of the press of the country to exchange

with us, are the religious newspaj^ers. We have

a large list of them. Ours being a horticultural

journal, we can seldom make any use of these

exchanges for our pages ; except, perhaps in the

way of lessons of brotherly love which we ought

to find, but too often do not in their pages. But
the courtesy is very rarely acknowledged by

them. This makes two notices which we have

recently read, the more agreeable to us. One is

from Are Maria, aRoman Catholic magazine of

Indiana,—the other from the Liberal Christian,

Unitarian of New York. The latter is particu-

larly flattering. It thinks our plates equal to

the best productions of Europe. We hope to still

further improve in these as our artist gets his

"hand in." We also acknowledge the compli-

ment of the Episcopalian of Philadelphia, which

always notices at least the receipt of our maga-

zine.

The Alvky Grape in Virginia.-^ Fred-

erickahurg Correspondent says: "We have been

without rain since latter part of June, and vege-

tation is almost gone. My garden is a waste,

and the grass would burn on application of the

torch. The grapes in my sandy soil shriveled,

and very imperfect in flavor, with the exception

of my favorite, the Alvey, which holds its own in

all seasons."

Grapes on a Back Wall.—JJ, Springfield,

iWs.,.8ays: "I haVe a lean-to cold grajKjry fa-

cing East which always does well, but the vines

of the front row now shade those of the bac"k row

so much that that tiiey do not bear well, and in

fact are doing no good, and I intend to take

them up. I am uncertain as to what I ought

to put in their place, whether figs, apricots, »&c ;

and I will be thankful for your advice on this

subject.'' .
[We have never known grapes do well on a

back wall, even when not shaded much. We

suppose the tops of the vine rob the lower of

8ome ofit, nutriment, and hence the lower por-

tions are not organised for
ff»''»« '°"-

. ^"
j

vines do best when trained l»f
^'"y•-"';''

arms led along from the mam stem of «>« ^me,.

instead of upright. Kectarines often do tolera-

bly well on a baek wall ; but all these should be

trained laterally, or at least fan shaped.

GARDENING IN MiCHiGAN.-The Kah^mam,

Televruph says that all over that county thei^ is

an increased attention given to gardemng, and

very kindly couples this increase of taste with

the Gardener's Monthly.

We have no doubt that the Gardener's Mont/i-

lu in its turn owes much of its success to the i.u-

merous excellent agricultural journals, some one

or another of which everybody takes. The seeds

of gardening are really sown by 'h^™- ?^he

Garaener: Montkly merely takes the Uttle plant

in hand where they leave off. W ith the Gar-

dener's MonMy in one hand, and a good agri-

cultural paper in the other, the "country will be

safe."

The Botanist of the AonicuLTunAi. De-

PARTMENT.-Dr. C. C. Parry, who has been m

Europe the past year, has just returned All

the collections oftheSmithsonian
Inst.tutionhave

been turned over to the department and under

the management of Dr. Parry., The Un.ted

States will soon have a collection of which the

nation will be proud.

specimen of humanity which "^""'^'^^'^V^Zn
tes failed to make anything out

f;
«« j;'^

drink this wretched stuff instead oflistemng to

ttju^ water principles of "<-.'"?<"-»-";".•„

„P^r.Schr,edercannows|.pma^^^^^^^^^^^

:sr:rc::r" i";i'.%ut this

horticulture and so we do not speak oracularly

about il we merely submit the question to our

correspondent with all due respect.

Wine Growing -A "temperance man

takes us rather sharply to task for admittmg

Dr. Schroeder's paper on Wine growing in a re-

cent number. He thinks the Gardener 8 Month-^

hj should be employed in the cause of reform^

We are aware that it is the custom no^-a-days

for Barnum exhibitions, circus show8,and Ethio-

pian minstrels, to advertise themselves as Ingh-

Iv reli-ious and moral enf!brtainments," and we

no doubt might do a little in this "moral" way.

But we rather prefer to stick to horticulture pure

and sitnple, and let "reform" alone. We have

our own ideas about this temperance question.

We mi^'ht gy so far as to assent to the proposi-

tion that the world on the whole would be better

if there had never been a drop of liquor in it.

But that is "neither here nor there." Ihe

point between Dr. Schroeder and "temperance

man," is that the Dr. finds a whisky soaked

1NVITATI0NS.-We have received with much

pleasure invitations and tickets for ^
self^^^^^^

iadv " to so many exhibitions and fairs through

the country, that we have been unable to ac-

knowTedce Ihem all severally. We hope the offi-

cers of t^^ese societies will accent in this general

way our best thanks.

TUBE Cui-TiTBE or Guapes.-A Danville cor-

respondent says

:

"You have "hit the nail square • on tree ciilture

of grapes. The grape crop Bne here App e

cr«; enormo«.,. Grapes selling at Naples at 4 c

Slers are afraid of apples at «l.r,0 per ba reU
-_

We will only say that we hope others will fol

low up this subject. The figures we gave as to

he cropsproduced by the tree grapes of a^.

seem euoflnous. We do not vouch for their ac

curTey ; but merely give what have been stated

by writers, whose credit has not been a.tack^^

Certainly Uie most marked success attends their

tree practice.

AVASii rOB Trees.-X H., Jack^r>, Ky , asks:

ui'L'e a youngpear orc.iard >" whicii the «h.t

scale are making great ravages. I I'ave »««»

potsh solutions recommended, butdo not know

the proportions The trees are almost «hite

wUh the insect ; what would advise me to do ?•'

Make them whiter. That is -jhould white-

wash them. Mix powdered «"^P»"^ "''^'^ '^^

whitewash, and paint the stems -, P'-v-^'yJ^
tin" away all the twiggy portions of the steins.

We Ukethis better than any potash mixtures,

aslt kills fungoid matters as well as insects.]

The BOTANY of Cuba and TEXAS.-Thc

Ho«slon Telegraph has the following ««" ">«"

ed notice of the labors of one of the most enthu-

siastic of living plant collectors. Mr^Wrghtis

now, we believe, at the Botanical Gardens at

Cambridge, Mass.:

^

ii
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As early as 1845-6, Prof. Charles Wright, a

graduate of Yale College, then engaged in teach-

ing at Ruterville, made a very extensive collec-

tion of the botanical productions of Texas; in-

cluding hundreds of unclassed specimens. The
Botanist at Cambridge paid paid Professor W,
one thousand dollars for his collection.

Mr. Wright was connected as Botanist with

the Commission that ran the boundary line be-

tween Texas and Mexico, and subsequently

acted in the same capacity to the Japan expedi-

tion. He has spent several years in Botanical

researches in Cuba, and when we last heard of

him, he was at Cambridge, Mass., preparing for

publication a Botanical report of the West In-

dia Islands. There i? no man living so thor-

oughly qualified, from pa^t labors and experi-

ence, as Professor Wright to prepare a Botany

of Texas. He never married ; is a thorough

cosmopolitan, and could undoubtedly be induced

to undertake the task.

PnYLL0TAXis.-Thi8 is the name of the branch

of botanical science which determines the ar-

rangement of the leaves along the stems. "Ma-
ture," an English journal, says:

'The Royal Society of Denmark offers a gold

medal this year for the best series of observa-

tions of phyllotaxis and inflorescence, with par-

ticular regard to the question as to w%at part

the terminal bud takes in the development of

phfienerogamic plants.'*

Wilson's Albany Strawberry in the
South.—Some one recommending Barnes'

Mammoth, as a substitute for Wilson, the Edi-

tor of South Lind says :

"We don't desire any substitute for TFi^on's

Albany; and have little expectation of soon see-

ing a better market strawberry. Amateurs may
try Barnes' Mammoth, on ground ' 'good and

rich," but we venture the assertion, that, on

such ground, the Wilson will produce twice or

three times as many berries as the Barnes^ or

any other variety, in this latitude."

^^I^AMES OF Plants— IT. T., Kansas Cify,

3fo.—Funkia ivsefolia. A. F. <S., Moline, Ills.

—Cassia Qiamflecrista.

The American Entomologist—In the ear-

ly numbers of the Gardener''s Monthly^ we paid

much attention to iiMects, but finding the Ento-

mologist doing such excellent service, we have

left it all to it. Now we are sorry to learn

that it has suspended. We happen to know,

however, that this is chiefly owing to its Editor

wishing to spend a year in Europe, and that

when he returns, he intends to resume the pen,

with all the "latest improvements.'' After all

we exj^ect science will be a gainer by the short

delay. The Entomologist is not dead but sleepeth.

Nutrition and Sex in Plants.—In the pa-

per on this head, read by the Editor of this mag-

azine before the American Association at Troy,

speaking about the two classes of flowers in the

common chestnut, occurs this paragraph:

"One class of male flowers comes out from the

axils on half starved shoots, ther othe class termi-

nates the strong, vigorous shoots which bear

the female blossoms. Those of the former class

have the flowers set densely on the rachis, on

the latter they are somewhat scattered, and do

not open until a week or ten days after the lah

ter.">

Copying the paper, the Editor of the Prairie

Farmer says of this paragraph :

"Here is probably a mistake. We think the

word 'latter," as last used in the fourth sen-

tence, should be stricken out and the word for-

mer inserted in its stead. This correction, if ad-

mitted, would convey the idea that the partially

starved male blossoms were the first to appear.

We are much pleased with Mr. Meehan's ob-

servations of causes including defective bloom,

as stated in this article. We think, in our own
investigations of blooms of other trees, we have

seen much of an analogous nature tending to

confirm his views."

We return our best thanks for the correction of

an error which it is singular we should have made.

The Western Gardener.—We noticed the

prospectus of this new horticultural journals

The first number was good ; and it improves

with every number.

The Rural New Yorker has added a "Cal-

ifornia Editor" to its regular Staff. How many
editors it takes to make a good paper will soon

be a question. The Rural has always been a

first-class weekly—if not on the top of the class

in its special line of combining all things. It

seems fo have an idea that there i^ a class be-

yond the best, which it may finally reach if it

tries. We can at least but admire the effort

;

however much we may pity the infatuation

which attempts it.
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NEW AND RAHE FRUITS.

The Detroit Grape—This new grape has

a remarkably vigorous vine, and will, we believe,

take a prominent position among the leading

varieties. The fruit is of a medium size, with a

rich Catawba color, only a shade darker
;
the

clusters are compact and large, the flavor rich,

having a sweetness similar the Delaware and a

flavor°peculiar to the Catawba. It ripens before

the Isabella, and a little later than the Concord.

The Detroit took premium No. 39, at the Grape

Growers' Association, offered for the variety of

recently introduced ofgreatest promise,
competing

with the Eumelan, Walter, Salem and other new

kinds ; also, two first premiums, in same Associ-

ation, prior to this. Awarded a special premium

at the Michigan State Fair, the examining com-

mittee making their report as follows.

" Your Committee recommend a special pre-

mium for the 'Detroit Grape,' considering it

worthy of special notice as peculiarly adapted to

our climate, having a delightful flavor and deli-

caiH taste. Your committee recommend it as

worthy of the attention of all cultivators of the

vine."— 0/itb Farmer.

New Grape from Mr. Campbell of Dela-

ware, Ohio —With a cluster of most delicious

grapes, we have the following note :

°
"I take the liberty of sending you to day, by

mail, f< r your examination, part of a cluster of

the first fruits of a hybrid grape grown from

Concord seed, which had been fertilized with

pollen from Joslyn's St. Albans or Chasselas

Mosque. The vine seems even stronger m

crrowth than Concord, and the foliage very near-

ly as good. I send you also a leaf from the vine,

that yo may also judge of its character.

I do not like to say much of my own produc-

tions, but will say that I think it comes nearest

to a fine foreign grape, produced upon a strong,

healthy and hardy native vine, of anything i

have yet produced ; although I have been experi-

menting in that direction, and with that object,

near twenty years.''

Peach FROM Danville, N. Y.—Mr. T. T.

Southwick sends us a Peach with the following

note: *
, v -i «

"We send you a seedling Peach by mail, a

chance seedling coming up in my back yard. It is

about ten days in advance of la^t season, and

only about two-thirds as large. Its late season

of ripening, good quality, size,
^^^^y^^'^'^Z

and small pit, seemed to recommend it as being

a 'good thing.' What say you ?"

Well, what we say is, that if this Peach al-

ways produces as good fruit as this one sent us,

it is a very fortunate "chance" seedling to find.

Mr Robinson had been to see us a few days pre-

vious, and after praising up much that he found

in the United States, fell back on the Peach ques-

tion. "He had tasted nonelikethe wall Peaches of

England.'' We should liked to have shared this

one with him.

NEW AND KARE PLANTS.

Retinospora PLUMOSiA.-This elegant little

coniferous tree is one of Messrs. Veitch and Sons'

numerous recent introductions from Japan. In

common with most other trees of this genus, it

is scarcely hardy, but being ofa most elegant and

peculiar habit, well deserves a place in the cool

conservatory, as a companion (though a humble

one) of the noble Norfolk Island pine and the

curious Dacrydium cupressinum. The plumose

Retinospora has much the character of a lycopod

in its creneral aspects, and being of a fine glaucous

hue, quite different to the prevailing dark colors

of most other species, will be valued as a nearly

hardy decorative tree. In mild moist climates

it may be planted out with safety.-Gardener's

Weekly.

Iresine Ltndeni.—What few plants of this

I have bedded out this season have done very

well and are very effective, but I should also

state that they are planted in very good soil and

have been well supplied with water, without

which treatment I don't suppose they would have

made much progress in a dry and hot season like

the present. I consider it very far superior to I

.

Herbstii in every way, and think it will prove an

acquisition as a dark foliage bedding plitnt. The

color is distinct and rich, and the habit of the

plant good. I have lately seen it very good m
another garden in this neighborhood.—J. H.

Mason, in Gardener's Weekly.

4
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Geranium Italia unita.—This beautiful
^

silver tricolor is splendid with me this season
j

bedded out, both in growth and brilliancy of leaf-

marking. My reason for noting the f^ict is be-
^

cause I so repeatedly hear this gem of tricolors
j

condemned for bedding purpose"*, on account of

its poor growth. That it is not an over-fred-

ffrower, 1 grant ; but the secret of success with

this variety is to plant it in rich soil, and supply

it with an abundance of water at the roots in dry

weather. Indeed, I find this treatment answers

best for all the tricolors when bedded out, whether

gold or silver edged varieties, their leaf-markings

being much brighter when so treated that when

grown in poor soil or allowed to become very dry

at the roots. Even under the most favorable

management, the foli ige of the tricolor varieties

is never so bright in the very hottest part of the

summer as it is in the earlier and later parts of

the season, when the sun is less powerful and

the atmosphere cooler ; at least, such is my ex-

perience with this class of plants Lady Cullum

and Laura (a seedling of my own, not yet sent

out,) amongst the gold-edged varieties, have

kept their color best with me this season.

Italia Unita has been good this season through,

and, like all the gold-edged varieties, is daily im-

proving since the weather became cooler.—J. H.

M., in Gardener's Weekhj,

DOMESTIC I?s'TELLTGENCE.

The Peach Trade.—The TTew York Times

says, that in the season " every man, woman,

and child luxuriates at a small expense in the

most delicious fruit known to humanity." But

it is admitted that the peach of the southern

counties of England is sui)erior to the American,

and that Covent-Garden peaches are from four

to eight and ten times as large as Washington-

market peaches. New York draws its supply

chiefly from Delaware, Maryland, and part of

Pennsylvania. Most of the fruit is sent by rail-

road in through cars ; in favorible weather it

arrives in much better condition by water, but

weather cannot be relied on. The supply which

reached New York and Philadelphia last year

exceeded four million baskets, abasket averaging

200 peaches ; but this year there is hardly half a

crop, owing to an "eastern blight." The method

of the peach trade in New York in the season is

this : A trip to Jersey City about 1 A. M. will

show a shabby-looking unwashed crowd awaiting

the cars. As soon as they arrive, no time is lost

in selling, and 100,000 baskets are* gobbled up

very quickly, in quantities varying from 50 to 500

baskets at a time, by middle-men. Now comes

the turn of the first-class retailers, who often

spend S3 to $5 a basket for choice lots ; then the

grocers, a hard lot to suit, but good buyers,

make a large hole in a consignment ; after them

come the apple-women, pretty hard at driving a

bargain, but profitable customers in the main.

The shippers :ind preservers come in later, and

generally get fruit cheap. The last customer

is the worst—the huckster. Be peaches ever so

frood or ever so rotten, he bides his time, and

never misses a chance of pouncing on some i^-

fortunate dealer mad with anger at being '*stuck,"

and anxious to get back some of his money.

Rarely, however, does this class of retailers get

anything but the very worst article, or pay more

than 75c. a basket for it. When it is considered,

that on a moderate computation there are over

$10,000,000 embarked in the Eastern peach trade,

the profit on which exceeds $35,000 per annum

to the growers, laborers, and mechanics of the

region,"nearly $250,000 per annum to the New
York commission houses, ;?!, 400,000 to the rail-

road and freight companies, and perhaps anotlier

$3 000,000 to the vendors in New York, an idea

of the importance of the trade may b3 had.

Death of a Mauyland Horticulturist.
—Dr. John II. Bayne, the eminent horticulturist,

of I'rince George's county, Md , died on the 18th

inst The late John S Skinner gave him the

title of " Prince of Horticulturists "

The Richmovd Peach.—This is a new seed-

ling, one of two saved from a lot of 500, by Dr.

E.'^Ware Sylvester, of Lyons, who has kindly

favored us with a sample of the truly luscious

fruit. It ri'sembles in appearance the Etvrly

Crawford, but is much sweeter, and of finer

flavor. Dr. Sylvester claims for it :— first, that

it is more hardy than the Eirly Crawford ;

second, that it is as large as the Early Crawford ;

third, that it is as firm for marketing as Early

Crawford ; fourth, that it is as handsome as the

Early Crawford ; fifth, that it is as sweet as any

first rate white peach, lacking the acidity of the

Early Crawford, however ripe.— Count)-*/ OenU
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This Year's Pear Crop.-The Pear crop in

New England is undoubtedly the largest since

1862. The hailstorm which passed over Boston

in June cut the fruit badly ; but this was quite

limited in extent, and generally the fruit is fair

and of fine quality. We think there have never

been so many Bartletts in the market, good ones
|

having been sold at wholesale as low as two dol-

lars per bushel for such as commonly bring two

or three times that price. It is the opinion of

one of the best authorities in pear culture that

the proportion of first-rate fruit years is three out

of ten with four moderately good crops, and

three poor. This year, in spite of the extreme

drouth, not only the pears, but the apples and

grapes, are unusually abundant and excellent

—

Journal of Horticulture.

County Fairs.-A more than usual interest

appears to centre in our county fairs this year,

and the premium lists and regulaUons show a

commendable progress. We hope for a decided

improvement in the Awarding Committees. Let

these meet the exhibitors face to face, each man

show all the good points of his goods, and, after

a patient hearing, let the decisions be made. Ip

England these committees are called jurors, as

they are in fact set to hear and to decide the

question of merit. The idea that judges should

be hoodwinked, like Dame Justice, in order to

hold the scales even, Is a sad burlesque on the

integrity and intelligence of the American people.

We might as well blindfold the jury, so that they

cannot°see the parties to the suit, or the attor-

neys and the judges. It is time we make these

things open and above-board Let us look at

one or two instances of sight-seeing : John Max-

well exhibits six varieties of named apples lor the

premium for the best six winter apples. Joseph

Conlan presents ten varieties The judges fancy

that one variety of Mr. Maxwell's apples are not

true to name, and this, taken from the list, throws

him out of the competition, and though Mr. Con-

lan has ten varieties to draw on, yet they are all

inferior, but he gets the prize, and bis inferior

varieties are set forth as the best, from the fact

that they have taken the first premium. Mr.

M., knowing that his varieties were correct, ap-

peals to Downing, Monroe, and Warder, and,

with books in hand, is ready to prove asser-

tion. But no ; the exhibitor has no rights that

the committee are bound to respect, according to

the laws laid down in the " rules and regulations. '

'

Besides this, he is liable to be thrust out for such

impudence. In short, the society has voted that

the committees are infallible, and that no such

nonsense will be- permitted Wo can thus see

that, in all probability, the Pope caught the idea

of infallibility from the managers of our State

and county fairs, for by them this doctrine is

put upon its broadest basis, for is it not written,

that " anyone attempting to influence the judge

shall be excluded from competition ?"

^'Away with your books, Mr. Maxwell, for

we cannot be influenced. Did we not tell you

that your Rambo was not true to name ? Be-

sides, it it further written, that * in making

awards, it is recommended that judges have no

discussion, but that, after a thorough examina-

tion, they proceed to vote by ballot untiladecision

is made.'

"

''Ifitisnot Rambo, you would like to know

what'we call it?" Well,we don't call it at all; we

have voted that it is not Rambo, and as that

leaves you one less variety than the list calls for,

you are out of the question. Exeunt. Mr. Max-

well, 9olus. ''Well, those fellows l)eat me all

hollow I will bet ten dollars that they cannot

name ten varieties of apples after the labels are

taken oflf. I will try try them." He goes to Mr.

Smith, whohasthetwelvebestvarietiesforwinter,

and arranges with him. They change the labels

;

Greening goes on Golden Russet, Perry Russet on

on Boston Russet, Smith* s Cider on Romanstem,

Willow on Ben Davis, Winkler on Winesop, and

Snow on little Romanitc. Our astute committee

soon make their appearance and look over the

collection of Mr. Smith, and pronounce them all

correct. But, as they are about to pass on, Mr.

Maxwell calls their attention to the fact that the

flesh of the Snow apple is pure white, and not

yellowish, as in the one labelled Snow by Mr,

Smith. The apples are cut, and the bystanders

make more or less invidious remarks about the

committee. Onb gentleman volunteers the re-

mark that not one of Mr. Smith's apples is cor-

rectly named. Some wag says : " He has been

here and changed the labels, for all the varieties

in the list of Mr. Smith's are here. Please let

me arrange them. '» And this is the infallibility

of the committee, doubtless equal to the infalli-

bility of the Pope. Let us have a change ;
let

parties be heard in explanation, and then let the

committee decide according to the facts and the

law. No hoodwinking and no throwing of dice

for the awards— CVu'casfO Tribune.

i I
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FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.

Culture of the Large-Flowered or

Show Pelargonium.—Among hardy flowers

the Rose is justly called the queen, and quite as

justly may the large-flowered Pelargonium claim

the same exalted title among greenhouse flowers

;

but how very rarely are plants met with grown

as the deserve to be I How often, instead, do we
find them crammed among all sorts of plants,

and subjected to every variety of treatment:

hence we generally find spindly long-drawn

specimens, often infested with insects to such a

degree as to render them a nuisance, instead of

a pleasure. Now, no plant is easier to manage,

and the following mode of cultivation will bring

them to great excellence. At this place we like

them in bloom throughout July, and now (July

8th) the collection of upwards of eighty sorts is

in full bloom.

I put the cuttings in about the end of May or

first week in June, taking what I can spare or

get when staking the specimens. I make them

in the usual way, and dibble them in an open

south border, give them a good watering when

first put in, and then leave them to take care of

themselves for three or four weeks. I then pot

them in 60 sized pots, and keep them close for a

few days until the begin to grow, afterwards I

give them a little more air, (The framed used

when they are potted the first time should have

a little bottom heat.) In a few weeks they will

have made good roots, and may be hardened off

gradually, and about the end of September or

beginning of October potted in the next size of

pot, or small 48's. When that is done, the best

place for them is a shelf in a greenhouse, and

when they have made a fresh leaf or two nip out

the point of the shoots. They should be again

shifted using 6-inch pots, in which size they

should bloom the first year.

After they have finished blooming or begin to

look shabby, they should be placed out of doors,

and not watered much for a fortnight, . when

they will be ready to cut down, which operation

should be performed with a sharp knife, cutting

them down like an Osier stump, and leave them

outside until they have broken well, when they

should be carefully taken out of the pots, and

have every bit of the old soil shaken out, and the

ends of the long roots shortened. They shoufd

then be potted into their blooming pots, placed

in a warm frame or house, and be only sprinkled

until growth commences, care being taken not

to make them too wet, or the soil will turn sour.

They should always have plenty of room and

light, and abundance of air whenever it can be

given, for that is one of the secrets of success.

Always be on the watch for green fly, and as

soon as that makes it appearance give them a

good tobacco fumigation for two successive

nights

Keep a very low temperature all winter, and

nip out the points of long shoots till February,

after v.-hich time it should not be done. No

liqu'd manure should be given till the flower

buds begin to form, when they should have some

once a week. AVIien the shoots are long enough,

they should be thinned if they require it, and

tied out to neat straight sticks, which are best

made out of plasterers' laths. Watering must

be well attended to, for if they are allowed to be-

come very dry they soon suffer, and produce

srAall yellow leaves, and a warm dry tempera-

ture is very conducive to filth of all sorts.

The following compost I find answers extremely

well :—To four barrowloads of good ppsturc loam

I add one of old Mushroom-bed dung, one of

charcoal broken up fine, one of very old leaf

mould, and one of cocoa-nut fibi-e refuse, the

whole well mixed. I drain the pots with char-

coal.

The following varieties are aU distinct, first-

rate, and would form a good small collection, of

course plenty of others might be added:—Trou-

badour, Progress, Charles Turner, Heirloom,

Favorite, Viola, Hermit, Decision, Congress,

Beauty of Windsor, King of Trumps, Queen of

White (Dobson's,) Rob Roy, Emperor, Victor,

Magician, Diadem, Example, Queen of Scots,

Turban, Mary Hoyle, Captain John, Lord Lyon,

and Lady of the Lake.—Richard Jamesont,

Gargrove, in London Journal of Horticulture.

Xanthorrhcea australis.—In our regular

coluhms of communications a correspondent fur-

nishes some interesting notes of Australian vege-

tation. We have thought it would give that ar-

ticle further interest by giving the following illus-

tration from the Gardener's Weeklt^ Magazine,

which has also a vivid description of the plant.
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Sex in Plants.—A curious instance of the

production of stamens in a female plant of Lych-

nis diurna is recorded in the Ensjlish journals as

having been noticed by Miss Becker. Sometimes

the flower is attacked by a fungus, a species of

Ustilafjo ; in these cases it forms seawens as well

as pistils.

Pot Hoses for Exhibition.—All true lovers

of floriculture agree in calling the Rose the queen

of flowers, the most beautiful of all, the loveliest

among the lovely ;" and rigktly so too, for in the

varieties.of this charming family we have flowers

of the most exquisite form, the richest color,

and the most delicious perfume. Take for in-

stance, a partly expanded blossom of Alphonse

Karr, in what flower can we find a cloater ap-

proach to perfection ? its shell-like petals, of a

peculiarly soft and pleasing shade of pink, are so

beautifully fitted to each other that the fine form

of the flower leaves us nothing to desire. The

delicate beauty of Lamarque, the magnificence

of Charles I^febvre, the splendor of the deep

rich Eugene Appert, distinct and r>triking in

every feature, its dark elegant foliage being in

fine keeping with its velvety-petalled blosspms—
these, nnd a host of others possessing some

equally distinct feature, are the kinds to grow ;

these are the rare gems which command our ad-

miration and rivet more firmly the chains of our

»'* old love."

I have frequently asked myself the question, as

I doubt not others have done, when viewing the

long ranks of cut blossoms staged in their stiff

formal boxes at a flower show, "Is this the best

way in which to exhibit thcLllose V" I think not.

Cut flowers, but too often without buds or foliage,

are subjected to the severest criticism, shorn of

much of their beauty ; but if each variety were

to be exhibited not cut from the plant, excepting

in the case of novelties, but iu the form of a pot

plant, what a diftertnt appearance would a Rose

show present ; instead of the long lines of flat

staging now used, an effect rivalling that of the

Rhododendron Show at South Kensington might

be obtained with the greatest ease. Prom my
own experience of Rose culture, 1 can see no real

difficulty in the attainment of an object so de-

sirable, but, on the contrary, very much in its

favor. Rose cuttings are easily struck, and

the plants grown to a considerable size in a short

space of time, as I thoroughly explained in an

article published in this Journal last year (vol.

xvi., pp., 77, 78,) and if an annual batch of cut-

tings were made, a succession of healthy pot

plants, as floutishing and prolific as those planted

out, could be maintained. If it be objected,

that the culture of Roses in this way for exhibi-

tion would make greater demands upon one's

time and skill, I think this could very justly be

met by pointing to the great utility of such plants

for home decoration at all seasons of the year.

Moreover, by offering the principal prtzes for pot

Roses, attention would be drawn to a branch of

floriculture but too often neglected, or not un-

derstood. Who has not seen the miserable speci-

mens of pot Roses so frequently to be met with

in private establishments? Poor sickly looking

objects, which, having undergone their annual

forcing, are turned out to rest. To rest I why,

I do not believe a healthy Rose is ever at rest.

Plant one early in November, lift it and examine

its roots at Christmas, and plenty of new rootlets

from 1 to 2 inches long will be seen; here is a

hint from Nature, which, if acted upon in the

culture of pot Roses, produces the best results.

If a Rose, after it has done blooming, immedi-

ately begins to grow again, suitable food should

certainly be given it ; it is therefore necessary,

when pot Roses are taken out of the houses into

the open air, that all weakly growth should at

once be cut clean out, the requisite thinning and

shortening given to the stronger wood, the roots

sh iken free of the old soil, repotted and the pots

plunged to tlie rim, not behind a wall or shed,

but in an open airy position. Plants so treated,

and fed occasionally with guano water as they ap-

pear to need it, will produce plenty of stout wood

clothed with healthy foliage, care being taken to

ply the syringe among them all the summer.

Once again I would urge all who really care

for Roses to grow them on their own roots, and

to train them as I have before advised. No
standards can equal the appearance of these

glorious pyramids, laden with a nmltitude of

flowers. Nor are their flowers small or puny,

although produced in such profusion; the plants

are rendered so vigorous by the abundance of

stout suckers constantly springing up, and which

are trained to whatever part of the plant they

may be required, that the lowest tiers of branches

present an amount of vigor both in wood growth

and bloom quite equal to that of the highest

parts —Edward Luckhurst, Egerton House

Gardens, Kent, in London Journal of HoHicul-

ture.
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Mareciial Niel Rose.—The finest Marechal

Niel Rose plants, we think we may venture to

say in England, are at Wollaton Hall, near Not-

tingham ; and, so far from training being neces-

sary to the production of bloom, one of these

plants within the last three months-take your

breath, Rosarians-has not produced less than

one thousand flod-ers. Now this plant was plant-

rosy pink bracts contrasting, as they do, well with

deep green, graceful, drooping Oak-like foliage.

It is seldom or never out of flower, and the

plants bloom when a few inches high. It is

readily raised from seed, which ripen freely.

Sown when ripe in sandy peat and loam, and

placed in a hotbed, the plants soon attain to a

flowering state. It requires a cool stove, but

ed a dormani bud upon the brier two year, ago will do well in a vmery or even m a grecnl.ou.e

in summer indeed, we think it will do in a

warm greenhouse in winter, but not having

tried it we cannot say positively. We grow

it in a compost of equal parts of sandy peat,

fibrous loam, and leaf soil, with a free ad-

mixture of sand, and alford good drainage.

The potting is done in April; that satisfies

its wants until autumn, then we again repot,

removing what soil we can without interfer-

ing much with the roots, and give a moderate

shift, and we have flowers all winter^ In point

of moisture it requires the soil moist, good sup-

plies when the soil becomes dry, and a moist at-

:,;nV nor the Boursalt stock are the sources of mosphere. Wif.. frequent sprinklings overhead

Tees" with Mr. Gadd, tl>e indefatigable,gar- it is it at home, but as that interferes w.th the

dener at Wollaton. llil practice may be inten- beauty of its bracts, a mo.st a mos,n>ere .s neces-

.ir« in al-le sentence, /r«3r<...th and l/,(,ro»!,ftsary, as it is rather subject to red spider, but

l«t ,X Mr Gadd does not say prune not at that yields readily to a sponging w. h the solu-

all but he prmis very little, his practice b«ing lion of soft soap 2 o.s. o the gallon. Being

clnhned to'^t unning the weiker spent branches ! very enduring of a dry atmosphere, U is one of

ou" and sho enin° the stronger ones back to ' the most useful of plants for house decoration,

two u" rds or t." e^ourths of Their length-and
1

We cannot name plants from leaves. .Specimens

thus h obtains his wreaths of Koses in March, with both .lowers and foliage are necessary.-
*^ -- London Journal of Horticulture.

last October. It is trained up one of the pillars

in the conservatory for about 12 feet, it then

proceeds across the span of the roofand branches

right and left about 41 feet. This plant may be

said to receive no training; the main branches

are supported by trainers from the roof and the

lateral blooming branches depend in graceful

^'wreaths of roses," that to see once must be a

*'joy for ever." Other plants of Marechal N iel,

at Wollaton, are scarcely less beautiful, and

climbing Devoniensis and Gloire de Dijon are

not less^superb than the Marechal referred to.

It will thus be seen that neither. training, pru-

April, and May, and again in autumn. Now

upon the subject of pruning there can scarcely,

we imagine, be a second opinion that gardeners,
^^ propagation is by eyes. The plant should be

hi.rh and low, rich and poor, have rui entirely I

^^^^ ^,^^° ^^ wiihin two or three eves of their

Drac^xa Propagation.—The best mode

iiigii uiiu iw*T, w^» .— t , -
1 cut down to within two or three eyes of their

and particularly mad. They prune beci use it is

|
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^ -^^^^ ^^

fashionable; and they curtail growth in order to
, ^^^^'^ lengths as there are joints, which should

increase the luxuriance of the plant. Can any- i

^^ ingested singly in small pots, vertically, in

thing be more monstrous ? It is something like
^.^^^^ gandy peat and loam, just covering the eyes

damming the source of supply, in order that the
1 ^ .^^^ ^^.^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ cuttings in a hotbed of from

reservoir may be the sooner full. Pruning is a
, ^^^ ^^ g^,^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^.^^^^ ^^^i moist, but

nice art. By it plants may be made to play
1 ^^^.^ making the soil wet. When they have

strange fontastic tricks, but by it no man ever
|

^^^^^ ^ ^^.^, j^^^.j^^g j^jgi^ remove them to the

yet made a healthy plant produce more giowth
j ^^^^.^^ shifting them into larger pots as required,

or bulk than.it would under controlled manage-
1 ^^^^ ^^^ of each shoot should be formed into a

cutting, which will strike freely in a temperature

of from 70^ to 75', if covered with a hand-glass,

and kept close and shaded from bright sun until

rooted. Ficus elastica may be propagated in the

same way at this season, both from eyes of the

well-ripened wood and the short-jointed shoots.

— Cottage Gardener.

ment. Half the cultivated trees in our gardens

are ruined by pruning. -iVoet's Guardian.

Dalechampia Roezleana rosea Cul-

ture.—This is one of the most beautiful plants,

and requires but little skill in cultivation. We

have it now in a vinery, beautiful wilh its bright

i
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HORTICUTURAL NOTICES.

PENNA. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The refrular monthly meetincc is not usually

very brilliant in October. Exhibitors take a rest

after their efforts at the annual September meet-

ing. Mr. E. Satterthwait had, however, some

remarkably fine specimens of the Rutter Pear

amongst his other varieties. It is strange that

this pear, really one of the best in existence,

should be feo little known.
Mrs. Isaac B. Baxter's gardener, J. McLaugh-

lin, had also some very fine i)ears, amongst which

we noticed an extra fine Kingsessing, Niles. Glout

Morceau, Passe Colmar and Triomphe de Jo-

doigne. Some of the last variety Mr. McL. has

raised this year, weighing 1 pound. It is re-

markable that all of Mrs. Baxter's pears ripen

earlier than the same varieties with other people.

Glout Morceau, for instance, was now yellow and

in eating condition.

Mr. Gecv Huster had some very nice hot house

grapes, amongst them a varietv unknown to

us, which he called Schosse's seedling. This he

«aid was an accidental seedling, raised near Phil-

adelphia, and which had been now three years

in bearing. The bunch was long, rather slender,

with two long, loose shoulders ; berries black,

round, nearly as large as average Black Hamburg,

and with the flavor and some other pecifliarities

of the St. Peter class of grapes. We were highly

pleased with it.

The Dahlias of Gerard Schmidt were as usual

excellent, and there were many nice collections

of cut flowers, but nothing that we thought par-

ticularly new up to the hour fixed by the Society

for staging things, 7.30, at which time our re-

porter had to close for another engagement. We
make this note in case any exhibitor came late,

and might think his articles, perhaps really meri-

torious, slighted intentionally.

WARSAW, (ILLS.) HORTICULTURAL SO-

CIETY.

We find in the summer meeting report the follow-

ing interesting discussion on Raspberries:

President Hammond requested Dr. Hay to

take the chair, which he did, and called the meet-

ing to order, stating that the subject for discus-

sion to day is, "Small Fruits—Modes of Cul-

ture.''

The Secretary said he would set the ball rolling

by mentioning Raspberry culture. He had for-

merly allowed the canes to grow too lonj^. The
true system is to cut or pinch back the new
shoots as soon as they reach a height of three

feet, or even less. This will be late in June.

They will then throw out lateral shoots. These

side shoots should also be shortened as soon as

they reach one foot or fifteen inches in length.

This shortening in causes the plant to ^row more

stubby, and they stand up better, besides yield-

in<y a larger quantity of fruit. In this way they

require little or no staking ; though a single wire

run along the row two feet or two and a halt

from the ground, furnishes a good support. They

should be tied to it with a coarse string or bark.

As soon as the fruit is off, the bearing wood should

be cut away. This treatment with good cultiva-

tion and thorough mulching, will ensure a good

crop, of raspberries or blackberries.

The red sorts, such as do not take root from

the tips, but sucker so profusely, he had long

aero discarded ; but believed that by close atten-

tion and free use of a knife and hoe, good crops

of these also might be had.

Mr. Chittenden combatted the idea of cutting

back, as requiring too much time, and instanced

the cultivation of the Red Antwerp and Golden

Cap, in cases where they were allowed to do as

they pleased—good crops being the result. Had
tried cutting back and cultivating, both with

the Raspberry and Lawton's Blackberry, and

should do so no more.

Mr. Crouse,advocated the theory of good cul-

ture and cutting back, as the true way to grow

the Raspberry and BlackJ[)erry, and insisted that

muCh larger crops of better fruit could be obiain-

in that way. He mentioned several varieties-

Mammoth Cluster, Doolittle Black Cap, Fran-

conia, Philadelphia &c.—that were doing well in

his grounds. ^ , . i • <•

Mr. Willis—Grows the Ohio Everbearing chiet-

ly. Believes in deep culture, thorough culture

and mulching. By this method be gets a fair

crop all summer Has tried the Catawicsa, the

Red Antwerp, Philadelphia, &c. Thinks the

Ohio is preferable to all othei-s.
, ,

President Hammond -Expressed the opinion

that cutting back was the true theory, in most

cases, but would not cut the Lawton Blackberry

so much. He believed that it had a great in-

fluence in causing the wood to harden, and thus

prevent winter-killing.

—•>

AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Our Richmond friends are already preparing

for the biennial festival.

A recent number of the Southern Planter says

:

It may not be amiss to call attention to the

fact that this Society has secured the meeting of

the American Pomological Society in the city of

Richmond, in September, 1871, and even thus

early bespeak the co- operation of our citizens in

entertaining a convention which will number

probably two hundred delegates, from all parts

of the United States, and which cannot fail of

dointr much for the benefit of this city, and the

entire State. Not only will delegates be in atten-

dance upon this convention, but the Horticultural

and Pomological Societies for all the States willex-

hibit fruits, wines and flowers from their respec-

tive sections.

I
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^
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HIKTS TOE DECEMBER,

FLOWER GABDEN AND PLEASUBE
GROUND.

AVe are a»ain at tl.c end of another year of

ou'lbor °lad to feel that they have been of

lef^in-the spread of horticuUura taste and

knowledce We are particularly glad to Kei

LTSunts-havenothcenthrown^^^^^^^^^^

endeavor to maUe this- -r-;f„Xrlhat
magazine. Here we admit nothing but what
magazine. Mere wt- u"-

»„„* „rni-ictice

hi, been submitted to the severe test of pract ce

lias oceii »
aepartments we stnve

and experience In other oep
^^

to encourage
*""f

'' ;;„^,_ tuL things arc

:r:f:;^d::;t"bert::::riathehaianceand

irirs::;iat What is.^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^:^

F'^LTuic past veneration and compare them
ture of the pas „en

,^g ^h^„ ;

with tl« present l^"" -nde.
^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^

:;-UtrrhaLno^Vt.::t'pertJcuUure

has not been reached.

Tl».sour monthly hints, thoughseason
by se.

son in some .espects
-^'^^^'^-^^^ZZ'^^^^-

In' the garden is so perfect that somethmg better

"rX U tUt-have never dared to.ay down

4\hso,ute rule for gardenU-gopera-^^^^^^

are content to give
"^f '' J^j^ ^g, receive

name of "hints," hoping the reauer w»

them as such, and give to them some thought of

his own before putting them in P™<=];f; ,.

We usually commence with the Flov,cr uai

den because it is the first gardening any of us

do!' AS children, we have our ""!«?- -so
"Johuny-jump.up's,""Forget.me.not s ' bwee

wini»m»" or "Hoses ;" and it is only as we

ge to fight the stern 'battles of life, that what

we sltalfeat, or wherewith shall we be clothed

roubles us.' Even when we become children of

ar.'er -rowth, a geranium or a mignonette n a

Sw sill, ii often the extent of our gardens

Tong before the cabbage plot or the strawberry

bt'dl come into existence.

Well these -same geraniums and window now-

ers will want all the sun light they cancel at

,1 s eason. Many suppose that if plants in

::;:Iws get Ught, that is enou... ;
but here s

nothing so good as sunlight. This is even o

no consequence than heat. Flowers wiU gen-

erally be in greater proportion in a window a

sT^ than in a much higher temperature without

L s'nlight. Most of the old fashioned „mdow

Dlants arc still among the best. For instance

'Mi^onette, Sweet Alyssum, Zonale Geraniums,

Cunheas Fuchsias, Violets, Hoses, I'lectran-

S Chinese Primroses, Lobelias, Oxalis, So-

,t um .emi-bacc«t«m or "Jerusalem Cherry " (of

'

V ch the dwarfer kind S. cai.«ca.tr„m is a,i

mprovement,) Catalonian Jasmines, Daphnes,

Swee Olive, I'anrustinus, and where there is .a

mtl knowledge, CameUia and Azalea are stiU

anion cf the best.

The more out-door operations however, cone

nuder our present head. One of the best hints

\

\-
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in seaBon, is to see what can be thinned out.

There is no place that we know of where the axe

and saw may not be used to advantage in even a

some sort of mercilcps manner. Places must be

planted thick in order to get an immediate ef-

fect,—and they must be thinned as they grow,

if a continuously pretty place is desired. It is

here that true artistic skill comes in. It -takes

genius to plant a place properly ;
but a higher

cast of it to judiciously thin out. It is said that

the ridiculous practice with many people of head-

ing back their ornamental trees-especially

those on the streets in wintertime, originated

through the advice of frozen out jobbers who

wante^'d something to do It is murder to the

trees. They soon die outright after a few years

of this treatment If men want work, and will

advise to thin out, they will do good to those

who employ them, and save the wear of con-

science—that is, those who have any.

We have often pointed out the advantage to

places of being sheltered from cold winds in win-

ter by belts of evergreens. This advice will be

appreciated at this season. Many plants like

the Deodar Cedar, Cedar of Lebanon, and En-

glish Holly, can only be grown in this region,

when the plants are protected by these belts

The best kinds of Evergreens for making belts,

on account of their rapid growth and warmth

imparting character, are the White Pine, Scotch

Pine, and Norway Spruce; among deciduous

trees' the Larch, Silver Maple, Birch, Scotch or

Sycamore Mapie, and the Cottonwood Poplar,

which can ])e cut away as the others grow.

Besides trees for shelter, good hedges serve

the triple service of shelter, protection from tres-

pass, and beauty,-setting aside their cheapness

as compared with lumber fences, now that their

proper management is understood, their superi

ority in the points we have designated gives

them commanding claim on every one's atten-

tion. They need not be always of evergrefcns

Beech and Hornbeams are excellent deciduous

things.

A very large portion of the wealthy communi-

ty are deterred from doing much at gardening,

from a prevalent idea that it is very expensive.

The gardener is apt to think as gardening is for

pleasure, while farming is for profit, there is not

the same necessity for consulting labor-saving

ideas ; but when it is clear that the more we

cheapen necessary expenses, the larger the es

tablishments can be made, it is clearly the inter-

est of the gardener, as of the farmer, that the

smallest means to the greatest ends, should be

well studied by him. In this respect the intro-

duction of lawn mowers has been of decided bene-

fit. At this season one may study how to adapt

a lawn to these machines. The surface must be

very even. To make them so, soil may be hauled

during the winter season, and the uneven spaces

filled up. In Spring, rake the whole smooth,

and roll down ; and the grass will soon come

through and make an even lawn.

A great many little things of this character

can be studied out at this season of the year.

Where there is nothing to add to a place, a few

of the decorative portions of one's grounds may

be slightly altered. Though one of the charms

of a garden is the intessant variety caused by the

growing changes of form and outline in the

shrubs and trees, this may be often added to at •

a trifling expense by other changes.

It does not, in very many cases, require much

time or money so to alter the appearance of a

place as to make it bear a very different look to

what it did in the past year. A new clump of

cheap shrubbery may be planted, or an old one

taken away to admit a new view that may have

grown up since the original planting A strip

of grass may be laid down on what was once

bare gravel Ilere a small rockery may be put

together ; there a nest of roots thrown up, and

ferns and trailing plants freely interspersed be-

tween them. In this corner you may place a

stump, and entice ivy or some climbhig vines to

grow over it -a rustic arbor may be formed in

some inviting nook, and in another shade- enti-

cing spot, a rustic chair or bench be fixed. Even

the outlines of the flower beds may be ch-inged,

or of the walks themselves, or even the contour

of the surface in some instances, and all, in many,

cases, at the expense of a very small expenditure

of time and money.

Soil for flowers may also be looked up during

the winter season. Very few understand that

an occasional change of soil is veryJ)eneficial to

flowers in beds, though all know how imi>ortant

it is to flowers in pots. There is nothing bet-

ter than surface soil from an old pasture, taken

off about two inches deep, and thrown into a

heap with about one-sixth part old hotbed dung

to partially decay. In addition to this "staple"

item, smaller quantity of different matters should

be gathered together for peculiar cases, or par-

ticular plants. Peat, for instance, will be found

Tcry useful for many kinds of plants. This is
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not, as is often supposed, mere black sand ;
but

a spongy, fibrous substance from the surface of

bogs and boggy wastes. Sand should be coUect-

ed"fiharp and clean ; the washings from turnpike

ditches are as good as any thing. Leaf mould is

best got already well decayed from the woods.

That one makes for himself from rotten leaves

is seldom good for anything; it is always sour

and seems "indigestible" to vegetation. A load

or so of well-decayed cow-manure is a good thing

for the gardener to have by him, as all those

plants that dislike our hot summers, and want a

cool soil to grow in, prefer it to any other ma-

nure. A small pile of hotbed manure is almost

indispensable to the garden.

»a»»»

GREENHOUSE.

Year by year the demand for cut flowers in-

•creases, and it is far more important in these

days that a gardener keep his employer's table

and mmily in these, than to have the nice speci-

men plants so much in fiishion some years ago.

To have plants bloom freely at this season,

heat, moisture and fresh air are essential. It is

even good economy to lose some heat in order to

gain the advantage of opening ventilators or

windows, if the weather outside be not favora-

ble enough without. The Camellia, Azalea,

Daphne, Stevia, Poinsettia, Euphorbia, Violets,

Tree Carnation, Lopezia, Eupatorium, Cmera-

ria. Perennial Candytuft, Deutzia gracilis. Tea

and Noisette Hoses, Epiphyilum truncatum,

Ilermaunia odorata, Acacia, Bletia, Scarlet Ge-

raniums, J^trelitzia, Chorizcmi. and most kinds

Australian plants, Verbenas, Bouvardia, Helio-

troi)c, are a few of the best things to grow tor

cutting, that occur to us as we write. The lem-

peratiue should not often b^ below 55^ to be se-

cure of a good bloom.

AVe ought perhaps to add the Rose to this list.

It is however not a very free plant to flower in

the winter, unless an abundance of light can be

atforded. Even then some classes of Hoses arc

unfit for it. -Only the Tea class and some of the

Noisettes will do ; there are not many of this

last -Lamarque being one of the lew to do

well. Cels, Saflrano, Triomphe de Luxemburg,

Horner and Madame Russel are about the best

The Camellia and Azalea are particularly va u-

ble for cutting. The Whites are the most popu-

lar for this purpose, princii>ally the old Double

White and Candidissima ; the last comes inio

flower a little later than the other kind, lu cut-

ting these, only the flowers are taken olf, and ar-

tificial stems in the shape of small wires are

given to them. The common white azalea,

Azjtlea indica alba is also very popular among

white flowers.

The Camellia is very apt to drop its buds it tlie

atmosphere is too dry ; but generally dropping

follows any check to the roots by which the regu-

lar flow of moisture to the bud is stopped. This

may be either too little or too much water; if

too little, of course there is not enough moisture;

if too much, the fibres are liable to have their

points injured, dnd thus are unable to draw

moisture to the bud. Usually the last bad re-

sults follow from over potting. With a large

mass of soil, water is apt to not pass readily

away, when the soil "sours, "as it is termed A pot

full of roots will seldom drop the Camellia buds

for any other cause than too little water.

A great enemy of the Camellia is the Red Spi-

der The leaves indicate its presence generally

hy k brown tinge, when the pocket lens, which

every gardener of course carries, readily detects.

All plants are more or less liable to these insects,

as well as to green fly, mealy bug and scale.

The best way to keep them down is by a tree use

of the syringe in fine days, using water in which

some sulphur has been strewn. Tobacco smoke

is still the best cure for aphis. Scale is a very

troublesome pest ; water heated to 130^ is still

the best This injures very tender leaves ;
but

the scale is rarely on such, it usually keeps to

the branches or on thick leathery leaves.

T,et Car/»«tto/i.s,-these also now indispen-

sible winter flowering plants, want a very

li.ht place to do well. They do not generally

c^re about very large pots-about five or six

inches-but they are very much beneUted by

rich manure water.

The Cilia Lily is now extremely popular.

This also loves light. It must have a good sup-

nly of water, and good soil to flower well.

Towards spring the Cimra;ria comes in re-

markably well for cutting, 'this is a -queer".

Wnt It is one of the easiest to suflor troni

r^st and yet will not do well in a highte.^era-

ture.' It also requires much light, and to be

cry near the glass. So aUo of the Pa^.s, and

K.o/ct, although some frost will not hurt these.

If rdavcmums are wanted to flower well nex

May and June, they should be attended to, and

.Jv well through the winter. Ihey want a

rather warm house to keep them growing, and

Ihould be pinched back as they grow, to keep

them bushy.

\

*
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A good supply of young Fuchsias should be

coming on now—repot as" their roots fill each

pot, lei them not want for moisture or light ;
do

not pinch oft' their tops, but let them grow rap-

idly. The temperature in which they are grown

.should not exceed 55°. A turfy loam, moderate-

ly enriched with well decayed manure, and well

drained with charcoal, suits them admirably.

Australian and Cape Plants are the chief or-

naments of the greenhouse at this time. The

cicada, amongst the principal; will, like the Ca-

mellia, require more water while flowering ;
in-

deed, most plants which produce flowers, before i

ed very gay in February and March by having

young pfants of Verbenas, Petunian, and other

bedding-out plants potted at this time into large

pots, and encouraged to grow.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.
Very little can be done now in this depart-

ment, except by way of preparation for another

year.

Manure can be placed on the ground wher-

ever required, and Asparagus beds, if not already

done, should have a slight covering of it. Bean

deed, most p.anis wmcn pruuu.. .u...., ......
,

poles. Pea-brush, and stakes of all kinds should

they make a new growth, require more water as
i

be got now, the tool-house gone over and put m

ey flower. On the other hand, most plants
',

order, and everything kept m goo^d order and

which flower on the young wood at or near the ' studiously in its place. When the season of

completion of its growth, take less. The Correa

is another beautiful tribe, but does not do well

in most collections ; it is generally grown in a

]>oaty soil ; we observed that where it seems to

.succeed well, the growers use a considerable por-

tion of loam in their compost for it. This is

consistent with our own experience, and we are

inclined to the opinion that more loam should

Itc used with the peat for hard-wooded plants

tlian is generally done in this country. As soon

as any Cape or hard-wooded plant has ceased to

flower, it should be repotted, if it require it

;

iDuny prefer waiting till the plants are placed in

summer quarters before this is done, and some

in the fall. We prefer before they commence to

•^row, whatever the season may be, as the roots

being then in their most active state immediate-

ly penetrate the new soil, and before it becomes

j^'our or sodden by frequent waterings, reap what-

ever advantages the air it contams when fresh

mav afford them. Some greenhouses are render-
*0

operations commences, there will then be no-

thing to hold back the attention.

Where there can be a heat of GO"* commanded.

Bush Beans can be easily grown in pots, and

can be gathered in two months from time of

sowing.

If there is abundance of leaves or manure at

command, and small frames, beds may be put

up for early spring salads, at the end of the

month.

Radishes and lettuces are, however, very mi-

patient of too imich heat ; they will come on well

if the temperature be kept at 45°. When it goes

above that, the sashes should be lifted entirely

off".
,

The same remarks apply to the Potato and

the E:u-ly Horn Carrot.

Cauliflowers in frames require all the air pos-

sible. Never allow them to become dry ;
this is

the cause of many failures by way of ''buttoning

off-."

\\
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COMMUNICATIONS.

• LAAVNS.

PY II. W. S ,
WODEN ETIIE, N. Y.

R. IT. N. is both right and wrong in his arti-

cV' on Lawns, in y(»ur October number.

i?;j;/<(-inasmuch as we no doubt mjure our

Lawns, by cutting with a machine too close in

dry weather.
,

Trrong-inhislow estimate of White Clover,

which I consider entirely essential as a carpet

or bottom to cover the ground. ,

I have had perhaps as long an experience as

most persons in the use of the mowing machnie

-over twenty-five years. I have imported and

used all the best English machines, and gave

Mr Swift, 15 years or more ago, permission to

take one of my machines apart, and make cer-

tain improvements, by which he has made his

fortune.
i „ «„*

For many years I managed to keep a low flat

carpet of White Clover, over which, once a wceK,
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the machine was run, cutting simply the little

spears of grass that projected above this clover

carpet, and this I permitted to fly in a grassy

Bhower, thus returning each week the growth of

the week, but merely rolling down the clover.

In process of time, however, the clover disap-

peared, contrary to the experience of R. H.JN ,

and all sorts of minute seeds, with an endless

quantity of summer or crab grass appeared, and

for July and August took possession of my

Lawn, which also became as hard as a hard

"To my anSoyanco, I found the La>yn of a

neighbor, cut by a scythe, was as elastic and

soft as a Turkey carpet, and quite free from

weeds. After a thorough examination of the

two Lawns, I came to this conclusion :

Ist My neighbors Lawn was cut by a scythe

always leaving his grass longer than when cUt

%S."The%s was gathered by a common

wooden rake, with its teeth 2 to 3 inches apart,

consequcnlly a great deal of grass {1 »" ^.'^-^he

or more long) was left on the Lawn, which the

rake did not take up. This dying made a heavy

mulch at the end of the season, but his lawn for

the very reason, (the dead mulch showing when

you looked down upon it from a height) never

looked as green as mine. Cut by a machine the

little snips of grass above the clover not gather-

cd, but Hying in front of the cutter ;
soon, these

snips in 2 or 3 hours of hot sun disappeared, and

produced little or no mulch. In addition o

which, my neighbors lawn «».^ ".«;«.;?"^^^;

while a heavy lawn cutter weighing <00 lbs.

was passed every week over mine ;
thus as I te.

fore said, making my lawn as hard as the floor

of a brick maker's yard, which I believe to be in-

iurious in a protracted drought.
^
My conclusion, therefore, is thi», that the best

Lawn can be obtained in this country by using

a machine only up to the last of June and after

the 15th of September ; but during July and Au-

gust, especially if dry, mowing with a^-^V h«,

^nd Uthering with a wooden rake, or if a lawn

fs 00 large for this, using a small, ligl.t machine^

setting «; the grade one or two inches instead

of using the heavy horse machine; but by all

means encouraging a bottom or c.irpet of white

'X'other very important thing in using a ma-

chine is, that the turns should not always b«

made in she same place, thus wearing out the

arass, but on each mowing, as far as possible, a

different turning place should be made.

THE WITCH IIAZEIi.

BY J. M.

A much neglected shrub is our native Witch

Hazel or HamameUa Yirglniana It w""" ^";'.

the purpose of the landscape gardener as we".
"^

better than the much sought for English an

American Hornbeams, a resemblance in growth

to which it bears. An agreeable feature s
.^

flowerin- late in the fall, when its leaves are

mo'ly slied, and all other trees and shrubs may

be said to he "closed up" for the season_ Some

specimens I saw yesterday, October 24 h
,
were

in full flower. The flowers are very fragrant,

having much of the honey scent Pee» '« '"
f ?',';

eysuckles ; they are yellow in color, thickly

sSled o; the bare branches. It is somewhat

slow of growth, and does not usually grow too

large, to be classed as a large shrub.

In the numerous grounds of our horlicultur.sU

around Philadelphia, it seems al™-t -known

If this short notice will awaken an interest in it,

I shall be pleased.
!»

OUCIIABD CULTURE.
BY J. W. ROBSON.

j,eU,-^e<lai,Ke lai. Fair of IKe JoDa.:>: (IIM Coun'y

. Horticultural Society.

Mr PnMen>, Lidies a.ul Oenttonen-.-I

have been announced, much against my own m-

clination, to address you this even.nS, and be

lievin- as I do that the aims and objects of this

Solie"; are not gener.ally known in t^-- eommu-

nitv thou-h it has been in existence for several

; I'^s lierefore to enlighten you, the dtixens of

Galena, we will make this subject our theme.

™s Society was started by a few lovers of

IIoruLlturelnd Floriculture f» the purpose of

disseminating reliable information, a«d to ive

a fresh impetus to the culture of f'"'t

^-^'J^^^^
ers in this grand old c:.unty : and while we have

Z: labori-ng here almost unknown to you O^e

fame of this Society has emended a 1 over tue

State, and throughout the great Northwest b„

'°0M culture has engaged much of our at-

tent on, and our discussions on thi-ubjeet have

drawn hither the best horticulturists of our

sXwho have uniformly declared whaw^,

as a society, have alw.ays
"•=^'°.^"'f„^ ^tvell

have the finest fruit growing region in the West.

A survey of the towns of Bast and West Galena,

Bice Hanover, Woodbine. Guilford, Thompson,

EU ;beth, Me;ominee, Vinegar Hil^ ami Coon-

cil Hill, will satisfy any fruit cultunst that here

i tj

1
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is a recion ^perior to any other in the State for

the culture of the hardy varieties of grape, ap-

ple, pear, plum and cherry.

As a Society, we have given publicity to the

Soulard apple and crab, the Hinckly plum, and

the Leib cherry, with such satisfactory results

that thousands and hundreds of thousands of

these varieties are being propagated in the State,

and in the neighboring States of Wisconsin,

Iowa and Minnesota.

Our lists of hardy fruit have been published in

nearly every pay^er in the Northwest, and re-

commended as the only list that will meet the

wants of both producer and consumer, and you

have only to look at these well spread tables to

convince yourself of the fact. We are ready to

admit, however, that the fruit grower has nu-

merous insect enemies to contend with, in the

shape of the borer, the canker worm, the bark

louse, the tent caterpillar, and the codling moth.

The four first named insects are local in their

habits, and can easily be destroyed by the care-

ful orchardist. These he can fight alone, but the

last named is ubiquitous. It matters little how-

ever much he may contend with the foe ; if every

other fruit grower in the county does not try to ex-

tirpate the enemy his labor is all in vain. Ho;

ping every orchardist amongst us will make an

effort to destroy the Moth, we will merely note

the various modes of lessening their ravages and

render them comparatively harmless.

1st. Encourage the black cap Tit-mouse and

hairy woodpecker who destroy the insect la the

pupa state.

,2d. Light small bonfires in the orchard, on

dark nights, after the fruit is set. This will de-

stroy the moth.

3d. Pick up wormy fruit as soon as it falls,

run it right through the Cider Mill, or throw it

to the hogs to be eaten.
'^

4th. Strips of woolen cloth tied around the

trunk when the trees are in bloom, and examined

twice a week, will destroy those that have es-

caped and crawled there for shelter. They will

be found generally in a transformation state be-

tween worm and pupa.

6th. Pl'.ice a bunch of weeds or soft hay in

the crotch of the tree at the same time, and ex-

amine frequently. You have only to look at

these dishes of beautiful fruit, to see how this in-

sect destroys the appearance, and lessens the

market value of the apple.

Brother Horticulturists, up and be doing.

bearing in mind that eternal vigilance is the

price of handsome, i)erfect fruit.

We do not agree with Dr. Hull when he says

'' that we should not extend our fruit growing

territory because we thereby increase our insect

foes ;' ' but we say to every man who owns a rod

of land, plant trees and battle witl> the insect

;

and we believe the time is coming when the beau-

tiful ridges which surround our city in a circle

of nearly 20 miles, will be covered with vineyards

and fruit growing trees. If we could only con-

vince the farmer that a well cultivated vineyard

or orchard will pay, this assertion would soon

become a fact.

This Society has accomplished much in mak-

ing the Science of Ornithology a practical Sci-

ence. We were the first to announce to the

public that the downy Woodpecker, and the tit-

mouse destroyed the pupa of the Codling moth ;

that the Bluebird and Shrike are certain destruc-

tion to the Canker worm—that the Jay, and the

Cuckoo guts the tents of the Orchard Caterpil-

lars, and all others that have a hairy covering—

that the Thrush and the Robin dig out those

terrestrial grubs, which destroy our Strawberry

beds, that the golden Oriole does eat curcuUos,

in defiance of the State Horticulturist, and that

the King bird or tyrant fly-catcher, feeds upon

the gad and bot-fly, which are so annoying to

our horses at this season of the year. In defense

of the feathered tribes, we have taken the posi-

tion of skirmishers, and are thereby drawing the

enemies' fire.

On the subject of Horticulture, we as a socie-

ty have done much to encourage our people to

cultivate flowers, and ornamental trees, and

these beautiful, well-filled tables before you, are

an evidence of the fact, teaching them to adorn

and ornament their homes, and we have cause

for rejoicing that our influence is being silently

felt everywhere throughout this city and coun-

try. The cultivation of these great necessaries

of life, has been urged some time, by this Society.

Its memlxjrs do not agree with the present Presi-

dent of our Agricultural Society, who has stated

that it would be better and cheaper for every

farmer to buy his own vegetables and fruit than

grow them. We believe that the days when

"hog and hominy" were the rule as articles of

diet, are fast passing away, and a greater variety

of our finer vegetables are being grown than

heretofore. The farmers of our county would

confer a lasting benefit upon themselves and

<heir families were they to turn their attention

more to a little garden patch, and raise those

rich, excellent, delicious, health giving vegeta-

bles, which you citizens of Galena enjoy eyery

day of your lives ; and yet strange to say^ when

spoken to on the subject, those Lords of the soil

who own all those broad acres which compose

our county, answer the argument by saying it

would not pay." „ __ .. .,

But I ra.«t close. The subject of Hort.cul

ture is «o vast, so boundless iu it«

'f^'*''
';-

embracing questions of ornament and d;""^;;"™-

of food and bealtli. of shelter and pro ect.on of

economy and profit,-that it Bee"' ""'V P»'»'^'*

to do it justice by the employment of the very

best talent of the land . Of course a pen wielded

Ty a hand of necessity, tasked by daily labor, and

iruided by a mind engrossed with the cares of

business, is hardly the proper »»t">7°* *°
'°;

form or educate you in this great and growmg

productive science.
. , . „«

*^

But ever, as we progress in social science, we

come more fully to appreciate the ^eanngs and

influences of the productive arts upon the aggre-

gate of human happiness ; and, in consequence,

we see more plainly the urgent need of nfo ma^

tion upon tVis and kindred ^''^JCcU. " o»rJ
cial status was that of the nomad of ">« ^"«';

or even many grades in advance of tha
,
we

„i»ht still feel no want of horticulture ;
but lo-

cated in a .one like this, and being a people of

development and progress, tree Pl'^" '"S »nd

tree dJlture has become one of our most .mpera-

tive needs. ^ . ,|.„„^;,.„

Thus the industries are born of c.vllizat.on

and with it« advancement new calls for knowl-

edge and action are continually ar.smg. The m-

creasing interest felt everywhere in th.sf^e

country in horticulture, is a hopeful sign of so

cTpogress, bound to lead to material prospen-

ty and 'he adornment of our common country

J^ethe very existence of this -teres - a

standing demand upon every person, at all capa

ble of "iving instruction, to yield up h.s quoUto

the general fund of knowledge that all may pro-

"
Plelst^y, indeed, during the P'^'' fo^'?/-"-

have we been engaged in the production of fru.t.

Every tree and fruit bearing plant which we

^Ive tendered, and nurtured, has been to us a

source of perennial enjoyment.

Hope, aL, with all her pleasing fances enc^-

clcs every planter of a fruit tree, while year af

ter year it is nursed and advanced to a bearing

state Hope yet remains entwined with pros-

;'ecUve reaUty until, at last its branches loaded

with ripe, ruddy delicious fru.t, bear out the

goddess in sustaining the efforts of man to tlie

tratiflcaliou of taste, and feeling, as well as

profit.

%
14 'I

NOTES ON THE SEASON.

BY MR. A. HUIDEKOPBB, MEADVILLE, PA.

The first severe frost, cutting down the tender

plants, came to us here on the morjiing of the

mh inst. The season has been characterised

by absence of severe frosts in the sP"ng>y.
"I

tLe and protracted summer heat, by sufccient

and ttoely showers of rain, ^y abuu an and

well ripened crops, and by luxuriant fall pasture

to gladden the dairymen.

FBUITS.

Among others which I fruited this year were

the Israella and Maxatawney grapes-thc first

las sweet, had a clearer tast« than the IsabUa

but lacked spirit. I have eaten it grown else

where of higher quality.
,u„ hnrriea

The Maxatawney ripened fully, the berr.e«

were of good si.e, but the clusters were small

Id the fruit had the May apple flavor that I

have noticed in the Rebecca grape.

The heat in August was so great, 'hat™
some difficulty in the vinery even, - t^ frequent

irrigation to keep the K-P- f-™;-™
"/;J°

remedy the matter, the vines were

^"-^::irrrr"tKr le;
"ft^

;ri tZTZ: Uome, the fmlt being fine

^I'trOctott number of the Gardener',

«,R H. N. of Springfield, Illinois, asks

for a r^edy for the

THUIP.

I tried quassia for this pest t^je^;—'-
with considerable success, applied in th«Jol^ow

„.v viz • Put half a pound of quassia
ing way, viz. .

rui
j-

boiling

^rrrtit'rdTX-e^f'air-poujwater, len
.yrin-e the vines thor-

off the water clear, ana syringe

ouMily ; the sediment of quassia will have some

strength left, and the process
-^-y\^^^^l

some'three times with the -me nia c^^^^^^^^^^ ^^

»

mence this operation soon after the leaves lo

Z the snrin", and repeat the application about

every tin days until the fruit is a third grown
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If continued too long, thegrapea will taste of the

quassia.

This is an inexpensive remedy, easily applied,

and mijjht under some circumstances be used for

outdoor vines.

«••»

NOTES ON SILPHIUM LACINIATUM, L.

The Compass Plant.

BY TnOMAS MEEHAN.

Read be/ore Academy of Natural Scien'-es of Phili. Oct. Uth, '70.

It is at once the strength and the weakness

of science that it takes little on trust. One

would suppose that after the positive facts

given by President Hill in his paper before the

recent meeting of the American Association,

there was no room for doubt that the edges of

leaves of Silphium laciniatum had an average bear-

ing north. But I find men—excellent acute ob-

servers—who doubt the facts. Tlfey say, "we

took the trouble to examine the plants on the

spot, and found not the slightest trace of any

such tendency,—we want no better evidence

than that of our own senses.''

As before suggested, it is an excellent habit

to verify, for ourselves, the facts reported by

others,—there is far too little of this habit,—but

when the observations conflict, it is safer to as-

sume that both are right, and that there is some-

thing yet undiscovered which would harmonize

the opposition, than that either one is wrong.

In this matter of the Silpliium or "Compass

plant," 1 was able to find this missing link, and

to see that both parties were right.

AVhen I first saw the Silphium to any great

extent in its native localities, there was not the

sliHitcst indications of this northern tendency.

It was a great surprise, as a limited knowledge

of it before had taught the reverse. I deter-

mined to watch a plant carefully on yy own

grounds the next year. The result was just as

described by President Ilill. There was the un-

mistakable northern tendency in the edges of the

leaves when they firstcame up, and until they were

large and heavy, when winds and rains bore them

indifferent directions, and they evidently had not

the power of regaining the points lost. This of-

ten took place by their own weight alone, espe-

cially in luxuriant specimens. Mr. Hill says it

was in June when he saw them on the prairies,

all bearing north ; when I saw them, and not

doing so, it was early in September, and then no

doubt the mechanical causes 1 have referred to,

had been in operation.

The plant I have had in my garden, now for,

some years, affords much interest in many re-

spects. I learned an useful lesson from it this

year, in reference to the relative rates of growth

in tiie different parts of the inflorescence. No-

ticing that there appeared to be no growth in

the disk florets in the day, I determined to note

accurately, one morning during the last week in

August, exactly when growth did commence.

The ray flowers close over the disk during night,

and at 4 A. m., with day just dawning in the

East, I found the ray petals just commencing to

open back. In the disk there are about fifteen

coils of florets in the spiral. There appeared no

motion until 4 40, although no doubt growth

commenced at 4, when the ray petals were in

motion, but too slow to be perceptible. At 4.40,

however, the five outer circles were evidently

slightly elevated above the others in the disk.

Then follows the following record in my diary:

4.45 the five divisions of the corolla split open.

4 60 corollas grown three thirty seconds ©f an inch.

4 55 divisions of corolla fully expanded.

5, florets two-eights abote the rest of the disk. It might be

well 10 say here that there was no growth in any this morning

but in the five outside rows wo are speaking of.

6.6 6 10, no apparent change except that some which were

not so perfectly opened as the others, seemed to become so.

6.15, pistil and mass ol stamens slightly elevated above the

level of the corolla.

6 20, corollae now about flve-oixt^enth* of an inch abeve the

others in disk. Pistils and stamens about two lines above the

corollas! I ong yellow ray peUls half open, with no appear,

ance of polllen on their pistils.

From this time forward there was no further

growth of tlie corolla, so that this por^fon of

the daily labor was accomplished in about three

quarters of an hour.

6.25, pistil and stamens beyond the corolla 1 32 inch.

6.30 " ** •• l-^** "

6.35
u m u 1.8 "

6.40 « - * »•« "

6.45, 6.50, no change.

6.55, pistils begin to project beyond the stamens. The first

insect, a sand wasp appears. He inserts his proboscis down

between the cUvate pistil and the stamens, carrying away the

pollen which is all over his head.

6, 6.6, pistils one line, stamens no longer lengthen.

6 10. anthers are falling away from the pistils, which are two

lines beyond.

«.16 no change.

6.23, the ray petals now fully open, that is horizontal.

No change was noticed after this, except the

free visits of the sand wasp, none of these how-

ever, carried any pollen to the pistils in the ray

florets.

About 9 o'clock (there had not been the slight-

est indications of any growth since 6.20) heavier

insects began to arrive, and then the slightest

touch broke off the florets, which fell on the ray pis-
1

tils which happened to be below them, and in

this way they were fertilized. These pistils died*

very soon after. Those pistils on the upper

side (the flower leaning a little) were quite fresh

the next morning, awaiting some chance to be

fertilized, insects evidently not performing that

office.
,

- -I

We here see that there were three phases ot
|

growth, with a slight rest between each,-the

pistil taking the most time, then the stamens

and the corolla the least ; but the whole growth

of the day included within two hours.

I have used the word pistil for the clavate pro-

cess which occupies the place of the true organ

in perfect flowers. Of course only the ray florets

of SiZp/iium have perfect pistils. This clavate

false pistil or orary has hitherto been supposed

to be a necessary production for the fertilization

of the plant. It was supposed to push out the

pollen, which was thereby scattered to the ray

florets about it. But these observations show that

this is probably an error, and that fertilization

is chiefly carried on by the easy falUng away of

the mass of stamens, as I have shown in a paper

on Eaphorhia Jacquinccpyra, in last year s I ro^

ceedings, is the case with that species.

I am anxious to call particular attention to the

different ratios of growth in connection with the

appearance of the different floral organs in this

plant; because I thinki see traces of a general law

in plants that there are vibrations or varying in-

tensities during each season's growth and that

the production of the various organs depends on

the degrees of these vibrations.

on a spike about four inches, and are quite

pretty, though not gaudy by ^^V meaiis^

Again, I have thought it might do for a has

ket plant, although this is to be tried. Its t ail

inc. habit is good. It would hang over the sides

like Moneywort or Saxifrage. Plants which do

well in the shade, usually make g^^'^~
plants, as our rooms and piazzas are not fayora

ble to more sun loving plants. If you would like

a plant, I would send it with much
VJ^^^^^^^

1 From what we know of Ajuga repRins, which

is clearlv the plant our correspondent has we

have no'doubt'of its value both for shady places

out of doors, and as a pretty basket plant. Our

correspondent we regard as f^^^^^^^^^^J^f^"

ducing this little plant, which as she says is

neat if not gaudy.—Ed.]

»

PLANTS FOR SHADY PLACES.

BY B. R.

There are not many plants adapted to shady

places. Last spring you gave us a few, of which

i recollect Periwinkle and the Yellow Money-

wort particularly, as we have made a border of

,

them and they have done very well. I do not

remember all you named, but we have one here

which is admirable, which I think was not m
,

your list. A neighbor had a few plants from .

En-land and this came up as a weed in the
|

ear^h about them ; but as it had rather a pretty

flower, it was saved, and we had a piece given to

"'au English gardener, who is also a good bot-

anist, tells us it is a ^ju,a reptens. The leaves

are of a glossy green, and no matter how shaded

continue to grow. The flowers come up in July,

LINES ON THE SEASON.
BY H.

In walking about in the yard to-day.

One may note the Frost King's tread,

In the faded leaves on the maple spray,

And inDahllas, limp and dead.

instead of the Heliotrope's sweet pe^f"™®'

Are some stems now black and dried.

The sole remains of that purple bloom

Which made It the borders pride.

But the Pansy stands with Its monkish face

And Petunias are still aglow,

And Chrysanthemum's buds the eve way trace,

•Till concealed by the winter's snbw.

And thus as w'e walk adown life's hill.

Though summer flowers may fade.

Autumnal buds will cheer us, until

We rest,-lu the churchyard laid.

CLIMBING PLANTS AS HELPS TO HOME
ADORNMENT.

BT MB. n. T. WILLIAMS.

„«,d t./orc <A. Keu, Y..I. FruU OrouW CM.

Country life, with all its charms of beautiful

scenery and wealth of foliage, flower, and fruit,

TZL in endless profusion, needs and receives

fhT/htened effect by rural embellishment

1 around the homes and mansions of the tasteful

I

^Cro^rautifulshade trees -y"- along

I and unappreciated life in their native halnMs by

1 the running stream of water or in the cool shadow

! If tl" surrounding forest; but,

^J^'^f-^^l^,
\ the meadow of the I'lnd'^^Pe

S^-^^-'-^vThP most
along his highways, they •>«=«»«

""^".^^""t.
aopropriate of all means of rural embelhshmeut,

Xi c the foliage in summer, or .the autumn-

1
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colored hues in October, become a source of ad-

miration and appreciated beauty.

Thelowly shrub, with all the delicate tracings of

its leaves and stems growing by the woodside,

graceful, yet unknown and unseen, when trans-

planted to the lawn of the villa resident, embel-

lishes his grounds and adorns his pathways, be-

tokening taste and refinement.

The grape-vine, growing in the cool soil,

stretching far upward into the arms and branches

ofa friendly tree, spreading its rich canopy of

leaves and fruit over the top beyond our reach,

is still without an admirer until transferred to

the garden of the amateur; where, trained over

arbors or summer houses, its rich foliage and

fruit hang down in gentle grace, seen, known,

and loved, giving both delight to the eye and the

palate of him who eats.

COUNTRY LIFE IS FULL OF EMBELLISHMENT.

Every tree that waves in the breeze, or the

flower that casts its delicate perfume to the air,

the shrub that throws up its long stems, or the

grass that forms the spreading lawn, po smooth

and beautiful to our sight, is but a natural em-

bellishment, ty acal of the wisdom and taste of

the great Landscape Gardener, who has provi-

ded all that is suitable for our pleasure.

But Nature helps man, and man assists Na-

ture ; together they fashion flower gardens, they

build rustic ,arbors and summer-houses, and

cover them with climbing plants. ; they put shade

trees along our highways to please and comfort

;

they adapt the tender evergreen to ofnamental

use in their extended grounds, and with tasteful

villas and cottages, conservatories and flowers,

they build up together and combine all that is

essential to make country life enjoyable in the

highest degree.

Rural embellishments include too many de

fondness to the decaying oak which supported it

in its infancy ; again it runs wildly over a rustic

•bower, then clings to some gnarly grape vine,

again dips its tender branchlets in the sparkling

waters of the slowly-gliding streamlet, while the

beautiful flower-like golden cups may lead our

imagination to believe they are the drinking ves-

sels of the fairies of the woods, and then it dances

way in the finest wreaths and natural festoons

of mingled verdure and flowers.

CLIMBING VINES ARE NOT A PLEASURE ONLY,

BUT A NECESSITY.

"Wherever there is an unsightly fence or wall,

there exists the opportunity to render it the most

beautiful part of the garden. Our new built

houses, with all their elaborate decorations and

imposing design, are still cheerless until mellow-

ed and softened by the genial touch and presence

of Nature. The wood, brick, or stone stand out

in angular outlines, bare and hard, and lack the

one thing needful to heighten theg effect. Let

them be wreathed with climbing vines, and let

their corners be hid under the delicate foliage or

brilliant floVers of the vine, and architecture

and Nature combine in harmonious proportions

to produce highest picturesque effect. The list

of climbing plants is quite extended, comprising

over thirty, all deserving complimentary notice ;

but time forbids mention of only a few, the most

useful and popular.
• i „^^:

First on the list we notice with special admi-

ration the Scarlet Trumpet Creeper {Bignonia

radicans) This magnificent plant, wherever

sufficiently hardy to grow with vigor, is one of

the most attractive (»f all creeping vines, attach-

ing itself firmly to walls, buildings of stone,

brkk, or wood, trunks of trees, hedges or arbors;

it throws out innumerable aerial rootlets, devel-

ops its large, handsome scarlet flower in clusters,

and forms a gorgeous sight in late summer, pro-

nartm'ents of rural life to be discussed in a single ducing a striking contrast with the rich-pointed

article— the world so wide and free has no limit

to its pleasures ; but of them all, what delicate

taste and suggestive beauty seem gathered up in

the association of climbing vines.

Helps to home adornment we have called them,

and the fairy fingers who twine them around

their parlor windows, or along the piazza, or on

the rustic trellises bfore the cottage door, can

tell you how well they appreciate their value in

making home so pleasant.

The motion of the climbing vine as it sways in

the breeze is suggestive of poetic associations.

At one time, like an ivy, it clings with loving

foliage, and a splendid object when grown on the

trellis. I have observed it in Delaware, grow-

ing on the sides or tops of the osage orange

hedges, throwing out its glossy green leaves,

surmounted with its brilliant trumpet-shaped

flower, extending for many yards, and eliciting

expressions of admiration from the passers by.

Downing, commenting on the beauty of the

large variety, says :

*'In the blossom of the *grandiflora,' however,

lies its peculiar beauty. These are produced in

great profusion of cluster, in July and August,

so as to give the whole plant an exceedingly gay

and lively appearance. They are not long and

tubular, like those of the common t^^^^^P^^^^^"

er, but somewliat cup-shaped. The color w

beautifully varied, the outside being a rich pure

orange scarlet, marked with bright streaks
j

These gay clusters open their blossoms in sue-

,

cession^ so as to keep up a brilliant appearance for

a long time; and we are acquainted wi h no climb-

ing shrub, except the Chinese Wisteria which at

allviesin;ieganceorbrilliancyofeffect,mthegar.

den or pleasure ground, with this during the

season of bloom. One season we counted over

300 in bloom at once, upon a plant in our neigh-

borhood, and the same profuse display continued

a fortnight or more. Any dry, light well drain-

ed soil, suits this climber. It should be made

moderately rich ; and in such soil, when planted

against a wall, it will cover a space twelve or

fourteen feet square in two or three seasons. It

is well worthy the attention of those who arc

looking ror climbers of a permanent kind to cover
,

an unsightlAalls, or close fences, or to render

garden buildings of any kind more ornamental

by a rich canopy of foliage and bloom ''

The Bignonia will be found a little tender m

localities north of New York, but can be very

easily protected during theivinter by tying a

layer of straw over the shoots or laying some

branches of evergreen against them at tlie ap-

proach of winter. This course, fol owed for two

or three years, will serve to strengthen and har-

den the wood gradually, after which ^ wjU thr-e

tlth only ordinary care. In the ^id^ « ^^^

Southern States, where it takes on a robust

habit, it excels in showy splendor its brilliant ef-

forts Lre, and fairly glows in midsummer wi h

''' ^'-^'^t1:t:^ 1 r^rTal'le spe^
clusters of bright goblets -a. re r

cimen of it existed several years since in Balti

rlore It covered a three sided trellis, Htleen

feet in height, and the owner one day, coun ing

Us nowers and buds, found it to contain fifty four

corymbs, each of which averaged ten ^vers and

twenty-seven buds ; in all upward of 500 flowers,

andl,500morebudsjustforming.Few.rnoclimb.

in- plants will bear such comparison with it in

uxuriance and briUiant effect The flowers a.,

borne in clusters ; and the buds, just like a ha I

^«"d rose bud, are nearly as beautiful a« the

flower itself.
. j k„ r«in(T.

An additional effect is often gained by ra ng

lin- the vine with that of the Wisteria, planting

Lm so that the two may twist and twine to-

gether The contrast of foliage or flo,Tet is very

i¥a native haVitats,

pleasing; but growing m "*,
°*;'^^ t;ed„es, it

along the road fences or cvering the he^
^^^

bursts suddenly upon tl'^ P«X re™*^™-

Its living. fl«ry bloom, and ''/^^
"^^

bered with ^^P^''""' "^/^ ;C- beauty and a

Next in ^-"'/' ^,f^,*hrvrrginia Creeper,

beauty even in death, is tne v "
, ^he

i or American Ivy. (^-^P^^^:. "^^A WV,

I
Virginia Creeper, like the big""'"*

.^^ ,^.

throws out roots at the jomts by wh «h

tens itself to anything
'V'"'ri; »rowtl. In

hardy, more luxuriant and rap.d mg^wt

its native woods it will be »««" f
mb.n

and trees to a great

^f f-^f JdeLe. It U
,ated pleasure-grounds of "«>

f
*

^^ore feet

made to cover walls of houses f";'?

"J '^^,^,,i of

in height. The «--
-^.^^^grl -lor, not

much value, being of a/"'™'*
' S'„f berries of a

sbowy, and »"<=ceeded by clusters of bem

dark blue color. As the berries reach m ^

the fruitstalks and tendrils assum a nehc

son or red color. It will grow w th v ery
^^^

attention or trouble and only asks W be p

to begin its years of grace. " » '^'^^ ma«y
than it should be, because confcmnded by y

persons with the poison 'vy vine. whicU

Ambles a little. The Virgima Creepe'
'^^

'\^,.

ever, perfectly harmless, and may be eas^V

tinguished from the Vr'^on.^'^e^J'o^^^
^^ ^

that the latter ^ont*'"' ^"'
^''^te greatest

-:^\:nir-in^^^^^i^^

will climb rapidly, pending off long b^nd^s

which sway gracefully in the bree.e»r attach

themselves to adjacent points and form nch an

beautiful festoons of verdure. But the cn'^'na

iTon ofUs beauty appears in autumn, when the

lag ^surestVlst brilliant crimson h,ie^

and U seems as if it were about to meet its death

I a blaze of glory. Even then the elfcc^, bes

seen when running up the center of a dark cedar ,

or climbing frequently on the edge of some com-

;;: everg^en. tbe Octo^ Jr.U^^^^^^^^^

:rn;nVfi':d:r:hii;uk:i%fej«-»
fir^ over the dark foliage beyond or beneatn.

Emerson, one of our most enthusiastic admirers

of forest ""d«.re. says of It

:

„f
ti The f^reat variety oi rica t-ui^^^"

scarle crimson and purple-which the leaves

and stl of g.is plant assume, and the situation

nM^e see iUclimbing up the trunks and

i
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Rpreadinj? along the branches of trees, covering

walls and heaps of stones, forming natural fes-

toons from tree to tree, or trained on the sides

along the piazzas of dwelling-houses—make it

one of the most conspicuous ornaments of the

autumnal months. Often in October it may be

seen mingling its scarlet and orange leaves,

thirty or forty feet from the ground, with the

green leaves of the still unchanged tree on which

it climbed.''

Several years since a Baltimore gardener, pos-

sessing some locust trees rapidly being destroyed

by the borer, determined ta remove them ; but

there was one tree, standing on the south side cf

the house, affording a shade to several windows,

that he felt could not be dispensed with without

great inconvenience. Although the tree could

not live long
;

yet by planting the Virginia

Creeper at its foot, and allowing the vine to

mantle its dead branches, it would afford some

shade until another tree could be reared. The

creeper was removed from another location, and

replanted with great care ; its stem, nearly or

quite an inch in diameter, was twined about the

trunk and principal branches, to the height of

perhaps twenty feet, and moderately pruned.

The gardener says that the experiment was so

entirely successful that, by being enveloped in

the broad foliage of the vine, the tree was saved

from the ravages of the insect to such an extent

that it lost only a part of its top, and continued

to live in One health. But the creeper grew with

the utmost vigor, notwithstanding it was

four feet off the tree, and now overruns nearly

the whole of the latter, hanging in masses and

the Honeysuckle, still I reserve a choice position

for modest worth in the Chines* Wisteria.

The different species of Wisteria, as a rule,

are perfectly hardy—grow with great rapidity

when well started in rich soil ; but, among the

six or more varieties known and named, the Chi-

nese {Sinensis) has received the yerdict of popu-

lar preference, surpassing all others in the great

development of its stems, and the astonishing

profusion of the flowers, and the size of the

azure-colored clusters. The foliage is noticeable

for its delicate beauty, wh'le the flowers hang in

rich purple clusters like grapes. They appear

about the last of May in the open ground, but if

tra'ned to the rafters of the green-house they will

be found in full blossom in March, while the

rampant growth seems to occupy the entire

space and fill it with thousands of the delicate

purple clusters. •

There is often a second period^ flowering in

the late summer months, but the blossoms can

bear no comparison with those which appeared

in the spring. The flowers appear in racemes or

clusters, each raceme six to twelve inches long,

and ontainino fyty to one hundred or more

blossoms. The united bouquet, as it really is, is

highly attractive and emits a delicious perfume.

Itls as hardy as the American ivy, grows in al-

most any soil, will bear a temperature of ten or

fifteen degrees below zero, and, if planted in a

deep, rich loara.will make shoots twenty to thirty

feet long each season. It is easily propagated

from cutting or layers, or in a more simple way

by taking some of the long shoots of the present

festoons from the higher branches, a perfect wil- year's wood, burying a portion midway between

derness of foliage. Says he :

" I do not hesitate to say that it is the most

bsautiful object on the place ; its young shoots,

with their small and delicate light green leaves

forming a remarkably fine contrast to the im«-

mense foliage of the darkest green which clothes

the old wood. In addition to this, the gorgeous

appearance of the whole mass after the October

frost, have changed the difPjrent shades of green

to the most brilliant and varied tints of crimson,

scarlet and yellow, is beyond my power of de-

scription.''

Although I could wish to describe the attrac-

tions of the Morning-glory, so common around

all our country cottages, or the many climbing

Roses, every one a bright pai^icular star of

beauty, or dilate upon the exquisite perfume of

the root and end under the surface, wounding or

slitting the bark here ^nd there before covering

with soil. If done thus during the month of

.luly, they will root finely by November. Ama-

teurs, after receiving plants from some of the

nurseries, have difficulty in inducing an early

and vigorous growth, the plants remaining

dwarfed and stunted, with little or no disposition

to climb freely. This may arise from the possi-

bility of propagation from a downward or im-

poverished branch ; and the only course to be

pursued, which in fact is best for all plants, good

or bad, to head the vines to a single bud, as near

the ground as possible. Make the ground rich,

melfow, and deep ; this will give them a Mr
start, and ever afterward will maintain their

natural luxuriance. If it is desirable to induce

-c

it to flower several times during the year, the

following simple treatment can he observed :

Whence ias given to the vine a character

almost venerable, because oCM. n.^s^U^^^^.

ance, far surpassing all other p ants of a cl nb

in. nature, we find here and there iso'^^^^ •°-

stances of' specimens which have ach^v * a

.vide celebrity. The fine slspec.men of the W^

teria in "Europe is trained upon the walls of the

London Horticultural Society, where it occup.es

a simce three hundred and seventy-five /«t in

L»th. Downing, who seems to h-ve been a

special cham^on in ^-^^^^1^^^:^-^
•' loveliest of all vmes,' and speaKs oi oi

covered the side of a smali cottage completely.

"" magine a place of « by 20 feet comp^tely

araned with wisteria shoots, on wh.ch hung.

SL in a flower pattern, at least 5 —

s

of the most delicate blossoms, of a tint between

Lt\ and lilac, each bunch of bloom shaped hke

Iba of a locust tree, but eight inches to afoot

ng, and -^^si gracefully P-^ant from branches

i,„rsartiu" into tender green foliage -if you

Sid seTrU this as we saw it you could not fail

to utter exclamations of delight.

The noblest specimen we can call to mind at

the present time in this country may "e seen at

Ihe lomer of Second avenue and ««-«* street

this city. It is planted at one end "f^J^Jf
brick house, which forms «>e;°™^^-f"

^^^^

grown with such amazing rapidity that it not

Ly covers the front of the house to he roof,

but an arbor over the steps, theentireside of the

house on the cross street, and likewise the ent^

side of a house in the rear, an area of lO.OOO

square feet, a curiosity of unexampled mer It

is trained gracefully, and is preserved with the

tenderest care by the owner, who apprec.a es its

value -, but when in bloom it is such an ob,ect of

Iplendor as to excite the wonder and admiration

of the passer-by.

May you all enjoy your vine-clad arbors with

care and love, partaking of

"That banquet

Ever spwad before you, in a hall

Of H. aveu'8 o«n buildin,!, perfumed with the breath

Of Nature's self, and ringing to the sounds

Of her own chcrisiors."

E D T T UI A L .

NEAV VARlETraS WITHOUT SEED.

Tt has Ion" been obvious to the writer of this.

„ l\ it is not alone bv seed that nature produces
that It IS no' * ^"^

J

„ft<,„ ,„^,,e the suggestion

;:r:/Se l ciri^cause circumstances are

in scicniiin. V
' which seemed unac-

1

often met with in ""^ "^«- ^^''^'^
b„, ,,ie„tiflc

countable on
-[,^^^^^ rcfr-cumstantial evi-

!

InrVSmuf; have the direct facts them-

'' sfowly we have been gathering those facts^

There s to be sure, the long standing case of the

There is, lo ,
f^Q,„ ^

"^^i. over many t^ngs we ha., noted

„hich wouid only interest th^ bo am, to th^

f-icts in horticulture which any of us can .in

date Take the Potato. We sometimes find a

whUe potato in.a hill of red ones, or a red one in

nal intervention. But '"« ""™
j „,.

disputes it ; he charges that tba theory is

1

tuocrs. A^«
baseless character i

There happened at
I''^>'»f"^'Pf̂ j" ^ ^^

rir-.:^-!irrCsrru
bocieiy, i" "

,„»-« • the same vane-
diflerent parts of the country ,

ttie same

,SbutUn in places -de^^^^^^^^

these had especial characUrs oj
vvprbodv

>^"";raCh\ir^crbVr.e^^^^^

C" " erS this is not_ brought about

throu*Th seed.

But\ow about the permanence of the«, va-

riationsT To be of much account a. varieties

1
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they should be able to maintain a separate exis-

tence when removed to other places. Well, the

evidence is in favor of their permanence.

It is well known that the Isabella grape grown

about Reading, Pa., is not the same as other

grapes grown elsewhere of the same kind. It is

also a fact the Reading Isabellas retain these

special characters when taken to other places.

Yet this variety is not a seminal development,

but a bud evolution.

So with the Penn apple ; this has characters

which readily distinguish it from the Baldwin,—

yet the lirst one was found among a lot of Bald-

win trees ;
yet it is clearly like Baldwin, and

was certainly not another kind accidentally
mixed

in It also retains its distinctive characters

when propagated. Is the SUirk another such

development from Tennock ? Its history is not

known as a seedling. On this, however, we will

not dwell now, as we are dealing with ascertam-

ed facts.

This fall a friend brought us a fruit of his

Diichesse Pear ;
passing one of our own trees, we

gathered one of our own. Our friend's was char-

acteristic -, the sweet sugary juice was as it al-

ways is. To the surprise ol both of us, the Pear

from the writer's tree was of a delicious sub-

acid. Only for the coarseness of the flesh, one

might suppose he was eating a Beurre Superfn.

Is not the frequent cases of sweet and sour ap-

ples on the same tree analogous to this ? These

two were undoubtedly Duchesse d'Angouleme,

yet how wide the difference I

But here we have before us, through the cour-

tesy of the Editor of the Prairie Farmer, the

most conclusive evidence that new forms can

arise without the intervention of floral parts.

This is a stock of Sweet Potato, on which tubers

of the Yellow Kansemond and the Bed Brazilian

are formed on the same stem. Now no mixing

through the floral organs can occur in this case,

because it does not flower here, nor is there any

way by which any "mixing" could occur. It is

a clear case of bud variation,-a development of

a distinct variety, indei>endent of any cross fer-

tilization. There are other reflections in connec-

tion with this instance. We have in cultivation

some ten or twelve varieties of Sweet Potato.

But even in the Southern States this plant rare-

ly produces seed under cultivation, and we have

never known of in instance where any attempt

was ever made to raise them in this way. There

is little doubt all the varieties under culture are

mere bud developments, as in this instance ;—

showing at once, not only the possibility of new

forms originating this way, but of their subse-

quent permanence when under propagation.

THE MARTHA GRAPE.
(8<e FrorUurpiece

)

Whoever undertakes to write a history of Gen-

eral Washington, gets little sympathy with the

reader, unless he brings in the salient points of

the great man's youth, particularly his love of

truth, and more especially the gallant episode of

his peaceful but determined efforts to stop the

fighting between two rowdy boys. In like man-

ner we suppose it will never do for us to say a

few words on American grape history, without

bringing out in full relief the aged forms of Major

Adlum, Mrs. Isabella Gibbs, or Mrs. Diana Cre-

horne. But notwithstanding all that is due to

themand otherslike them, as prominent actors in

the eariy times of American grape history,— it is

scarcely to be doubted that the great popular move-

ment in grape culture dates from Mr Bull and

the Concord Grape. Inferior as this may be in

some resi)ects,- superior as many others doubt-

less are, here is, at any rate, the great tidal wave

which overflowed the land, and left in its course

a rich drift by which all at length profited.

Thousands have had fruit, who never would

have had a taste but for the Concord graix\

Great honor is due to those who have entered the

improving field. Brocksbanks, Grant, Under-

bill, Moore, Arnold, Miller, Rogers, Wylie, Al-

len, Puiabe, Crans, Haskell, Parker, Merceron,

Uutter, Campbell and Bailey, whose names occur

toaswe write, besides others equally well known,

who have either spent riSuch time in experiment-

ing, or have done much to introduce some good

kind,deservewell of their country. ButtoMr. Bull

the «reat revulsion is due. He is the great pa-

triarch of modern success.

AVe have often thought how nice it would be

to the manly Concord, if it only had some sister-

ly fruit of the light complexion to share its popu-

larity through the length and breadth of the land.

So far few have offered, and indeed there seems to

be some natural law against it. Our v/hilom cor-

respondent. Dr. Stayman, whose philosophic

pen once so ready to aid us in cultivating the

mind ot horticulture, now lies rusting in the ink

horn, showed conclusively in one of his able ar-

ticles, that we could never expect a light fruit to

equal a dark one in hardiness and endurance.
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Yet on looking around on all the competitors for a

place with Concord, we do find in 3fart/.aone he

most near toit. White grapes are always popular.

There is a delicacy of flavor in them which the

14. ones do not possess. MariKa combines

more good qualities than any other. It is tne

best white grape, so far as has been generally

tested over a wide expanse of country. It is

not going through the same ordeal the Concord

stood. We know how many ^^VVO^f^^^l

throats injured by eating these -foxy things

who afterwards came to thank the day wlu^^^

brought Concord forth. It i8 so with Martha

now ; and it will end the same.

Martha is a Pennsylvania seedling. It was

raised in Lebanon, by Mr. ^-"^^^l^^"^' ^'^^.^

our most enthusiastic fruit experimenters and

now of Missouri. It is, however, to the labors

of Messrs. Knox and Campbell that the public

owe much knowledge of the merits of this grape.

These gentlemen are well known to the commu^

nity fo? the care which they take to be sure of

the merits of a fruit before sending it out. They

may for all this be mistaken, but if so, it is al

ways in honesty and good faith.

SCRAPS AND QUERIES.

BIO AnsTEALiAK TREE - In Mr. Harding's

arHde^lnthe gloomy shade ofantipod.an for-

e" should read forests. We are sorry for hese

ut^le :lips, but it is the fate of »" -[t-;-^-;

as in magazines and newspapers, i.t is not otten

"at an amhor can correct his own proof.J^e
are promised some more from Mr. 11 s. a„ree

able pen.

The NixKS PEAR.-This is not an Amorican

Pear, only an American name. It w.os received

from Bordeaux in France, and its name lost.

It has never yet been identified with any known

French kind. Kilos is the name of a gentleman

at New Haven, who has the tree growing. It

is a very showy fruit, larger than Easter Beurre,

though not quite so good as that popular old

kind ; but it has the merit ol ripening easier.

BKD MAOKOLIA -.Ur. Manmr,g of /farm

lura Ohio, writes : "In my article in the last

iZm, siike out the word purpurea and in-

f^^ rubra in describing Magnolias, as the way

Urea<"s;itisanerror in ttie tyi^c setter and

>:;.:» me recommend a Magnolia^^^^
terms 1 never mentioned. ^''^ "<^

\,<='%Xr
,.hitish and purple, and

^f^^'^'llf^'^l''
„„.UU color It would only mislead planters.

mfisc^u-s all of an Editor •' knowing too

mLh"Ve did not know there was a variety

Ta^'-rubra, and hence took the liberty of co^^-

reetin" what we supposed to be an error, "e

Lve here two varieties oS purpurea, one of which

iTurpra >d called purpurea ; the other graphs

wS s Ught. The rubra we have never seen.]

THE noBTicULTunisT.-We were favored re

eeltly w th a call from Mr. II. T. Williams the

EdUor of our fellow laborer in gardening litera-

ture he HoHicuUuri.t. This is the oldest of all

•n .he field
• and it gave us great pleasure

riearfm Mr'. Williams that it is in a most

Isperons condition. .He has our best wishes

for its continued success.

A JAPAN TOY.-B. M.. riil--'f>vT<j, Pa., asks:

"In a social circle, recently, a<iueslion occi.rro.l

ns to what was the nature of the wood used by

'the .fapaucse in the little toy now so common,

in which a small piece of magnetic iron is set,

which on being i>laccd in the hand or on a table

sets itself erect. An opinion was given that the

wood is from the rice pap<'r plant of Japan Is

tlvitso' It does not look like wood at all.

Itisnotwoo<l properly, but pith, -the pith

of the Kerria japomca, the common '•^"^'=^]°~

rus " which is so well known in every old gar-

den by its double yellow flowers. 'l-bo^S '
»"

in our "province" exactly, wc may add th.U

thore is nothing "magnetic" in the iron. It

stands on end just as a top would do, l^cause

IheTwer end is the heaviest. It simply finds in

this position its "centre of gravity."

VAKIATIOSS IN THE VlCAlt OF WiNKVIELD

PEAB -We have some specimens of this varie-

lTo«. Dr. rotter of Bridgeton, N. J., -h.h

are very remarkable in connection with our re

cent anicle on fruit variations. These ar. of a
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beautiful rosy rfid, with patches of russet, and

aolden yellow intermixed. At first glance, any

one would tiyke them for Beurre Vlairgeau

Other characters, however, independently, of

the positive knowledge, stamps it as undoubted-

ly a Vicar of Winkfield. It would be mterest-

in*r to propagate from this sporting part of the

tr^e, and ascertain whether it would retain this

beautiful character under other circumstances.

A Beautiful Flower Picture.-We are

are not in the habit of holding the mirror to our

own beauty. But they tell us our colored plates

are perfection in theii* way. We nevor expected

any one to attempt to excel them. But now

comes a young man from Rochester by the name

of Vick, who has not only the temerity to at-

tempt to rival us, but has the audacity to lay one

of his beautiful flower pieces right on our table,

in full view of our astonished eye sight 1

^ t * * * ifour friends wom't let us know

That they are alive.-they're dead, or ghould be so."

This is Vick's maxim. Everybody m the

United States knows that Tick's alive. What

is more, they are glad that he is. Certainly we

are, notwithstanding this powerful attempt to

crowd us down with beauty.

pondent asks: '* A seedsman in Canada writes me

that the duty comes off of imported seeds after

the first of January. I thought he^as mista'^en,

and asked our Congressman, Farnsworth, yester-

day. He thinks it is so, but is not certam,

would look and see. How is this? Dahlias, Ver-

benas, &c., in bloom here ; autumn leaves iu their

glory.''
^

[All a mistake. The only duties on seeds taken

off last session," were for seeds intported for the use

of the U. S. Botanical Garden or Agricultural De-

partment, at Washington. For all others, the

duties of 30 per cent, on the gold value still re-

mains.]

Mr. WRianT and Texan Botany.-' In

the last number of the Gardener^s Monthly, is a

notice of your humble servant, which somewhat

shocks his modesty. I dare say my good friend

supposed he was only doing me justice, and yet

he has overdone it. That I gathered -hundreds

ofunclassed specimens" I have no doubt
;
but

there is a great difference between that expres.

sion and "hundreds of unclassed species," which

is what the writer probably meant. If the *'bo-

anist at Cambridge paid a thousand dollars" for

Ihem I have no recollection of the transaction ;

yet I'suppose I received a fair remuneration for

my labor. Again, when he says "there is no

man living so thoroughly, &c.," he does me

honor overmuch. Local Floras like that sug-

gested by the writer, are of comparatively small

importance ; but a general flora of North Amer-

ica it is hoped will come from abler hands than

mine.
Yours truly,

Charles Wright."

Cambridge, Nov. Uth, 1870.

• h

BouVARDiA Vreelandil—*'i><^rtr Sir: I sup-

pose you recollect the flower of my white Bouvardia

Vreelandii w^ich I sent you last December, and

which you noticed in your January number, 1870,

of the Gardener's Monthly. You said it was very

dry, so that you could scarcely tell what it wav.

As I have a number of plants of the same now in

bloom, I take the liberty, to send you a few more

flowers, which I hope will reach you in better con-

dition than the others did. You say (in your

January No., 1870, page 20) " it appears to be a

white variety of B, leiantha." That is a mistake.

It is a white variety of B. Hogarth. It is a free

grower, and blooms very profusely, and has very

large trusses of flower?, and I have no doubt will

rank at the head of our white winter flowering

plants. S- ^* Vreeland,

Greenville, Hudson Co., N. J."

[These came in excellent order. It is a beauti-

ful variety, and will be highly appreciated by

florists. We are much obliged by this account of

its origin.] ,

Name of ThAfiT.—'' Subscriber,'' Memphis,

Tenn., says: *'I send you a small piece of a

plant which here is a native shrub, covered

during \^inter ^ith the red lerries of which a few

are attached. I suppose it belongs to the Rhamnus,

but not being certain, will feel greatly obliged by

your giving it its true name."

[Rhamnus lanceolatup, a pretty shrub, well

worthy of being introduced into our gardens.]

Duties ON Seeds.—A Waukegan, llh., corres-

Lime and Sulphur Vapor for Plants —
G. AT., New Providence, Jnd., says: '* In

the Gardener's Monthly for August, I find a

Horticultural Essay by Mr. Podburv, in which,

among other things, he treats of mildew, or white

P

fungus upon roses, and says that a vapor of quick-

lime and sulphur, in the proportion of about 14

pounds of fresfi Hme to one pound of sulphur, will

effect a cure.

Now, Mr. Kditor, I have some roses, verbenas

• and geraniums, in the same house. The verbenas

are a little troubled with fungus. Would Mr. Pod-

bury's remedy cure the verbenas without injuring

the geraniums ? Please state in your next Monthly:'

[We have no doubt this vapor would be as well

their great beauty, and this, be it remembered,

after the dryest season on record. With such

critical observations of cause and effect as ex-

hibited in the notes of R. II. N. and H. W. S.,

we must in time adapt our climate to as perfect

a lawn as any other climate can boast of.

Rhododendron, Princess Helen.—3fr. G,

Such, South Amhoy, N. J., sends us the foliow-

[VVe have no aouDt tnis vapor wuuiu uc »o «^.»
|
-^^^ j^Q^g . uj gg^d you by mail this day, a clus-

for other things as roses. We have here no personal
1 t^rof the hybrid Rhododendron, 'Princess Helen.'

experience with it, and should be glad if Mr. P. will
|

There is very little chance of its reaching you

favor 'us with his opinion for our correspondent. 1 safely,'but I hope it may, knowing that it will

Mr. P's experience is particularly valuable, as he
j

pi^ase j^u.''

is one of those who proves his faith by his works ; ^q^ ^^^^ contrary, it came in most admirable

and which fact it was indeed which gave so much
j

condition, with nothing but a little damp paper

value to his paper. As foreman to Messrs. Max-
^

^^^^^^ jt, in an air tight tin box. It is probably

well & Bros., at Geneva, his magnificent roses are I ^^ hybrid between an Azalea and a Rhododen-
,< 1 1 .1 rru^ *.,i,ri ',ci nriftTiw wiiYv white, about

well known.]

New Nursery at New Brunswick, N. J.—

Cherry Lawn Farm, is the name of a new institu-

tion in New Jersey, the catalogue of which we

find before us for the first time.

^
dron. The tube is narrow, waxy white, about

,wp inches long ; and the limb, composed ^of the

usual five petals, about one inch across, and of a

pearly pink. There arc a great many tlowers in

the tiuss. It is a beautiful thing indeed, and

gave us great pleasure.]

Postage on Seeds, Plants, &c.—^Many do not

seem to know that all writing in a box ot seeds or

plants subjects the whole thing to letter postage.

We have had several heavy bills of this kind lately

to pay. Send particulars of the enclosure in a sep-

arate letter.

Rocky Mountain Evergreens.—James T.

Allen, of the Omaha Herald, an enthusiastic

agriculturist, horticulturist, pomologist, &c.,

and member of the State ^ard of Agriculture,

after repeated solicitations, has gone to the

Rocky Mountains, for the purpose of collecting

a few thousand specimens of the various Rocky

Mountain Evergreens.

Lawns.—We call particular attention to the

short article on Lawns by Mr. Sargent in another

column. So recently as the time of A. J. Down-

ing, it was feared that we should never be able

to bear any comparison with England in this

l)eautiful feature of its Elysian gardens ;
but the

progress of the few past years, led by Mr. Sar-

gent's illustrious example, has been wonderful,

_so much so as to attract universal remark.

Mr. Robinson recently said to the writer that he

came here with the impression that America

could have no Lawns, and was astonished at

Deodar Cedar.—A correspondent of the

Country Gentleman writing from Clarksville,

Ga., says : ''In the mountain regions of Geor-

gia U is the most beautiful tree we ever saw, and

without a single fault. We have two of them

on our grounds which were planted out some six-

teen 05 eighteen years since, and were at that

time one foot in height ; now, they are between

thirty and forty feet, with trunks some ten to

I twelve inches in diameter at the ground
;
the

spread of the limbs at the ground is probably

about twenty feet ; they are Alpine in growth, •

the branches sweeping on the ground with a

heavy shaggy foliage; the annual growth in

height has been about two feet ; they bear an

abundance of beautiful cones, but I hayjj never

been able to discover any seeds in them."

Mr. Barry's Paper on Lawns.—The Phila-

delphia North American, in a kind notice of the

Gardener's Monthly, pays the following well

merited tribute to Mr. Barry's essay on lawns,

whfth recently api>eared in our magazine :

*'The November issue follows its timely hints

with direcfions for pruning, forcing fruits and

vegetables, and v%th an admirable paper at once

aesthetic and practical, on lawns. The argu-

ment covers only the making ; leaving planting

1
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Bhows we did not put the case before so as to be

understood. We did not compare one variety

.;;:;ed 7ura.-and ^--n--^j;-^rt , ri":^r7^ i:::z^"^:^^^^^
how very far our best lawns "re from bc.ng wha^ ^J" ^ correspondent refer.ed to one Silver

they may be "-^e and" how much a fine law^
Zpt^Mch was'green, and to_ another Silver

to the future. Those of our citizens who have

visited Europe, and particularly those who have

visited rural and suburban England, understand
*

^fV^TV. Wunnr what

inev may uc luauv., «».v» -— -

contrfbutes to the beauty of any residence, and

what n>any such do for a neighborhood. Mr.

Barry's pa'per is in the ^ight line and shows

how to achieve the preliminary portion of wha

it appropriately commends. It should be read

and utilized in all West rhiladelphia, German-

town and Chestnut Hill. Mr. Meehan discusses

fivsciation in plants, and concludes that it .s al-

«av8 incident to a low stage of vitality, asadna-

lion is to the highest Vigor. The subjecf of sex

in plants is involved. The grass Ifte of Austra-

lia is described and figured, and there is a pro-

fusion of other knowledge that is scasonab.e and

desirable.'

Maple which was green, and to another Silver

Maple which was not. To make the analoay

exact, E. V. O. should take one Siberian Crab

with another Siberian,-and more, both should

be the same mriety of Siberian Crab. Or il he

will take a Rambo apple which loses its leaves in

September, and compare it with a Bambo which

holds them till October, he will get our idea cor-

rectlv. Perhaps we are wrong for all th.s but

think not. We shall be glad to hear from

others.]

, The Bucks County Inteli-ioencer of

. TDoylestown, Pa., after quoting «o">^»"";":

Ouu A.KUA. T.THES.-Messrs. EUwanger thus speaks of our Xovember^numJ^._^_^lhjs^^^

& Barry sent ub a box of l>eautiful pears. We

seldom cat pears more juicy, sugary, delicious,

and in every way acceptable, than those our

.ood friends send us. We make no claim for

Uthes as has been the custom in other countries

tnd hence the voluntary offerings of our good

friends of the Mount Hope Nurseries render us

their debtor.

Hardiness of Late LEAVEs.-3fr. E. Van

O., Naperville, IIU., says : "In Novemlfcr No.

of Gcydcner's Monthly you say, 'but in a healthy

tree that one will get through the winter best

which retains its leaves the longest.' Now 1

notice in the nursery, that of all different varic-

'

ties of apples, the lied Siberian Crab is the only

one that has shed its leaves, while all others re-

tain them, and there is no late growth cither.

Then, according to your views, this hardy tree

^vould be injured by cold sooner than the Kambo,

Maiden's Blush, etc. 1 believe you are wrong

this time."
, \.

[We are mudi obliged by this note, as it

formation, and we might make much "«« "^
'5'

we compile from the November issue of Meehan s

«arde»er'a MonMy, w.hich is one of the mo

welcome of the many periodicals received at t is

office Vie find it always reliable and instruc-

tive, and not so much given to hard names and

fii^e writing as to make its articles intelligible to

theGeneral reader. The growing taste among

our country l^ople for horticultura occupations

w"« find in the MonMy a safe and progressive

„uide AVe charge Meehan nothing for saying

to, and our advice that it should be widely c.r-

culatod is entirely disinterested.

THE SMArL FRUIT RECORDER AKdCOTTAOE

GAUDENEH.-This thoroughly practical papei

^tfck^to facts as its best friend. It increased c.r-

1 ,Ln which we are pleased to note Irom the

int "d vl eof our' advertisement therein,

XldTndicate that facts in the grateful return

are sticking to it.

Parson's New W.niTE Mignonette, Rese-

da ODOBATA EXiMEA.-ThU new 'and lovely

Mignonette will be an uuiver8»l favorite ; it is so

much Ruperior in odor, habit and color-being

nearly pure wUiU -it cannot fail to be grown in

NEW AND. RARE PLANTs.
nreference to the other variety ;

the spikes arc

rareHnd beautifully shaped, and one pot of it

wm .r.tn,e a whole house. There are many

plan 8 advertised, eulogised, and sent out to the

public as something very superior, when the.

J<A ^

<t

1

^ I "
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are no better than existing varieties.— Cor. of

Gardener''s ChronicJe.

characters :—Stem swollen above the nodes,

flowers numerous in long, terminal, leafless,

cymulose spikes or panicles, with salver-shaped

corollas, having a two-lipped limb, the lower lip

largest and prettily spotted with purple or claret-

colored spots. The anthers are purple, and pro-

CoTONEASTER SiMONDSii.—Thls is a beauti-

ful hardy evergreen shrub, with glossy dark

green leaves, and bearing a large quantity of

Scarlet berries, which ripen Ut«- than the Ber-
^^'^^'y^'^^'^'^^^^^^^

beris Darwini, and will hang all winter.—Gar

d€ner''8 Clironicle.

Erantiiemum eleoans.—This plant well

deserves the name under which it was exhibited

at one of the recent meetings of the Floral Com-

mittee, at which it received a First class Certifi-

cate. In the arrangement of the flowers and

general habit, it is much like E. albiflorum, Bot.

Ma<^ 4225, but in the construction of the corolla

jt is°much more like the old Eranthemum bicol-

or or that form of it figured (Bot. Mag. tab.

hin) as E. aspersum. In habit and inflores-

cence again it is exceedingly like some of the
j^-

rieties of Eranthemum creuulatum of Neea (D.

C. Prod. xi. 445), but the flowers are much lar- ,......, - "-
'

Gardener^s Chronicle.

ucr and of a different form. Our present plant,
|

weeks.-M. T. M., in Gardiner s UironiUe.

then, may be readily recognized by the following
,

NEW AT^^D HAKE ERUITS.
• 1 K* 1 inr to the drouth, it was not as large as before, and

Weston Blackberry.-We are indebtcaior
^^^^ ^^^ accidently destroyed."

The history of the plant given by Mr. Bull. is

that it was obtained from Trinidad by the Right

Hon. Maziere Btady (through his friend the

lion. Horace Fitzgerald, one of her Majesty's

judges in that island). We think it most proba-

bleIhat it is really of Indian origin, and intro-

duced fpom that country into Trinidad. At any

rate neither in herbaria nor in books do we find

the plant named. It is certainly a very pleasing

stove plant, its blossoms being freely produced

on small plants, and borne on axillary and ter-

minal spikes, the latter some 8 or 10 inches long.

There is, as Mr. Bull remarks, a remarkable

succession of flowers : as soon those first devel-

oped go off, other! again and again#upply their

place, so that the spikes continue in beauty for

a box of these berries to Adain Durkcs, of Wes

ton. Mo , with whom they originated. He says

-They begin to ripen from the 20th to the 2oth

of July, and continue maturing until now, (Au-

gust 29th,) always enough to make pickmg an

object. I have tried other varieties, the l^wton

and Newman's, and to-day, after many years of

experience, consider the AVeston much more

j)roductive." The berries came by mail, and

^vere too much bruised for us to judge of their

merits, but we hope to hear trom them after an-

other year's trial,- H^estcru Gardener.

Foster Peach.-Originated with J. T. Fos-

ter of Medford, Mass. First illustrated in Til-

ton's Journal of Horticulture for November, 18G7.

I have carefully examined the tree in bearing for

three years, and am free to say that I believe it

to be as hardy and productive as Early Crawford

(which it very much resembles) and more than

double that well known variety in size. Indeed

it is tlw largest peach of which I have any know-

ledge At the exh bitioa in 18G9, ow ng probably

since, the tree has been accidently destroyed.*

The Massachusetts Horticultural Society say in

their last report, -should it prove as good in

other locations as with Mr. Foster, it will be

worthy of the Society's highest premium for any

new fruit. Mr. J. F. C. Hyde, President Mass.

Hort. Society, says, *'Such peaches would read-

ily bring twenty- five cents each in the Boston

market "' Mr. Robert Manning of the Journal

of Horticulture, saya, ''It is in quality fully equal

to Crawford." One or two young trees have

borne the present season, and in appearance

came fully up to the original.—T. C. Tiiurlow.

A seedling raisedIves' Bi.ood Freestone

by Mr. John M. Ives, of Salem, who thinks it

better than other Blood Peaches, being more

productive, and darker (almost black) to the

centre. His tree has borne heavily each season

for the last eight years, and the fruit has sold at

4fi8.00 per bushel for preserving. If scalding water

is poured on the fruit, the skin can be easily

wiped off with a cloth.-T. C. Thurlow.
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1) M b b i i ^
^^, ,,a. to an orchard

;Lcre there should be only the most yigorou

life but also because in our observation, itmaKes

the bark hard, when it Is wanted to ^e
«f^j'

It should certainly be borne hi ^i"^^. ^^^^
«^^

^re^

can bear fine a«i perfect fruit which will sell

well if it is unhealthy or unthrifty from an>

cause. Vigorous, healthy life, constant thrif

should be the watchword for fruit-trees and

this requires the most unremitting care of the

BOUVATIDIA DAVisoNii.-AVe have before no-

ticed this beautiful plant in our maj^azine. It

was obtained by Mr. Davison from »• "«Sarth.

As we understand, it was a branch of Ilogart i

which produced a white flower, and not a seed-

1 in-, which has seme interest in connection with

thc'cases of Trillium and Wistaria recently no-

ticed. It is a remarkable fact that plants with

varie-ated leaves which originate as sports from

.reen leaved ones, will not come true when raised

From root cuttings. A root cutting of a variegated

plant as far as we know, produces but green

leaved plants. It was supposed by some good

florists, that on the same principle root cuttmgs

of this Bouvardia might produce the original

llocrarth. This would be against its value, as

there is no way to raise Bouvardias rapid-

ly except by roots. But we are pleased to say

we have now l>cfore us a specimen raised from a

root which has the white flowers, so this n«es-

tionis settl^.- The Bouvardias are amongst

the most valuable of our winter flowering plants.

A good white will be particularly so. Mr. Dav-

ison we think has met with a little fortune in his

lucky accident.

fruit-grower.—Pract/caZ Farmer.

Peaches in Hanging BASKETS.-Mr A. C.

Chamberlain, Brooklyn, N. Y ,
has, the past

ei-ht or ten years, been experimenting in grow-

in° fruit trees-such as peaches, figs, nectarines,

&c..-in hanging baskets and P^^s. He plants a

ayearlingtrcein azincbasket, which isfilledwith

moss, which Mr. Chamberlain claims, has been

chemically prepared with the necessary elements

for the growth of the tree. These zinc Ixvskets

are ot various sizes -from six inches to a foot in

diameter. The moss rests on a per orated plate

which fits into the kettle-shaped bottom of the

basket, two or three inches above the apex, thus

insurincr a chamber into which there is drainage

withou^loss of water. In some of the baskets a

funnel extends into tfie chamber, and the water

is supplied to it direct; but Mr. Chamberlain
**-..,. • . . *K« v^oirnf in wnti^r once

Wasiiino the Bauk of Fihjit-Tbees.-N*

lime should now should be U«t In
^''fl?

"'«
,^ , _

trunks of all fruit-trees with some so ut.on to
j

U^^^
^^^^^ ^^^ ^,^^ ^^^^^j i„ ,,^t«r once

*often the bark, destroy insects which harbor .

^ .^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^„ f„^ „,„ p,ant

under its rough surfaces, and thus enable it to
^^^^^^ of success, it is claimed, lies in the

perform its office, admitting the descent ol the
^„„,pound or fertilizins material used,

sap Where it is scaly, hard, and impenetrable, en
j^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^j^ ^^ p„j

as we often^ee, especially in old trees, this sap
|

l •

^^^^ ^^,^^^ .^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ to keep it

is impeded lu its course, and becomes congested , ,

w
^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ _ ^^^^ ^^^,^ ^^^.^ ^ j^,^

an unhealthy condition of the tree results "^"^ *
'j„^„n„ually after it commences fruiting,

the fruit is knotty and imperfect nsects also wUlpr
^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^, , f ..

tne iruit is ivuv^t-^-j « i -
.

are much more liable to attack both tree and

fruit in an unhealthy condition of the bark, or,

indeed, of any other of its important organisms.

we do not know. As a rare thing, as a fiincy, it

^

is not a bad one to grow peaches in pots in a

common plant house. They are kept in a deep

.„deed, of any other of its important organisms, co u
^^^.^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ ,^^^.„., ,,, f^uit. It

On the farm no cheaper and more eftective re- P
^^.^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^e's dining

niedy is at hand than a --ture of equal propor-
^^^^^^

Y
^^^^^^ ^ growing on a tree and

tions of soft soap and lye. Give one or two ap

plications, according to circumstances, to the

body of the tree, as high as one can reach, and

to where the branches fork. One pound of pot-

ash dissolved in a gallon of water will answer

the same purpose. Apply with a whitewash

brush and in hard cases we have often used a

hand-scrub. The bark of a tree should be soft

and pliable, so as to be easily indented with the

fmaer-nail. Avoid whitewash in all cases, not

onfy as a matter of taste, conveying the idea of

table a basket of fruit growing on a tree and

nluck it fresh therefrom. That it can be oone

\f r C has proved. That it can be made proht-

fbVe^o supply fruit to tables in this way, is yet

to be established.-J^. New 1 orker.

A Mammoth Blackberry Enterprtse.-

One ottlie most interesting calls we have made

th"s vear was to the great Blackberry patch of
this >^»Y,>v.

o

The following from the PracU-

^al'SwfgWes Ju excellent 'idea of things as

*wrvisUe" about the middle of the past month

J^l -^

1870. THE GARDEJ^ER'S MOJVIELY^
<7>/V Oi

Oi o

approaching but not quite at the height of the

picking, the large Blackberry patch of our

with 14,000 quarts, make the r^und little sum of

S2,800 for one day's picking. Can the mullen

nckin^r the large Blackberry patch oi our .ir^,owv. .ul v..xv. v.«j . ,..-- o

£d John S. Comn,, near kerchantvil.e, New ^^^^^T^^^^^
Jersey, about four miles from Camden. It

comprises 75 acres, ail planted in Blacl< berries,

and now bearing profus^ily, but far yet from be-

ing up to its maximum production. They were

" planted mostly 3 and 4 years ago.

The day of our visit, 7,000 quarts had been

picked ; 14,000 quarts were fully expected the

. - ,. . 1 '-K \A Vv^ o full flav's work

ower show as large a ifA;«i^' «p fi,^

Que of the most interesting features of the

business, to us, was the quiet, thorough and

systematic manner in which everythmg was

done. Each row had a n^arked stake at the

end. Hand A undertakes to pick rows r,o and

56 -was so marked by the clerk in his book-

and they were required to pick them clean, an I

picked ; 14,000 quarts were fully expected the
^^ J^^, jf t^ey were not so. The price paid

day following, which would be a full day's work ° ^ ^ ^^,,ts per quart, and a con-uay iuiiu>\iii^, v»iii.v^>* „v,v-.v- ^

for the hands employed, who, when we saw

them were quietly resting or lounging about

under the shade of trees, and recruiting for the

morrow—7,000 quarts being about half a day's

work. A visitor to this patch would at once be

satisfied, that there is many a homely adage less

truthful than the very trite one, " as plenty as

Blackberries." Here were 75 icres occupied

with nothing else than Blackberry plants-
... 1 1 i^„.'..i:nr* noorlv t.n tiie

for picking was U cents per quart, and a con-

stant supervision being exercised over the work,

the hanO^ soon discovered it was easier to pick

a row thoroughly than to have to go back. Very

few •cases occur where they are continually

careless as to require to be discharged, ihc

average is 100 to 150 quarts per day to each

hand, but they sometimes run up to 200 quarts

per day.
with nothing else than Blackberry plants- per^^aj^

^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^.^^^ evidently reached

thousands of the bushes bending nearly to the
^^^^ intelligent and far seeing projector of this

ground under their weight of fruit. The rows
| ^^^^^^^^^^ p^t^h, it was also nfl less a Black-

were 8^ feet apart, and the plants 4 to 4^ in the
,

^ ^^^^,^^\ for the hands employed. On en-

rows. The tillage had been excellent, no weeds
| ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ f^om, we were surprised

at all to be seen, for the simple reason, we pre-
1

^i^

^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^,tly from that

sumed, without asking the question, that the
,

^^.^^^^^^^^^^ ^y) portion of Philadelphia, Bedford

berries brought a better price in the "market thai^^^^^^
^^ .^ ^o^^\h\^. thought we, thus to utilize

weeds, and the proprietor being essentially ^IT
^^^^^^ g^.^et. Here were one to two hundred

practical man, had given the strength of the soil
employed, of what is known as the very

and the labor of cultivation to the crop Vhich
^^^^ ^^ ^,^^t\o^^ men with their wives and

brought iiVhe most money. People's mental
.-i^.^n, gathered about in clumps; and in pass-

organizations differ widely, as also their reason-
^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ,,^^ uear a proline or

lag processes and conclusions. This was indi- » ^^^ ^^^.^ and orderly. The

cated by a field adjoining the Blackberries, where
j

^^^P^^^
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ed cellars and filthy

the owner had evidently concluded, that the ,

-^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ green gra» and pure air

crop /or Ixim to raise was mullens. We have
^^^^^.^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^he country, where all

seen no mullen crop equal to them this season,
^^^ ^^^^^, ^^^^ ,^,, ^irds «ang merrily

and think we never saw a better one anywhere.
^^^^ ^^^^ impressed, and reached the latent

They had grown six feet high, without any ex-
depraved specimens of humanitn

.

pise of cultivation. The inference we drew l«P^^^« .._ .„uk„.k .,W. a «^tce

las, that a malUn soil was also favorable for

''ttrte largest portion of the Blackberries

r hey ovr 'the sabbath. ../.at a . «e

f; d an opportunity for those rightly qualified to

'
ve relig-ious labor for operating ou such a class,

givi. iv.. 55 _ _ . , . ,,ritn t.ho clerk."^TaVj;^ largest portion of the B.ackberr es
,

^'^ ^
f , , ;";eV;re brougl^tupto the cleric,

werl the variety known as Wilson s Early. ,

As « « ^1 c
^^^^^_^.^^^.„„ „f ^.kets are

This seedling, of a few years since, ranks in ^^t =
^ ^^^ ^,,,

importance with the Philadelph"^
'^''tPSh , whenever alwed for. The ticket system uudoubt-

is the best blackberry out has been tes d tl o- «he°ev
^^ ^^^^ ^.^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^„, „,

roughly, differs from the Lawton in being ripe

whe'n b^ck, is of good si.e, melting and juicy,

which with its earii«es.s, being the first lu the

market and treaditg closely on the heels of the

Raspberry crop, always secures the best price.

J S. Collins was receiving 20 cents per quart,

wholesale price, at the time of our visit, which,

rdirrmlu:; them to save till toward the end of

"
'Itr'-open shed is erected, with rough ta-

hlet and-lJhes, which may be cabled he res-

taurant, where plain meals are cooked, and pro-

:^r:s 'sold, of course with the -«re absen^<^o

intoxicating liquors. The barn as weU as »han
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tics erMted about, arc used to lodge in ;
and

there can be n(fdoubt the ban,fs return, when

the season is over, improved in mind, body and

estate.

large pauper population of great cities might de-

rive a valuable hint from what may be seen at

8uch a place as ColUns' Blackbery pickings, and

;:S'rrrIZZ^ -^
l of.- a refuse popmatioutan be utilised.

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE

Pelargoniums—It is now impossible to de-

termine the parentage of the Show and Fancy

Pelargoniums. In Sweet's time a great many

hybrids were figured and described by ^him and

others as garden varieties, and it is from those

hybrids that our present race of cross-bred^have

sprung. P. cordatum is certainly not unlike

many^of the Fancy section, and P. cucuUatum

some of the Show kinds, but we know nothing

positive. Pelargonium zonale is a distinct

species cultivated in botanicaV collections, and it

is not unlikely that the species you have from

South Africa tnay be it. We think your pro-

posed crossing will give some curious results if

it should prove successful, which we very much

question, It is, however, well worth trial.-

Coitagf Gardener,

start away freely when put out m the bed.

When pressed for time, I have the cu tmgs put

in small pots, three in each, and placed close to-

..ether upon abed of ashes in the open air. This

;ian saves the labor of potting up the cuttings

when rooted, but it is very seldom that such a

larg3 percentage will strike as when put out in

the border. Take them up with a fork immedi-

ately the root, are about half an inch m length,

or as soon as possible.-Gardcner's Weekly.

How TO Propagate Bedding Geraniums.

—The most general cause of failure in propaga-

ting' bedding geraniums is over-attention. The

cuttings are put thickly into pots, and then placed

in a frame, shut up close, and sprinkled overhead

once or twice daily, and then results of the system

are the loss of abouf two-thirds of the cuttings

from "damping off.'' Instead of all this fuss

and trouble, prepare the cuttings in the usual

way, dibble them rather thickly together in a

jvarm sunny border in the open air? and then

either leave them alone until they are* rooted, or

at the most sprinkle them overhead about ^nce

a week. When rooted, they can be taken up and

potted in whatever way is the most convenient.

The simplest and a very desiraljle way of potting

them up for the winter, is to put three cuttings

in a three-inch pot, and then they can be potted

offsingly some time in either February or March.

When°potted sinijly in the autumn, the whole of

the nourishment in the soil is exhausted before

the planting out time, and the growth is, as a

matter of course, brought to a standstill; but by

managing them as here advised they continue to

makelti ady progress throughout the season, and

ROSES FOR Forcing.-No flower is more

popular or more useful than the Rose, whether

as standards by the sides of promenades in beds

or masses, festooned about pillars, or enlivening

the conservatory in the depth of winter. For all

these purposes Roses demand a considerable

share of attention, especially at this period.

Budding, cutting-striking, final potting, &c.,

are processes of paramount importance at the

present moment. The Hybrid Perj^tuals leas,

Bourbons, ana Chinas are the most eligible

classes from which to select kinds for pot culture.

The following are good old kinds for a winter

collection on account of their general utility :-

Devoniensis, Cramoisie Sui>erieure, La Pactole,

Caroline, Elise Sauvage, Comte d'Eu, Coupe

d'Hebc Prince d'Esterhazy, William Jesse,

I'rincess Maria, Clara Sylvain, Aubernon, La

Reine Madame Laffay, Duchess of SutherlJhd,

Earl Talbot, Belle de Florence, Bourbon Queen,

and Crimson Perpetual. The Persian Yellow

and Harrisoni have also been found to force very

vviiW.-London Journal of Horticulture,

Spontaneous Generation.-Dr. Bastian

in ''Nature'' thus sums up the substance of a

paper on this subject

:

'<• My principle objects in tjiis paper have been

to show :—
,

''
1. That there is a strong a priori probability

in favor of the possibility of the occurrence of the

I

heterogenous evolution of living things, and that

the most reliable scientific data which we possess

do, in fact, fully entitle us to believe in this as a

possibility.

"2. That microscopical investigation, whilst

it teaches us as much concerning the mode of

origination of the lowest organisms as it does

concerning the mode of origin of crystals, enables

us to watch all the steps of various processes of

heterogenous evolution of slightlv higher organ-

isms, such as may be seen taking place in a

pellicle on a fluid containing organic matter m
solution.

*'
3. That the kinds of organisms which have

been shown to be destroyed by a temperature of

100^ C. may be obtained in organic fluids, either

acid or alkaline, which, whilst enclosed within

hermetically sealed and airless flasks, had been

submitted not only to such a tem^ei-ature but

even to one varying between 146^ and 153" C
for four hours.

»'
4. That a new and direct evolution of organ-

izable compounds may, in all probability, be ca-

pable of arising, sometimes by isomeric transfor-

mation of the atomic constituents of a single

saline substance, such as tartrate of ammonia,

and sometimes by the re-arrangement of the ato-

mic constituents belonging to two or more saline

substances existing together in solution. It is

not only supposed that this may occur, but that

even living things may be subsequently evolved

therefromrwhen the solutions have been exposed,

as before, in airless and hermetically sealed flasks

to a temperature of 146 to 153' C. for four hours

*'0n account of this a priori probability, and

in the face of this evidence. I am, therefore, con-

tent, and as I think justified in believing that

living things may and do aflse de novo. Sych a

belief necessarily carries with it a rejection of M.

PASTEUR'S Theory of Putrefaction, and of the

80-called ' Germ Theory of Disease.'
"

Small Conservatories in the vicinity of

larcre towns are seldom seen in a satisfactory

condition, simply because their owners attempt

to grow plants which they have neither the time

nor the skill to cultivate properly. These struc-

tures are generally furnished with a stage in the

centre, filled with a lot of sofc-wooded stuff", sel-

dom if ever, in a hlealthy state. Enter them

when you will, the majority of the plants are in

a sickly condition through a^ant of sufficient

air water, or space for the development of the

roots. This state of things is not by any means

an evidence of either ignorance or wilful neglect,

especially in the eyes of those who know the

amount of labor and attention necessary to keep

a houseful of plants in small pots in health.

Where their owners are employed in business

from early in the morning until late in the even-

in- it is impossible to give the plants the atten-

tion they require, even supposing they possess

the necessary knowledge for managing them.

Indeed, when wt consider the expense attached

to the possession of these little houses, there is

no occasion for wonder when we see the plan s

cleared out to make way for lumber, or to enable

the house to be used as a smoking room.
^

Pot plants are very well in conservatories ;
in-

deed, iri!lispensable, where they must be kepi

aav with flowering plants throughout the year,

and where there are othei- houses for the purpose

of maintaining successional supplies ;
but where

there are no other houses, and the owner is away

from home during the day, nothing ought to be

<.rown in them but plants that thrive satisfac

Torily when out in a bed of soil This brings us

to the remedy, which is as simple as it is eff"ec-

tual, and we feel assured its general adoption

would be attended with beneficial results. There

are a vast number of plants, both flowering and

ornamental leaved, which quite equal in beauty

and eff-ectiveness those that can be grown in pots.

It is not necessary for us to go into details,

here ; therefore we will content ourselves with

mentioning the camellias, rhododendrons, and

acacias amongst flowering plants, and arali^as,

ficuses, dracffinas, tree ferns, and palms amongst

plants remarkable for their ornamental leafage,

which are eminently adapted for this purpos
^

In addition to these, there are a number of plants

of a scandent habit which, when planted out m

a bed of good soil, grow freely and flower almost

perpetually ; in fact, in a manner unknown to

those who have been accustomed all their lives

to plants grown in pots. •
i.,.i „

To carry out the reform here suggested, a

heavy expense is by no means necessary, because,

excepting the purchase of the plants, the forma-

tion of a bed of turfy loam, either in the centre

or around the sides of the house, is all that is

necessary. The bed for the reception of the

plants should be about three feet in depth, and

have a layer of brickbats underneath, to prevent

the soil becoming sour from stagnant moisture.

It is of no consequence whatever, so far as the

! crrowth of the plant is concerned, whether the
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bed is above or below the floor of the house ;
but,

for appearance-.akc, it is well that it should not

exceed 12 inches above the level. Plants put out

in a bed of this kind would virtually take care of

themselves, as a good soaking of water once a

week would be quite sufficient during the sum-

mer months ; and, of course, during other seasons

of the year, once a fortnight, or even once a

month, will be ample. Indeed, with the excep-

tion of an occasional skiff with the syringe, to

o

keep the foliage free from dust, and the neces ary

attention to air-giving, the plants will be able to

toke care of themselves, and there will be no

occasion to fear, when returning home in the

ZTZ<r, that th;y will be half dead for the wan

of wate'r, as must be the ease with soft-wooded

Iff gro;n in small pots. We call attention to

this subject now because the present season of

he year affords a good opportunity ^r maku.^

the necessary alWrations.-Gardener', Weekly.

if

HORTICUTUML NOTICES.

PENNA. FRUIT GROWERS' SOCIETY.

The Annual Meeting of this Society will con-

vene in Chambersburg, Pa., January 18th, 1871,

It is confidently expected that this session will

prove of unusual interest to every fruit-grower,

and all desiring the advancement of Horticul-

ture are invited to attend. Addresses will be

delivered by Wm. Parry, of N. J., Dr. J. S

Ilou-hton of Philadelphia, and E. Satterthwait

of Montgomery Co., in addition to the annual

address of the President. Persons having fine

specimens of fruit, are invited to exhibit speci-

mens of the same.

• ANNUAL MEETING OF THE OHIO

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The Annual Meeting of this Society will be

held at Urbana, on Wednesday, Thursday and

Friday, Dec. 7th, 8th and 9th, 1870, in accord-

ance with the invitation of the citizens of that

• place, and a cordial invitation is extended to all

persons interested in Horticulture to attend the

meeting and take part in the discussions The

past season has been quite a remarkabk one.

and many new tacts and observations of practi-

cal interest will no dcxubt be presented with sug-

crestions for future improvement ; hence a large

attendance is desirable, and it is hoped that

members will come prepared to stay the whole

time, and to contribute the results of their expe-

rience or observation on the topics discussed.

The programme will be somewhat as follows :

AVedxesday FoRENOON-Informal meeting

for arranging fruits for exhibition, &c.

Afternoon Session will be occupied by appoint-

incr committees and hearing ad-interim reports.

'Evening-Address of Welcome by a citizen of

Urbana, and the Annual Address of the Presi-

dent of the Society ; Report of Nominating Com-

mittee and election of officers.

Thursday Morning—Reports, &c ,
follow-

ed by an essay or address on .Esthetic Horticul-

ture; the advance 'of the Art-its influence on

Agriculture and Rural Life. Followed by dis-

cussions.

Aflernoon Session-Essays or remarks on Prac

tical norticulture ; The Garden-The Farmer's

Garden-The Orchard. Followed by discussions.

Evening Session-Reports of Committees. New

or rare fruits and vegetables presented and dis-

cussed. Essay or remarks on the Fine and its

culture ; discussion on new varieties m Grapes.

Friday Morning -Reports and resolutions;

Essays on Small Fruits.theW influence on health;

culture and management; marketing the sur-

plus ; discussion on varieties.

Afternoon Sessia,i- Miscellaneous matters;

1 unfinished business; concluding resolutions;

adiournment. , . , i.u

Persons having «(«v or rare fruits which they

desire to have examined by the Society and no-

ticed in the reports, are requested to bring or

send specimens to the meeting. Packages from

these who cannot attend may be sent ^Y
>^fP^ff

at the Expense of the Society, directed to the

Secretary, or J. D. Kirkpatrick, Urbana.

Rail Boads-The Dayton and Sandusky Ime

and the Cleveland and Indianapolis line (to i5el-

lefontaine) will favor the Society with a reduction

of fare to persons attending the meeting.

Members of the Society who do not attend the

meeting, and wish to continue their names on

the roll are requested to remit the annua fee

(SI) to Dr. J. W. Dunham, Collamer, O ,
Ireas

urer, or to the Se^etary, M. B. Bateham,

J. A. Warder, FresidenU

mi (^mhMf% pottttili.
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Developments, Law of, in the

Flowers of Ambrosia
artemlsise folia. 142

DifTenbachi Bowmani, 279

44

Failure of Pears, 273

Fairmv»unt Park, Pl.ilad'a, Trees

and Shrubs at, 199

Fair^ County, 347

Fall Apples for Kentucky, 2.il

the Round Tubpred.45 Fallowater Apple, the, 57

L Prospects in New Jersey,181

^ Thinning, 12.) ^
» Trees, a Cool Surface for, bU

.« " and Fungi, .36

»• " Experiments on, 72

Fruits, 359 .

Amateur and Market, 86

and Vegetables, Forcing,

323
California. Compared with

Eastern, 43

Climate, for, 178

for Kentucky, 221

in Wisconsin, Notes on,47

Wiscohsin, 249

Fuchsia Cooclnea, 121
•' Rose of Castile, 62^

Fungi. Fruit Trees and, 36

"or Mould, and Auimalcu-

I

la, about, 136

I Fungoid, Theory of Diseases, 21

J

! Fungus on Apple Shoots, j4

I " Uses ot, 251

W

it

v^orn v^oDt. 1-1
. iQft' ninao.irea the Round Tuhereu.-tT Kaiiowaier n.tiiJio, "•«. -•

Corre8,K)ndence. Mr. Hoopes .180, D oscorea the^^^^^^^^
Dwellings, Lawns for 327

rntoneaster Simondsii. 371 "loscoreas rnoiogr»,H
va^\.^t\nn the Law of. and its

Geranium, Sidling, 120

Geraniums, Double, 244, 276
" How to Propagate

Bidding, 374
•• New, 312
" Wintering inMo8s,131

Germantown Apple, 22

it t« Work on, 121

Greenhouses at St. Joe, Mich.,249
•• of Jos PerkinSjEsq,

119
«• of Mrs. Geo.W. Car

penter, 46

Ground, of Geo. Merritt, 86

TSleg^aph, the, 155:Gfound Vineries 274

Oerrardanthus Portentosus, 60

Gigantic American Flowers, 253

Gilliflower.lhe, 37

Gladiolus Bulbs, 115
" cruentus, 124

Glass, Peaches under, 13 •

Gloxinia Alice, 279

Gnaphaiium tonientosns, 61

Godwinia gigas,186

Golden-leaved Althea, 172
'• Thornless llaspberry, 15-*

' Variegations, 86

Gooseberry, Victoria, 156

Oooseberrier, Raising, 81

Graft Hyl)rids, 154

Grafting, 216
Apples on the Persimon,

17
«• Lemon Trees, 274
M potatoes to Get New Va

rieties, 26
" Winter, 20

Grain, Smut in, 222

Grape Culture at Erie, 123

Drought and, 272

in California, 126

in Texas, 11

Althea. 311

Growing. Fruit, 12

Gunpowder Dogwood, 85

Gymnogramma Laucheana gi-

gantea, 124

Hail Storm at Boston, 276

Hale's Early Peach. 246
» ». •• for Fore

ing, 162

Hand Cultivators, 85

Hanging Baskets, Peaches in.372

Horticultural, Society, N. Caro-

lina. 63
•< Society, Ohio State

244
•• Society,Penna,127,

192,2.V.,317,3.)2
•• Society, Tenn., .320

it »• Warsaw,
Ills , S')2

it M Western,
N,Y.. of, 63

Horticulture, a Scliool for. 120
" at Milwaukee, 60
» Intelligent, 117

« Profits of, 221

Horticulturist, the 367

Hot and Greenhouses, 324
" Bea for Raising Slips, How

to Make a Cheap, 201

Sash, New. 120

it

it

ti

it

ti

it

and Blackberries,335

of Late Leaves, 370

of Seedlings, 16

Hardy Climbers, 03

Harney's Barns, Outbuildings A
Fences, 155

Harrison's Flavoring Extracts,

87 247

I

Hartford Prolific Grape, 276

Hatcher Apple, 157

r;r„r-!-.r„„,.. ...,^1 =-..r.e. »s. .so

Black Damascus, the. 184

Detroit, the, 345

Dif-eases, 299

Kunieian, the, 22, 24b

Good White, 178

Growtrs' Association, the

l^ke Shore, 128

Hartford Prolific, 276

Ives, the, 182

Matthew's «o. 13, 1.58

it

again, 214

Credit to, 151

Heat, Specific, in Plants '20,47

Hedera Roegneriana, 150

Hedges, Hemlock, 52

1
.' tn the South. 2/6

lUemeroeallis Disticha flora pleno Illinois

I
220

Fnlva, 3:U

188

How to Propagate Bedding Ge-

raniums, 374

Hoya Carnosa, the, 3(H»

Uuggin'8 Jenathan, Orchard of.

Humbug ? What is a, V20^

Husbandry, Patrons of, 8,^

Hutchinson Apple, 90

Hyacinth, Propagating the, 222

Hybrid Cherry ot Utah , 279 *•

»• Grapes, 205
•' Pent»t«'n»on8, 340

Hybrids, Graft, 154

Hydrangea Stellata Prohfera,220,

it

t(

• i .„ ,

Tis I
Hemlocks from the Woods, 152

t>f Delaware, Ohio, J4B' "*

•t

<*

it

Cotoneaster Simondsii, 371

Country Fairs, 347
" Gentleman, the, 15.'i

«* Life is full of Embel
lishment. 362

Courtesies, Editorial, 53

Covering old Stumps, 118

Cranberry Culture, 246

Crassnla lactea, 2.)2

Crata'ijus Cordat*. 13

Credit to Hearth and Home, 151

Crops at Rochester, NY., 24^

Cross Fertilization and the Law

(t

it of Plants, 110

Dogs and Cats, Filthy, 31

llizatioa ana me uaw Dogwood. Gunpowder. 85

of Sex m Euphorbia, Double Geraniums, 244, 276

OAT Lilac, laa

:,xiTu, '^ " Petunias, Raising, 12«

c'roZ S.l*wildtr's Alplne.in' Doubling the Balsam Fiower.200

a^^sS' Police Mr. Paul's Exhi-1 Downing, Charieslil,

B° """ '^"' "is-'«v= " ^

Fasciation. the Law of. and
Rfllatiou to Sex in

Plants, .332

Femile Ailanthus, 20

Fern Cabinet, Dr. Jack s, 340

Fiber, Broom, 61
" Yucca, 297

rianis, i^r, , Filthy Hogs and Cats, 31

Fungoid,Theoryof,213iFloral Hints, 200
'^.„.» .',,„ ' 1 ,| Works. English. 54

Florida. Peaches in, 249

Florist, a Visit among the. 144

Flower a Good White Winter,79,

106

Tubered, 54

Disease, Grape, 299

In Apple Trees, 181

Pears, 341

Tulip Trees, 312

on Pine Trees, 153

Diseases, Contagion-*, among

,
Plants, 109 •

Beds. Designs for, 151

Garden and Pleasure

grounds, 1. 33, 6.5, 97,

1.39, 161, 193, 225, 257,

289, 321, 353

Picture, A beautiful. 368

Trade of St. Louis. S25

Flowering Plant, the Smallest

known, 276

it

it

ti

Garden of W. PfnAf'f•"**'.,
Cleveland. Ohio, 248

Gardener's Monthly, Subscrip-

tions to the, 55

Gardeners, Wages of, 150

Gardener, the WeUern, 217

Gardening, American, 241
»» at Dubuque, Iowa,lsi

• « in Michigan, 343
•• in Mississippi, 25
ii Landscape, 8, 114

Generation, Spontaneous, 374

General Neglcy R'«P»>«'"7' *^;„
Geneva Horticultural Society, 1.^7

217
•' Nurseries, 119

GenisU Tinclora, Curious Move-

ment in the Flowers of
'

121

Gesnera Exonlensis, 312

Geranium Italia uniU, 346

t(

i<

it

It

«t

•«

ti

tt

It

it

ti

tt

it

Show at Mensrs
• Sons, 277

Stems, Roots from, 244

Vine, a Large. 249
•• an Old, 91
•• Death of a, 116
" Insect, 309
•' Insects, Injurious to

the, -292

tt «• Insect)- on, 277

it " Pruning the, 177
•• Tendrils 217

ti •• Tree Culture of the,

271

Grapery. Cold, 59

Grapes, 294 . _ ,

»• Black Ilarobnrg In Oroond

Viueries, Cultivation of

1.39

Black Ilambtirgs from the

Open Air, 308

Foreign. '^iH

• Ib the Open Air,

119
for Kentucky, 221

Hybrid, 205

In Minnesota. 251

in Ohio, 245J

Large, 58
.. Yield of, 2.51

5ew,What8hallIdowlth
Them r, 202

Number of, in a Vinery ,84

on a Back Wall, 342

Productive, 18

The Marihi, (See Frontis-

piece ) 366
« Tree Culture of. 343

Grasi, Pear Trees in. 212

" Perennial Rye, 27

• Lawn, 244
'« Tree of Australia, 349

Great Tree of California, the, 124

oJe;nhou,«,3,291,324.3^5
•' Climbers, Culture of,

30 •
•» Plants, Ac, 68

UniO, 0«t» .,„q

Bliss A llerbnrinms, nbout, ^-iv^out, 238

iierstine Raspbi^rry, 271

the, and Haspberriesio

j

general , 305

Hlbberd, Shirley. 85

JHillsideHousesB*. Strong s,lM

I
Hints, Floral. 2t>0

I .-on Violet Cultivation, »

;
fdW. 261

Hoes, Horse, 67

Holder, a Tree. 79

Home Adornments. Climbing

Plants as helps to, 3oi

Honey, Jodas Tree, 342

Honesty, '253
, „ . „.

Houey Locust for Posts, ^-i

'• Thornier*, 1*21

Honeysuckles, 24ft, 331
>' about, 209

Hoopes tCo.,West Chester, Pa.,1

one Hoar at the Nur-

series of. 2'i7

" Mr. , Correspondence, 1 80

I

Horticultural and Poroological
'

Society, Oregon, 288

Editing, 275
Kxhlbitions, 306

Journals, 59

Journal Successful

to Make a, 276 <

Notes. 244

School for Women,

Society, AialeM »t

the, 154
Society, Geneva,

127.217

Society, lllnofcs,

the, 53

Society, Leaven-
worth £0, Kan

.12

HortlcuUnral Society,

the, 53
Plants, Some, 104

Imperfect Pollen, 15

Improvement of Alpine Straw-

Iterries, 14

Improving Oats. 24
" the Wild Red Rasp

berry, 243

Inarching. Embryonic. 207

India Rubber, Production of, 23*

" Timber In, ICt)

lLfaim)Mity, 218

luifcct, (Trspe Vine. .^09

ruBects Injurious to the Grape
Vine, 292

on Grape Vines, 277

Pariisitic, 341

Intelligent Ilortitultnire, 117

Inierestlng Experlu»•u^ 159

Introductory, 1

Invitations. 343

Iowa Oreha.d, a Large. 120

Pears In, lt>3

Judicious Stocking of Small
Grounds. 1.35

Juniper, Seed of Irish, 65

Junipers, Irish, 117

E.

Kapnophyte, 341

Kentucky, Apples in, 18X

Fruits for. 221

Keokuk, Iowa, Pear Orchard at,

187

Kinnaird's Choice Apple, 157

Knight's Monarch I'eitrs, 86

Knocking the Curculio. 216

Kocher Apple, 90

L.

Labor Difficulties, 263

Lake Shore Grape Growers As-

sociation, the, 128

Landreths,the,214
Landsdape Gardening, 8, 114

Larch Ring, the, 120

Large Asparagus, 182

Fiowere<lor Show Pelar-

goniums, Culture of

the, -MS

Grapes, .58

Grape Vine, A, 249

Iowa Orchard, A, 1'20

Lemon Verbenas, 21

Onion Sets, Planting, 20

Pears, 56

Trees east of the Missis-

sippi Kiver, 110
•« of the West, 167
•' PlaiitiuA 20
' Transplanting, 83,

149
Yield of Grapes, 251

Larva of the Cockchafer, 282

Late Flowering Apples. 178

•» Late Leaves, Hardiness of

370
•• Pears, 238

Lanrenel Peach. 1.58

Lawn, Beauty of the. 325
•• Care and keeping of a, 32S

" Grass, 244

How to make a. 327

Its Beneficial Influence on
Ta».ie, 326

Mower, American, 153

The, 325
Mowers, 217

Philadelphia, 181

Law as, .'J25. 5*56. 36»

for Farm Dwellings, 327

MauageineAt of, 297

•^ Mr. Barry's Paper on, 369

\j9oi DeveVopiiient in flowers

of Ambrosia, Arteme-
iirtulia, 142

Law of Sex in Euphorbia, Cross
Fertilization and, 262

!;:p;°oii...»,Hcu...~.,v»',c''"i'»';ir

•t

it

it

Society of, 246

Ireslne Llnde«l, 345

Irish Junipers, 117

Janlper, f'eed of, 0*

Pippiu, 60

Iris Violacea, 185

Iron and Mashrooms, 341

Italia Unita Geraaiom. 34»

Ives' Blood Freestone Peaeb, 371

" Grape, the, 1H2

Ivy. Varieties of, W

9.

Jack's, Dr., Fern Cabinet, 340

Japan Lilies, Propagating, 21i

•• Toy, A, 367

Japonica Sklmmia 81

Jenny Lind Camellia, 2.%0

Jexusalem Cherry, 19

Job. the Modern, 21

9

I

Joliffla Africana, or Te falri»,31.''

Journals, Horticultural, 69
IMS ?fl j.iyuri»»»", ..«•----- r

Ohio, Proceed-

ings of, 63

Society, Muskin-

gum Co., Ohio,l28

Judas Tree, Ani«Ti«aD, Cercls

Canadensis, or, 250

•• Honey, 312
« the, 142

Leaf's Lady Apple, 159

Learued Latin 115

Leavenworth Co. (Kansas,) Hor-
ticultural Society, 32

Leaves, Roots and, 148

Lebanon, Cedar of. 329

lecture, Ottawa. .57

Lexend of the American Holly,

247

Lemon, A large, 182
»» Trees, Grafting, 274

' •< That Big, Beat, 214

Leonardo di Vinci an a BoUaist,
297

Letters from the Pacific Coast, 5,

39, 74. 100, 1.11, ld»

iLencocftrpns Alata«, 2*20

Leocojam Vemnm, 190

Libocedrus Decitrrens, 33»

Liubt, Vine Leaver turning their

^UDder Surface to the39

Lilac, Double. 18.) t

Lilinm Aoralnm. 27, 120, 1»S
" Longiflornm. AUw M«r-

ginatnm, 186

Lily of the Valley. 3;«

Unie and Sulphur VafOf foe

Plants, 36»
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Liaaria Cymbalaria Variegata,

312
Lithoppermum Fnitlcosnin, 91

Living Rooms, Mignonette in,

126
Lochlel, near Harrlsbarg, S7

Locu«t, Honey for Poflts, 24
" Thornless Honey, 121

Locusts, Transplanting, 84

Lonicera Fuchsloldes, 27»

Louis, King of Bavaria's Hang-
ing Gardens, 261

in.

Mushrooms, How to Grow, 188
•' Iron and. 341

Muskingum Co., Ohio, Horticul-

tural Society, 128

N.

Mahonla Seed, IM
•* Sulwtltute for the, 16

MaBulflcent Pears. 216

Magnolia flr^ndlflora, Note on,

334
" Red. 3«>

Maiden Hair Tree, the, 172
;

Maine, tlie Weeds of, 69

Mammoth BlacJcberry Enter-
price, A, 372

•« Cluster Raspberry, 18

Management of Lawns, 297

Manean Apple, the 310

Manure for Conifers, 222
" How to Prove the Value

of a, 316

Maples, Notes on, 23A

Marengo, Ills . Skinner's Nur-
sery at. 283
" Siberian Winter Crab

Apples, \W
Market FriAs, Amateur and, 88

Martha Grape, the, (See Frontis-

piece.) .S86

MassachnsettB, VegeUble Profits

In. 316

Mathews No. 13 Grape, IW
McAfees Nonsuch Apple, 1A8

Mealy Apple, French, 276
" Bug. the, 189

Meeban's Nursery, 284, 341

Men who Advertise, the, 219

Merrltt.Geo., Grounds of. 86

Mexican and Monthly Red Al-

pine Strawberry, the,

\U
" Everbearing Strawber-

ry in Pota. 178

Michigan, Gardening in, I4.S

•« State Pomological So-

ciety, 128
Mignonette in Living Rooms, 126

Miller's, Mark, Fruit Farm, 61

Milwaukee, llkrticnltnre at 50

Mimulus Lutens Albo MarglMU,
Miner Plum, 157 ^
Mineapolis, .Minn., Apples near,

2.U
Minnesota. Grapes In, 2-^1

Mississippi, A]iplesfor, 249
*• Garde«lng Ib, 2-'i

Pear Culture In, 126

Pears for, 219
River, Large Treet

Bast of, 110

Missouri Pippin Apple, 157
" Mammoth Blackl»erry.,

118
Monarch ©f the West, Strawber-

ry. I8.i

«• Pear, Knight's, 86

Monte Bello Apple, 59

Monthly, The, on the Pacific, 217

Blontgooiory Co.. Ohio Hortleul
tural Society, Proceed-
lags of, 63

Moon, Sowing at the Fall of the,

152

Morello Cherry Crop, the, iM
Moss, Wintering Geraniumi in,

31

Moulds aad Mildewa, 1#
Mould or Funt<l and Anlmalca-

l«. About, 136

Mount Vernqn Pear, 90

Movements of Chlorophyll, 273

Mulching, 9

Mushroom Caltare in Fraace, 28

Name of Plant, 20, 153, 179, 36S

Names of Plants, 82, 182, 309,

344
Napoleon's Flower, .340

Nativity of the P-.tato, 180

Neglected Flowering Trees.Some,
174

Nepenthes Sedeni, 279

Nevada, Botanical Explorations

In, 181

New Apples, 184
" Cherries, 283
«' English Strawberries, 222
«< Geraniums, 312
«• Grapes from Mr. Campbell

of Delaware, Ohio. 34.t

" Grapes—What shall I

with them, 202

Oats, Improving, 24

Obituary, 154
Joshua Pelrce, 21

Objections to Darwin's Theory

of Fertilization through

Insect Agency, on, 298

Oceanlca, Norfolk Island, 335

Ohio, <Jrapesln, 2»8
» Iloriicultural Society, An-

nual Meeting of. 376

Pear Orchards in, 248

State Horticultural Socie-

i« »• '*

Third Annual Report,

278

O'Keefe, Son & Co., of Rochester,

N. Y.. 246

Old and Useful Plants, 334
'• Cuttings, 150
" Grape Vine, An, 91

do 'Omission. 86
, ^ „

lOncldlum Varlcosum (var.) Ro-

«

swer on, 260

Hampshire, the
Apple in, 23

Hot-bed Sash, 120

Ivy Leaved Pelargoniums,
123

Jersey. Fruit Prospects In,

181

Onions. 312
Pears, How to raise, 112

Plants, 124
" at the Meeting of

the Royal Horticultu-

»« j^n.l gersil, 312

jOnlon Sets, Planting large, 16

Baldwin Ontario, Canada, Fruit Growers
Society of, 288

Open Ground, Caladiums In the

308

Opuntia Raflnesque. 84

Orange Trees, to Exterminate
Chlneal and Ants from

285 •
Orchard, aiarge Iowa, 120

" Cherry, a Fine, 281
•< Culture. 3")7

« of Jonathan nngglns,25

(•

ral Society, 279

for 1870. 89

Power in Agriculture,
8>9

Raspberries, 278

Roses at the Royal Hortl-i

Orcharding In New York. 249

Orchards in Western Virginia,

125

OrchWaious Plant, 86. 112

Oregon Pomological and Horti-

cultural Society. 288

cultural Socty's.Show, Ornamental Plant, the (.hlneee

<>

>(

«
It

267
Tenne!*see Apples, Two, 157

Varieties, Grafting Potatoes

to get, i)
" Without Reed, .365

Vegetables, a
Edulis, 121

Water Pot, 222
Wlegellas, 312 f *

York, Orchards In, 240

Zealand, 293
" " Thistles In, 286

Nicanor Strawberry, 18.5

Niles Pear, the, 367

Noblemen at Work, 182

Non-CoBifero«sTieesand Shrubs
Notes on, Ac, 191

Norfolk Island, Oceanlca, .335

North Cacollna Horticultural 8p-

ciety, 63

Northern Bhish Apple, 220
" Ramie, 19

Note on Magnolia Grandiflora,S34

Notes Brief, 342
•• IIort»ct*ltnral, 244
" On Maples, 23.'i

" On Silphinm Laeinlatam,
L. 360

•« •• The Season, 3.59

Number of Grapes In a Vinery,
84

Nurseries, Geneva, 119
" of Cheatham and Cle-

ment, at Na8hville.ld9

of Hoopes A Co.,We«t-
Chester, P*., one Hour
at, 227
Painesville, 248

Nursery at New Brunswick, N.

J , New, 369
•• CaUlognes, 88, 123
" Meeban's, 284, 341
" Rules, 116

Nurserymen. Books of Reference
fur, 121

Nutrition and Sex in Plants, 267,

344

Yam as an, 116
•« Tr^s, Three 204

Ottawa Le<;^nre, 57

Out-door Culture of Choice Rho-
dodendrons. 299

PolymBlajOxalls Deppei Roots, 216

PaelicCoa«t Letters frem the,

5. .39, 74, 1(»0, 131
" the Monthly on the, 217

Pieonla Moutan, 274

Painesville Nurseries, 248

Pandanus Veitclill, 279

Pansies, Eularging and Keeping.

200

Pansy, "Cliveaen Yellow," 818

Paoll Apple, the. 18>

Papaw Bark. 120

Papers, Don't get their, 150

Paranephellus UniflomB, 89

Parasitic Insects, 341

Parlb Green for the Colorado Po-

tato Bug, 276

Parks and Gardens of Europe,
S40

•• ofChlcago, the, 119

Parmentiera Cewlfera, 18>

Parry, Wm., of Cinnaminson,
N. J.. 246

Parson's New White Mignonette
Reseda Odorata Exi-

mea, 370

Pass! flora Trifasclata, 17

Patrons of Husbandry. 85

Paulownia. Cellular Tissue

the, 1.38
•' Imperialls, 212

Paulownlas, Propagating, 19

Payne's Tree Holder. 1.53

Peach, Arctic, the, 156
•• (^Itare, 125, 21

8

" from Danville, N. Y., 345
•• Foster, 371
" Hale's Early, 216
•• " for Forcing,

152

Peach, Lanrenol, W8
" OrcharJs of California,

the, 250
«« Richmond, the, .346

•' Trade, the, .346

Peaches in Florida, 219
*• tor Kentucky, 221
»« under Glass, 13
•» In Haughig Baskes?, 372
• Vineland to Boston, 12-5

Pear, Beurre d'Anjou, the, 126
' Brice, .307

" Butfum, the, 116
" Chinese Sand, 70
" Crop this Year, 347
" Culture, 119, 150
<i ° »' Ur. Houghton on,

18
• « •• in Canada, 25
• » " lu Mii*nisslppi,12C
•» Once aiore, 44
«• «» gucce8»ful, 13

" Ducliesse de Bordeaux, 60
•• Growing, Conditions Fa-

vorable to, 137
" Knight's Monaich, 86
" Mount Vernon, 90
" Orchard at Keokuk, Iowa,

187
" Orchards in Ohio, 248
" Pitma.'jton Duchesse, 91
•* Summit Beurre d'Arem-

berg, 311
" TheNiles, 367
• Trees in Grass, 212
" " shelter lor, 159
•• ' Surface Stirring, 182
•• •' Trained, 27
" Variations in the Vicar of

Winkfteld, 367

Pears, About, 164
" and Apples, Budding, 212
" Disease in, 341
" Dwarf, 53
" Failure of, 273
** from Mississippi, 249
" How to raise new, 112

" in Iowa, Ui3
•' in Utah, 67
" Large. 56
" Magoiticent, 216
' Pole Cats lor, 56
" Standard, for Kentucky,

221

Peas, Birds on, 153
•' Early, 83
" Late, i3»

Peasle Tree, About the, 282

Peii Weevil—the Pea, 159

Pelargonium,, Culture of the

Large-flowered or show,
34S

•' Sport on, 218

Pelargoniums, 374
" New Ivy-Leaved,

123
Penfield, W., Garden of, near

Cleveland, Ohio, 248

Painock Apple, 179

Pennusylvdiiia, Fruit Growers
Society ot, 32, 9.5. 376

•• Horticultural So-

ciety, 127, 192, 25.5,

317, .i52
" Strawberry Cul-

tnie in Southern, 80
•• The Apple Crop

of, 287

Pentstemons, Hybrid, 340

Pereuuial Uye Grass, 27

Peiistrophe Angustilolia Aurea
Variegata, 28u

Perkins, Joseph, L»q , Green-

house of, 119

Perry's Scarifier, 217

Persimmon, Grafting Apples on
the, 17

Petunia, Aninution, 220
*' Brightness, 220
" CoosUnce, 2'20

" Emblem, 2i0 ^
" Neptune, 220
•' Sybil, 220

Petunias,Anemone Flowered,2ao
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Petunias, Raising Double, 126
Philadelphia Palrmount Park,

Trees and ^hrub8 at,

199
" Lawn Mowers, 181

Phlox Drummondll and other

things. About, 78
Photographs of Round Tubered

DioBcoreas, 54
Phyllotwds 344
Phylloxlta Vastatrix. 29

Pierce Joshua—Oliltifcry, 21

Pig, the, 183

Pineapples in England, 316
Pine "Trees, Disease on, 153

Pippin, Irish, 60
Pittosporum, Wax plant and, 20

Planthouftes, Construction of, 19

Plant, Name of, 20, 153, 179, 308
*" the Compass, 360
" Wigwam, 217

Planting, 8
•' Large Onion Sets, 16
" " Trees, 20

Plants, Bedding, Essay on, 107
" ^Climbing, .38, 300, 329

*"" Contag's Diseases among,
109

*' Diseases of, 110
" from UUh0213
•' Greenhouse,Work on,121
• * Illinois, Some, 104

for Shady Places, 361
" Lime anil Sulphur Vapor

for, 368
" Names of, 82, 182, 309,

344
<« New 124
•• New', for 1870, 89
'* Nutrition and Sex In, 344
'• Old and Useful, .3:i4

" Orchideous, 86, 112
" Sex in, 21.5, .350

•• Sexes of 181
•* Specific heat In, 20, 47
•' Spirally Twining, 300

Window, 111
•* *' Yellow-flower

•d, 118

Plate, Our next Colored, 14

Plates, Our Colored, 149, 308

Plumbago Capensis, 334

Plum, Miner, 158
** Tr»««i, Black Knots in, 55

Polecats outdone, 150
" for Pears, .56

Pollen for Fertilizing, S«lllng,222
" Imperfect, 15

Polymnla Edulis, A new Vegeta-

ble, 121

Pomological Excursionists, 217
" Society, American,

352
<• " Michigan

State, 128

Pomology In Wurtemberg, 254

Pumologist, the, 1.55

Profits of Horticulture, 221

Propagating Evergreens, 179
•' House, Small boiler

for. 20
•< Hyacinth, the, 222
•< Japan Lilies, 212
" Paulownlas, 19

Pruned Raspberries, Hardiness

of, 275

Pruning, About, 148
" the Grape Vine, 177

Psychotrla Ch«.ntalensls, 186
•' Cyanococca, 186

Questions for Dr. Houghton, 10

Quince, Chinese, 57
•' Dwarfs on, for Ken

tucky, 221

Ragau, Reuben, Death of, 58

Raising Gooseberries, 81

Rambo Apple, 178

Ramie, 151
'• Northern. 19

Rare Trees in California, 172

Rasche Apple, the, 80

Raspberries, 85
'• About, 71
•• and Blackberries,

Hardiness of Pruned,
335

Bees on, 151

Foreign and
tlve, 295

In general,

Herstlne and, 305
New. 278
Pruned, Hardiness

Rhododendrons, Out-door Cul-
ture of Choice, 299

Richmond Peach, the, 346
Ring, the Larch, 120
Ripening of Wood In Trees,

Plants, &c.. Dryness of

Soil an aid to the, 331

Road Making, 55

Kocliester, N. Y., Crops at, 245

Rocky Mountain Evergreens,369
Roots and Leave*, 148

** from Grape Stems, 244
•' Oxalls Deppei, 216

Rose, Changing the Color of a,

201
•• Cherokee, the, 221 •
" Enemies of the, 233
•' Fuchsia, of Castile, 62
" In the Window, 223
" Marechal Nell. 3.51

" Princess Christian, 222
Roses, 229
" Callousing of 213
" Classes, of, 17 I

" Essay on, 277
•• for Forcing, 374
" In Pots for Exhibition, 2.31

•• Pot, for Exhibition, .35o

Round Tubered Dioscoreas, Pbo
tographs of, 54

Royal Horticultural Society,New
Plants at the Meeting
of, 279

•• •• Society's

Show, the New Rose
at, 287

17a- Rural Carolinian, the, 219
" Life, 206

the! " N**^ Yorker, the, 344

Rye Grass, Perennial, 27

and Broad-
r, Thomas'

s.
•f 275

Raspberry, Davison's Thornless, Salvia Splendens Variegata, 124
*^ "^'27^ Saps Ascent, the, 117

'• Elizabeth, 27^ iSap, Winter flow of, 116

KUiHdale, 1.56, 278 Sand Pear, Chinese, 70

General Negley, 278 Sash, New Hot-bed. 120

Goldt:nThornle8i,18l '.Saturday Evening Poft. 310

Her^tine 278 Saul's, John, Descriptive Cata-

Mammotli Cluster.isl .
>ogn« «' P>«nts, 123

Situations, 85

Skeleton Tours through Europe,
183

Skilful Arrangement of Trees,3;i6

Skiromla Japonica, 81

Skinner's Nursery at Marengo,
Ills.. 283

Slips, How to make a Cheap Hot-
bed for Raising, 201

Small Conservatorie8^75
•» Fruit Kecvuder and Cot

tage Gardener, 370
«• Fruits in California, i:81

•• " Wisconsin, 294
'• Grounds, Judicious Stock-

ing of, 135

Smallest Flowering Plant known
the, 276

Smoothing Harrow
cast Wee

'

Patent, ^

Smut In Grain, 222

Soil, Cool, 152

ISour and Sweet Apple, the, 69

[South, Hedges at the, 276

Southern Virginia, Apples for,ll

8

Sowingatthe lull of theMoon,l57
" Verbena Seed, :10

Speckled or Westbrook Apple, 52
Spiraia Japonica, 308

Spirally Twining Plants, 300

Split Shoots, Uniting, 222

[Spontaneous Generation, .374

Sport on Pelnrgoniums, 218

'spruce, the Wtiite, 151

Standard Pears for Kentucky,2.il

St. Joe, M'chigHU, Greeuhonsec
at, 249

St. Louls.the Flower Trade of,250

Stocks, Choke Cherry, 281

Strawberries, 294
Alpine, 16, 1.38.167

Cultivation
of, 49

.»

" Orange King, 278
" Roots, 152
" Ruby, 278
" Saunders, 278
•• Strawberry and

Blackberry Seed, 277
•• Wild Ked, Improv-

ing the, 243

Rawles' Janet Apple, 182

Real Estate Catalogue ofO. M.
Fox * Son, 246

Recollections, Traveling, 303, 338

Red Magnolia, 367
" Maple Trees, 308
" Rover Daisy, 161

Potatoes, the, 281

Poetag M.u Seeds, Plants, Ac, 369! Reindeer Mosh, Brandy from, «2

Po*ts, Honey Locust for, 24 I Reliance Apple, 219

Potato Bug. Paris Green for the,
I

Religions Exchanges our. .342

.>76 Removing Trees in Full Leaf, 25

«• NaUvity of the, 180 Report of Commiaslner of Agri

Potatoes, Americ^, 28
" from Cuttings, 106
•* Grafting, to get New

Varieties, 2.5

• Mr. Paterson'sroode of

Raising New Sort.s 191
• Red Rover, the, 281
* Seedling, 19

Pot Roses at the Crystal Palace,

Mr Wn. Paul's Exhi-

bition of, 286
<* for Exhibition, 3.50

Pots Mexican Strawberry In 178: Reseda

Prairie Farmer Annual Ur 1870,1

123

President Wilder In England, 274] Retlnospora Plumosa, 34.5

Princely Apple, 2.3 I

Rhododendron Catawbiense

Saunders' Raspberry. 2«8
Scarifier, Perry's, 217

School for Horticulture. A, 120

Search for Ourselves, 113

Season and the Fruit crop, the,
'• Lines on the, .361

*' Notes on the, ;i59

Seed Farm, Dreer's, 211
'* Irish Juniper, ot, 53
«' Malionia. 154
" New Varieties without, 365
" Stricwberry, Blacklierry,

I

and itiiBpberry, 277

Seedling Bouvaidias, 20
•* Carnations. 152
•• Geranium, 120
<* • Hardiness of, 16
•' PoUtoes, 19

Seeds, Apples varying (h>m, 214
'• Duties on, H68
' fr«>m Mr. Brldgeman, 121
•• Frost on. Action of, 57
'• Plants, Ac,Postage on, 369
»• Vitality of, 173

Selling Pollen for fertilizing. 222

Seventy-five PopulHrFlowers.lSJ

Sexes of Plants, 181

Sex in Plants, 215, .3.50

culture, IStJS, 87

State Agiicultural So-

ciety of Iowa, 246
the Kecional and Hyp
sometrical Distribu-

tion of the Conifersc,

160
on the Distribution of

Forest Is N.W.Ameri-
ca, with notes on the " '*

.
^**« ^*T. **'/?*

Non-couiferous Trees elation and its Rela-

and Shrubs, 191
,
,

t'o" ««. **2

Odorata Eximea. Par- Sexual Law, A new view of 2>0

son's New White Mig- Shady places. Plants, for. 361

in Egypt, 30
*• '* Improre-

ment of, 14
•• New English, 222
»• "The Authoiity"

on, 218

btraw».»erry, 308
'* andltsCulture, the,

183
" Banana, the, 279
" Barnett' Mammoth,

156
•' Best, the, 118

'• for Forcing, 21

6

•• Blackberry and
Raspberry Seed, 277

*' Culture ifi Southera
Feiina., 80

•' Jucuuda, 281
" Mexican and Month-

ly Ked Alpine, the, 113
** " Kverbeariug

in Pots, 178
** Monarch of the

West, ISo
" %canor, 185
" Season, the, 20S
" Tree, the, 172
'* Viconites^e Herieart

de Thury 91
" Wilson's Albany Id

the South, .344

Strong's, Mr.. Hillside Houses, 1.54

Study of Botany, 2J«3

344
•«

nonette, 370

Princess Alice Rhododendro*,
369

" Christian Rose, 222

Production of India Robber, 244

Productive Grapes, IS

and
for

GarCity Parks
dens, 20U

Princess Alice,

369
The, (with plate)175

Nutritlonand,267, Stumps, Covering old 118
Subscriptions ot thi Gardener »

Monthly, 55
Sacceasful Fruit Growing, 49

** Horticnltoral Jour-
nal, To make a, 276

Suckering in Trees, Cause of, 307
Sugared Wines, 62
Summer Apples, 221

* Beurre d'Aremberg Pear

•< Blooming Bulb, A, 201
" Droughts, Winter Ef-

fects of, 270

i
Surface Stirring I'ear Trees, 1S2

Shelter for Pear trees, 159

Sherman Sweet Apple, 219

Shrubbery, Beautiful blooming,
268

Simple Flower Garden for Coun-
try Homes, A, 216

Sllphium Laciniatnm, L, Notes
on. 360
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Suspended Animation, 126

Sweet »nd Soar Apples, 64, l»^

T.
Talks to my Patients 184

Taplin, Mr., of EnviUe Park. "2
Taate, Beneficial Influence of the

kawQ on, 32d

Tea, A8«am ,
'29

Teas, Chinese, 29

Telfaria, o#Jolittia Africana, ..13

Temperature Alarm, Boyle « bb

•• l^artli, 201

Tender Thing-, Wiuter Treat-

ment of, i-y>

Tendrils, T5rape Vine, 217

[Trees, Planting large, 20
" Bare, in Calitornla, 17^

Red Maple, 308

Removing in tun Leaf, ^.
Skilful Arrangement of, 3.Sb

SuckeriPg in, CauHe of, 307

Three Ornamental, 204

Trained Pear, 27

Transplanting Large, bJ,

149
•' Wash for, 343

Trillium. White, 275

Truffles, 179

Tulip Trees, Disease in, S^i

«

it

<«

<t

K
(t

u.

in,
Tetofski Apple, 156

„f q.o'underjrrnund Flowers, 28.5

^^.^^•^ *Gr?;eU^tur^:,^ll'''''';lSoS«tat-^ Vine Culture

Texan Botany, Mr. Wright, and,'
^^.^.^^ Split" Shoots, 222

«. T'V„T?«at 214 Universal Nurserymen, the, 28.J

That Big LeWon Beat, 214 |J

Fungus, 251
ThinWng Fruit, 25 ^Uses o «

'^^i.^^ ^ree, 24
Thistlesin New ^^^(^^\^J^x^uhC,,rr^^i., 121^,111
Thomas' Patent ^'^ >«t^i°^ lar iJ a

.^ ^^ ^^^

row and BroadcasI

Weeder, 151

Thornless Hon«y Locust, 121

Thrip, 309

Timber in India, 160

Tubes, Our Anuu.il, 3<0

Tomato Culture, 117

.» Duration, 19

Tomatoes iu France, 30

Transactions of the Mass. Ilortl.

cultural Smnety, Vo.^ 1

Transplanting Large Trees, 83,

149
t Locust, S4

»• Tree Box, 240

Tree. Big Australinn, 3ti7

'ChLte, the 27*), 30S

Culture of Grapes, H3
" of the Grape \ me,

271

Elder, the, 141

Holder, A, 79
i Payne's, 153

Judas, the, 142

Maiden Uair, the, \ti

" Strawberry, the, 172

Trees and Shrubs, Beautiful, 141,

172, 29.-.

II '• Fairmoant

Park, PhiU.,at, 199

to

X
•t

«l

II

•I

II

II

11

II

Hybrid Cherry ol, 279

Pears in, 57

Plants from, 213

.

Valedictory Address, 184

Vallotta Purpurea, the, LOl

Value of a Maoure, llow

prove, 316
<» Botanical Gardens

and Collections, 245

Valuing Agricultural Land, Art

of, 27

Variegntions, Golden, 86

i

Varieties of Aucubii, SI
i

" of Ivy, 91

Varying Colors in the same Plan t,

I 240

Vegetable, C.iladium Esculen-

lum as a, 202
Garden, 4. S-'i.eS, 99,

131, 163. 195, 226, 259,

291,3.'.6

Polymnla Edulis, A
new, 121

Profits in Massacnu

Victoria Gooseberry, We
Vine Culture in the United States,

119
•« Grape, an Old, 91
•• Leaves Turninj? their Un-

der Sartace to the

Light, 30

Vineries, Ground, 274

Vlneland and Dreer's Nursery,

264
<« Peaches to Boston; 125

Viola Cornuta Alba, 123
II II " Viir. Perfec-

tion. 2S0

Violet Cultivation, A Few Hints

on, 261
«« Marie Louise, 313

Violets, A Box of, 180

Virginia, Southern Apples for.llS

Visitof the Eastern Horticultur-

ists to California, 2b3

Visitors, Drawing, 84

Vitality of Seeds, 173

Vitalized Compound, 118

w.

Wigwam Plant, 217

Wild Red Raspljerry, Improving

the, 243

W^illow Bread, 285
" Twig Apple, 284

Wilson's Albany Strawberry in

the South, 344

Window Decorations, 282
'• Flowers, 82

Plants, 4, 111
Yell«>vriower-

ti

•^d, Its
TlK

II

II

•I

II

II

I setts, SIG
'

Vegetables and Fruits, Forcing,

11 I. remaeVyl'^e Verbena Seed, Sowing, 30

J tif.l -U IVerlwnas. Large Lemon, 21
Beautiful, -J*

I Vertical Cordons, Cherries a«

'^'^''^"S ^^'^ Single, 31

Wages of Gardeners, 1.00

Wall, Grapes on a Back, 342

WarQeld Apple, the, 152
j

War, French Gardening and the,

1 309

Warsaw, Ills., Horticultural So-,

I

ciety,.i52
|

1
Wash for Trees. 343 i

1 Washing the Bark ot Fruit Trees,

I

' 372

i Water, Hot, 119 '
I

' '• Pot. New, 222 •
Watering, About, 3.37

Wax Plant -ud Pitlosporum, 20

Weevil, the Pea. 1»9

Westbrook or Speckled Apple, o<

West, Cherries in the, ISb

i

Western Gardener, the, 24i. 344

I' Michigan Fruit Grow-

I
ers' Convention. 128

!
•«- N. Y. Horticultural So-

ciety, 6.1

•« Triumph Blackberry,;
1.-.8

1

•' Virginia, Orchards in,

vr.

Weston Blackberry, 371

What is a Humbug? 120
'• tlieUre?:»7

Wheat, Crossed, 54

White Cedar, the, 19
•' Orap'S, Good, 178
«' Northern Spy Apple, the,

219

_„eRo8e in the, 223

Wine Growing, 343

Wines, Sugared, 62

Winter Apples for Kentucky, 221

" Cold, 66
»• Effects of Summer

Droughts, 270
" Flower, A Good White,

79, 106
" Flow of Sap, 116
»' Grafting, 2U
I' Treatment of Tender

Things, 23')

Wintering Apples, 337
•' Geraniums inTHo8S,'31

Wisconsin Fruits, 249
*' Notes on Fruits in, 47

i '• Small Fruits iu, 294

Witch Haieirihe, 357

,

Wodeneihf, i77
,

* ,

I Women, Horticultural School
I for, 24

Woods, Hemlocks from the, 152

Worcester Co., Mass., Horticul-

tural Society, Trans-

actions of, 219

Work on Greenhouse Plants, 121

Wrigiey Apple, 60

Wright, Mr., aud Texan Botany,

363

Wurlemberg, Pomology in, 254

•' g Spruce, the. 151
•• Irillium, 275

Wiegelias, New, 312

X.

Xantboceras Sorbifeilia, 220

XanthorruJa Australis, 318

Vam, thd Chinese, as »n Orna-

ineulal Plant, llt>

Yellow-flowered Wiudow Plants

118

Yucca Fiber, 297

Z;inthoriia Apllfolla, 245

I-

J,

J^
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